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PREFACE

higtough R&D management is a well- developed specialty in.several other

fieldi, it has been virtually non-existent.in education and badly needell.

It has been our continuing belief that there 'is much that could potentially

be applied from these other fields. This would requirea comparative

management knowledge base about research, development and innovation

(R/D&I) formulated in a manner that made it useful for application. An
.

understanding would also 'be required of those aspects of system functioning

which should be viewed as generic, across all RiD&I
*

systems and those

attributes which are derived from the particular contextual conditions

characterizing R/D&I in specific sectors -- such as education. With thl'

1..ind of unlerstanding, we could then deter-line which managemen4 policies

and technologies could be transferred "as is" from other sectors, which

others needed modification, and what sorts of modifications were required.

Consequently, we deiteloped an analytical framewvk that might permit us

to apply Understandings and management technologies from R /b &I systems

in other sectors, examine R/D&I system features acrosssectors to determine

what aspects of system functioning were generic across R/D&I systems and

which others were contextual, and what the implications of this might be

for policy development.

In the last .few years, we have carried out many analyses and produced,

. several volumes describing our analytical framework and applyinc, it to

specific policy issuesin education and other fields as well.
2

During

this time, we have been developing this descriptive volume on the R/D&I

system in education, attempting both to synthesize the available literature

and to app] pur understanding of R/D&I systems in generL towards iden-

tifying policy issues and options for strengthening educational R/D&I.

Thls volume is comprise:!, of nineteen chapters, which discuss the key

generic features of an R/DI system as identified in our analytical frame-

,

*
Ve use the term Research, Development and Innovation (i/D&I) to connote
a total process of innovation which includes various knowledge production
functions (research, development, production), various knowledge utilization
functions (acquisition, implementation/utilization, support services), and
various functions which igrve to link knowledge users (need identification,
dissemination, evaluatiorresearch). This emphasis on a total.process of
innovation has been a growing emphasis in recent years, and often is
referred to by the term KP/KU or KPU (knowledge production/utilization).
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work. *Part I covers eight overview featUres that pertain to the ,,-;tem as

a whole: its historical development (Chapver 1);

'over

fChapter

2); syttiem goals a they have evolve:14 end shifted over the year, (Chapter

3); the,system's institutional base (Chapter 4);- its personnel blse

(Chapter 5); funding patterns and policies ( Chapter 6); itiformation flows.

(Cha2ter 7); and research and R&D outputs -the system has produced (Chapter 8).

In Part II, we focus on eight R/D&I functions: need identification (Chapter

9): research (Chaoter 10); development (Chapter 11)i dissemination

(Chapter 12); acquisition (Chapter 13); implementation and utilization,

wiich.we treat together in a single chapter (Chapter 14); and evaluation

:titer 1:4.
.e

In Part III, we three aspects of educational RID&I that have received

little if any treatment in the educational literature: administration and

management (Chapter 16); production (Chapter 17); and support services

(Chapter 18).

Finally, in Part IV, 'e consider a final R/D&I feature of particularly

keen interest to us, the state of development ,of Rkp&I system{ studies --

tae analysis of the various components of the R/D&I system and the pro

cesses through which it functions, so as to understand the underlying

dynamics of what is occurring and provide a sound empirical and analytical

basis for policy development to strengthen system functioning.

We have used the terms "system", "szstemnanageMent," "RiD&D", and R/D&I '

"community" repeatedly in our discmssions, and this usage clearly requires

some elaboration since we are well 'aware of the substa ntial potential for
'

misunderstanding which surrounds these terms.

I

System; Our analyses have all'been premised oti" the assumption that the

configuration of institutions, personnel, linkages, information flows,

etc. that comprise Ole educatioAl R/D&I enterprise can best be understbdd

as a "system" (albeit a weak, diffuse, immature, loosely linked, highly

decentralized system) made up largely of autonomnus elements with relativel



little control or direction from any central authority in n position to

"manage" the systet. Ne are also well aware that because of this diffuse-
,

ness, autonorty or elerents, etc.f erre c:taracterization of this

enterprise as.a "configuration" rather than a sstem has gained some pro-

minence. However, we have argued in several of our analyses that the system

notion has many advantages if it is viewed as a helpfurconstrugt rdther

than as a description of empirical reality.

For/one thing, the3syster perspective orients one toward the dynaiic Tanner

in 1rhich different elerents of the System interact, such that policies

designed to affect one system corponent have inevitable side-effects on

other co-2onents. Thusc the 3.isce- perspective otleRcs the policy rlaker

toward poter.,tial interactions, and focuses policy thinking on likely

pacts of a gi'.'en policy option throughout the R/D6A system. Our analytical

franework was designed to help the policy raker think through the potential

interactions, almost in checklist fashion amo

fOtures that Aght be affected by any giv

policy ALker'is led to ask: which features are affected by the option

under considexation, and what insight on the wisdom of this particular

option is provided by what WPe know about the interactions among these

system features in other MEd systems?

A second advantage of the system perspective (especially when one has some

comparative Oderstanding of R/D&I systems in a range of sectors) is tse

manner in wjich it directs attention to maturational issues. Analysis of

R/D&I systems has suggested that they evolve through various historical

stages,14from birth to a transitional phase, to increasing progress toward

maturity -- whileriecognizingthat fixation at a given stage and/or

regression can also occur. Certain.difficulties elie characteristic of

R/D&I systems at ,certain stages of their historical development, but

become less serious or even disappear altogether as problems as the system

matures. Otherdifficulties,.however, are traceable to factors inherent,

in the nAture of ceiltain contexts, and therefore are not likely, to be sub-

stantiall affected by Vhcreasing system maturation over time, Fur' instance,

eduCation by its very nature.is built on a social science knowledge base

rather than p physical science knowledge base, and this h'as enormous rami-

an.d across the system

policy option. Thus, the

I
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.fications f.or,the conduct apd impactof'R/D&I activity. Edu'eacion is a
1

conjunctive domain of knowledge, i.e. , it bri together many diffeient

disciplines*anil applied filds in Op solution of social probler,, and this

too has suSstantial ramifications which rake educational inquiry, for

4 instance, very dijferenthron inquiry within one of the disciplines. Further,

. 'its effects can also, be seen in the field's personnel and institutional

base, its information flows, and outputs, the degre4kof Consensus achievable
6
on sysam goals, the .supporciveness ot the system's eriviionment, etc.

iteco'res important to be able to distinguish lietween which problems of

.7st2n fun.ztia-tin,' are tracelble to maturItional features and are

attributable to inherent attributes of a given context Planning to over-

come maturational difficulties must take time into account, i.e., it must

take cognizance of the fact that theiconfiguration of circumstihnces is

likely to change with tine and maturation. Policies appropriate folOstrenth-

ening an area of system functioning at one point in its development are

not likely to be equally appropriate at a later point in the maturation

process. Initiatives that might not be effective at one time may be highly

effective at another time. Therefore, the policy maker who thinks in

system maturation terms and has developed some unders'tandinwof the accumu-

lating body of knowledge on oompaiative R/D&I systems will focus attention

on the current state of development of the system or system component of

concern. A given. policy problem will be viewed with a broader understanding

of the configuration of conditions that are most effective or overcoming,

those 'difficulties, at the partiCular stage of development that has been

reached.

It is for these particular reasons that we see the system-oriented perspec-

tive as being highly useful for policy developmeKtt. This brings us to

another term likely to raise some eyebrows. We frequently use the phrase

"system management" to describe the activities of NIE* and other, educational

R/D&I sponsors to orient the system in certain functional areas, supporting

At.the time of this writing, the new Department of Education was just '

coming into being and of course this will lead to important changes with
respect to some issues vre discussk However, the fundamental issues
remain the same.
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the development of.certaip new capabilities in the institutional and

personnel bases, etc. We do not mean by our usage df the termedisystem

managemene, that it is possible to manage this amorphoui system inthe same

way as it is possible to manage a single organization or organizdtional

unit. Clearly, the description of the loose body of autonomous insti-

tutions described in the configurational perspective is a reasonably

valid characterization of ceytain Aspects of the empirical reality,of

educational R/D&I today, and possibly for all time. Still, we believe

strongly in the lead agencies in concert with other R/D&I,sponsors and

the field can in very real ways orient the system. This understanding

of what we have in mind whedweuse the term "system management" is vital.

. Similarly, when we use the term "compunity" (e.g.: t4 "research communityy,

the R/D&I co7.munity", the "practice community"), we are using the term

loosely to describe a body of institutions and personnel who share common

interests and may one day,he linked more effectively through better developed
/

information flows, communfcation mechanisms, social structures, etc. We

are not suggesting that either a sense of community within any of these

groupings, or the needed linkages and information flows, etc. actually_

exist today.

Finally, we turn to our use of the term "R/D&I". 1e have consistently

used the tern "Research, Development and IrInovation" (R/D&I)to describe

What'is.increasingly tieing referred to ,by others as 'KPU. The Research,

.Develc:pnent and Innovation usage was meant to make clear that we had more

than simply "R&D" in mind, and that KU activities within the operating

system and linkages between the KP and KU ends of the spectrum were very

7UCti a part 'f our conception of the innovat,ion process. Our R/TuT usa",

has not been adopted by others in the field of Education where the KPU

usage is becoming increasingly popular. It is hoviver (with minor

variations such as R/D&I) very popular outside of)Education - and in

thee context's KPU has not gained much currency. It is difficult to

predict which will survive, in general, or in specific fields. Since

consensus on terminology is often a necessary first step in the develop-
.
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meat of a new field of knowledge, we would be willing to adopt eithi

the "R/D&I: or the KPI' label in subgequelitt drafts of our material.

Regardless, "R/D6I".throughout thi;.volume Should clearly be under-

stood to be analogous to "Kill" and not A assumed to focus.on "R&D"

in'the narrow sense. Our interest throughout has been on the total

innovation process, and this point should not be misunderstood.

The analyses presented in this volta:ae are part of an ongoing effort.

Our long run expectations for this project are ambitious, perhaps overly

so. In addition to the analytical framework developed and the policy

stUdies wt conducted applying this framework, we have broad expectatiws

t'ii i.duation-sper;.ific component of the research progrlm

wo,J1-1 produ:..e. In addition to producing this comprehensive synthesis

of the available literature on (or relevant to) educational R/D&I, we

would hope at some future date to develop: an annotated bibliography

of the voluminous literature; a discussion of how education compares

to other sectors onkey dimensions; a set of policy and research agendas,

for strengthening educational R/D&I; and conceptual work on needed

indicatois for assessment in a moatoring system on educational R/D&I

functioning. However, within the resources available to s, it has only

been possible to complete the simple research and synthesis of the

available literature. in the comprehensive fashion we desired. Even so (as

can be readily observed) this has been an enormous undertaking; and

even in this voIime th re`are chapters that merit further elaboration

and development. In a13di ion, we anticipat4 producing over time all of

the elements of our overt ambitious research program.

At least three things need to be said about the lengthy tine period over

' wVel this work has been carried out. One is that the nineteen chapters

that make up this volume have. been written at different times over a four

year period. As a consequence, there is some overlap and repetition of

material that we would expect to be eliminated after editing for a final

version of this material.

Second, our' understanding of educa0onal R/D&I has evolved over this period,
4

p.irticularly in certain respects. Like the rest of the field, we too have

1!)
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come to a greater a reciation of the operating system's,..Ale in educational

R/D&I as 'involving a considerably more active posture than simply that of

"user". We have tried to take cognizance of this for instance, by talkin?,
4

about practice -based development work in addition to the systematic R&D

carried out by specialized development'organization,*and about information.

flows within the operating system; and between tit-A educitional k /D &I and

practice communities, as well as amohg research communities. We treat
.;"

operation system roles and contexts in some detail in our chapter on the

imoldmentatiwl,and utitilation functions, taking cognizance of both problem
i.'

.

e)

solution and KP activities that aka place entirely or largely within the

oberacin4 sl:ste.-1 as well as op ,ating system acraptation, implerpentaLion,

and use of outputs developed aad4or packaged by specialized develonment

organizations. AndiSo on. What is significant to our discussion here is

thal.t!qs perspective on the operating system has evolved over the several

years Ot-rhis work and is reflected more effectively in chapters written
---, ,

recently than in chapters written earlier and only revised in minor ways

recently. This should be borne clearly In mind by the ruder. In the

final' version of our volume, the material will be redrafted in a manner

that consistently reflects this greater prominence of the operating system

in our conceptions oft /D&I system structure and functioning.

And finally, we owe an enormous debt of gratitude to Ward Mason, head of

NIE's R&D System Support Division, who has patiently and helpfully supported

our work throughout this long period. ward Mason and his staff have

seemed to us to be perhaps among the few lone voices in the current Wash-

ington wilderness calling for an R&D system studies capability and field

of inquiry, to provide a sound conceptual and empirical data base for

educational R/D&I policy development. His commitment td this area has

rgiven Lt bivth and kept -alive (to whateVer degree it still is ali.e)'

\\1-44.1

J13 a viable area of fedeaXeducatiork funding, and we (as well as all of

our colleages in th .erging field) are heavily in his debt for this.

'We would hope to be able CO provide him with some dividend on his consider-

able investment of time and energy in this'effort, and hope this volume

(in this and sub3equent versions) can mAtce some contribution to the develop-
-

ment of the field of educational R&D system stuaies he has envisioned and -

supported, and to which in a very real sense he has given life.

o
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An understanding o/ the historical development of any R/D&I system

is essential to the design of effective policy options and management

strategies. The history of a system is likely to be one of the most

significant constraints that needs to be taken into account -- as

powerful in impact on attitudes, expectations, institutional configura-

tions, and operational patterns as any constraints in the environment

of the system. Critical events in hat history must be understood in

terms of the ways in whi.0-i th y affected the definitions of problems,

strategies, and solutiol, nd the ways in which they created, or

closed off, potential op ons for improving KPH functioning.

# We have, ip our work, useda conception of R/D&I systems going

through various stages of growth and deTelopment from'the un-

certainties add insecurities of birth an*Varly years, to a tran-

sitional periO4 of striving and establishft themselves andtheir

legitimacy, to a more patpre period in which their functions, insti-

tutions, and linkages ate well established. We frequently discuss

policy options in terms of what we see as needed to make possible
.

"further maturation" of the System. We have no precise universal

model of what a "mature" R/D&I system looks like. However, our famil-

iarity with R/D&I systems in different sectors gives us'some sense of which

attributes systems Aemonstrate (in differtnt degrees) that suggest to

us they are more or less mature. What this means concretely in dif- -A

feriFt R/D&I systems is likely to differ from sector to sector;

but the maturation notion seems to us to be one that is highly useful

to further understanding of R/b&I, system and cNtelopment of feasible

policy options arld management strategiep.

If one understands the history of the educational RiD&I. system to

date in termsofithis maturation concept, and in relation. to the

Se/
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experiences of other systems, then severaAbenefits may be forthcoming.

.First, viewing tht system's past in these terms may help observers

to be more charitable, and less likely tO arrive at the apparently

all-too-common conclusion that given what relatively little the

system has accomplished to date there is little reason to expect

better in the future. Oag expfrience with young R/D&I systems in

other sectors suggests that in the early years one generally finds

unrealistically high expectations and over optimistic forecasts

concerning high quality results -- to be delivered quickly and

implemented on a widespread basis. Since in reality the develop-

ment of an R/D&I system (and its outputs) takes much longer and .

requires much more investment than isiusually recognized at the

time, one soon also finds frustration and a tendency to "overreact"

on the part of R/D&I system personnel, funders and sponsors. Thus,

this maturation notion suggests the advisability of assessing the

educational R1D &I system at the present time in terms of whether or

not a strong basis for, the future (and future returns) has been

developed -- not in terms of sunk costs, disappointments, and

unrealistic early expectations.

A second perspective gainW from use of the maturation concept revolves

around the idea'that R/D&I systems evolve through three rough stages

of development (introductoey, transitional and mature) and that

R/D&I functioning has distinctive attributes at each stage of develop-

ment. If this is true, then it has several important implications:

1. If capacity-developing, system - building policies and

'programs are to be designed, able to increase the i

possibility of nudging a system along from one stage

of development to the next, then it becomes essential

to understand how the attributes of R/D&I functioning

may differ from stage to stage and where the critical

4
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poinSs of leverage may be as the targets of policy inter- .

vention. Insights gained from other sectors, at various'

stages of their own historical development, may be

useful here.

2. Consideration of policy and management options must take

a system's stage of historical development into account.

It would be clearly inappropriate, for -instance, to :

transfer advanced and sophisticated management"tech-

ttdlogies from mature R/00 systems.td other systems

that are in only the introductory stage pf development. 6

(As an example of this, the use of PERT for program

.planning was tried in regional, laboratories early in

their history, with rather unsatisfactory results.in

many of them) Equally true; though, policies or

approaches tried early in a system's history with'little.

success may still be appropriate and effective later in

a system's history, when it may have developed needed

capacities or acquired requisite resources or changed

in any,of a number of other ways making the earlier

experience less relevant to judgments orlikely future

success. One cannot 4alidly say, policy X has been

tried and failed, if it was tried under the wrong con-

ditions and without what/ needed to make success

possible.

Clearly then, understanding A system's history in relation to this

conception of historical stages of system development can be of

great value to assessing policy options.

Our disctission of the historical development of educational R'D &I

begins with a consideration of the available literature and She sources

from which a picture of the system's history can be constructed.

fl
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The remainder of the analysis is divided into three parts -- exami-

nation of the system's past, its pteseat, and its future, using

descriptive detall, the maturation concept, and related ideas drawn

from our analytical framework.
2

What critical events, historical

trends, and tike-bound influences shaped the system an0 brought it

to its present state of development? Nhich of these continue to

be felt as major corist ints on policy formulation and R/D&I

functioning? We examine these questions in the course of an overview

of the system's brief Fast, We then consider evidence on various

indicators of the system's present maturation status. We attempt

here not only to document what few would doubt) that educational

4 R!D &I will require considerable nurturing and evolution before it

can become (if indeed it ever can become) a mature system; but

beyond that, we attempt to demonstrate some of the key problems

in current functioning that see:Nto block system maturation into

the next ("the transitional) stage of development and ultimate

datlirity. Finally, we consider the system's future -- possible

policy options that might 'overcome some of the key points of weak-

ness identified earlier, especially those that seem to be of major

importance in retarding system maturation. We also suggest a

nombeof research questions that need to be considered using

historical and comparative insights from other sectors, to)inform

judgments of the viability of some of the suggested interventions

to overcome system weaknesses. In outlining these possible policy

options and research initiatives, we foreshadow many of the con-

clusions we reach in subslquent chapters analyzing aspects of edu-
..

cational

I. THE AVAILABLE LITERATURE AND. SOURCES

There is a vast literature of source documents relevant to constructing

a history of the institutionalization of educational R/D&I over the

last decade or two -- memos produced by or for goveinment officials

4.

21
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presenting their thiriking; reports evaluating the institutions that

were produced, amost from the outset of their creation; articles .

explaining to t research community,and the public at large what

was done and w commentary in various kinds of publications about

I
.

3
one or another p t of the system; etc.. We have relied heavily

on as much of this source material as we could obtain in.constructing

the history pr ented here.

'ss
15)additiod there are a few chapter-length of'article4ength

histories of educational research over the last century or since

the '53s, cost of which have appeared only within the last few

years.
4

Those that cover the longer period are useful in giving

a sense of educational research as a specialild field with a history

that' goes back at least into the 1890*, with slme units ,such as .the

Office of Educatio going back to the 1860s. Reid in relation to
. .

the recent perio of 15-20 years, these histories of the longer period

also give a se e of how much development the field has-suddenly

undergone in16nly the very recent past.

Clearly, e single most important.piece of pork on'that recent

period peared only a year ago, after the first draft of this

chapte ,was already completed. Richard Dershimer, formerly Execu-

tive Director of the American Educational Research Association,

throughout the 1960s and early 1970a, has written an evellent,

insightful, highly useful history of the period rich in detail, werl/

documented, written from the perspective of someone connected(

to what 'was happening in Washington, when ;t was happening, who 4

knows who to talk to in order to find out what really happesped with

regard to this and that. He has taken pains to provide a scholarly

treatment, to check his own recollections with sources, and to

present his history in a way that can be wed by others who wish to
4

dig further into the history of the period. Dershimer's The

'Federal Government and Educational R&D
5
is must reacting for anybne

2 )
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concerned with understanding the institutionalization of educational

R/D&I, one of the relatively few volumes we would place in this

category. Wz have taken note of information from the Dershimer

volume at a number of points in this chapter. Subsequent drafts

are likely to use the Dershimer,material even more. Clearly, if

there was one single volume to be recommended for understanding the

OE years of leadership of educational R/D&I, this would be it., It

suggests the kind of history needed of the NIE years as well As of

other agencies and their roles in sponsoring educational R/D&I.

II. THE HISTORICAL PAST. CRITICAL.EVENTS, LEGISLATION, SPONSOR-

SHIP PATTERNS, DIRECTIONS, A6sinTIoNs, AND STRATEGIES

A truly comprehensive history ofsthe institutionalization of edu-

cational R/D&I would be a missive undertaking. Given the nature

of KPU in education 10* fhe key role played by the operating system --

in much of the KP and linkage as well as KU that impacts on educa-

tional practice -- such a comprehensive history should consider both

specialized, institutionalized KPU and ether lets specialized, non-

institutionalized, practice -based forms of educational KPU. At the

very least, such a history would analyze the key ideas and critical

events and developments that determined the character (or more

correctly, the somewhat diverse character) of educational R/D&I

today -- the character of the system (or "configuration") as a

whole and its various parts (e.g., the academic sector, private

sector, regional laboratories and other institutions in the quasi-

public sector, the SEAs,.ISAs, and LEAs) and each-of the comparative

features, in Our analytical framework (e.g., funding., periOnnel,

institutions, research, development, dissemination, etc.). A

truly comprehensive and useful history would probably give as much

attention to the development of the field's knowledge and technology

base as to all of its. other systemic properties.
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We have not attempted such an imposing task.' Our approach .was

considerably more modest in scope. We have reviewed some of the

history of the past two decades with a view toward discerning some_

of the underlying assumptions and R/D&I strategies that critically

influenced system development. ,We have not attempted to analyze

important theoretical or empirical contributions that shaped the

knowledge and technology base of the field.

Sr

The focus of dur attention on this analysis has be the fedet,1
/ ,

role in institutionalized R/D&I, stand specifically the involvement
. i

of the'Office of Education (0E) and later the National Institute

of Education (NIE) in the institutionalization and sponsorship of

educational Rtp&I. We do not discuss here other federal agencies

/who have been sponsoring educational R /D &I activities. (We con-

sider these and other non-federal'and private sector sponsors

briefly in a subsequent chapter on funding.) Nor even do we discuss

the large number of relevant units and programs within OE relevant to

a comprehensive understanding of the institutionalization of edu-

cational R/D&I.
.

For instant, we do not consider the substantial

R&D resources managed'S;CE under legislative'mandates on vocational

education and special education (i.e., education for the handicapped).

In discussing OE, our attention is:limited to the Bureau of Research,

called the National Center for Educational Research and Development

(NCERD) beginning in 1969. It..hen shifts to NIE when the Institute

was cr ed to play a leadership role in educational R/D&I and

absor, d much oUthe role of the NCERD. The picture that we present,

therefore, suggests a much more orderly, "managed" picture of the

institutionalization of educational R/D&I than was in fact the case:

it deals with only that small part established and managed by one and

then another federal agency. This limitation must be emphasized at

the outset and borne in mind throughout. We are looking at a very

small, albeit from our perspective important, part of the whole, which

is a considerably larger, more decentralized, less orderly, less

qt.
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managed,population of discrete,'autonomous institutions. Given

that provifo, we think there is much that is essential for the field

to understand about the segment of the system (or "configuratidrIP)

we have selected to focus on in this chapter.

The recent history of educational R/D&I, since the establishment

of NIE, seems to us to be so very different in important respects
A

from the previous period that we have divided our analysis into

.two parts. We examine first the period from the emergence of the

federal role in educational R'D &I in the mid '50s until NIE was

created in 1972. We then turn to the last five years in which

..the Institute has been the primary sponsor of, and dominant in-
.

*Ince on, system development.

.. ,

1. OE Leadership: 1950s ko 1972 4

A. The 1950s: Emerg\e nc e of the Federal Role
N.

1

The mid 150s set the stage on a small scale for two sets of

developments that were to intensify in the '60s and have a major
. .

impact on educational R/D&I. The first of these could be char-

acterized as the emergence of race (and then poverty) as social

likd political issues.in this country, in combination with the

assumption that the schools should serve as one of the major

vehicles for social reform. The psychological arguments so

fundamental to the Brown vs. Board of Educatio4 desdgregation

decision of 1954 were carried further in the "cycle of ,

poverty' arguments of the '60s. Each position assumed that

active intervention in the educition sector could produce

major social reforms and enhance the opportunities and "life-

chances" of students. Although the Brown decision itself

had relatively little impact on educational R/D&I in the '50s,

its legacy in the '60s was enormous. Federal legislation and

2 5

t
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court detisions premised in part on this pattern of thinking

have had a tremendous impact on school system organization and

functioning and have created major curriculum and prograd

needs to be met by R/D&I activities. R/Mq pAducts and pro-

grams targetted at racial, ethnic; andlingyistic minorities,

and at the economical;y disadvantaged, have received the

].ion's 'share of R/D&I resources in the eddcation sector.
6

,

.

The second development of the '50; that was.to have a major

irgpact on the system was the emergence of the federal.govern-

ment as.the primary sponsor of educational R/D&I. Educational

research received a major boost from the passage of the Coop-

erative Research Act in 1954, authorizing research funding

which began to flow into the educational research community

by 1957. ,Subsequent Cooperative Research Act dmendments and

authorizations in the 16111S, along with the Elementary and

Secondary Edimation Act, created major new funding programs

And the network of federally-funded R&D centers and regional

laboratories that were the focus of federal R/D&I strategies

in the '60s.

.

While the early Cooperative Research Act funding of the 150s

tended to be allticated to discretei.relatively small-scale

'educational research projects, other blocks of federal funding

in the '50s came to be concentrated on rger scale curriculum

aleimprovement projects. The preponder e of federal influence

can be seen in the history of these projects. The beginnings

of substantial support for curriculum improvtdent must be traced

back at least as far as the early t508 when the CarAgie Cor-
.

poration sponsored curriculum design and teacher training pro-

gramlevelopment by mathematicians and scientists. Within a

fewyears, the National Science Foundation allocated such large

sums to the'work of scientists to completely overhaul the high

6

4
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school curriculum for physics', Chemistry, and biology
7

that

the earlier Carnegie projects were dwarfed in comparison.

The excitement c&Oate4 by the science curricula,cextbooks,

'and materials crWectao much support for this kind Oi'-dovelop-
-%%

{'

went work that 'major curriculum improvement projeots were de- '''''..

.Yeloped in mathem atics, English and language arts, social

studies, and foreign language%.
8

Most of the funding for these .

t
,_

projects came from the federal government, under authorizations

from the Cooperative Research Act or, in the case of foreign

languages, the National Defense Education Act. The latter was

passed in 1958 in act atmosphere of at least moderate hysteria

over the Soviet Union's launching of its first Sputnik, an

'event interpreted by many as an indication that this country
4 y

was failing behind the Soviet Union and that perhaps the quality At

qk
of American education was inadequate to.maintain the U.S. position

of supremacy in the world. 4

During the '50s,and even more so in the '60s, the Office of

Education was the primary'source of educational RID &I funding.

This one agency controlled not only the funds targetted directly

at R&D institutions but also the large sums of ESEA money avail-

able to eligible school districtswiho could show some evidence,

otprogrifxdevelopment for the economically disadvantaged.

Significant funding also came from other agencies of the

federal gobernment -- e.g., the National Science foundation,

the Office of Child Development, the Office of Econ4mic Oppor-

tunity, the National Institutes of Mental Health, and the Departl-

ment of Defense. The additional R1D &I funding that came from
416

private foundations was quite small in comparison.
9

S

Clearly, then,ithe federal government emerged as essenerially

the sponsor of educational RID &I. This overwhelming federal
.

in fluence has had a,majoi impact on system development.

40
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Assumptions of federal policymakis boot tfiekind.of R/D&I

system needed the strategies tabe paPed'11.1:9reating that
, . 4

system, and the Jcinds of R'D &I ottputs toAvproduced have

Determined the directions of system develoOsiAnt. These

assumptions, strategies' and output prprities warrant some

attention.

4. Assumptions, Strategies, and Priorities

am.

a. Weaknesses of Existing Educational Research

.Functioning

f

The literature contains numerous accounts of the thinking

that led to the creation of a -wholly new set of institu-

tions to carry out educational R/D&I in the 160s.
10

Several years of funding educational research under the

Cooperative Research Act had produced few theor4tical

or empirical contrAutions of major significance; and

little if any discernible improvement in educational

practice. The butpuis of educational research were
a

assessed as fragmentary, noncumulative, and opt directed

toward, or organized in a way likely to affect; edu-

cational practice. There was little in the way of

rigorous development (in the R&D sense) and inadequate

dissemination and diffusion frofti knowledge producing

to knowledge utilizing components of the educational

' system. The educational research community wasiented

primarily to the value system of the university, stressing

theoretical. advances andpublications rather than less

elegant nuts-and-bolts utputs designed to impiove

educational Factice:

L
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"b.. Organizational Weaknesses as Assumed Key to the
ak

Problem, '

A significant part of the problem was ataibuted to the

-we), educational research was organized. Prior to 1964,

it was conducted for the most part by individual researchers,

mostly in schools of education, devoting only a small

percentage of their time to the conduct of research.

*Research-oriented organizational.forms such as research

bureaus were "nctiring in a number of schools of edu-

cation. However, most of these bureaus were more service-

oriented thanresearch.orfented., and most functioned
,

simply as umbrella organizations for projects of individual
40.

faculty members. there were relatively' few programs of

interrelated research projects functioning under bureau
11

austfices.

ap

/
The focus of thes analyses was on the organizational

weaknesses of educational research. Other problems were

noted as well -- for instance, the low prestige of edu-

cational,research and the resultant difficulties in'

attracting the best minds to the field;
12

but organize-

ttonal issues were paramount in the thinking of R/60 policy-
.,

makers at this time, and this focus determined the strat-

egies that were evolved -- those options that were selected,

and others the were closed off.

c. Mission-OrientedR&D Programs ab the Solution

To overcome the fragmentary, noncumulative character of

educational research, the bulk of federal funding was to

be concentrated on.large programs of research -- long-

range, interrelated, cumulative research, development,

4

gt)
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and evaluation. Tb overcome the field's academic,

theore al emphasis, its concern primarily with

Ailan the knowledge base of educational research,

anitts orientation toward publications' as the dominant

research output, funding priorities were to emphasize

problem-oriented, mission - oriented R&P programs, designed

to create tested products a deprograms, !,Fused on the
18 4

ultimate goal of improvin educational practice. R&D

programs were to include strong disseminatioqcompotents

and were to be considered\incomplete and unsuccessful

until they had actually achieved planned improvements

in school system functioning. Since the existing in-

stitutional bases of academic research were viewed as

unsuitable environments to carry out research organized

in this fashion, a wholly new network of federally-

funded institutfons was to be created to carry out edu-

cational RiD&I. qk

0

d. Establishment of NetpOrk of R&D Centers

University-based educational R&D centers were the first

new institutional form to be funded. Initially (1964-66)

10, and eventually 17 such centers
14
were created under

the Cooperative Research Act, the Vocational Research Act,
15

and other legislation. The rationale for these centers

was as follows: education had a weak, derivative knowledge

base with few links-6 the disciplines/end poor .access

to knowledge producing and knowledge applying resources.

The field had been unable to attract significant talent

from the disciplines. However, educational R&D

centers were established on university campuses, the field

would be'able to draw on the critical mass of interdisci-

plinary talent that is concentrated in the universities.

r-
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The R&D centers would be expected to carry out four func-

tions: codifying knowledge relevant to particular prob-, .

leas and drawing theoretical inferences for the constrtic-

tion of models and prototypes; identifying serious gaps.

in existing-knowledge and mobilizing university resources

'to fill these gaps; designing prototypes (procedures,

materiali, systems) to achieve specific changes; and

testing prototypes sufficiently to indicate their poten-'

tial and implementation conditions needed for them to

realize their potential.
16

As conceived, the R&D centers

were to carry out work ranging across the full spectrum

of R/D&Lactivity -- research, development, dissemination,

etc., but they were expected to be especially productive

as performers of firiE-rate research.
17

e. Establishment of a Network of Regional Laboratories

A network of twenty regional educational ilboratories ap-

peared next, created under Title IV of the Elementary and
ir

Secondary Education Act of 1965. As initially conceived,

)the labs like the R&D centers, were expected to carry our

the full range of MO functions as well as to provide%

various regional services /to - operating system agencies

within their service areas.
18

In 1968, however, a shift in

federal policy, reoriented these institutions to concen-

trate heavily on development work.
19

The labs were intentionally located outside the universi-

ties to overcome three' ajor problems posed by university

settings. University values tend to favor research, and

.view development work with condescension. University'

valuesareiperhaps even more condescending about focusing

effort on such linkage functions as dissemination and

impleMentatioq, wiich need to be integrated into development.

:3 1
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planning. And of equal significance for the conduct ef the

develop:lent function which generally requires full-tine.

personnel committents, the tipe of academic personnel

tends to be divided between teaching and a range of other

activities, leaving limited time blocks for R&D work.

It was assumed that locating the laboratories outside

the universities would permit recruitment of full-tine

personnel with fewer reservations about carrying out the

development, dissemination, and implementation functions.

Furthermore, it was expected that there would be definite

advantages in creating wholly new, independent, quasi-

prbiic institutions unburdened by traditions, socialize-

tIon-pattervis, and histories inimical to new working

styles, new kinds of management structures, and emphasis

on KP-KU integration. It was assumed too that the new

mixes of personnel required by the development, dissemi-

nation, and other linkage functions would be easier to

recruit, hire, and retain outside the university setting,

and that collaborative relationships with school systems

would be easier toldevelop.

f. The Networks of Federally-Created Institutions: The

Linear Model or Institutional Overlap in Functioning?

The impression one gets from some of the_literature is that

a linked R/D&I system of institutions hod been created

with some specialization of functions and coordinated

linkage of functions from research to development to

ii

dissemination to implementation. Some presentations,

fort instance, suggest that the regional laboratories

would take prototypes developed by the R&D centers and
_ -

develop them to the point where they were fully tested

and proven to produce known results reliably under given

3')
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implementation conditions, and could be used with little
20

outside assistance in classrooms across the country.

Other documents suggest that the demonstration centers

established across the country under title III of tile

Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 would

take the innovations produced by the laboratories,

demonstrate them, and serve as regional and local

centers for diffusion of - innovations produced by the

laboratories2..
1

In what others describe (or, more ,

accurately, criticize) as the "pass-it-on", linear

view of R/D&Isfunctioning which, they argue, prevailed

at the time, research and prototype development would

be carried out by the R&D centers, the prototypes

would be passed on tar the regional laboratories where

they would be developed and tested fully into usable

product and program packages, and then these packages

would be passed on to the Title III centers for demon-

stration and diffusion to school systems22

In fact, those wholparticipated in the OE planning for

the laboratories and centers indicate that they had no

such master plan in mind, that their conceptions involved

far less specialization or linkage, and not as necessarily
23 0

a linear view as their critics suggest. The overlap in

functioning between R&D centers and ,laboratories were as

expected. There were R&D.centers engaged in development

work as well as research and prototype designs. And there

were laboratories doing not only developmeAt work but also

their own "development-oriented research" -- some of it

more basic than applied. There were also instances of

collaborative relationships between R&D centers add

laboratories operating in more specialized and linked

fashion, the R&D centers doing the prototype research,
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and the laboratories carrying out the extended development

work and feeding back to R/D&I center personnel data sugges-

ting additional research needed to facilitate product devel-

opment or effectiveness.
24

The IPI (Individually Prescribed

Instruction), collaborationjbetween the Learning Research and

Development Center of the University of Pittsburgh and Re-

pearchfor Better Schools (the Philadelphia-based regional

laboratory) is O:neesuch example well dooumented in the lit-

erature.
25

There are other examples as well.
26

But from

the perspective of OE personnel, these collaborations appear

to be relationships that were'applauded but not necessarily

considered the model all institutions in the network were

expected to follow.

Termination of Some of the Labs and Centers -- The End

of the "RegionAl" Network

Regardless of what the conceptions of the original planners

may have been, the'ictOal functioning of these new
k

institu-

tions and the quality of the outputs they produted were causes

of considerable disappointment to observers and to a growing

body of Congressional, decal agency, and research community

critics. We will consider some of the criticisms later.

At this point, though, it should be noted that the labs and

centers came under considerable attack and successive win-

nowing efforts in 1970, 1972, ane1974 so that there are now

remaining only eight of the original 20 regional laboratories --

ending the regional blanketing of the-country
27

and 9 of 17

or to
28

R /D &I or policy centers created at various times by

OE.

h. Other Federally-established Networks of Institutions

for Educational R/06,1

t.
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We have tried to keep our presentation simple, focusing

on the institutions at the heart of the f'ederally-funded
1

44

system of R/D&I institutions created to specialize in
.

educational R/D&I functioning. But surely no picture ca

the network of educatipnal R/D&I institutions created by

federal funding would be complete without ;ention of various

other institutions that have proliferated along with the

centers and laboratories. We include here the 14 Instruc-

tional Materials Centers for acquiring and disseminating

materials for the handicapped and for youth; Research

Coordinating Units in most,states t, stimulate and

coordinate research.on vocational education; and especflally

the vast ERIC system for acquiring, storing, reproducing

and making available the vast fugi rature of edu-

cational R/D&I, the ERIC clearinghOuses that not only

acquire,, screen, and abstract materials but a so produce

large numbers of information analysis products, and the

large network of education information centers that pro-

vide access to the ERIC syitem and user services tailored

to users' information needs. There has been some modest

degree of instability in this part of the educational R/D&I

macrostructure as well as the laboratories and centers.
29

We discuss these institutions more fully in our chapter on the

network of institutions that make up the educational R/D&I

system.
30

The ERIC system enters into our analysis in other

chapters as well.
31

.

i. Summary of Key Assumptions, Strategies, and Priorities

Though we have presented only the 31 cursory overview/Of 41,

the system's history, we have deyoted a subsiiiittaI amount

of space to it. This seemed necessary to document the

kinds of assumptfAns and strategies that dominated educational
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WD&I thinking during the '60s, and to permit usto

contrast this earlier pattern of thinking with the

prevailing views in NIX's leadership. We underscore

some of these pg.ketS before turning to "the syst ; ;'s

history since the creation of NIE.

i. Creation of New Institutions

First, federal R/D&I planners appear to hav e assumed that

the most critical barriers to improving edUcational

research prior to 1964 were organizational in nature,

and that the best solution to this problem was the

creation of Al network of wholly new institutions and

organizational forms rather than working within the

structures of existing institutions. The fact that the

new organizational forms were bound to bring with

them inherent strains and problems oftheir own was

not sufficiently foreseen. The thinking of'the '60s

was predicated on a normative view of. organizational

design. It was not based on an understanding of the

.real-world context in which R/D&I systets function

land the constraints posed by empirical reality
32

no

tter how attractive the ideas in the plan may seem

in the abstract. Consequently, institutions failed
... ,

to function in the manner expected. And, as the

new institutions competed for scarce funds with

established, and in some cases powerful institutions

with whom they had few links or shared, interests,

, they never developed the kind of constituency they

needed if they were to survive and flourish.
33

Slighted by the creation of these new institutions

were not only the universities butuilso the State

Departments of Education, the local school districts,

and the powerful education interests and lobbies

31)
Ii
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that could have been of some assistance in generating

- politicaj and financial support for educational R/D&I.

This picture was complicated further by-federal poli-

cies that stimulated the growth of large numbers of

not-fOr-profit and profit-oriented corporations, with

a rather substantial share of the total R/D&I funding

pie flowing,to these organizations35 rather than

the universities, the States, and the local districts,

intensifying even more the conflict over scarce

resources.

34

"Having selected the option of creating a large network

df totally new institutions to conduct educational

R/D&I, other policy options were, if not consciously

rejected, effectively closed off. One such closd-

off option was building an R/D&I system around whatever

high power talent already existed in or could be

attracted to' the field. Oonsidlring the excitement

created by the curriculum improvement program model

of the late '50s and early '60s, it is particularly

interesting that this model was rejected. That model

assumed that eminent scientists and mathematicians

were best equipped to devekop the new instructional

programs and materials needed to improve the teaching

of those subject areas. The strategy revolved around

attracting, and providing the support needed to keep,

the best minds working on these projects> The

materials -were of sup'eribr quality and were produced

in record time compared to the lengthy development

cycles that characterize the functioning of the

regional laboratories. And they were installed and

utilized in large numbers of school districts across

the country. The prestige of the scholars working
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on,thepe projects generalized to the projects
*

themselves and, indirectly, to development efforts

to improve educational practice. Later analyses

suggested that there were some unanticipated problems.

The programs may have been beyond the capabilities

of many of the'high school students using the mate-

rials. They were designed, it was argued, with only

the theoretical structure and inquiry paradigms of

/the disciplines in mind and insufficient attention

to problems of teaching and learning on the high

school level. And too, there was relatively little

in the way of systematic evaluation of field tests

in operational settings, with subsequent revisions,

new field tests, and further revisions. Still, the

instructional programs and materials produced by

these eminent men must still be considered far
36

superior to most such outputs produced before or since.

The "best minds" model might have been adapted to

take these subsequently discovered prOblems into

account. W8rk teams nirght have been modified in

future functioning to permit more influence from

learning psychologists and gifted teachers. "Develop-

ment cycles including more extensive field tests and

more systematic data-gathering might have been added

to the operational procedures of the work teams.

Some of the initial fdvisers to the OE planners who

created the regional laboratories' had urged the

creation of only ehandful of laboratories rather

than a vast network. Their recommendation was based

on the assumption that the success of the laboratories
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would be dependent on the availability of critical.

masses of talent to staffqhem -- building each

laboratory around an existing "center of excellence" --

and that the available talent in the field was in-

adequate to staff more than a few such institutions37

If the "best minds" model had held sway, a few such

institutions might have been created in the begin-

ning. The high quality outputs they could be

expected to produce would bring prestige and added

support to R/D&I activity. New talent would be

attracted and trained. The organizational base

could be expanded over time with the growth of the

skilled personnel base of the field. Starting

small, with a high level of talent, would also

minimize managerial problems and permit the mama-
.

gerial capabilities o the federal agencies

sponsoring and monitoring the system to develop

gradually. Thus managerial capabilities could be

developed slowly with the slow growth of the system

rather than being overwhelmed by enormous demands

and problems from the outeg. The gradual elimi-

nation of one after anothe4 of-the laboratories and

centers for having inadeldtely fulfilled their

promise suggests that thoS,4ho argued for a system

that started small and 04w.with the expansion of

the talent base might have been correct in their

analysis. to

Educational R/D&I never did succeed in attracting large

numbers of eminint scholars from other fields or the

"best minds" among the graduate students selecting

career option4 If anything, the reputation of the
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field seemed worse by the late '60s than it had

been before. It spay well ba that one of the most

serious weaknesses of educational R/D&I thinking

in the '60s wad this emphasis on creating a lave

network of new :nstitutions in accord with a

normative organizational design master plan (and/

or as we shall note shortly, the pressures of

politics) rather, than developing a small system

around thse existing talent base and letting it

grow witch that base. The consquences of this

approach continue to be felt today as a serious

constraint on policy formulation and R/D&I

functioning.

h

%IP

11%
ii. Creation of Institutions Ex

7

al tothe

Oneratin3 Systen

/ . g
.

A second point that needs-,to be underscored e'out the

'60s and early '70s period is that the network of

institutions created by federal R/D&I strategists

. was almost totally external to, and separate from,

the operating system. There are at least two possible

explanations of why this external approach was

taken.
a

One explanation is at the heart of much of what
a

Dershimar hal described in his. history of the

federal role in institutionalizing educational

R&D in the 'Os. The federal strategists who.

plannid and managed the federal sponsfrship of

3:)

.01

1
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I)

these new. institutions were t emselves outsiders

to the OE establishment and. o tsiders to the field

of education and the estabrrshed earlier relation-

ships between OE personnel and practitioners or

their allies in teacher training institutions, state

departments of education, and other supporting

structures of the operating system. Not only were

they outsiders, but they tended to view the whole

operating system andits supporting networks, as

4

well as the educational resear« AI^ v.mmunity, as

generally incompetent, or at least unable to bring

about the kind or the quality of changes the new

OE-personnel saw as needed. Thus, they were geprally

oriented toward starting anew, with establishment of

new institutions, staffed by new personnel, using
,

new approaches38 Little attention was focused on

what already existed}, especially in the operating

's1Vstem, that might be significant foci or might

even be usefully integrated with, the'new system.

Theieis another possible explanation for thiso

orientation toward an external, R&D-type approach.

The prevailing assumptions in OE In the '60s

applenfveflected the dominance of a science

viewpoint in federal R&D since World War II and

the postwar formulations of federal science policy

ThiStscience viewpoint is, in sharpconthst to the

market-oriented or user-oriented strategies that

have achieved substantial prominence in cutrea.
40

edticational RID &l initiatives.

more

4

As applied to education, the science viewpoint meant

that the problems of educational practice were attri-

r-

Oa

4
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bated to inadequacies in the knowledge b of the

field and the quality of available programs and

products for use in thk schools. Researchers and

other experts (rather than practitioners) were I

assumed to be best equipped to determine the needs

to be met by the R /D&I system, a'nd to organize and

carry out R/D&I activities to meet these needs. High

quality products could be produced most efficiently
A'

and effectively, it was argued, if critical masses

of talent in specialized areas were assembled to

work together on large scale projects providing.

extensive testing Older varied implementation con-
,

ditions. The hie) development costs of this approach

could be overcome by nationwide dissemination of

system outputs, resulting in a low per unit Cost for

the finisd package. Concentration of critical

masses of talent would not'only speed and enhance

the quality of product development, according to

thiqView. It would probably also enhanbe the

development of the knowledge base of the field.

Several problematic aspects of this. view re ignored.

Were R&D personnel really better equ ped than user

system pdrsonnel to define user system need Did

R&D personnel have.iufficient understanding of user

system conditions and constraints t develop products

that would adopted enthusiastically dr implemented
\ .

4 effectively? Given the chaotic nature of the edu-

cational marketplace, could externally-developed

R&D products be marketed effectively enough to insure

widespread adopt iipn and implementation and therefore

. make up for a p duct's high developmental costs?

Given the comple ity of educational innovations and

4

Ok
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a

the considerable difficulties faced in getting

externally developed innovations adopted and

implemented in school systems, how reasonable was

the concentrationof resources.on external R/D&I?

Given the substantial amount of genuine innovation
iftv

that is found in many school systems -- albeit

generally undocumented and relatively underdeveloped

innovation -- might nop the user system be a natural

institutional base 'for R/D&I activities? And so on.

The external K/D& strategy tended to take the user

system for grant d as the last link in the pass-it-on

74
chain of R/D&yrwithout adequate attention to its,

.
.

potential for unctioning in a KP as well as a KU

capacity, and, ithout adequate comprehension of the.

complexity o the dissemination/marketing, acquisi-

tion, and t e implemeAtation/utilization functions

for extern lly-develOped R&D ogtputs.

ill Minimum of Planning

I
i

t .

Our thihd major point is that this network of insti-

4tutio was created and began functioning with a

minimum of planning, without adequate considdration

of the functional requirements of such a system,

without formulation of an overall R/D&I strategy,

.or elaboration or communication of goals, or develop-

ment of a consensus among R/D&I personnel about these

goals or OE expecta4ons about how they were to be
1

achieved.

Federal officials were not.wholly to blame for this
I

situation. Political pressures wer4enormous. Thefe

ao
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I

was pressure toget the system operational and

visible, and to produce immediate, observable,
4

quick-payoff outputs and benefits.
2

Muth the

same pattern could be seen in the establishment

of the Community Action Agencies (CAAs) at this

time as the.orgAnizational vehicles of the tverty

program. The advice of experts to create a few

well funded and strongly staffed centers and

laboratories (or CIAs) was igno.red 4.n favor of a

more political approach, spreading large numbers

of such organizations across the country to,he

clearly visible to various constituencies43

The need fpr a period of goal elaboration, strategy

planning, and adequate staffing and organizing was

ignored as well. Long-term capability - building

programs to develop the R/D&I system were given

minimal support in comparison to the funding of

short-term product and program development. Quick

results and achievements were emphasized over the

kinds of long-term'system-building 1programs that

might produce more significant outputs and benefits

in the future.' Consequently, the system remained

week in its knowledge and technology base, its

personnel, its information flow patterns and co

munication networks, *ts funding, etc., and i

failed
'

to develop the kind of constituency and poll-
s

"tical support so essential to its long-term survival.

The analogy between the educati;nal R/D&I laboratOries

And centers, on the one hand, and'the poverty pro ram's

rCAAs, on the other, stigge s another historical point

: *

4
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that should be made. Social reform in this country

seems to ebb and flow in cyclical fashion, with

periods of reform followed by disenchantment and

conservatism, ,consolidating gains and resting from

the turbulence of the flform years. The educational

R&D laboratories and centers were created,. along with

the CAAs, during one such reform upswing in the cycle.

Those historical circumstances surrounding the system's

birth were of some signthcance for its future. Insti-

tutions created in reform periods benefit from the high

hopes and expectations of the historical milieu out of

which they emerge. But they are fragile, and are

equally likely to suffer from the general atmosphere

'of disillusionment and reaction that sets in with the

cyclical downswing. If they survive the downswing and

become,part of what is consolidated in the respite

before the next reform.period,.their long-term prospects

are enhanced.

Educational R/D&I appeared until a year or so ago to

still be teetering on the brink. 0E0 and the CAAs

failed to survive the period of disillusionment and

reaction. Educational R/D&I was given a reprieve by

being transferred from the control of OE in 1972 to

a wh9lly new institution, the National Institute of

Education (NIE). ;It seemeg early in the history of

. NIE that this reprieve was only temporary. We turn

now to the history of educational R/D&I under NIE

ldadership over the last five years.

2. The NIE: Early History

The fecleral'government remains the primary sponsor of, and dominant

influence on, the development of the R/D&I system in education. But

to

44
41.

.10
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the direction of systemCdeVelopment under NIE auspices has been some-

what at variance from the previous OE pattern. The lc:Mature pro-

duced by and about NIE suggests that the NIE policymikers have held

rather different assumptions about the nature of the R/D&I system

needed and the strategies required to-create that system.
4 4

One of
. -

NIE's more substantial achievements to date -- with perhaps the

most fundamental and long-term implications for system development --

may well be this rethinOgg of fundamentat questions and reconsidera-

tion of policy options that were either ignored or rejected during

the previous period. But the stormy history of the early years of

the Institute, and its'near destruction by powerful forces in WaShington,

may still affect system development and RilD&I functioning for some
,

tiTp_to come. We therefore revia some of this history briefly.

NIE was created in 1972 in an atmosphere of high hopes and expecta-

tions. The Institute was crested by an Administration-sponsored bill

and appeared to be backed by powerful supporters. It benefited from
L_

the intended analogy to the prestigious National Institutes of Health

and the National Science Foundation. The Ir. tence of i National

Institute of Education was expected to oveitam Congreit's lack of

confidence in thiviability of OE to manage R&D resources, andsome of

its reservations about R&D in general and educational R&D in par-
%

ticular.
45

Creation of an Institute was expected to raise the status
)

of educational research
46

and lttract a staff of first rate scientists,
47

social scientists, and educators.
MM.

However, these highThopes were dashed quickly. Problems were encoun-

tered almost from the outset. The first source of the problem was the

Administration itself. The Administration had initially called for a

commitment of $150 million to NIE for Fiscal 1973. But by the time

the Administration had made its budget proposals public, that figure

had been cut back to $125 million, of which $80 to $100 million was

needed to cover existing programs trlferred to the institute

.13
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e.g., the programs of the Natioll Center for Educational Research

and Development, the experimental schools program, and the career

education program48 The Administration delayed for months in

selecting Tom dlennan as the Institute's Director, then additional

months in appointing the National Council on Educational Research,

which was.legally the body given policymaking authority for the

Institute. Consequently, it'was difficult for_Glennan to give

Congress an unambiguous picture of the Institute's plans and policies

in the absence of a functioning Council to authorize proposed plans.

Congress expected the Institute to take a strong leadership position,

and instead plans hd to be described tentatively and speculatively.

When the appointments to the Council were finally announced and in-

cluded only one eminent researcher among 15 appointees49, whativen

high hopes the R&D community might have had for the Institute seemed

mocked. Some accounts suggest that the difficulty in finding

eminent researchers to appoint to the Council& was finding eminent

researchers who were also politically acceptable 'to this Watergate-era

Administration.
50

Whether or not this was true, the quality of the

appointments made suggested that the Administration was no longer to

'be considered among the fyiends of the Institute, who were fast ;

shrinking in numbers. /

The most serious problems were encountered in the annual appropriations

struggles with Congress. The Adminibtration's initial NIE budget request

for Fiscal 1973 was $125 million. But by the time this passed the

Congressional appropriations hurdle, the,appropriation actually made

was $106.8,Million. Since Sarno $100 million was needed to cover

existing obligations to OE programs transferred to the Institute, this

Cprovided relatively little "new Toney" for the Institute to develop

new initiatives and a program of, its own51 But that was a honeymoon

situation corpared to the budget allocations for the Institute in

Fiscal 1974 and kiscal 1975 -- $75.7 million and $70.0 million

respectively. These 1974 ald 1975 figuxes represented thersmallest

.4i1.

1
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federal allocations to educational R/D&I since the system wAs created

a decade earlier. As described by Congressman John Brademas (D-Ind.),

a friend of the Iistitute and of educational R/D&I, the Fiscal 1974

budget fight provided an unmistakable clue that-NIE was in trouble:

"Thar the $162 million recommended by an anti-education Administra-,

lion should have been reduced to $75 million by a Congress that con-

sistently votes more money forleducation that the President wants

is dramatic evidence of these troubles?" One writer who has been

following tiIE's appropriations dirifficulties for the AERA's monthly

Educational Researcher described the situation in these terms,. ",It

has been a painful process for the Institute to see a $162 million

budget request for Fiscal 1974 get shaved to $142 million by the

House, then dive to $50 million during the deliberations of the

Senate Appropriations Committee, and finally emerge from the Senate

at $75 million."
53

4

The Fiscal 1974 cuts were devastating. Butothe Fiscal 1975 appropria-

tions crisis was nearly the 'Institute's death blow. The $130 million

requested was reduced to $100 million by the House Appropriations Com-

mittee, and reduced further to $8>mil1ionin the bill initially passed

by the full House. But most serious of all, the Senate Appropriations

Committee recommended zero funding for Fiscal 1975 and this was reflec-

ted in the Senate-passed bill. Final determination of a compromise

figure was left to the House-Senate conferees on the bill. If the

compromise had been a $40 million averaging of the two recommendations,

this would hive covered only existing obligations and would hive

meant essentially a phaseout of NIE54 As it turned out, the final

figure appropriated was around $70 million and the NIE appropriation

stabilized around that figure for Fiscal 1975, 1976, and 1977, with

a significant increase to nearly $ 0 million for Fiscal 1978. It

would seed, then, that the wo is probably over; and NIE's future

appears to be assured. But clearly, the real threat of a phase-out

so early in the Institute's history had a major impact at the time,
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felt over the short run in the resignation of Tom Glennan as NIE's

Director, followed by resignation of the Chairman of the National

Council on Educational Research in protest over Glennan's resignation.

And too, it should be noted, the size of NIE's appropriations, con-

siderably smaller than NIE's planners- had antic.ipated or that NIE's:

leadership requested each year, has been a critical continuing con-

straint on the Institute and its program planning.

Why did NIE encounter such difficulties and make such powerful

enemies? Clearly, much of the problem predates NIE. Educational

R&D has had owerful enemies for some time, in the Congress, in the

Office of Management and Budget, Ind in the Office of Science and

Technology55 But equally clearly, NIE did a poor job of developing

support in Congress and in developing a constituency among, or even

significant links to at support from, researchers and powerful adu-'
56

cation interests. There was little contact between NI! staffers

and Congress during the critical early period. Glennan decided to

let the liaison work be carried out by HEW's liaison staff rather

than diverting his own staff's energies to this critical. function.

Consequently, small problems that were not attended to became bt.g

problems, and the Institute's leadership was unaware of,the developing

problems until they were overwhelmed by them.
57

And the educational

research community failed to provide any substantial assistance to

NIE in developing support in Cong4s. AERA leadership charged that

educational R&D was being "politicalized" -- that political considera-

tions were outweighing technical ones.
5

But AERA did relatively

little to mobilize its membership during these early years, and has

only recently begun working on a political liaison program to improve

the political environment of the educational R/D&I system
9

.

NIE's budget problems inevitably necessitated cuts in programs and

reorganizations of the Institute's internal structure, continuing

the overall structural instability thai characterized ehe OE years.

4:
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If NIE was to "free up" any funds for new initiative of its own,

the Institute was forced to find ways to chop existing progrdMs.

Inevitably, this would alienate parts of the R/D&I comminity hurt

by the cuts, further complicating the Institute's political problems60

3. NIE LeadersheO: Assumptions and Strategies

Despite these difficulties, there has been some first-rate thinking

going on inside the agency -- a fundamental reassessment of the R/D&I

assumptions and strategies of the '60s, and the formulation of an

important agenda for RID &I system evolution 'while directing R/D&I

resources to some important needs of the educational system. We base

our evaluation primarily on the examination of NIE documents dMscabing
6le

.rationales, proposals, and funded R/D&I activities. Documents can

be misleading in suggesting more order, consistency, and interrelation

of ideas and activities than exists in reality. Still, they provide

the best information available to us, and are, at any rate, interesting

in their own right.
0

We noted earlier that the federal R/D&I strategy in the '60s focused

on creating and operating a network of wholly new organizational

forms and institutions, external to the operating system. Much of

the thinking appears to have been premised on a linear, "pass-it-on"

model of R/D9 functions that placed the new network of external

R&D institutions at the active, knowlpdge and product producing end

of the KPU spectrum and placed the operating educational system at the

passive, target end of the spectrum. The key barrier to the improve-

ment of educational practice was assumed to be an inadequate supply of

well developed, fully tested and validated programs and products for

use in the operating system. Therefore, the strategy focused on

creating and supporting new institutions that would specialize in

developing and testing such products and programs. Widespread

4 a
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adoption and effective implementation of these externally developed

products were assumed to follow inevitably from their availability,

and little if any thinking was directed at operating (i.e., "user")

system problems inherent in external R /D &I strategies.

We get a rather different picture from our reading of the NIE

literature. The literature suggests a more comprehensive approach r

to the education sector as a whole. Clearly, it represents an effort

to restore a more balanced judgment of the diverse sources of we're%

ness and potential strength in the education sector and the range of

interrelated leverage points providing opportunities for policy in-

tervention. Also, from the very outset, statements by NIE's leader-- /
ship set a less doctrinaire tone, a more experimental (but system-

atically experimental) approach to the determination of strategies 4

and methodologies. for both solving educational problems and building

an R/D&I systei.62

A. More Balance Between KP and KU

The educational R/D&I strategies of the '60s focused largely.

on KP functions e.e., on research and development. While

research and R&D activities are still central to the programs

funded by N1E, and continue to receive the bulk ofthe

Agency's budget,
63

federal education policy (as reflected in

the programs of-NIE as well as other federal agencies such

as USOE)64 places mote emphasis than ever before on dissemi-

nation of externally produced programs and on developing

internal operating system capabilities for identifying

pryIems, developing solutions, and effectively implementing

and utilizing innovations, products, programs and the like,

whether developed internally or externally.

;PI
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a. The Importance of Dissemination and Linkage

Illustrative of the importaqce NIE. has come to attach

to dissemination was the tripling of the Institute's

allocation for its dissemination program in its Fiscal

1976 budget request
65
and the following Dissemination

and Resources Group program description from the FY 1978
66

Program Plans:

Problem Statement: Schools and students have
derived relatively few benefits from the results
of research and development. Because information
about newly acquired knowledge and better instruc-
tional methods does not generally reach teachers
and administrators in a timely fashion, the educa-
tion system is often slow to implement useful in-
novations. Improved communication and linkage
between the research community and organizations --
State, intermediate and local education agencies,
teacher education institutions, professional
associations -- serving educators.in the field are
needed to speed,the flow of new ideas into practice.

. f
Program Purpose: 'To improve the dissemination and
use of knowledge'for solving educational problems;

Assuring access to available_knowledge resources:
'Programs in this area are c6ncerned with, providing
the education community a wider range of 4tnowledge .

resources about education, and with making this
expanded knowledge base mote accessible and easier
to use. Knowledge resources include Toth the general
type that provides assistance in confronting a broad
range of issues in education, and the targeted type
that provides information on specific topics,

Specific activities include:

Continuing and improving the ERIC system

Identifying and cataloging of R&D outcomes;
development of interpretive analyses on howy
these outcomes can be used to improve edu-
cational practice . . .

I
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Strengthening linkages between R&D and practice.
While the objective of improving linkages between
the many components of the education and research
communities is at theheart of most of the Group's
activities, this strategy is concerned specifically
with linking research and practice in order to help
education practitioners to identify, examine, and
effectively implement R&D-based solutions to high-
priority eduiational problems.-

Specific activities include:

R&D utilization program--local, intermediate,
and State education agencies, R&D organizations,
and institutions of higher education work
together to provide technical assistance to
local schools.

R&D dissemination and "feed-forward" system
(now referred to as the R&D Exchange program)
-- R&D organizations cooperate in providing
client-oriented information describing available
R&D products to schools and in assessing the
impact of R&D on users.

A project to coordinate and synthesize training
materials for linking agents and to conduct
pilot training programs.

b. Development of 'nada' Operating System Capabilities

The Institute's concern with developing internal operating

system capabilities in problem definition and solution is

evident in several of its programs. As described in 1978

Program Plans:
67

State Lnd Local Capacity Building: The Institute is
committed to strengthening the R&D utilization and
perfarmance capabilities within local schools, school
districts, and. State education agencies. Few states
and fewer districts and schools have R&D capabilities
as these functions are traditionally defined. In
addition, local use of the results of a decade of
Federally-supported R&D has been disappointing. To
address these issues, NIE will increase its assistance
to State and local agencies in developing their
capacity to

:5 2
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Improve their problem-solving processes;

Evaluate \and utilize R&D products developed
elsewhere;

Undertake comprehensive program change; and

Reipond systematically and knowledgeably to
policy issues of local, State, and national
importance.

Highlights of FY 1978 Program:

Continue tt build dissemination capacity through
support ortrup to 40 State agencies and modest
support of other selected education organizations.

Building capacity in the education 'system: Programs

in this area are presently concerned with increasing
the capacity of State education agencies to disseminate
and use knowledge. Capacity-building programs are now
being extended to other settings.

Specific activities include:

State dissemination capacity building.

Capacity building in other settings -- education
associations, com5onity colleges, teacher educa-
tion institutipnlc large school systems.

Dissemination leadership program.

Training and technical assistance for minoritiei
increase their participation in the production,

dissemination, and implementation of gducation R&D.,

In addition, NIE's Local Problem-Solving4Group funded:

(a) nine innovative projects in urban schools designed to

increase their capacity to solve problems, and Ib) a docu-

mentation and. technical assistance pr6ject designed to

document tile activities of these sites and attempt to use

directly the knowledge gained from the documentation to

help other urban schools to improve their capacity for

problem solving."
68

The latter DocUmentation And Technical Ai

A

4t
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4t.t
Assistance program is.ambitious in conception, concerned

as it is with:

44

Documentation: To develop a data based definition
and analysis of local capacity for problem solving
in urban schools,

Technical Assistance: To develop through iractice
effective ways to help local urban schools build
a,sustained organizational capacity to solve
problems.

Linkage: To connect the documentation of the nide,
problem-solving projects funded by NIE with DTA.

. technicaloassistance efforts and to study the connec-
tions to learn hbw educational reserch and practice
can better inform each other.

0
O

4 The contra4or's irp,lementation of the program, however,
4111 411

has not lived up to these ?sigh expectations.
70

Still, tie

program is important for demonstrating NIEs commitment to

strengthening local school capacity for problem-solving and
Alb

for its interesting research-on7research design.
71

c. Summarw

Clearly, then,
. .

approach, tha

internal

(
t e NIE strategy tak much more balan

aIll

ced'

the previous OE strategy to the support of

tdrnal R&D
4
resources, and to funding of bkth

whether internal or external) an d linkage andKP acti

support ions required eimprove product dissemination,

delivery, a quisitioni: implemtntatibn and utilization.
4 if

'Balance Between Workin with Older and Newer R/D&I Institu-

tions:
N.^
Work with $EAs and LEAs, Teacher Training Institu-

.

tions, and Education Associations

NV
In addition tova"great er balance between KP and KU functions in

b'

IL

, 4\5
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the programs currently receiving support, there is a second

importaqt related point of contrast between the OE and NIE

R/D&I strategies,. While thinking during the OE. years

focused largely on the new institutions created by federal

funding to carry out R&D functions, the NIE strategy places a

good deal of emphasigk working with and through the older

instituions that were largely ignored by the OE R&D strategies.

Working with.and through state departments of education and

local school districts is a pastern of specie/ importance to the

NIE strategy. As described in one NIE document:

.

NIE strategy recognizes that the State agencies are in a
key position to build an effective, dissemination system
in education. The States jre legally responsible for
education in the United States; they are unique in their
ability to allocate a range of resources for regulation,
finance, and leadership in education; and they are in a
strategic position to link the R&D community to a sub-

* stantial majority of educational practitioners . . .2

we will be 'working with the-States and others to analyze
and catalog available, research knowledge, products, and
exemplary local gactices; to train intermediate agents
within the States who can help schools apply that knowl-
edge; and:to make available the technical' resources of R&D
organizations to help schools establish new programs or
practices base4 on that knowledge.72

Another NIE document takes note of the increasing leadership role

exercised by more and more State Education Agencies over the last

decade, including suc4 functions as needs assessment and long range

planning, identifying and.diffusing successful innovations, and

okproviding informationiservices and technical assistance.
73-

The

NIE strategy is desigied to support and strengthen the states in

the efforts, asP a means of building on an existing resource

base and therefore stretching the. effect of the federal money

invested in dissemination. The strategy is expected to ,be more

cost effective in the long run, and probably, more effective-in

impact regardless of coats because of the added possibilities of

d

providing services through the States that .are tailored more

.)
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e

. adequately to local district needs. is point in made in'aft,
0

NIE document describing the Consumer Information Component .

(now part of the R&D Exchange Program) /andthe R&D Utilization -

Component of NIE's dissemination program. the.general strategy
OPE

is described as:

a linkage strategy, building upon the work-bf existing
dissemination programs and agehcies rather.,than creatisg's

t, new ones; this has resulted in activities that can be w.

combined with existing programs, and.lctivities that
capitalize on shared resources, collaborative efforts, aid
joint funding . . The objectives of%either component
could begmanaged,centrally, by NTE, or could be addressed
and managed separately by state and local agencAs. The
design .proposed by this program is to adopt,a mixed approach
iti-Ohich the resource-based objective's (Consumer, Information

Component) are coordinated centrally with input and, help
from the field, while the utilization support objectives
(R&D Utilization Component) are pre4ominantOcoordinatedby
state and local agencies with advice and counsel from NIE..
This mixed approach was adopted to reflect the tradeoff
between the importance of Wuring that everything is
directly related to each uiv's needs and efficiencies of
scale and benefits of mutual collaboration possible when
all are addressing a similar ftoblem. It is thought that
the advantages of mutual collaboration and the potential-
for efficiencies of scale are more likely to appear in
building the resource base; there is not as-great a likeli-
hood of them appearing ie the implementation work. In'
addition, a centralized management approach 'is more suscep-
tible to failure by tot reflecting the needs of individual
clients and situations involved ingt,utilization activities
thin the resource base activities.

Rather than assuming that the best solutions will be developed by

researchers and experts in specialized external KP facilities

suctir as the centers and laboratories, the NIE strategy has prd-

vided substantial,support for locally developed innovations and

local innovatiownd innovativsupport processes ag impbrtant

alternative sources of innovation, and perhaps more cost-effective

sources as well. Therefore, by building on existing resource bases

r
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..throughout4 ihe'operating_as welLA the R&D systems 7n educations
, . 7

...---i
A

4/1
v,

. 14.1E'qxpects to develop nixte4ivtegiated,..more practice-prientdd,
. . ,. . #

/

and 440.fly. more *centralized:and, market-Oriented structure.
.

,

,

..instead of viewing R610-ourc ai concentrated in a relatively
-P

. small netoOk of: R&D insk utions external t the east operating

-system of 50 8ta e.gdoc4.1:on40.0ncies, 17,000 or so school ais-
.. :\

.tri-Cts, thousandsofproOssional and lay organizations concerned

S

education,, etc.

education sectOr'add

of the'KPeas welkas

, All insOtutions and groups within the
'N- %

.

Lits'envir ant are viewed as potential bases
J. I AWL'

Ktrand/inkage resoutoes and activitOs. V.
Thus 1978 program pans of the Institute, include supports for

. .
. , . .

capacity-buildxng and other programs in State Education Agefflis,

district, teacher education institutions, community

colleges,,and education organizations. The notion...of critical ie

masses of scientific talent: is, not displaced in the'NIE stra-

tegy -- most research and R&D grants and contracts are still awa.

to the universities and Specialieed R&D institutions. But; in
r

addition, we see programs designedt(viobilize other bases of

rcrganitational renewal --'e.g., teachers (teacher centers and

advisories) and parents (parents advisory groups and parent in-

formation centers). 7b In addition to dissemination strategies

designed to increase information flows among research and RLD

personnel, and between the reseaTch and R&D communities, on the

one hand, and operating system personnel, on th other ""NrE

documents have expressed interest in strategies

Worboal communication netWorks among school sys 4 sharing

interests in partkeular approaches, strategies, etc. (e.g.:

fined to create

. eating networks of teacher

education helping agencies;

information centers).
7.7

If

centers, other networks of rural

and still other networks of parent

sue etworks can be created over

time, and perhaps be linked up to each other and the various.

resource bases for educational R/D&I and 'organizational renewal,

this approach may prove to have been the key to stimulating KP-

e,
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'KU integration and system maturation. (We have noted here only

those instances where NIE has opted to work with thes'e various

operating system organizations or institutions closely related

to the operating system. If one were to analyze current OE R&D-

related programs, numerous additional examples could no doubt be'

cited.)4

C. Lodg-Range Strategy Formulation and System Building

We should mention one final point of contrast between the OE a nd

the NIE years. We noted previously dhe, inadequacies of goal elab,

oration, strategy formulation, and planninirduring the OE years.

That these criticisms have been heard less frequently in the NIE

period may be an indicator that a certain amount of system matura-
.

tion has taken place, especially in macrostructure management on

the federal agency level. In comparison to the OE years, NIE's

leadership has shown greater understanding of at least some of

the fundamental requirements of R&D systems and their attendant

management needs. NIE documents demonstrate that the agency's

staff have done a substantial amount of thinking about the long

range needs of the R/D&I system and staged strategies to push

that system toward maturation. By their statements and their

actions, NIE officials indicated their concern with.bringing some

stability, continuity, and gradual evolution to the systafsstruc-

turesand programs. Glennan, for instance, commented at a number

of points on the need to stabilize signals from Washington to the

field, and to provide continuity by resisting the tendency to

create and then destroy programs in favor of new programs. He

argued that long-range stability could be provided by resisting

"hastily conceived solutions)", making clear to Congress and the

public that complex educational problems could be solved but

would require far more time than they had assumed, emphasizing

long deliberation and planning of program initiatives with the

55
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with the research community, and emphasizing scientific rigor

rather than haiste in the conduct of R&D programs. 78 Both the

planning staf for the Institute and NIE's initial leadership

emphasized st4ting small and expanding gradually with the

development of new capabilities, rather th15 absorbing so many

diverse -programs and starting so many initiatives at once that

the system's management capabilities and resource base would be

ovemhelmed and inadequate.79 The Institute's 1978 program

plan gives prominent mention of "programmatic and organizational
. .

stability" as an important development in NIE's brief history

and "long-range planning" as an area of special emphaiis.
80

And perhaps most important of all, NIE's staff took seriously

its-legislative mandate to "build an effective educational R&D

system." 'Their program agenda reflected concern not only kith

carrying out R/D&I activities 05 solve educational problemsand

to pkoduce visible results, but also with developing the R&D

system itself -- its resources and capabilities, and a sufficient

understands g of system functioning to permit more effective ;TIE

management: of the system.

This brings us to NIE's R&D System Support Program. Our asilysis

has been funded by this program. The program has been described

by NIE as follows: )

,This program . . encompasses three interrelated goals.
The first is to build a systematic data base concerning
Knowledge Production and Utilization (KPU) in education.
This will be done through compiling and modifying data
from existing statistical systems and through designing
and conducing new periodic surveys and special purpose
studies.

The second function is analytic. The data base will be
used to monitor educational change and to develop models
of the knowledge production and utilization process
leading to a greater undePetanding of system dynamics.
The program will plan a dries of regular re6orts which

5:i
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will describe the status of the R&D system and the edu-
cational system and the changes taking place in those
systems. . .4. Through the analysis function it should
be possible both ta-identify Problems requiring NIE
attention, and to provide analyses'of pcilicy issues
identified by others. Finallyv it should be possible to

AV identify areas of imbalance or weakness in the KPU system
for which NIE support activities are needed.

The third function of the unit is to design and manage
specific programs for strengthening the KPU system.
Such programs are conceived of along four dimensions:
the institutional base, the personnel base, the tech-
nologies for conducting KPU, and the facilities and

ent infrastructure. Inasmuch as other tilE
pro ams will be responsible for efforts to improve the
linkage and utilization components, the initiatives of
this program will focus largely on support for research
and development components .1

We "view the'inclusion of this kind of program in the Institute's

planning as one of the most hopeful signs of movement in the

direction of system maturation. Once the proposed monitoring

system is operati.onal, and an empirical dat1764e is available

to test the effectsAof policy initiatives throughout the system

(both those effects intended and others unintended), NIE, working

in coordination with other agencies and the field,, will be in a

getter position to manage the system's development and perhaps

speed its maturation.

4. NIE as "Think Tank",_ "Lead Agency", or"More of the Same"?

If the thinking reflected in NIE documents is so much more balanced

4Irand reasonable than the assumptions and strategies that4vailed in

the '60s, why was the Institute in such trouble during the first three

years of its history? Why were so many powerful voices calling for
ri?

its phase-out and a restoration of OE control over educational. R&D

policies and programs? And what has happened since?
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We have already taken note of NIE's political troubles in the early

years -- its failure to maintain strong support in Congress and

develop a strong constituency within the research and R&D communities'

and among the powerful education interests and lobbies, man of whom

had strong ties to the OE bureaucracy.

It is also worth noting in this connection that Richard Dershimer's

argument about technocratic politics seems valid here.
82

NIE cane

into being because powerful forces within the Administration were

puihing for it. After fts creation, however, the political winds

had chaned and the agency had relatively few influential friends

close t? the Administration or the major wielders of pc4er on educa-

tion legislation in Congress.

But beyond this, and adding to the agency's-difficulties, the Insti-

tute never became the Think Tank of eminent researchers, R&D special-

ists, ana educators that its most hopeful proponents expected it to

be. As described when NIE was,still in only the talking stage, the

Institute was to have a permanent staff of scientists, social'scien-
.

tists, and educators and an influx of top people from the field joining

the staff'for a few years to work on particular programs.
43 A small,

undersupported internal research staff was recruited, but this Basic

Studies Group generally lacked visibility and, before being disbanded,.

devoted much of its time to such functions as "staying on top of

projects," and organizing invitational conferences of leading scholars

in important research areas "to identify disciplinary research needs,"

develop research agendas,
84

and, hopefully, attract some of-these emi-

nent researchers to'apply for grants and carry out contract work under

'NIE sponsorship.

As yet, however, NIE does not appear to have attracted a large supply of

eminent scholars from the disciplines to work on educational R/D&I or to

serve on NIE's policynaking body, the National Council on Educational

61
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Research. Consequently, with little eminence to give prestige to the

Institute and its programs and mike it less vulnerable to attach, edu-

cational R/D&I critics could attach it as "more of the same, but worse"

-- worse because its leadership failedto understand its political

.environment and the problems it posed, and lacked the political skills

to overcome these problems; worse, too, because it made new enemies

of those whose interests were hurt by the transfer of R&D programs

from OE, especially those whose programs were eventually dropped by

NIE. Had th$ Institute become a Think Tank of first rate leaders of

the research community, or attracted the strong backing and vocal

support of such a charmed circle, the story might well have been

different.

The Institute's poilitical situation has cleirly stabilized: its exis-

tence is no longer threatened and its Fiscal 1978 budget has been sub-

stantially increased over previous levels. At even the higher new

funding level of roughly $90 million, the agditcy may simply be such

"small potatoes" that few of those with power or.influence care much

?ne way or the other'about its existence. However, whether or not

NIE can assume the "lead agency" role for educational R&D that seems,

implicit in its legislative mandate to "build an effective R&D system"

is still open to question. We shall return to this point later in

this cha4ei.

We have considered the history of the Last two decades in some detail.

we.now abstract from that history a number of points that help us to

understand the present state of historical development of the system,

and especially some of the key problems in current functioning that

block systen maturation and therefore suggest needed policy initiatives

for the future.

I
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THE HISTORICAL PRESENT: THE TRANSITIMAL PHASE OF DEVELOPMENT

Our previous analyses have provided some descriptions of the phases

of historical development of R/D&I systems, as we have conceptualized

them. We have described the introductory phase of development as the

initiation period following the system's birth. We noted that this

period tend's to be characterized by an initial "missionary" surge

precedlng "disenchantment and a downturn that sometimes results in

tdelalith'." We described the subsequent transitional phase of develop-

ment as "a set of changes which occur in developing this new activity

from a status that is experimental, tentative and pOssibly declining

to an expanding, accepted and integrated activity . . . within its
- 85

own context." There is room for some disagreement as to how "experi-

mental" and "tentative" the system still is, and the extent to which it

is now an "expanding, accepted and integrated activity . , . within

its own context." But clearly the federally funded part of the system

has gone through the part of the cycle described as "disenchantment"

and "downturn," and core dangerously close to a premature death. And

there is abundant evidence of extensive activity oriented toward

expansion and integration of K1) and KU fuileeipning, both itentral to

our definition of the transitional st e of develogInent. Equally

clear, educational R/D&I has considerab'e development to undergo before

it approaches our conception of an effectively functioning mature R /D &l

system, ihe., a system tlpt demonstrates the following attributes:

a network of stable institutions which are properly

attuned to their various functions (research, development,

dissemination, etc.), and appropriately linked to each
1

other and to the operating system;

2. qualified personnel in sufficient numbers, properly

distribdted and focused on 'appOpti4te programs;
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3) visibility and legitimacy among the various./R/D&I

system stakeholders;

Z
9

4. adequate and stable levels offifunding;

5. a strong knowledge and technology base; and

6. system.managers, decision makers, and policy makers

who have relevant management and policy training and

skills.
8'6

If we are correct in our interpretation of the available evidence and

in our understanding of the stakes of historical development of R/D&I

Systems, then a 'case can by made for the desirability of certain kinds

of policy options and strategies rather than others at this particular

point in time.

First, let us consider some of the available evidence. We consider

evidence on seven criteria useful for judging the stage of development

of a given RiD&I system: the age of institutionalized RID &I in that

sector; its knowledge and technology base; the stability of its struc-

ture; its resource base (i.e., its personnel and funding); patterns of

functioning; the degree of integration between KF and KU functioning;

and the quality of system outputs.

1. The Ave of Institutionalized RID &I in Education

A, Linked R/D&I

Institutionalize R/U&I in education is little more than a decade

old. The development of instructional strategies and learning

materials has been going on as long as there have been teachers and

stud,nts. But new to the field o education is the development

3
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function defined in the rigorous R&D sense as the production

of tested products or strategies with *known outcomes, developed

and refined through iterative cycles of design, development,

testing, evaluation, revision, etc.
87

New is institutionalized,

linked R/D&I, as an interrelated set of processes revolving

around the development furiction -- research-based development,

development-briented research, development linked to dissemina-

tion and implementation,88 etc., carried out by specialized

personnel under specially designed organizational arrangements.

t ,

While the newness of a system may not be significant in itself --

few institutionalized R/D&I systems in any sectors are more than

a few decades old -- it is a factor of some significance when

compared to the centuries of history and tradition that characterize

the operating system of educational institutions. This is in

sharp contrast to a sector like aerospace where the operating
.

and R/D&I systems matured to a significant degree together, and
,

were therefore open and receptiVe to interaction and mutual in-

ILuence. The operating system served by, educational R&D is old

in history and heavily laden with traditions, 'nOrntS, and values

..that run counter to acceptance of the outputs of external R&D.

The educational R/D&I system has not yet established its legiti-

macy. It competes against traditional approaches to producing

knowledge, products, and programs for educational institutions,

and it uses scarce resources. Its methods and outputs have not

14
yet proven their superiority to tr itional methods or outputs.

In many cases, the products of educational R/D&I are clearly

inferior to conventionally developed.prodticts.

The historical milieu in which the educational R/D&D.system emerged

contributed to its problems in gaining acceptance by operating

sy3tem personnel. Unlike the relatively close synchronizatioriof
)
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the historical development cycles of the operating and R/D&I

systems in a sector like aerospace, educational R /D &I was born

at a time when school systems were often characterized by

critics as obsolakcent and in a state ;f..-organizational decay.

School professionals in the '60s were targets of intensive
89

attack, which made them understandably more defensive and resis-

tant to encroachments from outside experts whose very existence

with government support was interpreted as a slighting of the

competence of educational practitioners.

These legitimacy problems for external R/D&T would seem to

suggest the advisability of funding efforts to strengthen inter-

nal operating system capabilities For identifying problems and

developing solutions. And indeed; some relatively sizeable allo-

cations have been directed toward this aim. It will take some

time before clearly,. institutionalized patterns for internal

R/D&I emerge. )Indeed, it may be necessary for us to rethink what'

"institutionalized' R/D&I means when it is internal to an opera-

ting system and not necessarily manifested in,fuil-time specialized

roles. But clearly, however long practice -bad developmentkyork

has been. going on, conceived now in terms of identification and

perhaps validation, packaging, and dissemination of exemplary

practices90 this pattern of functioning is quite new to the field-

of education.

Certaidly, then, given the newness of institutionalized R/D&I

functioning in the education sector, the fact that educational

R/D&I shows few signs of,maturity should not be viewed as

surprising or alarming.

B. Individual Functions

of what we have said about institutionalized, linked R/D&I

6 fr
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in education holds equally well for the individual functions that

make up as R/D&I system. Many functional specialties of mature

R/D&I systems are almost totally absent in education. ,Those that

do exist either emerged as areas of specialization after the R /DI

system was Institutionalized in the mid-'60s, or were wholly

transformed by the demailds of that system. These functional

specialties as they are carried out in the R/D&I system exist

alongside of, and compete with, these various activities as they

are carried out in other, oldet parts of the education sector. A

few words would seem to be in order about each of there functional

specialties.

a. Research
(

v .

. Systematic educational research in this country has been
91

dated as far back as 1895. But until stimulated by the
.

infusion of federal funds in the '50s and '60s, the educa-

tional research community remained relatively small in

numbers, fragmented and unorganized, functioning mostly as

individual researchers, doing smalr=scalej non-cmumulative

research, primarily in schools of education92 The field has

experienced enormous expansion since then,
93

and considerable
94

structural change intended to overcome these weaknesses. But

the new pattern of long term, team research programs coexists

---)

with large numbers of small-scale one-shot studies
95

-- 'the.

familiar older pattern the educational R/D&I system was in-

tended to replace.

Institutionalized educational research, then, may not be new,

but programmatic research of the type emphasipd by federal,

funding policies is new. It is still fledgling in status,

has not on total acceptance within the,research community,

and has met some significant resistance for a variety of

4-*
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reasons -- at least some ofwhieh have some merit96 And

regardless of how much of the currcnt output of die research

commu*ity is programmaeic nature and'how,mmch tends to be

of the'one-shot variety, our analysis of the conduct of
,
edu-

cational research s ests that the educational research
A

comunityhaspi o come to grips with'some of the

critical probl4ms that. prevent it from iMprving the quantity

and quality of knowledge production and know tiliAatiOn

. to improve educational practice.

b. Evaluation Research

Evaluation of educatian%* al progtams is hardly new, But evalua-

tion emerged as a-specialized R/06,1 function with distinctive

toncerns and a distinctive methodology only with the institu-
4

tionalizatton of educationtR/D&I in the last ten to twelve

years. Prior to that time, evaluation of educational programs, 4,

when it was done at all, was carried out by educatioral4prac-

titioners and some eeucational researchers. It was rarely

systematic, and tended mostly to be normative. The predomi-

nant approach was casual observation and Apalysis. Conclu-

sions, tended to,beilbased on. expert opiniorliand intuiti n .

141
6 rather than systematically gathered ani*igorouslyana yzed

empirical dhta. This patterntiged significantly in the . 41

'60s as large - scale: federally.tfoded swial progrfte pro-

1L6rated,, and the legislation,thai,created them tended to

, requAre the systematic gathering, analysis, and reporting

of empiri4a1 data onoPfogram effectiveness. The evaluation

function expanded rapidly as a pew specialty, andeven as

a new Industry.
98

But,das in research, old and new patterns V

o of eva luation functioning coexist and compete, and the

immaturity of the held is still evident in the literature

I
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as evaluators grope to overcome the conceptual and method-
Alsie

99
ological ...ambiguities of their function.

Develooment and Dissemination

The newest R/D&I specialties to appear in education are

development and the dissemination/marketing function. Both

have links to activities that have been carried out for some

time by educators and people in the education industries.

But loth took on totally new meanings when understood as part

of linked R/D&I processes in the mid-'60s.

Before then, educational products and materials may have been

designed and utfAergOne a few revisions, but rarely on the

basis of systematic testing and data-gathering. And rarer

still was development work-oriented toward producing tested

produdis that could be scribed in terms of specific known

outcomes to be expected reliably under specified implementalOr

conditions, or exemplary practices that could be packaged aqd

disseminated for use'by others (possibly validated in some

ways as well). Dissemination, when it occurred at all, was

somewhat random and chaotic, rarely based on market analysis

or marketing planning, and passive in approach, leaving the

burden of effort in learning about new products to acquisition

personnel.

Over the past decade, development and dissemination have corpe

.increasingly to be viewed by eduCational R/D&I theorists as

institutionalized functionQ carried out or supported by

specialized_personnel, using carefully conceived and managed

a

planning and implementation strategies. But there is.cer-

ttitly no unanimity on this.
4 00

Both funiNlions are still in

their infilney. The old 'patternh of development and dissemi-

naeion. exist alongside the new. And relatively few products

a
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are developed rigorously or disseminated by means of

sophisticated marketing techniques. The educational

marketplace is still chaotic, and the operating iystem

still has great difficulty determining what ideas, in-

formation, products, or programs are available to meet

a given need, Ruch less how effective. they are under

various implementation conditions.

d. Relative Absence of Some Other Specialized Functions '

This situation exists not simply because of the immaturity

...lof the development anedissemination functions but also

(because of the lartual absence in'educational R/D&I of

A several functional specialties that can be observed in

matt4re systems. Need identification, acquisition, and

implementation/utilization generaiiy lack institutionali-
.'

zation in edirdatiom as specialized roles, carried out by

specializeepeygonnel, on a continuous, pngoing, routine

b asis, using specially allocated resources and backed up

by 'specialized organizational supports. Consequently, these

processes occur haphazardly and episodically. They tend to

be unplanned and uncoordinated with routine system functioning.

4

\
e. Summary_

Clearly, then, whether one'considers instit.Onalized R/D&I

An erlIns of individual or linked R/D&I functioni, we are

dealing with aPphenomenon'that is young and shows few signs
.4

of mature fpnctioning. Policy options and alternative

management. strategies must, be assessed:in

immaturity, and the need for learning time.

1 0

lation to this
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2. The Knowledge and Technology Base

qP

A. Nature and Veakness of the Base

4

Education is generally characterized in the literature as a field
101

with a weak.knowledge and technology ba e. There is.some dis

, agreement as to whether it can be consi red a discipline102-But

. clearly, whether or not it is a discipline, it is at best a

derivative discipline generally lacking the powerful paradigms

that 'have structured knowledge in the parent. disciplines of
1

psjchoIogy, sociology, etc.
03

One theorist, viewing education

from the vantage point of the sociology of science, described

education as a conjunctive domain of knowledge
104

-- a field drawing

on interdisciplinary resources to solve social problems, rather

than a discipline oriented toward theoretical advances to solve

intellectual problems.. Where problem solution is paramount,

knowledge accumulation it secondary, and the advancement of the

knowledge and,leoknology base of ,a field is likely to be in.-

/ efficient. Without
44

concerted attention Loathe development of a

Meld's knowledge and technology base,'maturation of its R/D&I

system seems unlikely. In the case of education, this problem

seems particularly significant.

A
We would 11.0 attempt to.appraise the present.st

and technology in the hundreds of research area

Ee of Ickt ledge

ly pursued 1

in educition today, or the vast number of ifirerent methods and

approaches used to conduct the various kinds of R/D&I activitites.

However, we have examined evidence on one indi tor we believe

to be usefill for judging the state of development tithe accumu .

3,'ated knowledge and technology base of thelield ehe avail-

ability of handbooks and other syntheses of existing knowledge in
. 6

. x 4 different research eas nd functional specialities. .Project

"Hindsight105 sugges4&tha the synths is and presentation o4.0
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knowledge in highly organiied and compressed form is critical

for the cumulative devtlopment of a field/ Through these

syntheses the findings become widely available, enter teaching

and course work, and are passed on to tliA newest generation of

,R/D&I personnel as part of the accepted knowledge base of their

field. A research area has Po have achieved some degree of

maturation before such syntheses are produced. Therefore, we

can make some broad inferences about maturation levels frothe

extilikveness of the available syntheses.

B. Educational Research

Using this criterion, educational research is the only functional

specialty with a well developed research and methodology base,

largely but certainly not totally derived from other disciplines,

especially psychology and sociology. The AERA has beeninstru-

mental in producing and publishing most pf the major research
(

syntheses -- e.g.:the EncycAkedia of Educational Research, pro-

duced at nine or ten year intervals and.now in its fourth edition;
106

0 107
two editions of the Handbook of Research on Teaching; the quarterly

Review of Educational Research;
los

and the newest series, an annual
A

Review of Research in Education, beginning in 1973.
109

Each of
&-

these volumes includes numerous high quality articles covering
' I

broad areas of theoretical, empirical, or methodological activity.

Some of these pieces have been landmark articles in their own
4

right, such as Campbell and Stanley's, Experimentaand Quasi-
%

Experimental Designs for Research
110

that appeared initially in

the 1963 edition of the Handbook of Research on Teaching, and

must be considered one oethe most important papers to have in-

flUenced the teaching and perhaps too the conduct of educational

research since then.

Still, as extensive as these syntheses nay be, and as.vast as the

I.
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theoretical and empirical bbdy of kno:dle.44e they bring together,

,the knowledge and teihnology base of the Iield can hardly be

judged to be 'mature. As we noted.earlier, despite the vastness

and perhaps even unwiel4 sizt of the literature, it has enor-

mous gaps. It gefterally lacks powerful theopetica4 and inquiry

paradigms: And only a iitIatively small portion of it is develop-

ment-oriented in nature or directly applicable to devedlopment of

product and prograd prototypes or implementation supports.. Using

our seine criterion of maturity (the availability of syntheses of a

field's knowledge and technology base), the general lack of such

syntheses fcir research that is directly.applicable to development

and implementation needs suggests the relative immaturity of

research as a function linked to and supporting the educational

R/D&I system.

C. Evaluation Research

The evaluation and dissemination functions have generated a sub-

stantial literature over- de past decade, and a few important

syntheses of the existing knowledge and technology base111 But

these are relatively few in umber and small in scale in com-

parison to educational rese ch, and they have been published

as outputs of one-time rathe ongoing (annual or decennial)

projects. This can be considered at least suggestive that the

accumulated and accumulating knowledge base of the4 fields is

far less extensive.

The earl phases of the Maturation process of a knoy*edgejand

technology baseare illustrated with particular clarity in the

enormous literature produced by the evaluatidn function over thd

last decadwe Of all the functional R /D &I specialties, evalua-

tion appeafs:to have experienced the most self-cdnscious and

.concerted development of its methodology during this period.

1

"ol
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The literature reflects not only the - inherent difficulties of

the evaluation role and evaluation processes, but also the

problems of weaning a new specialty away from a parent field.

The early literature was filled with self-conscious analyses

drawing distinctions between evaluation and research,
112

and

emphasizing the inappropriateiess of prevailing research

methodology for the educational evaluation context113. Within

only a few years, the distinction from educational research was

taken for granted, and the literature documented the development

of evaluation'as a ne..4 field with a distinctive identity.

The rapid coming of age of the evalualkon function could be seen

in the quick succession of seminal papers produced by evaluation
1

t'heorists,
14

the publication of several anthologies wrinting
.. ,

. 1A5
important articles on evaluatlon the frequent citation of the

nal papers of the field and the use of concepts and approaches

developed in these paperS. It could be seen in the emergence of a

//
somewhat common frame of reference among evaluation theorists and

i
a cpmmon vocabulary -- including such terms as "formative" and

.

1161
11 summative" evaluation and "conteXt," "input," "product," and

1
"process" evsluation.

17
The maturation of the'evaluation function

could be seen especially in the formulation of various new evalua-

tion designs and methodologies, in a0fempts to develop taxonomies

of evaluation designs
19

, and in the publication of several hand-

books synehesizing and compressiag.the accumulating knowledge an*

technology base and translating it into more readily usable .

Iference form. t/

Still, the conduct of educalTtnal evaluation and the quality of

evaluation outputs have been the focus of considerable criticism121

The field still lacks ail adequate theoretical base. Evaluation

ins.trumentAtion is in a most rudimentary state of development..

And basic conceptual and methodological dilemas remain unresolved..
122

4.

4. 4
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Though suntantialprogress has been made in recent years, the

kno:aedge and technology b'ase of the e...aleationtfunction must

still be considered immature and underdeveloped.

D. Dissemination

There is a sizeable literature on di'ssemination and diffusion in

education, much of which has been produced by the University of

Michigan's Center for Research.on Utilization of Scientific

Knowledge123 This includes one extremely useful synthesis of the

potential knowledge base of the field, drawn from various disci-

plines and focused on the questions that arise in the course of
124

planning for dissemination of an innovation.

Still, the literature as-a whole tends to be normative rather

than empirical in nature, suggesting how the dissemination func-

tion should be organized and conducted rather than how it is in
410; 4

fact carried out, with what degrees of success, in what settings,

under what conditions. Some of this needed empirical informa-

tion is beginning to become available in the form of research

and evaluation data from the various experimental dissemination

projects that are proliferating under the new federal emphasis

on dissemination125 But dissemination remains the most diffuse

of the existing functional specialties, the hardest to describe

in specific operational terms. And the virtual absence of a

marketing approach to disseinination of educational innovations,
1

and.the rarity of even any mention of marketing concerns,
26

suggests that this function reruins the most immature and under-

develDped co! ths.e specialties that have emprged to date.

E. Development

127
The development function has produced some case materials, but
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relatively little in the way of a synthesis of the accumulating

kriowledge and technology base of the field. We are aware of only

two volumes designed to provide an understanding of the dev6lop-

ent function in education and we were able to acquire only one

of these for review
28

. The volume we reviewed was useful for

understanding the nature of educational development (in the struct

R&D sense), development policymaking, and development`-management,

but of little help for providing more than the vaguest impression

of the nature or state of development of the underlying knowledge

and technology base of the field. One gets the impression that

1)ch a technology base may in fact exist in the few centers of

'rigorous development work found in the R/D&I system. But there

is little in the literature to give new developers or developers

working elsewhere a grounding in the procedures and strategies

that di$tinguish systematic development in the R&I?, seve from

development work as it has always been carried out. In all likeli-

hood, then, we can assume that they will continue inefficiently

reinventing the wheel.

F. Other Relatively Absent Functional Specialties

The picture is even less sanguine for the functional specialties

that have yet to emerge in education. There is a large literature
.129

on the adoption of innovations, and several sywheses of the

existing knowledge.base on factors that influence the rate of
130

diffusion of innovations. But relatively little of this is

geared to the needs of acquisition personnel. There is sore

research literature on problems encountered in attempting to
131

implement complex educational innovations. But given the

rather belated recognition of implementation and utilization

problems as critical'sources of weakIps in educational R/D&I,

and the virtual absence of implementation and utilization as

specialized functions in education, it is little wonder that

ta

4.1
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there is little of ah implementation/utilization knowledge and

.technology base to synthesize. The new surge of interest in

internal .school system problem-solving has led to the publication
32

of a few useful introductory guides for school personnel. Some

problem-solving and renewal approathes that have developed a fol-

lowing of their owl.: (e.g., Organizational Development) have pro-
133

duced a sizeable literature and some efforts at synthesis. But

generally lacking are comprehensive overviews of what we know about

implementation and utilization problems in general or with respect

to 'specific kinds of products,"ptograms, or organizational

innovations.

G. Summary

In summary, the knowledge and technology base of educational R/D&I

functions is so poorly developed that there appeart to be at least

some grounds for questioning whether creation of an educational

R/D&I system may have been Premature. Perhaps without such a system

-the kind of knowledge and technology needed might never have been

developed. But regardless of wheie one stands on that issue, it

seems reasonable to assume that wherever the knowledge and tech-

nology base of R/DU activities remains weak, as it is in educa-

tion, system outputs will be generally poor in quality, low

quality outputs will produce or reinforce negative environmental

influences that inhibit the flow of ample funds, personnel, and

other essentialinputs into the R/D&I system, and system matura-
t

tion willebe retarded. Unless there is more focused attention

o;, and' substantial progress in, the development of the knowledge

an.: technology base or the field, the future of the educational

R7D &I system may remain clouded.
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3.. StabiDity of Structure

Mature R/D&I systems generally manifest substantial stability in macro

and micro structures. By the time a system reaches maturity, gaps and

inadequacies in the macrostrueture have'been corrected. Appropriate

linkagqs, interfaces, and coordinating mechanisms have evolved.

Organizational forms h/Ve adapted to a point of relatti a equilibribm

with environmental and'tontextual constraints. For the most part,

weaker institutions and organizational ,,nits have been winnowed out.

Consequently, resources can be focused on substantive R/D&I problems

and need not belliverted to structural and organizational concerns.

Educational R/D&I, in contrast, has been characteiled by a high level

of instability in both macro and micro structures. The last decade

and a half have witnessed a groping for appropriate organizational

forms -- R&D centers, regional and national laboratories, Title III,

demonstration centers, ERIC clearinghouses, educiAional information

centers, Instructional Materials Centers, Research Coordinating Units,

Intermediate Service Agencies, state and interstate dissemination

networks, consulting, training, and technical assistance organizations,

and in-house operating system units to support implementation and uti-
134

lization. Still, the existing configuration shows relatively limited

and poorly developed linkages and interfaces within and Oetween func-

tions and organizations. Consequently, the overall configuration of

institutions and functional specialties, interfaces and linkages con»

tinues to evolve, and a considerable proportion of overall R/D&I re:

sources continue to beq.located to organizat.ionai design and experi-

mentation with new forms -- with all the attendant problems of uncer-.

tainty and learning tire to be expected from this kind of experimentation.

4 To permit us to truce the evolving configuration, and changes in that

configuration, it would be useful for us to have suksb sic information

as how any institutions of various types uerecarryin out how much

,,,=

c-
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oducatpnal R/DEJ. activity of what types each year. NIE's KPU

Monitoring/Pro8ran is expected in time to provide this kind of data-

gathering for the future. But even without such data in hand, the

instab_lity in structureseems clear.

A. Signs of Progress

The pattern, then, has not been one of stability, but progress is

clearly ev;deat in two aspects of this institutional or configura-

tion al evolution that shotyld be noted:

A 4 ,

1. The trend appears to be toward crea%en of larger-

scale institutionalized, linked, programmatic R/D&I,

and away from the pattern that existed two decades ago

when the field consisted largely of:

fa. scattered researchers (mostly individuals or

small teams in academic(settings, doing small

scale, non-cumulative studies of schools and

studies, yet having few strong linkages. to

operating system personnel);

b. a small number of large curriculum improvemext

projects in selected subject areas (again,

staffed largely by university scholars);

c. 'a considerable amount of internal, in-house,

practice-based development of curriculum by

school system personnel (rarely disseminated

much less evaluated, validated, or packaged for

use by others);' .

d.
&
private companies providing textbooks, materials

and equipment; and
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e. a very small number of private sector research

organizations.

2. Overall, the trend has been toward substantial expan-

sion and stabilization of the institutional base. Our

own observations suggest the following:

a. A substantial number of new R/D&I institutions

or organizational units have emerged (precise

figures on this await findings from the NIE

Education KPU Monitoring Prograi survey of

organizations).

'b. There have been a significant number of losses in

the institutional base due to 1I-aZ of funding or

markets for service's (forinstapce, the decrease

-rroym,30136 to 17 of the original federally funded

regional Laboratories and R&D centers).
/

c( There appears to be a considerable "levelling off"

in the "loss rate" anion existing educational

R/D&I institutions (as seen, for in nce, in the

strengthened political poskion o the labs and

centers).

d. it appears that a healthier degree of career

stability is becoming possible even in the noler

of these institutions.

B. Macrostructure-Instability

Configurational evolution in eduostl.on has been complicated by

substantial structoeal instability within the federal agencies

r
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that were the primary sponsors of educational R/D&I. The Office

of-Education underwent two reorganizations in 1965/nd 1969. In

1972 the Nacional Institutt, of Education was created as a wholly

new and independent agency, and lead agency responsibility for the

educational R/D&I system was transferred to the Institute. NIE

evolved-a significantly new agenda for RP&I sponsorship -- new

missions, new policies, new funding programs. But in its brief

five-year history,INe.Institute too has had three different

Direcflors and undergone (andpcontinues to undergo) some reorganiza-

tions.

( '4

i. Each reorganization -- within OE, from OE to NIE, and within NIE --'

was intended to solve some pprceived problem in R/D&Cfunctioning.

But the frequency of reorganization in and oT itself, regardless

of the substance of the changes, complicated planning, 'operations,

and coordination on both the macro and the micro leveli% The

research or R&D emphases to be supported ebbed and ffewed. Programs

were started and then stopped before they came to fruition. In the

initial years of system functioning, OE was unclear about its expec-

tations gnd failed to communicate clear messages. Critiques of OE

functioning during"this period stressed the agency's lack of "d '

coherent R&D strategy," its "inability to set consistent goals foi

itself" or goals "meaningful to/educational researchers," and its

failure to enlisr-thAaucational research community to any sig-

nificant degree in the setting of goals or the development of
137

---,)funding programs.

R/D&I institutions-fumbled and underwent ,constant reorganizations

of their own, redefining their missions, developing and then

dropping programs and developing new ones, as they tried to second-

guess federal officials and meet expevations that were often

conflicting and frequently changing. Staff turnover was high,

and management turnover was even higher139 New institutions

-4
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appeared, and others. disappeared after only a brief existence.

Several of the RED centers and regional laboratorieS created

with such-fanfire, and even trfe..91earinghouses, lost their
4g -4

funding or went out of existence for one reason or another. 4

gew such institutignS that clo;ed their door4,appearl anew 41.

changed form -- e.g.: a care of a regional aboratory Staff

forming or joining a non-profit or profit-olented_corporation,s,
140-

or one EIC clearinghouse merged into another. Large corpora-

tions entfored the 'education industry.and then withdrew as the
141.

early promise for expansion and profits dissipated.

***

C,. Degree of Stability of Educational R/D&I as Suggestive of
0/ . .

1 the Transitional Stake of HistoricalyPvelopment
i

v . f

. ,

tMuteration from the introductoryl 'ticaltiiticiii phase of.

.

. .

historical development of R/D&I systems tends to be marked by

4 et

r

'expansion and intesration of a relafIvely stable structure.

Substghtial progress has been made under NIE auspices to expand

I

,the.existing structure in the direction of increasing KP- te-
6 di

gration, linking functional specialties, and filling in 'sever 1 - .

.

.
i

..11)

At

r,

404,

of die key interfate gaps. And CertainlY6rthe weedi'txg- out of the
do

weakei labor%tories and centers and the concentration 9f more
-7'

resources in the stringer organizdtions was ijevitable and oVIAdue.
4 r

Still, whatever the 40gLee of kogressasothe degree.of instability
i-w

,

.14
continuesftespecially in macrostructure management. Long-term

prospects for the success of IndiVdual R/D&I institutions A
"high Quality willbe dependpnt in part on the development of

consister long-range programs and coordiAting,mechanisms to

produce a stable" macrostructure. ,,s long as th6 poslibility of

future upheavals agcreorganizations of the system's macrostruc-

tulle seems strong,IR/NI pesonnel and institutions are likely

to show some hesitancy in committing themselves e,to the,

long-term programs needed to advance the devlo ent of the R/D&I,

la,
.Dr T' 4

dir
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system and actfiAte to long-range goal .of improving eduq(ational

practice,. If system mat utatibn is to be substantially furlered,
. 1%. .

.6-ic would seem that NIL s stated commitments to programmatic and

organizational stability arm, to long-range planning
142

will need
#

to be backed up with demonstrable evide.sse i..rthat ft can'exercse

its leadership role irs a manner that proMotes system stability.

4 4. Resource ease

P Vs
0'*mature R/D&I systems are generally characterized by well develop4d

resource bases adequate to the demands of systemAlindtioning and
4WD

appropriate to thequantity and quality of outputs expected by their

sponsors. The inadequacies ofIthe educational R/D&I resource base are

readily apparent. We consider two resources at.4ength in subsequent
0

.chapters personnelAind funding. Much of the analysis in these thap-

.ters undersc,bres the immaturity of educatidnal R/D&I, and suggests that

substantial progress in system maturation is unlikely without inter-

vention in the development of these resource bases. To support our

histbrIcal analysi,,= we simply summarize here some of the material AA

covered in these ighgthier presOntations.

4 ti
A. Personnel

4 , The personae base of educational R/D&I may be the most crit ical

acid most diffic source of weakness retarding system maturation.
. ... .

.4

. Precise data on the personnel base await the results of the

.% .1

.-*

organi?ational sutvevundertallen as4part of NIE's Education
143 A

KPU.Monitor,4ng Plram. ,R6NeverbAed on general esimatis
4, 6.

and analyses in the literature,.several observations

reasonable at this time: .
4'

. k

. In coritparison to the early' 1960s, the educational

RID &I personnel base has more than doubled in size

.4o
A

4P

Mi
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--,from an estimate of around 4,000 n i964.to around
144

It0,000 13 1974.

2. Still, the personnel bas'e seems inadequate in "s heer
145

numbers.

3. Most of the work foriestis represented by researchers,
0

a 146
evaluation researchers, and development personnel.

4.--7;11ere woul. appear to be aparticularly inadequate

number of peAonnel to carry out linkage rnles.
:

..

.

5. Educational researchers and other R/D&I personnel. are
. . -

generally rated as low 'in productivity (as measured

by publi?ations and other system autpu5s).

* ,

.4
6. By training end professional background, educational

R/D&I 'perstnnel tend to have been traine ,0eier in

the fields of dUucation or psychology and come out of
i

the psycho-siatistical traditidn and mniversity work
MI

> ,
environments pr school system positions asoVoethers or

148 4'4
adminiiltators. Although some progresi has bien made

in.recrulting personnel from other fields, these. other
,,

... personnel, still represent no more than one-fifth of
149 .

the educational R/D&I pergoaval base. Given the multi-
. "

-..discipltaary nature of the field, there is clearly,a
. 4 '

, need Eot a Ire substantially mutti-d&ciplinary base.

-.of recruitment, including Such fields as sociology,

anthropology, political science, economics, etc.

f

7. With few if any training programs geared tq pioduci4

R/D&Ispecialists, and the few that have been available

geared more to the old .pateern of academic .roject .4
A

t A Lt

147 1

or

13
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(2/./.7.
150 - t

research rather.than programmatic deiielopment,: on-tfte-
,

job training hae.beenPthe primary mechanist .for pro-

ddcing ma npower with appropriate skills and Competen:
t

cies -- any efficient strategy at 'best. Some initia- ... ,

.
..---

tiv s havepeen taken to develop training programs.

more uitab/le to thrheeds
-

of educational R/D&I
.

or
functioning

151
. But as-yet, it is too early to dete

. a.signific an t change in the charac;er of the'systecOS
0

personnel base. 61441W'

8. The field suffers particularly from the lack of an

adequate supply of itrlinedor experienced Rini
,...

v.
x..

managers, or even an appreciation of.R/DIS4 management
. 'I

as a function t.h4 could benefit from specialized

skills 4nd training152

The recruitment, trainin , and' socialization of a talented personnel

base'for eduCational Rib&_ will require overcoming several seemingly
. ts

intractable pr blems,-- e.g.:

lb

I

.
1 ,110 .5 .,. , , &V. .,

le the w prestige of education, educatilfal research,

and educational R&M' , 4

4 .

2. the orientations ofeost of those who come out of uni-

versity settingstowardAvancing theory rather than

impro4ng practices toward individualistic rather than

team functioning,. t,tarirelatively homogeneous rather"6

than heterogeneous personnel skillmixes, toward pro=

ducling publications r4Oher tion products or programs,

and toward a, "professional" rather than a "bureau-.

.cratic" style of functioning and management;

3. the kor lexities of,..developfingytitable training pro-
..

grams given' the ambiguiliy that-surrounds the definition

for
40

r

«.

ti
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of work roles,,requisite skills, and standards for

iariious functional specialties in tpe field, and the

'weakness of the existing knowledge base; and

74

0

de.'4. the instability of R /D &I funding and the insecurity

of R/D6c; positions compared to. tenured, university

posts.

Unioss R/D44 sponsors give concerted attention to these.problems,

continueieletem maturation will be diffijcult to achieve. But

is it poss\ble to attract talented personnel to educAtional R /D &I'

given the present poor quality of system teputs and the resultant

inability to overcome the system's lew prestige? Is it reason-

able to try to intervene no'd in the maturation of the system's

,personnel base? or is it wiser to concentrate resources on a few

key projects where the critical mass of"talent already exists and
4110

impressive levels of achievement are within reach? Will a few

exciting high quality R/D&I outputs do more to attract talented

personnel than resource-building strategies focused on recruitment

and training'programs? We have no answers to offer, but clearly

high level debate on these policy options wouldileem to be in

order, leading, one would hope, toli.long-range planning.of inter-

related product development and resource-building strategips to

spted system maturation.

. C

B. Funding

. . N
The funding of iplucational R/D&I has tended 03 suffer from five &

key weaknesses: relatively low levels, insufficient di'versi-
I...,...____-...

fication of sources; instability, inadequate concentrati0-,,and

!Inadequate attention to funding policy de:relopmot.
0 ,

.
-__...47....,,__

\-...-2
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a. Relatively Lou Levels of Fuming_

The best estimate avaiiablehellevel of funding for

educatiolll R/D&I in this cou ry, from all sources

(public aad privates so..ewherbetween $605 million.

and $673 million (depending on what is or

excluded in a given estimate), with $619 million the mdst

likely figure. These data are for Fiscal Year 1975, the

Orecent year for which s:!11- an estimate is ayailable15

This figure rust be considered in light of annual education

expenditures (by all le,,eis of government combined) of
154

approximately $90 billion by the early 1970s. Csing these

figures, we calculate that the annual expenditure for R/D&I

in Oucatioft represents no more than 0.7% of total educa-

tion expenditures. The inadequacy of this funding leve1.is

underscored by comparison with other sectors -- e.g.; 3.4%

to 5% of expenditures by ihaustry are appropriated to R&D;

in the health.'sector the figure is.4.6%; in agriculture,

1.4%4, and the. Department of Delgense appropriation to R&D

.155
Tuns as high as 10% to 14%. Given the immaturity of

educational R/D&I compared to these other sectors and the

need for expensive capacity-building expenditures, the_low

level of funding available to support educational R/D&I
rrJ

seems 'especially problemaeic.
r,

b. /nstyffiCient Diversification of Sources

- Of the approximately S619 million spent each year on educe-
,

tir)nal P,D&: in this country, the best available estimate is

that approximately .$513 million, or 83% (in Fiscal Year 1975)4
0 eame fru'a various departments or agencies of the federal

156
governmept. Clearly, the-federal government has become

the prilpry sponsor of educational R/D&I. The'remainin
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. 177, are estimated to come from: state funds, $0 million

(S3J LS60 million); local go,,ernment funds, $4 million

($2110 million); private foundations, $57 million

(457-$.65 million); and other private sector sources,

possibly $5 million ($3-$25 million, but here estimation
°Ika. 157

is particularly dirficult). Qr eater diversification of '

.sponsorship would seem to be advisable given the political

vulnerability of, educational R/D&I expenditure,' in a

climate of limited R/D&I system legitimacy and lack of

substantial confidence in the system's ability to.produce

a reasonable return on the taxpayers' investment. Clearly,

though; substantial invfttment in educational R/D&I by the

private sector or by state and local governments is unlikely

unless imaginative new incentives are pro4Olded. and bold new

initiatives are taken to attract this new sponsorship.

c. Instability of Fundin&

Instability of funding has been one of the most serious

problems confronted by the educational R/D&I system over.

Art

.
-,

i brief hi early promise fundingrestory. The erly promse of ample fudiing for .'

educational- Ik/D&I.4wag clouded within only a few years.

_Funding for differeat .types of R/D&I activities has tended

to ebb and flow wit* frequent shifts and fluctuations in

fedexal R/D&I prtioriCie4. Federal. rAtince\ton annual rather
. . .

. thah longer-terM /trading cycles was a frequent' cause of
. t

comftpjaint in tied' eil.54 year, of the system. Pleas were made,
.

.

for loriger-ter6sfuqding.comlitments to permit long-rangd
, 158

pl.:inni:.ife of compleArltru'Iti.-ysar projects4 and some modi-
.... " k .0

ficatio,n of fuhdim plieies in this dreectiwk has been.
.

, J apparent .t Andi. to appa
Av

rent lAk pasised now, the threat of

-'1 zerdl. le .7:;,1 f 13.14..ne If oi i ft'. 6p 'would have terminated the :4

..1
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4

established, has leli the educ§tion R/D &I enterprise

with a somewhat shak:, image. wou d seem that greater

longer-term stability will be needed to attract the

resource bese(ol first-rate personnel and subcontractors

needed t.o....zumit system maturation.

41" ' d.' Inadequate Concentration, of Funding

The difficulties posed by low overall funding levels arc

comp:Ica:ed furrhcrgy allocation patterns that tend ZO

disperse whet :ittle money is available over a large

number of projects rather than tconcentrating it sufficiently

on a few.- The- trend has been toward greater and greatex con-
,

centration of funding, as mo and more projects and programs

have lost funding and increasing numbers ,of federally sup-f

ported institutions have gone out of exittence. Still,

given the limited funding available and the high costs

incurred by large-scale educational R/DEJ programs, greater
-

concentration would seen essential if. effective programs

and products are to be produced.

e. Inadequate Attention to Funding Policy DeveloPment

A Well
4 conceived fundingpolicy for educationallVD&Iwould

,be lorpulated'after dire contideration tg.a host of factors

-- for instance /agency mission and goals in relation to

those of other sponsors of educational R/D&I; the state of

development of the educaeional R/D&I system and its system-

-buildingrequiremInts; the existing degree of balance or

imbalance among R/D&I functions as currently funded,(as com-

pared to some Anse of minimum degrees of balance requkred.

Iltfor,adequate system functioning and developmgnt) ; the need
4 . e'

a
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159
for some degree of stability and continuity; etc. There

is relately little e..ridence of much attention to these

kinds of systemic considerations in the planning or bud-

geting processes of :71E as the lead agency for educational

R/D&I, or of any of the other.key sponsors of educational
1

R/D&I.
60

Since at this time funding policy appears to be

the primary leverage federal agencies are able to exert oft

R/D&I functioning, these aorts of issues would seem to

warrant considerable attention.

5. Patterns of Function/n.2,

Virtually any aspect of R/D&: functioning in education might be used le
, __.._.
bc) illustrate the immaturity of the system. V;e shall consider here three

\
(Ahat have particularly attracted our interest: .the amorphousness of

standards, ambiguities in defining' work roles and requisite skills, and

inadequacies in information flow.

/-

A. Amorphousness of Standards

The current period of heightened self-consciousness in education'al

R/D&I has produced numerous critiques of the conduct and especially

tilt poor quality of outputs of different functional specialties and
161

R/D&I institutions. Several analysts have suggested models for

e7aluat,Wthe metodological adequacy of completed projects.
162

.

But
t,

on the whole, the impression that seems 'reinforced by-ttte

literature is that standards of quAty and performance in edu-o1/4

cational ROD&I are amorphous, and the kind of consensus on stan-

(laros evellehc in mature R/D61 systems' is lacking.
4

Educatio.pal research, for in-stance, has/been described as lacking

.t.e 63"a definite strvcture of criticism."1 Consequently, poor research

gets published along lo.th, and -competes for attention with, good
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-research. Quality control is inadequate, quality is un/en,

and cumulative development of a high quality knowledge base

is retarded.

Educational evaluation has been described as helaback by a lack

of "benchmarks of performance having widespread reference alue.

Different standards are held by different groups, are rarely mat!e.

explicit, an4 are rarely applied consciouslj in a rtg,orous manner.

0

Consensus is greatest in the more traditional kinds of researchx,

where principles of experimental design add statistical treatmene

can be appli4d. Yet evgi here, the literature reflects substantial
165

controversy. and interhetdisagreement.

The diffuseness of standards la educational R /D &i is par4..icularly

apparent from descriptions of the standards and criteria taat are

used, or should be used, by educational R/Nti persOtel in con-
.

ducting end appraising their own work and evaluating the performance

and outputs of others. The phrases used co describe these stan-

dards and criteria underscore their personal, subjective, "soft"
At

character -- "personal satisfaction, or feeling," "acceptance by

others (in kCs;ject)," "acceptance by users," "approprtateness,"

"relevance,;' "timeliness," "intelligibility," "fideliiy," "cred-

ibility," "viability," "pervasiveness," "convenience," "goal

attainment," "completeness of content," "utility or value,"

"logical rigor or consistency," and "clarity of objectives."
166

More oft en than in mature R /D &I systems or in dtsciglines with

welt developed knowledge and technology bases, we find sponsors

judging ehcational proposals it terms of the significance of

the problem area rather than quality of conceptualization, or

methodological rigor of destgn, or institutional capability, to
167 -carry it out.
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The literature includes a few pieces that con!.5ider the issue

of standards for the field -- even one discussion of some kind,
68

of certification system.
1

. But clearly, maturation of educa-

tional RID &I would seem to require more concerted attention to

the problem of standards, either by AERA or some other body.

At the very least what is needed is formulation of rigorous,

objectively phrased standards for all the various functions,

processes, activities, and outputs that comprise educational

R/D&I. Beyond'that, over the long run, the field needs to

develop some reasonable level of consensus on these standards,

cad explicit, perhaps even self- conscious application of these

standards to the conduct ofteducational R/D&I. Given the generally

poor quality of educational research and R/D&I outputs to date,

this problem would seem to be particularly pressing.

B. Ambiguities in Defining Work Roles And Requisite Skills

R/DocI operations tend to require team functioning under bureaucratic

modes of management. A large proportion of the R/D&I perponnel

at -,iork in the system today gere socialized in settings character-

ized by individualistic definition and investigatioh of research
1

problems regulated only by peer approval.
169

Adaptation to the new

4, mode of functioning has been painful for many, impossible for some.

.There appears to be little in existing training' programs to make

the adaptation any easier for new recruits to educational R/D&I.

. 0 .

The literature provides evidence that there has been some inte-

rest in the field in developing taxonomies or work require,gents

an! ndedtd -enablers" (3k_11S, knuwItdga, arA Rens_tiiities), 6

for given R /D&I tasks170 Over time,..iftformation of this kind may

be 1Jsefut for the design of effective training programs geared

to the demands of R/D&I system functioning' AL the moment, how-

*...rr, our impression is that a significant a7iount of ambiguity

S.

4
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storrounds the definition of work roles and relationships and their

requisite Skill* There is a danger in our overstating the case.

- Progress has been made in defining the technical aspects of R/D&I

functioning and some of the technical skills needed for certain

functional specialties. But interview data assembled from case

studies of exemplary R/D&I projects are most revealing about an

array of other kinds of skills that R/D&I personnel judge critical

to the work they do -- skiis for which many are ill prepared by

training or prior work experience. Work with others in a team

setting is one of the most frequently mentioned of these skills.

Writing ability is another. Sensitivity to the dynamics of

various organizational and inter-organizational settings is still

another 72 While Personnel involved in day-to-day R/D&I fume-
,

tioning call attention to these "nontechnical" as well as the usual
. 0

technical skills associated with their work, the literature on

competencies required to carry out R/D&I tasks tends to concentrate

on only the technical aspects. If educational R/D&I is to function

smoothly, realistic pictures of R/D&I work environments must be

provided to new recruits, and training programs (both pre-service

and in-house) must be oriented toward socialization and sensi-

tization as well as technical competence.

C. Inadequacies in Information Flow

inadequate, inefficient information flow is one of the most p4rva-

sive problems in educational R/D&I system functioning. We consider

information flow problems in some detail in subsequent chaptors.

The literature is filled with discussions about the lack of adequate

dissemination and linkage mechanisms to bring R&D output to the

attention of operating system personnel, *id to facilitate adop-

tiontion and implementation of externally developed innovations.

There are also a number of useful analyses of the barriers to

information flow in the oprating system among educational

'1

0
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practitioners as a profession, among school districts, even

175within school districts and within single school buildings.

But perhaps least understood until recently is the inadequacy

of information flow arnoi4g, the researchers and R/D&I personnel

176
functioning or the KP end of the KPU spectrum. Though the

formal information flow system of processional association meetings,

journals, secondary publiclions, and information agencies parallels

other fields and disciplines (in the case of the ERIC syttem it

surpasses Oany other fieldsln easy access tcr he fugitive littera-

tur:: of the fieldY, KP functioning in educati n generally lack

the well developed informal communication netwo s of mature disci -

plines RID&I systems. :There has been increasing interest in

such concepts as "research communities" and "invisible colleges."
177

As yet, though, there is relatively little evidence of the emer-

gence of the kind of social organization of research areas so

critical to the rapid development of cumulative knowledge bases

and maturation'Jf the R/D&I system's dependent onithese knowledge

bases.

4

The improvement of information" flows may hold one of the most

significant ke'

1A

to facilitating system maturation. Yet, despite
178 1

AZRA interest in this area some years ago we are aware of no
,

significant initiatives to.promote the development of research com-

munities and invisib colleges in educational research and R/D&I

functions. Some si ificant developments are under way to increase

information flows Within the operating system, and else. bAkeen the

external R/Ee'JI and operating systems. This is clearly a major

focus of N1E initiativestin dissemination and in developing local:

prohl,im-solving :Me intett is to increase the level

of integration between the R/4-1 and operating systems. The

potential f':14 the future is promising. But most of these initia-

tives are t..)o new to have had significant impact on the vast ed4-

cational system in this country. At the present time, then, the

inadequacies of infAlmation flows in education appear to be a

,
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clear indicator of the immaturl.ty of the R/D&I system.
V

6. Degree of Integrat4n between the R/D&1 and Operating Systems

A mature R/D&I system could be characterized as an integrated "sy stem of

recipracating,parts," with components meshing so effectively that devel-

opments in one part of the system bring about changes in all other parts

of the system
79

. In,education, this might mean that a malt:* break-

through in the research or development function, fpr instance, would

affect not only institutio s th t conduct research or development

activities but also achool systemsstate departments of education,

Leachers training institutions, R/D&I sponsors, etc. This is hardly.

what on finds in fact in education. the linkages in education tend

to be casual and incidental, and information flows from ore part of

the system to anotherare episodic at bes

One of the most pervasive themes in the educationaeR/D&I literature

is the lack of integration MOtween R&D, on the one hand, and educa-

tional praceice, on the other. The R&D and operating systems appear

to function in two discrete, compartmentalized worlds, barely touching.

The literature describes and Ocuments the large gap between educational

research and practiceT Li:it). education21 research has been found to

have any discernible impact on educational practice. And Iiirtually none

of the predominant practioes of school systems have'been ad to have

. any foundation in educational research. Ippodescribed by several anAsts,

ducattonal research fAarely oriented,to problems of eciUcatialal

edi practice, andtherefore, researchers are not accumulating a knowledge

base about educational practice and how to improve it. Few of 'the

products of R&D institutions and few of the highly publicized inno-

vative strategies of recent decades have been found to be implemented

in scho'ol systems; where they have been found, they tensed more often

than not to be emasculated into "more of the same old thing." School

systems that are highly innovative have been described-as generhlly ,
4 1

I.

(4-
)
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draw.ing oh internal rather than external sources of innovation. New

materials and programs are produced by their own-professionals, using

severely limited local resources, to develop local innovations that
. .

are ar purely local consumption. Consequently, a vast body of...

practice-based innovation fails to get disseminated ox even documented;

lit.tie of it is adequately researched or systematically evaluated;

relatively few of these nnovations are even "developed" sufficioNply

to 'permit utilizatiCn by educators other than those who created them.

Clearly, then, innovation in educatibn, where it does exist, is not

being anaged with maximal efficiency, for .the educationar enterprise

»in this country.

.

The evidence comparing educational research and R&D. outputs, on the one

hand, to educational practice, on the other, seems overwhelming.

Although there has been less commentary on other weak links in R&D

and operating system integration, some of these too havlibeen noted.
r.

The teacher - training institutions, for instance, tend to pass on

conventional practice rather than provide an appreciation, or an up-

to -date
181

to-date understanding, of new developments in the RID &I system. o

consideei another example, R/D&I and operating system personnel tend

to be part of different information flow systems that rarely overlap.

They tend to read differefit journals, belong to different professional
1

associations, attend different-kinds of meetings, etc.
82

We consider tb, gap bJween the educational R/D&I and operating systems,

and some of the reasons for, it, in several chapters of our analysis183

Our concern at is point is simply to call attention to this factor as

additionl support for the conclusion that educationalR&D is still in

an immature state of development and will, require con2erted'attention

to KPU integration to speed maturation processes.

The need for greater K1) and KU integration has been given increasing

recognition in the past few years. The literature of the',160s included

a
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a.few calls forincreased practitioner participation in educational

R&D decision making,
184

some lucid pieces by one major theorist of

educAtion R/D&I,c4.1ing for a market-oriented rather than KP-ariented

approach to the inseitutionalization of'educatkonal R/D&I185 and a

burgconing.literature analyzing the dissemination function and calling

for the creation and support 'of needed linking rotes and linking instil*.

tutions. But only in the past few years have dissemination and linkage

become a major focus of federally funded R/D&I organizations. Linkage

organizations are proliferating186 Support for local problem-solving

has emerged.ai a major new thrust of federal funding and research.

Organizational pevelopment and various other organizational renewal
187

strategies appear to be taking the field by storm Do4ft-yourself
go,

guides are appearing/ to help school systpms.analyz,e and solve their

188
problems, find and negotiate with external resource organizations, etc.

KP organizations are bedoming more concerned about implementation and

utilization of their products; and leaders of some of the more duccessful

of these organizations are publishing analyses of their approaches and
89

experiences to stimulate others to follow their lead.
1

More resources

are being devoted to creating nationwide dissemihation networks, using

the active, interpersonal, technical assistance and consulting type'Of.

strategies that appear to be most effective in creating significant'
190

change. Even the ERIC system is undergoing change from a vast,

passive storehouse of undigested print to a more active system that

is increasingly producing targetted information analysis products,

and is increasingly being tied into local education'information centers

with the capability to produce information products tailored to specific

local needs191 One large scale program was funded in an effort to

document and Analyze a number-of exemplary local problem4solving

projects to capture, and provide development and dissemination f

materials derived from, internal user system innovation sources
92

Other

federal initiatives' such as the experimental schools program show some

movement in the direction of focusing o educational practice in exem-

plary but real operating systems as-the' sis of research, development,
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193'
and the spread of innovation and the improvement of practice.

There are, then, a number Of exciting developments afoul to increase

the integration between the R/D&I.and operating systems. It is too

early to see significant impact from these in10..atives. 1n time,

though, programs of this, kind may prove to have been of major impor-

Lance in speeding education R/D&I.maturation.

7. System Outputs .1

:-jature R/D&I systems produce high quality outputs that are readily

marketed and widely used in the relevant operating systems. Educational
s'

R/D&I activity has produced a substantial number ofoutpues.. In

preparation far 1916 publication of the Catalog of FOIE Education Products.,
195

information was collected on some 776 of a much larger number of prac-

tice-oriented outputs developed with OE or N1E.funding over the past

decade or so. Clearly, a listing of the total number of outputs pro-

duced over the past two decades, by all institutions carrying out

educational R/D&I sponiored by all funding sources, gild be many times

larger. Several other catalogs and reviews of educational products have
196

also appeared in recent years..

Atthis time, there are few data-based statements that can be made aboitt

the overall quality of these outputs. Clearly, though, the tons of

most of the discussion of output CRalitythat has appeared in the litera-

ture is rather negative. Most of this teAds tokbe impressidnistic and

based on examination of a Alatively'small prpportiom of what has been

40roduced. Still, the repeated theme is that the outputs are generally

poor in quality and relatively'few can be found in school systems

affecting educational practice.

.At the samb time, the system has always produced some outputs of out-

standing quality and widely reputed excellence that have been widely

SI
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adopted by school systems. In the late '50s atkd early '60s, the

NSF science curri.:ulum improvement projects received a very positi.re

198
response.

eitethe late '60s, Individuilly Prescribed Instruction (IPI) was cited

repeattdly, along with SelameStreet, as e4lamples of exemplary projects,

diffused on a wide scale, that have produced significant changes in

educational practice. In an effort to identify and make better

known some of the other high qualtiy outputs of the system, some

projects have tried to identify exemplary projects and have brought

increased attention to 30 such outputs described in the NIE 1976
200

Datdbook. Exampfes of p4few of these products vdth extensive utili-

199

4 tation histories are..

Sullivan Reading. Program (programmed' readers), reportedly being
used by more than five million children.

Sc4nce Curriculum Improvement Study (fundamental concepts/
elementary school science), reported to have been used by more
than one million studerits. !

/he Southwest Regional Laboratory's Kindergarten Program, or
First qiar Communication Skills Program (basic skills of
English language communication), reportedly used by about
250,000 students.

Simrlar efforts hags also identified specific outstanding pieces or

programs or bodies of educational research chat have been j'udged to

have had a significant effect on educational practice.
201

There has, then, been some achievement. The picture is perhaps even

more encoJrageing if one takes a broader and longer term view-61 system

outputs. This vier stresses the gradual developmeric of the field of

educational R/D&I as an.important system output in itself.. Proponents

of this position argue that several important gains can be observed

over time in the system's brief history -- acceptance of the idea of

rigorous development and tontinuous data -based refinement in the

()

4
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202
Produetten of materials and prograis; recruitment of needed kinds

of Personnel203 and gradual-development of new. kinds of training

programs appropriate to new functIOnal specialties; development of

new technologies appropriate totlie practice of these new functional

specialties under the environmental and organizational constraints

peculiar to the educational context; creation of needed new institu-

tions.to fill gaps in the system macrostructure andto provide the

kinds of linkage, interface, .and coordination required to permit more

effective system functioning; and above all, greater understanding of

the requiremints and complexities of R/D&I functioning in the educe-

ticnal content, an output that required, and continues to require,

learning time.

The field, then, has made some noticeable progress,ein establishing

itself and gradually evolving the personnel, and knowledge and

technology base needed for longer-term development of t6.sysbem's

capabilities.

IV. THE HISTORICAL FUTURE: WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?'

We have devoted a considerable amount of space to the historical past

and present of the educational R/D&I systems. Before turning to the

system's future, it would seem- useful to summarize some of the key

points we have tried to make about historical forces that continue to

be felt as significant constraints on policy formation and R/D&I

functioning inothis sector.

fie noted several elements in the historical milieu of the '60s (and to

a lesser extent the 150s) that significantly affected how the emerging

system came to be perceived, what was expected from it; who would or

would not be numbered among its supporters, and some of the kinds of

needs the system would attempt to meet. First, the fact that the

federally funded educational R/D&I institutions (the labs, centers, etc.,)

I t
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were created during a reform upswing in thipreform=conservitism cycle

of recent U.S. social history explains some of the unrealistically high

hopes 'and expectations that its creators had for the system, ti. it

impatience with doing much of the slow, undramatic foundation-building

needed for future success, and the .inevitable disillusionmenr.that

followed in the cyclical downswing. The legacy of both the high Apes

and the disillusionment continue to be felt, making it all the more.

difficult after more 'than decade tg explain how long it may take to

get significant breakthroughs in complex: areas, or how significant a

portion of available resogrces should be spent on long-term capability

building rather than short-term product and program development.

Second, the creation of a federally funded R/D&I system external to

1r the operating system at the same time that educational practitioners

were coming under increasing attack as incompetent. and uncaring did

not help to endear R&D personnel to struggling teachers and admini-
,

strators. Generally strained relationships between operating personnel

and external experts (who tended to have limited familiarity with

operating system constraints or perceived needs) were -not helped by

seeing what appeared to be Lavish quarters for federally funded labora-

tories while principals had te fight for money to replace light bulbs

and broken windows. Some of this ill will may still continue today,

..complicating further the difficult problems Of KP-KU integration. *Pt

. t

And third, the development oreducational R/D&I at the same time that

race and poverty were emerging as social and political issues in this

country and schools were coning to be viewed as major vehicles for

social reform meant inevitably that a major focus of R/D&I activity

would be meeting increasingly vocal demands for school programs targetted,

at specific racial -and ethnic groups and at the economically disadvantaged.

This continues to some extent today.

Aside from the historical mil4eu out of, which the system emerged, other

,
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historical factors have had important effects oa system functioning.

One such factor,.ks the newness of. institutionakized R/D&I in education

compared to the centuries of history associated with the operating

system, and traditions, norms, and values that run counter to ac.cep-

tance of the outputs of external R&RI pDt approaches to producing6

knowledge, products, and programs compete with traditional methods

for scarce resources, and in many cases R&D outputs are clearly inferior
.

to conventionally developed products. Consequently, the R/D&I system has

- 'a legitimacy problem Ahich makes it more difficult not only to achieve

KP-KU integration but also to generate sufficient demand for R&D pro-

ducts to build a strong constituency able to overcome some of the

system's political problems.
fto

Perhaps most critical of all, the emergence of the federal governMent

as the sponsor of most educational R/D&I activity has significantly

affected not only the level, distribution, and ability of.R/D&I

funding but also the character of the system th t has evolved. Policy

options selected, rejected, or ignored by federal officials dpring the

course of that brief history continue to be felt as constraints on

policy formation and R/D&I functioning. For instance, emphasis on

non - university organization'al forms as more conducive to mission-

oriented R&D contract work, with relatively little attention to linking

university researchers to the work being done 'in the research corpora- )

tions or building peer review safeguards into the release of procured

research and R&D outputs, has complicated the problems of insuring

4quality control of research and R&D outputs, developing a cumulative

knowledge and technology base for. the field, facilitating. information

flow, attracting high-powered research. talent to education, and training' .

new educational research aad R&D manpower.

Emphasis on creating (or heavily supporting) new organizatiodal forms,

rather than working within existing set'tings,,or building new programs

around the existing critical masses of talent in education, has made

4

t. I
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it more difficult to attract_ high calibre personnel who have strong

. ties to th* universities and locales which they are working 2 (14

and at any rate would have little to gain and much to lose by leaving

the universities to join a laboratory or research corporation*

Several early OE decisions, mode directly or by default had similar

effects and pose similakinds of continuing problems -- e.g.: the

creation of a large number of laboratories and centers rather than a

few, the funding of large numbers of programs rather than only a few,

and the emphasis on short -range quick pay-off goals. The decision

to create a large network of new laboratories and centers, without

Awiconcern for the inadequacy of the supply of skilled, talented personnel

to staff it, virtually predetermined the poor quality of R/D&I func-

tioning in most of these institutions, the low quality of ouCpus, and,

a worsening of the prestige, political environment of the system, and

its attractiveness to talented researchers. Had the system started on

a smaller scale, and concentrated on producing a few impressive achieve-

ments, educational RiD&I might have had more success in attracting emi-

nent researchers from the disciplines and talented younger researchers

and students as well. The small institutional' base could have expanded
a

gradually with the increased ,supply of trained, RiD&I personnel.

Similarly, little vaible achievement was produced by funding large

numbers of programs instead of only a few, or by emphasizing the short-

term goal of producing packageable products to solve immediate problems

rather than focusing on longer-term needs that might produce significant

gains but only after considerable time. Educational Rini today might

be in a somewhat better position if: (L) available funds had been

adeq6ately concentrated on a few programs where a critical-mass of

talent was already available and the knowledge and technology base was

sufficiently developed to bring impressive achievement within reach;

or if (2) resource allocation had emphasized building the system's

capabilities for adequate functioning or planning staged cumulative

attacks. on the gaps in a knowledge base that need to be filled prior

.

I,s',
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to application in product or program development. The detrimental'''.

effects of these various decision's continue to be felt in the low

prestige of the system, and its inability to attract large.numbers

of talented personnel or sufficient support in Congress and.amonz

the federal agencies that significantly influence the appropriations

process.

The OE strategy of developing a network' of new institutions, external

to the operating system, has complicated the. problems of KP-KU inte-

grAion. OE policies ignored the operating system's potential for

effecti.re K? functioning and underestimated the difficulty of dissemi-

nating, marketing, wipning user system adoption or producing effecalie

user system implementation of externally developed R&D outputs. Conse-
.

quantly-Nthe.limited impact of external R&D on educational practice has

increased the political difficulties of the educational R/D&I system

in trying to justify its existence, much less the need for additional

funding. NIE's emphasis on building a network integrating the newer

and older organizational forms,.external R&D organizations and internal

operating system K.? capabilities, and emphasizing dissemination,

delivery, and implementation supports as well as KP function may in

time overcome the difficu.lties posed. by the earlier approach. But for

the present, they continue to be felt.

In the remainder of this chapter, we examine artepiative descriptions of

he likely future development of the syeteM, given actions that may or

may not be taken, particularly by the sponsors of education R/D&I activi-

ty, and especially NIE as the lead agency for educational R&D..

At the -.ery outset of this discussion, it seems important to take note

again (as we did at the beginning of this chapter) of our analytical

biases, for our analysis rests bn certain fundamental assumptions that

otters not.share.

All of the work that we have done assumes that the variods institutions

or organizations and the thousands of personnel engaged in oPe-way or

I :,/,1
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\another in education R/D&I activity (as sponsbrs, performers linkerk,

or user% of R/M.I oueputs) constitute a "system", albeit at present a
4 . .

weak and loosely linked system. The systiom notion focuses attention

on how elements interact, and therefore how decisions made in relation

to one issue or one set of institutions can have significant implications

for other issues and other institutions. Therefore, possible courses

of action can be considered in terms of-their possible repercussions and

side effects througho'ut the system and not simply in,terms of the im-

mediate case it hand.

The -system notion also directs attention to the concept of maturation.

We mentioned this briefly at the beginning of this chapter. R&D systems

go through a historical development, proceeding from birth, through a

transitional stage, to a gradual maturing of structure and patterns -of

functioning. Thihrhoutthis votilme, we suggest various kinds of policy

options that we believe should be considered (or at least studied) so,

as to further the process of "system maturation"; i.e., to further the

strengthening of the field's institutional and personnel base, the know-

ledge and technological taundations on which R/D&I activity\ is based,

the MEd processes Within each functional area of activity,kesenich,

development, etc.), and especially the linkages and information flows

across parts of the system. And we argue for NIE to play a strong

lead agency tole ,\ by adapting policies that will further this system

maturation process and by j5roviding the kinds, of coordination, orchestra-

tion, coajAscing,and quality control that matey systems are able to

provide on their own.

Given this set of biases, we have come to view the future historical

development of the sysf4em in terms of the.likely impact of NIE (in cone-
/

boration with other sponsors and institutions as well) taking either a

laissez-faire or an active stance relation to system maturation.

Clearly, this is an oversimplified dichotomy, and in reality there is

likely to be something of a continuum of degrees of laissez-faire and

d,egrees of active fystem leadership, and the precise degree of activism

"*.
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taken is likely to vary with given'issues. However, even fcknow- .

.ledgirq, all of thAt, we think the oversimplified dichoto5ty will Help

us to ma'a:e our key points.

Clearly, any attempt to predict the future is fraught with eisks and
o

is foolhardy at best. There are so many unknowns. And if the his-

torical past any indication of the future, t1e only certainty to

be predicted is the certainty of unexpected shifts in priorities and,;,:

diredtions. A new NIE Director, a new President, a new set of financi-.

al -pressures on Congres s4 producirig cutbacks in education and other

social services, the creation of )a Department of Education.- any of

these developments could dramatically change the parameters of the situ-

ation to make the recent past vastly different ftom the systemif future.

Still, if for no other reason thdn to provide some understanding of the

importance of the "lead agency" posture, and to suggest_the significant

gains to be, expected from NIE taking an active lead agency stance, it

seems useful to try to.extrapolate ehe future from our assessment of

the recent past and thp present. Assuming no significant changes in the

generally laissez-faire stance NIE has taken with regaid to assuming lead

agency roles, what are we likely to see in the next ten to twenty years,

and what differencis might be expected if a more active leadership stance

were taked?

Much Qf what we predict for the future is positive, regardless of the

activism of NIE's leadership - learning time generally produces gains

reg4fdless of anything that is of is not done to impiove system function-

ing. The two futures we predict (as outcomes of a laissez-faire stance

versus art active system leadership posture -by NIE) differ in terms of

the magnitudes and types E ains to be expected over the next ten to

twenty years. Let as co s der, first, what the future is likely to look

like assuming no major clwnge in NIE's relatively laissez-faire approach

toward system development issues..
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1. Educational RiD&I's Future Assumirw.a Jaissez-Faire Orientation
Toward Svstem_Conierns

-

A. The System's Environment

With the exception of some low points (such as the NIE appropria-

tion bats s in 1974 and 1975),.the overall environment of educa-

tional R/ &I in ;his country.does seem to hal/0 improved to at
. -

least a moderate degree over thepast decade or so. We do not

mean to imply that there is a high degree of enthusiasm or even
I

support for the educational RiD&I enterprise. Rather*we take not',

of the fact that the intense animosity that used to characterize
4

relationships between the R&D "system" and key elements in its'seft m
vironment seems to have cooled. sThe old goes of the system have`

either passed from the scene in Washington (or from positions tha

enable them to voice criticisms) or they have lost interest in.the

subject and gon!. to other natters. Educational RID &I may simply

be ignored at this stage of its history, perhaps as too small a

kettle of fish to warrant conc ern.

11'Given past ill will, this "neutrality" can only be viewed as a plus

and, barring unforeseen blowups, this henevalent'neutrality (or

"benevolent neglect") is likely to continue. Left alone to develop,

with less constant refiew and scrutiny, and less pressure to pro-
.

duce evidence of immediate payoffs, policy is likely to be made in

)a-gietch healthier climate and on sounder bases than might have been

possible in much of the past. And given this neutrality and ignor-

ingcadiesy'stera,conessionalapproptiationsaptlikely to con-
.

tinue to show the usual pattern of gradual (alb~ very gradual)*

increases. 404

Modest gains are also likely in'the relationships between the ex-
.

ternal R&D.and operating systems. -Some quality prodUcts have been
'4

produced, are being more effectively disseminated, and are reach-
.



ing users who Are reac ting with at least modest enthusiasm.

SchOolsystems are likely to continue relying-more heavily or

commercially developed materials nd their own internal re-_
sources.than pn ei ther R&D outpLts or exemplary practices de.-

t

veloped elsewhere. the old hostility seems to be

gone. Practitioner interest groups are, if not enthusiastic

about the R&D system, at least less antagonistic, and some-

what mollified as they see themselves getting some chunks of

the R&D pte that was previously closetoff from them. They

are still likely to feel that they are hot sufficiently con-

suited cn their needs, and that educational R&D is beithq

adequately responsive to their needs nor adequately cognizant

of thg constraints under which operating systems function.

-But overall, the linkages between the R&D and operating sys-

tems have been improving (though very gradually), and this

seems likely to continue and perhaps even to be strengthened
. .

4.
by NIE's new emphasis on the importance of the practice setting.

400
alo

We see no reason, however, to expect significant improvement in

the low ftestige and status of education and educational R&D,
-

no developments likely to significantly raise the esteem in

whicb the field is held by the scholarly community or the public

at large. This is boon 1516 continue to have a detrimental ef-

fect on the system's ability to attract first-rate talent to the

field, significantly higher levels of funding, or other forms of

needed support.

B. ..,Ez!ding
Av,

.11

Funding leve4 are likely to expand very gradually. And funding

10
decisions are likely to continue to be made on do ad hoc, project'

by-project or program-byprogram basis, with little if any coordina-

tion across agencies (or 'other sources of sponsorship). There isP. 4

likely to be a cnnsiderable4element of arbitrariness in funding

,
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policy decisions (such.as establishing perQentag.set asides foi-

funding certain kinds of work, withdut developing sound rution-
.

ales for such decisions. or considering the hos of factors that'

should be taken into account as a basis for such decisions).

For the most part,.funding decisions are likely to continue ...to

focus on the need to produce substantiveltutputs to solve par-

ticular problems, without giving much additional consideration

to effects of funding decisions on the system's capacities or

its4dronmnet. NIE is likely to continue to conceive its re-

sponsibilities largely in terms of funding particular kinds of

work 'r'athet than also assuming active roles in system orchestra-

tion, coordination, etc.

C. Goal(

The brief history of the education R/D&I system in this country

has been characterizedby a continuing dialectic over the ap-

propriate goals for such a system and the kinds of work that there-
.

fore should be supported. To what extent should the available re-

sources be allocated between such goals as increasing our under-

standing versus Improving practice? improving the scientific and

technological foundations of pra"ctice versus providing products.?
4

developing new products versus disseminating existing ones? work-
.

ing with educators on the use of innovative matdrials and the de-

velopment of self-renewal structures and processes versus working

outside the practi6e setting on generating new knowledge and develop-

ing new products for ultimate application in the practice settine

There have been major shifts in relative emphases over the past two

decadeqp*in the rhetoric and the available ftnding,levels to sup-

port research, demonstrations and evaluation research, development,

dissemination and`utilization, and now a renewed emphasis on the

importance of funda1ental research and on improving e4Lcational

practice. -Given past history, t seems reasonable to expect a

$6
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regrouping of forces and a new fight to ensue,shortly, to re-
.

'verse what is being perceived as a diiemphasis on R&D and especi-

ally development work. As they feel the pinch of reduced Cievelor3-

meat funding, the non-profit organizations and the universities

. (who condu most Of the fedetally funded developmentwork)'may

team up to revive the debate over what is need most and what

the system should be trying to achieve.

D. System Capacity; The Institutional and Personnel Base fox
R/D&I Functioning7-

System capacities can be discussed in quantitative or in qualita-

tive terms. Taking a look at the quantitative issues first, the

evidence seems clear that capacity for R/D14,activity has expanded

enormously aver the.past two decades. However, a substantial a-

mount of this growth is attributable to direct' federal investment

in c apacity,building, and the signs seem to be that substantially

less attention is being directed toward capacity building Oes-
*

tions now than In the '60s. We would therefore expect that with-

out a significant change in policy direction, the future will likely
ti

show more modest rates of expansion, with growth rates varying a-

cross functional areas and types of institutional performers. 491.

For instance, though NIE's share of the overall eduCational R/D&I

budget is small and its policies do not as Yet appear to have hAd

.a major influence on the funding policies of other educational R/D&I

sponsors, recent funding policy shifts by HIE can be expected.to

haVe'at least a modest effect on overall system capacities. On the

basis of NIE policy emphases, we would expect over the next few.years

to fund at least a modest expansion of LEA innovation capacities and a

more significant expansion in the capacities of SEAs and I*As (Inter-
.

mediate Service Agencies), especiallyoin the areas of dissemination

and utilization. Associated with thele changes (and others that were

already udder way, especially at the state level) we would expect

to find significant increases in capacities for need identification

I 1 i t I
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and also for diSminacion and utilization. We would expect too

to find modest. improvements iii t1Ye establinment of the key link-
%

ages needed to make these new capacities productive in affecting

practice on the LEA level.

However, we would also expect to find some'loss of capacity over

.the next few years in R/DSI specialties receiving deceased sup-

port. .This seems especially true id the ease of large scale de-

velopment work which is losing some NIE support. Whether this

will lead to similar shrinkage.in support for development work

, from other sponsors (or to their increasing support for develop-

ment work to take up the.slacW remains t be seen. But it seems

likely that we can expect to se; Some sh inkage in development
0

capacity in the non-protit organizations end academic institutions

that have been carrying out the bulk of this work.

Whether this will lead these institutions /to reorient themselves
m .014

toward growing areas of funding (e.g., fundamental research} can

not be predicted now. But onething does seem certain. Regard-

less of what these institutions do to reshapesome of their over-

all effort to stay alive tn'the grants and contracts economy, de-
d .

velopment capacity and fundamental research cap.acity are not in-

terchangeable. It is not reAonablAO try to shift development d'

specialties into,fuldamental research which may be expanding for

a time. The length of time required to train competent funda-

mental researchers is enormous, and there seems strong reason to

believe that fundamental research and development activity call

for entirely different kinds of people, who funclialdifferently,

. approach problems differently,,and respond differently to dif-

ferent kinds of constraintanl ambiguities in the work environ-

ment. In short, if development capacity is lost, it is
,

likely

to be lost permanently and not simply shifted temporarily to

other assignments until development funds flow again.

The shrinkage in development,funding is likely to hit the non-
.
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profit corporations and academic instielltionspwith particular

severity. The labs and centers are likelysto stay aflot with

little di:ficulty as long as they can maintain their political

clo60 and budgetliseE-aside. But approximately 30% to G0% 'of

educational R/D&I funding for non-profit corporations:(as a

. wh ole category) and'universicies is for development work,
204

and to. make up for a significant reductioh in these furlds\.they

are likely to try to compete more intensely with the for-profit

corporations for evaluation funding and possibly move more heavi-

ly into applied research, policy research, and perhaps utilize-

tion activities. Or, even more likely, they w'1I reorient some

of their effort away from education and into other social service

fields. Thus Capacity might be lost altogether from the field of

education. 4

Although it has been>widely assumed that increased funding for

fundamental research would strengthen the tpiversIties,cyhere most'

basic research is carried out, it is not entirely clear that this

will be the case unless.sponsors other than NIE also increase their

support for fundamental .research. The reason for this is that

while most agencies do heavily support academic institutions for

the conduct of basic research projects,AIE gives most of its basic

research funds (73% in FY 197520) to non-profit organizations.

Even if some marginal increase of funding is channelled to the uni-

versities, it seems most likely,that the increased funding wilAe

'scattered in a way that is not likely to "promote the growth of

"centers " of re4arch excellence or the cumulative development of

bodies of significant research. This is suggested, for instptice,

by tne recent NCER resolution: (a) increasing the funding alloca-
b

ted to fundamental research but mandatidg that at least 50% of the

basic research funds be awarded to single researchers or small 1

groups of investigators (rather than,the kinds of research teams

we associate with strong research centers); and (b) suggesting (at

'r
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A.

least by implication) that the unsolicited proposal mechanism

would be used to some Significant degree to fund this kind of re-

search.
205

It is, of course, too soon to say whether this is in
w

fct what will hap en, anej.t is possible that the review pro-

cess will work to hannel.the funding into a few strong Lines of

-inquiry developing a cumulative knowiedge base. Still, given

past history, what seems more 'likely is a pattern of scattered

funding along the lines of the kinds of project' eiection deci-

sions made under the Cooperative Research Proguem in the late

'50s and early '60s.

One particularly positir a ect of the strengthening of field-

iniN4ted work and the e of the unsolicited proposal mechanism

shgulebe a reestab went of peer review panels, which should

in turn strenghten the. communication mechanisms of the fundamen-

tal research community, improye information flows, alyipo.asibly

bring into play the'operation of 'invi4le col/eggs' and all the

strengths they bring to a research community.
*

We have up to this point focused primarily on quantitative changes

in system capacity. It is more difficult, to arriveat assessments

of the quality of system capacities. Still, most observers of the

field would probably agree that quAity has not expanded to any-

where near the degree that quantity has. In fact, in some areas

. at least such as overall research quality there may have been a

decline. As funding expanded at rates faster than what could be

usv...3 by the relatively small base of quality performers, many re-

sealihers were attracted to the field whose label of competence

was not up,to par with the top researchers who had previously dom-

inated the award of research grants when fundi l't was more limited.

And when large amounts were provided for new specialties such as

development or disseminations, where little existed in the way of
.

strong capacity, those who filled the vacuum had to learn how to

do their jobs while trying to do them. The.quality of 'Mich of the

work produced Tefeletted the need for learning time, for the cumu-
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lative'development of a knowledge/technology base for these spe-

cialtie, etc.

If the focus, then is on system capacity defined as "capacity"

only if it is available for use at a hie level of competence,

it may be that the level of system capacity has increased only

modestly over:the past decade or two, and is likely to continue

growing at much ;he same modest rate unless more active capacity .

;

building pOstures are assiimed by NIE,or by some other .center of

.system leadership (e.g., AERA if it were willAfg and able to as-

sume such a role, but we have seen relatively little. evidence

that it is).

The point can be made more strongly by examining the likely im-'

Pact over the next decade or so of federal initiatives that have

been taken with a view toward expanding system capacity but have

not been planned in a way that takes into account thp complex
\ a .

factors involved in effective system building.

One good illustration is the NCER resolution pent/of-led earlier

mandating increased funding for fundamental research through a

perCentage of budget set aside for this purpose. The, dif-

ficulty with this approach is that money is,not the only ingredi-

ent required to.expand capacity. Especially in an area like.fun-
.

damental research, where the training of fundamental researchers

isa lengthy process that can be carried out well only in exist-

ing centers of research excellence, the size of the existing base

of quality institutions limits the rate at which quality work in

the field can be expanded. Since there;is good reason to believe

that the'amount of increased money may be greater than what, the

quality base of the field can immediately use productively, the

increased money is likely to attract some researchers and insti-

tutions functioning at lower levels of quality than what'is de-

sired'. The funds may, of Course, attract first-rate fundamental

research talent from fields other than education, and this may

1 1
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benefit the educational R/D&I systemy expanding the quality

base of fundamental researchers available to it. However, given.-

the low prestige of edt.lation, it is unlikely that there would

Ibe a heavy influx of first rate talent into education just be-

cause of the probably temporary availabiliq of funding. More

likely, most of the talented researchers attracted to the money

would have primary commitments to other disciplines and would be

using the educational context only temporarily to examine ques-

tions of interest to them. The overall gain in quality capacity,

then, might be only temporary.

Dissemination and utilization are other areas where we would pre-

dict that efforts to quickly expand capacity will'not have as

great an effect as expecte4, because the requirements for quality

expansion are not being adequately taken *into account. In the

case of dissemination, it appears that the institutional base for

dissemination activity.is expanding faster than the personnel base

of dissemination specialists. Consequently, many of the new dis-

semination programs are likely to be staffed by personnel with

virtually no training or specialized expertise relevant to "their

dissemination roles. Consequently, whatever expertise they devel-

op will be gained over time, largely by seat-of-the-pants of -the-

job learning. And while the dissemination specialty can be car-
.

ried out competently with considerably less training than, let us

say, fundamental research, stir0 there 1.4.a body of useful know-
.. rf

ledge mnd skills, strategies and techniques that should be absorbed

for effective functioning in dissemination roles.

the sane can be said in the area of implementation/utilization

There is far less institutional expansion going on here than in dis-

semination, buE whatever expansion is taking place (e.g., in vari-

ous technical assist nce end "change agent programs) is probably oc-

curri at a faster rte than what would seem reasonable given the

s-al pepsonnel base with conpetenLe i.n these specialties.,

1 t

. %
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Federal funding has been used to support the development of a

number of new :raining progr'sms for these specialties. But as ,

yet, there is no institutional structure to put these materials

into use. One might assume that the universities would respond

co the need and provide training for these new specialties. How-

ever, as yet we have seen little evidence of this. The universir

ties continue to think of their training programs largely in terms

of only teachers, administrators, counselors, curriculum special-

ists, and researchers. %e know of few academic programs that ex-

ist to train personnel for future roles as developers, dissemina-

tion specialists, change agents or iniplemeniation support person-

nel. Therefore, we would predict that the pers6nnel base will

remain out of synchronization with the institutional structure

and linkages being created, and the newly created positions will

be filled by personnel lacking (at least for a time) in any speci-

alieed expertise or skills to perform these new roles on a high

level of .competence. The consequence is likely to be a continua-

tion of the pattern of poor quality functioning and poor quality
10.

Outputs.

E. Knowledge/Technology Basel_ Communication Mechanisms, and
Information Flows

There has been some hotable progress ,in strengthening the knowledge

. and technology base of the field over the pest decade pr so, and

we are clearix in a stronger position now to,carry out R/D&I activi-

ties than we were. ten orfifteen years ago. Id research, progress

is evident inthe cumulative, developme9t of knowledge in certain

researdh areas where existing knowledge has been synthesized and

critiqued in various research articles, annual reviews and handbooks.

Though considerably more progress is needed,, evaluation and needs'

assessment methodologies ftave grown by giant leaps'over the last
i

decade. The underlying knowledge /technology bases for carrying
0.

t

out development, issem4nation, implementation/utilization support

and change agent ,pproachep are still in their infnacy, but here
. . ,

,

I If;

.
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too we seem to be light years ahead of whe're we were a decade ago.

Some progress has been made in the professionalization of some of

these specialties and indevelopment'of more effectiye communica-

tion mechanisms and information flows. The evaluation specialty

has probably sewn the greatest progress here. Me would Assume
4

that this progress would con 'nue, and that the rate of gain would

even Rick up s what Wen tie stronget foundation that already

exists.. However, we anticipate a much more significant rate

of gain if more direct policies were implemented to: strengthen

the scientific 'and technological foundations of the field; identi-

fy the areas of work that warrant priority attention; allocate re-

sources in a way that significantly builds capacity and asnures

cumulative development of work in these arev; and develop more

effective communication mechanisms and, information flows within

and across RID &I specialties. We shall, have more to say about

these kinds of policies later in this dtscussion.

F. Outputs

Without more active system leadership, we would expect te.see only

modest improvement in the quality of outputs/produced by the system

over the next couple of decades. We would assume that LEAs will

continue to develop many of their own programs and products, mu- c h

as they have in the past. Though we would expect 'to find some pro-

gress in'the work on identifying, validating, d packaging exem-

plary programs, we assume that only a relatively small portion of

all the LEA producers and 11 the LEA user will be touchid by.

those efforts and that most LEA-produced .development work te-
1

main ni.nyisible" and inaccessible to the rest of the field.

(-

At the same time, we would expect to find some improvement in the

quality of the outputs produced by systematic R&D - a consequence

of learning time and of the evolution oT'a strongerdknowledge/tech-

na4gy base and a stronger institutional and personnel base than

1 1 "!
4
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)as available a decade or twc) ago. However, there is likely to

be sorewha: less of this large-scale developnent work in ,pie

coming 'years if the N1 deemphasis of detelopment projects is

continued and especially if other educational RiD641. sporisors

adopt similar policies:

Without more concerted attention to dissemination and especially

implementation/utilization issues, we would anticipate some but

,.. only moderate improvement in the dissemination of these R&D out-

puts to school dIstrictso and only modest increases in utiliza-

tion figures. We are beginning to see federal policymakers taking

. cognizance of the significance of the imple-tentation and utiliza-

tion functions. If this is followed by strong policy initiatives,

more focused atte ioa-off this part of the innovation process

might produce de ired increases in school system capacities to

use innovations, in willingness to experiment with new outputs,

and ultimately, in adoption and utilization rates. But as yet,

we have not seen any significant enough changes in policy direc-

tion to feel confident that this will happen.

t

G. System.Capacity to Assess Its Own Functioning and Improve Its
Operations and Outputs

This is probably the most significant single area of difference

in the futures we would predict for the system from the'perspec-

tive of laissez-faires postures vs. active system leadership.

As currently operating under an essentially laissez-faire posture

toward system issues, the educational RiD&I enterprise ip this

country has'relatively little data on its own operations, a minis-
..

cute (and underutilized) capacity to monitor and study itself, and

relatively little that could count as a strong analytical capacity

to'assess system operations, identify needed areas of improvement,

and formulate appropriate policy initiatives for the consideration

of system policymakers. There is almost no R&D or innovation men
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ageruent specialty in education, and few if any training programs

geared to meeting the need for R&D'managers or policy analy::ts.

Lacking even (outside of a relatively small circle) is aceptance

of the kind of system perspective that would seem to be required -

before any of these needed steps might be undertaken.

Consequently, in the last two.decades the educational R/D&I field

has learned relatively little about itself or how t improve its

functioning toward more mature patterns. The fiel seerrti even to

lack the kind of "institutional memory" that migh overcome the

tendency to repeat past mistakes;, or to debate the same,issues

over and over again every few years without even an appreciable

gain in the level on which the debate is conducted. Unless there

el

is some rev rsal of this head-in-the-sand approach to system man-
-

agement, we see little reason to expect more than a rather modest

future gain in the system's ability to assess its own needs and

'develop sound policies to meet those needs arl thereby overcome

some of the inadequacies of system.functioning.

2. Educational. R/D&I's NtureAssuming Active System Leadership

At several points in the chapters which follow, we point out the need

for more active system leadership toauide the educational R/D&I system

toward greater maturity. Much of Khat we have to sarfocuses on poll.-

cies we believe should be pursued by NIE, for we take NIE's role as the

lead agency for educational R&D as the starting point of much of the

policy thinking we have done. If NIE were to take a more active leader-

ship stance, alone or with the collaboration of4AERA or some other body

such as the Federal Council on Educational Research and Development,

what kinds of policies would we expect to see Implemented and what im-

pact might they be expected to have on the future of educational R/DSI

in this country?

4
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A. System Leadership

IfNIE were to commit itself to active system leadership and to

devote substantial resources and first-rate talent to iLs system-

oriented reeponsibilities, we would expect the Iostitute's man-

ageient and staff to become especially prominent in exerting in-

tellectualleadership for the field as a whole, bringing together

key people in all segments of'the field to collaborate with the
A

Institute in developing consensus on goals, weaknesses, and direc-

tion of needed work. We would expect forceful, persuasive.posi-
.

tions to be taken, supported by plentiful evidence produced by a.

strong data base
4
and monitoring system, espoused before all the

key segments of the eystem and its environment. And in time (per-_
114f/hps five to ten years), we would expect this to raise the esteem

in which the field is held and promote tempered, reasonable, re-
:

alistic optimism about what tOe field might be able to achieve

given sufficient resources, time, planning, and skill. We would

expect, too, that this optimism would be realistically related to

substantive progress in capacity building, strengthening of know-

ledge and technology Bases, information flows, etc.

E. Agency-Field Relationships

Ailirong leadership stance of this kind would seem to require

the development of close, collaborative relationships between

LIE and the field. Before this could be possible, considerable

change would have to occur in. the climate of opini6n in Congress

and in Washington policy circles as to the propriety of such,

close reldtionships between agency staff and potential contractors.

A different perspective would seem to be needed on "conflict of

interest" issues -- one that takes into account the difference

between mature R/D&I systems that have numerous strong contractors
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(making open competition a reasonable approach to procnrdment)

and imr.laturk. syster7s cdhich have relatively few strong centers

of excellence (where, therefore, sole source procurement .

strategies or limited Competition's Tay be considerably more

cost-effective). And, too, considerable thonge.would seem to
N

be needed in NIE staffing, such that agency personnelyould be

oriented topap collaborative field relationships, have the

skills and expertise to make such relationships possible, and

perhaps, too, the kinds'of credentials that would enable them

to establish close working relationshipl with the leading'schol-
,

ars or professionals in an area and facilitate the development

of "intisible colleges" and/or other cowunication networks and

structures able to speed the maturation of new research areas,.-

etc.

.

C. Non-procurement Activitige

If NIE is to work'in close collaboration'with'the leadership

of the field to facilitate information flows, speed the

accumulation of relevant knowledge and technology bases,

stimulate activities to increase the amount of knowledge

synthesis and utilizaCion, etc., we would expect to see a'

significant share of'NIE's resources devoted $o leadership

activities that do not involve procurement -- e.g., holding

conferences; attending meetings of professio 1 associations

and possibly making presentations, holdi ymposis, leading

discussion groups, and meeting informally with peoplepfrom.the

field; meeting across the country with various members of key

groups in the field; drafting (or commissioning the drafting

of) issues papers for distributions to members of these various

networksolor their reactions and comments; working with other

federal. agencies and non-federal sponsors of educational R/D&I

activities 45 well, provide a degree of coordination and orch-

estration to the whoel educational R/D&I enterprise; etc.

er.
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III

D. Procurement Planning

If NIE were to accept an active system leadership posAure

and especially acceplesysSem capacity b0.44ng responsiBilit{es;
, .

would expect to see much greater-investment'of resources

-------Pn pre-procurement panning than is currently evident. For
...:,

.

instance, we would expect to find NIE staff working closely
. ...

with leading figuixes in the research community to ideitify:

(a) research areas where the accumulated knowledge and technol-
.

ogy base is already strong enough to provide a sound base for

R/D&I activity; (b)1res9arch areas that have'a strong base of

r-

knowledge and technology with significant potential applica-

it ttor but are still in need of certain kinds of work to resolve

unanswered questions that remain as obstacle; to effective
4

RNA application programs; and (c) other areas of basic

research that may still.be in their infancy but should be

supported because they stem potentially important for funda-

mentally affecting the ways we think about certain educational

issues in the future.

. We would expect, too, to see the agency planning its procure-
...

ments in ways that (a) capitalize ocLthe possibilities of

achieving more than one purpose et a time (e.g., doing sub-

stantive work to solve a problem while also building needed

system capacities and possibly, too, improving the system's

environment); (b) take into account the waysxin which ty

various contracts awarded to an institution can shape that

institution andhow the various awards andcontracts made at

any time by pll the various R/D&I sponsors impact and shape

1!the system as.a whole; (c) take Ow account the activities of

all R/D&I sponsors and try to achieve a degreeof coordination

and synergy; and (d) relate procurements,to the considerable

0

I

at.
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amount of now.rocuremeat activity aq.ag nc4cAn4pndertake
,

to streagthen system functioning. ,

In aiOdition, we would expect to, see peturement planning by
.

a lead agency making use of,budget plannift".strategies that

take into account the need for balanced growth acrossfunc-

tional areas, maintaining existing capacities, and expandings,

'capacities in each funCtional areeat a rate determined by

the state of development of the existing capacities in that

area, the rate at which those capacities can be expanded with-

out less of quality, and formulas that take into account

existing and projected budget levels and cost factors for each

kind of functional activity'and for degree of impact on capacity

in each functional area per dollar invested in different kinds

of capacity building strateies.

Such formulas do not exist at this time, but we have suggested

in our funding dha:pter the I1n4s of analytical and empirical

work that Might produce such formulas some time in the ,future.

For fnstance, we have suggested that agency budget planners
6

d should be thinking about capacity building in terms of the

following summary questions: (a) Hoy long is it likelyto 'take,

it and how much is it likely to cost, to expand the base of quality

institutions adn personnel in each functiOnal area to various

specified levels of strength? What alternative strategies are

likely to have what effects, at what costs? (b) Given the

&listing quality base in each functional area and in each major

priority problem area, and estimates of the rate at whiCir the

quality base can be expanded thorugh various alternative

strategies; at what rate can the funding level be expanded

.productively in each area? (t) en variations across functional

areas th in gerent cost, requirements, in the amount of capacity

I 9
I
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bgilding required, in the inherent cost and time requirements

of& capacity 'building, and in the rate at which' capacity in p,

each tun be expanded while still maintaining a high lcvel'of

quality given the existipg institutional andpersondel base

in educational R/D&I), what allocation of funding across

'functional areas would seem to be suggested as needed for a

healthy R/D&I system expanding at a reasonable rate toward

greater maturity and high levels of quality?

Ultimatefy,we have sud ested that age qcy procurement plagning.
should be oble to make se (dither implicitly or explicitly and

concretely) of. a multidimensional grid type of project selec-

tion 4dd bedget planning instrument that' would focus NIE

attention on three factors:,,(0. substantive foci of projects

and programs (as these relate to agency missions and priority
. -

problem areas); (b) system capacity building/tWOacity maisCen-
,

ance requirements; and (c) the existing Vattern of undOhg of

the above across all the'sponsors of edu cational R/ &I activity.

Balance across divers'e requirements might be assessed in

terms og how well a range of different needs were shown to be

net by different grid patterns produced by different al/oca-

. Dion decisions' taken or proposed. Imbalances might be readily
01

4

pinpointed through such an instrument, as well as allocation

shifts needed to bring funding back into greatebalance

across areas.

E. Data Base and Uonitoring System Requirements

Before mechanisms of this kind could be developed, NIE (and

other educational R/D&I sponsors) would require a strong .data

base from an ongoing monitoring system on existing organize-

tional, personnel, and,system cpapcities. At the very least,

.4414.14
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A

such a data bas'e would sugg t: what4opecific R/D&I capacities

exist; where, at what levels of'development: 'who can best

carry out what ds of educational.R/D6I activityi what

minimal fun gg wowld be required to maintain existing levels

of specific kinds of capacities; what areas of capacity need

to be strengthened or expanded; what cvers Of excellence'

offer the best, potential for extensive capacity building

activities; what increases in fundi

productively each year for expans on of capacity in given centers

of excellence; etc.

levels could be absorbed

'f NIE were functioning in an active system leadership stance,

we would...expect to find this kind of data-gathering and ana-

lytical and planning unit tied closely to the NIE arector's

Office, with program development clearly impacted by the

analyses carried out by this top level unit.

F. R/D&I System Studies

If such an analytical unit was functioning in a manner with

significant consequences for, system policy and deciion making,

we would expect to see its operations linked to the develop-

' ment of a strong field of R&D system studies and guided by.one

of more advisory councils comprised of the "invisible college"

leadership of that field. We would expect to find the top

leadershir of the field bringing to bear their.experience and

insight on the meaning and pity implications of the data

gathered, and suggesting directions for new data gathering and

analytical work to fc4m a sound basis for future capacity

building initiatives.

4

-

1 ) ti
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We tro.uld also expect to see this collaborative relationship

between the leadership of the field and this agency analytical

unit producing various kinds of initiativesto strengthen the

knowledge and technology base of the field and its various

specialist communities, as suggested belo.

G. Development of the Knowledge and Technology Base and the

Field's Specialist Communities

If X1E were to assume a strong, active system leadership

'r-postu , we would expect to see a sizeable investment of

resources in developing the knowledge and technology base of

the field. For instance, wewould eqdh..t to find gIE taking

initiatives to :herniate: (a) support for process analyses

to document how work in each specialty is carried out --

what tasks and activities are carried out, by whom, where,

using whet knowledge, skills, lens affected how,

lay by what sorts Of constraints, etc; (b) the appearance of

handbooks, review journals, and other syntheses of t existing

24;1°knowledge and technology base in each functional ea, espe4a1-

in areas where such work has been minimal or non-existent

(e.g., development, disseminationh and implementation/utili-

zation); ane(c)the establishment of professional "communities"

in each functional specialty (e.g.,,dissemination specialists,

technical assistance specialists, etc.), "invisible college"

mechanisms within each community, specialized newsletters,

jOux:nals, and other information flow channels within and across

thOse'CoMmunities; etc':

As a consequence, we would expect to see considerable progress

in each functional/arel, as outlined below.,
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H. Maturing of Educational R/D&I Functions

..

Given all of what we have-suggested up to this point, we would

expect over time to see the following sorts of initiatives' for

strengthening each functional area, all of which are dis-

cussed more full' in the chapters that comprise the remainder ...."

of this volume:
..

a. Fundamental Research

- The attraction of a large number of first-rate

fundamental researchers from relevant disciplines to

7
on-going commitment to research on education-

relevant research questions:
.,.

- The attraction of a sizeable and stable core of
1.,..

)

basic researchers within tht derivative disciplines

(educational psychology educational sociology, etc.);

- The development of consensus within the field on

the basic research areas with the greatest potential

promise, includin/ identification of those areas that

can already support application work; those with

promise of being able to do this some time in the

future after a number of unanswered questions are

resolved; and those areas in their infancy that may

be of fundamental, significance in thefuture; and

- The identification of centers of excellence for

support through substantive project funding and

capacity building activities.

I

OP
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b. Applied Research

- The expansion of the large scale applied research

mode;

- The identification,of centers of Acellence for

conduct of applied work, for support through project

funding and capacity building activities; and

- The development of consensus on the areas of applied

work coat can be built on.a sound basis of existing

fundamental research and Available technologies, with

funding focused largely on these areas.

c. Develop-.ent

- Strengthening of the system4,e(R7.17mode through:

strengthening two-way linkages between specialized

development organizations aniolinkersCreorienting

systematic R&D toward developing products just to the

point where they can be adapted in any number of ways

by school systems (rather than developing them through

repeated cycles until they conform to prespecified

performance outcomes); and typing some systematic

R&D to practice-based development work in a "mixed

mode" of innovation origin in the practice setting

with packaging by specialized development organizations

eXternal to the practice setting;

- 'Strengthening practice-based development work

through increased linkage among practice-based

development sites and between these sites and

specialized development organization, expecially

roe
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for packaging practice-based "idea" innovations4;

- Strengthening the mixed mode of development work

through strengthening the linkages among practice

settings, validating bodies, and packaging capacity

in specialized development organizations; and

- Strengthening teh knowledge and technology base

of the field throtth focused attention on process

analyses of developdent work in the different modes.

d. Dissemination

- Strengthening existing networks and capacities and

creating needed linkages where they do not currently

exist;

Strengthening the resource base for dissemination

through increased networking and linkage of exidking\

resource bases;

- Establishing alternative channels and facilitating

the developront of alternative dissemination strategies

to permit redundancy in the systeth and establish a

"fail safe" quality;

- Increasing coordination among networks and channels

. to increase the efficiency of dissemination opera-

tions without necessarily eliminating a useful level

of system "fail safe" redundancy; and

V

19(
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- Strengthening the knowledge and technology base

of the field through process analyses documenting

different dissemination strategies.

e. Implemenation and Utilization
s.

- Creating additional implemtntation/utilization

capecity both within operating systems and in

specialized linkage organizations associated with

groupsirigs of school districts;

/

qv Establishing more effective linkages among

operating systems, dissemination specialists and

resources, and KP organizations; and

- Strengthening the knowledge and technology base

of- implementation and utilization through process

analyses and more practice-oriented and practice-

based research.

f. Evaluation and Policy Research

- Increasing the impact of evaluation research and

policy studies by providing information in forms that

are most useful to decision makers and placing eval-

uation and policy researchers in units strategically

linked to decision makers; and

- Strengthening the methodological base of the field

through focused attention to methodologitaj issues

and developing some consensus on existing areas of

disagreement.

1
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I. The Future of the System's Institutional Base

.

If 11E were to assume a strong leadership stance, we would

expect to see a consider&Ostrengthening of the institu-
'011

tional base of the field, most notably through more selec-

tiVe procurement strategies. We would expect, for instance,

that the system's ongoing mo toring system would provide

system decision makers wit information about which organi-

zations have the strongest capacities for each kind of R/D&I

activity; that this information would be used as a basis for

procurement decisions: that this information would also'be

used as a basis for future capacity-building, with an exten-

sive amount of active ageticy seeking-out and booing of poten-

tial contractors with strong capacities thqugh sole source

procurements; and that the system's data base would be pro-

visinglinformation about such issues as cost-effectiveness of

. various institutional type; for specific kinds of R D&I work..

r

We would expect, too, to see a considerable investment of

resources in strengthening the linkages among institutions and

subsystems, so that system-functioning and information flows

would be more productive both within and among the three sub-

systems we id tified (i.e., academic institutions, other

private and quasi-public sector institutions, and operating

system institutions).-

As for specific institutional types, we might anticipate

, the following kinds of progress:

a. Academic Institutions

- Greater linkage among education scho9ls (departments,

or coll:ges) with university departments and research

centers;
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- Greater linkage between research (and R/D&I)

activity and training for R/D&I specialties through

apprenticeship programs, research assistantships,

etc:;

- More active academic roles in practice-oriented

research and process analyses of R/D&I activities in

different functional areas and in different

institutional settings.

b. Private Sector and Quasi- Public Sector Institutions

- More active roles for publishing, media houses, and

other organizations in the commercial sector, esplcial-

ly.in the packaging of practice-based development work;

- More active roles for regional laboratoreis in

dissemimation and linkage activities;

- Continued expansion of the strong non-profit and

for-profit research corporations that function at

high levels of competence, with some weeding out of

the firms that have'been producing mediocre work; and

- Strengthening of strong R&D centers identified as

centers of excellence for applied research work.

c. Operating System Institutions

- Expansion of R/D&I capacities in SEAs, LEAs, and

especially ISAs;

1
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av

- Increased linkage to systematic R&D and packaging
t

capacity to permit the packaging and dissemination of

locally developed innovations for use elsewhere;

- Increased attention to self-renewal anO.local

problem-solving strategies and capacities;

- Increased linkage to available,KP resources and

linkpge agents; and

Ii
- More active SEA roles in assuming educational

leadership roles vis-a-vis the school districts

under their jurisdiction.

3. Personnel Base

If these various initiatives to strengthen and expand the

field's institutional haie were to be effective, 'considerable

attention would hve to be directed at development of the field's

personnel base. This would require policies oriented $oward:

- projecting personnel requirements for planned

initiatives;

qr.

- investing substantial resources in process analyses,

surveys, and other strategies for determining personnel ".

competencies required for effective functioning in Owl"

needed R/D&I activity; /

- developing various pre-service and in-service

training programs to provide personnel with these

needed capacities;
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- providing incentives for academic institutions,

professiohal associations, training organizations,

consortia of R/D&I performers and/ocoperating

systems, etc. to recruit the needed numbers of

personnel and provide the required training programs;

- providing the necessary career incentives and

professional supports to attract and maintain the

expanding personnel base; and

- monitoring these operations sufficiently to

insure the expansion of the institutional and

personnel bases of the field are well synchronized

and in balance.

K. Outputs

Over the long run, as a result of all these initiatives

(including the improved system linkages between KP and KU

institutions and processes), we would expect to find an improve-
.

ment in the quality of research and R&D outputs, and probably

an increase in the quantity of usable and used outputs. And

with a well developed monitoring system able to measure and

assess the production and utilization of outputs, we would

expect information about quality and utilization to be avail-

able and visible, for use in policy development and in direct

and indirect strategies for improving the.system's environment.

L. The System's Environment

As a consequence of all theses initiatives, we would expect to

see the educational R/D6I system's environment substantially
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I

improved. Not only would ye exp4ct.Oongress and the general

public to have more positive views about educational R/D&I

and the venefits accruing from its support, but dlso we would

expect to see educational R/D&I received more enthusiastically

by'the practice community and regarded more-posittvely by the

nation's scientific establishment, both-researchers working\')

in areas potentially0yelevant to education and the scientific

community more broadly. Once educational R/D&I thereby over-

comes its low prestige. it is likely to have less difficulty in

attracting first,rate talent and other resources needed to

further enhance system functioning and ultimately facilitate

educational improvement. '

3. Conclusions

r

This visionary exercise has taken us off, no doubt, 'nto wild

flights.of fancy, and.we clearly recognize this as su . The sorts

of policy ilttiatives we are Proposing are extreiely complex and

difficult, and the obstacles to their ever seeing the light of day

are considerable, involving much more than simple the leadership

stance of NIE.

Still, we think this may have been useful -- both to anticipate for

the reader some of the policy options we consider in the remainder

of4khis volume and to suggest Co the reader the importance of bearing

in mind throughout the remaindeof the volume such questionssas:

the proper stance to be taken by !IE (or other potential centers of

system leadership), and, how much intervention may or may not he

possible, with what likely or unlikely effects on the maturati9n of - )

educational R /D &I functioning.

We turn now in the remaining chapters to consideration of each of

the key R/D&T features suggested by our analytical scheme, their P.

current state of development, and possible future needs in the field

of education.

47
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Development in Education, Vol. 3, Ho. 2, Winter 1970. Reprinted
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Evaluation, Vol.II: The Literature of Educational RDD&E
Bette C. Porter, ed. (Monmonth, Oregon: Teaching Research,
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2. For an elaboration of our analytical framework, see: Michael
Radnor, Harriet Spivak, and Durward Hafler,Research, Develop-.
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for the Interdisciplinary Study of Science and Technology;
Northwestern University, 1977).
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Title IV (Washington: OE, Bureiu of Research, Divison of
Lsboratoriesi and Rwirch Development, OE-2240c, undated,
probable date A965Y; Office of Education,Propbsed Plan for
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tional form, and large thriving private sector non-profit research or-
ganizations, and large numbers o!iicaller for-profit research organiza-
tions that survive largely on go ment contracts.

95. For instance, see Marshall Arlin, "One-study Publishing Typifies Educa-
tional Inquiry," Educational Researcher, Vol. 6, No. 9, October 1977.

96. For a broad discussion of some of these points see Ronald Corwin, Beyond
Bureaucracy in Educational Research Management. Paper presented at the (

Mid-Year.Meeting of the Special Interest Group on Research Management,
American Educational Research* Association, November 1973. Reprinted in
The Generator (Newsletter, AERA Division G), Vol. 5, No. 2, Winter 1975.

97. The evaluation research function has expanded so rapidly that it became
a separate ERA division a few years agoNand now, with around"4,000 mem-
bers is one of AERA's largest divisions.

For instance, see NIE, Building Capacity for Renewal and Reform, op. cit.
and Ilene N. Bernstein and Howard E. Freeman, Academic and Entrepreneur-
ial Research: The Consequences of Diversity in Federal Evaluation Studies

1 J
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99. For'a broad sampling of reprinted articles, see especially the
evaluation section in The Oregon'Studies, Vol. II, op. cit. and Carol
H. Weiss, EI:raluating Action Programs: Readings in Social Action and
Education (Boston: Allyn and\Bacon, 1972). See especially our chap-
ter on Evaluation Research and the sources cited in that chapter.

100. For instance, see Glennans statement about there being "no modal de-
velopment cycle" in Glennan, "NIE: A Peponal View," op, cit.

101. For instance, see: Harold Home II, "Education Research - The Promise
and the Problem," Educational Researcher, Vol. 5, No. 6, June 1976;
Chase, "Educational R &D: Promise or Mirage?" op. cit.; Chase, The
National Program of Educational Laboratories, op. cit.

102. For instance, see the AERA colloquium reported in Richard Dershimer,
ed., The Educational Commuaity: Its Communication and Social Structure
04ashington: American Educational Research Association, 1970), ERIC
ED 057 275. See especially the colloquium recapitulation by Dershimer
and the-piece by Ronald G. Corwin and Maynard Seider entitled "Patterns
of Educational Research: Reflections on Some General Issues." Also
see: Home, "Education Research - The Promise and the Problem," op. cit.
and see comments made by Bidwell and Storer, quoted in Dershimer, The
Federal Government and Educational R&D, op. cit., p. 24.

103. Benjamin S. Bloom, "Twenty-five Years of Educational Resea ch," American

;1
Educational Research Journal, 1966, No. 3; Chase, "Educati al g&D:

Promise or Mirage?" op. cit; N. L.*Gage, "Paradigms for Researchfon Teach-
ing," in Handbook of Research on T chigg N. L. Gage, ed. (Chicigo: Rand
McNally, 156rr

104. Norman W. Storer, "The Organization and Differentiation of the Scientific
Community: Basic Disciplines,Applied Research, and Conjunctive Domains,"
in Dershimer, ed., The Educational Research Comdbnity: Its Communica-
abn arid Social Structure, op.

105. C. W. Sherwin and R. S. Isenson, First Interim Report on Project Hind-
sight, June 30, 1966, No. AD 642-400, Clearinghouse for Federal Scien-
tific and Technical Information, Springfield, Va.; C. W. Sherwin and R. S.
Isenson, "Project Hindsight," Science, 156 (1947), pp. 1576-1577.

106. R. L. Ebel, ed., Encyclopedia of Educational Research, Fourth Edition
(New York: Macmillan, 19691.

107. Gage, Handbook of Research on Teaching, op. cit.; and Robert M. W. Travers,
ed., Second Handbook.of Research on TeacEiTtilaicago: Rand McNally, 1973).

)

108. This quarterly had an important change in publication policy in 1969.
Until /then, all articles were solicited by the editors and covered a spe-
cifttfrelatively unvarying set of subjects tied to educational practice;
with the full list of subjects repeated again in cyclical fashion every0
few years. Thus, orei issue in each cycle would be devoted to reviewing
what had been happening in curr/culum; another issue, evaluation research;.
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or

-In 1969, the journal was transformed to focus on researft
areas ratner

1.
than practice areas, with all'articles unsolicited and

:41- no prespecified set of areas to be reviewed. With the change, the
Review became an .etremely useful journal'for the eduditipnal research
,community.

al

109. All volumes of the annual Review of Research in,Educak tion have been
publkbhedby F. E. Peacock, located in Itasca, Illinois. Vol. 1973,,,

was Edited by Fred N. Kerlinger. Vol'. 2, 1974, was edited by Fred N.
Kerlinger and John B. Carroll. Vol. 3, 1975, was edited by Fred N.
Krlinger. Subse'quent volumes have been edited by Lee S: Shulman.

`116. DipT. Campbell and J. C. Stanley,'"Experimental and Quasi-Expefimental

L ,,DesignS4ofor ReseArch on Teaching," in Gage, ed., Handbook of Research:. 40
on'Teacking., OD. lit.

11I. The best synthesis of the knowledge base of the dissemination fundtion
is Ronald G. Havelock, Guskin, M. Frohpan, M. Havelock, H. Hill,
and J. Huber, Planning For Innovation through Dissemination and Utili-
zation of Knowledge (Ann Arbor: Cdater for ReseRch on the Utilization
of Scientific Knbwledge, Institute for Socia Research, University Pf
Michigan, 1969). For some of-the key synth ses of the knowledge/tech-

4 nology base of the eluation research function, see our chapter on
this functionAnd especially tha soNces cited below in footnotesd8-120.

112. See especially John K. Hemphill, "The Relationships Between Research
And Evaluation Studies," in The Oregon Studies, Vol. II, op. cit;. John
K. Hemphill, "Educational Research, Educational Development, and Evalu-

.40 ation Studies," in Hemphill and Rosenan, Educational Development: A
New Discipline, op. cit.

113. For instance, see: Egon G.,Gub , "Development, Diffusion and Evalua-
tion," in Knowledge Producti wand Utiligati 'n Educational Adpinis-'
tration, T. Eidell and J. K tchel, eds. (Eu ene Center for the.A4van-
'ced Study of Educational Ad inistrarion, 19 also reprinted in The
Oregon Studies, Vol: II, PS cit.; Danill L. Stu lebeam, "EvaluatiO'n

as Enlightenment for De. sion-Making," in The Oregon Studies, Vol II,
Op. cit.; Robert E. e, "The Countenance of Educational Evaluation,"
.Tea hers Colle e 1;i7"-lf 01. 68, Ne. 7, tpril 1967, reprinted in 'ire

.44Oregon Studies, .,4444:1 op.cit.; and in Carol R. Weiss, ed., Evalu-
ating Action Frog Readings in Stuisial Action and - Education (Boston:V

A C>
Allyn and Bacon, 197

(1

.

. t ' .
.

114. -See especially: Mich el Scrin, "The Methodblogy of Evaloation,4e
... ----VerspectiAles of Curr ulum.Evalliation, R. W. Tyler, R. M. Gagne, and

iM.. Scriverf, eds., AE ,Monograph Series on Curriculum Evaluation (Chica-
-...

. =7.1 go: Rand 1.11cNally, 29 7) , reprinted in The Oregon Studies, Vol. 11, 22..
cit. and in Weiss, Eva uating Action Programs, op. cit.; Stahe, "The ,

Countenance of Educational Evaluation," op. cit.; Sutfflebeam, "Evalua-
tign as Enlightenment for Decision-Making," op:_ At.; Donald T. Campbell,
"Reforms arE:Teriments," American Psychologist, A(gl. 24, No. 4, April
1969, reprinted in Weiss, Evaluating Action Programs, op. cit.; Rob &rt
S. Weiss and Martin Rein, "The valuation of Broad-Aim Programs: Dif-

1
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ficulties in Experimental Designs and an Altentive," reprinted in
Weiss, EvaluegOe Action programs, op. cit.

115. For instance: Weiss, Evaluating Action Programs., op. cit.; The Oregon
Studies, 11°1.2 II, op. cit., Chapter II; Francis G. Caro, ed., Readings
in Evaluation ResearCh (New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1971);
and the annual review published each year by Sage Publications of
Beverly Hills, Evaluation Studies: Review AnnualMol. 1, 1976, Gene
V. Glass, ed..; Vol. 2,,1977, Marcia Guttentag, ed.; Vol. 3;'1978,
Thomas D. Cook:(1.

064
116. Scriven, "Thd Methodology of Evaluation," op. cit.

117. Stufflebeam, "EValuation as Enlightenment for Decision-Making," op. cit.

118: For instance, see the articles on evaluation models in Scarvia B. Ander-
son, Samuel Ball, Richard T. Murphy, et. al., Encyclopedia of Education-
al Evaluation: Concepts and Techniques for Evaluating Education and
Training Programs (San Francisco: Jossey Bass, 1974); also the articles
on evaluation models in Gary D. Borich, ed., Evaluating Educational Pro-
grams and Products (Englewood Cliffs: Educational Technology Publica-
tions, 1974). Also see: Stahe, "The Countenance of Educational Evalu-
ation,"op. cit.; Stufflebeam, "Evaluation as Enlightenment for Decision -
Making," op._cit.; and the following other pieces from The Oregon Stud-
ies, Vol. II, op. cit,: Robert S. Randall, "An Operational Application
of the CIPP Model for Evaluation;" Peter Crane and Clark C. Abt, "A
Model for Curriculum Evaluation;" William C. Theimer, Jr., "A Abdel'for
POstloc Evaluation;" John B. Paper, "Summary of Program Wevance
Evaluation Mod11;" and Esther Kiesh, "An Overview of the Discrepancy
Evaluation Model and a Related Case Study." Also see: Gene V. Glass,

"Educational Product Evaluation: A Prototype Format," Educational Re-
searcher, Vol. 1, No. 1, January 1972; Marcia Guttentag, "Subjectivity
and Its Use in EvaivationOesearch," Evaluation, Vol. 1, No. 2, 1973;
Daniel L. Stufflebeam, Walter J. Foley, William J. Gephart, Egon G.Guba,
Robert L. Hammond, .Howard O. Uherriman and Malcolm Provus (PDK Commis-
sion on Evaluation), Educational' Evaluation and Decision Making (Itasca,
Illinois: F. E. Peacock, 1971); W. James Popham and Dale Carlson, AO

"Deep Dark Deficits of the Adversary Evaluation Model," Educational Re-
searcher, Vol. 6; No. 6, June 1977; David Hamilton, David Jenkins,
Christine King, Barry MacDonald, and Malcolm Parlett, Beyond the Numbers
Game: A Reader in Educational Evaluation (London: Macmillan Education
Ltd. 1977); end M. ProvusoDiscrepancy Evaluation for Educational Pro-

' gramWmprovement and :AssessiOt (Berkeley: McCutchan Publishing, 1971).

119. for instiRce, see Robeot Stake, "Prototypes of Curriculum Evajuation,"
i) in The 0 egon Studies, Vol. II, op. cit.

120. These handbooks. include: B. S. Bloom, J. T. Hastings, and G.,F. Madaus,
Handbook on Formative 'and Summative Evaluation of Student Learning (New
York: McGraw-Hill, 1971); Marcia Guttentag and Elmer L. Struening, ed.,
Handbook of Evaluation Research (Beverly Hills, Sage Publications, 1975);
Anderson, Ball, muephy et. al., Encycjopedia of Educational Evaluation,
op. cit.; and Borich, Evaluating Educational Programs and'Products,

11.

I
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op. cit. Another useful synthesis is Edwari4 Suchman, Evaluative.
Research: Principles and Practice in Publ' Service and Social'Ac;ion
Programs (Nee. York: Russell Sage Foundati6n, 1967)f

A numbet of handbook-type reference works hive also been published folt
practitioners, including the following: Lynn Lyons Morris, Carol Tyler
Fitz-Gibbon, and Marlene E. Heverson, Program Evaluation Kit (Beverly
Hills: Sage Publications, 1978); BruceW. Tuckman, Eval116tOg In-
structional Programs (Rockligli, N. J.: ptAllyn "add Bacon, Longwood
Division, 1979); and John M.-Gottman andikobert F. Clasen, Evaluation
in Education: A Practitioner's Guide (Jtasca, Illinois: F..E. Peacock,
1972)

-.1
121. For instance, see Selma J, Mushkin, "Evaluations: Use with Caution,"
'''t Evaluation, Vol. 1, No. 2, 1973; William L. Sperzman, "Evaluation:I, An

Evaluation from a SOciologital Perspective," 1974 Yearbook of,the Na-
tional Soziety.forbthe Stay. of Education (Chicago: University ef
ChicIpo Press, I974); Egon G. Guba, "The Fiilure of EducadPkonal Evalu-
ation," Educational Technology, Vol. 9,No..5, 1969, reprinted in Weiss,
Evaluating A.crion Programs, op. cit.; and Carol.H. Weiss, "The Politi-
cization of Evaluation Research," ig,Weiss, Evaluating Action Programs,
op. cit.; and "Signifitant,Differences on the Social Insignificance of
Statistical Signi ficance -- A Plea for' New Strategies. r Evaluation,"
Ed4cational Researcher (Newsletter), Vol. 20, October 1969.

122. See our chapter on the evaluation reswch function in educational R/D&I.
Among the'Sources useful for gaining / /an insight into some of these
dilemmai, see: R. W. Tyler, ed., Educational Evaluation: New Roles,
New Means, 68tn Y arbook of the National. Society for the Study of Educa-
tion, Part II (Chicago: University of Chicago,Press, 1969), and especi-

ally the following articles in the yearbook: Benjamin S. Bloom, "Some
Theoretical Issues Relating to Educational Evaluation," and Robert E.
:Stake and Terry Denny, "Needed Conapts and Techniques for Utilizing
More Fully the Potential of Evaluatton." Also see the excellent selec-
tion of articles (and bibliography) in Weiss, Evaluating Action Programs,
op, cit, Also: Peter H. Rossi and Walter Williams, ed., Evaluating -
Social Programs: Theory, Practice, and PolitiM-""(New York: Seminar

Press, 1972); W. W. Charters, Jr. and John E. Jones, "On the Risk of
Appraising Non-Events in Progratik Evaluation," Educational Researcher,
Vol. 2, No. 11, November 1973; John W, Evans,-"Evaluating Education
Programs - Are We Getting Anywhere?" Educational Researcher, Vol. 3,

No. 8, September 1974; Carol H. Weiss,"Where Politics and Evaluation
Research Meet," Evaluation, Vol. 1, No. 3, 1973; Ernest R. House, ed.,
Sc:is,o1 Evaluation: The Politics and. Process (Berkeley: McCucchan, 1973);

11.1ene N. Bernstein, 'Validity Issdes in Evaluative Research," Sociologi-
cal Methods and Research, August 1915;ond Francis G. Caro, "Issues in
the Evaluation of Socfrl Programs, eview of Educational Research, Vol. Al,
No. 2, April 1971.

123. See especially Ronald G. Havelock, "Dissemination and Translation Roles,"
in Eidel3 and Kitrhel, KERwledge Production and Utilization in Educa-
tional Administration, op. cit.; R. G. Havelock and K. D. Benne, "An
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. . t sts,

14131oratOry Sudy-of,Knowledge ttiligation, " in G. Watson, ed.,,
Concepts for SobiaPthange (Washington:, gationalIraining Labora-
tories, :SEA, 19117); and the folKow,ing rusk iubliiationsl Ronald
H'veloak, A COm aXatit4-StUdIr of the terature on Di semination
and !,t;.pizetien of ScientLfrcitioNdlege, 1968, Ravel° et.J1.,
Planning fatjnnovation throt111% DaGmination and Utilization of
Knowl'edge, op. cit.; Ronald Havelock

/
A Guide., t9 Innovation in

Edikation, 19.70 (republished Ed ronal Technology PliblicatIons
in 1973 as The Change Agent's' de .C.0' Innovatio5. in Education.); and

Ronald Havelock an4,Mary Havelock; Educational innovation.in the
United States, 1973 :\ . . t,. . 0

. -

Ilk .Havelock,'Guskin, Frohthaft,'HAVelock, Hill, ;nd Huber, Planning_ for
rterk-Mation through Dissemination -ltd Utilization of Knowledge, op. cit:

)
,

.

,
125. For details on thig, 'see AT chaptek on theidissemination function in EA

educational R4D&I. - . - ,... -. -_/- V.
.. .

. ,

126. There Are,some exceptions to this, including the following mIrke'ting,-
oriented analyses: Philip Kotler, Gerald Zaltman, Louis P. BuZ7Ifil,
Bernard Dubois, Harold Kasaidian, Edgar Passemier, and Jagdigh Sheth,
The Role of Marketing. in a National Inseitulle of Education, Prelimi-
nary Report of a Planning Conference, April 2-3, k9)2 (Washington:-
NIE, 1972),'ERIC ED 088 155;Righard Bateman, Stanley Chow, and Larry
Hutthin's, A Projected Role for Marketing in the Dissemination of Pte -
ucts Developed by R&D Agencies, paper presented at the Annual Meeting, ....-

of the American Educational Research Association, New Orleans, Feb.- V
March 1973, ERIC ED 078 597; Linda A. Sikorski and C. L. Hutchins, A
Study of'the Feasibility of Marketing Programming_ for Educational R&
`Products (San Francisco: Far West .laboratory for Educational Researc
ay Development, 1974), ERIC ED 095 625; and Philip Kotler, Bobby J.
Calder, Brian Sternthal, and Alice M. Tybout, "A Marketing Approach to
the Development and Diss9mination of Educational Products," in Michael
Radnor, Durward Hofler, and Robert Rich, eds., Information Dissejina-
tion and Exchange for Educational Innovations: Conceptual and Imple-
mentation Issues.of a Regiona4y Based Nationwide System (Evanston:
Center for the Interd/sciplinary Study of Science and Technology,
Northwestern University, 1977) .

127. 'see the exemplary development projects included in The Oregon Studies:
Ha:Loy Ammerman, Darrell Clukey, and Gregory P. Thomas, eds, The
Oregon Studies in Research, Development, Diffusion, and Evaluation, Vol.
IV: ...Case Profiles (Monmouth, Oregon: Teaching Research Division, Oregon
State System of Ht ter Education, 1972). Also see the, materials in-
chided in Hemphill and osenav, Educational Development: A New Disci-
pline, op. cit.'

128. Hemphill and Rosenau, Educational D velopment: A NeViscioline, 2R.
cit. and R. L. Baker and R. E. Schutz, eds., Instructional, Product
Development (New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold; 1971). We were able co
review only the Hemphill and Rosenau volume.

129. F..a,r discissions of this literature, see our chapters on the acquisition
function and the implementation /utilization functions in educational
R/D&I.
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130. See especially: Everett M. Rogers, Diffysion of Innovations (New
York: The Free ?ress, 1962); and Mathew B.-Miles, "Innovation in
Educations: Sone Generalizations," in Innovation in Education,
Mathew B. Miles, ed. (New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers
College, Columbia University, 1964).

131. For instance, see: Seymour B. Sarason, The Culture of the "School
and the ?roblem of Change (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1971); Neal
Grosz, Joseph B. Giacquinta and Marilyn Bernstein, Implementing
2ilanizational Innovations: A Sociological Analysis of Planned
Educational Change (New York: Basic Books, 1971); L. M. Smith
and P. M. Keith, Anatomy of Educational Innovation (New York:
Wiley, 1971); and the publications from the Rand Corporations ,

Change Agent Study, see especially the summary volume, Paul Ber-
man and Milbrey Wallin McLaughlin, Federal Programs Supporting Ed-
ucational Change, Vol. IV: The Findings in Review (Santa Monica:\
Rand Corporation, 1975).

132. See especially Havelock, The Change Agent's Guilr to Innovation
in Education, op. cit.

133. For instance, see: Richard A. Schmuck and Mathew B, Miles, Organ-
ization Development in Schools (Palo Alto: Mayfield Publishing Co.,
1971); and Richard A. Schmuck, Philip J. Runkel, S. L. Saturen, R.
T. Martell, and C. B: Derr, Handbook of Organization Development ip
Schools (Palo Alto: Mayfield Publishing Co., 1972).

134. National Institute of Education, Request for Proposals for a Survey
of Institutions Which Petform Educational R&D Research, Develoz-
ment, Dissemination, Evaluation.and Policy Studies (Washington:
NIE, 1976).

135. These materials are dra--711 from Radnor, Hofler, and Spivak, Draft
Materials Prepared for LACER 1977 Report to Congress, op. cit.

136. This 30 includes only, the 20 original regional laboratories aqd 10
original R&D centers. It does not include the additional vocational
education 'research centers, and other miscellaneous centers created
in addition to these 30(s=eafTrhich are still in existence and in-
eluded among the 17 institutions now classified under the "labs and
centers" rubric. Of these 30, only 14 remain, plus'an additional 3
miscellaneous centers, For clarification on this, see footnote 14
abn e and NIE, Databook, on. cit.; pp. 39-43.

137. ,OE, Educational Research dnd Development in the United States, on.
cit.; 1-"rancis S. Chas, "Th'e gducaeional Laboratories: How Do They

Pit Intb the Future of American Education," reprinted in Chase, The
National Program of Education Laboratories, cit.; David L. Clark,
"Federal Policy in Educational Research and Development," Educational
Researcher, Vol. 5, No. 1, January 1976.

I 4
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13. Bailey, "Emergence of the Laboratory Program," op cit.; Chase,
The National Pror,ram of Educational Laboratories, op. cit:

139. For instance, see B om article in Journal of Research and Develop-
,vent in'Education, 1, No. 4, op. cit,

140. "Clearinghouse MeriA Follows Rand's Report on ERIC Network," op.
cit-.; and Davis, "CICE. A-Question of Cost?" op. cit.

.41. Westinghouse Learning Corporation is one example of this.

142. NIE, Preliminary Program Plans, FY 78. Executive Summary, op. cit.

143. For a description of the pretest results of,this survey, see Joanne
'Franker, Albert D. Biderman, and Laure M. Sharp; ,Registry and Survey
of Research Organizatimfts in Education (Washington: Bureau of Social
Science Research, Inc., 1977). Preliminarf,r analyses of the'full sur-

vey data are scheduled for presentation in four symposia at the AERA
annual meeting in San Francisco in April 1979.

144. Clark and Hopkins, A Report on Educational Research, Development and
Aim union Manobwer, op. cit.; OE, Educational Research and Develop-
ment in the United States, op. cit; and NIE, 1976 Databook, op. cit.

45. Roald F. Campbell et al., R&D Funding Policies of the National In-.
stitute of'Education: Review and Retommendations,Final Report of
Consultants to the Director and the National Council on Educational
Research .(Washington: NIE, 1975).

146. Clark and Hopkins, A Report on'Educational Research, Development
/ and Diffusion Manpower, op. cit.; J. E. Hopkins, An U atin of the

ClarkrHoPkins Manpower Projections AERA TaSk Force T chnical Paper
No. 25 (Washington: AERA, 1971); NIE, 1976 Databooi op. cit; and

also see demographic data on AERA members published annually in re-
cent years in the Educational Researcher, such as Bernard J. Fleury,
Jr., Emma M.,,Cappeluzzo, and W. C. Wolf , Jr., "Demographic Data for
Tratiners of Educational Researchers," Educational Researcher (News-
letter), Vol. 21, April 1970; Arliss L. Roaden and Blaine R., Wobrthen,
"A Profile of AERA Members as Researchers," Educational Researcher
(Newsletter), Vol. 21, October 1970; and Joe A. Johnston, "AERA
Members: A Profile, 1969, Educational Researcher (Newsletter), Vol.
21, December 1970.

147. Buswell et al., Trainlngsfpr Educational Research, op. cit.; Cron-
bach and Suppes, Research for Tomorrow's Schools, op. cit.

148. NIE, 1976 Databook, op. cit.; Cuba, "The Place of Educational Re-
'search in Educational Change," op. cit.

149. N1E, 1976 Datab-,ok, OD Cit
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150. For instance, see Sam D. Sieber, Analysis of USOE Research Training
Programs, 1966-67 (New York; Bureau of Applied Social Research,
Columbia T:ni...er3ity, 1968).

151. For instance, see: D. L. Stufflebeam, Proposal to Design New Patterns
for Training Research, Development, Demonstration/Dissemination and
Evaluation Personnel in Education (Washington: DHEW, 1970); Paul Hood,
Final Report of a Design of a Survey for Determining Training and Per-
sonnel Requirements for Educational Research, Development, Dissemina-
tion, and Evaluation, 2 Volumes (Berkeley: Far West Laboratory for
Educational Research and Development, 1972); and Richard A. Dershmer,
W. James Popham, and William JRussell, Development of Training Models
for Educational Research: A Conceptual Scheme for a Professional As-
sociation (Washington: AERA, 1973).

152\ H. Del Schalo:k, Gregory P. Thomas, Kevin R. Morse, Clark A. Smith,
an4 Harry L. Amerman, The Oregon Studies in Research Development,
Diffusion and Evaluation, Vol. I: Summa r.: Report (Monmouth, Oregon:

Teaching Research Division, Oregon State System of Higher Education,
1972).

. ....... . . t !'
. ,.

133. These figures were provided by the R&D System Support Division of NIE.
They represent upward revision of the estimates they provided in the
1976 Databook, op. cit., based on continuing staff analyses in 1976
and 1977.

154 NIE, 1976 Databook, op. cit.

155. Sieber and La7agsfeld, The Organization of Educational Research, 22.
cit.; OE, Educational Research and Development in the United States,
op. cit.; and Levien, Nit: Pre'iminary

op. cit.

156. Carnot E. Nelson, William M. Sowers, and Ward S. Mason, 1975 Federal
Fundin g for Education Knowledge Production and Utilization: A Compos-
ite Estimate, by Agency, Using Four Data Bases (Washington: R&D Sys-
tem Support Division, Dissemidation and Resources Group, ME, 1977)..

157- NIE, 1976 Datab4cok, op. cit., p. 16.

153. For instance, see: Chase, The National Program of Educational Labua-
. tories, op. cit.; Chase "The Educational Laboratories: How Do They

Fit Into the Future of American Education?" op. cit..; C' e, "Educe-

Resear-ca.and Development in the Sixties: The MIARRteport Card,"
op. cit.; Chase, "The Laboratories: 1970 and Beyond," op. cit.; and
Bailey, "Significance of the Federal Investment in Educational R&D,"
Op. cit.

159. Michael Radnor, Harriet Spivak, Durward Hofler, with Earl C. Young,
Agency-Field Relationships in the Educational R/D&I System: A Policy
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Analysis for the National Institute of Education (Evanston: Cen-

ter for the Interdisciplinary Study of'Science and Technology,
Northwestern University, 1976).

160. As an illustration of how little attention is paid to these systemic
consideratims, note the controversy over NIE's funding of fundamen-"
tal research,relevant to education. See especially our analysis:
Michael Radnor, Durward Holler, and Harriet.Spivak, Strengthening
Fundamental Research Relevant to Education: A Discussion of the
Retorts of the National Academy of Sciences and the LACER Program
Corlaittee (Evanston: Center for the Interdisciplinary Study of Sci-
ence and Technology, Northwestern University, 1977). See also the
earlier documents to which we were reacting: Sara B. Keisler and
Charles F. Turner, eds., Fundamental Research and the Process of
Education, Final Report of the Committee on Fundamental Research Rel-
event to Education Nash,i.ngtort: Assembly of Behavioral and Social
Sciences, National(,Research Council, National Academy of Sciences,
197,); and National Counzil on Educational Research, NCER Program
67mittee Report and Draft Policy Resplution on Fundamental Research
Relevant to Education (Washington: FIE, July 8, 1977).

161 For instance, see: Cronbach and Suppes, Research for Tomorrow's
Schools, op. cit.; MichaelScriven, "The Philosophy of Science in Edu-
cational Research," Review of Educational Research, Vol. 30, 1960;

N. A. Fattu, A Survey of Educational Research and an Appraisal by
Scientists from Other Fields (Bloomington: School of Education, In-
diana University, 1967); Corwin and Seider, 'Patterns of Educational
Research," op. cit.; F. W. Banhart, ed., First Annual Phi Delta Kappa
,Syroosium on Educational Research (Bloomington, Indiana; Phi Delta
Kappa, 1960); R. C. Collier, Jr. and S. M. Elam, eds., Second Annual
Ph. Delta Kappa Symposium on Educational Research: Aesearch Design
and Analysis (Bloomington, Indiana: Phi Delta Kappa, 1961); E. Guba
and S. Elan, eds., Sixth Annual Phi Delta Kappa Svsmposium on Educa-
tional Research: The Training and Nurture of Educational Researchers
(B:oomington, Indiana: Phi Delta Kappa, 1965); Bloom, "Twenty-five
Years of Educational Researchp" op. cit.; W. B. Michael, "Teacher Per-.
sonnel: A Brief Evaluation of the Reseatch Reviewed," Review of Ed-
utational Research, Vol. 33, 1963; and Ralph W.'Tyler, "Analysis of
Strengths and Weaknesses in Current Research and Science Education,"
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All R'D&I systems are significantly affected by the environments in

which they operate. A system's environment influenles the nature,

quantity, And quality of inputs provided to support system functioning.

And too, with some degree of variability from system to sys.tem, the

environment affects the demands made on a system, as torwhat it should

or should not do, can or cannot do. Consequently, the pervasive effects

of a system's lifironment can be traced throughout virtually every

40 'dimension of system functioning -- on the determination of goals,

priorities, polioies, and strategies; on the identification of needs; on

the kinds, levels, and quality of such inputs as personnel and funding;

and on the manner in which, and the effectiveness with which, these

system inputs are utilized in the performance of system functions.

Since R/D&I)hnvolves change-producing processes, the direction of

influence can run both ways -- not only from the environment to a system,

but also from a system to its environment R&D outputs can produce:

major transformations in user systems in a particular sector. If

sufficiently consequential (e.g., the atomic bomb, or computer technology),

ripples of these effects may be discerned in and pe ps even bring aboUt

significant transformations themselves in the broa r social, "cultural,

economic, technological, and political environment. At the very least,
.1

the success of an R/D&I system in producing observable gains will affect,

perhaps more than any other factor, the esteem in which the system is

held, the degree of.support its leaders are able to muster, and the natgrz,

level, and quality of inputs likely to flow to the system in the future.

An understanding of en/ieonmental influence is especially important to

grasp the difficulties of educational R/D&I functioning, and the serious

constraints that must be taken into account in developing feasible policy
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options and management strategies for this system.. .0f all the sectors

we have ConSideted in our comparative analysis, education is clearly
;

s.the most vulnerable
1
-- the most ope' to,tand subject tot, social and

political influence. There are several reasons for this vulnerability,

and we consider them in some detail% We then examine some of the

problems the environment poses for educational R'D &I, the ways in which

it affects R./D&I functioning, and consequently the extent to which

environmental fectors must be taken into account in assessing the

feasibility of different policy options and management strategies.

Next, we consider the question of possible policy interventions to

transform the environment into one more favorable to educational RID&I.

We analyze the interrelated,web of influences on environment-system

boundary transactions, and suggest the extent Et) which different environ-

mental factors must be viewed as fixed or as amenable to various types of

policy interventions with various degrees of likely impact over the short

and the long run. Finally, wetry to sum up our assessment of where the

field is at this point in time in :- (a) understanding environmental

influeilces on educational R'D&I, and (p) using this understanding to

formulate policy options that might improve this environment and make it

more supportive of the educational R/D&I. We consider the literature

(what is and what is not there), some k y questions in need of research,

and sore thoughts on how we might proce both to further our understanding

and to use this understanding to assist in the deVelopment of educattional

/ -R&D policy.

/ 4

I.., UWV? THE EDUCATION SECTOR IS SO VLABLE TO ENN/TRaNHENTAL INFLUENCE

The ed_:cation sector's iegret of vulnerability to social and pothical

4minfluence is attribuiable to several factors: the nature of education as

an institution; the nature and status of the knowledge and technology base

of the field; the nature.of educational innovations; and the governance

structure of education and educational R/D&I in this country, and its

1 I)

-
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resultant dependence on political processes for-needed resources. .We
'Me

consider each of these factors in turn.

1. The Nature of Ethication as an Institution

A. A Public Service Institution
.07

Schools are a public service institution supported by public

funds and administered and regulated by public agencies.

Therefore, they affect all Subgroups of the population, as

citizens and taxpayers. Since the proportion of local funds

spent on public education tends to be quitAtigh, and in many

localities school taxes, bond issues, and budgets are voted on

in special elections, schools tend to be more salient to tO-

payers than any of the other sectors we have considered in our

comps e analysis.

B./ Faith in Education as the Key to Future Success

4 For those taxpayers who are par/ents of school -age children, the

level of concern about school functioning tends to be eVen

higher.
2

Americar7society has been characterized by tremendously

high expectations for schooling. .One writerlgs described this

as the great school legend" -- faith in education as the great

social leveler, the key to occupational mobility and future

'success. Recent research has cast: some doubt on the validity of

this belief, suggesting instead that home environment is more

critical than school factors in explaining differences in

academic achievement levels and future occupational status.
4

If

this is indeed true, and if schooling as an institution (and

educational RID &I as a support system for that institution) is

inadequate to neet society's high expectations, then this helps

to explain the extrome vtilnorahility of the education sector

1

wee

4
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and the intensity with which it has come u-der attack in recent

years.

C. education as Key to Work Force Preparation

Taxpayers and parents are not the only sectors of the public who

have been expressing concern over school functioning in recent

years. Leaders of industry and business have been bemoaning

the poor quality of work force preparation for the world of work.

Many companies have been forced to develop extensive training

programs, at considerable expense to themselves, to overcome the

problem of finding sufficient numbers of qualified personnel to

fill positions requiring little =ore than functional literacy

and minimal grit etic skills:- Characteristic of the concern

of the. business mmittee is a trenchant statement made by the

Committee for E omic Development, an organization of leader's

4 of business and ndustry: "The nation cannot afford to waste

its resources by nesting them in schools that fail to achieve

the level of oiler- ional\efficiency and effectiveness in

- instruction whic ,ie now within their reach."
5

Diffusen s and ValueLaden Nat re of Educational Goals

The education sector, then, evokes a higher level of concern among

its relevant publics than other s'ectors we have considered in our

analysis. Education, by its nature, also has more diffuse goals

than other sectors -- goals that are more subject to value

judr.ents, risinterpretation, and controversy; and goals that

are harder to specify, less measurable, and harder to use as

performance standards against which to judge system perforpance..

What precisely is meant when it is said that schools should

educate students/ And, education toward what ends? Philosophers
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have been debating the ends of education for centuries.

Similarly, there may be some agreement that the end goal of

educational R/D&I is to impro ucational Practice. But

what precisely does that meat, and how do we measure such

itprovement? Given the diffu eness and value-laden nature

of educational goals compared to other sectors, the functioning

and effectiveness of ed*Icators and educational R/D&I personnel

are more likely to be subject to scrutiny and debate.

2. The Knowledge and Technology Base of the Field

A. Relatively Limited Specialized Expertise Reqltired Compared

To Other Professions

".e

Contributing to the vulnerability of the education sectorsvis the

educator's legitimacy problems in claiming specialized expertise

and professional status. Compared to doctors, lawyers, scientists,

or engXneers, the specialized training needed to function as a

teacher or principal does not seem particularly awesome. We do

not mean that school professionals are not accorded a considerable

amotat of respect and some awe by parents in general. Public

opinion data strongly support the impression that most parents

in most localities express substantial admiration for educators.

However, were comparative data available, few would dabt that

even the most respectful parent would be more likely to question

the functioning of a teacher than.a doctor, lawyer, scientist,

engineer, fireman,4or even afarmer.

6

The reason, clearly, involves familiarity with what the teacher

does -- from personal experience and from close observation of

the experiences of others. Virtually evelfte has attended

achool and therefore knows from personal experience what teachers

do and how, and proi)ably to with what degrees of adequacy,

1

4 4,,
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.There is considerably more mystique surrounding less familiar

occup'ations, even those that may require less formal training.

(An urban mother, for instance, would be far more likely to

question how a given teacher interacts with her students than

what a'farmer does in growing his crops.) Parents help children

with their homework and frequently engage in teaching their

children one thing or another. Therefote, particularly for

the better educated parent, there is far less of a gap in

expertise between the general public and other. professions or

fields with strong knowledge or skill bases.

Similarly, compared to fields with well developed knowledge and

.technology bases and highly specialized developrent (e.g.,

engineering) activities, there does not appear to be much of a

gap in expertise between the R&D personnel who develop many of
6

the learning materials on the market and the teachers who develop

their own materials, or even the parents who peruse the materials

4 used by their children. Consequently, the mystique that surrounds

R&D in other sectors is generally lacking in education, and a

Congressman; or a parent, or a school professional is more likely

to question the wisdom of investing public resources in a given

R&D project in education than in, let us say, public health, or

agriculture, or aerospace or defense.

B. Weakness of the Scientific and Technological Base: Education

as an Applied Social Science Field

The we6kness of the scientific and technological base of education

and educational R /Di is at the crux of much of the environmental

vulnerability of this sector. Education is particularly vulner-

able on this, but it shares such common ground with the social

sciences and other applied social science fields as well. The

past thre,,, decades of "big science," close ties between the
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federal government and the scientific community, and enormous
a

scientific and technological progress have substantially rein-

forced our society's highly positive attitudes tow:ard.science

and great expectations about the benefits to be expected from

the application of science and technology to any and all

problems. pi the '60s, the mystique generated by the natural

sciences was generalized to the social sciences, amdit was 1

V...

widely assumed that cial probleirs would be as amenable to

solution as the nitura r science puzzles unlocked and harnessed

in the previous decades. The federal investment in the social

sciences expanded considerably, and with it the investment in

such applied areas as education. But by the late '60s, these

high expectations eroded into disillusionment,
7
in part because

(

the expectations based on experience with the natural sciences

had been so high. As a consequence, we have been seeing in

recent years intensive questioning of the wisdom of expending

4 federal funds on social research, or such applied social areas

t as educational R/D&I.

C. Weakness of the Scientific and Technological Base:

Education as a "Derivative" Discipline

All fields with social science knowledge bases face far greater

difficulties in conducting research and R/D&I activities than

fields with natural science bases. We consider some ofithese

difficulties later in this chapter when we examine how environ-

mental factors such as the nature of the field's knowledge base

affect R/D&I functioniAg in education. But what must be under-

score! here in explaining any the education sector is particularly

vulnerable is the weakness of the education and educational R/D&I

knowledlechnology base, even in comparison to other social

science fields. The education knowledge base is mec17 up of areas

of specialization that can be called, at best, "derivakve

disciplines" (educational psvchologv, educational sociology, etc.),

J

I ;.1
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withceak links to the parent disciplines. The problem with

derivativt disciplines, is that they generally fail to transmit

the full power of the theoretical paradigms and inquiry

technologies of the patent disciplines.
8

Inquiry in the field

is not structured by powerful paradigms. Consequently, the

knowledge base is fragmentary and 40n-cumulative, and has

extensive gaps. Research and RID&T methodology are weak. And

research and R'D &I personnel are trained inadequately in

rigorous procedures for research design; instrumentation, data

analysls, product development 'and testing, evaluation, etc. The

field generally lacks valid, reliable instrumentation for

measurement and evaluation -- the most basic ofall requirements

for effective conduct of research and R/D&I activities.

As a result of these problems, progress in educational R/D&I has

been slow. Generally lacking are the kinds of impressive system

outputs that Legitimate R/D&I activities, give a system prestige,

and generate sufficient support to guarant
te

e an influx of

resources. What makes the system so vulnerable is not simply

the lack of significant outputs to date, but the suspicion., given

the weaknesses of the field's knowledge and technology base, that

the system is unlikely to produce significant outputs in the

-future either -- regardless of the size of the investment that

might be made'in the educational R /D &I system.

3. The Nature of Educational Innovations
4

Iliking to tha vulnerability of educational RJD&I is the'nature of

ational innovations compared'to the more technological outputs of

R/D&I systens in other sectors. Technological products are easily

packaged ind installed. Their use rarely conflicts with values,

attitudes, and sensitivities of operating system personnel. The

products can be:expecteg to behave reliably in accordance with t

4
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performance specifications as long as they are used properly.

Educational innovations, in contrast, tend to involve "people chengel
9

-- e.g., creation of new capabilities or organizational strategies or

instructional approaches. They are therefore more likely to be

resisted, by the people who make adoption decisions and those who must

implement them. As "people-change" products, there is far greater

reactiveness between product and users (both school personnel as

intermediate users and students as end users). This interaction'

between the innovation itself and the human element in the implez

f.sentation process makes implementation far more difficult, and effects

far less predictable. innovations of this kind cann be judged

'successful until the new capabilities, approached, etc. have been /

incorporated effectively into the dfily practice of, the user syitem

and have had the expected effects on the target students as end users.

The effects of major innovationa may take years to become visible --

for instance, how long dot take to create a humane learning environ-

4. went, and cbildren who behave more humanely towards others? And such

effects may, be far more difficult to measure than, let us say, the

effectiveness of a new engine design to reduce fuel consumption, or a

new strain ofhybrid corn for producing a hiedr crop yiel . How do

we know we have created individuals who are more "humane"? How dome

operationalize and measure such a goal, or set performance specifications

for an innovative program to reorganize school learning.environments to

achiete,thi bjective?

. I

Clearly, we have overdrawn the contrast and taken a particularly

amorphous educational innovation to illustrate our point. But, having

admitted that, the point we ate trying to make still seems valid.

Educational innovations by their very nature tend to be more vulnerable

to criticism. They are more likely to come into conflict with strongly

held attitudes and values. They are harder to implement effectively.

Ahd even if they are effective, they are harder to prove effective:
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their effects are harder to demonstrate objectively and.are iherefore

more subject to dispute.

4. Governance Structures

Of all the drevironmeittal factors that make the education sector

vulnerble to sool.al and political influence, the one that has the

most visible and direct effect on system functioning is the governance

structure of education and educational R/D&I in this country:

A. Governance of Public Education

School systems are legally controlled by agenciein their

environment. Both school systems and educational RJD &I insti-

tutions are largely dependent on these agencies for their hutting.

Legal control over the operating system is vested in lay bards

of education, elected or appointed by elected4bfficials.in each

of the 17,000 or so school districts across the country. This

ley control, its relationship to political processes, and its

extreme decentralization are factors of some consequence. Although

professional (i.e., the Superintendent) dominance of the lay

boards of education is the rule, they -p are frequent exceptions.

And the fact that the Superintendent is appointed by and account-

atire'to the lay boards means that unless the Superintendent is.a

person with strong leadership abilities and a olear_gsion of

'.the kind'of education he wants his district to provide, community

pressures can have a major impact on school functioning, espe-

ciall y in matters involving controversy and strong feelings

(e.g bussing or sex'education).

,

In terms of format governance structures, the educational system

in the U.S. is characterized by extreme decentralization. In

4

iA
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.4. contrast to nations with highly centralized school systems, with

centrally prescribed courses, tex,gkOoks, and learning materials,
.

centrally developed examination systems, and ektensive monitor- .

ing of school operations by school.inspectors, each pf 046.17,000. -*
*.. 1

or so local school districts in this country is largely

autonomous. Legally, authority to estaba.ish and regulate schools

in this country is vested in the governments of the fifty States.

Operationally, however, most decision makidg authority and

virtually total responsibil ity for.runnieg the schools is

,'delegated tothe Local Education Agencies4(LE1s). In most.states,

, the regulatory 'role of the *State EducatiorAftency (SEA) is -.

minimal, and the monitoring function is almost" inexistent.

Decisions about curriculum, personnel,,learniryg mat ials,

budgets and the like are made loCall ?lire at exc ons

tohis rule -- for instance, statewide textbook adopt n in

.

manAofthe states. State agencies do perform some regulatory

funttions in an attempt to insure minimum performance standards --
0 4.,

446-e.g., accreditation of educational inptitutioneand certifies

.

f*teachers, But for most school districts in most states, he

role and Influence of the SEAs1is dieficult tb*discern..This

situation is bdginning to change with more and more SEAS expr-
.

4

. d'

. .
I.

.cising positive leadership functions. .However, icIlis toorearly --+.
v

iii . , to atsesa the degree of impact Of this SEA leadership.

Or

. .

The Federal role in eduction has become prominent since the
. early L50s with the infusion of large tuns of new Federal money

.

for specified purposes (e.g., ESA Titivl and tulle III funds) .

s HaweOer," even Shen Federal fundi were disbursed pr(sUm(ably to
.%

.7 ../4

he spent in accord with,F4deral guidelines, it was not uncommon

to findeLEAs ignoring 429gu.idelines and spending the money in

a manner that flagrantly violated the guidelinOs and"the Federek.
Ab

intent. And until recently, there was little FederjOeffart to
16

sue for returiLef misspent funds.

151,7.
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Publieschool decisionmaling 'is decentralized, then, then -

analyzed irr terr-s general,LEA ZAerating autonomy from State

er riederaa authorities. In operational terms, decentraliza-

tion _tends to go considerably beyond the-decisionmaking

autonomy of the LEAs. Within ea ch district, there is considerable

atitonomy at the school building level, in the hands of principals

and also the teachers, who'in mostschobls have a great deal of

leeway in determining what happens in their classrooms despite
4

the hierarchical, bureaucratic organization og, sclooladministra-

tion. This degree of autonomy down to the school and classfbom

level is a factor of considerable importance 441114ning why

innovations that krformally adopted by a school district are

so often not implemented in practice, or are so transformed during

i.nple9antation that they amount to little more than "the same

. .old thing."
10

Given to extreme decentralization of decision-

.making in the system, and the extreme sensitivity school per-

sonnel demonstrate to even the possibility4f.commpnity criticism,

environmental influences continually intrude on school system
. -

decisionmaking -- not just once at the official school board
.

level tut again at the level oe.the school administration and

again at the cl sroom level as well. 0:

B. Governance

p

Alt

Educational R/D4I
!.

, i

Unrikeithe operat±onal system of public education, the educational
. %.. .

K/D&I system is not a "system" in the sense of being an integrated,
..ti .1 ,

,

coordinated:set of easily definable,
)
bountab.le upita governed by a

'
...

./4" 41:

specific'set of authorities i.po make RiolcciOt, rules, and the lit,
,,

that are in turn carried out by all units of the system. (*ven in

the case Wale operational system,this definitionris more true on
4

paper than in replity.) As we shall see in a later chapter when we

consider the institutional configuration of wtipt we have, been calling

the system, the units that make up the educational IUD&T system tend

,

4'

4,4

O

r>

4.
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to be highly autonomous in terms of their R/D&I purposes and

activities: To whatever extent the system is "governed" or even

I Imanaged", that governance is a concomitant of funding -, the

sponsors of educational R/D&I clp...(and pften do) tell contrac-

tors or grantees what they can (and, presumably but not always

in fact, clapnat) do with the sponsOr's money, and occasionally

ho' to proceed as well as what to produce. Ho'wever, even within
s'

the Federal government, as we shall see in our chapter on funding,

there are a large'number ofeagencies that functiOn as educational

-R4p51 spons(29C-And, neither NIE (which was created to have key.

res2onsibility for federaliysoonsored edUcational R/D&I) nor

OE (which has the largest,chUnk of the available money for funding
. t

educational R/D&I) have functioned"as yet as lead agencies to '

coordinate --mUch les's atteMft-any governance of " educational

R/D&I.

The ,system, then, is onetthat is largely ungoverned, not unlike
o

R/D&I systems in otheeise;;tor s. The probkem here, hewev r, is

that there are no strong interaal governance mechanisms or the

field, such as a strong professional association that ca regu-

late, or at least set standards for, 61e'functioning of thp.peld.

44
In a different sense (i.e., in the sence o inhuence over rather

. , .

than formal governance of the field) the ongiess, as the source
i,

of most educational R/D&I funds, is certiktp a key element ip

ifie governance of the educational R/D&I system, Given the Con -'

gresa' lack of confidence in the ability of educationbl R/D&I

co provide ateasonable relit on the taxpayers' investment, this
, - .

has meant almost constant troubles for the educational "R/D&I

lk
syste

i
until therpast year or so in which; as discusseein a ;.

prev[o s chapter, there has beep an apparent truce between

Congress and NIE/OE. -,

1--

It

/
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5. conom4c Forces
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Eco omic forces in the" environment of the operating and R'D &I

A
systei

in recent years. On eh StatAmd local level, school system func-

tioning has become one of piramounf issues of the day as we find

inc 'easing numbers of State and local communities struggling over

equitable.financiu formdlas, Siptei-butting assistancft to local

districts as they struggle with thei:Illot'financial difficulties, and

in the e ducation sect have been felt particularly severely

6

voters in local districts defeating school budgets and bond issues in It:

' an effort to stave off further increases in local taxes. Economic

recession has.also meant a shortage of llack re§ourcaa in the private

sector to invest in high riskilow return RID&I activities

6. Supoorts,.Demands, and Cbnstituencies

In summaryt, we can characterize tic-e-)envCronment of the educatiori sector

'1

as one that is weak in supports for "alp system and assertive in demands
.

about what can or cannot a dons, what should or should not be done.

R&D in education lacks p estige or legitimacy, or even a demand for

tly IN products or its very istence. This is apparent whet* we focui

on the' attitudes of researchers and scholars,in the disciplinh, 11

educational practitioners, laymen, membealof Congress, or even the

educational research and R&D comnunitiesT. The system has developed no

constituency of its on and is buffeted by pobe Initiatives of various
IP

other,constituencies able to articUlatIodiTlands reflecting broad
. .

,

floal, cultural, and political Move*ntt .(eg., demands for programs

ti

t . .

in black history or for mattials that present.more positive images

t
of, blacks, oiispanIc-AmelICans, Native AmeriCans, white ethnic groups,

etc.).
.

.

,
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II. HOU ENVIR&NENTAL INFLUENCES AFFECT SYSTF FU,,NCTIONING

The environrent o: the,education sector affects virtualy every feature

of the R'D&1 system. It affects the definition of goals, needs, policies,
. V -

and strategies. .It affects the. kinds, levels, and dual it;: of inputs

that :Iry in,t,i.the system. Environmental influences can even se seen in

the conduct of various sstem functions. We consider eact, of these areas

of en/ironmental influence briefly.
4,

1. Definitbop of Goals and ::eels What will be studded -, Wrat wi.l be furded'>

4c-60.

ieera ;riters w'-ol;iave disc_ssed the definition o oats and,needs

in the education sector have connented pn the tensio. serween de-ands

of the disciplines and fields of knowledge, on the one hand, and demands

of the cli;pt system and society, on the other
1

Ick selecting topics

for research or .R.0 activities, for instance, the researcher is affected

by his own interests, which are in turn affected by the particular disci-

plines jn which he has been trained and socialized, by the differential

prestige he perceives to be attached to particular disciplines and types

of work, by his colleagues and the research subctltures in which they

function, and by the particular institution(s) in which he works. But.he

is also affected by the desires of clients or sponsors whare willing

to fund specific kinds of research,ordltD&I activities that are congruent

With their interests pr pefceived needs.

In educational
.

clients and 'spofisors tend overwhellingly to be

oovernmental agencies Federal.agencies, SEAS, and LEAs. Consequently,

social'political novements affect their operation's, their defiritioV of

goaisand their perceptivis of program and product needs In the late

'50s. after the.poltticarshock41111212viet, launching of Sputnik I set
. #

in, pro,?am and product demands focused on the pursuit of excellenc-and

ledeloprenIN of the abilities of the gifted, especially intthe sciehces
12

and rathimatics. Even ore sub 1 revapping of school uncles

orogrars, staffing, adrinistration, and learn.ng ma&rials in the past
0



two decades is traceable to such nroad social and,polltical environmental

influences as the Supreme Court's school.deseg egation decisions and

Federal court. orders sinCI 1954, the poverty ogram focus on the economical-

ly disadvantaged in the '60s, and tleyassertive ethnic and other "mirovi-

-ties" movements of recent years. As a result, the study of various
4

cilspategacion strategies, their implamentation, their tmpdct on student

attitudet and achieveTent, and their social, political, and demographic

effects has erertlas an active research area. And too, developmer of

hTan relations programs, crisis prevention programs, and the like have

become the focus o! a specialized area ofid.evelop-ent work. Design and

evaluation of progra-s,for the disadiantaged (e.g.. Title programs)

ansl of naterials'focused on various minorities (e.3.: bilingual materials,

material's cpncerned.about and'or for Afro-Americans, Hispanic-Americans,

Native Americans, and other, groups, antisexist materials, etc.) have

become booming industries.

il4

Not only are..;ser system operAions and therefore program amend product

needs affected by t.Te social, and political f6Prces in the broad environ-

nent of ed'ucational R'D&I; even the researchers' own interests and

px.edilectis are affected 'by the) se broad movements. Issues of race and

poverty, fo instance, have been particularly intriguing to researchers_

.../h bet42 political conSciou9 and politieally socialized during the '50s9/1
---ri

An
A

d '60s. A nurber of analysts have hotO the predominantly liberal

and Democratic ?arty leanings of most social scientists, includini,aduca-
.*

tional R'D&I personnel. -:Therefore, in deternining what research or R1D &I
it

activities he vit:',..p.rfsue,kthe resRarcher is affected by the intellectual
.

pro.hiems and 'research subcultures of the disciplines in which he has
.. ;)

1 ,

---tn trai-ed arP ;;-cial:-el, his :1-47.. vliticel and social orientetiont and

concitivltiesand the priorities defined by edilcational R/Digi clients
0

an! sponsz.rc,
. g

On4 fqrt4.er, oven -,ro dkectly 1,nfl uonce should he noted.
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Political changas in Was'nington have had a major effect on educational

.research and R'D&I spo'nsorship. Political support for educational R'D&I,

for instance, peaked during Lyndon Johnson's Great Society years, and

droned off substantially during *.iNixon-Ford period. To take anoe4r

example, foundation support for social reform initiatives was also quite

consioi.erable during the '60s, and Arooped off substantially after that '--

in part, it would seem, because large sponsors such as the FordIfoune.ation
.

car:io see thAPselves as having beenub...rned" by involvement in hot

political iss;.:es such as school decentralization; but also, in part,

o: to te foundations' tax-exe7pt status

mobilized by opDonefttS of sore of these 4fprm initiatives funded by t-,.e

foundations. Clearly, then educational R'D&I-f9nding is as much if not

more affected by broad political forces in the system's en5fronment as by

any internal system4evelopments or internally defined needs or plans.

2. The Personnel Pool

The effect of0enviroar7ental influences on such system inputs as fundi7g, L
then, is obvious. Perhaps less apparent, though no less critical, is the(

$ `.effect or environmental influencess'on the personnel pool available to' meet

systeqpneedi. We have cothented in'se-ieral chapters on the relatively low

prestige of educational R'D&I and how this,affects the system's ability to

attract 'nigh calibre persopnel te,theofipld. The low piestigof the field
... OF:

tends to discourage capable social' scientists or established reearchers
. . . .. .-

from other fiel.U.from joining 1/fFicid institutions or projects in the eduoati.on

sector. Talented sebdents deciding pa future career opportunities are
*

diverted' from posiible,interest:}:ftedu atton no work in other !CPU systems: )

-- -

that have -nore prWstive arid seems tp a er bAtter chances fox significant
-

tN
,

n
-.,

achievement and recognitn from:petrierigrencq.grouP. The preetige'peru
. .

A. .!
cur -del prol)lerPifs..diffioulr.to

a
,14e144'lle the relevant factors"are- ,

f vAresi -' 1 e'
rnterrellted in a Vic,s.C,r,CttAren 1.6W tat'of the field rakes .it !.

. - r. r ..,

. .s,
0
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e

hard for educational R'D&I to attract talented personnel, and without

an adequate supply of talented personnel the field is less likely to

produce the impressive achievements that will raise its prestige. Until

the environment of the 144ultional k/Di&I system becomes more favorable

and more supportive of system functioning, personnel problems are likely

to tens& as critical barriers to significant achievement.

3. The Conduct of-Research

s'.srius oi-.er aspects of system functioning are affected by en7ironTental

influences -- by the nature of the field's knwledge and technology base,

and ::, its omnipresent politital and social ulnerability: As a field,

with a Social science knowledge base, level° ed through study of humans

rather than non-humans, the conduct of educational research and RFV&I j'

must frequently face questions of values (e.g. what should be studied and

how), ethics (e.g.. how to safeguard the rights of those studied), and

reliability (e.g.. how to insure that fAndings are notv.unduly influenced
0

by laa4ing factors).' These questions are far more intrusive and problem-

atic insocial science fields than in areas of knowledge based on the

natural sciences and oft the study of inanimate 'or animate but non human

subjects.

,
The values and ethics issues are fairly obvious, and have produced various

legislpti< and admir.istratPleefeguards tso protect research subjects

against unwarran,ted intrusions on their physical or emotional .

their privacy, or their time. aConsequently, in the conduttiof their wor ,

L./

rcl*.earch?rs. tD c:,-ply with ::ften c6r,ber.s.--e Corns clearance pr:,.ceduts

and attendant delays in beginnin data collection; they have to insure ,

subects of the confidentiality of their responses and indicate to them

that th-y are not reTtired to provide certain kinds of in formation unless,

they so ch:,n they must proyide descriptions or planned measures to

psotect the dikrIAontialitv of resp.InsPs; thy must bp prepared to have
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certain research approaches or questionnaire or interview items or data

management pr..,ce.i.res reetted by clearance officials as unethical or

unacceptable on privacy confidentiality'tire burden etc. grounds.

The reliability issues are less obvious but evn more troublesome because

of the co-siderable amount of uncertainty they introduce into the research

sitUatian. Unlike rocks or molecules, the humans studied in social science-

based research have and exercise free will. In answering questionnkre

or inter. -t - ,7 items, they -ay lie, trey may misinterpret q4Astions, they

-av hart different views on a given subject from day' to day, their responses

n_ -ht be gr,ficantl effected by wording or by reactions to the inter-

vieeer asking a question, etc. :n given the value-laden nature of' what

is generally studied in social-science-based research,
13

there is a y'
.._...

reater likelihood than 4..n the natural sciences for bias to creep in through

t e esearcher4s own predilections, or through the quality of the interac-

ts n between researcher and subject. Experimental designs calling for

ra omization or various kinds of rigorous controls are also less feasible

with*-hl.

28
ns, especially in field settings as opposed to laboratory research.

Conse ently, the procedures for conducting research in social-science-

based fields mst constantly take reliability problems into account -- in

the ways instrLments are designed and administered; in such precautions

as matching.iiiterviewers and subjects wherever possible by race, sex,

a4kt,)background, etc.: in research designs; ivdeta analysis techniques;

in reporting conventions; etc.

f

4. Research Output; and Length (and Costs) of R&D Cycles

Co ;soared to the natura sciences. social science research tends to involve

far more field ;ese*ch and proportionally much less laboratory research,

Held' research, tends to be more tomplex than laboratory research- it

generalUinvolves zany more variables and mich le As contr61.. Therefore,

it s toe.47rally much .nessier, its results are harder to replicate, an
.

cumulatife knowledge base develops slowly i; at all.

a

V

1 , $
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The :social science nature of the field's knowledge base, then, it and

of itself inhibit's the systen's rapid developm4nt and cpmplicates

R'D&I functioning. And beyond titat, the weakness of 'this particular

social science knowledge base, the educational R/O&I knowledge and tech-

nology base, severly constrains t?te per-dollar payoff to be expected

from investing in R'D &I in the education sector. The large gaps in the

available knowledge base, and therefore the- large nurber of unknowns in

many research problims and the inadequacies of existing research tech-

nologies for filling many of tho4e gaps rake more difficult the trans-

formations between R'D&T. stages-- e.g. fro research to design, from

d,.sagn to development, from deveioprent and testing to refinement, frcn

product refinement to illserination, acquisition, and irpleentation.

Consequently, compared to Rintiolvstens with well developer knowledge and

technology bases; fAr more research is likely to be needed in education

prior to or aurg the design and development stages, and more iterations

of the development cycle are likely to be needed as more and more is

learned from each field test about weaknesses in the productAkdesign.

',There more resources need to be allocated to the research and development

phases prior to production and distribution, thereis relatively less

payoff per dollar investedgin a given product.

5. Defining Research Problems and Planning Research.Strategiet

A

The weakness of the field's knowledge and technology base, therefore, may

disowage investment in educational RiDEJ.. program or product development

asotoo costly for the potential benefits to be expected. This weakness

/also makes it'moresdifficult for researchers or R&D personnel io define 'a'{

research or development problem and plan httw to attack it. There has

:,eg_.n sore discussion`n the literature of how inadequately educational

researchers defi-e research problers -- how little grasp edicational

r,serchers ,teer to have of what a research problem is, or how to defirle

t in b way that na0s it reseanchal-le given t'le existing knowledge and

technology base Educatio-al researchers tend to confuse tie signaicance10,
4 7 .!lb

. It
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of a proble'n tonic with the research problem itself; or frequently thy

confuse the research problem with their objectives or the steps they

intend to follow. The importance of being able to define researchable

problems cannot be overrated as a prerequisite to engineering a solution.

By analogy to a hypothetical aerospace situation, once the problem is

defined in terms of ten specific questions to be answered, the problem

can be solved and the rocket will be launchedor the failure of an

operating system will be.corrected. In education, however, researchers

are unable to specify the -ques,tions to be answered in so rigorous a manner,

oartly beciuse there are so many unknomps and partly because educational

researchers are rarely well trained in defining research problem in

relation to knowns and unknowns in the field's knowledge and technology

ease.

Social and Political Vulnerability

We need not belabor the point further. The nature and weakness of the

field's knowledge and technology base axe at the crux of many of the opera-

ting problems .of the educational R'D&I system. Enually critical in ex-'

olaining many of system's operating problems is the field's social and

political vulnerability to environmental influence. This vulnerability is

vident, for instance, in how subject the system has been to political in-

flu?nce -- e.g.: in giving in to pressures for programsoviented to imme-

diate results rather than long-term planniA and more gradual development

S.

of solutions; in focusing resource allocations overwhelmingly on developing

and imple'rentChg programs rather thanion building the system's resources and

capabilities; and in creating a large network Of laboratdries and centers

tbA cotntry to sat,isfy regional political interests, rather than

cratinglimply a few institutions equal in number to the exisoting critkcal

masses of talent in. the, field; etc. Had the field been able to resist

these politicej influences end created a smaller educational R/Diigl system, \
stiffed taferted manpower; investing a considerable portion of available

resureeslin capability-building activities, long-term planning, and long-

a
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range R&D work, more significant achievements might have been produced at

a tower cost in ;]ollars and in the system's already inadequate reserve of

prestige.

This social? and political vulnerability of the education sector is especial-
,

ly evident in user system acquisition decisionmaking, where we see the

behavior of operating system personnel in seeking out, accepting, or

rejecting externally developed innovations influenced as much by external-

ly defined needs and perceptions of\-b-ommunity sensitivities as by the

inhevent merits of a particulaar product or program.

rt

The system's vulnerability is also apparent from the legitimacy and credi-

bility problems frequently Frountered by educational R1D-1 perspan41.

Rather than seeing educational researchers or R&D personnel as working for

their benefit, members of the black community, for instance, have come to

be suspicious of the numerous studies and projects onducted by white

researchers in the black community, presumably for the benefit of the black

community. The argument has been made frequently that black residents give

generously of their time, and insights, white researchers publish their

studies to the benefit of their careers, and then they go on to other work,

leaving the black community in no better position than before. As a

consequence, black residents or leaders in some communities have refused

to cooperate with white researchers, or have demanded to be paid for their

tie and assistance as a precondition for participation.

7. a Strong'Constituency of Powerful A5ency Advocate

AP
per^os the ;rest serious difficulty resulting from the sAtten's prestige,

problers is its inability to de..el.:p

cnstitip-,.ncy of its own, to function as a countAeight to those

inf!%,.r.ces hat weaken system effectiveness. Neither the

in gereral nor the educational research and R/D&I con-

-iv-At. in :-.,artflar has ~,een vocal or active in generating support for

0

.



edudational K.D&I or blunting the positions argued by the system's detrac-

tors and oppo.nents. Despite AEPA discuSsions about the needifo the

field to gain, rore influence over its agenda and directious
14

, little

has been doge to structure the field in a manner that could bring about

this goal. So the field remains buffeted by external forces -- agendas

rerain deternined largely by Federal agency officials influenced by ad-

visors t'ley select, and by social anoPpolitical forces too powerful to

resist or dilute. A7RA has in the past couple,of years tried to organize

some political liaisdn groups of its members.who volunee r essentially Ito

lobby on behalf of the interests of the educational res rch comnunity as

trey perceive these interests. As yet, however, it is too early to note,

any discernible in;uance from this lobbying
154

Richard Dershimer, in his history of federal involvement in.educational

R&D in the '60s and early 170s,
16

has argued that Eraditional notions of

political constituencies as powerful influences on what happens in Washing-

ton are mis;taken when one looks at such area's as educational R&D. Instead,

he argues, relatively small numbers of agency bufeaucrats committed to

certain programs or goals are generally the determining Thfluences on

what policies are put into effect for at least were in the 190s) even

when no politiealconstitueneies "out there" express any interest or

exert any pressure. Thairmay in fact be a valid picture of the Washington

reality. But if so; it simply underscores how weak the leadership from

N/E has been, or OEbetween sa :1968 and 1972, in behalf df the interests

of the educational research a d R&D communities,
0

In addition to the lack of a strong research'R&D community constituency

or pOwerful agency advocates for educational R/D&I, school personnel have
, I

to tn snrw relatiYely little irteres in most ofltbe outpgts o? exter-

nal RID&I. Consequently, there is limited demand-for system outputs,I
marketing problems ar-e-jenormOus, and the political clout that could be

mgsterPi by numerous education interest groups is not exercised in behalf

Of the system..

1

0
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8. summary

In all, then, envi'ronniental influences on educational R/D&I are enormous,

OW must be taken into account.as serious donstraints on the feasibility

of options and strategies that might be considered for maneging and en-

hancing the functioning of this RID &I system. Given the low prestige,

legitimacy, and credibility of the field, the general lack of confidence

in its ability'to achie70" anything significant, and the lack of any sub-

stantial constituency to assert the system's interests, it may be difficult

to mustersignyicant support for policy options or management strategies

that require expanded rsources, or that significantly shift resource al-

locations from direct program and product dA(opitdategories to sys-

tem capability-building activities.

Given'the vicious circle of interrelationihips between low prestige and

limited attractiveness to first-rate minds, personnel problems may remain

critical barriers to significant lohievement unless specific plans for

overcoming this weakness are included in wiatever policies or management.

.strategies ere developed.

I

Given the extreme vulnerability of the system to'lodial and political in-

fluence, the, feasibility of particular RP or KU,opiions will alw ys have

\\ to assessed in relation to social and politicp1 forces, those ikely to
, .

10II

.... uRport andpose likely to oppose a specific prppbsed action. And too,
. ,

.11(
st tes involving the desirh of particular innovations and the manly in

whicey theyare disseminated or marketed need to take possible sources,of

oppvition or difficUlty into account and plan accordingly.

strategytdevelopment must consider such environmental influendes'as the
nature of educational innovations, the nature of the educati7a1 knowledge

and technology base, tile current underdeveloped state of that knowledge'

and tichnotogy base, and the governance structure of the education sector,

nosing all the larious kinds of problems we have noted throughout this chap-
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ter -- the difficutties ii gaining widespread user system acceptance and

adoption and in achieving effective implementation of educational innova-

"tions; the values, ethic's, and reliability issues inherent in social...

science knowledge bases; the large number of unknowns in the educational

R'D &I knowledge and technology base, and throblems this poses in

defining research problems and in'requiring substantially larger research

and development costs and therefore proportionally less per dollar payoff

in funds invested it educational R1D &I activities; etc.

_Effective policy formation and strategy development must take these envi-

ronmental constraints jilt° account so as to minimize or overcome their

influence. But beyond this, is there anything system managers can do to

directly influence the environment to make it more supportive of education-

al It/D&I? Clearly, some of the environmental flctors we have considered

I

must be viewed as fixed and, for all practical purposes, unchangeable

(e.g.: the nature of the knowledge base of the field, the nature of

educational innovations, and the governance structure of the education

sector). But other environmental factors would seem to be'Smenable to

various typeikof policy interventions that might conceivably improve the

environment of educational R/Dta,to make it more favorable to system

interests and needs. We conclude our analysis of environmental influences

on educational R/D&I by tonsidering.the'interrelated web of influences

on environment-system boundary transactions, the degree to which each

influence -must be considered fixed or amenable to change, possible policy

interventions to improve the system's environment, and what more we need to-

know before we can develop these policy ideas into workable strategies for

improving the system's environment and therefore the flow of inputs and sup-

ports that are likely 'to enhance system .functiohing or at least minimize

difficulties in systeal functioning.
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III. DESIGN OF POLICY INTERVENTIONS

1. Conceptual Frameworti.

Political systems analysts conceptualize the relationship between systems

and their environments in the manner shownsin.Figure I.
17

In political

terms, the key inputs flowing from environment to system are demands made

on the system and supports (positive or negative) for the system; outputs

flowing from the system (in the form of decisions, policies, or actions,

or in the case of R'D&I, programs, products, strategies and the like) are

a major factor affecting those demands and supports. When a system is

functioning in relative equilibrium with its environment, sys&M outputs'
mt.

are meeting or even exceeding environmental dpnapds, and therefore the
. .

system is accorded legitimacy and other kinds of supports .that insure an

adequate flow of inputs to meet system needs; the demands remain moderate

in number and intensity, and are piocessed without undue strain on the

system. HOwever, when as in the case of education, system outputs are not

able to meet or keep pace with environmental demands in number pr in'

quality, and for this reason and others supports for the system are low,

the flow of requisite imputs (e.g.: funding, manpower, and other resources)

is likely to be inadequate'to system needs and the number and intensity

,of demands are likely to overwhelm.the system's capacities 'for ptocessing

and dealing with them.

In Figure 2; we have expanded the political systems model to include all

the various kinds of environmental influences we have considered in this

chaptei,..their relationship to demands, supports, resource inputs, system

functioning, and outputs, and their complex interrelationships. The

sketch is designed to show how complex the interrelationships are in this

web of environmental influences and system features, and therefore why it

is so difficult to locate points of leverage around which to design

policy ineerventions or management strategik that provide reasonable

chances of improving the system's environment.

I44 ')t%1
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FIGURE 1
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FIGURE 2
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Several points depicted in the sketch. should be underscored before we

attempt to,uSe This Framework to determine what 'the most fruitful points

of leverage may be;

4

A A. Demands

In the education sector, demands on the system are likely to be

high -- because of the nature of the system as a public service

agency, 'supported by public. funds. It is a system affecting every

taxpayer and especially every pareht with school age children at-
.

tending the public schooli; and too, it is a system affecting the

business and industrial community because of the relationship between

schooling and labor pool qualifications.

Demands are also likely to be high because of the social and politi-

cal vulnerability of the system -- due to the system's governance

structure, the value-laden nature of the system`e knowledge base,and

its decisionmaking, the weakness of the system's knowledge base and

therefore the relatively small expertise gap between system personnel

and laymen, the high level of concern about system funCtioning felt

by relevant.publics,,and especially the strong faith Americans have

placed in schooling as the pAmary vehicle for social mobility and

social reform.

The operating system has developed a powerful constituency of its own,

and a vocal body of interest groups is lobby its 'case. The education-

al R/D&I system, however, lacks a significant constituency'or a sub-
,

stantial robbying mechanism.; Consequently, while many demands are

made on the .1VD&I system by external forces, few demands are arttcu-

laced on behalf of the system -- either to assert its needs, or to

serve as d counterweight to external forces able to intrude their

perceptions. and interests in the processes that affect decisions about

RID &I system inputs and functioning.

4

1''.

4
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Ate Supports for the R/D&I system are generally low, and this is at-

tr,ibutable to a number of'interrelated factors. First, the know-

ledge base is weak. Consequently, both the knowledge base and theme

system that applies it are low in prestige in the various research

and R1D &I subcultures that cou"td potentially be,drawl_on by the sys-

tem. Seco.nd, with some notable exceptions,'system outputs have not

A

been outstanding in qU3ality, reinforcing the system's low prestige in

the scholarly and broad R'D&I communities and contributing to the

.gen,trally low esteem, in which external R.0 is held by operating per-
.

sonnel and by members of Congress and others who critically influence

resource allocation decisions. Third, the nature of educational

R'D &I Ntputs as innovations focused pridarily on "people change" con-

tributes.to the difficulties they face gaining a eptance in the

operating system and then achieving effective i pletentation.

oFailure to achieve widespread adoption'of R/D&I outputs, significant

changes in school practices and programs, or substantial impact on

student achievement (or other objectives of particular outputs) con-

tribute to the low prestige of educational R/D&I and the relatively

limited demand for its outputs.

C. Goals, Need?, etc.; Inputs; Functioning

We noted earler how these various environmental influences affected

the definition -of R/D&I goals, needsf policies, and strategies; how

they affected the flow of such critical inputs as funding and especial-

ly talented personnel into'the system; and'how they %ffected the con-

duct of various system functions. These paths of influence are also

noted in Figure 2.

D. Interrelationships

Finally. several of the interrelationships depicted in Figure 2 have
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been considered previously. For instance, the weaknesses ofthe

system's knowlWge base contribute to its low prestige, both of

which makeiit difficult'for the systemito attract the needed input

of first-rate personnel, 1,4h,th in turn reinforces the systcm's low

prestige, all of which combine to make it more difficult to strengthen

the system's knowledge base or to produce outputs of outstanding

quality, qprketability, awl feasibility for effective implementation

and impressive impact. Or to take another example, the nature of

education as an institution, its governance structure, the high level

of concern of relevant publics, the weakness of the knowledge.base

and therefore the small expertise gad between educational personnel

and laymen all create substintiAl vulnerability to environmental
son

influence. This is reinforced by the weakness of system supports

(due to all the factors we considered above). This vulnerability per-

mits the system to be buffetedby demands articulated by groups in

the system's environment, derived from perceptions of system outputs

as inadequate or from social and political forces external to the

system. In the absence of any countervailing system clout (e.g.: a

substantial constituency and influential lobbying force of its own,

prestigious spokesmen actively arguing its case, etc.), supports

remain low, demands remain high, and Inputs remain inadequate.

The crisscrossing of two-way arrows so prevalent in Figure 2 suggests

that key variables are closely interrelated in a web of cause and ef-

fect. Given the complex interrelationships, where, if at all, are

there points of leverage for policy interrelationship? System out-

puts, for instance, ace both a cause of the existing pattern of

demands and supports, and an effect of those demands and the low level

of system supports as well as such other factors as the level and

quality of funding and personnel, the'natUre and weakness of the know-

ledge and technology base, the nature of educational innovations,

etc. The low level of system supports, to consider another example,

is a cause of the low level of funding and,the poor quality of person-
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nel inputs flowing to the system and the resultant poor quality
aft

outputs, and-in a sense a cause of, the high level of demands made

on the system if the system had more prestige it would be less

subject to external demands. Indirectly, the low level of supports

is also a cause of the continuing Neak status of the field's know.:

ledge.and technology base -- if the system had more prestige, it

would be better able to attract the first rate talent that might

bring about significant gains in .the knowledge and technology base.

The low level of support is also au effect -- of the poor quality

outputs, the nature and weakness of the field's knowledge base, the

quagty of the personnel pool, etc.

E. Fixed Factors and Factors Amenable to Change

Is it possible, then, to intervene in this interrelated web of

influences? Which of these factors must be accepted as fixed for

all practical purposes? Which, if any, might be amenable to change,

in some fashion, to some significant degree? And which of these

are likely to have the greatest short-term and long-term impact on

system-environment relations?

The list of fixed influenCes must include: the nature of education as

an institution, its govertance structure, the high level of concern

of relevant publics, the sociar-science-based mature of its knowledge

base, and the naturd' of educational innovations. More amenable to

change might be such factors as: the level of system supports, the

pattern of demands made on the system, the quality of the system's

manpower pool, the weakness of the system's knowledge base, and the

quality of system outputs. In the remainder of this chapter, we con-

sider possible Ilicy interventions that might be designed around each

ofthese'poiiltsofleverage,theOrobleiminherentin.each because

of the interrelationship of factors depicted in Figure 2, and what

more we need to know about all this:
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Z. Points of Leverage for Police Interventions

A. Quality of System Oftputs.

Since the poor quality of system outputs is at the root of

many of the system's problems with its environment, it seems

reasonable to begib ou;hanalysis with this critical factor.

Clearly, however, any attempt to improve the quality of

system outputs is complicated by the interrelationship of

this faector with others in the model -- the weakness of the

field's knowledge and technology base, the generally unspec-

tacular quality of the system's personnel pool and the low

esteem in which the system and its ,knowledge base are held,

making it more difficult to attract first-rate talent.

Despite these difficulties, seveial kind of policy initia-

tives might be attempted and studied for their effects. First

and foremost, it would-seem essential to increase the visible,

return on the 'investment that has been made in educational R&D.'

What would seem to be required is a substantially higher

success rate, i.e.:a larger proportion offunded projects

producing visible successes and,a much smaller percentage

producing dismal failures. What this might requirefis a

callouvrinnowing of research in progress or programs on the

. drawing boards, so that the overwhelming bulk of funding goes

to low-risk research and R&D programs, defined as low-risk

not necessarily because of their extablished, conventional

nature but rather because there is already a substantial,

high-quality knowledge and technology base accumulated to sup-

port such work, an impressive cr.iticiI mass of talent working

in the area, a significant track record of important achieve-

ments, and strong promise that major accomplishments are with-

%
in reach.
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A strong case might be made against an approach of this kind.

For instance, it might be argued that a focus on low-risk re-

search has a quality of deja-vu about'it, returning us to the

mid-'60s mistaken emphasis on quick pay -off projects that in

fact turned out to be poor in conception-and execution, and

poe4 in the resultant quality of the %stouts pYbduced. How-

ever, this argument misconstrues what we have suggested, for

1.e,

we defined these research anz! R D progra;s as being low in

risk because of the high qual" 6f their knowledge and tech-

nol')gy base, the available critical masses of talent, and the

strong record of achievement in the particular research area.'

There is more validity to other argUments that might be made

against this proposal. For instance, it cannot be denied that

such a policy would probably cut off support for some areas of

work in which a significant investment had already been made;

and would jeopardize the futures of infant research areas and

young and perhaps talented researchers. And too, such a poli-

cy would once again introduce an eler(ent of instability into

educational R/D&I: once again long-term projects would have

been cut off before they could bear fruit. Also, it cannot
P

be denied that some of the most important breakthroughs that,

historically, have changed our lives, have cbme from work done

in what were once new research areas, while the work being

done on the mainstream was only "more of the same" in the con-

ventional mold, eventually to be made obsolete by what came

out of the once infant research areas.

All of this is tru..... fll, unless R/D&1 managers can begin

to demonstrate that the overwhelming majority of funded pro-

grams are producing impressive gains, it will not be possible

4 ) )
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to improve the s ystett's prestige; legitimacy, credibi'lity4- or,

level oe support, Avid Without -such" aa improved support cli-

mate, it seems unlikely that the system will be able, to -

attract the level and quality of funding and personnerin

I

puts nagded

/

for long -term survival and ,maturation.

11

.

The design and implementation of .such a policy will nets be '

easy. :Who is to decide which programs offer the greatest
.

promise or impressive achievement? Who 'is to decide where the .'

field's imlowledge and technology bases are best developed and 4

i

where the critical masses of talent are and are not working? -' ,L(
. 4104

Who is to 'attempt to develop consensus in thu. field oneWhat
,' I a. ie

constitutes "impressive achievement" (impressive to w6Om, on ' \

What grounIS)? Anti who is to develop the field's acceptance.
v.

of the fact ,that it maj be impbrtant to the field's longeterm

interests to sacri-frd'e some preSent 'suppoq fdt work in areas

that might prove to have funeamental significance but that
.

havenot yet developed a substantial enbugh-knowfedge and ..
J..

.

technology.base. and personnel pool to suggest that Igrfifi-
.

.

cant .pdhievement is -within react'? How can system managers , ..

ansW 'that if support for these areas is sacri-
,

..
knfled now they willnever be able to develop that- owledge .

4

and technology base .or the Critical mass .af talent viewed as

. a prerequisite to support? Can system managers find -a body

of 'eminent advisers' from the Eield, who are reasonab'ly frie
.

of 'bias, (or whose unavoidOle biases cancel each other out),

and vi5ose fUdgementS will be viewed as having leg104 y

even by those individuals and/Or otgAnj.zations whale ,4ntereses
4400" .

are hurt?.fr What role, in thisp;rocess, if any might .re played

by such 'professional s:.,sociations as the WA, APA, ASA, AP$,A.

etc.?'

4
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,A, second sort of initiative !lig> be considered that takes"

into account part'of the argument made against what we h'ave

just suggested. There'is a great deal of validity to the

argument that work of fundamental long-term sipificance is

likely to come out of sode of these infant research' areas,

and that if support for this research is cut off now these

research areas may be prevented froi diweloping the requi-4,

site knowledge and technology bases and critical masses of

talent. Therefore, a portion of the available resources might

be set aside to support work these areas. But if this is done,

it becomes imp&tant to make clear to laymen, practitioners,

Segress, and other potential critics just what such funds are

and are not expected to produce, and especially make clear401.

. over what (long-term) time periods-pay-offs of any kind can be'

even hoped for, what the likelihood of payoff may be, andwhy

the investment is considerpd a wise one despite the long wait

and the uncertainties of a significant return.

If a policy of this kind is pursued, it will require (as did

the first initiative we considered) involvement of eminent

leaders o4 relevant fiera90 help determane which research

areas (of the large number that might be supported) seem,to

offerthe strpngest possibilities of ultimately producing '

significant achievement. However, if recent experience is any

indication of what might be expected in the future, committees'

of emirkent'schoiars are reluctant to' make such choitfs among

rese:;ZWareas, even when 'specifically asked to do so, leaving

the choice totthers (such as agency staffers)'

who are probably less qualified than themselves to make such

4111 'choices:18

"41

4

0 A third policy initiative tht might be considered would in-

volVe a direct campaign to us those impressive system outputs,

111
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that do exist (or are produced over time) to impro g the

image and therefore the level of supports for the s ten
4

in various research and R&D communities inside and ou;side

the educational RID &,I system, among operating system person-

,nel.and decisionmakers, among members of Congress and the

o
federal aencies influential. in resource allocation decisions,

and among laymen in general. Such a balatant public rela-

tions,cppaign probably could not justifiably use public

funds. But it would. seem appropriate to an educational,

research/R&D interest group such as the AERA, especially

if it were conceived in part as an effort to educate these

various constitutencies in the complexities, difficulties,

and probl s in educational R/61 and the efforts being made

by the fief to overeome'its problems and improve its

performance.

A campaiin of this kind might describe some of the'outstand-

ing achievements produced by the system, what they were, what

their effedts have been, and why it was possible to produce

them how much money it took, what kinds of personnel,..

what sorts of settings and oreanizational arrangements, what

existing knowledge and technology, how long it took to

produce pre-existing knoWledge and technology and'the

R/D&I output .itself, etc.; how this compares to other areas

where significant achievement may be within reach, what

these future outputs might look like, whet kinds of effects

they might have.aand what more may be needed to bring these

to fruition -- how much more money and time, what kinds

of personnel who may not yet exist in sufficient numbers or

with the requisite skills, what kinds of knowledge and

techndlogy that maAstill need to be developed,etc.

1,

4
.
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. .

Although the AERA would seem to be the most appropriate group

to conduct such a campaign, there seems little reason to &elieve

that this organization would have much enthusiasm for
.

such a

,program. A. though an effort has been made to describe the organi-.

xnation as e,t)resenting both educational researlthers and R&D

personnel,'it clearly remains oriented primarily toward educa-

tional research: Is it likely that the AERA wou,ld involve -

.....

itselfin such a campaign? Could it be persuaded to conduct

such campaign? If not the AERA, who might carry out this
;1-

kind of initiative? Would any of the'private foundations

's4port such an affort'and pay for the production of'descrip-

tive materials? If such 'printed matter did become available,

would a group such as AERA's Governmental did Professional

Liaison groilp take the campaign to Congress and other key

decisionmakers? Clearly, as badly needed as such a campaign

may be, there is likely to be some resistance (even within the

field) to its advisability or appropriateness.

B. Weaknesses of the System's Knowledge and Technol,pgy Base

The vicious circle of influences that block furpher.system

maturation become particularly salient when one considers

the need to strengthen the fie id's knowledge/technology base.

As long as the knowledge and technology base of the system,

remains weak and inadec;tihte to the needs of research and

development activities, system outputswill remain poor in

quality, and all the attendant problems of low esteen and

difficulty in attracting first-rate talent will continue.

But it seems unlikelly that the knowledge and technology base

of the field can be significantly strengthened unless some '

effort is made to attract a larger supply of first-rate talent

to the field. And as long as the field continues to be held

in such low estoeq, the possibilities of attracting this

41.
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high calibre talent in stze'able numbers seem remote.

Equally significant, as long as support for the system

remains low, it will be difficult to persuade those who

control resource allocation decisions that a substantial

proportion of Arailabie funds should be concentrated on

knowledge-building activities that prov,ide the slimmest and

most long-term prospects fora tangible return on R/D&I

investmegt. If this unhappy situation is to be reversed,

talented researchers who might be attracted to the field

apd decisionmakers who control resource allocations, will

have to be persuaded that a significant strengthening of the

field's knowledge anq techffelogy base is poss4ble within a

reasonable time frame. a

In preparation for a concerted effort of this kind, it would

seem essential to bring together a body of eminent, respected

scholars and R&D experts to map the knowledge and technology .%
i

ittir)

base of the field and assess the state of development of

various research areas within that base. Thigffort might

be even more useful if it was carried out in relation Coat,

another effort oriented toward identifying, the kinds of

outputs that are most badly needed by tote field. This lattek

agenda might be drawryp by an equally prestigious panel of

practitioners and a'gency officials. -The two groups, first

studying each other's findings and then meeting together,

might come upwith an agenda of priority work -- research

areas that should be given priority attention, eitkuyecau'se

of their importance as a basis for developing needed outputs
.

or understandings, or because world in the area is moving in

the direction of making possible outputs or ways of thinking

about education that could be of fundamental signtficance,'

or both. We already alluded to this type of strategy (and its

t..
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difficulties) when we considered options to raise the qualtty

of syste' outputs. .But it would certainly seem to be worth a

try, especially if the priority research areas selected could
P

be analyzed in terms of an agenda of researchable problems

'needed to make initial progress in extending the existing

knowledge/technology base of each area from where it is nom:,

If such analyses could be conducted, if adequate consensus

could be deieloped in the field on the elements in this

',research agenda, and if talented researchers inside and

outside the educational R/D&I system and those wtco control

resource alloatton decisions could be persuaded that a re-

search agenda so structured and supported made significant

future achievements seem highly likely, `then substantial

progress might be made toward strengthening the knowledge

and technology base and enhancing the prestige of the field.

Or a simpler, less direct strategy might be tried -- e.g.:

simply attracting a critical mass of first-rate talent in a

given area trf:the knowledge and technology base in need of

dev%lopment, providing them with the resources they require,

and letting them determine the course of research to be followed

and the manner in which this, more basic work might be drawn on

to develop applications for schools and classrooms. However,

this latter strategy is easier to describein the abstract,
1

than with any substantial degree of specifi ity, and it is no

doubt likely ,to be easier to specify than o implement

effectively, as we shall see below.

C. Quality of the System's Personnel Pool

The failure of educational R/D&I to attract a sizeable number

of eminent researchers has been one of the most frequently

repeated criticisms of the systemsincebinitial disappointinent

4_
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set in only a few years. after it was created. But, as we,

note at several points in our analysis, from the very outset

47

environmental influe ces discouraged whatever serious interest

in educational rose rch and R?D&I activities first-race talpnt

r4ght have had. The field has long been held in low esteem

by the various research and R&D sebculturesirom which potential

personnel might have been drawn. And the unstable, trulnerable

history of the institutionalized system, and its limited achieve-

menos, have only reinforced those long -held, deeply-rooted °

0
prejudices in the socialization patterns experienced by

virtually all recruits to the worlds of academia and industrial

R&D. As long as-the firl continues to be held in low esteen,

'it is difficult for it to attract first-rate talent; and as
,0

long as
4
there are relatively few eminent men and women and an

inadequate 7upply of high calibre personnel in the field; its

achievements will remain severely limited, and its prestige will

continue on a low level. How, if at a/1, \-egn we intervene in

this vicious cixcle?

Some' have concluded tht impressive achievements musccome

first.
19

If this is true, then perhaps the strategies we
.

discussed above for producing a few outstanding achievements

offer the best long-term possibilities of attracting first-

rate talent to the field. System managers might concentrate

resources where critical masses of talent already exist. This

might increase the number of impresiive achievements to which

the field could point and boost its success/failitre ratio.
r

Over time, talented students and established researchers from

other fields might begin to ste at4ractive possi ilities for

their work within educational R/D&I. .

But are more rapid, more direct .approaches possible? Some

have been tried. For instance, one substantial fundiog program
<
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succeeded'in attra,ting a significant number of young

researcheys fro-, the disciplines.
20

But it is not clear

at this tine just how many, if any, of these researchers

used the .funds to conduct studies they wield not have other-

wise conducted within their disciplines, or just how many

of them continued working on problems relevant to education

after these grants ran out. To take another example, NIE

conducted some invitational'conferences to have eminent

researchers from specific disciplines develop research 'agendas

for the Institute, and, it was hoped, to stimilate their

interest in applying for grants to conduct pieces of the

research agenda they helped formulate.
21

However,'we have

seen little evidence of substantial results from this approach

either.

Other kirlds of recruiting ssraegies might be tried on a more

one-to-one, personal but organzized basis. For instance,

proposals might be solicited from first-rate researchers and

R/D&I personnel in the 'field, with NIE offering substantial

five-year research grants to those who develop the best

propoials for: (a) developing specific outputs, or critical

elements of the knowledge and technology base of particular

priority areas, and (b) doing this by,recruiting and working

with critical masses of relevant talent from other field's, or

even:better, a mixed group of establighed researchers and a

number of their young students or colleagues.

A second strategy might ential workirig with the p3ofessional

associations (e.g.: AEiec divisions or units working with

the APA, ASA, APSA, and otherassoclations tied to the
1

;

disciplines or applied fields) to improve the image of edu-

cational research and R/D&I, its areas of past accomplisents

4

0
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and the possibilities for future achievement in gtecific

areas, and to increase opportunities for talented researchers

from these other fields to get interested inyorking on educa-

tional research and R /D &I problems. Of course, unless sub- i

stantial progress is made in the coming years, it seems

unlikely that any of these'direct types of recruiting strategies

will have much success in offsetting the pervasive notion that

educational R /D &I is a hopeless enterprise, a field with too

many risks and too few reasonable opportunities for significant

achievement-to be seriously considered as a career option for

a researcher with real talent.

c

The policy options need to be considered thoughtfully, for

the choices seem to reflect the old chicken-and-egg dilemma.

Which must come first? Impressive achievements now so that ,

capability building,becomes more possible in the future? Or,

capability building now 4o that impressive achievements become

more possible in the future? Or, as we have suggested else-

where,
22

is it possible to structure procurements in such a

way that both objectives can be achieved at the same time?
.

We shall return to this point in other
t

chapters.
23,

D. Level of System Supports

, \ .

The level of supports for educational R/D&I might conceivably

be raided by direct or by indirect intervention strategies.

Strategies that might indirectly raise'the level of system

supports would be those focused not so much on supports

themselves as on Some of the root causes of the low esteem
.

in which the system is held. What we have in mind here are

those strategies considered above, designed to produce outputs
,..

of impressive quality,.tostrenthen the field's knowledge and

technolog base, and to attract more first-rate research and

R/D&I tarent to the field.

4
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More direct support-building strategies might be' tried as

well. The kind of public relations campaign we considered

earlier, could be parl of one such strategy, especially it it

is carried out through an approach chat communicates not only

the impressive accompli&hments the field has already achieved

but also the problems faced by educational R/D&I and the

efforts being made by the field to overcome these difficulties

and improve its performance. A campaign of this kind might

be particularly effective in building support for the system

if it also conveyed messages about. potential future benefits

that might accrue to cash target audieftde fto1 the improvement

of system functioning, and what each group_maght do to -contribute

to that goal. ,

But such future b'enefits,p be conveyed must be derived from

the walities of group interests and of what gains can legiti-

mately be expected under various more or less possible

conditions. Therefore, designers of this strategy will need

much more specific information than is availablenow about the

perceptions, expectatOns, and desires of each of these target

audiences (especially groups individuals who have not thought

of their interests in relation o educational R/D&I, such as

researchers and R/D&I personnel from other disciplines and

sectors). Once such information is available and is used

effectively by professionals with constitutency-building

talents, it maybe possible with the right mix of prestigious.

researcherS andl/D&I personnel from the education sector and

adequate organizing resources to develop/a direc't constituency-

building campaign tragettid at diverse audiesices who can be

persuaded that their interests can be served by,.or linked to,

a strong, effective educational R/D&I system. target; audiences

might include researchers and R/D&I personnel from the

.education'sector and from other disciplines and sectors; private

r
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sector firms wbo migkt eventually produce, Market, and/or

distribute the outputs Of educational KP activities; school

personnel and decisionmakcrs; members of Congress and other

federal agencies who affect resource allocation decisions;

parents anJ layment generally.'

4
How might.such direct constituency-building campaign be

conducted? By who Using what resources? How much voluntarism

could be relied on? How much of.the work and coordinatiOn would.

have to be carried out by full-time, paid professionals? What

roles might t'e played by the professional' associations? What

legitimate arguments would be most persuasive for building

1(4

support in each segment of Lthe.potential constituency? As ming

the constituency-building effort is successful, how and fo what
.

purpo;es might each segment of the potential constituency be

called on in the future to meet the system's needs for lobbying
. .

...

its case, for locating and recruiting particular kinds of

expertise, information, etc.? If resources are to be invested

in such an effort, tentative answers do all these questions

must be formulated, baked for the most part, we would hope, on

research data and on the judgments of professionals skilled in

such campaigns. /

E. Pattern of Demands 'ade on the System

Given the various environmental influences. which create extreme

system vulnerabijity to social and political demands, it seems

-unlikely that the system couA ever become ihmune to extelfnil

pressures. even if this were desirable. As, long as system

supports sre:rain weak, and as long as the system continues to

be held in low esteem (because of the4weaknesses of its outputs,

its knowledge and technology. base, and its personnel pool),

9 I
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external demands made on the system will cremain high and perhaps

dominant in zi.termining s,:sten directions and patterns of

functioning. However, some policy initiatives might be

effective in reducing the number and intensity of such demands,

and in achieving greater balance between demands for system-

generated needs, on the one hand, and environment - generated

needs, on the other.

Although demands and supports can be somewhat independent

variables it seems reasonable to assume that the higher the

level of supports for a system and the greater the legitimacy

and prestige it is accorded, the less intrusive external forces

are likely to be in attempting to influence the directions of

;51d

system functioning -eite..stypes of system outputs to be

prodpced. Therefo e, all the various strategies we have consi-

dered to directly or indirectly affect the level of system

Aupports are rikely to have some indirect effect on the pattern

of 'demands mdde on the system as well.
. .

Direct strategies to affect the demand pattern also 'seem possible.

For instahCe% the constituency-building activities directed

at particular audiences might include all those sources of

major demands made on the system. Particular.strategies might.

be designed to persudade each target group not only of its stake

in the development of an effective educational RiD&I system,

but also which of-its demands are reasonable or unreasonable

given the existing state of development of system capabilities.

If these groups could be persuaded that demands beyond the

system's capabilities now might be met in the fuZuib if the

system had more resources, or if the system were permitted to

pursue particular capability-building programs in the areas of
> .

personnel development or more basic research (i.e., filling in-

" 1
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some of the gaps in the field's knowledge and technology base),

then greater balance might be achieved between environment-

generated and system-generated demands, to the ultimate benefit

of both the system,and its constituency.

IV. NEXT STEPS

1. Where We Are Now

c /
The field and its leadership seem to have a reasonably good Under-

_

standing of the dilemmas posed by the unsupportive environment in

which the educational RiD&I system functions. Although there is little

that cold be categorized as a literature specifically focused on en-

vironmental influenc , there is a considerable amount of commentary

on these influences ; generally as part of discussions. of other matters.

The difficulty is not lack of understanding of the nature of the prob-

lems, but rather, what to do about them, and perhaps too, a sense that

'there is probably very little_.,t1har. can be done about them directly.

It may be that nothing should be done about these problems,directly.

-The survival crisis may be ovqr, and these:who were bitterly attack-

ing educational R&D and calling for a zero budget for NIE in 1974 may

simply be ignoring educational R?D&I as-too insignificant a matter

and too small a federal budget item to warrant their continued concern.

Certainly.:the climate in Congress is far less antagonistic than it

was only a few years ago. And potential critics may Simply ignore the

enterprise long enough to permit the system to develop and mature over

'time and liroduce a more impressive record of achievements.

Still, even if the political climate is less antagonistic than it once

was, this gain is not likely to improve the esteem in which the field

4



is held by talented researchers in othei fields. And clearly, attract-
.

ing more talent tothe field, and strenghtening the field's knowledge

And technology base, must still be viewed as concerns warranting pri-

ority attention.

2. Needed Research and Analysis

A
Various kinds of data-gathering and analytical work might be carried

out as the bases for designing the kinds of direct campaigns we have

suggested here. If it was decided to limit such campaigns-to lonly

improvingthe view of the field held by researchers, only parts of

what wepre proposing might be undertaken. Or, if a broader series

of campAM were considered, targetted also at practitioners, at

Congress, at federal agencies, etc., more of the suggested data-

gathering might be included.

For instance, one possible line of inquiry might entail. empirical

surveys of members of the research and R /D &I communities (in the ed-

ucation sector and in other disciplines and sectors), school personnel,

members of Congress and federal agencies that control resource allo-

cation decisions, etc. to determine for each group:

-just how high or low in esteem they hold educational R/D&I, and

the reive importance of various factors we have considered in

explaining different levels of support; .

-what indicators of improved system functioning, or potential for

improved functioning, would persuade them that educational R/D&I

is becoming more effective and should. be viewed more favorably;

-what potentialluture gains.theyconceive*might be derived from

improved system functioning that could be of particular benefit

to their interests or to goals they feel committed to achieving

or to seeing others achieve;

-what role(s), if any, each group perceives it could conceivably

4
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play in contribUling o achievement of these goels;
. .

- receptiveness ro different arguments about

..impressiye achievements educational R/D&I-has made in the

past,

potential for future improvetent ehrough.Coqusing re-
.

'source *llocations on fever outputs where 4iinificant

achievement, is judged by eminent leaders of the field to

be within reach,

Potential for future improvement through focused

search on critical gaps in the field's knowledge and tech-

.nology base, and

..itslpotential for future improvement through attracting

first-rate perSonnel from other fields.

A second line of inquiry might entail empirical surveys of members of

the educational research and R/D&I communities to determine:

- the extent to which the field accepts the fact that long-term

system survival and maturation may be dependent on increasing

the number and Visibility of impressive achievements;
,

- how-member§ of the field think this can be accomplished most

effeciently;

- the extent to which the field accepts the positioh that for a

ame the overwhelming bulb of resources should be allocated to

low -risk research and R&D programs, ,where -there is already a

substantial, high-quality knowledge and technology base accum-

ulated, where there is already a critical mass talent working,

where there is already a significant track cord of achievement,

and where there appears to be considerable promise that 'major

accomplishments are within reach; .

- what allocation formula might be most reasonable for apportiln-

ing resources between low-risk work in areas of fundamental sig-

nificance wigre breakthroughs will take longer and are less cer-

tain but may be of long rang;'importarIce;

4)
1,i
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-which eminent members of the field they would nominate as most

capable of judging which areas of research and R/D6ri activity

offer the greatest promila of.impressive achievement, where, the

knowledge and technologyi)a§e is best developed, apd where

sses of talent are already working;

. -what past and present system accomplishments they would rate as

impressive achievements that should be made more visible to po-

tential constituencies;

-what areas of the knowledge and technology base they believe are

' best developed and offsr,the strongest base for Producing im-

ptessive achievements that'are within reach;
'

-wet areas of the knowledge and technology base that are not yet

well deOeloped they believe to,be in need of de*lopment to in-
.

creasvhelikelihood of future breakthroughs of fundamental

significance (and where there are already first-rate researchers

or R/b&I personnel working in these areas);

-for each area of tht knowledge and technology base the respon-

dent'described as a) in need of short-term of long-term strength-

. veiling, and as b) an area with which he has some familiarity, what

eminent researchers or R/D&I personnel he would nominate as best

ably to develop an agenda of researchable problems that, once

solved, could increase the possibility of"Tuture achievements of

significanCe; ,Ac

-which areas of research
4

have critical masses of

elude in this "critical

vity in which they have

-what roles they believe

and R/D&I activity they believe already

talent at work, and who they would in-

mass" designation in each area of Ai-
.

some expertise or familiarity; and

should be played by the professional

Associations in making these choices and plans.
...,1Cl.

.

A third line of potentially 'useful4iTiciAiry might involve analyses of
. .

the key sources f external demands made on the edUcational R/D&I
. . t .

ft
9

A.
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system in the past three years, and the systeps

meeting each set'of de7ands given existing regbu ces andAapabilities,
. . os

especially the state of development of relevaKt.seggyinvkdf the field's

knowledge and; technology base and person nel 06/. !:

A

members of the educational research and R/D&I communities nominated

by their colleagues in the previous surveys would be contacted to

determine their willingness to participate in the planned program.

Those Aro agreed'to par ticipate would then be surveyed for their

judgments of tie various items enumerated earlier (e.g.: which areas

of research and R/D&L activity ofilr the greatest promise of impressive

achievements that are within reach, where the knowledge and technology

base is best developed, where critical masses of talent are already

wicking, what past accomplishments are most impressive, what alloca-'

tion formula should be used to apportion funding between low-risk

programs where major accomplishments are Within reach and higher-
"

risk. programs of fundamental significance where breakthroughs will

take longer and be less certain, etc.). They would also be asked to

identify those researchers and R/D&I personnel they would include

in the "critical mass" designation 1.0 each area of activity they

le selected as (a) providing promise of impressive achievements within

reach, or' as (b) in need of long-term capability-building development

of the persO-nel pool and relevant knowledge and technology base if

apAbilities for

Ina second stage of the data-gathering and analysis effort, eminent

breakthroughs of fundamental significance are to he achieved in the

future.

3. Strategy Design and Monitoring.

Based' on the assembled information and ju ments, it might be

pc4sible to design several specific kinds strategies, suches:

A

p
r. 2 1
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a) campaigns targetted as potential constituences to

04

-.publicize impressiVe system outputs;

- educate these various,constituences,in the

complexities and difficulties in educational

.11/D61, and the efforts being made by the field

to overcome these problems and improve its

performance;

eevelop undetandAg of what more is needed

before specific future system future system

breakthroughs of significance are likely. to be

prothiced; and

.10 4w

- generate support'in each constituency and.willint-

ness to help the system get what it.needs Ito bring

,about these future breakthroughs;

b) funding programs to support the staged agendas of researchable

programs developed by the Institute's panelof eminent re- .

searchers in each segment of the knoWledge and technology

j base determined to be a high priority area of development,
*

to speed the achievement of-significant breakthroughs that

are within-reach and others that are of funlamAtal signifi-

cance but are riskier-and will require longer-term commit-.

meats; and

c) fund g programs to attract critical of talent ir4 given

arare of the.knowledge and technology base in.need of

development.

t

)
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To determine how effective suchstr egies had been., it would seem

important to be able CJ T nitor impact, if even in the roughest of

ways, e.g.: in term% of gmentsfof knowledgeables about what

effects each strateg ohas had on/a number of dimensions:

- quality of system outputs and their impale on the operating

system, and especially n students;

- speed with which they Ore produced, relative to rates oC

development of comparable outputs ia\the past;

v
g s

- gains in the system's kowledge and technology base in

particular areas;
1

\a- gains in the attraction nd development of a high calibre

personnel pool in given areas of research and R/D&I activity;

- effects on the level of supports accorded the.system by each

potential constituency;

- effects on the pattern of demands made on the system;

- effects on funding levels; and

- effects on the conduct of various R/D&I system functions and

such other comparative system features as institutional

configuration, information flowT\And research on the R/D&I

system.

There is, of course, no precise way to measure such dimensions. Nor, in ,/.

the absence ot measfurement or baseline information or controls, is there

any way to attribkfte j.udgedgains on one or another of these dimensions

to a particular strategy that might have been implemented. Still, if



we could get even these rough judgments from knowledgeable observers,

we would probably be in a significantly stronger position than we

' are now to improve environmental influences on the educational VDU

system.

V. CONCLUSIONS'

We have focused in this chapter on how the environment of the educational

A/D&I system acts as a constraining influence, impairing system

functioning directly, and also indirectly by making it more difficult

to acquire the quantity and quality of funding and petsonnel inputs

needed for high level system functioning.

To improve ,the system's environment, it seems necessary to improve the

system's image. But such image building seems offensive to many (even

many who could gain from it). It may seem offensive because public

relations campaigns tend to be viewed as self-serving lying (or at

` the very leait, exaggeration). Or, it may 1:Zs that researchers and

ROppersonnek feel that their time should be devoted to their work,

and that if'their work is of sufficient quality the "public relations"

will take care of itself.

Regardless, the option dare either to (a)/do nothing, and hope that

over time the quality of outputs.will improve sufficiently so that

the public relations will take -are of itself;'or (b) invest heavily

in capacity-building work and in the projects likely to produce

quality outputs in the near term (so that in time the public rela-

tions will take care of itself); or (c) to try to intervene directly

in improving.the system's environment, so that it will be easier

to attract the needed queantity and uality of inputs%to raise the

quality of outputs (so that in time the public relations will take

care of itself); or (d) some kombination of these possibilities.
11'

I
.t.
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At the very least', it would seem important for some consideration

--4 of these options and sore clear thinking on which of these courses

is to be followed, so that,one way or the other in the future, the

System's environment will be less powerful a constraint on educatijnal

R/D&I functioning. i
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One critiRal feature for analyzing any R/D&I system is the set of goals

that describe what the system is intended to achieve and the policies

and strategies developed to'achieve these goals.' In the case of ech.Cla-.

tional R/D&I, the analysis of,goals, policies, and strategies is a

difficult (some might say, impossible) task. There are at least two

reasons for this.

4

One, is chat education by ics'very nature is a field with somv4hat

amorphous goals that lack the claiqty and ease of operationalization

of many other fields.
1

Educational R)D&I tends to share this problem

with the whole broader field of education.

Second, the educational R/D&I system in the United Stet s ins not an

easily boundable entity made up of clearly identifiable its estab-

lished and/or Taged by a central goal-setting, policy making body

(or even a coordinated interrelating set of goal-setting, policy

making bodies). There is some disagreement in the field as to whether

it is reasonable to even think of educational R/D&I in this country as

a "system." An alternative conceptualization proposed by Guba and

Clark is that of a "configuration of co-equal institutions who are

independent of one another, have no common conception of R/D&I goals,-

opera& with little relationship to one another, and (for most of the

institutions in the configuration) view R/D&I projects as subordlnate

in importance to other, mdre primary activities.
2

If the configurational

perspective is accepted, then there is no "system" whose goals, policies,
A

etc. can be analyzed and therefore little point intrying to abstract

from the functioning of the different R/D&I institutions the goals,

strategies, etc. of a "system" that is in reality only a fiction.

The other side of this debate is that there are substantial potential p
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benefits to be derived from thinking

tion in system terms and treating at

'figuration as though there was in.fa

we have generally taken in other ana

will suggest some of the benefits we

chapter.

4

of the saicational R/D&I configura-

least certain aspects of the con-

ct a systa This is the position

lyses tat we have produced .1 We

see in that approach here in this

.0 .

We consider policy and strategy questions throughout the analyses in

this volume: Other chapters deal with policy and strategy issues

specific to individual R/D&I functions (research, de ment, etc.)

or s/.5071-Nitur'es (the institutional base, peisonnel ase, funding,

information' flow, etc.). In this chapter, we examine matters of policy

and stlegy on a macro ).evel.
100

Our concern inthis chapter is with some overriding issues to be con-

' sidered in thinking about macro level goals, policies, and strategies.

After taking note of the literature we have been able to locate on

(or relevant to) these clatters, we preseneic number of key issues and

explore arguments that might be_made for and against various options.

We then take "% broad overview of the history of educational R/D&I in

this country over the 'mac two decades or so and examine what has A

pppened in relation to each of these issues and options. In the

pour:,a of this overview we note some of the political and other en-

vironmental forees that impinp on the processes of goal-setting and
it,

policy formation for educational
<7
R/D&I. We next identify the issues

tlet sew to us to define the current debate on system goals iid

strategies. We turn'thin4to the kinl. 3a to that may be nekddd td

support priority determination, strategy development, and planning. We

conclude bysuggesting the need for consensus building inechanisms_to.

lessen the sharp discontinuities that have marked the history of

edvionalR/D&I over the past two decades.

p 0%.,

0
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I. OVERVIEW OF THE L1TERATURg

We have been able to locate only a handful of discussions in either the

published or WC-accessed literature relevant to a consideration of

macro "level educational RID &I goals, policies, and strategies.

4

There are some analyses of mission development or goal-setting and

policy development at the level of individual institutions, agencies,

of other R/D&I sponsors.
4

(particularly useful here is the analysis of

policy mandgement contained in the 1969 status report, Educational

.Research and Development in the United States.
5)

And too, these are a few fascinating analyses of the political and other

forces that were involved in policy formation for educational R/D&I in

the '60s -- one piece on the Jolson administration's strategies for cir-

cumventing the federal bureaucracy, Congress, and education interest

groups in developing education policy.;
6
Bailey and Masher's classic

study of the policy preceptaurrounding the early history of the

Elementary and Secondary Education Act;
7
and Dershimer's very important

history of the development of federal R&D policy for education in the -

A 8
'6vs. . A more recent analysis by Roald Campbell and a panel of con-

sultants commissioned by NIE describes some of the elements in the con-

., text in which NIE must make policy -- organized interest groups,4*

Congress, NIE staff, the National Council on Educational Research, and

other_parts of the executive branch.
9

A carefUl readingof these

sources raises questions about the relative importance in the policy

development process of executive branch bureaucrats, White House

staffers, members of Congress and their aides, education interest

gropps, key !'influentials," etc. Reading between the lines in these

historical discussions can also be tugpstive about some of the over-

riding macrojevel issues
.

policy makers were confronting.

At best, though, these sources can be assessed as dealing with matters
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at the fringes of the matters of central interest tous here.

The literature that deals more directly with these issues is of four

types:

wog.

1. assessments of the inadequacy of macro level goal

definition and strategy development;

2. presentations of frameworks for educational R/D&I

goal-setting and policy/strategy developmentwhich

pinpoint (implidicly or explicitly) a number of key

issues;

3. historical overviews suggestive pf the different balances

that have existed on several of these issues (by intent or

by default)'at different times over the past two decades;

and

4. analyses that present somewhat different goals and/or.

strategies for educational R/DKpbased on judgments that

what has occurred up to that point has perhaps been mis-

guided, based on faulty conceptions of the way educational

R/D&I or improvement of practice take place now or could

take place some time in the 'future.,

.0

1. Assessments of the Inadequacy of Macro Level Goal Definition and

Strategy Development

rt

Almost from the very beginning of federal policy intervention to

establish an educational R/D&I system, the evaluative literature has

identified one major area of weakness as inadequlte goal definition

and strategy development, poor communication of goals and4scrategies,

and minimal (if any) effort towa$1 achieving some cdcisensus onlgoals
,jm

1

407
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and strategies, This was suggested most strongly, for instance, in one

early critique by Stephen Bailey, who (among Other important roles)jlad
sI

spent a year studying the operations of the Office of Educatio6 and

also served as Chairman of the National Advisory Committee on;Educa-

tional Laboratories.

Very little coherent thinking of a strategic and tactical kin
has emerged from the Federal Government about educational R&D
priorities, about adequate and durable funding levels:about
effectivc instruments for evaluation, dissemination, utiliza-
tion, an% coordination of results. This lack has been explained
on the-triple grounds of mandated speed in disbursing funds,
lack of adequate staff, add the hoary notion that the Federal
Governmnt shouldleave the direction of education to the mercies
of pluralistic and often-contentious cent1ers

0
of decentralized

authority: state, local and university.

The point was made-particularly well in the documents produced as part

of the 1969 OECD review of educational R&D in the United States (under-
.

taken by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development as

one component of a -broader assessment of-educational R&D"systems in a

number of nations). One of the_ key conclusions of the OECD examiners

was that inadequate definition of goals and objectives at the federal

level was a central problem for educational R&D in this ctountiY. They

took note of the decentralized nature of educational debision making

in this country, but even so they asked, "How does one determine how

to allocate resources without a specific statement of objectives and

goals?

Are
The critique was made in even stronger:terms by the Program Planning

and Evaluation staff of OE's Center for Educational Research and

Development in their 1969 status report preparedfor the OECD review.

In their condluding chapter, for instance, they summarized one body of

evidence as,follows:

4

e)

ti"4'

110
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Probably the most all-embracing conclusion that can be drawn
from the data is that no overall strategy currently governs
the support and growth of educational research and develop-
ment in the United States. Strategy as used here refers to
an overall design, mapped out in advance with a set of
consistent and "welI-defined goals and objectives, and a
matching set of procedures and methods dither identified or
capable of being identified to attain those ends .... This
conclusion does not refer to.individual programs or agencies
which might be examined ...,which have, within the para-
meters of their particular responsibilities, very carefully
mapped out strategies andare systematically pursuing them.
All that is being said here - but it is critically important -
is that no overall strategy exists which links, or provides
for the linkage, of the many different kinds of-Adividual
efforts which are turrently being suparted in the field of
educational research and development."

The following year, in andther piece,Hendrik Gideonse, the then head

of the OE unit which prepared this document, described the OECD

review as having "firmly documented the absence of any de 'lure E

national research policy for education."
13

aid

Five years later, in 1975, expert observers were still pointing to the

same problem. In the Campbell:Report mentioned earlier, we are pro-

vided with the findings of a commissioned review of NIE's R&D funding

policies lq a panel of presstigious consultants. It is clear from this

document that the panel took seriously the premise that NIE was established

to be the lead agency for educational R&D. The group examined the
1

agency's strategic thinking and program planning and design processes

in terms of the lead agency conception.

these lines were noted -- for instance!

(was) done in prepaiing the Fiscal 1976

Some positive points alotig

"Serious strategic thinking

budget, with hard choices

made and priorities set." However, as the lead agency for educational

R&D, NIE was called to task for failing to play a leadership role and

failing to do enough hard thinking about "the more searching questions

that might be asked." They noted, for instance, that "Each of the

system's institutions has its own sense of fur,tction and interests,

0
1

V
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and with few exceptions, inquiry into mission priorities is not

one of them :.." Their call was for more Creative leadersh4-of

the system -- coordinating, doing strategic thinking, building

consensus, and using system-level monitoring data collection and

analysis as a basis for strategic thinking and decision making.
14

In an addendum to the Campbell Report, Sam Sieber presented a

summary analysis of design reipirements or underlying dimensions

essential for anything one might call an educational R&D system.

One set of systemic requirements he dealt with is in the area of

goal-setting: "A national R&D system must be able to formulate and

gain consensus on a set of clear-cut objectives regarding output."

His overall assessment of goal-setting as it was to be observed in

1975 -- irrify three years ago -- was that the conceptualization of

R&D system goals'and the development of consensus on priorities was

a task which had "barely begun."
15

Clearly, then, a consistent theme in all of this literature is the

inadequacy of macro level goal definition and strategy development.

2. Presentations of frameworks for Educational R/D&I Coal-Setting

and Policy/Strategy Development

We have located five items in the literature Which present frimeworks

.useful for thinking about educational R/D&I goal-setting and policy/

strategy development. 'Hendrik Gideonse was the central figure in the

preparation of three of t.hese pieces -- two sections in the 1969.0E

Educational Research and Development in the United States prepared

by Gideonse-and his staff for the OECD review (as discussed earlier);
16

the third, an article by Gideonse which appeared the following year

in 'Science.
17

The fourth piece we include in this'stegory is Sam

Sieber's analysis of the. design requirements for a national R&D system

for education.18 The fifth; a policy analyst's we prepared for NIE
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in 1976, relates system-building purples to other aspects of NIE's

Mission as the lead agency for educational R/D&I and suggesti some

implications for plahning, policy development, and allocation of

resources.
19

We consj.der each of these pieces in turn.

Wha,t sort of issues and data need to be considered in the various

stages of the process of goal-settipg, policy development, and policy

management? The DE status report presented a conception of policy

management for educational R&D which included the following steps

and activities:

- Identifying the overall goal and clarifying basic assumptions

- Identifying the priorities

-Identifying R&D goals

- Identifying specific objectives

- Choosing among alternative project and program activities
in terms of service to goals and objectives

- Implementing and monitoring specific projects and programs

- Developing and sustaining communication networks to insure
appropriate and addquace information flows for planning
purposes

- Developing appropriate data input mechanisms for planning
and feedback mechanisms for program evaluation

- Providing, identifying, and recruiting supplies of
appropriately trained manpower

Eviluating the impact of R&D-Ln terms of the overall goal of
the program.
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A4'
In a later section, the OE status report presents three different

perspecti9slorhIch raise the kinds of issues Gideonse and his staff

viewed as central to the development of a comprehensive strategy for

educational R&D.

1, The R&D policy strategy: Of particular importance here

are conceptions of "the lodg-term goal for the relation-

ship of R&D to education" (e.g., assuming that research

Ela or research can improve Clucation), with different

implications for R&D policies on funding and building

personnel and institutional capabilities.

2. Educational policy strategy: How does one bring together

the scientific/technical and professional education

communities for the establishment of R&D priorities and

for decision making on R&D programs?

3. Change process strategy: In what ways can scientific

knowledge affect educational practice? How can educa-

tional technology or "enginee;Zhg" develop useful

appliCations of new knowledge for improvement of educa-

tional practice? How does one diffuse educational

innovations? What change processes are likely to be

most effective in bringing about the Improvement of

educational practice?

We shall explore these issues more fully later in this chapter.

Many of e ideas suggested in the OE volume were systematized and

elabora by Gideonse in his subse ent cience article. He pre-

sented a seven-part analytical structure comprised of fi;/e primary

qpments,(cpntexts, goals, models, manpower and its location, and

decision structures) and two secondary elements (priorities and
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objectives, on the one hand, and strategies and tactics, on the

other). The secondary elements are produced by interactions among

the primary elements. Abstracting from thk presentation,
20

the

scheme can be summarized in outline form as follows:

1. Contexts in which policy issues in edyicational R&D operate

i. social, political, economic, and philosophical
contexts: understanding the present (its
achievements and problems), alternatives open to $

us in the future, philosophies which guide the
nation's view of education and itlunderstanding
of children both as learners and as present and
future citizens

ii. educational policy Lssues: short-term, middle-
range, and long-range goals of the educational
system

lii. educational system, both core andperipheral: in

order to improve educational functions, it is
essential to understand the established educa-
tional structures, has they operate, what their
traditions are, and how they view themselves

iv. science policy: understanding resources available
for R&D in education as part of the available
national resources for scientific research

2. Goals: the ultimate purpose of educational R&D (e.g.,
Is pursuit of knowledge the goal since it might,
in some way or other impro'4e education? Or, is
bringing about improvementlof education the goal
with creation of knowledge only a means to that
end?)

3. research Definitions, Models, and Descriptors; what
educational R&D is and"414.not, how it "works"
or why it doesn't; definitions of R&D functions
and how they relate to one another (especially how
KP and KU are related); models used to understand
the system, ask questions about it, and manage it;
understanding of the disciplines and technologies
of educational R&D and how educational R&D differs
from other branches of science

r
S...
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4. Manpower and its 'location: how manpower roles and require-
ments are defined and where those kinds of manpower
can be found. How we drfine manppwer in the field

. (researcher.s? professional faculties of education?
practitioners? parents? learners?) affects answers
to questions about avaitcbtlity of manpower, its location,
and what might be requir d financially, administrative-
ly, or potitically to make useof it'effectivelye

5. Decision structures: what kinds of decisions have to be
made, how they are made, and who makes them. How R&D
is defined affects the nature of the decision process
and who is involved in it. So will the analysis of
contextual issues. Depending on the emphasis given
to the role of the science policy context as con-
trasted to the educational policy or educational
system context, differences will emerge in structure
and in the personnel involved. If educational research
is seen 'este social and political enterprise as much
.as a scientific one, that% the decision struct'kes will
reflect that.

6. Priorities and objectives, developed after consideration of:
the congruence between what society needs from its
schools (in the short-, middle-, and long-term period)
and what it is getting; the state of knowledge and of
R&D technology; the availability of manpower; costs;
benefits; scale; political acceptability; etc.

7. Strategies and tactics, reflecting what needs to be supported,
who is to play a role, decision structures, models or
conceptions of edution R&D, conceptions of the kinds
of manpower. needed Eefo play different kinds of roles and
where such manpower might be found or might be expected
to work.

The Gideonse policy framework is impressive in
)
scope and extremely

useful for thinking about policy planning mechanises and especially

data bases to be developed. We shall return to this point later,' A

somewhat different but also highly useful, broad-ranging approach to

thinking about the development of educational R/D&I policy is Sam

Sieber's analysis of systemic requirements to be borne in mind by policy

makers if they are at all serious about creating a "national R&D system"

in education.

4
:2 i
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Sieber's framework involves eight design requirements:

1. Functional specialization
2. Balance among:

a. Functions
b. Performers
c. Settings
d. Decision makers and influentials
e. Supply (R&D resources) and demand (for these resources)

3. Integration (or interrelation) of:
a. Functions
b. Settings
c. Performers
d. Decision makers and influentials
a. Supply and demand .

4. Continuity in:
a. Policies
b. Tasks and substantive areas
c. Personnel
d. Organizations

5. Adaptability of:
a. Policies
b. Functions
c. Personnel (or criteria of selection)

6. Excellence or qualpity-control
7. Goal-setting (setting of intermediate objectives that can

be operationalized and assessed)
8. Recognition of environmental constraints and potential

constituencies (to gain realisp and legitimacy)

As lead agency, NIE might use a scheme built on these elements in planning and

designing programs and in making decisions among alternatives. The

effect might be to increase the possibility that agency actions would

contribute to achieving NIE's legislative mandate to "build an effective

R&D system."

The lead agency premise was central to one other piece of literature as

well. In the poycy analysis we prepared for NIE on agency-field

relationships, we argued that: (a) NIE is both a mission-oriented R&D

agency and the lead agency for federal activity in educational R&D,

and that therefore (b) NIE's policies should be developed with an
1

understanding of how its purposes impact on the total educational
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R/D&I system. We grouped the system dimensions of NIE's various goals

into three categories:

- producing substantive outputs ,(knowledge, products, etc.)

- building system capacity (institutions, linkages, personnel,

etc.)

- affecting the system's environment (support, prestige,

legitimacy, etc.)

We argued that procurements tend to be thought of primarily fn terms

of the first of these categories, i.e., the direct purchase of R/D&I

actiV(ties to generate knowledge, produce products, etc. What tends

to be overlooked is the extent to which these manifestly single-

pu5pose procurements tend to have multi-purpose implications. In

almost every procurement (or other action), more than one purpose will

be involved, whether implicitly or explicitly, and whether latent or

manifest. Thus, awarding a project to one institution (or type of

institution) rather than to another may also have an impact on the

location of future institutional capacity to carry out certain kinds

of R/D&I. Both within single procurements and across an agency's

"portfolio" of procurements, we noted, there may be various kinds of

interaction effects among multi-purposes. The effects may reinforce

each other (synergistic effects). Or they may Ve incongrueont and

counteract each other in the manner of "anti-purposes." (The use of

REPs to procure certain kinds of research, for instance, might have

anti-purpose effects if the result is to "turn off" the best research

talent, suggesting to them that research funding in the field of edu-

cation is unlikely to be forthcoming without untenable constraints.)

Such effects may be immediate in their interaction or observable only in

lagged or in second- or third-order manifestations.

The analysis suggested that what was needed were deliberate strategies

to capitalize on the multiplicity. of consequences from specific actions,
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to maximize possible gains and minimize possible costs from potential

multiple and interaction effects. The argument was premised on

' thinking of educational R/D&I in system terms and noting key features

of educational R/D&I that made the assumption of a system leadership

role essential -- e.g., the size, variability, and immaturity of the

system and its lack of self-controlling and self-organizing capabili-

ties. If the'system-building goal of NIE is accepted, it becomes a

' key criterion in policy and strategy development, planning, and

decision making. We shall return to this argument later.

3. Historical Overviews

We have identified four pieces in the literature which take note of

changing emphases on some of these key issues over the past two

decades. Generally, these historical perspectives are provided to

buttress one or another argument about what is needed for the future,

based on perceptions that what has happened so far has been problematic.

In arguing for gteater balance as one of several design reqUisites for

a national educational R&D system, Sam Si bet took note of various

imbalances over the past fifty years amo R/D&I functions, performers,

settings, and participants in decision making.

Field service and testing were supreme for decades; then field-
initiated research had a few halcyon years under the Coopera-
tive Reseat.ch Act; then product development was tremendously
inflated; and now it appears that dissemination is being
pushed to the fore. (In view of the new emphasis on dissemi-
nation,care should be taken to insure that we do not returnn
to the days of field service in a vicious historical cycle.)

Sieber made a similar point in an earlier piece in which he made

mention of the particular institutions and personnel who binefitted
A

from each change inpxogram emphasis.
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With respect to balance, the USOE seems to have been victimized
by the pulling and hauling of spur contending forces or iasti-
utional domains: the discipliaes, the schools of education, the
mission-oriented programs of the Office itself (and their
respective lobbyists, administrative spokesmen, and congressional
supporters), and SEA-LEA practitioners. From a surfeit of
project support during the early years ofvCRP (Cooperative
Research Program)(applauded by the disciplines), the Office
moved into an era of institution-building-and developmental
effort (encouraged by the managerial elite in schools of
education and the exemplars of DOD-industrial work) and more
recently has sought legitimacy from practitioners and Congress
by promising delivery, impact, and closer-federal-state
collaboration. As each new phase was entered, older programs
were emasculated. What emerged was a medley ofmissions and
programs that lacked any semblance of balanc,I.22

Shifts in organizational and macro level management strategies are

identified in two other 'pieces -- one by Divid Clark,
23

the other by
24

Ronald Corwin.

Clark's article traced changed emphases in OE policy from that of a

relatively passive bystander collecting statistics and disseminating

information (froml^filf7 when OE was est,a4ished until the passage of

the Cooperative Research Act in 1954),/to active support of research,

then expanding into development and (since the passage of ESEA in

1965) Eagyeing on creating new organizations and institutions outside

the old structures. WithOu4 using the term "balance," it is essen-

tially greater balance he too was calling for in pointing to thelleed

for constituency building, for building coalitions including diverse

interests and emphases (six of the eight groups he mentiontd as

illustrative are from the older domain of the professional educators

rather than R&D), and reconceptionalizing R&D in a way that allows for

and even encourages the active, involvement of practice-based and practice-

related settings in R&D activities and decision making.
b

Corwin's pl.e4e focused on educational research and examined several

shifts in emphases which have been transforming the field:
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1.

a

'from small-scale field-initiated research. to large-scale,

targetced R&D directed by funding agencies;

2) from research carried out by individual researchers

/(working in isolation) to large-scale research centers;

and

30 from a laissez-faire model of research management (with

ink. Wive apd control largely in the hands of the

individual researcher) to a more bureaucratic mode

. (where initiative end control are generally on bureau-

ciatic levels higher than the research'eecolipcting the

work, often' in the hands of federal agencies whose staff

design the research to be performed). .,

The thrdst of Corwin's argument,is that both the bureaucratic mode of

research management and the funding of research through R&D centers

.snore the realities,of the organization (or disorganization) of

research in this Country, and haye "accentuated many of the problems

they wer*designed to alleviate." E ecially, they ignore the distri-

buted location of research..talent d the existe of "rudimentary

natural research communities" w ich need to be s thened. Com-

petitive research procurement d funding of-resear hrough R&D
. .

centers tied to specific 1 tions tend to undercut the development

of sychrresearch commun hich crosA instAltutional'and geographic

her the or &anization of coalitions of

iven researclATeas whocompriSe sucho

ities. ,flauch coalitioi6vould provide an

argainingpower crparabie to that o the

niversities." Eventuaay such networks

boundaries. Corwin a

researchers functioning

rudimentary research comm
.

indspendent force with a

Afral agencies and the,

might expand to include in ividuals and organizations across the

institutional spectrum engaged in work relevant to gin research

areas. .Such research networks miett be given sdbedntracting responsi-.,
Nt,

a

4

et

Qn
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bilities for designdesignilfgAresearch and preparing RFPs. And research

might be funded through such collaborative networks if administrative

procedures and research,masagement approaches can be designed that

"cement collaboration on a larger scale than we have heretofore thought
to

possible." Clearly, the argument has significant implications for

goal-setting and policy and strategy development for educational

R/D&I. We shall roturn to thejratef.

4. Analyses Premised on Differing Conceptions of the Nature of

' Educatioaal R/D&I

Different models or conceptions rof the nature of educational RiD61,

its relationship to the operating system and to improving educational
.

practice, the degree to which it can or should be thought of in

lystem-like terms, etc. -- all have differing implications for

answering questions about macro level goals, policies, and strategies.

Five such.analyses in particular seem to us to be particularly

helpful.

Three of these suggest the need for more attention to the operating

system, its
#0

needs as identified-by practitioners, its capacity to

funclion as a viable setting for R/D&I and other modes of self-renewal

activity, and the craft-like nature of educational practice which may

explain why external R&D' has so little observable impact on schools

and classrooms. We refer here to the "market model" described by

Hendrik Gideonse,
25

the,NIE analysis (prepared by Marc Tucker and .

other key members pf the Institute's staff) on "building (KPU) capacity

for renew* and reform,
26

and Dillvid Cohen's view of educational

practice as a craft-like field.
27

Two other analyses focus on the issue of whether educational R/D&I

can most usefully be thought of as a "configuration or a "system,"

each suggest.ing.different approaches to macro level policy and

4
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strategy development. We have taken note of the t piecesctlefore, and '

will ,consider them again here -- Cuba and Clark's formulation of "the

configurational perspective"
28

and our policy ana6sis for NU on the

program planning and decision making implications of conceiving of

educational R/D&I as a system andactoing on NIE's mandate to £unction

as the lead agency for federal activity in educational.g&D.
29

A summary ofNe relevant argumenti made in each of these piece's would f

seem to be i er.

4. 6

In his disyssion of'a "Aarket mdel" for educational R&D, Gideniose

argued that the dominant "science" or "R&D" model.was based on faulty

conceptions of how mprovement is likely to come about in a field

like education. As described by Giaeonte, the science model assumes

that education will be improved as a result of ingenious in4fifltion

based on sound research. The market, if it is thought of at 411,

is conceived as essive target user, and iOs simply assumed that

the fruits of external R&D will be adopted, and used, because of their

Power, logic, quality, effectiveness, etc. The driving force deter-
,

mining what is to be produced, in this "science model" is "the theoretical

or technical possibilities emergent from,p&D," and the focus of ateen-

lion- is on the state of the relevant knowledge and technology bases

and the capacities of R&D performer institutions and personnel. sk

Instead, Gideonse argued, the focus o. attention should be on "market'

requirements and possibilities" -- what the conditions of'that market

are and how change in that market occurs (if it occurs at all), what

potential clients define as needed and desired, what they are (and

are not) likely:to use, how the needs they identify and their adop-

tion/implementation choices are affectedik iyalue choices, etc. As

we shall see shortly, this market model has major implications for

almost every issue of macro level goals, policies, and strategies

we might consider. r

a
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The market-orientation/is clearly borhe in miafd In "Building Capacity
t

fon Rengfal.;4nd 'Reform," a. key,NIE ry'eillrl and planning document t
A t..

. .

prepared earSy in4NIt's history by .Marc Tubiser'and oth-er key NIE '

staff meMbers. Ita. this important agTehcy d Ont, Tucker and his

colleagues noted the various policy ct ices Vihich had bdtn made in

the prevIous decade that cr ated.avitey of new institutions,

elqernal co the' operating syvcenCancf.to the established units in

unisiiT'es-i-ets-s- which he0 traditionaftY con4ucted research on education
. . .

and provided serit.es for :school ,ustems. 'In pertipular, they noted
a

the decisions (a) no%,to support d p ent of Local-school system_i-

R&D capacity,,and tb) to target aGD'toward'problems.fdentified on . .

the national rather than the local level. They called for a re-

thinking of the dominant linear paradigm.of R&Q thinkirig and a restore-
Wk.

tion of greater balance between support for external R&D4and okra-

ting system self-renewal. Among the kinds of programs described as

needed were programs aimed at building operating system.capacities

for R&D as well as other approaches to locally-defined and imple-

mented self-improvement.

In a manuscript currently being drafted, David Cohen argues that

various R&D and educational refdrm projects ran into trouble because

"they fundamentally misconceived the nature of practice:" He faults

the "science view" which he describes as assuming that practice can
b

be improved through improvements developed in settings external to

schools and classrooms -- thiough improvements in the knowledge base

of the tield, or the materials, technologies, or strategies used. by

educators, or other approaches to remaking practice from outside the

practice system by specialists who are not themselves practitioners.
.

Cohen proposes as an alternative Concepruali ion a view of educa-

tional practice as a craft. As such, its improvement is dependent

on experientel knowledge, trained judgment, and skill, which require

developing resources within the work setting of practitioners --

) 1,1- A ti
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providing the:kinds of supports that allow such knowledge to be

generated, accumulated, and connunicated among practitioners. A's

in the case of Gideonse' market model, this craft-like view of

educational practice has major implications for probably every

. issue of macro level goals, policies, and strategies we might con-

. Sider. We shall AplOre some of these implications shortly.

Finally, we conclude this seciion by alluding again,to the debate

between adherents bf Guba and Clark's "configurational perspective"

and of the more "system" perspective we (and others) have found

useful. i.e have referred to this debate earlier in thiiechapter and

examine it .!,11 some detail in our chapter on the instlirtional base

of educational R/D&I. At this point, it should be noted that both

perspectives assume that earlier conceptualizations were faulty and

created problems which impaired R/D&I functioning.

Guba and Clark argued that the "unified system approach:" (a) was

based on "untenable assumptions about how things ought to be" rather

than the empirical realities of the world of educational KPU;

(b) created unrealistic expectations for educationalR/D&I performance;

and (c) ignored the legitimate interests of various institutions,

agencies, and individuals who are essential parts of the educational

KPU community. The result, as they described it, has been to

provoke "breakdowns, hostilities, and failures" which have functiond

as barriers preventing the emergence of a needed educational KPU

constituency. "Such a constituency can emerge and flourish only

to the extent to which there exists a conception of educational KPU

to which all can subscribe:"

On behalf of the "system" vi.ew, 4ie have argued as follows; There

are several distinct macro-level policy/strategy advantages in

treating the educational R/D&I configuration as though it were a

system. This view permits the analyst to consider policies in terms

)
)
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of their interactions and s/ide-effects as they may impact the whole

domain of educational R/Df. The view orients the policy and strategy

planner toward thrystemlbuilding requirements of an immature con-

figurat4tn such as existe0 educational R/D&I -- for instance,

toward the system-capacity-cleveloping aspects of other R/D&I acti-

yities. Arid the view emphasizes such key system design requisites

as the needs for balance and integration, which might not receive

adequate attention from mote atornistic conceptions of educational

R/D&It
I

\

Clearly, then, these conceptloas are of considerab4 sLgaiftcance

for the way one resolves fundamental issues about macro-level goals,

policies, and strategies for educational R/D&I. We turn now to

considerAtion of some of these issues.

50

I )
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II. CENTRAL ISSUES

In a recent article, David Clark called for the development of a broad

coalition of diverse interests and the creation of a national confer-

ence board typof mechanism to permit this coalfition to engage con-

tinually in debate and formulation of policy platforms for educe-

tional.R/D&I.
30

In illustrating why he thought this necessary, he

cited a description of the public policy process provided by Stephen

Bailey and his associates in their study of school politics in the

Northeast. t

t

Some people want something ftom government and build a .

coalition of influence to get it; -other people want some-
thing different and build a coalition of influence eb
block =modify the designs of*the first gibup; strat;gic
andstacticalcampaigns are fought; constitutional wielders
of power determine winners and losers by laws passed and
executive and judicial actions taken. The process is
never-ending. As soon as a governmental decision is made
a new dialectic begins.3r

Our reading of the educational R/D&I literature and our observations

on the history of the_past two decades suggests that the dialectic

over eflucational R/D&I in this country has revolved around variants

of six'interrelated issues:

1. Can systematic inquiry increase our understanding of

education? And even if it can increase our understanding,

can systematic research and/or systematic R&D lead to

improvement of educational practice?

2.

.

`4*
What is the proper role of the federal government in

relation to systematic inquiry? to the improvement of

education? to R&D for the improvement of education?

.)
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3. Who shall define the goals, priorities, etc., for educa-

tional Rini? Should some effort be made to balance

social demands avinst R/D&I field/community/system

requirementc-'3Ftd If so, how? What is the proper role

here'of federal agencies, Congress, the research and

R/D&I communities and their organized Interest groups,

professional educators and their organized interest

groups, the public and their organized interest groups?

What is the proper relationship between the RID &I' system

and the operating system? How is improvenznt of educa-

tional practice most effectively brought about? What is

the proper balance betveen external and internal change

strategies?

What is the prOper balance in allocation of resources tor

a) fundamental research

b) applied research,

c) R&D/development

d) dissemination, implementation/utilization support

and ocher linkage strategies

e) developing internal operating system,capacity

for improvement of educattonal practice

f) immediate problem solution in the "field service".

tradition?

6. What is the proper balance in allocation of resources to

support of R/D&I activities oriented toward:

a) producing outputs for the operating system

b) building capacities to increase the effectiveness

of the R/D&I system (i.e., "system-building,"

"resource-building," "capacity-building")?

:1)
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Are there ways in which both system-building and output

objectives can be met at the'same time in the same pro-

grams or activities?

We shall consider each of these issues in turn.

1. Cart Systematic Inquiry Increase Our Understanding of Education/

Can Systematic Research ar R&D Lead to Improvement of Educational

Practice? 4

Og

There are actually three interrelated,lssues here -- whether spporr

for systematic reseaxch is likely to lead to the accumulation of a

useful knowledge base; whether support. for research or R&D is likely

to improve practice; and what relative emphases should be given to

pursuit of knowledge as an end in itself vs. pursuit of knowledge as a

means to.).'a.rd the end of improving education.
32

A. Pursuit of Knowledge as a.Goal: Can Research Increase

Our Understanding?

In favor of support for research on (or relevant to) education,

one might argue that: (a) a sound scientific basis for under-

standing such vital aspects of modern ltte as learning and

schooling should be considered a desirable goal in and of itself;

(b) despite the accumulation of a significant amount of knowledge

about learning, we still have relatively little understanding

of the process and the critical factors that affect it;
33

and

(c) significant bodies of research relevant to education have

succeeded in increasing our understanding, fundamentally

altering our conceptions of the learning process and the factors

that affect it.
34

However, on the other side of that debate is the viewpoint often

.
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voiced by practitioners (e.g., in surveys of practitiog-

ers) and by Congresiional critics skeptical of the value

of much research supported with federal funds. The key point

made here is that much (perhaps most) educational research

(or fundamental research that is supported for its potential

significance for education) is seen as irrelevant to problems

of significance in need of understandinge/the topics are often

trivial or so abstruse in nature tRat they could not be of

wide
%.

liaterest or likely to increase the understanding of more \

than a handful of specialists. Given the limited availability

of funds and the crying reed for immediately needed services

and for solutions to operating system problems (that'could

perhaps best be solved by practitioners if only they could

receive adequate supplies of funds), support for the research

enterprise is seen as of benefit only to researchers and their

institutions, and, from the viewpoint of "national needs" or

"operating system needs" (defined by some as one and the same

thing), a waste of money and (even worse) a drain on badly

needed resources that are in short supply.

The rejoinder from researchers is that fuird=ital researcrl is

driven by questions dsrived from the intellectual pibblems that

define afield of inquiry at a particulae stage of its develop-

ment; that outside of the logical structure of an inquiry field

a research question might
),a

ppear to be trivial that in fact is

central to the. paradigms being explored at that time, having

implications of potentially vast significance; that the un-

certain nature of the research (particularly basic research)

enterprise makes unclear where the next breakthroughs of ma.;Of

importance are likely to be and that seemingly trivial questions

nay in fact be of enormous significance under certain conditions;

and so on. Anothertackin the researc.hers. rejoinder might be

to acknowledge that, yes, indeed some poor quality and trtyial
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research has been supported -- trivial from the viewpoint of

the intellectual paradigm of the disciplines as well as from

the social definition of needs -- but that such funded research

simply reflected poor decision making by federal. agencies and

other research sponsors, perhaps lack of proper gdIdance from

the field (?r the "right people" in the field), etc.

. B. Improvement of Educational Practice as a Goal: Can Research

or R&D Lead to Improvement of Practice?

This is a considerably core complex kind of isbue. Even if one

is willing to answer the previous question in the affirmative

and assume that systematic research can increase our understanding

of education, assumptions about the extent to which research or

R&D can lead to improvement of educational practice involve

udgments on several different points. Involved here are judg-

ments on riot only the quality and. potential relevance or utility

of research or R&D outputs but also how educational improvement

copes about -- i.e., what is and is not likely to affect what

practitioners do and how they do it."
4.

In favor of support for research and R&D, one might make the

following arguments:

(a) The more knowledgeable practitioners are about their

students, the learning process, the impact of various

forces on learning, etc., the more effective they

are likely to be.
35

(b) Several significant bodies of fundamental research

have led to substantial improvements in major areas

of educational practice -- both in the practitioners'
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conceptions\(e.g. of the learner, the learning. .

process, and therefore the kinds of instructional

strategies likely to be effective) and in the

procedures and strategies he uses (e.g., I.Q.

testing, use of standardized achievement tests,

etc.).
36

(c) Ineffective teaching has been traceable in part to

the poor quality of many of the 'materials, instruc-

tional strategies, etc: used. Therefore, one

clear roue to educational improvement would seem

to be use of systematically develOped materials,

based on sound research; packaged in the most ,useful

forms and adequately evaluated and refined to insure

their effectiveness
37

(d) There are asnumber of R&D products that'have been

widely adopted and used and are viewed as substantial

improvements over the materials, approaches, etc.

they replaced.
38

,

" However, there are at least three arguments that might be made

against these contentions:

(a) There may be some research or R&D that have improved

practice. However, there are several bodies of data

whic;1 suggest that in genera educational practice

has been little affected by. the outputs of either

resnrch or R&D.
39

(b) Most of what we know about schools as organizations

and teaching as a profession (or semi-profession)
40'

suggests that the outputs of external R&D are not likely
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to be adopted and used by teachers as externally

packapd. If externally developed materials and

approaches are used at all they are going to be

substantially adapted and modified by_tle user,

undercutting the gaias'one might expect from

heavy investment in design and testing of

"teacher-proof" materials.
41

(c) Educational practice is a craft-like field, dependent

ior its improvement'primarily on the development of

experi3ntial'knowledge, trained judgment, and skill

of practitioners within school settings.
42

Research

findings or 1(61) outputs developed external to the

work setting are not likely to affect practice in

significant ways, or at least are not likely to do

so until the capabilities of personnel in the work

setting are developed to the point where they can

efficientl;'or effectively absorb these and make

them a part of their primarily experiential knowledge

base and repertoire of skills.

I
C: Relative Emphases: Pursuit of Knowledge vs. Improvement

of Practice

There are significantay different implications in support of

research that is premised on the assumption that research might

improve education and support premised on the assumption that

it will bring out such improvement. In one instance, pursuit

of knowledge is an end in itself; in the other instance, it is

only a means toward the end of improving education.
43

In one

case, you might simply ask that research tell you something

new that is interesting and hopefully not trivial. In the

other case, however, it becomes reasonable to demand relevance,
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applications, evidence of ways in which a Contribution is made

to educational practice, etc. The distinction is likely to

affect: funding choices about research topics to be investigated;'

criteria used in judging the significance of completed research;

decisions about what happens to research findings (nice they are

arrived at -- the forms in which findings are presented, the

target audiences to whom they are disseminated, and perhaps most

important, the next round of funding choices about which research

areas are to be pursued.

D. Relationship to Other Issues

One's position on this first set of issues is likely to affect

one's positionion all of the other key issues we consider here.

Skepticism about the extent to which anything of value is to be

learned from supporting research essentially ends the debate on

usl of resources to support research or R&D activity and makes

it unnecessary to consider these other issues. Positive assess-

ments of the extent to which we can gain understanding from

research but Less encouraging views of the likely effect on

practice' suggest support inclined primarily toward fundamental

research rather than the more applied functions. An inclination

toward improvement o
1P
f practice as the key criterion against

which all choices are to be judged suggests still other patterns

of chox es and has other implications too, e.g., for who should

deft priorities. And assumptions about tow practice is likely

to be improved shape one's orientations toward R/D&I policies

and strategies most likely to be effective. These complex inter-

rc:ationsh.ps shouid become clearer as we explore each of these

other issues in more detail.

2. The Proper Role of the Federal Government

If it is a;reed that research and/or R&D can potentially increase out

,1
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understanding of edvcation and perhaps lead.to the improvement of

educatlotal pra=ice as well, and if it is also, accepted that public

funds should therefoet be used to support 'research or'R&D,then a

number of other issueslineod tobe raised about the proper stance of

the governmeq; in rela:ion to thr arch and R&D communities,
* -

pra titioneys, andottierinterest arties.

A. Thl Laissez-Faire Mode 414011'

. Should federal agencies fu'Ltio4 gtmply'es funding channels, with

initiative and control over what gets funded and-how it is carried

out largely in the hands ofthose conducting theeresearch, R&D,

dethon yeation or other programs?AcIn this
4*

kind of Laissez-faire
44

`mode of management, fieldinitiated proposals would like.].y be

the mairricAirce of ideas for projects to be funded; decisions .

among proposals might
*
also be made on the advice of 'the field,

as represented on advisdry panels; research designs and procedures4

would be largely under the control of those in the field carrying

but the work; and 'the main audience for the work and the most

significant sources of review, evaluation, andcritique for

sponsored work would also4be the field.

B. The Bureaucratic Mode .
'40 .

4/Z

Or, should federal agenpies take a more active rolOmin defining

41' the areas in which work ks to be supporteandkthe types of

studies and projects to be Carried
Vt

out? This bureaucratic mode
s-_"-

-of management,
45

characterized by the use of RFPs (requests for,

A.p.1:4osals) prepared by agency staff members', has become the -

nant approach to educational RID&I funding,
46

and is the
I :e4.4

SA focus of cansidera410 debate-1 educational research and R&D

circler.

=-4401i

0

amt
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Or

1w255
4

Although these are many variants, the caricature.of this approach

in its :7:ost extra's form can be summarized tts follows:

11(a) 4gency decislons'about "priority areas" reflect the

thinking of agpncy staff (whose judgments may or may

not be informed by the thinking of the research or

R&D or practitioner communities on such matters).

Generally, such choices are oriented primarily toward

agency interpretations of social needs (i.e., educe-

tion§l problems) rather than state-of-the-art considera-

tions.

(b) RFPs are often highly specific about the work to be

carried out, p3rhaps even the questions to be

explored and the designs and procedures to be used.

Such RFPs are often prepared by agency staff, with

or often without the aieptance of consultants from

the field.

(c) Decisions among proposals are made by the agency,

with or often Without the involvement of consultants

from the field functioning as field readers'or as

members- of advisory panels.

(d) Althodgh the field may be an important par.t of the

audience for some presentations of findings, etc.;

and be.significantly involved in the ultimate

assessment of the value of the work produced, the

primary (and often the only) audience and locus

of review, evaluation, ane critique for much of this

federally f6;ded work is the sponsoring agency.
..;

10

f

4 41

A
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C. Open Competition vs. Solicited Work

Should federal agencies identify the work to be funded and they

use competitive mechanisms to determine who will be awarded the

grant or contract to carry out a specific piece of work? Or

should federal agencies solicit work of particular types frOm

specific individuals ot institutions known to the agency an

judged to be most capable of producing the bestquality work'

of that type?
47

D. System-Building

Should age icy procurement decisions be based only on project-

by-projec4 considerations (e.g., who can best carry out this

project given available resources) or also on system-building

AP fa cpnsiderations (e.g., how is awarding this alkntract to this

or that institution likely to affect future R/D&I capacity,

its quantity, quality, and distribution)?"
Alb

let

E. Educational Improvement Strategies

Should federal funding decisions reflect A choice.among alternative

educational imprOvement strategies, conodntrsting resources on what

is judged to be the "one best" approach (e.g.; R&D)? Or should

federal decision makers suspend. judgment on the "one best"

alternative and take a more mixed approach, disbursing funds

somewhat ac4Ossroaches and perRitting future decisions among

alternatives tobe made (it madeat all) on the basis of accumu-
.

lated experience and, dlta on effectiveness and,impact?

F. ,Choices Among Options and Relatiodship to Other Issues

IF
Bow actIve a scant& should the federalogovernment take ft skaping

fe

A

l;,
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educational R/D&I? The various options we have suggested involve

increasingly active,vostures -- from thIplaissez-faire mode in

which initiative and control are largely in 'the hands of the

fl.ld; to the bureaucratic mode, where the locus of initiative

and control shifts to federal agencies; to solicited contracts

and grants (removing the broad field from open competition for

L./' particular pieces of work); to system-building, introducing

additional considerations such as agency (or perhaps "agency/

fieid")
49

visions for the systems future from an overall macro
4

lev-el perspective. (I.f R&D is selected, as the "one best" route

to oducacional, improvement, this too must be viewed as a highly

active posture.) The arguments that might be made for or aiaiast

each option are closely intertwined with one's perspective on

eacti of the remaining issues to be considered. We therefore

ilk /
turn to these other issues.

3. Who Shall'Define Goals, Priorities, etc.?

s

7

or

Who shoulfil have preponAerantlinfluence in determining goals, priorities,
/

policies and strategies for educational R/D&I? ShOul't initiative and

control rest with researchers and R &D personnel who are most attuned

to the state of the knowledge and technology base of thelfield and

therefore presumably what the system is most capable of achieving and

what palicies are most likely to bear fruit? Or, should preponderant
1

.
........ .

411

ac-1-

influence be in the hands of federal officials and staff whose 'udg-

ments are most likely to be sensitive to national concew d priori-

ties abouihressingrproblems in need of solution? ?(And within the

Zederal government, whO should define those concerns and iorities --

Corts, the White House, federal agencies ?) Or shol'ald he locus

of initiatilkand control be shifted to professional icatoris-who'

are ii'.-ely to be mast familiar with these "probleMs and the kinds of

RiD&I*solutions most likely to /15-e- implemented and used, and whose
. A 4

(it'

I). ,
Ai 9

4.
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commitment to institutionalizing particular solutions will determine

,the effectivedess and i-pact of the whole R/Da ente /prise? Should

some effort be made to balance "social demands.' (as defined by

federal government units or by practitioners) against R/Da community/

system requirements, and if so, how? What mechanisms are likely to

be most effective in permitting bargaining and development of consensus

on questions of goals and priorities? For whom do organized interest

groups speak? And what (if anything) can be done to protect the inte-

rests of the unorganized -- e.g., the public, researchers or RID &I

personnel not 4ive in professional associations, etc.?

There has been relatively little discussLon in the literature about

consensus- generating mechanisms,
50

and even less attention to

mechanisms for determining the interests of the unorganized as they

perceive and define these interests.
51

There has been considerably

more attention to different modes of goal-setting and program develop-

ment, and the most fundamental of choices seemto be among four alter-

native modes as depicted below. They differ along two dimensions:

(a) whether the key mechanisms that determine goals, prtinities,

etc. are centralized or decentralized; and (b) whether the main

actors in goal-setting, etc. are from within the research-R/Da

community or external to it.

External to
Research-R/D&I
Cummunity

a.

GOAL-SETTING MECHANISMS

Centrblized Decentralized

A

ik.:reaucratic,Mode

D

Market-Oriented Mode

Within Research-
R/p&I Community

I

B

National Science
Policy Mode

C

Field-Initiated/

Laissez-Faire Mode
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We digress briefly to describe these four noses before returning to

the issue of.c..::::sing one of these modes or divising some new nix

of eleme.nti that might provide some new alternative(s).

4

A. The Bureaucratic Mode
eft I

We noted earlier the main elements in the bureaucratic mode of

macro level R/D&I management. What is important to underscore

here is that the main concern in decision making about the kinds

of R/D&I activities to be supported is national-level problem

areas as they are defined by federal officials (i.e., agency

bureaucrats, taking the lead from, and/or on occasion taking the

initiative to influence, .Congressional and Administration influ-

entials). In this mode, the bulk of R/D&I, funding is generally

targetted at major problem areas identified and defined by these

federal officials who (inthe field of education) are generally

identified as external to the research-R/D&I community. In

several other fields, there is considerably Sore overlap between

the relevant ,research communitiei, and key funding agencies, e.g.,

NIH, with leaders of the field omen taking key agency positions

for several 'years and a considerable flow of talent moving back

and forth betWeen agency and fief . However, this pattern

appears to be relatively rare in e ucation.

Where the bureaucratic mode prevails, the research -R/D&I Fonmunity

exercises little if any influence'as a community. Individual
I

researchers or R&D specialists or practitioners may exert some

influence'as advisers to funding agencies.; however, even-here,

those slected\to serve.as adisers tend to be Ideatified;:nd -/

ke. chosen by agency personnel, often without the involvement of

the research-R/Da community.

To the extent that considerations ok...yesource-development or

)
.1
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system-building enter into decision making at dll in this bureau-
,

cratic m,:.de, the focus tends to be on national vusouices rather'

than geographic dispersion of resources across regions or

localities.
52

B. The National Science Policy Mode

Were this approach ever to become operative in education, one

might envision some centralized body which represented (or was

directly influenced by the leadership^of the research -R!D &I

community 6termining the directions of federal .funding for

educatidnal R/DI. While this group might nokenecessarili be

insensitive to or uninterested in the kinds of national problems

given so much attention in the bureaucratic mode, decision making

in the science policy mode would tend to 4p more oriented towitd

state the-art concerns -- furthering the development of the

field's /knowledge /technology base,; focusing on the research

quest ns at the frontiers of the most active research areas;

choo ing among alternatives in terms of where research talent

exists, what kinds of research talent, metho4ologies, and other

macro level capacities need to be developed, where fruitful

findings are accumul#ting, etc. Excellence would clearly be a

central criterion, and therefore system buildinakconcerns would
7.1)

orient them toward developing the highest quality national

resources rather than geographic dispersion of resources across

rpgions or localities. Unlike, the bureaucratic mode, however,

system-building/resource-developing concerns would wore likely

be central to decision making in this mode dominated by the leader-

ship of the research -R/DM communLtYtto

Federal agency-officials might tunctiot: in a numte: of ways in
A

such a systei. They might serve largely as passive conduits'

for funds tb the activities selected largely by the leadership

11.

...

=0
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of the research-R/D&I community. Or, they might operate more

actively, either interacting with (negotiating, bargaining,

influencing and being influenced by) the research elite and/or

. being part of that research elite and therefore accorded legitimacy

for defining directions and attempting to develop consensus in

support of these field-shaping agenpy decisions. NIH or NSF

might be models of how federal agencies might function in this

mode.

As to who might be defined as the research -R /D &I community

leadership in the education sector, the AERA is the only single

body currently in existence which might assume such a role.

However, we have seen only occasional evidence of forceful AERA

leadership in this direction.
53

:Mere are other hypothetical

possibilities -- for instance, Corwin's cohceptioh of networks

of collaborative "research comunitiee."
54

Clearly, though, the

educational research -R /D &I community is too immature and dis-

organized at this point for this approach to seem like a realistic

near-term possibility.

C. The Field-Initiated/Laissez-Faire Mode

Althoygh the bureaucratic and national science policy modes differ

in who defines goals, priorities, etc. (whtther the locus of

initiative and control is to be found in federal agencies or the

research-R/D&I community), they are similar in that in either case

this initiative and control are centralized. In both cases, some

central national-leelgroup(s) have a virtual monopoly on defi-

nition of goals, priorities, etc., made from their pers.pective

of what is needed -- either to solve pressing Rational problems

blocking further social progress or key intellectual problems

to be solved to push further the frontiers of knowledge and

technology. In this respect, both the bureaucratic and national

science. policy modes differ from the field-initiated and market-
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oriented modes. In both of the latter approaches, the locus of

initiatiA.e'and control is highly decentralized, dispersed geo-

graphically across the country, permitting more pluralistic

definition of goals, priorities, strategies, etc., and a con-

siderably larger number of participants in the process.

In the field-initiated or laissez-faire mode, initiative is

largely in the hands of the memberi'of the research-R/D&I

co=munity. Field-initiated proposals are actively encouraged

and presumably supported on a level sufficient to stimulate the

continued flo.; of proposals. Federal agencies act as relatively

passive conduits of funds to the field, making funding choices

from among the proposals submitted, generally making use of

hand-picked advisers from the field. Funding is generally done

on a project-by-project basis with little if any consideration

to system-building issues. Relevance to social problems may

enter decision making, but even more certain to be given weight

are stanOrds of judgment internal to functioning of the field --

methodol'ogical rigor, contribution to the field's knowledge base,

etc.

D. Market-Oriented Mode

In this mode, too, initiative is likely to be dispersed ieograph-

ically across the country. However, here the key actors defining

goals, priorities, etc. are not members of the research-R/D&I

community but rather education professionals -- i.e., the

practitioners who staff the ope4ating system. This mode differs

from all others in the key role of practitioners and their cup-

cerns, largely absent from the science policy and field-initiated

modes, and present in the bureaucratic mode only as perceived

(if perceived ad.411) by the bureaucrats (orlirpecialist "techno-
55)

crats, wno staff federal agencies.
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As noted earner, in the market-oriented model described by

. Gieonse,
56

c the focal concerns in decision making are operating

system needs as defined by practitioners -- what practitioners

define as needed, what they identify as desired, and what they

are willing to adopt, install, and use. lh this mode,attention

ts shifted from the national level to the local level -- i.e.,

to SEAs, LEAs, individual schools, and individual practitioners.

Locally defined'needs are the focus of selection decisions about

RiNd activities to be funded. System-building considerations

are of interest and are defined here as development of local

ccp,lc:ties for problem so:ring. Excellence as this might be

defined in the national science policy mode is considered

as important as dispersing R/D&I resources so they are to be

found in all localities, available to all operating system sites

to solve perceived problems as they arise'. If conceived in.

R/Iga terms, though, the market-oriented mode should not be

confused with the old field service tradition in which practitioner-

'defined problems were net on an individual basis by researchers

and others in the field who provided services to schools without

concern for capacity-building, generalizability of solutions,

diffusion to other sites, and other hallmarks of the R /D &I or

renewal approaches.
57

E. Choices A.mong_Ootions, New Alternatives, and Relationship

to Other. Issues

These four modes as described here are gross simplifications of

patterns as they have existed or might exist. Empirical reality_

is not likely to be so neatly patterned. Practitioner concerns

may not have been so totally absent from field-initiated or

even the science policy modes as suggested here. And certainly

many of those agency officialaho carried out the bureaucratic

mode may have been excellent spOkesmen for practitioner concerns,

4
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and/or for research -R/D&/ community concerns as well. There

are nuneroJs instances of overlap between the bureaucratic and

science policy modes. And there have been several points in

time in which there have been substantial amounts of both

tatgetted (bureaucratic elude) and field-initiated funding even

within the sameagency. However, we do fin% the'typology use-

ful for thinking about differences among approaches ancti-4941ons

that are available. °Vs,

Arguments made in favor of the more centralized approaches revolve

around limited resources and the ways in which available resources

vt

have been frittered away on non-cumulative, non-directed, field-

initiated (mode C) or practitioner-dominated (mode D) funding

patterns in the past. In favor of the bureaucratic mode, a case

could be made that: (a) the research-R/D&I community is not

otherwise likely to organize activity around national social

priorities, that the very nature of knowledge producing fields'

suggests different priorities and patterns; (b) in the case of

education, the lack of strong leadership within the research-
.

R/D&I, community might suggest even more of a need for the bureau-

cratic mode; and Xc) the bureaucratic mode might be the best

option for balancing social needs (as defined by national priori-
..

ties and practitioner, concerns) with R&D requirements (state-of-

the-art and system-building concerns as defined by researchers

,and R&D personnel).
I

On the other side of the debate, though, the bureaucratic approach

can he criticized on several grounds:

(al ,F.1e132 bureaucrats have at times operated from the

perspeCtive of their own normative conceptions of

how things should be rather than fObm a so nd footing

in empirical reality. Consequently, they h either

) ) I

.1*
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balanced such diverse interests as the practitioner

4 vs. researcher viewpoints, nor acted as accurate

sOkesmen of either the practitioner or theoresearcher

perspective, alienating all key parties in the process.
58

(b) The bureaucratic mode has not been properly informed

by state of the art considerations or an adequate

understanding of the knowledge base developmentss

personnel and institutional capacities and other

prerequisites essential to carry out the desired
,

work competently. (When turned around, this becomes

the crux of the argument for the science policy mode.)

(c) Agency bureaucrats have been naive about the nature

of the operating system and the ease with which it

could be changed, especially by external strategies.

In general they have acted in a vacuum of ignorance

about practitioners' needs, desires, constraints,
l

etc. 0:hen turned around, this becomes an important

part of the argument for the market-oriented mode.)

Indirectly,we have already considered the case for and against

the science policy mode. Yes, dgcisions are more likely to
. .

reflect what the system is and is not capable of achieving given

the state of anrsilable knbwledge, system capacities, etc. And

yes, needed system.building is, more likely to be given the

attention it warrants. However,.on the other side of the coin:
1 8

.
(a) The ::.1.:ut:!hzional research-R/D&I,community is immature ;

and re14:ively unorganized, fragmented by the multi-

dis;:?1:narity of its knowledge and technolog base

(

0

and iurfler hampered by differences between

(men:1'. .:nd applied researchers, researchers f

thy :itszlptines and educational researchers,

f y:.
o, I 1

...ft....,
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researchers and developers, etc. There is therefore

little reason to believe that the research-R/D&I

community co uld carry out its role in a science

policy mode.

(b) Relatively few, high quality cumulative 'knowledge

bases have been developed by the field of education,

leaving open to question the existence of an adequate

supply of the available know-how to use R/D&I funds.to

mpximum efficiency if the science policy mode did

prevail.

(e) Educational research has shown itself to be relatively

insensitive to practitioner concerns over the years,

suggesting that the chances of ever bringing abqMt edu-

cational improvement through the science mode ,in,its

pure formail-relatively remote.

In favor of decentralized approaches are arguments suggesting

that important new sources of ideas may be choked off and heavy

investments maybe made in faulty conceptibfis when the locus of

initiative and control is highly centralized. In supp rt of the

field-initiated mode, one might argue:

,(a Field-initiated funding is needed as a counter-balance

to the burtaucratic mode. In part, this is needed to

permit research to reflect key questions needed to /1

further the development of the knowledge base as this
I

is understood by the field. In part, it is needed to

keep talented researchers attracted to education.

The argument here is that first-rite researchers are,

' unlikely to respond to RFPs,'.to,carry out research

designed by others, e'specially if they perceive the
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1
research designs called for in agency-defined Fps as

mediocre in quality or misguided. And furthe :what

these first-rate researchers are proposing should be

judged on its own terms. Though falling outside the

agency-defined areas covered by RFPs, these proposals

may In important new areas of work that could
ft

over the long run have more far reaching significance
.

for the field th(14 other projeCts that currently fall

Within the agency-defin4d program. important first-
.

rate ideas of this kind shouldbe stimulated and

encouraged rather than cilosed off,and the field-

initiated node (or variantsiof it) is the one most

likely to accomplish this.

, (b) Field-initiated funding may be eqUally decessary as a

counter-balance to the science policy mode. Ift4the

science policy mode, a small elite leadership group

in the field are likely to be the dominant influences

on the direction funding should take. But scientific

progress has often come about from ideas initiating from

young turks in a field who start off as a small

minority battling against the accepted paradigms.

Field-initiated funding might be essential to insure

their support while they remain young -Lurks outside

'. the established leadership structure of the field.

(c) Some would argue for field- initiated fundirtg as a

valuable approach in its own right, most actively

attuned to the disorganized state of scientific

activity. For instance, Corwin's-Call for a

strengthening of natural researcAkcomMunities and

creating networks within and across these communities

might potentially fall within the field- initiated

mode or the science policy mode.
59

4
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On th'e other side of this. debate, though, one kight'point to the4,,

I,11!:ed gains to date fret field-initiated funding.
60

however,-

- it is not entirely clear that" this is.4 valid ar gument since it

'would seem necessary first to determine how much of the signi-

ficant research'that has been carried out (as welloas'how much . '

. ,

of the trivial output) has in fact been of tie ,fteld-initiated
. 0 ,, -......,

variety. -, - -

., .

.."

Finaljy, we comp to Che'merket-oriented mode. qlfe key arguments

a

,. 41T.
-
, - (a) Relatively little of the research o*r

ea -,-.

r R&D activity that

has originated outside the operating isikstem, (or with-
.

. . .

v ,

-

out the involvement of Rract' "olits4 has &<1 its

..,10
-way into schools or affected practice.

e 4
tik

(b). There Ls ,a significant need for improvement of educa-*

tfonal practicebut the strategtei developed until

.recently have been misguided' because they were R&D 4, lit

oriented or problem - oriented, without being market-
61 . 01

oriented. , dr

. . /
.**

(c) R/D&I resources teed to be dispersed acraVs the country
* .--

in the same way the& the operatingaystem is disperses!
sto

, acros% the country. ,Improvement can come about if
1,

.....
practitioners work with the aeistance of others to 4

..frsj 41 meet their needs, and thly are likely to do ,this only
.10-e--

.
t.

ifthf, resources are nearby and readiVy.available and
,

. ,,,,
. .

accessible to them, able to atect and become a part
4*

.

of the .Wrork set4ng in which they function. .

* ) .. . 1
. i \b...

* .-...
Among the drawbacks of the market-oriented model, tholikh areithe

folowKng: . %

. *1.6-'16- A

J1

-! ;

4
pJ

4
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(d)" There are c lealirisk oE the market-oriented pattern 1
.

. becomIng a return 50 simple delivery of fluid services.,
6,

with hone of th"e generalizability or diffusion of

solutions and none of the capaNdity development of

R/D&I and consequently limited long-term return on

0

the investment.

(b) Gi$en the size of the operating system and therefore

the scale across which resources might have Ito be

dispersed, questions of likely quality of outputsnd

level of impact will Inevitably arisai0411 sites

across et re country fuuded in the market-oriented mode

be able to. produce systematically tested outcome's of

high quality (as might be expected from a small
0

number of idatitutions funded at a substantial level)?

(Of course, given the history of the regional labora-

tories, the outputs they produced" and same of the

recent questioning of the payoff from high development
4

expenditures of nationally oriented laboratories, the

potentiar'payoff from the market oriented mode might

not seem unattractive.)

"IN.
4 One's position ol.these various questions is likely to be -

IF

cAsely intertwined with one's views on the issues of internal
.

%

vs: external imprdvement strategies, functional balancef.and
..

system-building. We therefore turn to.these other issues.

.

. 1

g ,

. 0 '

4. Improvement Sirdeegies: Exti.rnIns: I nternal
.

Change Processes )
. -1..

. ,!V
1 .

A
A. ExternA1 change Strategies

.
. It

r

OP

,Several kinds of external change strategies have been proposed.

There have, of course, been various kinds of political reform

1,

%eV

I 1

4.
0-

4

m

its
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strategies citizen participation, decentralization, community

control, -etc, We take note of these strategies but discussion

of thol is, outside the framework of this analysis.
63

It should

be understood for the remainder of this.analysis that when we

use the term "external change stregy" here our concern is with

only one kind of external approach -- R&D or R/D&I.

It
4 *

The external change strategies we consider here have been pi-emised

on a mix of assumptions abotk the nature of schools as institutions,

`th# naturenization41 change, and the outputs likely to

prodused through use of RO approaches.

r
(a) Schools are described in terms of their change-

. .

resisting properties. -SinCe:khOOls are public

monopolies, aaWured of students and funding,

operatin° as publiabureaucracies with relativdly
P°

little public Accountability, there arefew incen-

tives to chitgendmany.incentives to resit

tchange. Educational....inneVations ten# to be "pOple-.
*

* . change" innovations -- they'require.unlearning. old
a.

ways>as well as learning new ways, and they are
(

FP

often inconavent with efttblished norms and

strongly held values about the role-3f the prac-
. . 4

titione;, in relation to students, pernts, et c.
. .,

4 Teachingqs described as a semilvfession, thereby,
. , .

characterized q status anxieties that make it
...

''.0
difficult for educators to relate openly to external

4

sources of expert se. The general absence of change-

vh.

. 44
. Lions -- whether in terms of the time available to.

practitioners, administrators, etc., or the hiring of
e

specialized personnel with change-oriented roles and

responsibilities. And sd on.
64
* The thrust of ali

4,0.:$

agents in school as institutkonS is noted, along with

the ablsence of resource allocations to change'func- ,

,

A_

,
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4.

these assumptionz is:that generally change is unlikely'

to come about in schoorsysteMs unless the initiative;

pressures, , design of the ihnovations, etc. .come from
t '

the outside.

process

... .

(b )/A relatively ple
I
change s was assumed. A

t . or. AI

key carrier to improvement has been assumed to be
. . OS
prac5iticknees: lait of'ilifficient high quAlity materials

and up-to-date informatilnliftom research, the experience

of oth &r practitioners, etc. Consequently, external
1.:

change strategies focus resources on:

% .

v
\11

t. *

1. development work, producing high aiity,e

systematically tested', effective materials,

develelped by curriculum and subject matter

experts, tes)ers, packagers, etc.; and

-4

2, dissemination and other linkage approaches,

to deliver the materials,'information, etc.

"users."
1%

11

In recogniticT of some of the. difficulties encountered

in implementing some of thesee;ternally developed

materials in school systemsgarious kinds of technical

assistance and other implementalAn supports are a key

part of more current conctptipns.of "linkage." But
4.

unquestioned was the_ operatlhg assumption (if not the

theoretical assrption) that the identification of what ,

was robe cliongf'd, Its design aztd development, were all

to be carried butsby specialists (rather than practi-

tioners) functioning in word settings outside the

0

/ ing system,

o
. i

ai



(c) The output§ expected from R&D were to be high quality

pr.:d.icts und programs, clearly superior to conventional

products and programs, possibly "teacher proof" --

i,e,, designed to be Implemented as developed and

expected to produce the same effects in the operating

system as in the developers' field tests.

(d) Development costs would no doubt be h...gh since the best

_talent would be used, along with systematic development

prolxis,..extensive successive cyclics of evaluation

re.finement, effective peck,:gIng :tth

nee!ed implementation supports), and sp cialized

dissemiation resources. However, over the long run

the per unit costs for such quality Taterials would

be low once they were disseminated widely and used in

large numbers of schools across the country. The re-
.

tur,k on investment would be greater than 'trying to

distribute an equivalent amount of funds across the

country to support local development in thousands of

. school districts. The amount available to each district

(or even CO a large number of selected dislicts) would

probably be too stall tq support much if any development
s'

activity and.the outputs produced,would probably be of

mediocre quality or even i,f of apparent good quality,

ndt widely tested on validated or packaged in a way

that could permit their use by others. ThJ money

might then, in effect, be frittered, away on immediately,

uses lackiniogeneralizabiliry or long-ter* continued

Rayo4.

Theer,vment in support of external change strategies, then,
-

A

was that; change was not like to come otherwise; that the

products of external f would beclearl uperisir
4..

and therilfore
(

0. 4.

a
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willingly and easilyleMplemented (if not e ily, then with sone

technical asststance); that over the to run. the R&D approach

would be more economical, providing the greatest possible payoff

impact. per dollar spent; and that all thatwas needed was to.

put into place specialized development institutions and a pipeline
0 ,

for deliveriglioducts to users. This rimy be an oversimplifica-

tion of the argurtent. Sore recognized the need for adaptation

of externally developed outputs, the dlificultii.s of the "teacher-

proof'' notion, the,piobiems likely to be encountered at .the Imple-

mentazion stye as well as earlier. In some discussions, more

Act ive roles for, practitioners were clearly called for at virtually

every step along the way, from need identification through various

design and "fine tuning" stages, evaluation, packaging, etc.
65

But

regardless of the variants:descriptions' of external change

strategies did seem to seer,the operating system_largely in terms

of being the "user" at the end of the pipeline, a rather different

conception from that held by proponents of various internal-change

strategies.

Inttrnal ChangeOStrategies

,
Proponents of:O.nternal change strategies have had more active con-

, .

.ception4.of'the roleJkof opefatIng system personnel in the ch.ange

process. The case for internal approaches, has been rode on several

grounds:

4
There has not been a sufficient return on the large

investment that has been made .1n external change

strategies. Most of the products developed have been

Of irifcrior quality in comparison to exisciAg materkals



developed by conventional (non-R&D) means. And

relati::ely fel.: have been widely adop:-:(1 andolsed

in school systems. In pert this is due to their

poor quality. But also of importance here is the

fact that operatir140:ystem needs, constraints, and

dynamics have not been adequately;tak.an into account

in their developmeu and inadequate attention has

been given to the difficulties of implementing

"externally developed innovations.

(5)11.. It may be that some factnrs sJch as the nature of

schools as institutins orithe nature v educational

practice as craft-like in its norms, values, and

dynamics -- make external change strategiesanwise

and suggest the greater wisdom of internal change

strategies. If there are enormoui barriers to

implementing externally developed products, programs,

approaches,' etc. i,tc.f practitioners need ,to be able to

develop their on solutions to problems to be able

to absorb the changes into their experiential knowledge f

ba§e And their repertoire of skills and approaches,

then the d evelopment, of.internel operating system

capacities for. - problem- solution and 'change would seem

to be a mote. effective strategy. Those who contend
i Ws

- that money would be "friApred away",iniWe old
. M

.4.flen.service traditloh fail to sea that the funding
, 7

focus would-be on
0

ileveloping practitioners' capabilities
1

(4hich his long-terra rather thanosimpty

c9.the,maferiall,dley- oid%b* developing din the course
.- ,,; 't

of build:pg. thoss.capiailitis -(which .:night or rit4ght
V,

% pot have fobz-terrc.t. it:i4Iyle° And after all, given,-
.

-% +. I 4 .. .

e

I.
experienttal fiture i4.4klucatianal practice as a

.. .. .
.

.

craft-11* field, deIelopiqz,pr444iofterc.apabiLitias
% . . . .. . r -

1...

may be Cbe 111.,r sound. redce. 'to' fuodaintal changes.
..., . ..- .. ..

I ,
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(c) There are innovative schools where p actitioner

;t:
develcp :heir own exciting and high .ity programs

and materials and where principals or others function

as educational leaders and change agents (not simply

as administrator's). Instead of premising change '

strategie.443assuMbEions about the barriers to change

as they appear to be *operative in the great majority

of schools, it might be wiser to focus on the condi-

tions thaesupport in Ovation in the more exemplary

settings and _try to develop similar conditions or

7sup7orts in other ,-
sch ools and schpol districts.

C: Choice' Between Options and RelationshSp to Other Issues

Whee resources are unlkmted, both, external and internal change

strategies can be supported, However, in a'limited (resource

situation, choices have to be made, if not between one approach

or the other Than still cAitainly in terms of how mu n of the

total available supply of resources.'should be al/ Eed to each

approach.

In making such decisions,ione is likely to be swayed toward one

a'. the other approach to differing degrees depending on one's

position on s;uertl issues we have considered. Once, having

decided that resources should be allocated to the goal of l
a

improving educational practice then:

4

.(a) Who is in the best position to determine how these

resources mignt best be spent -- the research-R/D&I

Cemrunity*(who are.particularly sensitiveto the state

of the art and thp capacities that do or do not exist

to produce certain kinds of development outputs) or

e practittoneWommunit,y e(who are particular/1y

.
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(c) What kiadi of R/D&I acttvities are most likely to

have the best payoff for school improvement --

fundamental research, applied research; development,

linkage, developing internal operating system capa-

cities, or providing services to meet immediate

276

sensitive to the operating syst-elm's perceived needs

and to q,Aat is likely to be implemented by practi-

tioners in schools)?

(b) Should resources be concentrated in a few quality

centers, established to systematically develop for

dissemination to schools the, best quality products

and programs that can be developed (given the state '

of the art) with the most first-rate R&D alent :(

available? Or should available funds be distributed .

to scnool systems co enable them co funa acctvitles

of their own personnel, who may not have specialized

R&D expertise but who are gifted practitioners

capable of developing highly useful programs and

materials which they (and probably their colleagues)

are Likely to use in one form or another?

4 ) practitioner needs?

We have f.lready considered issues (a) and (b). We turn now to

(c) above, the issue of balance across functional areas.

5. Balance Across ?unctonal Areas

4

Deba.ces about the relative merrts f supporting basic vs. applied

' research or research vs. development seem to be endemic Cb virtually

all,re stems In education, the situation is even more compli-
s:"Y
with arguments voiced about the relative meriis of increasing

a
AN,

To'
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resource a'! locations not only co (a) fundamental researck or

(b) applied reseazch or (c)-aeveiopment, but also (competing for

attention for ever- Larger shareslr the total pie), (d) dissemination/

linkuie functions or (e) internal operating system capablity develop-,

ment or (f) immediate problem solution in the "field service" tradition

that prevailed prior to the emergence of educational RD in the '60s.

A. Fundamental Research

Thoie who advocate strengthening fundamental research -lake the

case we noted earlier:

(a) hoW little know at present about phenomena central,
/

to,understanding
t
education; learning, learning

. disabilities, human potential, etc.;

(b)4 the impact fundamerital research has had on bothipur

.conceptions and educational practice (e.g., in testing);

(c) the fact that iz is difficult if not impossible to

predict wheft the next major breakthrough will come

that might significantly change the character of

education, schooling, and learning; and

A

(d) a point not allided to earlior, the argument that one

cannot have a viable R/D&I system without a healthy

fundamental research enterprise.
66

res-an_n

On the other side of th,- coin is the 41-gement of fundamental

research is onex,penstie luxury for a prolem-orienred, multi-
.

41st.nlInary field 11%e education, especially since the

'tlo
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uncertainties and risks are so high and the assurance one can

have of pay-off ,:.ay be lower than for any other functional

specia This is especially so since what we have learned

about the relationship between fundamental research and appli-

cation suggests that; (a) there is a considerable time lag in

such application if it comes at all, that (b) the linkages to

utilization are much more direct for applied research and more

direct still for development, etc., and (c) that the source of

ideas for most applied research and development comes not from

fundamental research but from ocher applied research and

devellp-ent.
67

In turn, then, thlt all hecomes a key pert of

the argument for support of applipd research and for develop-

ment as well.

C. Development

The case for support of development work carries this argument

even further. Basically, the point made is that if new knowledge

is to find application in operating system settings it must be $

packaged in a form that makes the new knowledge immediable

applicable to solution of a particular problem and easily usable.
68

In the case of education, the argument often revolves around the

poor quality of much of the existing pool of materials and in-,

structional strategies generally available to educators. If only

better materials, etc. were available, practitioners would use

the and be able to overcome many of the difficulties they have

had.

The developmen: positIon held sway in tne late '60s, but It has

losNonsiderahle ground since then as othier- drguments brave

gained more prominence -- e.g.:

,..

ai Development costs hail been very high a4, with some
-f

I
A
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notable exceptions, the outputs have been dis-

appointing in quality.

41k

(b) Many development outputs have been poor in quality

it because the existing knowledge/technology base was

not adequately refined to permit sound development.

'More research is needed and more attention to the

%.,--

state of the art nd refining system capacities.

Premature investmen in development is wasteful and,

even worse, pook quality outputs that are produced

decrease the legitimacy of the whole R&D enterprise,

making it more'diffIcult to secure R&D resources in
o

the future.

(c) More and more products are being produced but available

products are not as widely used as oie would have

expected. In part, this is because inadequate resources '

were devoted to dissemination, linkage,land imple-

mentatzon.support.

D. Linkage

Thus, the argument on behalf of resources for linkage functions.

But at least two arguments can be made against heavy investment

in linkage as well:

p

(a) The linkage strategy assumes that these is a substan-

tial supply of quality products, strategies, 411c. to

be *c.,serainaced and installed In school systems, an ,

assumptIon that many critics are likely to challenge,

and

(b) Many who focus :41 the craft-like nature of the practice

0

.
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setting, and other technical and motivational barriers

to implementing th outputs of externkb R&D, would

)1probably be skept-ic 1 of the gains to be del-ived from

investing in linkages between (1) suppliers o mate-

rials packages that are not likely to be used as

designed, and (2) potelfial "userl" who ale not demanding

such packages and tend to resist their use.

E. Internal Capacity8uilding

4 7.1: would s...:-sest then the neee, to -support the development of

internal opera ing system capabilities. 'We 1)ave already con-

sidered the arguments for and against this option.
69

F. Providing Services

As one final option, an argument could be made that indirect

approaches to improvement rarely have the long-term effects
4

expected and therefore it -is such long -term approaches that
4

in fact fritter away scarce resources and fail to bring real

gains rather than the direct short-term provision-4f-services

approaches. The services argument fociiles on the considerable

needs schools have and the budget crunch many school systems

have faced, necessitating cutbacks in what have long been con -

sidered essential parts f school system offe'r.ing's. How, ask

practitioners, can large sums of money be allocated to lavitci

R&D programs which produce materials for which there is no

market while.i0ool systems are cutting back programs in art,

music, athletics, counseling servic /s and even established

components of the standard subject matter curriculum?

On the other side of this debate are all the argiiineats we have

considered in sdpport offe long-range gains to *be expected

from systematic inquiry and the various internal and external

.11
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change approaches to school improvement.
l*t/

Clearly, one's position on such questions is likely to be determined

by one's perspective on who should define goals, priorities, and

10'. needs; what approaches are most likely to'produce maximum payoff

from per doklarinvestment;'and especially the time horizon of

one's goals. Consideration of short-term vs. middle-range vs.

long-term goals brings us to the final set of macro-levellAsues

of concern to us here -L i.e., how much eaphasis in allocating

resources should be placed on direct services to school systems

(short-term) vs. pioducing outputs tobe'used by schpol systems

(middle-range) building capabilities (long-term).

6. Balance Between Producing Outputs and Building Capacities

What is the }roper balance between allocating resources to (a) producing

outputs for use by the operating system, and (b) building capacities so

that better qualityltoutputs can bVroduced more efficiently and more

effectively in tileofuture? '(As noted in the previous section: prac-

titioners would likely call for a third item in the balance as well,

i.e., considering the need for direct\ allocations to operating system

functioniAg as a factofto be reckoned in determ.wing the proper size

of the,slice of the total education pie to be given to either R/D&I
e .

out t-oriented activities or R/D&I capacity - building.)

Zhtti9)T of resource allocatArn to system-building, several arguments

have e'een made:
70

.

(a) Tha educational R/D&I. system Is currcntly immature and

underdeveloped and is not likely to be able to operate

at a high'level of effectiveness for some time to come

unless a sizeable investment is made in developIng/

system capacities.
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(b) It may beryasteful to invest heavily- in R/D&I activities
.

before needed capacities are sufficiently developed,

especially personnel with the needed skills,.organizationar

arrangements that ()emit the necessary resources tote

mustered and managed, linkages required to-perimit smooth

flows and across components of the System, etc.

(c) Procurements to output-oriented activities have inevitable

system .impact, whether planned or unplanned e.g.,

permitting development of capacities in one set of insti-.

utions rather than another% encouraging or "turning off"

one set of R/D&I performers or another, etc. if system-
.

building is accepted as a legitimate objective,and if in

addition to direct system building allocations (e.g.,

training programs) some relatively small sum is allocated

to developing planning,and coordinating meettanisms to.

maximize the positive system-building consequences of agency

actions, then the long-range gains may be considerable'.

(1) System - building requirements are related to system maturation

states: as the R/D&I system becomes better developed and more

mature,,lower levels of resource allocation to system-building

objectives will be'required.

.Although it.sez:ms doubtful that arguments would be voiced against system-

building objectikres in the abstract, decisions about allocations of

resources tend generally to either ignore spstem-btilding considerations

or to decide thqt other shorter -terai needs are more pressing or more

likely to provide needed shorter-term payoff.

If an explicit case.were to be made against system-building allocations

or for other option; as'of higher priority, the case would probably

include some or all of the following elements:
c
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(a) Other needs are more pressing.

(b) Once lhort:termaccomplishments can be pointed tooeduoa-
.

tional g&D will ,have greater legittpacy and it will be

easier to muster political support some time in the future

for system-building aklocatigns.

(c) System-building allocations tend to,support researchers and

R&D institutions without having substantialimpact on the

probabilities of producing educational improvement.

Resources are often diverted to supporting these insti.tu---,

tions and personnel to carry out activities Ohey might
Mk

otherwise carry out that are,notdirectly relevant t

dducational improvement the definition.of w at

capacities need to be developed, and how, difger from

the critics perception of what is needed)..

.

/
.

(d) .0r, given the new orientation toward capa9fty development

in the operating system, resources for capacity development_

in .SEAS or LEAs
1/

may be diverted to sortport operational

activities notdirectly relevant to educational improvement.

(e) Those who take the position tha the educational research-
/

R/D6I community can best be u derstood as a configuration

rather than,a system might leery of system-oriented

or capacity7developing al cations that appear to smack

too heavily of system m agement or Z4ordination. (They

probably would not, ho ever, object to allocations oriented

simply toward develo /ing the resourcel'Or capacities of

fWdividual institu ons in trie configuration as ,the in-

stitutions thems ves define capacities they need to develop.)

As in all the other iss es we have eiconsidereds one's position on these

p
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options is closely.intertwineewith one's perspective on what is

possible, what approaches are most likely to be effective, and what

the Rroper role of government should be.

7. Central Issues: Summary

Over the past two decades, there has been a continuing dialectic

between proponents and critics of different approaches to resolving Is

six hig6ly interrelated issues about macro-level goals, policies,

and strategies for educational RID &I:

what (if any) gains can be expected from support of

systematic research or R&D;

2. the proper role of government in support of research and

R&D;

3. the proper balance between goals, priorities, etc.

favored by the researchR/D&I community, practitioners,

and federal officials;
p

4, the proper balance betweih internal and external cha e

strategies;

5. the proper balance actofs functional areas; and

6. the proper balance between producing R/D&I outputs and
N.

building R/D&I capacities.

An overview of key federal funding initiatives over the past two decades,

and the various pressures exerted for change in one or another emphasis, "

should iliustrate well the kind of continuing dialectic Bailey

described.,

^4 \



III. HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

. Stage One: Lack of Federal Role (Pre-1954)

Prior to the passage of the Cooperative Research Program .in 1954, the

federal government was not actively involved in the sponithiship of

ikeducational research or school improvement programs. Education was

viewed largely as a function reserved by the Constitution for the States.

The Office of Education, established in 1867, functioned for 87 years ,

in a bystander role, gathering statistics and disseminating information.
71

There was little'if any debate on (or even consideration of) any of

the macro-level issues !e have considered; none of4these matters were

thought of as within the purview of federalpolic.y concerns.

Some historical overviews of educational research provide some sense of
72,

the kinds of activities being carried out. But information about sources

of fUnding,.as best we can surmise,iisisketchy or impressionistic.

The sources of funding may have been largely universities, philanthropic,

or researcher self-funding;.the she of research activities was gepirally

quite small and expenses minimal. In addition to research activities,

there was some development work (e.g., in the area Of tests and measure-

ments), some internal development and demonstration in the laboratory

school tradition (e.g., some of the work of John Dewey), and con-
.

siderable provision of direCt services in the field service

tradition (e.g., education professionals in the universities helping

'practioners as consultants to solve immediate problems, evaluate prOgrams,

provide materials to meet a practioner-defined need, etc.)
73

2. Stage Two:__ Research Emphasis and Laissez -Faire Mode of

Management (1954-1964)
dap

The passage of the legislation establishing the Cooperative Research

Program (CRP) in 1954 was.the first majox breakthrotigh'in support of

the position that research can increase our understanding of education

and should therefore be supported with federal funds. With the flow

of CRP funds which began two years lamer, federal involvement in
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educational R/D&I was clearly (if half-heartedly) initiated. The

initial appropriation was small ($1 million), and two -thirds of that

was Vrmarked for researcA'releyant.to mental retardation. But

educational research was thereby established as an item with a claim.

to federal support.

During the late '50s and early '60s, when the Cooperative Research
.

Program (CRP) was the most highly visible source of educational RID&I

funding, system:prioritiep were determined largely by the community

of educational researchers and researchers from the disciplines carrying

out studies. relevant to education. The dominant mode of funding was

field - initiated, and the Office of Education's style of research

management was closest to the laissez-faire mode. Me Office of

Education functioned largely as a conduit of funds to the research

community. Tie locus of goal-setting was decentralized, scattered

among all the various researchers and research ilatitution who sub-

mitted field- initiated proposals and the prominent researcher4who

served on review and advisory panels.

In a researcher-dominated context, research Was' rather naturally

emphasized. Development of the field's knowledge base was the goal of

the system; funding educational research projects was essentially the

strategy; and funds flowed primarily to the universities where researchers

were located. According to Dershimeris_account,
74

building a sound

research community was one of the key objectives of the CRP program --

attracting.first-rate researchers from the disciplines to work on

educational problems and building a community of educational researchers

and scholars from the disciplines. Clearly, then, there was some direct

concern about capacity building objectives,and indirectly,university

capacity to carry out education-related research must have expanded

during these years..

Even '.tith the CRP emphases clearly established, there were several visible

signs of the inevitable dialectic. Fii.st, OE staff, leadership, and

advisers fought over:t.a: the unsolicited field-initiated approaches

favored by the research community and OE leadership vs'(b) OE solicited
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A

research in support of staff-defined needs and programs, as desired

Eby much of the OE staff 75'

Second, t&re was a dialectic over the extent to which supportedre-

search should be expected to lead'directly to school improvement.

During these years, the forces mustared on behalf of more direct

improvement strategies and research more targetted at application and

impact gained increasing influence, winn,ing the next round and becoifting

the dominant influence in stage three, which we shell turn to shortly.

0

And finally, there was the dialectic over research vs. R&D or development.

While CRP funds were primarily used to support field-initiated research,

CRP funds were also used to support two more targetted devq.opment.

programs for.curriculumlimprovement. Most notable in this mode were

Project English and Project Social Studies, modelled after another

major development initi tive begun in the late '50s, the Natibnal

Science Foundation's Co rse Content Improvement Program. The NSF

programs to redesign an upgrade high school science and mathematics

curricula brought leading scholars from the sciences,and mathematics

into the enterprise of producing courses and materials for high school

students -- pssc physics., BSCS biology, CHEM chemistry, etc.
76.

The enterprise sparked the imagination of educational reformers and

seemed for 'a while to offer a model for limitless possibilities in

school improvement. Other more applied or developmental work was also

supported at this time,sdch as projects to improve instruction in

foreign languages and to increase the application of audio-visual

and other media technology to instructional proposes, both funded by

OE under special appropriationt mandlted by the National Defense

Education Act of 1958. There were other development projects as well --

Project Literacy, the Developmental Program, etc. As educational reformers

came to see. increasing potential for improvement coming from this more

directed, more applied route, a new.power balance emerged. In the next

historical phase of educational R/D&I, the development position won

preponderant influence, the terms and context of the debate changed,

and a new dialectic began.

I

N. ,)

1
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3. Stage Three:. Development Emphasis and Bureaucratic Mode 6f

Funding (1964-1972)

In the mid to late '60s and early '70s, OE went on what one observer

Ado has described as a "development biA
77

geu. If figures were available

OD all funding sources and a11 R/D&I activities carried out, perhaps

a more balanced picture would result., But since the dominant anAmost

visible educational R/D&I funding was from OE, and since OE in these,

years was actively intervening in educational R/D&I to create a whole

new system under OE management (which'in effect seethed to be defined

at the-time as the Ate and only educational R&D system), understanding

how macro-level, issues were conceived at this time requires focusing

on OVs policies and the new dialectic that eventually ewerged around

these policits.and'renewed. the macro-leveldebate.

In the mid-'66s, the field-initiated, laissez-faire, research-oriented

approach that had'characterized much of CRP fun ing changed drastically

and was replaced by awholly new pattern. D atisfactiovwith the

A non-cumulative effect of CRP-funded research, its lack of impact on

edUcational practice, and the absence of discernible school improvement

as a return on the taxpayecsi,investment led to the creation of the

network of university -based R&D centers, regional educational 1#boratorles,

and various other sets of institutions we have discribed elsewhere.
78

They were established as a network external to existing research and

practice settings, funded and presumably "managed" by OE to conduct large-scale,

mission-oriented, programmatic R&D,. focqsed on the solution of specific

educational problems.

The shift from the.laissez2faire. CRP mode to predominance of the bureau-

cratic mode of OE management Was gradual. When the laboratories and

centers were first created, each institution defined its own mission

based on the areas of specialization of its senior personnel. Over

time, however, with increasing OE use of targetted research programs

and procurement. through RFF's, the locus of goal-setting, priority

determinations and strategy and policy development became highly cen-

tralized. The locus of initiative and control shifted to key 'OE staff

members, with some assistance from their advisers whom they selected

from the,yesearch and R&D communities.
79
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With the shift to a centralized locus of goal-setling: there was a marked

change in goals and emphases. There appeared to be less alit less fundi4

for such long-range goals as development of the field's knowledge_ base,

and more and more attention to the intermediate range goal of developing

products and programs that could solve current operating system problems.

Many of the problem areas receiving large allOcations of funds (e.g.,

raising academic achievement of low-income minority iludents) were

defined0 social and political forces rather than,by he dominant con-

cerns of practitioners at the time, or, by the needs of the field's

knowledge bate, or even by the state of development of the knowledge

bae or the capacities of the field's personnel and institutional base

to permit effective attack on particular problems. The eiphasU in

funding shifted from research.to development. And even the labs and

centers which initially had,been given the freedom to define their own

missions and agendas were given the message that development was "in"

and the emphasis was to be on developing packageable products,

The prevailing view at this-time appeared to be that (a) systematic

R&D could and would lead to school improvement; that (b) the federal

government had a responsibility to define problems in need of solution

and channel these funds to institutions which it supported for the purpose

of wotking on these bureaucratically-defined problem areas; that (c) the

'schools would be reformed from the outside, ,largely through the route

of providing systematically developed and tested quality products to

meet needs perceiVed by federal bureaucrats and their allies in the

R&D community; and that (d) immediate problems were so significant and

pressing, and R&D so potent an approach for meeting the need, that the

4 bulk of resources should be allocated to development activities rather

than,to such longer-range objectives as building an R&D community,

strengthening the field's knowledge and technology base, or developing

personnel or institutional capabilities.'

Concern with developing the.field's knowledge and technology base had

lost center stage and was not only slighted but many of the funding

,

j
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policies and strategies of this period were even inimical to this goal.

Considerable resources very allocated to "putting into place" an

institutional structure for a new specialized R/D&I'system. HOOlgver,

littleof the funding was used to build institutional capabilities far

longer-term system development. -There was some funding for research

training programs, but this was discontinued after a few years.
80

As allocations to field-initiated research programs declined and

targetted R&D and procurement through RFPs increased, proportionally

less and less of available R/D.11 resources flowed to the universities,

and more and more went to the regional laboratories and the proliferating

non-profit and for-profit corporations geared to the marketplace of

federal grants and contracts.
81

The effect may have been inimical

to long-term growth of system capabilities. The private and

quasi-public (labs and center) sectors of the educati'onal R/D&I

system expanded, but the academic sector did not share in this growth.

.First -rate university research talent may have been "turned off"

from working on educational problems (at leasttuader OE sponsorship).

And equally significant, the training of new research or R/D&I talent

in universities may have been adversely affected. Federal funds from

training fellowships or wpm grants or contracts were no longer

available on a broad scale to support graduate students, and the hands-on

experience of learning through involvement in faculty research wasless

widely available.

The development emphasis, the bureaucratic made of goal-setting and

strategy development, th'e decline of binding for field-initiated research

and its resultant impact on universities, and practitioners' dissatis-'

tactical with the whole R/D&I enterprise -- all'these factors generated

the next phase of the ongoing dialectic. The AERA called for the

restol:btioa of greater balancein program planning and considered ways

to strengthen the educational research- R/D&I community so that it could

assume an active role in "field-based planning. . 82 The National

Academy of Education issued a report arguing the cage for fundamental

ese/ch -- "massive, lasting changes in education cannot safely be

made except on the basis of deep objective inquiry," 83
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And increasing attention was directed at the finding that educational
.

practice was little affected by externally developed innovations.
84

.t.

Theistage was set for the next phase in the dialectic -- ficused
.

attention on dissemination and an developing.operating.vstem capacities

and the mustering of forces calling for a renewal of field=

.initiated research funding. It is difficult to precisely

date-the end of stage three and the beginning of stage lour: the growing

influence of the dissemination perspective and the SEA /1 EA Capacity-building

approach was apparent from OE program supportat least as early as 1970.

The advocates of field-initiated research funding failed to score a

significant victory until as lateas 1977. Still, 1972 seems to be a

reasonable boundary point between stages three and four since the

establishment of NIE involved changeq of potentially fundamental sIgni-

ficance.

4. Stage Four: NIE and Mixed Strategies

A. Significance of NIE's Creation

A

NIE's share of total federal funding for educational 11/0&I represents

an even smaller piece of the total pie than OE's -- when OE was

the key spoilpor of educational R/D&I, and even now after NIE was

established to be the,lead agency for educationll R/D&I. Still,

' the'ixcumstances that led to the creations of NIE, its legislative

mandate to "build an effective R&D system ",the labelling of NIE as

the lead agency for educational R/D&I and the,pivotal role assigned

to it in coordinating mechanisms that have been established

(especially the new Federal Council'on Educational Research and

Development) -- all suggeit that NIE, is now the most critical center

of macro-level thinking and tertainl.the most visible focui of
85.

policy determination for educational R/D&I.

The creation of NIEas an R&D agency apart from OE was an important

breakthrough in its own right'in the evolution of the federal role
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in the sponsorship of educational R/D&I. It was important, first,

becaus.a it suggested recognition of research and R&D as idstitution-

alized specialties that warranted support separate and apart from

operating system support, and that perhaps required different

orientations in policy formation from those likely to dominate ale

agency tied too closely 'to practitioners. (Whether or not one

views this separation favorably is dependent on one's perspective;

but clearly the separation was established.) 4"

Second; much of ttevinitialsupport or NIE came from leaders of the

research community who envi ioned NIE as functioning in much the

same way (and with the same high status) as such prestigious lead

agencies as NSF or NIN. Consequently, they assumed the gop between

bureaucrat and research community would be bridged, the research

viewpoint would be given more weight, and funding would again be

flowing to universities and to researchers to carry out projects

the research community could define (or at least willingly

acknowledge and accept) as needed.

NIE's creation; then, seemed to'suggest a strengthening of the federal

commitment to educational research and R&D. We have reviewed the

early history of the agency elsewhere, especially its considerable

problems with Congressional critics.
86

That is important for

our discussion here is that the threatened loss of federal funding

for NIE in 1974 seemed to raise questions anew about issues that

had presumably been settled permanently a decade earlier. What

'seemed to be at stake was not simply the fate of an agency but at

the same time the future of federal involvement in the sponsorship

of educational RID&I. The lack of political skill of NIE's early

leadership may have een a factor in producing the agency's dif-

ficulties. Bu mor Andamentally what seemed to be operative was

the old dialect isea out what, if anything, Amid be gained from

support of educational research or R/D&I, with skeptics appearing
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(briefly)to be on the verge of gaining'the.upper hand. NIE's

weathering of that tourbulent storm indicates that the critics of

educatiOnal R/D&I have receded in influence again, for a while at

least, until the dialectic emerges again in public as part, of the

policy process.

B. Contrasts Between NIE Emphases and Earlie OE Emphases

Our impressions of the contrast between current NIE emphases and

earlier OE emphases may nee* revision after some future analyses

are written of R/D&I.policies- of OE (and other agencies as well) in

the 150s and '60s. But for the present, It seems useful to try to.
gig

pinpoint some of the key differences based on whatever evidence OP./ 44

impressionistic commentary is availabls.

a. Coiprehensiveriess and Balance

Overall, the main dfferencgs appear to be in die broader definition

of R/D&I, more comprehensive conception of types of institutions and

personnel comprising the R/D&I system (or configuration), and greater

.balance in the funding of functional. specialties, types of R/D&I

institutions, and types of school improvement strategies.

b. . Greater larket Orientation

Compared to previous periods, the NIE approach appears to be more of

' a mix between R/D&I alnd mailcet-oriented approaches. Whereas tile

previous emphases in federal involvement had likleiMA on developing the
vzy:

field's knowledge base (1954-1964) and solv* eapcational
,i itl,

problems through R&D and packaging ofsolut on (`x964-1972), the. NIEfgg

orientation appears to be clearly on improving practice, w&h

. frith research and R&D materials development concieved in terms of

the ultimate goal of school improvement: Research and R&D still
e

receive.a large share df available resources. " iBuf in the NIE
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Itrategy, disiemination, implemtntation/ueilization, and building

Internal operating system capabilities receive considerable

attention as well.

. .

c. Inclusion of Operating SyTelg in R/D&I Support

NIE dissemination and SEA and LEA capacity-building programs also

suggest a mix of decentralized and centralized initiatives. One

aspect of this mix is the attention given to SEAS and (to a lesser

extent) LEA.
.06

While considerable sums of money flowed from OE to the operating

system during the 1964-1972 periOd, these were.generally funds for

`direct program Operations and services rather than for R/D&I. And

. whatrR/D &I funds did go to the operating system :ended to be largely

for demonstration projects, i.e., the support of exemplary practices

or programs throuth funding provided under ESEA Titles I and III, the

Bilingual Program, the Drop-Out Prevention Program, etc. OE con- "4
. v.

tinues to support this "exemplary practice" approach to school
-

im-
_

e.40provement. What seems significant about the earlier period is that

0Eapparentp distinguished between the."exemplary practice model".

and the "R&D model"
88

and most (if not alI) of what QE tonceived

as its R/D&I funding was then concentrated on the labs, centers, and

other spec' i lizid institurr, established by OE to function outside

the operating system.

NIE's orientation, on the other hand, appears to be to see SEAS and

LEAs as.potential sites for R/D&I activity. With regard to such

activities NIE program documents describe the federal role as onp of

facil4"attng, egllaborating, and coordinating, with much of the

initiative in tal setting and problem definition decentralized in.

SEAs and LEAs. Subst7ntial sums are flowing to these SEAs and LEAs

tt, suppoil capacity-building programs that meet needsidentified

0 and defined by the SEAS and.LEAs andfund capacity-building activities

proposed by them.
89

The increasing attention given-to these

.,.y.
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SEA- and LEA-defined capability-developing programs appears to be

part of a discernible shift in emphasis from prod t development

and product advocacy to change process advocacy end hange process
110

capability development.

d. .NIE-Directedvs. Field Initiated Modes

Still, though, despite some signs of increased market orientation and

greater,decentralization of initiative to the operating system,,the

older, bureaucratic mode of goal-setting, strategy development, and

procurement appears to prevail (to a greater or lesser degree in

differe?t program areas) in the agency's funding of research and R&D.

The locus of goal-setting, priority determination, strategy develop'-

merit, etc as remained largely centralized in the hands of NIE

staff and t it selected advisers from the field, with resultant

continued dissatisfaction in the research-R/D&I community about

NIE's.emphases in R/D&I sponsorship and the procedures used to pro-

cure the work it supports. NIE's program and most of its funding is

focused.on six "priority areas" selected by NIE's staff and policy-making

body (the National Council on Educational Research, NCER) as the most

pressing problems the R/D&I system could and should respond to with the

greatest concentration of available resources possible. The prevailing

procurement approaches used have involved either th) channeling larger

sums to labs, centers, and other specific institutions with a "special,

relationship" to NIE, or (b) issuing RFP s drafted by agency staff and. `

consultants, some ofwhich have involved tight specification of

research questions, research design, instrumentation, occasionally

even data analyibs techniques.
91

Unsolicited field-initiated

research has received relatively little support. Consequently, the

researchR/D&I community, who feel thiy are in the best position to

determine what problems need tackling and how best to tackle them,

has foend itself let with little if any support for the kind of work it

would like to do andlltreated as mere technicians to carry out work

designed, by others, much of which researchers have criticized as

ill-conceived. 4'

3 1
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iNIE has been sensitive to much of the criticism it has received from

the field and a number of initiatives have been taken to meet the concerns

of the research community. or instance, researchers from a few research.

,areas were involved in the definition of research agendas for their

fields (e.g., in conferences sponsored by what were then called the

'Basic Studia)and Basic Skills groups of 111E
92

) . .Also, some of the

recent grants competitions have defined only the areas of research NIE

was interested in supporting without specifying particulars of'the *

research to be carried out.
93

In addition, concern about the

field's dissatisfaction led to the agency's,commissioning,our policy

analy1s on the proper balance between field-inttiated and NIE- directed
94

and a second analysis by the National Academy of Sciences on

the adequacy of federal policies in support of fundamental research

relevant to education..
954

4

.

The outcome of NIE's internal policy debate on funding field-initiated

research is a good illustration of the continuing dialectic in the

policy process, and the fact,that those defeated in one set of battles

are likely OcoPtinue the fight and try to muster sufficient support

until ultimately their view ptevails, and the dialectic begins again,

albeit with the tables turned and a reversal of "insNand "outs".

Despite the contrary positions taken in two pblicy analyses

4

com7ero

missioned by NIE, the NCER passed a policy 'resolution in 1977 c'all'ing

for allocation by 1979 of at least 20% of NIE's funds for the support

of fundamental research relevant to education (with an increase to at

least 30% by 1985), with at least half of these.funds to be,allocated

in the' form of research grants to individual investigators ox small
96

groups of investigators (i.e., the old field-initiated mode.)

Whether this resolution leads to significant changes in the kindi of

work supported, or simply a re-labelling of work that would otherwise
,

be funded, remains 1'o be seen. But the stand expressed in the resolu-
.

tion is important in its omn right as aotatement of the proper

emphasis to be given to fundamental research. It was significant too

for reaffirming the principle of maximum possible involvement of the

research community in "identifying research needs and research to be

supported."

3.,
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yet, though, the research and R&D communities have not had anything

like the influence of researchers in some of the scientific disciplines.

There have been increasing numbers of calls for a strengthening of the

research and R&D communities. and the development of mechanisms to

permi.t the field to exercise leadership in defining go,ils and research

agendas.
97

We may, then, in time see yet another metamorphosis

of goal setting and policy tormation in educational lup&I, with signi-

ficant implications for R/D&Ipriorities, strategies, and funding

programs.'

e. Lead Agency Role

Prior to the creation of NIE, OE was clearly the lead agency for
,A

educational R&D as well as the u-cation sector as a whole. NIE's

position as lead agency for educational R&D is more complex to carry

out given, the current context in which it functions: (a) Despite its

lead agency status, NIE controls a relatively small piece of the total
* cot

federal budget for educational R/D&1; it controls fewer FYD&I dollars

than even OE whose primary mission focuses on the operating system

rather than Rd. And. (b) given the more comprehensive concept of

R/D&I, and the greater numberof institutions and even institutional

types included in the broader current conception of R/D&I, a considerably

greater number of considerations must Inter into functioning as a lead

agency.

- How does one coordinate a system made up of so

many autonomous actors?

- How can NIE best exercise its leadership role given

the 'small proportion of total educatreinaeR/D&I

resources it controls?

- by can available resources by properly apportioned

across all the various improvement strategies

"(e.g., external vs. internal), functional specialties,

performerinstitutions, etc. now conceived as essential

parts of the educational R/D&I enterprise without

dispersing resources too thinly to permit effective

functioniig,quality outputs, and significant impact?

- Are there ways of using available resources efficiently

and economically to achieve multiple purposes a'nd to

0).1
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permit NIE to effectively exercise its lead agency

rote despite its,limited condliol of resources?
98

And if so, how does an agency learn to function in

such complex ways?

C. The Current Dialectic

The current dialectic seems to us*to center on several

particularly:

-..the manner in which NIE is to carry out its

responsibilities as lead agency for eduptional

R/D&I;

- the degree of leadership to be.exercised by the field;

- the ektentto which higher levels of funding can

be channelled to the operating system for internal

improvement strategies and the extent to which -

R&D can become more market-oriented;

- the proper funding balance acrossefunctional

specialties; .

- the extent to which NIE should take a more active

role in system-building and capacitYdevelopment; and

- whether the most effective route to building system

- capacity is to return to thefield-initiatedilaissez-faire

mode, orinstead'ttimore actively solicit work from

first-rate R/D&I performers with whom NIE can develop

"special relationships," or, xathet than either of these

alternatives, to continue,,the current heavy emphasis

by means of open competition in response to RFPs.
9g

0
The More active the stance NIE takes on these issues, the greas4 will

be its need for various kinds of data to inform the processes of

goal-setting, priority determination, and itrategy.and policy deter-
.

mination. But whatever the position taken by NIE, the educational

R/D&I enterprise as a whole would seem so require more, information

about itself, its capacities, and,its readiness to successfully

undertake alternative courses that might be taken.
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We recognize; of course, that one's orientation on most of these :

key .issues is likely to be determined by value poSitions that are

relatively immune to influence, and especially unlikely to' be

swayed by data. Stilt, regardless of the goals and strategies

decided on, choice on (at the very least) tactics and specific

programming may b facilitated and perhaps even affected by several

kinds of data Before concluding this chapter, we briefly consider

these data needs.

1

I

3

.
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IV. DATA NEEDS, .TO INFORM DECISION MAKING

Several piece's in the literature refer to various kinds of data needed to

identify R&D priorities and objectives and plan effective short-term and

long-term R/D&I programming.
100

At the verNijeast, if would seem, the

following types of data need to be available on an ongoing basis to inform

decision 'making:

1. 'Data on needs

A. Information for assessing the gap between (a) operating

system performance and (b) its stated objectives, or

expectations for operating system peiformance as expressed

by practitioners, pOlicy makers, pa'rents; etc.

B. Perceived needs, as defined by practitioners, parents,

policy makers, etc.

C. Analyses of current social needs, demands, and con-

ditions, to permit assessments of the relevance and

effectiveness of the operating' system as currently

functioning.

2. Data on Possibilities

A, Analyses of alternative futures fosloth education and

society, and the implications for both the operating

system and the R/D&I system.

B. Data on supply of R/D&I system outputs vs. demand for

such outputs, with implitations for bringing the two

into better balance (e.g., ways to stimulate demand).

C. Analyses of available technology, research findings,

new conceptions from invirY, etc. that might have

far-reaching long-range implications if they cou]d be

effectively applied.to the education4 context.

3. Data on system capacities in relation to requirements for

system-building and/or requirements for effective conduct

of specific kinds of R/D&I work.

A. State of the art in relevant disciplines, research areas,

development areas, eechnologies, methodologies, etc.

B. Personnel base: types of personnel available, located

where(by institutions, geographic distribution, etc.),

.3

r
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with what types of competencies, developed to what level

of competence, functioning at what level of productivity;

) rlte of expansion of different segments of the personnel

base in relation to different funding initiatives, etc.

C. Institutional base: numbers and types of institutions,

located where, carrying out what kinds of R/D&I activity,

of4what golity, with what leVels of productivity, etc.

NIE's Education KCPU Monitoring Program has already begun to collect

dati on the organizational bask of the field. In time, we would hope

_to see this progpm expanded to comprehensively cover all these various

data needs, art to see indications that such data are being used to

inform decision proceqses.

43
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1.1: CONCLUSIONS

0

Educational R. D&I has been criticized repeatedly for weaknesses in

goal-setting, priority determillation, policy formation, and strategy

. development.

On the most general level, the goals of federal policy for the system

have been reasonably consistent since the feder'al funding of educational

research (and then R&D) began in the sin-'50s. Using the current,formu-

lation of these goals (from the legislation that created NIE), these

goals have been: to solve educational .problems; to improve educational

practice; to develop the knowledge and technolo,d base needed for these
t

efforts; and to build an effective R&D system.

However, when analysis proceeds beyond goal statements to specific

policies, programs, and activities of federal agencies (especially OE

and NIE), and when special note is taken oflelative emphases in budget

allocations, the_picture that emerges is one of marked disconinuity,

shifting goals and priorities, and policies and strategies that have not

-been entirely consistent with some of the system's goals. There appears

now to be greater balance in the strategies pursued by NIE; however,

it ,is still coo early to see how NIE will carry out its responsibilities,

as lead agency for educational R/D&I. The implications of how this issue

is resolved are likely to be significant.

what has been lacking until recently has been adequate translation of

broad goal statemenbo into intermediate goals and objectives specific

enough to guide priority determfnation, policy formation, and strategy

development -: and specific enough to serve astbenchmarks.for measuring
, 4

.system per:ormance.
101

Also Jacking have been mechanisms to, develop consensus on specific system

goals, priorities, policies, and strategies among the various constituencies

affected. Determination of educational R/D&I gpals, priorities, policies,.

eft& Tategies is clearly a highly political process. lt,involves critical

choices about how available resources will he used, to what ends, and by



whom. Therefore, d1'erse interests clash here (researchers, R&D personnel

with various functional specialties, ,practitioriers, federal bureaucrats.,

Congress) for the choices that are made'determine, in a significant way)

who wins and loses -- which instituions will receive funding, which

research areas will be supported, what kinds of personnel will be hired,

etc. Consensus, then, may never be-achievable. Still, if consensus-

developing mechanisms were available, key polity debates might be carried

out 4ith the active involvement of the principal4interests, in a forum

that facilitated bargaining, coalition formation, and perhaps greater

balance in the choices ultimately MIde. Of course, open debate, bar-

gaining and balance may or may not be considered desirable depending

on one's values and one's current status. But it certainly would facilitate

the emergence of a strong consticaency for educational R/D&I.

There have been numerous analyses in recent years which have pointed out

the ^need for constituency building to increase' support for educational

research and R&D.
102

Many of the funding problems encountered by

edUcational R/D&I have been traced to the leck'of a constituency to push

for R/D&I funding -- the lack of an adequately organized research or R&D

constituency, and the absence of practitioner demand for the outputs of

R/D&I.

In contrast to this view, Dershimer has suggested iy his history. Of

federal sponsorship of educational, R&D in the '60s that Vkinking in terms,

of political constituencies pushing for R&D is a faulty conception for

understanding what happened in WashinIton in the '60s. As he described

federal policy development for education R&D during the '60s, a small

number of bureauckats, with the support of a small'nuthber of allies in

Congress and in the research comgrunity, were able/to push through their<

ideas without relating to any external constituency and without resorting

to pressure politics as this has been traditignally understood. But .of

course the isolation of policy impetus fro the principal interests

affected may explain why educational RID &I has been operating without a

constituency (of practitioners, researchers, or R/D4I personnel) -- and,

has encountered so much political difficulty.

' 14
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We have focused clpt attention in this chapter on the key macro-level

issues, at the center of the dialectic over educational R/D&I for the past

two decades or so. We have noted, too, that historically there has been

a close relationship between the dominant goals and priorities, on the

one hind, and the primary locus of goal-setting and priority dAermination,

on the other. Inevitably, the dialectic will continue. Such a dialectic

may be inherent in the nature of a field such as education, which is

value- laden, substantially fragmented, and lacks success models that are

so overwheldingly persuasive that other approaches are no longer put

forward. But the continuing dialectic need not produce the sharp dis-

continuities in functioning evidenced in the history of educational RNA

over the past two decades. Consensus-building mechanisms may, then,'be

a high priority system need, to provide the degree of stability and

continuity required for further system maturation.

0
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I. "CONFIGURATION" OR "SYSTEM"?

An effectively, functioning, mature R/D&I system must have a

network of stable institutions which are properly attuned to

their various functions and appropriately linked to each other

and to users. Mature R/D&I institutions have generally shown a

high degree of functional specialization and strong linkages

across specialties covering all aspects of the innovation process.

The institutional base of educational R/D&I has been expanded and

strengthened substintially over the pest two decades. However,

compared to many other fields, the network of institutions that

carry out research, development, and other innovation functions

for the field of education appears to still be weak and immature.

Several functional, specializations are still lacking or only in

their infancy. Key linkages are lacking or only minimal. The

institutional network in education is so weak and diffuse that two

leading theorists of educational R/D&I, Egon Cuba and David Clark,

have areted that it is erroneous to even think of these institu-

tions in terms of a "system" orientation. Rather, they prefer a

conceptualization which-describes this network as a "configuration,"

akin to a "community" of independent institutions with their own

disparate goals and decision structures.

Thus, the KPU community is described, in the configurational

view, as highly decentralized, consisting of a number of

more or less independent and co-equal members, who may

from time to time find it helpful 05 form temporary

alliances but who, In the main, retain their independence,

shun authority and activity telationships, and engage in

as many different kinds of KM activities as seem to be needed

( and feasible for them to maintain their self-sufficiency.
1

)
4,
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The policy significance of this perspective is considerable.

Cuba and Clark have argued that eacitional R /D &1 policy should be

based on acceptance of the structure of the field as it is today

(rather than how it might be some time in the future) and accep-

tance of the fact that these disparate institutions have legitimate

interests that must be taken into account in the development of

policy, and that they cannot be forced to function in a manner

they view as contrary to their interests. As described by Cuba

and Clark; policir which assume the existence of a "system" and

call on organizations to funccip,n in a manner consistent with4
some norrative view of how things "ought" to be rather than a

realistic assessment of how things in fact "are" can only turn

these institutions away from participating in
)f

ederal

It is this factor, they argue, which explains why educational

R/D6a has been functioning for so long without a strong political

constituency. Federal policymakers, according to this view, have

developed policies according to their notions of what the institu-

tional configuration should'look like rather than perceptions of

key actors as to the way things in fact are and are likely to

remain, regardless of federal policy initiatives.

The configurational perspective won' substantial acclaim when it

was fiest propounded and publicized. And it did a considerable ser-

vice to the field in pointing attention to the broader, more com-

prehensive view of educational KPU that NIE's leadership was already

accepting -- that educational innovation Involved a broader range

of functions than simply research, development, and dissemination;

that the institutional base of educational It./D6,1 included not/ only

the network of federally funded organizations external to the oper-

ating system, created and nourished by federal policies in the

1960s, but also private sector organizations, linkage organizations,

and especially existing operating aystem:'prganizations (SEAs, LEAs,

etc.) that were producers of educational outputs as well as consumers,
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And the various teacher training institutions, commercial pub-

lishers, and other otgaaizations that had, long functioned as

ancillary supports to *the educational system. This broad view

of educational KPU is the basis of most current thinking in the

field, and clearly the configurational perspective and its advo-

cates did much to root this broader view more firmly in the think-

Lag of the field.

Still, we have argued consistently throughout all of our analyses

for a systems perspective, as more udeful for developing policies

oriented toward building and strengthening system functioning

while also producing needed outputs and providing neded services.

A key premise of all of our work has been that the institutions

and personnel icy/dived in the production and utilization of educa-

tional R/D&I outputs form a "system" and not just an unconnected

"configuration" of entities. Acceptance of this premise does

not deny that there can be and often is only a weak linkage or

integration between institutions which should be more closely re-

lated and whose goals might show more coherence. Nor do we imply

any monolithic, centralized network. But there are very significant

implications for long-term planning and monitoring and for the

development of initiatives by a federal agency that do come from

such a "system" perspective.

Of immediate importance for policy development, the system notion

focuses attention on how elements interact, and therefore how

decisions made in relation to one issue or one set of-institutions

can have significant implications for other issues and other in-

stitutions. Therefore, possible courses of action come to be con-

sidered in terms of their possible repercussions and side-effects

throughout the system and not simply in terms of the immediate

case at hand.
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Ofmore long-term importance, the lystem perspective directs

attention in policy development to capacity building and system

maturation requirements. It.ftrables us to apply what we have

learned from other R/D&I systems about the stages of system

maturation and the kinds of policy options likely to.fprther and

speed the maturation process. It also permits us to consider" of

only what is generic to R/D&I systems but also what modifications

seemed to be called fo.r. by the specific features of the educational

context.

There has been a lively debate in the educational community as"to

whether or not the edvational context is so unique that systems

notions from other fields cannot be validly applied. One school

of thought argues, for inscance, that education is a practice-

based field relying largely on a.craft form of knowledge that is

1/4

experiential and holistic alld must be developed in the practice

setting by practitioners.
2
, If this is true, does "emake sense to

develop policies to supportthe development of a h hly specialized

network d, instituions,mostly'outside the prgctice settingto

develop new knowledge, programs, practices, materials, etc. that

simply cannot be .ibsorbed by the practice setting given its current `..7.4.-

modes of functioning?

Can policy be developed that suitably takes into account both the.

field as it is today and the field as it might be? We think so,
40
and we argue tyoughout this volume for policies which we believe

do give. ample weight to both existing realities and possible futures.

However, before we can adequately develop such 'policies, we will

need to know considerably more than we do now about what the exAt-

ing realities are. We shall therefore review in this summary

chapter what sorts of information are already available about the

field's institutional base, and what more we will need to know

before we will be in a position to develop workable policies.
V

.4.))-
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II. STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INSTITUTIONAL BASE

Analysis of the structure of the educatiAMS1 R /D&I system suggests

thetexistence of several parallel subsystems characterized by mini-

mal.spvcializatio,'considerable redundancy, looped as well as

adjacentlusterings of functions, major gaps between functions,

and inadequate'linkages among subsystems as well as functions.

The overall structure is diffuse, much of it lacks formalization,

`and whatever centralization or cdbrdination might seem to.be in-

herent in the dominant role of the federal governmentjn R/D&I

sponsorship, is more potential, than operational his time.

Th focus of our attention here is on che network of institutions

t carry ,out R/D&I activities per se rather than either the 411/11

superordinate system that provides resources and constraints and

accepts system outputs (i.e., the federal and to a lesser extent

state agencies and private foundati-6ns) or the subordinate system

of mostly sector-spanning organizatiqp that provide support ser-

vices (e.g., data processing service bureaus, equipment suppliers,

maintenance firms, etc.).

1. Parallel Subsystems Within the R/D&I System A

The structure of the educational R/D&I system is, in reality, a set
9

of threi parallel sulvys§ritqr.

1
A. Colleges and Universities

4

Cne subsystem is made up of various organizational settings

located within the colleges and universities -- school's, '.

colleges, and departments of education; educatiOnal research

11111C
bureaus; various academic departments in the social sciences

and occasionally other disciplines as well; and university

A

4

0

04

4
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based interdisciplinary research centers and institu4s.
3

B. Quasi...Public and Private Sector Institutions

A second subsystem parallel to the first is made up of the

large and prdliferating number of quasi-public and private

sector institutions currently engaged in educational R/D&I '

the federally funded regional laboratories, R&D centers,

ERIC clearinghouses, materials centers, etc.; non-profit

and for- profit research corporations geared to the federal

grants and contracts economy; organizations from private in-
,

dustry that have been making teptative forays into educational

R/D&I; and others such as publishers and audiovisual firms

that have strong, established footholds in the education

sector.
4

C. SEAs, ISAs_i_and LEAs

The operating sysgem of State Education Agencies (SEAs),

Intermediate Service Agencies .(I§As), and Local Education

Agencies (LEAs) are so weakly linked to these other two sub-

systems, and often so'redundant with them in the Conduct of

RiDia activities, that we have identified the operating system

as a third, parallel ,stream rather than as the KU targeglipof

KP activities in these other two streams.
5

D. Linkages Within Each Subsystem S(41

O

Within each of these subsystems there is some interaction

of a mote or less informal nature -- but far less than one

would imagine given the physical proximity of organizational

units within the academic sting; or given the operating

system's formal governance s ructure that would lead one to

we

Ok
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expect to find extensive interaction and monitoring between

SEA and LEA personnel; or considering the commonatity of

interals that would lead oneto expect extensive communica-

tion among schools or betwee LEAs and SEAs.

4'

ISAs represent a new development aimed met increasing linkages

among school districts, and between school districts and

their SEAs. Aside from this one exception (and even here,

only some states have created ISAt -- and these tend to be

quite newr, linkages within each of the three subsystems are

incidental and informal rather than institutionalized, perma-
,

nent, and strong. Consequently, communication and informa-

tion flowkare weak, and khowledge production and utilicationf

are inefficient and far less effective than they might other-

wise be. Developments in social. science departments tend'to

have relatively little impact onldevelopments in schools of

education. PR&D activities in one research corporation have

little impact on R&D activities in others." As yet, local

innovations in one school district seem to have little impact

on practices in other districts.

E. Linkages Between Subsystems

Equally (and perhaps even more) serious are weaknesses in the

linkages, among these parallel subsystems. The academic com-

munity tends to function in relative isolation from both the

operating system and.the research corporations that dominate

R&D activity. Consequently, the research findings produced by

the universities have relatively' limited impact outside that

sybsystem. The operating system is linked to publishers and

equipment suppliers in the private sector but otherwise

generally develops its own programs aril materials and tends

more often than not to operate as though there were no

cat

4

4
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educational research community, no relevant research findings,

and no externally developed R&D products and programs.
6

The

general pattern in the regional laboratories and the research

corporations has been to develop products and programs in

relative isolation from either the academic community and

its accumulated knowledge base or theuser system and its

perceived needs and constraints. There are notable.excep-

tions, of course, and some strong collaborative-arrangements .

her' been forged in a number of instances (e.g., Northwest

Regional Laboratory, in relation to school districts in its

region). Sut on the ,whole, individual R/D&I institutions and

organizational units tend to function in isolation, linked

weakly if at all to other institutions-or units or'their

immediate subsystem or other subsystems in the macrostructure.

2. Degrees of FunctiDnal Specialization or Clustering.

A. A Low Degree of Functional Specialization

Given the range of institutional types-involved in educational

R/D&I activity, one might expett to find a undtural" special-

ization of functions and a pass-it-on flow of R/D&I activity

in the relationship among these subsystems. The university

subsystem would seem to be inherently suited to research.

The non-university research corporations would seem to beir,

designed to meet the needs of programmatic development wff.

And the operating system .could be (and were .for a time) viewed

narrowly at the target to receive the outputs researched in

the universities and developed in the'corporattons.

However, examination of the kind of R/D&I activities carried

out in these institutions sugges t t there is some, but

considerably less functional special nation than one might

$)''t. 1
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expect:and coniidePably less linkage two-way-interaction,

or 'nowledge feedback than one would expect to find in a

mature, well integrated system.

The relatively limited degree of specialization and extensive

amount of redundancy that charactfilize the educational R/Da
i

dsystem can be seen in'the location and clustering of'R/D&I

functions in the various institutions that make up the sys-

tem. The greatest amount of specialization occurs at the

basic research end of the educational KPU spectrum, with most
..

basic research concentrated in the universities and especially
....-

in the academi.c departments. Some basic research is also done

in some of the larger wealthier and more presigious research

corporations (e.g., Educational Testing Service).
7

Applied research, however, is carried out in one form or

another in research institutions or units scattered through-

out all the various types of organizational settings in the

system -- the universities; the R&D centers and regional

laboratories; the research corporations; and even some of
.

the strong SEAs and big-city LEAs that have the resources to

carry out policy research as part of their long-range planning
L

,.

and monitoring efforts.
8

The bulk of federally funded development work is carried out
4.

in the regional laboratories and univ er sity-based R&D centers
,

and the large research corporations. However, development

work in one form or another takes place in virtually all

types of organizational settings in all three subsystems.
9

Similarly, dissemination and evaluation contracts are being

aw

t
ded increasingly to institutions located in only certain

seg ients of the overall structure (dissemination contracts

increasingly to SEAs and organizations working with them;

...)

i

t
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evAluatio, contracts increasingly to the research corpora-
',

tions. Noneth-less, dissemination and evaluation activities,

too, are carried out, in one form or another throughout the

structure, even in organizational, units within the super-

ordinate structure of federal and state agencies.
1,0

If we cons:0er the implementation and utilization support

functions, what lityle linkage,pp-tialization exists to pro-

vide user system personnel with technical assistance in

building internal capabilities or implementing externally

develop: R&D products, tends to be located either in new

linkage and technical assistance organizations (often small

non-profit corporations) or in the hainds of a small group of

4staffers from a laboratory, R&D renter, or private-sector

R&D organization that is trying to install one of its pro-

ducts. Still, even here, careful analysis uncovers some

linkage, technical assistance, and implementition support

activities in the universities1 in some of the stronger SEAs,

and in those few LEAs and individual .schools that are well

endowed with curriculum specialists and other specialized

personnel.
11

Overall, then, compared to some of the more mature R/Ikk&I

systems in other sectors that show Mary high levels'of

specialization of organizations by functions and sub-

functions, functional specialiiation among educational

R/D&I orgasnizations tends to be somewhat limited. Still,

regardless of how education may compare to othei fiels, fund-

ing data suggest that there is a substantial amount of

specialization and division of labor. After reviewing the

available funding data, one group of analots concluded that

"each KR: function tends to be supported largely in one or

two kinds of organizations, and each type of organization
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tends to receive a majority of its fund for only one or

two functions."
12

LEAs reclive virtually all of their Mi-
t

related federal funding tor demonstrations. For-profit

corporations are largely dependent on evaluations. SEAs

are heavily dependent on demonstration-projects, but also

receive significant sums for development work. Non-profit

corporations receive substantial amounts of their federal

education KPU-related binding for develOpment work and for

demonstrations. Academic institutions have the most diverse

pattern, deriving their federal support fof education KPU

activities for development work, basic research, and pilot

and demonstration projects or replications.
13

What is intriguing about the lesser specialization of educe

tional R/D6,1 compared to other sectors Ls not only that there

is less functional specialization among organization but

also that thefe appears to be even less specialization in

substantive areas of R/O&I activity. Basic researchers tend

to become specialists in narrowly defined research areas and

subject of investigations. But this seems to be only rarely

true in the case of the other functional areas. Our observe-

tions on this point were made several years ago, and some of

this may have changed, but if the pattern still holds, the

pattern in education may be that applied researchers, develop-

ers, evaluators, disseminators, and implementation support

personnel tend more often than not Co become generalists

within their functions -- one year evaluating education pro-

grams; the next year examining the effectiveness of alterna--

tive dissemination strategies; the next year assesstng the

quality of ERIC information analysis products; etc.. Within

a few months time, a single large R/D&I organization within

the education sector may respond to RFPs and bid on and be

awarded contracts covering the whole range of functional
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specialties and an array of topical areas; and some ofOthe

same personnel may be assigned tb work on several of these

'rather different contracts at the same time. Some of these

organizations may also be working on contests involving

R/D&I activiti,es in fields of health, personnel development,

social welfare programs, etc. Clearly, this pattern is at )

considerable variance from a sector like the aviation/

aerospace industry where there, is highly developed special-

ization by function, by components (e.g., airframes, engines,

electronics), and even by R&D problem areas (e.g., wing

stress analysis). It would seem useful to gather so -e data

on this point, to assess the extent of specialization at

present, and the extent to which this has or has not in-

creased over the past decade, and the specific functional

and substantive areas in which there is or is not a substan-

tial degree of specialization.

B. A High Degree of Functional Clustering

Examination of the clustering of functions within R/D&I

institutions reveals, not surprisingly, that basic research

is the most specialized of the various functions and the least

likely to cluster with any of the others. This is attribut-

able to the nature of the knowledge and technology base of the

basic research function; the socialization and training of its

personnel; and the values, norms, and mores of the university

settings "in which it takes place. If we ignore basic research

and consider the remaining R/D&I functions, we find several

forms of both adjacent and looping clusters.

A significant amount of c ing surrounds the development

function -- e.g., applied research and development; develop-

ment and dissemihation; development and-production of support
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materials for implementation/utilization, and even develop-

mentldisseminacion/imple-entation clustering. . The cluster-

ing is the outcome of conscious policy decisions of\education-

al R'D&I managers. A less formalized version of the sa-e

kind of clustering (minus dissemination) would be represented

by the creative teacher who generates an idea, gathers rele

vant information, develops it into 'a teaching strategy and

instructional materials, and then uses them in her classroom.

Dissemination and implementation/utilization clustering is

becoming increasingly frequeht as a result of the kncw1ed3e

base and personnel base thattspans these two functions and

as a result of the kinds of organizational arrangement that

are being created by explicit and intentional policy initia-

tives of federal and state agencies (e.g., training programs

for dissemination and utilization specialists; state crea-

tion of ISAs to provide dissemination and technical assistance

services to { school districts; NIE's R&D Utilization Program;

etc.).

Applied research and evaluation were a natural cluster during

the first few years of the emergence of the evaluation funcr

tion, largely because evaluation personnel were trained as

researchers; were interested ii conducting research rather

than .evaluation; were forced into evaluation work by the

operation of the laws of personnel supply and demand; and

tended more often than not to piggyback research projects onto

required evaluation activi.?Tas. As evaluation has matured

and developed an identity, methodology, and personnel base of

its own, this basis for the research/evaluation cluster has

been less prominent. Still, there are several examples of

wellrun R&D programs where questions uncovered in the course
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of product or program evaluations are turned over to research

personnel for further investigation oriented toward future

development cycles for further product refinement (e.g., in

the development of the In lvidually Prescribed Instruction

Program by the Learning R earth and Development Center and

by ResearCh for Better Schools),

One of the newest clusterings to appear is a utilization/re-

search cluster that may lead to maturation of a practice-

oriented research specialty.

Also relatively new is a utilization/development/dissemination

or utilization/dissemination cluster evident in projects to

identify exemplary practieb, document and analyse them, use

them as the basis for materials development, and disseminate

these practices and materials to other potential users. The

configuration is changing somewhat as more and more resources

are being allocated to building linkages. Inifially, this

took the form of temporary collaborative arrangements and

joint ventures for individual pro jects, joining together in-

stitutions with complementary capabilities or functional

spedialties. Increasingly the consortia and networks that

are being proposecand experimented with are intended to be
4

permanent, formalized interface arrangements providing either

horizontal integration (linking similar institutions or

organizations) or vertical integration 'linking functions

and/or subsystems). It will be some time, however, before

we can expect to see the effects of these initiative, on

the configuration of educational R/D&I institutions.

3. A Final Point: The Place of Large Corporations

One further point should be noted before we leave the top,i,c of the

a
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structure of the'R/D&I system in education. Several large

corporations appear :o have particularly strong positions in the

grants and contracts economy of the education sector -- e.g., the

American Institutes of Research, Rand Corporation, Stanford Re-

search Institute, and Education Testing Service. In fact, in the i

period FY 1973 - FYE1975, fewer than SO organizations received

the majority of NIE funding support.
14

Still, the number of .

R/D&I institutions receiving funds from all sources is substantial
15

and it would seem unwarranted at this time to suggest that certain

types of R/D&I in the education sector are dominated by a few

large institutions in a pattern resembling the aviation/aerospace

industry. However, we will be in a better position to assess

this question after the NIE I(PU'monitoring project provides

empirical data about the individual institutions that carry out

educational.R/D&I activities -- essential information for under-

standing the emergent configuration of educational R/D&I institu-

tions and for developing appropriate policy initiatives and strate-

gies for macrostructure management.

/
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III. NEEDED EMPIRICAL AND ANALYTICAL WORK

Several kinds of empirical and analytical work would seem to be.'

needed to inform pdlicy development dimed at strengthening the

institutional base of educatioqal R /O&I.
1

.

At the very least, we need to,develop considerably more precise

information than we have now about the types of capabilities re-

quired to carry out various kinds of R/D&I activity in education.

We include here three levels of capabilities: personnel com-

petencies, organization capabilities (that entail considerably

more than simply the sum of the competencies of the personnel

within an organization), and system capacities (which, likewise,

involve more than simply the capabilities of the organizations

that compriSe the system's institutional base).
.

Both analytical and empirical work (in successive cycles) would

seem to be called for to identify he various kinds of capabili-

ties required. It would then seem essential to conduct surveys

and other investigations to assess levels of capabilities for

various kinds of educational R/D&/ work and to identify and locate

those institutions which currently appear to show evidence of high

levels of particular capabilities and might, therefore serve as

centers of excellence around which to strengthen and expand exist-

ing capacity.

In addition, more specific information.would seem to be needed

. about existing linkages and information flows among the various

institutions that ca7ry out educational R/D&I work and/or use

educational R/D&I outputs.

--......

.

s

Beyond that, we need to better understand how certain types of

institutional settings affect educational R/D&I functioning. We

t

1 j
1 1 /
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would want to see a series of process analyses carried out to

explore and document the various organizatipnal factors that

facilitate or hinder high quality R/D&I functioning of different

types in different types of organizational settings. Is it true,

as is generally assumed, that basic research is best carried out

in academic institutions? that_ development work is best carried

out in.R&D centers, laboratories, or research corporations?

that evaluation work is best done by for-profit corporations?

If these assumptions are true, why are they true? What organization-

al constraints work against equally high quality basic research

functioning in non-academic settings, or equally high quality

development work in academic institutions? And so on. We would

want to develop an understanding of how key organizational

variables impinge on R/D&I processes. And, we would want to get

a handle on the question of whether or not certain types of in-

stitutions. are best suited to certain types of R/D&I functioning.

Are the first-rate performers of evaluation research, for instance,

distributed across all organizational types, or are they virtually

all located within only one type of institutional setting? Are the

costs of a given type of R/D&I activity greater in one type of

organizational setting than anothedp and if so, why? Are there

ways to judge the cost-effectiveness of different institutional

settings for different kinds of educational RID &I activity? In

short, to what extent can (or should) the educational R/D&I insti-

tutional base be understood in terms of functional specialization

by organizational types? To what extent is this concept unrealis-

tic or even inappropriate to the educational context?

Our "system-oriented" perspective suggests the need for NIE and

other key sponsors of educatiOnal R/D&I activity to develop some

clear notions about the kinds of capabilities and linkages that

have to be nurtured and deve'oped to permit the system to perform

effectively in the future in carrying out the types of R/D&I

- ,
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activities projected as needed.- Policy initiatives should take

into account these visions ofhe future of educa'tional R/D&I.

However, we acknowledge the validity of the key point made by the

proponents of the configurational perspective. We have consis-

tently argued fo'r policy development that takes into account not

only generic notions about how mature R/D&I systems function but

also contextual perspectives that orient kolicymakers toward what

is feasible and desirable at a given point in time in a particular

context such as educational-R/D&I -- taking into account, there-

fore, the interests of diverse educational R/D&I performer organi-

zations as they define these interests. Before we can devise

sound policies that take into account both generic end contextual

factors, though, we will need to develop a sound empirical base

on how R/D&I processes are affected by different types of organi-

zational settings within the educational R/D&I institutional base.

h
A good place to start might be using data gathered in the recently

completed organizational survey undertaken as part of NIE's

Educational yokjionitoring Program. These data might be used to

develop sampling frames on differ nt types of organizations carry-

ing out significant amount of different types cif educational R/D&I

activity. Exploratory process analyses and docudbntation efforts

might be started in several of these organizational typei, with

more elaborate work following at some later time when some .of the

initial conceptual and methodological issues have been resolved.

But regardless of where work on these questions begins, they would

certainly appear to warrant priority attention if we are to be able

to build strong system capacities for high quality educational

R/D&I functioning.

ti
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Occasion'al Papers ser -s: An Institntioaal
Production andlitil
Departments of 'E
Production an
Education; C

and Utilizati
Contextual Factors
in Schools, Colleg
Future Scenarios
and Alternative F
Education.

her Education Insti-
, published in 1976 4

ons of Teac er Education)
f-Repo t on Knowledge

ation Activities in Schools, Colleges, and
Lion; Studies of Productivity in Knowledge

tion by Sahools; Colleges, and Departmenet of
16 -Scenarios of Knowledge Production and

chools, Colleio and Departments of Education;
ffecting IndiVidual and Institutionallopehavior (1

s, and-Delartments.of education; .Likely Near-
r Schools, Colleges, and Dep3rtnentsof Educiptio.n;
tures for'Schools, Colleges and Departments of

..
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OE, 19b9); National Institute of Education, 1976 Databook: The
Status ofeWication Research and Development in the United States
(Washington: NIE, 1976); Francis S. Chase, The National Program
of Educational Laboratories (Washington: OE, 1968); N. J. Boyan.

and W. S. Mason, "Perspectives on Educational R&D Centers," Journal
on Research"Inebevelopment in Education, Vol. 1, 1968; Stephen
K. Bailey, "Emergence of the Laboratory Program," Journal of Research
and Development in Education, Vol, 3, No. 2, enter 1970; Stephen
K. Bailey, "A Final Report*from the National Advisory ommittek on
Educational Laboratories," Educational Researcher (Newsletter),.
Vol. 21, September lief 'John D. Herzog, "The Productivity of
Undermartagid Research: Five Years of the Harvard R&D Center,"
Journal of Research and Development in Education, Vol. 5 No. 4,
Summer 1972; J. Victor Baldridge and Rudolph Johnson, The Impact
of Educational R&D Centers and Laldbratories: An Analysis of
Effective Organizational Strategies (Stanford: National Academy
of Education, 1972), ERIC ED 079 860; Roald Campbell et al., R&D
Funding Policies of the National Institute of Education: Review

and Recommendations (Washington: NIE, 1975); and Panel for the
Review of Laboratory and Center Operations, Research and Development
Centers and Regional Educational Laboratories: Strengthening and
Stabilizing a National Respurce (Washington: NIE, 1979).

On the private sector, see for instance: Paul Goodman, Gerald
Holton, Donald W. Oliver, G. Howard Goold, and Edward Katzenbach,
"The Education Industries: A Discussion," Harvard Educational.
'Review, Vol. 37,14o. 1, Winter 1967; Nancy A. Hord et al.', Study
of the Education Products Industries, New York, Institute for
Educational Development as cited in OE, Educational Research and
Development in the United States, op. cit., pp. 169-70; and William
A. Firestone, "Educational Field Research in a 'Contract Shop'," The
Generator (Division GAERA Newsletter), Vol. 5, No. 3, Spring 1975.

5. On SEAs, for'instance, see: Henry M, Brickell, Survey of State
Education Department Research, DeVelopment, Demonstration, Dissemina-
tion, and Evaluation RDDDE, 1969-70 (New York: Institute for

AO
Educational DeVelopment, 1971), ERIC ED 078 548; Jerome I; Murphy,
"Title V of ESEA: The Impact of Discretionary Funds on State
Education BureaucracieAo" Harvard Educational Review, Vol. 43,
No. 3, August J.973; Jerome T.Murphy, Grease the Squeaky Vheel: A
Report on the Implementation of Title V of the Elementary a2d
oSecandary Education Act of 1965, "Grants to Strengthen State Depart-
wens of Education" (C abridge: Center for Education Policy Research,
Harvard University, 1973); and Sally Bulkley Pancrazio, "State
Edu ion Agenclesoas Research Arenas," Educational Researcher,

8 Vol, No. 1, January 1978.

On LEAs, see, for instance: David G. Ryans, "Are Educational
Research Offices Conducting Research?" Journal of Educational
Research, Vol. 31, November 1957; National Education Association,
"Research Units in Local School Systems," Educational Research
Service Circular, 1965, No. 5; and Edith K. Mosher, What About the

d
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School Research Office? (Berkeley: FAT' West Laboratory foriEdbca-
tional Research and Development, 1969

6. See, for instance, Robert Travers, "A Study of the Relationship -
of Psychological Research to Education'ai Practice," in Training
for Research and Education, R. Glaser, ed. ( ittsbu'rgh: University
ofjittsburgh Press, 1962); J. Lindeman, S. K.' Bailey, 3. S.
Berke, and L. H. Naum, Some Aspects, of Educational Research and
Development in the United States - Report for the OECD Review
(Syracuse: Syracuse UnfVersity Research Corporation, 1968); Ronald
Havelock and Mary Havelock, Educational Innovation in the United,
Sqes (Ann Arbor: Centpr for Reseirch on the Utilization of g
ScAntific Knowledge, Institute for Survey 'Research, University
of Michigan, 1973); and Ronald G. Havelools,'"Locals Say Innovation
is Local: A National Survey of School Superintendents," in Art
Do Research Findings Say About Getting /nnoVations Into Schools:
A Sv-)posium, Sanford Zemkin and Mary V. Brown, eds., (Philad.elphia:
tesearch for Better Schools, 1974). 01

7. The best available data on federal funding"of educational K/D&I
by performing organizaticps isiiimited to data on projects in early

for a description of this "SRG" data base, and i limitations.)
childhood and adolescent edgcation. (Sep our chap on Funding

According to these data (which are also the basis for the informa-
tion provided below in footnotes 7-10 and 12), 71% of federal

' education KPU funds in F& 1975 writ to academic institutions, 14%
to non-profit corporations, and 4% to for-profit corporations.
Carnot E. Nelson and Ward S. Mason, 1975 Federal Funding for Educa-
tion Knowledge Production and Utilization: Project Content and

Performer, By Agency (Washington: NIE, 1977), Table 15, p. 33.
I.

8. /1:11.d. Applied research funding in F& 1975 was distributed as
follows: 34% to academic institutions, 29% to non-profit corpora-
tions, 4% to SEAs, 10% to LEAs,"14% to other state and local
agencies, less than 0.5% to for-profit corporations and 8% to
"ocher" types of organizations.

9. Ibid. Development funding,in FY 1975 was distributed as follows:
38% to non-profit corporations, 317to academic institutions, 2%.
to for-profit corporations, 11% to SEAs, 4% to LEAs, 4% to other
state and local agencies, and 8% to "other" types of organizations.

'10. Mid! The figures on "pilot or demonstration projects and repAca-
tione are as follows: 66% to LEAs, 89' to academic institutions,
8% to non-profit corporations, less than 9.5% to for-profit corpora- 0'

tions, 8% to nAii,3% to other Late and local agencies, and 7%
to "other" organizations.

The figures for "research support and utilization" (which includes,
but is not limited to dissemination) are:, 24% to academic institu-
tipns, 527, to non-profit corporations, 8% to for-profit corporations,

'4(10% to SEAs, less than 0.5% to LEAs,'l% to other state and local

f
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...----1 Th' for evaluatTph research afe: 21% to academic insti-
CAtions, 27% to non4proff146orgOkations, 49Z to for - profit
CorporOiAns, less than -0.5% to.SEAS, .0 to LEAS, 1% to'Other
state and local wencies-60 2% 'zither organIzationA, The

..

0 figures for policy research R/D&I activity we have tended to
.collapse into a sin le cat ory with evaluatZbn research) are:

45 11% to academic- itutions.,...34% to non-profit corporations; ',-/-1

20% to for-proti corOpriOda, 2% to SEAs, 177.. to LEAs, 12% to
,

r othei.state and later agencies and 5% to "other" organizations.
.

-,..

.............--
.....,

..-

,./ 11. Implementafion/tilization ciii-pe viewed here as a subcategory of
"Research Suppoit.and Utilizatir.": For; the figures on this, see
above, foknote 9.

12. Nelson and Mason, ProjectContent and Perforer, By Agentry, op. cit.

13. Ibid. The figures on this for federal funding of education KPU-
relevant activity are as follows: R7% of LEA funds are for demon-
strations; 77% of the funding going toltor-pr2f,i.t eorporations is

for evaluations; 67% ofSEA funds are for demonstration projects
aA1 another 27% for development work; for non-profit corporations,
the funding is received largely for development work (38%) or
demonstrations (28%), the funds goink to academic institutions are;
for basic research (227.); development work '00%), and pilot and
demonstration projects or replications (27%).

14. NIE,4.976 Databook, op. cit.

15. The non-profit corporations and (to a lesser extent) the universities
seem particularly fa4ored in the NIE funding, btit this may be balanced
by predominant orientations toward other Institutional types/by

. other federal agencies (for instance, OE funding vafors LEAs,
Public Health Service funding fevers the universities). Bee Nelson

and Mason, Project Content and Performer, By Agency, co. cit.
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The personnel base of educational R/D&I.dppears to be one of its

most critical weaknesses and one that is central to many of the ,

problems faced by the field. Without an adequate supply of first -

rate talent, the field has been unable to produce impressive outputs "

or develop, the kind of high quAity knowledge and technology base

that would seem to be essential if significant achievements are to

be rude in the future. Criticisms of the personnel, base have been

made from the outset of the institutionalized system's history
.7

. (and even in the discussions that'led to its creation-), and the

- criticisms rel.:lain today.

Yet detpite this unhappy situation, there have been relatively few

significant initiatives to strengthen the personnel base of the

field.
3

And even more remarkable, our knowledge about this personnel

base has advanced little over the past decade or so. Until ::IE

undertook its KPU Monitoring Program organizational survey a couple

of years ago, we were still at the rather rudimentary level of simply

trying to estimate the numbers of people we are talking about. Only

now are we beginning to get hard data on numbers,of perSonnel carry-

ing out R/D&T functions in various kinds of organizations active in

the education sector.
4

Most descriptive information about the field's

personnel base was produced in the mid-'60s
5
and described the situa-

tion before it was changed somewhat dramatically by the transition to
t

,

organized R/Ini as the dominant mode of functioning (and therefore the.

requisite skills and competencies) has been commented on in some

insightful articles in recent years.
6

Hoyiever, there has been almost

no empirical study of these new modes of functioning
7
or their impli-

cations for policy requirements to strengthen the field's personnel

base.

>.
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I. DEFINITION OF PERSONNEL BASE OF EDUCATIONAL R/D&I

To avoid confusion, a definition of who we are talking about in this

chapter would seem to be in order. The personnel base of the educa-

tion operating system 'in this country is comprised of well over tHiee

million education professionals.,
8

However, relatively-few of these

instructional and administrative personnel who staff the operating

system carry out significant amounts of R/D&I activity, and fewer

still carry out R/D&I roles as institutionalized specialities.
6

Mc personnel of con,:i.rn us here in this elaTter are tfr.osg. who

. play leciallzed roles in research, development, disse-Anation,

implementation/utilization support or other linkage activities, eval-

uation or policy research. We recognize theconsiderable amount of

internal innovation and practiOe-based developmept work that go on

within the operating s!..stem, by teachers, administrators, and others

who have not been assigned specialized R/D&I roles.' We shall discuss

this practice-based innovation in several ocher chapters -- for

instance, those on development, dissemination, implenentation/utili-

zation, information flows, and outputs. We acknowledge, too, that,

much needs to be known about how these operating system personnel

carry out these roles more effectively. However, in this chapter, we

have restricted our attention cothe personnel who carry out institu-

tionalized roles in educational R/D6I, and this should be clear at the

outset.
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II. THE AVAILA.BLE LITERATURE

The relevant lit2rature is not small. Yet we know relatively little

about the specialized personnel base of educational R/D6I.'

For convenience, the available literature can be categorized in terms

of several concerns. Some pieces fall wholly under one headin

others touch on more than one concern.: The various concerns t at can'

beloved to categorize the literature are as follows:

c,-;rnmen.ary 3enerally q.Jali:F of tic field's

personnel base;
9

.

2. quantitative estimates of the nu=bers of personnel presently

carrying out educational R/D&I roles and projections of the

numbers of such personnel likely to be needed at various

points in the fuve;
10

3. analyses of the persondel base in terms of productivity

criteria (e.g., quantity of output per R/D&I professional);
11

4. analyses of the distributioft-of the R/D,personnel base

across functional specialties V.g., numbers of researchers,

developers, dissemination specialists, etc.);
12

5. analyses of the distribution of the R /D &I personnel base

across organizational settings (e.g., numbers employed in

academic institutions, in LEAs, in SEAs, in non-profit

research corporations, etc);
13

6. examinations of the professional backgrounds and career

lines of educational R/D&I personnel (e.g., disciplines in

which they were trained, work experience, career lines,
, 14

professional orientation, etc.):
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q. analyses of demographic data on educational R/D&I personnel
15

(age, sex, education, minority status, etc.);

8. analyses of the organizational settine A which R/D&I is

carried out and the implications of these settings for the

kinds of dompetencies and patterns of functioning demanded

of personnel;
16

9: analyses of the competencies (knowledge, skills, and

sensitivities) required to carry out various RID &I

specialties and consideration of the implications for

training proirans or for such possibilities as certificat6n

of R/D6I personnel; /]

10. descriptions and/or assessments of training programs and

other initiatives that have been undertaken to upgrade the

personnel base of the field;
18

11. descriptions of models for new training programs;
19

and

12. discussions o( various options that might be pursued to

strengthen the personnel base of the field.
20

Based on this literature, several summary statements seem justified

as to both the progress that has been made over the past decade or so .4

and the continuing sources of weakness in the field's personnel base.

lb

A
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eI
III. EXPANSION OF TILT PERSONNEL BASE

The specialized educational R/D&I personnel base has undergone

substantial expansion in the past decade or so. In comparison to

the mid-'60s,.the educational R/D&I personnel base has doubled

(perhaps tripled). The best estimate was than the R/D&I system

personnel base in 1964 totalled about 4,000 persons.
21

In 1974,

several estimates suggest a mean figure of about 10,000 persons

(estimates range4 fr6m 8-12,000, and higher or lower estimates can

be found, depending, on one's definition of an educational R/D&I

system).
22

Clearly, then, considerable development of the personnel base is

evidenced in terms of sheer numbers. However, it is not entirely

clear at this time whether the overall quality of the personnel in

the Eitild has iMproved. In some fields, such as basic research,

there has been some concern that funding' expanded more rapidly than

what could be absorbed productively by the existing high oality base

of researchers, attracting substantial numbers-of researchers with

less impressive credentials than those who had previously dominated

qederal research funding. (We consider this point further in our

chapters on research and funding.)
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IV. CRITICAL WEAKNESSES IN THE PERSONNEL BASES

Despite whatever gains have been made over the past decade and a half,

the literature suggests that the educational R/D&I personnel base is

still inadequate in she numbers.
23

In add4ion'T several other factors

suggest that the personnel base may be the system's most critical point

of weakness, and the most difficult to overcome.

1. Functional Imbalance

Although we will by in a much-stronger position to arrive at

judgments on these questions when the data from NIE's Education KPU

Monitoring Program organizational survey become available, existing

data suggests that the educational R/D&I'personnel base is dispro-

portionately concentrated in research, evaluation,research and development;
24

is critically sparse in dissemination; and almost totally absent in

functional specialties that are just emerging or have yet to emerge (e.g.,

need identification,-acquisition, and implementation/utilization support).

----\-**\ 2. Inadequate - Supply of Trained R/D&I Managers

It also appears that the field suffers particdCrly from the lack of

an adequate supply of trained or experienced R/D&I managers, or even an

appreciation of R/D&I management as a function that could benefit from -

specialized skills and training.
25

S. Backgrounds and Training k

By training and professional background, educational /D &I personnel

tendwto come out of either the psychology /sociology statistical research

tradition and the university environment
26

or out of school system

positions (e.g., teachers or administrators).

With few if any training programs geared to producing R/D&I

specialists (add the few that have been available geared more to the
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4

pattern of academic project research rather than programmatic devel-

opment), on-the-job training has bedn the primary mechanism for prq-
*

ducing personnel with appropriate tkills and competencies -- an

inefficient strategy at best. Some initiatives have been taken to

develop training programs more suitable to the needs of educational

R/D&Ifunctioning.
27

But as yet, it is too early to detect a signif-

icant change in the character of the system's personnel base.

,

A
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V. SOME SEEMINGLY INTRACTABLE PROBLEMS

The recruitment, training, and socialization of.a talented personnel

base for educational R/1:16.1 will require overcoming several seemingly
0.0°

intractable prOlems; for example:

4

1. the low prestige of ucation, educatiorial research, and

educational R/D&I;

. $

2 the orientations of most of those who come o liversity

settings toward advancing theory rather than improving

practice; toward-individiolistic rather than team functioning;
. 4

toward relatively homogeneous rather than heterogeneous

personnel skill mixes; toward produding publications rather

than products or ptograms; towed a professional rathei than
. 4.: 4

a bureaucratic style of functioning and mranagement;

A 4

3. the complexities of developing suitable training progra ms,

given the ambiguity that surrounds the definition of work

roles, requisite skills and standards for various functjnal

specialties in the field and the weakness of the existing

knowledge base; . I e

A

4. the instability of 114)&i funding; and
tr4

N 5. the insecurity of R/D&I positioompared to tenured

university posts. .
io,..

abi
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.
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VI. POLICY ISSUES

1. ?a:es at uthich the Personnel Base Can Be expanded for Different 44
Functions

'bur knowledge of other R/D&I systems suggests that the rate at
,

which the personnel base .can be expanded varies among R/D&I system

iCr
functions.' In research (and to a lesser extent, development), the

rate is dependent on the number and size of the existing centers of

excellence (which alone can provide the training) and is a long term

. process. For the linkage functions (dissemination and to a lesser

extent development), trainins programs can be developed at relatively

modest levels of funding and personnel trained within a relatively

shor: time frame. HOwever, training in these functions will be

constrained by (1) rates and levels at which users can reasonably

absorb their outputs and 4,2) the relative lack of codification in

the inowledge/technology Bases. Thus, merely investing dollars in

traCting is not always wise or effective.

2. .;:tracting: First-Rate Personnel .

There has been much criticism ,of educational R/D&I for its

failzre to attract eminent researchers and first-rate younger talent

from the disciplines. But is it possible to attract talented per-

sonnet to educational R/D&I, given the present poor quality of

sysEem outputs and the resultant inability to overcome the system's

low prestige? Is it reasonable,po try to intervene now in the

maturation of the system's.personnel base? Or, is it wiser to con-.

centrate resources on a few key projects where the critical mass of

talent already exists and impressive leve1 ls of achievement are witin

reach' Will a few exciting high quality R/D&I outputs do more to

attra:t talented personnel than resource - building strategies focused

on recruitment and training?

High level debate-bn these questions would seem to lie in order,

leadIng, one would hope, to long-rangeoplaftning of interrelated

prodLct development and resdurce-;butlding strategaSito speed

syst& maturation.

.3
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1. For instance, see comments in:, Daniel E. Griffiths, Research
in Educational Administration: An Appraisal and a Plan (New
York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1959; Nicholas A

A. FatCti, "The Role of Research in Education -- Present and
Future," Review of'Educational Research, Vol. 30, No.,5,
DecemberI960, pp 409-421; Robert Barger, Egon Cuba, and Cora-
hand Okorodudu, Development of a National Register of Educa-
tional Researchers, Cooperative Research Project No. E-614
(Columbus, Ohio: The Ohio State University Research Found'a-,
tion, 1965); Paul F. Lazarsfeld and gam D. Sieber, Organizing
Educational Research (Englewood Cliffs: 1).i-entice-Hall, 1964); '

Sam D. Sieher and Paul Lazarsfeld, The Organization of Educa-
tional Research in the United States. Cooperativp Researcll
Project No 1974 (NawNyork: Bure:pu of Applied Tocial Research,
Columbia University, 1166); Guy T. Buswell, T. R. McConnell, Ann
M. 44ss,-and Dorothy M. Knoel, Training for Educational Re-
seal, Cooperative Research Project No. 51074 (Berkeley: Cen-
ter or the Study of Higher Education, University of Californi
1964; Egon G. Cuba and Stanley Elam, eds., The Training and
Nurture of Educational Researchers, Sixth Annual Phi Delta
Kappa, 1965); and see discussions of how the personnel base
of the field was viewed at the time; asigescribed in Pichard

.7 Dershimii, The Federal Government and Eacational R&D (Lex-
ington, Massachusqtts:, Lexington Books, 1976). For samples of

continuing criticisms ofihe personnel base of the bield over

Hopkins,

next five years or so, see: David L. Clark and John.E.
Hopkins, A Report on Educational Research, Development, and
Diffusion Manpower, 1964-1974 (Blomington: Indian University
Research Foundation, 1969); Lee J. Cronbach and Patrick Sup-
pers, eds, Research for Tomorrow's Schools:- Disciplined In-
quiry for Education (NewYork: Macm4llan, 1969); Ronald G.
Corwin and.Maynard Seider, "Patterargof Educational Research:
Reflections on Some Gene-al Issues," in The Educational Re-
search Community: Tts Communization and Social StructureRich-
ard Dershimir, ed. (Washington: American Educational Research
Association, 1970), ERIC ED 057 275; Alfred Yates, ed The
Role of Research in Educational Change (Palo Alto: Ptific

dIaln.cs..kt57,1)1 and Carolyn Persell, The Quality of Research on

EducatInn: An Empirical Study of Researchers and Their Work
(New York: Bureau of Arplied Social Research, Columbia Uni--
versity, '1970. For dn'even t' -re current version of the same
critique; see:t gnald r.' Campbell et al.; 'R &D Funding Poli-

cies of the National Institute of 'Education: Review and Re-
commendations (Washington: :CIE. 1975).

2. For instAnee, seefikhe description of'the 1964 Gardner Task
Force view of thisg in Dershimie, The Federal Govefnment and
Educational k&D; op. cit.

4
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3. There ha e beagle few notable excegfrions to this, such as; the

Graduete Research Training Program and the grants made with the
assistance of the Committee on Basic Research in Education of
the National Academy of Sciences- National Research Council.
However, both of these programs and most federal support for
.research training programs ended in the late 1960's. We shall
consider these matters later in the chapter. One other excep-
tion here is the creation of the National Academy of Education
ccmpri"sed of eminent leaders of the field, and this organize-
tion is still functioning.

4. At the tine this chapter was drafted, we had not yet seen the
findings from NIE!s Education KPC Monitoring*Program organiza-
tional survey carried out by the Bureau of Social Science Re-
seareriInc. However, by the rir:c this volume is published,
these data should be available to the field.

5. For instance: Barger, Guba, and Okorodudu, Development of a
National Register of Educational Researchers, op. cit.; Bus-
well, McConnell, Heiss, and Knoel, Training for Educational'
Research, op. cit.; Guba and Elam, The Training_ and Nurture of
Educational Researchers, Op. cit. )

6. For instance, Ronald G. Corwin, Beyond Bureaucracy in Educa-
tional Research Management, in The Generator (Division G AERA
Newsletter), Vol. 51 No. 2, Winter 1975; and William A. Fire-

/stone, "Educational Field Research in a ',Colitract Shop,'".
The Generator (Division G AERA 1:ewsletter), Vol. 5, No. 3,
Spring 1975.

7.. One notable exception here are The Oregon Studios in Research,
Development, Diffusion and Evaluation (Mancnouth, Oregon: Teach-
ings Research Division, Oregon State System of Higher Education, '
1972). The Study director was H. Del: Schalock. Volume IV Ere-

sents twenty/case studies'ofR/D&I functioning: The findifts
are summarized in Volume I. (/--

B. tional Institute of Education, The Status offducation Re-

learch-and Development,in the United States: 1976 Databook'

(Vashington: NIE, 1976).

9. These source include the .references cited a6tr6e in footnote 1.

-10. NIE, r976 Databook, op. cit.; Phi Del= kappa, National Reg-
ister of Educational Reeearchers (Bloomington, Indiana: epic,
1966); Clark and Hopkins, A Report on.Educational Research.
teveloment and Dif sion Hon ower, op. cit.; and John E.

a
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Hopkins, An Updating of the Clark-Hopkins Manpower Projections:
AERA Task Force Technical Paper No. 25 (Washington: AERA, 1971).

11. Barger et al., Development of a National Register of Educational
Researchers, op. cit., and Cronback and Suppes, Research for
Tomorrow's Schools,op. cit.

12. NIE, 1976 Databook, op. cit.; Clark and Hopkins, A Report on
Educational Research, Development, and Diffusion Manpower,
°P. cit.; and Hopkins, An updating of the Clark Hopkins Manpower
Pro' ions.

13. Ibid.

14. Ibid.;*Egon G. Cuba, The Place of Educational Research in Edu-
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&f all the aspects of R/D& we consider in our analytical framework,.

the one that probably most jignificaW.y impacts and determines the

.4shape of all er is fending. It largely determines what R/D&I

activities will (and will not) be carried out. and by whom. IndirejN
:

Y#

it thereby shapes what R/D&ZOfunqyaigis will be 'developed, what sorts

of institutional anckpersonnel bases will be strengthened, what sorts

of capacities will be developed (and where). 4

Despite die obvious policy significATa of data (A,,these basic

descriptive sorts of matters, until recently there hd bean little

solid information about how educational R/D&I funding is distributed

across functions, performer activities; etc. Over the

*past fewlyears, there has been a considerable amount of analytical
- ,

effort.foculed on these matters. Although there are still substantial

.1

""wl galps.in what is known, we have fa more understanding of this now than

only a few short year ago. In addition, sore d key issues of funding

policies have been t ckle*and discussed in the literature, reflecting
qv

several of the critica ending concerns debated in the i ld. We
. .

shall atitempt to reviewAnd assess much of this hege.
. . #

tr.
Our analysi4 in this chapter is presented ,n five sections. First,

lc-
0.ie provide a broad overview of the literature, describing the kinds .

. of discussions of educational RiD4 ?ding that pre available.

A record, we take note of the vario6s/iypes of proble;s in educational, .

tiD&I funding that are 4cusSed in the literature. In a third section'
40 4

,

V, ,

. we summarize the findings cif various anai'yses of the,distribution of

educational R/D&I across funding sources, functions, performing insti-
ls

tution , activities, etc. We also, consider funding data that,may

soon be 'available from a K11.1 MOnitoring &.orram. We then turn
A

),

to a numbl...r oi signitican funding pOlicy issues( that have been
to.

.1

.
6

r
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debated in.recent years, examne various options that have been con-

sidered, aad spcutate about contextual factors thai may have influ-

enced the courses of action taken. Finally, we identify a number of

fOnding policy issues in need of exploration and suggest the kinds

of data awl analyses that seem to be called for to provide a sound

besU for policy debateoon such issues.

V

4

lo

a.

e
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A

I. OVERVIEW OF THE AVAILABLE LITERATURE

% e--
The available liteiture on educational D&I funding is of three

types:

1. pieces that refer to funding issues or problems as partis

9

IN

of solle broader discussion of issues;

2. presentations of da:a sertes or analyses of substanLal

bodies of funding data; and,

3. policy anal.yses focused on funding issues.

1. Broader Discussions that Mention Funding Issues 'or Problems

Almost from the outset ofactive federal involvement in the sponsorship

of ed.,:ationA....11/D&I, amA especially since the creation of the labs

and ceaters, funding problems have been referred to in the literature.

'Initial expectations for high (and ever-increasing) levelS of funding

were buickly dashed, and the literature of the lace '60s is fl:lled
N.

with pleas for more fundinl, more stable allocations, longer funding

\cycle , etc.
1

Many of the same points are made in more recent assess-
,.

m"e"Itts as well as (f05 instance, the'-GAmpbell Report's recommendation

for higher levelS of R&D.funding,
2.

or San Sieber's call for greater

"balance".and "continufey" as two design requisites for a national
3

R&D sfsrem fat education ).
N,`

si.ts of ..;tti,,tics are induced in so-.e of 'flew

tIrt.,ader presentations, especially to buttress the'argumwt that higher

levels of funding ari,t needed 'o enable educational R&D to achieve its

goall.' 04e favc)rite kind of statistic examines educational R&D

fundtn4 as a percecliage of total educatron expenditures and compares

this to aliocatiores 11;r R&D in oth'r Sectors.
4

Another provocative

4ft
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use of staEistics is the 1968 USOE Bureau of Research "what mlght be"

analysts described in the OE status report -- an estimate of the

annual need for development funding based on estimates of the

(a) total nuiber of alternative curriculum units that should begton-

sidered for development to ether the full range of school yeajs and ,

subjects, (b) the average perunit development costs; and (c) the

Or-average num6eir of years required from conception through i4stalla-

tion for a given unit.
5

We74hall consider these various sets of
./

la \statistics later.

2. Dita Series or Analyse4 of Large Bodies of Funding Data

There are currently lour large bodies of data on educational R4-Dia

funding, and a fifth that should be available shortly.

A. NSF Data

...

the first of these' is part of the broader body of data on federal

funding of all R&D published annually since 1952 by the National

Science Foundation's Division of Science Resource Studies. Edut -

* cation. Eas.bean analyzed as a separate category only since the
. .

analysis published in 1971. The 1971 analysis provided data

On education going. back as far as 1963'for agencies with educa-
-,-

tion as a primary" mission t144. The 1972 angimsis was considerably

broader 10 scope, covering jaWlederall/ funded actiAties that
. .

cOutd&te categorized as educ.ational R&D regardless of the ptImar9
.. 4.

mlssldn of the sponsorinvAgency; however,, statistics co.
, *

6 i
--!ica::.-,-m4 eza:ac.roci. cv.:!oct,_, 1,,a back cn1:7"us iar i..s

.. . ,. . .
S

1:.

194.9. SOs,iquara arlvuaa'attAayseA in this serief.s present educa-,
.

tiongst R&D data. for alIfgdYrf'llgenctes for 1969 and %41 subse-
*4,4 6 4 11Tien:. pa: s . s ' Ilc . f . 0 ,i .4!:& '11.

, . 1 0 '.
' ee e ... . r..
... 10 .

4
.... . e . e ..- . f s .I

-
. - p

dr
.

. ... .,
6. ,
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B. OMB Data
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A second annual series is published by the Office of Management

,cnd Budget (OMB) for submission to Congress each January along °

with the ?resident's proposed budget. The Skecial Analyses

arc designePtv4how the fiscal impact of the various federal

programs in specific functional areas. Education is caeor
a.

thvse fontrtonal areas.
7

C. `.%S* Da:a 7

Aecemy of Sciences (;;AS) data base differs fron

tne ::SF and CV,3 data in being the result Of a one-time study

ra:ier than an ongoing data serie4 The data were generated

fro- a study of social R&D 4hd related activities in 15 sociallr

pclicy areas. Education was one of thes* areas. the final

report on this project has not yet been published, bu.t ?reliant-

nar! data have bee available to researchersand agency p- rsonnel

at least since 19741.
8

D. SRG Data

A fourth data base has been collected by the Social Research

Crop (SRG4of George 'Washington University for the Interaiency
i

Panels for Research and Developmegt on Early Childhood and

Adolescencd, one of Life interagencrcoordinat mechanisms set

up_ by the federal government. SRG publishes annual reports for

the panels on the projects spopsorqd by the m.ber ai:.ncLes.
9

IhIs data base is available for special analyses and a number,

of su!h special analys4s have been conducted by NIE's R&D

S: steal Support Division.

I
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E. Analyses by NIE's R&D Svs,cerrrapPort Division
So'

The NSF, OKB, NAS, and SRG data baies provide different estimates

of total federal funding of education R&D, for they differ con-
.'

siderably on a number of key dimensions which determined the

kinds of data each collected and.analyzed. The staff of NIE's

R&D System Support Division have recently published a number of

highly useful reports which identify the similarities, and dif-

ferences among these data bases, describe NIE's approach to each

of the key conceptual and procedural issues on which these :data

p,..,e-, d_ffero and cnen present what must be viewed as the best

current funding estimates available tkat nake optimal use of
00

the information Provided by all four data bases. The reports
...

fortncoming to dace provide estimates of total federal funding

\.(1
They also provide informption about how agencies differ in the

e..1for education R& and the distribution of total funding across

ag nies, functions, project content, and performing organizations
.

)1-
,... fund.I.ng they prOlcle by function, by project content, and by

performing organizations.
10

We will consider these analyses in

so-e detail later in this chapter. .

I

R. :17's Education !CPU Mon:coring Program

N1E's R&D System Support Divislion has plans for an Education

K?:' /Monitoring Progrdm, developed.along line.s parallel to the

:.,ro;,ram of the Science Resources Div ion of NSF. The monitoring

program is expected to gather periodic statistics on the educatAnal

_71;)t.7.1.,3ta

10
to' ::crease nderscan4ing C,F system functioning, and eval-

.r

qrat:is o the i:onct of various R&D system poli-c;.: initiatives.

ad-Jition, the Mcnktorin :'r gram is envisioned to include

4

d:Ica-gatheriing f-)r *pecial ih-dopth policy studies of specific

444'
issues.

ANd

A
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' The program has.notas yet received ample f.:n2in::; fir -)re than

a few ef cite preli7inary projects. The data-gathering and analyses

leading to the pub146ation of the 1976 DataboA were the first

of these projects. The analyses of federal funding of educati

K?1.7 mentioned earlier also fail under this brad program.

A current very in:portant prujec.t involves a ,.rey of all organi-

zations ideitified as RSD performere. Basic infornation'is

gathered on: fending, personnel, R/DLI activities, ncembers of

prcjeets, histori, involvement in inter -e:ra coll-

arrarcements, ete. hose cata available fcr

s-eoa;;ary on'alysE-s in 1979. it was expPcced tnis str-ei wi.lc

tle repea'ed of a pArbdic basis, and that it probaoly te

.expendel'and supplemented i y otner periodic s.:r.:eys in the future.

A: the present tune, however, the future prospect',: for 'tnis,

a.7,71..tIOUS program are'unclear.
41

If ample fLndirq for this program is not forthcoming in t:e future,

anuCher possibility for use as a data base for monitoring ed-

ucation KPl: milt be expansi;r and refinement of the interagency
a

Research Information System (IRIS), referred to earlier as the

SRC data base. However, given the projected costs of such a

oroposal, this does not seem to have received an enehusiastic

response from the member agencies of the Federal Interagency

Committee on Education (FICE) Subcommittee on Education ROD&E

wnicn supports tl,e maintenance of this data base.
11

It remains

to be seen whether or no,t the creation of the ?edelial Council

ani fcrce the -,,;u-

1e that a -onitcring system for education Y,1):: is needed.

iioweer, rogardlesp of what is dne is the fut,.rc to carry out

r,ilns for an ongong monitoring system, much cpn be gained'from
N'

41,
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tne pubtication of findings from the current organizational survey.

And too, additional insights may be derived from secondary

analyses when the data base is made available to R&D system

researchers and policy analysts.

C. The 1969 OE Status Report

The best published source of information on educational R/D&I

funding in this country as of 1969 may still be the Office of
AP

E;L:Lati.on's s:a:us report prepared by dendrlk Giceonse and h:s

staff for the CCDE cross-hetional review of educational R&D.
12

This analysis provides data not only on OE funding during the

'5Cs and brat also education R&D funding data from NSF,

CEO, and other federal agencies.Also included is some minimal

information about funding provided 'by private foundations and

other sources (staft agencies, universities, professional ass-

ociations, etc.) and an estimate on the total spent on educavisn

R&D in the U.S. by all sources in FY 1963.

!!..NIE's 1976 Databook

In 1976, Ward Mason and his staff in the R&D silste Support

Division of NIE published the 1976 Databook,
13

based on contract

won.: carried out by Stanford Cniversity by William Paisley,

Ma;ilda Butler-Paisley, and Karen'Shapiro. The Databoo

updated and expanded on the funding data provided in OE:$:1969

status report. provided .1 -,dat.,fd estimtes t7)' -,1

R fuDding in the U.S. and funding pryLded by various federal

imencies, by SEAS and LEAs, by foundations, academic instituti,ns,

and industry. (e ecti,-..ates of Total federal funding were later
rfined and furte;r updat.Ed in the NfE an31y6,E:s referred to

N section E.) in addition, the Datibuor provided detaihd

1

3
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44.

ti

information about the federal funding obligated to specific

progeams, and topics by federal agencies sponsoring significant

amounts of educational R&D, the funding provided to specialized

R/q&I institutions, and the distribution of funds geovaphically.

I

We will draw on funding data from both the OE status report and

the Databook in this chapter.

3. An-tlysej Focused on Funding Issues

There is probably a larii fugitive literature of internal memoranda and

consultants' reports prepared for R/D&I sponsor-4 on their funding

policies. We have made no effort to be compreirsive in our review of
V

lsuch policy analyses. Nor have we tried to locate or to present a rep-

resentative sample of such analyses. Rather, wi consider here anaeoes

that have been produced in recent years on four particular funding

issues which we view as critical in their potential impact on the shape

of the educational R/D&I enterprise in this country. .for some time

to come.

A. Institutional Support vs. Program Purchase
I.

In 1972, while legislation fr: the creation of NIE was still

pending, OE nada a radical change in its funding policies for the

labs and centers.
15

Instead of "institutional supogrt" foAhese

(w%!ch ;uarant.Jed their g.xisterc,,: and el...L.:in:tad

them. from competition with other R&D performers for federal funds),

the ne, "program purchase" policy assumed'hese institutions had

rv reachad ratuti status, were no longer entitled to special

t,../itment, and should therefore compete on an equal footing with

ot^or ?&) institutions foromulti-yeir pro rani support.
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inherited the prog m purchase policy along with responsibility

for the labs and cente s. The debate over "institutional support"
..

vs. "program purchase", though, continued in the early years of

NIE's exhistence. Though NIE presumably resoled- it from the

outset in favor'of "progratpurchase", the labs and centers were

bole to get the decision reopened.and then reversed. The'issue has

reemerged]termittently ins. various forms and may.appear agan as

a live question in funding policy for educational R/El&t.

..4".84ular form in which the questions were raised appears in

some internal OE documents circulated in 1972 -- one by Charles

Frye elaborating the policy and a secondby Ward Mason raising

some issues in relation to implementation of this policy.
16

We

will c.onsider these documents later in our analysis.

B. The Campbell Report

In 1975, NIE commissioned a panel of consultants chaired by Ronald

Campbell to review NIEes funding policies, especially,those with

regard to the labs and centers and the issue of program purchase

vs. institutional support. In a few months, the panel produced the

" Campbell Report", ca ling for (among other things) the creation

of "national laborat ries" to replace the regional laboratory

concept -- select'. them from among the existing labs,and centers

those that meet criteria of high quality and relevance to NIE'st,

missions, and entering into "speciaLreletionships" with some .

other high quality irstitutions aA well. shall consider several

of the recommenda,tions made infthis report later, partidularly

its criticismof NIF's heavy reliane .an procurement through open

competition rather than "funding and supporting those who can beat

do NIE's work," the latter being the policy %advocated by the

consultants who preped the report.
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C. Agency-Field Relationships in the Educational R/D&I System

V 4
A third funding policy analysis we draw on in this chapter is a"

report we preOared oriNIE in 1976,
18

approximately a year after

the Campbell Report was submitted and apparently shelved.

A

The analysis requdsted by the agency was to focus on what the

appropriate balance should be between field-initiated and NIE-

directed research and R&D. The issue. was under review withit N1E,
19

;:e.:o,,pone to considerable critICism from the field. 3IE has been

severely criticized by the research funding for field-

initiated research had dwindled and was for a time totally.'

eliminated, and the agency was relying increasingly on agency
4

dirAoted approaches to procuring research and R&D (primarily open-

competition in response to RFPs prepared by NIE staff or occ-

aisionally consultants).

Our CISST policy analysis team reconceptualized the issue in tens

procurementsof how NIE could achieve it purses, through procurementi and

other actions,..taken in colt boration with the field. This approach
.e. r

was an attempt to A the ptioctmement question into a broader

con ext, prpvide a comprehensive framework for pillicy dkelopment

for N as t'he lead agency for educational RID &I, and permit lk ....

integration of fundi policies with of r agency polities. The

analysis focused heav ly on : (a) the 'lead agency concept; -1----T
i

(b) an approach to understanding educational R/D& I as an immature
. .,

system in need of 'system-building and therefore macro-level lead-
.

ership; (c) the manner in which system building purposes can 4'

Ibuilt into procurements; and (d) the approaches an agency can take'

in relating to the field to achieve its purposes (sy/tem-building

as well as other purposes) in.collaboriktion with the field. Tile

analysis touchy on one of the, same questions considered in the-

%, N \
4it 1

.
. , t
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4.

Campbell Report -- the need to reach out to the best RAD&I

performers.to solicit work from them and build their (And thereby

the system's) capabilities. We shall consider the analysis in some

detail latei in this chaptr.

.1

D. Strengthening Fundamental. Research

although the Agency -Field Relationship analysis seemed to be

enthusiastically received, creating a considerable stir within

so,:le units in the agency for aley months,
20

it too was shelved,

like the Campbell Report before it...Just how little impact the

report had can be seen from a fourth set of documents we consider
4

in our section on funding policy issues -- i.e., 1977 documents

relating. to NIE's policy decisions on the fundtog of field-
. if

initiated fundamental res&arch, a key eledent in the,field-
.

initiated vs. agency--directed issue NIE had requested guidance

on in commissioning the CISST policy analysis the previous year

(Agency-Field Relationships).

41.

These documents include: (a) the final report of the NationaI

Academy of Sciences (NAS) Committee-ok' fundamental Research e.,
Relevent to Education,

21
Commissioneeby NIE; (b) the report'.

of the Program committee of the National Council on Educational

gese7ch (NCER), NIE's policy making bodyin4uding the liCEY!

draft resolution on the funding of field-in4Aiated research;
22

and (c)' an examination of-botb these documents by our CISST policy

analysis'team, under a contract with NIE (iilcluding both a critique

of these pfetes and.a proposed alternative approach for the

funding of fundamental research relevent, to education).
23

These documents are of interest not only for the particular funding

.

V
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dii. policy isse they.e:Olore, but also for underscoring how little

impact policy analysis is likely to have when it runs counfter

to policy preferences already formed oeto policy. pressures from,

interest groups'to whom. decision makers feel a need to be

responsive -- whether because thee presiurs reflect their own

preferences, or foisome other reasons. In this case, the policy

ti decision that was made used one of these reports as a just-

ification (the NAS report), though it went considerably beyond whet;

was specifically called for in that report, and ignored the,

recommendations made in two other. reports commissipned by NIE

(both Agency-Field Relationships and Strenathing Fundamenta l .

Research, °J analysis of the NAS and.NCER drafts on fundamental

research) We shall consider all of this in some detail later in

this chapter.

II, FUNDING PROBLEMS

T'he funding.of educational R?D&I has tended to suffer from five key.,,

weaknesses:. relatively low levels of funding, insufficient diversi-

fication of sources, instability, inadequate concentration, and inadequate

attention to funding policy development. We shall consider eachof these

'problem areas in turn,.

I. Relatively Low Levels of Funding

Several kinds of statistics have been used to un derscore the point that

the 1:,7e1 of funding that has been available for educational R /D&t

is rather low, considerably too low to meet the need. The most basic '

of these statistics are (A) stimates of the total funding support for

educatiohal R/b&I in this country, tom all sources. This basic

statistic is* then used in several other calculations comparing this

statistic. to others: (B) expenditures on R/D&I in the education

r
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sector as a percentage total'spendingon R&D in this country;

(C) educational' R/DS.1 expenditures ds a percentage of total education

expenditures by all levels of gomgrnment in this country; (D) tom-
_

paoisons of the percentage of education expenditures allocated to

R/D&I with percentages allocated to R&D in other sectors; and com-

parisons of the same'allocated.to educaL)nal:R/D&I with (E) expectations

about levels of funding growth for educational R/D&I and estimates

of the sums required to meet the need for educational R/D&I outputs.

A. Estimate Of Total Funding for Educational R/D&I

The best, available estimate of total funding for educational g/mt

in this country from all sources (public and private) is somewhere

between $605 million and $673 million (depending on what is

included or excluded'irom the given estimate), with $619 million

the most likely figure.
24'

These data are ZOr Fiscal Year 1975,

the most recent year for which such an estimate'is available

B. Educational R/D&I S endin in Com trison to Iota endin in
the U.S.

110 ,

That $619 million,represents perhaps 2% of e total spent on R&D

by all se...s.Irces in this coo try. In 1973 total R &D expenditures

in this country were
5

e over $ib billi Tbat figure is shurely

somewhat higher now:

:c. Educational R/D&I txp ditures as -a Percentage of Total
. Eductstion Expenditures

"
.

0

Even mote,signif ant than the fact that only 2% of all R&D

funds in thy- country are spent in thg education sector is

'another s tistic which underscores how little of die money'

1.

$1
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spent on education in this country is allocated to R/D&I activities.

4 By the early 1970's, education expenditures had reached $90

billion and are expected to soon exceed $100 billion.
2b'

Using

the $90 billion figure, and the $619.million estimate of FY 1975

expenditures for educational R&D by all sources, we calculate that'

no more than 6.71 of total education expenditures are allocated

to R/D&I act[vities.

4

D. Comparison of Allocations to R/D&I in EducAtion and Other Sectors

4

The inadequacy of the educational R/D4I fundi4 level is suggested

by comparison of4the allocations to R/D&I in education with

similar allocatiOns in other secto5s.-Of all the statistics used

to buttress the argument for higher educational R /D&I funding
6

levels, these statistics are cited most frequently.
27

.The

comparison to the 0.7% figure for educational RfD &I noted abovee/

the following figures are cited*foi Other sector: in industry,

3.41 to 5% of expenditures are allocated to R&D; in agriculture;

1.11-,'in.health care, the figure is given as.57.

If attention'is restricted to allocations by the federal government

alone, the relevant comparisons are as follows: the fiederal

government spends 1% of all its education funding on R&D (4.5X

of all its'education funding on the broader "KPU"); in comparison,

1.77.4of total federal spending on health goes to R&D and over

10'4 of federal defense spending goes to R&D. Such comiar..4iorls, though,

'may someyhax risky. Aepointed out by yard Nason and Nelson Carnot

of NIE's R&D System Support aivision,
28

the federal government

provides different levels of support for different sectors.

In the defense sector; the federal government provides virtually

all funding -- for.R&D and For the 4erational system. In the

4
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. education sector, by way of contrast, the federal contribution

to anual education expenditures amounts to only 11%, with the

remainder provided by state and local governments. The fedOral

R&D budget is oarited heavily to only a few sectors,..with defense

accounting for half of the R&D budget; spaCe and exploration,

another 15%; and health an additional 15%. Educations's portion' I

of the total federal R&D budget amounts to only-slightly more

than 17.

This would seem td suggest that educational R&D is assigned a

relatively low priority by federal decision makers. But other

factors must be considered as For instance, defense R&D
it

is likely to require considerably more costly technology than

educational R&D. Or, one might assume that educational R&D is

heavily funded by sponsors other than the federal government

(which is not the case,as we shall soon see) and therefore that

additional federal funding might not be needed. Or, it might be

argued chat the immature state of development of educational R/D&I

at this time severely limits the amountfof money ailat con be spent

productively and the rate of quality expansion of the educational

R/D&I enterprise that can be expected for the near future -- a

valid point we shall:deal with later in this chapter.

Even taking all considerations into account, these comparisons

suggest that the level of funding for educational R/D&I is likely

to pose a serious problem. This conclugion seems underscored further

by a number of otner contextualehctors that affect educational

R/D&r, notably: (a) the immaturity of educational R/D&I ,compared to

these other sectors and .the resultant need for expensive capacity-
.

building expenditures and investment in davelopint the field's

knowledge and technology base, and (b) the enormous size and

orP
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variability as well as the plurialistic pattern of decisionmaking

' that characterize the operating system to be impacted!Clearly,

then, substantial resource investihnt is likely to be needed
.

apart from the costs of product development activities analogous

to those in other sectors.

E. Expectations about Levels of Funding Growth

The first annual appropriation for the Cooperative. Research Program

(CRP) in 1957 was for only $1 "ildllion. That figure more than

doubled the following year. By Fiscal. Year 1960! in only four years'

time, OE was spending approximately $10 million for research and

dissemination appropriated under CRP, NDEA, and other legislation.
F

By 1964, four years later, that figure nearly doubled to over

n9 million. The very next year, FY 1965;, the funding level

doubled again to over $36 million. And one year' later, in FY 1966,

the figure nearly tripled to over $100 m44lion.

That astonishing growth "rate generated high expectations fot

continuing expansion of the educational R&D' system. However, the,

year 1966 represents the end of the rapid growehdperiod and USOE

funding for "research and training" remained around $100 million

for several subsequent years.
300

There have, of course, been substantial gains in .the level of

funding for educationil R/D&I. 'In 1969, OE estimated in its status

report that approximately S2k1 million wasospent on educational

R/D&I'in this cquntry'by all sources.
31

As of FY 1975, as noted

earlier, NIt estimated that'saMe figure to be approximately $691

million. Other statistics show gains also. For instance, earlier

literature cited statistics showing educational R &D receiving a

4
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smaller percentage of the cital education dollar (0.2Z 0.37)
32

and the federal education dollar(0.5%)
33

chad is the case for the

FY 1975 data -- i.e., 0.7% of total expenditures and appro41ximately

1% of the federal education expenditures were,spent on ff&D in,FY

1975. The differences may of course, be due to.differences in the
>-

way the statistics were calculated at different times, or to more ,

complete info4mation available, now than earriel. But it certainly

does seem equally if not even more plausible that education R/D&I

expenditures are increasing somewhat faster than the total e.-!Lation

expenditures.

Still, whatever the growth rate has beed,since 1966, funding levels

have fallen far short of early expectatio .'This becomes abundantly

4rtclear from examination of some,of the 1 erasure of.ihe late :60'0

as the peaking of federal funding for educational R/D.E.1 beganto be

felt. As discussed by Francis Chase and Stephan Bailey (who success

ively headed the Natiodal Advisory Committee on Educational

Laboratories in the '60's), the laboratories alone were expected to

receive funding of $100 million a yefr, and even thi's figure was

described by Chase as too low to permit them to function adequately.

Chase estimated that the regional laboratories would each have needed
. . .

between 3 million and $10 million a year to carry out the kinds of

work they were to perform; the R&D centers were expected to need

at least $2 million to $3 million a year. Clearly, the thenexCant

funding levei,of $30 million a year for 29 labs and centers had

fallen far short of the expectations bf the proponents of educational

R/D&1.34
. a
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F. Comparison of Available Furling with Estimates of Needs and Costs'

There is relatively little agreement in the field of education on

what is needed to improve the schools and.certainly nothing like a

comprehensive data base on needs and the proba4 costs of alter-
.

nahve approaches'to meeting those needs. There is not even an easily

accessible data base on the cost Of more than a handful of the

enormous number 'of educational R/DO ,outputs that have been produced.

We are told, for instance, that Sesame Street spent $8 million a

year in its early years; that it cost $00 million in direct

development costs for each videotaped minicOurse developed by

the Far West Laboratory to train experienced teachers in specific

ski&ls; that by 061, when NSF's Course Content Improvement Program

was in full swing, NSF was spehding between $5 million and $6 million

a year on,a dozen development projects (including PSSC physics,

BSCS biology, CHEM chemistry, and SMSG mathematics).
35

However,

it-is rather difficult to make effective use, of such information,

eipecially'for the planning of. funding requirements.

One of the most interestehg attempts to estimate needs and costs

was carried out nu OE planners in, 1968 and described by Hendrik

Gideose and bilk-staff in the 1969*OE status report:

Bureau officials developed what they felt was a conserva4ve
estimate of the continuing need for support of educational
development work alone. Using existing organizational
categorizations for education, Bureau officials estimated at
20 the number of school years for which -the Bureau of Re-
search has development responsibilities. The estimate was
based on two preschool years, 2 postsecondary years in
vocational and technical areas, and 4 undergraduate years at
the College level. The Bureau estimated that a reasonable
number of full-year curriculums which might be developed
for each of these school years would be 10 (e.g., 10 subject
matter-feilds for grade11, etc.),: On this estimate the
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total number of full-year curriculums, ststed as units,
for which the Bureau of Research could be responsible
would be 200. If, furthermore, the Bureau were to persue
as policy the development of alternative approaches to each
unit to permit and indeed enhance local and State options in
course selection, the total number of potential curriculum
units competing for support can be calculated at 600. In
addition to the development of learning-effective materials
within the existing structure o£ schooling and education
(what industry would call defensive research and developMent)
it might also be deemed desireable to develop alternative
approaches to existing instructional arrangements and school
organizatiOn (offensive research and development).This add- -T
it:lanai effort, equivalent to perhaps 200 curriculum units,
would be directed to what can be termed radical departures
from existing instructional practice.

The potential'"fl.eld" for-educational development at any given
point and time, Plerefore might approximate 800 units of
development work designed to produce Iearning materials for
one full'yearts.instructional use 4n a given curricular area.
Estimates now increasingly more firmly based on hard data
suggest an average tist, for the development of such a
cUrriculum.unit of approximately $4 million. If the time
span for a developmpt unit is approximately 7 years from
the time of conception of the idea to the completion and
release of the materials to the school systems of the nation,
then it is possible to conclude .(800 course units times
$4 million divided by 7 ye'ars) that the average investment
which might reasonably be directed to educational development
each year. approaches $460 million.36

. .

le should be noted ttiat the $460 million per year estimate is for

curriculum development costs only. It'does not cover the consider-

able costs likely to be incurred in support of fundamental research,

dissemination, demonstration, implementation/utilization support,

personnel training and other capacity-building programs, etc.

S

Of course, this mind-boggling "what might be" analysis is purely
. .

hypothetical. And certainly one need not conceive
)

of all this

plential development work betng undertaken at the same time. Still,

it 1.s useful as an indicator of the scale of the potential need,
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and is 'ac least suggestive that tio current fundinglevels for

educational R/D&I are not adequate to meet the needs fox some

dine to cOme.%

.,
G. Summary: Low Levels of Funding

In summary, the best available estimate is that approximately $619

million is spent each year in this country on educational R/D&I.

. Th#t $619 million represents approximately only 2% of the total .

spent on R&D in this country and only 0.7% of the total education

expenditures. The percentage of education expenditures allocated

. to R&D compares very unfavorably to similar figures for suchbother

sectors as industry, agricUlture, and health care. This is esp-

ecially true when consideration is ?iven to the immaturity of

educational R/D&I add the need for costly'capacity-building

expenditures apart from the direct costs of product\development.

The $619 million figure seems even more inadequate when viewed in

the light of '(a) early expectations about funding levels (and

the rate at which they would grow), and (b) estimates of the

considerable need for educational R/D&I outputs and the heavy

'costs tikeV to be incurred.

f

2. InsOficient Diversification of" Souists S .

Of the approximately $619 million estimated to.be spent each year on

educational VDU in this country, the best available estimate is that

$511 million, or 83% (in FY 1975) came from various departments or

agencies of thedederal government.37 Clearly, the federal govern-
.

ment has become the primarr_sponsor 61.iddcational R/D&I. The remaining

17Z came from state and local governmbnts, private foundations, and

other private-sector sources (universities, industry, etc.).

a
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Crenter.diversification of sponsorship would seemoto be advisable given

the politibal vulnerability of educational R/D&I expenditures in a' .

climate of limited RID &I systemrlegitimacy and41.ack of substantial

confidence in the system's ability to produce a reasonable return on

the taxpayer's investment. Clearly, though, substantial investmear in

educational RID &I b*the.private sector or by state or local govern-
4

rents is not highly ltkely unless.imaginative new incentives. are provided

and. bold now initiatives are.ffaken to attract this new sponsorship.

NIL's program of grants td states for building statewide dissemination

capacity may funcOon in the.long run as seed money to attrAt additi8nal

. state funds to the support' of dissemination and other R/D&I functions.

And clearly, states have expandecrtheir-functioning in these areas.
38.

AC various times over the past 10 to 15 years, efforts have been

made to create incentives to attract privateindustry %to educational

R/D&I.39 We have little way of knowing how much more R/D&I funding
.

can be attracted from private foundations. And'higher education

institutions, have been under severe financial pressures, making all-

ocations of sizable internal funding for R/D&I unlikely. Still, there

has been considerable discussiell in recent years of, the need to str-

engthen'the role of the universities in Ole conducy of research and

R&D, and Perhaps innovative approaChes to sponsorship may be found .

(e.g., pooling foundation, federal, and university funds for particular

prof rams). Whatever the specific approa.ches, given the,severely.

limited growth rate of federal funding for educational R /D&I in recent

.years, greater diversification of funding seems essential if the

scope of the educatioaa R/D&I enterprise id to expand substantially.

r

JLP
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3., Instability of Funding_

Instabil4y of funding has been one of the most serious problems

faced by educational R/D&I c.ter its brief hAstory. The :early promise
4/

of ample fufding was clouded within only a few ears, with the rapidl

1966
:40.

-

Funding for different types of R/D&I activities has tended to ebb and
4

flow within the frequent shift; and fluctuations in federal educadlital di

R/D&I priorities. Fundamental research, for 4nstance, suffered from
,

an absolute as well as a relative decline infunding after its early

expansion of funding fOr the labi a a centers peaking Ns early:as,

111

period of expansion under the Cooperative ResearchProgram- It has now

rebounded and appears to be on the rise again, espeCially in the
,_,...-

funds obligated by NIE. Development funding, to consider another
, .

example, expanded rapidly in the late '60s, only ro becomeda re-
.

considered and lesser priority in the 170s. And witiin
-

functiofts,

a
.

specific topics nd research areas seem

.

also to have come into and

then' got out of favor.

t

41°41I

4 .

Federal reliance on annual rather than longer-term funding cycles Was

a frequent cause of complaint in the early tears of educational R/D&I.
,

yltes,epre made for longer-term funding commitments go permit long-

range planning of complex multi-year projects,
41

and some modifica-

tion of the fuhding policies in this direction has beev apparent.

k414
-

The creation of NIE see,,ed.for a ti4le to only addRlit is instability.

In the early years.of its existence, NIE underwent several changeirof.

directors and internal reorganizations, whidh created instability in

some program nrdas. NLE' appropriation struggles with Congress added

to the shaky image of the educationa l R/D&Ienterprise. Created

. :1. I
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initially with.an FY 1973 fun44fiflevel of over, $100 million, the

Institute was threatene0with a zero funding level that would have

terminated its existence the very nexy year. Eventually, NIS funding

over' the next few years sftbil:#ed at approximately the $70 to $75

million level...But clearly, the ups anddowns of funding for this
.

lead agency ifor,the system n just a feu wars; and :the enormous gap

between the current $90 million level and the initially expected level"

of nearly double that,
42

suggest that the educatlopal R/D&I

enterprise still lacks sufficient funding stability tosupoort long-

*term pLanhing aid system development. Lt would seem that greatei-

long-term stability will be needed to attract the resource base of

first-rate personnel and subcontractors needed to permit system

maturation.

Inadequate Concentration of Funding

The difficulties posed by low overdllfunding levels are complicated
fr .

.

fother by allocaeion patterns that tend to disperse what little

i money is available over a large itu4erof projects rather than con -

centrating
.. ..

centrAing t gufficiently-39 few. The trend appears to have, been

toward grefer and greater,cpncentrailbn of funding, as more and more
, ,

projects have lost funding and incueasing numbers of federally
u .

supportedRID&I institutions have gone out of existence. Sall, given
. - ,

° the limited funding available and the high costs incurred by large-

scale vducationaUJD&I piograms; eeteter concentration may be

essenha.1.--if eafective piograms and products are to be pr9duced.
. ,

s.

%.
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5. .Inadequate Attention to Funding,pPolicy,Development

m

From. our perspective, a well conceived funding policy foreducational-

R/D&I would be.formulated after consideration of a host of factors --

for instance, agency rgission and goals in relation t o those of other

sponsor7of educational R/D&I; the state of development of the 6

.educational R/D&I system and its system building requirements; the

existing degree of balance or imbalance among R/D&I functions as r

currentlIy filnded (as compared to sbme sense of minimum degrees of

balance required for,adequate system functioning _and development);.

the need f some.degree of stability and continuity, etc.

There is relatively little evidence of much attention to these kindss-

of systematic considerations in the planning or budgeting processes

of NIE as'the lead agency foreducational R/DJI, or'of any of the

other key sponsors of any of the other key sponsors of educationar

R/D&I. (This is apparent in the manner in which the NationaL1Council

of Edu'ation recently resolved tote issue of establishing a budgets
0

set-aside for funZamenial research. We shall have more to say about

this later in this chapte.) Since at this time funding policy

appeais to be the primary leverage federal agencies are ableto exert

on R/D&I functioning, these sorts of issues would seem to warrent

considerable attentign.

III. AVAILABLE DMA ON EDUCATIONAL R/D&I FUNDING

Until recently, very little specific information was ,available on

funding of educational R/D&I. Dollar amounts were published for

specifit programs or agencies. But few analysts attempted to answer

such basic questions : how Much money was being spent, by whom, or

what, i4101 what consequences e her for educational R/0&I.as a

whole, or fbr the segment of educ ionalR/D&I supplied by federal

agencies 43

j y
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, here were the data series'on R&D funding published by NSF an0 OmB.44

But (as we All see shortly) the information ippplied.by these

analyses had'several shortcomings for establ ishing R&D funding levels ,

for die' field'of,education. )( */

There gxe,:still many unanswered questions; as we shall take note bf

some of these in a subsequent section cif this analysis. But thanks

to the effort 0, Ward Mason and his staff in NIErs R&D System SuppcFrt

Diirision, we have learned a great deal about how federal funding is

distributed across sources, functions; perfqpIng organizations,

subject areas, targat,populations, etc. -- essential infdrmation

as a bisis for considering policy implications of funding, how it

affects th6 fun ctioning of the educational R/D&I system, and, how it
. .

might be used to improve R/D&I functioning in the future.

In this,section, shall attempt to summarize the available data,

both from the R&D System Support Division reports and articles and

from other sources as well. We shall consider what the available ZIP4

data tell us about:

L'the growth of funding for educational

2. the 'total funding level for educational 'R/DSII?Xrom all

sources (federal'agenciet and other sources); and -

3. ,how federal funding of educational R/D&I is disCributed

across sources (i.e:, agencies), functions, project

content areas, target groups,. and performer organizations.

Oa



AI Federal agencies other than OE, NSF, and 0E0 and other funding sources
. ,...

were also spending mo4ey on educational R/D&I during these years. a

iO3

. Growth of Eglucational R/D&I Funding

Tables 6.1 - 6.4-and Figure 6.1, reproduced from the 1 969 OE status

reportu_
45

document the rapid rowth of "educational

the late 150s and the '60s. As we noted earlier' in

the first annual appropriation for, the Cooperative

R/D&I iundini in

Etas chapter:
46

Research Program

in 1957 was only 1 million; that figure snore than doubled the.foll-
.

owing year; by FY 1960, inonly four years' time, oe was spending

aPproximItely $10 million flor.research and dissemination (appropriated

under'CRP, NDEA, and other legisl4lon); by FY 1964, fOur years later,

that figure had near ly doubled to $19 million; the very next year,,
. .

kY 1965, the funding level doubled againto over $36 million; and one

year later, in FY 1,966, that figure nearly tripled to over$100.

Table 6.5, from the 1969 status report,
47

presents documented figures

'fro% Other educational.R/D&I sponsprs a*.well. As shown here:the

documented total (desc4ibed in the report as the'"documented minimum
.

Wase financial support for educational R&D") was over $192 million for

FY 19.68. In addition, the OE analysts judged the extent of under-
.

reporting in these figures as approximately 25%, and therefore

estimated that conservatively the total amount spenc,p4/eduCational

R&D.in this country in.FY 1968 was,ppproximately $250 million.
48

Although the growth rate slowedkdown since the rapid expansion reported

foetht period betwees'1957 and 1968, that $250 million total figure

has clearly more than dgubled over the past decade. Based on the

analyses' of FY 1975 data conducted by NIE's R&D.System Support Division,

th'e bat estimate of the total spent on educational R/D&I in this
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On thousands of dollars)

,Fiscal Project R&D. \
tortes

,Labors, Con-

Year R&D Centers
ERIC Training,

struction
Total

1969 (est.)

1968

1967

1966

923,667

20,723

20,614

26.429

$113,800

10,893

8,030

6,579

$23,600 $4,226

22,926 ,2,845

17,669 2;693

.8,658 1064

$6,750

6,164

6,481

7,189

$29.581

593

329

1,311

S98,624

64,144

58,676

51,230

iir 1965 13,672 2,168 ... - - 15,840

1964 10,500 998 -- , 11,498

1963 6,985 ..,... _ r - 6,985

1962 ' 4,644' FP . 1.1r, ...' ... 4,644

1961. . 3,356 - - --- 3,356

1960
.
3.196 ... - - 3,196

1959 2,700 - ...
4 - - 2,700

195k 2,300 - - - - 2-4306
1957 9 .. - 998

. -
'

I

Ar.
Table 6,2

g

Bureau of Research Obligatons (for poperAtive Research Only) dr
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Fiscal
Year Net Obligations

(thousands)
1955
1956
1957
1958
1969

Ili 1960
' 1961

1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969

V

S 9
17.

630
835

6,030
6,299
6,411
8,990

. 12,632
13,976
14,552
15,564
18,355
19,352
13,100 (estimate)

SOURCE: "NSF Justification of Estimate*, AppropriationsTheCongress," Fiscal Years 1957 through 1970.
1

'Table 6.3

urse Content Improv

Program Obligations for Fisca Years

1955-1969

1

Fiscal Year
r 1967 1968 1969

Head Start t
Research & Demonstration S#144 S 3.6 $ 4.1
Evaluation 1.7 2.3 1.9Total. 5.8- 5,9 6.0

P
ilatIVir Througji

Research & Demonstration ---- 1.2 2.5
Evaluation ....-" 1.0 illt Total .. 2.2 .41

Community Action Program
(Education)
Research & Demonstration 5:2 4.7 4.

Grand Total 11.0 12.8 14.3 .111111,

Table 6.4

0E0 Educational R&D Expenditures

(In Milgons of Dollars),
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.
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'Figure 6.1
IIP

Appropriations for "Rese.irch and Training"

U.S. Office of Education, 1957-1969
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TABLE 31.DOCUM4_NTED MINIMUM BASE FINAN
CIAI. SUPORT FOR EDUCAT.IONAL RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT BY SPONSORING AGENCY

United States Office of Education
'National Science Foundation
National Institute of Mental Health
National Institute of Child Health

and Human Development
Office of Economic Opportunity
Department of Defense
Other Federal Agencies (Labor;

Commerce; Children's Bureau;
Agriculture; Social Rehabilitation
Service; Food and Drug Administration;
Interior; and Endowments for Arts
and Humanities) .

Private F oundat ions .

All Other (State agencies; higher
education institutions; professional
and academic associations; etc.)

Total

FY 1968

$101:967,000
23,326.000
11,860.000 .

8,377,000
12,800,000
6,046,000

i..

6,725,000_
7,344,000

13,845,000'

'192,290,000

'The SIE-and DOC-collected material produced a figure some='
what lower than this. To it tam been added amounts equal to
available NSF figures representing the fiscal year 1965 oblige.
dons of State agencies and fiscal year 1967 local governmelt

f agency obligations for educational R&D. .

\ .

Table 6.5

1

4

,

i

Documented Minimum Base Financial Suppbrt

for Educational Research and Development by Sponsoring Agency
4

.

t

4

e,

.

Is

,

.,
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country by all sources is $613 million.
49

2. Distribution of Total Educational R/D&I Funding by Sources

Tables 6.5 and 6.6 summerize the best available data on distribution

of total educ9tional R/D&I funding by sources, for FY 1968 and for

FY-1975.

A. FY 1968

I

Table 6.5, from the 1969 OE status report, peesents the documented

figures for FY 1968 totalling over $192 million. The double

asterisks we have added to the table i.ndicatthe funding

sources noted by the OE analysts as probably underreported in

this table. Based on the extent of underreporting,
50

as noted

above., the OE analysts estimated conservatively that around -

$250 million was spent by all,sources in this, country in FY

1968 for educational R/D&I activities.

Although the items in this tabl4fcan be used to gain some sense ,

of the distribution of the total by.funding sources, it should

be emphasized that most of the sponsors the OE analysts pinpointed

as underreported were non-federal sources. Therefore, the pro-

port* of the total spent by private foundAions, private in-

dustry, and state and local governalepts is likely to be a

substantially larger figure than is suggested by this table.

Of the $192 million documented, total, more than half (approximitely

$102 million) came from'OE, a6ther $23"million from NSF, $13

mii].L from 0E6, $20 million from the National Institutes of! ,

Mental Health and of Child Health and Human De.velopment, another
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TABLE 64

.
.

Sources of Fundingfor
Educational R/D&I

(Dollars in Millions)

4 ,1. Federal
Government Departments and Agencies

A. Department of HEW
4

a. Education Division (358.8)" - OE (264.5)

- NIE (73.8)

- ASE (20.6)

b. Public Health Service (47.2)
,

. .c. Office of Human Development (15'.4)
d. Asst. Secretare -.Planning and Eval.

(1.3)

.(FY 1975

obligations)

e. Social
Rehabilitation

*B. Department of Agriculture
C. Dipartment of Defense

D. Depaftment of Interior

E. Department of Labor

F. Department of State

G. Indepaendent Agencies

a. Action

Service (4.2)

b. Appalachian Regional Commission
..?

c. Community Service Administration
d. NatiOnal

Endowment for the Arts
National Endowment for the Humanities

f. National
ScienceFoundation

g.,,Smithsonian Institution
2. State

GoVernmeneFunds .3

3. Local
GoVernment FUnds

4, Private
Poundationg

5. Other Private Sector Sourdes

tC 4 rit r

422.9

44

OA*

1.3

2.5

0.0*

17.1

39.9

3.2

40.0
) (30.0 - 60.0)**

4.0
(2.0 - 10.0)**

57.0
(57.0 - 65.0)**

5.0
."(3.0 - 25.0)**
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$6 million from the Department of Defense (likely to be a

substantially underestimated figure), and around $7 million from
. .

other federal agencies. 4

Bas4 on these figures, even with their limitations, it seems

clear that in FY 1968 the federal government was the domin.ant

spbnsor of educational R/D&I activities in this country, and

that within the federal governmeAt half or more was spent throu:214

.

B. FY 1975

-Th
Table S.6 summarizes the best information-available for FY;4975,

..combiding estimates for non-federal funding sources from NIE)

' 1976 Databook with updated information on FY 1975 federal

obligations for educational R/D&I from subsequent' analyses

O 51
prepared by NIE's R&D System Support Division.

a. Non-Federtl Sources

Although it would appear from this table that we know a bit

more absit non-federal sources of educational R/D&I funding

for FY 1975 than we did for FY 1968, it must still be

underscored that the information on state, local, and private

sector funding represents estimates from highly inadequate

sources. The state and local data, for instance, come trom

NSF data series that do not include dissimination and

utilization activities (which are clearly of major significahce

in the educational R/D&Ifunding provided nn'the state

and local levels). Also, -the 1975 figures are extrapolated ,

from the most recent data available -- i.e., 1973 for the
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state government figures, and 1969 for the local government

data. There is reasonably good information about funding

provided.by private foundations, but virtually no data at

all about other private sector sources of educational R/D&I

funding.
52

J

b. Federal Sources of Funding: Four Data -'Bases, and NIE's

Composite Estimate

We are in a much stronger position now, though, with respect

to understanding the sources and distribution of federal

funding for educational MGT.% The best estimates currently

available were developed by NIE's R&D System.Support Division,

based on the four existing data bases on federal funding

of educational R&D
53

we referred to earlier in this chapter:
54

- The NSF data base: These data are collected anually

from federal agencies by the NSF Division of Science

Resource Studies and are published annually in

An Analysis of Federal Funding by Function.
-

- The OMB data bash These data are collected anually for

the Special Analyses submitted to Congress with the

president's proposed budget each January. The data

in these analyses are presented in aggregatedlkorm,

across agencies, to provide an overview of how federal

funding as a whole is affecting specific program areas.

Educational R&D is one of these program areas.

- The NAS study of social research: this one-time study

collected program-level data in 15 mutually excluive

social policy areas, including education as one of

the fifteen areas. .
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- The SRG data baie: This project - level data base

is maintained by the Social,Research Group of

George~Washington University from and for the

,member agencies of the InteragencyTanel.for Research

and Development on Early Childhood and Adolescence.

These four dataibases differ on several key conceptual and procedural
A

issues. The differences are summarized in Figure 6.2, reprodUCed
1

from an article published, by Ward Mason and -Carnot Nelson of ME's-
55

r

&D System Support Division.

- Research functions: The four data bases differ signifi-:

cantly ip terms of which research functions are included

and thereforewhat is and is not included in the figures

for educational R/D&I finding. The narrowest definition

is used in the NSF data base, which includes data for only

research and development. Excluded are such key functions _

\

as dissemination and demonstrations.
56

The broadest

definition is provided by the NAS study which includes

data on research, development, dissemination, demonstra-

tions, evaluation, and statistical. activities as well. As

can be seen in Figure 6.2, the OMB and SRG data bases fall

411Wetween these two extremes in terms of the research

unctions included.

- Definition of Education: Assumptions underlying these date
'

bases differ in terns of the extent to wh*ch "education-

relevanelactivities" are conceived to incltide training or

informal education or non-school sources of learning as

well as formal schooling; The definitional issue takes on

particular significance in determining which areas of

fundamental research are "relevant to education."

4*
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Issue ' :.
Data Base .

NSF ' OMEWEel NASNIE SRG thFJCorropoute SCE

Research
Functions

.s.e

Research
Save
Alsoeul

Development

,

f.

Research
'Daveiciorovot
Eipeileromiion a

Dernenstratoen
Dosommason
Evaluation

.

Koowleege Prods,ction ,
Research Ackvotros
StabStocil Act

Problem Soluton
Evakratcn
Poicy Fortnutalon o

Demonstrators
Devektimont of

"Malecoals
Mscoaarierous I

Otmonsbariess '
thooratoon

, Pout, Imolai+
. Denivistrahons

Duisermnatron

Basic
APP1ed

Pao Study
Deseret:omens

1 Demonseaboo ardor
Reoitaien

EvaNaion
Poky Research

.,'' Research Support
and Uthialves
Actowies

.

.

,

.

Knossiedge Prcclucian
Elam Research
Statishcat Act

,Problem Soloomn
APPaed Research
Evalualon
Poky-Formulation
Deratons

Develt of
Materials

Mocellanieus
Qernenstrallons

thrizabon
Poicy Implem

Demonsuabons
Dosserisonatoon

Research
"Develscorneri
0sserunatth
Eva4auces

'

-...

8

Oefornoon ot
Educalsors

,

None

.
0

..
A sluclonitiather
telatvirdiso
or...nerdy for
the transmoson
of *who'd
khowledgi,
oistludag
VOCabOthli .

.

education o Ow
;Nomura of services
10 the comedy
at large -wood
it eirpooding to
inlooduairs
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...

- Primary and Secondary Purpos*s: The NSFdAta base differs

from the others in that It includes data on only"those
.. .

prZtgtams for.Wht0h education, is the primary purpo A :rho-
...

gt1/4

4.. .sb4 -, ?.

'other data bases aaroader in that they also include- -''...-
.1:'« ..,.: ..'`. . programs that have education as a secondary purpose (e.g.:

science education, where promoting science may be the

...primary purpose but educational objectives are clearly a
. i- . ,

secondary purpose).
.

. '

I

..

- Budget Flanding data are repotted in the literature in

terms of appropriations, obligations (i.e., funds committed

'through grants, contracts, etc.), and outlays (funds actually

'Spent) . The OMB data base describes outlays. All the other

data bases are in terms of obligations.

Unit of.,Analysis: the SW data base is the only onesin which

data are collected on the project level. In all the others,

data are gathered on the program level.

Self-Report vs. Trained 'Coders: In the case of both the NSF

and OMB datadseries, data are reported by agency officials.

Each year, a different official Wihin phe agency might

provide timliiinformation. And each official (and each agency)

interprets the instructions and definitiOns in termsof his

own frame of reference. The NAS,.SRG, and NIE data basest

have the advantage of being developed by trained coal's,

using uniform criteria across agencies for classifying

prograins and projects.

Agency inclusiveness' In additiona the'different data bases

differ in their rangeorinclusiveness of agencies. The
-

.N5P.data base on. education, for instance, is gathered from

O ;

ar.
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only a small durgber of federal 4gen egk SRG data base

is 'also limited in that it was olipv lolle d (eft data from
;-

'only the member agencies of the erage .kanels for
v1/4, .

ru._A-
pResearch and Development oA EarlrthifdhooOd AdolescattCe,

140.;-
and the projects reported include only those involving

populations in the two age groups of concern to these agencies.

As the NIE analysts reviewed these data bases, it became clear that

none of them was adequate to cover all the activities.now defined as

Atcational KPU 'funded by all federal agencies. The NSF data base

was too'Timitedin its coverage'oClederal agencies-and research

futictions, and it was furt limited in validity by the use of

agency self-reptirts of the needed data. The OMB data base covered

alarger number of agencies, but the data provided in the published

reports could not be disaggregated to the level of,detail desired.

(For instance, the funding data could not be separated by function.)

And these data, like the NSF data, suffered from their reliance

- on aiency self-reports.

the NAS data had .tveral addantages over the NSF atd OMB data bases.

4 ' The NAS study team dev eloped a.taxonomy of R/D&I functions covering

the full range of functions and specifying definitions of terms.

Thedata could be disaggregated to the level of agencies, subunits

of agencies, and programs, as well as functions. The data were

coded by a trained team of coders, and spfficient''backup material

was gathered on each program to permitirecoding if additional

griteiia were developed: And most important fore bftk purposlok the

data were available in a form-that permitted different decisions

to be made by different analysts as to whether to include or '-

exclude partictlir programs for dif refit purposes.

, However, theNAS'dita also had some limitations. (a) Data-were

collected on only four variable.: agency/program, soctal policy

4 ,

, .

411
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'area,, R &D function, anefiscal year (1975-77). Further degaggre-
os '

Nation '(by target group'; problem area, etc) is not pOssibIe.

(b) The data can be.further disaggregated than the NSF or OMB data

bases. However,,pthey cannotbt.diaaggregated.to a level finer than

the-program level. Cohsequently, some latge and heterogeneous

programs had to be cOded into single categories. If project-level

data had been available, this would have permitted. diffeient

components of these large, heteroge eoms programs to be coded in

differen4 caeegorlei. ,(c) The for the three fiscal years

FY 1975-1977 have diff+nt meanings: FY 1975 data represent

obligations; FY 1976 data represent some obligations and some
. .

estimgees based on knowa appropriations;' and FY 1977 data represens,

budget requests. Trendanalyses:based on such'different kinds of

data might be someyhat riskY:57:

40
The SRG data overcome some of these problems, but surer from other

weaknesSes. 'It is the only data base that provides project level

data. It shares with the NAS data base the advaptages or use of a

detailed classification scheme and trained Coders'. However, as

described by the NIE analysts, the RG data base is "both larger

and smaller than OUT 1114E'17 domain of interest". It is,larger

in that it includes, 'many projects outside the area of education
)

(e.d.: projects in'the areas of. health and welfare services). It

is smaller in Oat the,data are incomplete in terms of adequate

representation of agencies, functions, topical areas, and Age

groups. The,data come from only those agencies which are members'

of the Interagency Panels on Early Childhood and Adolescence

Research and Development. There are 27 such agencies, but excluded

are NSF, the Department of Defense, and the National Center

for Educational Statistics, all of which.contribute in important

ways to ederal support of educational R/D&I. Excluded aresome

disse ination activities and all general pdrpose statistical

--4

1
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0.

activicies!- The coverage of topical 'areas of releVance to education.

Ilkis severely limited: ly projects focuged on individual learning

and development :
°

kincluded. And the age groups affected by the
.

R/D&I work included in this data base are restricted to early

childhood and adolescence. No work of relevare to pOstsecondity

education or to adults is included in this data base.
58

Given the strengths and weaknesses of t,Kese various data bases, the

NIE analysts decided-to develop a composite estimate that would

permit maximum use of the information provided by all the data

bases. The NAS data base was judged to be the most complete in

. termS.of NIE's definition 6f the domain of interest, and therefore

the NAS.data'were used as the starting point of the analysis. NIE

"zz4--.... developed its own analytical fristilWbrk (which we shall discuss

below) and used this frarnework.as a basis' for examining the NAS

data and backup materials on programs to decide which programs

should or should not be included in its compoiite data base and
4144

how ,the data should be regioUped
)

and interpreted. In addition, the

NIE analysts examined the oth er data'bases td locate additional

programs that fell within NIE's definition of the domain of interest

btit had not been included in the NAS data.base. Where relevant,

information from the othe'r data bases was also used to answer

remaining uestions about the relevance of particular programi

that might be included or,excluded frdm NIE's composite data base.

We shall have more to say below abot.the NIE framework, and how

and why the NAS scheme was modified by the NIE analysts. For our

present purposes, we .summhfize below the findings o£ the first NIL

. analysis, designed to provide a "best estimate" of total federal

fundirig for educatiohai R/D&I. These findings are summarized

in Table 6.7,-repFoduced'from publications prepared by the : 7

NIE analysts.
59
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Depanment or agency and program
. ,

Dollars
c

Department or agency and progearn Octets

__Total

Departments

I. Department of HEW

A. Education Division '.
s

I. Office of Education

a Bureau of School Systems

(1) Supt. Centers
(2) Equal Opportunity
(3) Follow Through
(4) EnvironmeMal Ed.

(5) Drug Education
b Bureau OccupationaVAdoll Ed.
c &vein, Education for Handic.apped
d. Office of the Commissioner

(t) Office of °Annual Edt.cation
(2) Right to Read
(3) Office of Career Education

a. °Ice el PtanningiBudgetrEvaluation

f. Bureau Post Secondary Ed.
9. Office of Indian Ed.

2. Nation! Institute of Ed. '
a. Se= Skiffs
b. Finance 6 Producti vity .

ii.
c. Education 6 Want
d. Educational Equity
e, Eitsernination 6 Resources
f, School Capability for PrQblem Solving

3. Asst Secretary for Ed.

\ a. NCES (Statisbasr
1 b MSC (PostSecondary)

t. Immediate Office .

B. Public Health Service

1, AOAMHA,
a. NIMH (Mental Health)
b, NIA.A&A (Alconoism)

c. HIM (Drug AbuSe)
g

2. Health Resources Mm.

a. Bureau Health Manpower
b Health Services Res.
c. Office Planning 6 Logi,.

SOURCE: Person, Bowers, and Mason. 1977

.

it

....

.

-
4

\

,

S5 t 3.044

422.854

3. Nan Institutes of Health :

. a. WO (Child Health)
b NHLI (Heal ft Lung)
c. NINCDS (Neurological)

d Nat'l Lasrary Medicine

4. Cents( for Disease Control

Bureau of Health Educabon

5. Health Services Adore.

Bureau Cominunity Health Sen.

k
,

C. Office ol Human Development

1. Office Child Development
2 Adininteltalon on Aging
3 Office Youth Development

4 Rehabilitation Seri Adm.

0 Ass't Secretary Plan & Eval.

E Social Rehabilitation Sen.

.11. Department of Agriculture

A. Coop. date Research Service
B. Food & Nutntion Service

III. Department of Defense

A. Navy
B. Army
C. AdsteResearch Prof. Agency

o. Air Force
.

IV. Department al Interior

A Bur. of Indian Affairs
B National Park Service

'V. Department of Labor

VI. Densmore of State

Al
Independent Agencies

J. ACTION

V. Appalaclven Ftegoonal Com.

III. Compactly Service Adm.

IV. Nat Endowment for the Ma

V. Natl. Endowment for the Humanities

VI. Neyticlence Foundation

VII. Smithsonian Insteuffon 4

.

r-

.

.

, ...---

,

12,962

7,030

4.265
1,167

500

1.956358.833

.264.458 1.956

651

651

15,364

70.312

10.000
640

52,464

6.773

435

43.086

33.722
B4,235

14.167

720
440

37

1,32$

1 al

776

68.555

5.257
10.423

17,103

3.800
12.200

73.820

v.

578

200

21.451

8.721
5,070
4,069
3,591

1.178

20;798

19.543

15,478

8.465

6,933

2.603

2-11&5 /

.

1.128

50

951

1.447

1.447

.

12

1,300

2,500

450

17,061

39,875

3,107

8.293
4.300

962

47,151

16.807

1. 0,664

'3,135

280
14'775t--
10,862
3,414

499

Table 4
Composite Estimate of Federal qbligations for

Wducation Knou ledge Production and Utilization

by Department or Agency and Program, Fiscal Year 1975 (Thousands)

V
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.

As shown here; the total figure for FY 1979 obligations was. .

estmatedby the NIE-analysts.to be $513 million.
6.0

That figure
4

. .
was distributed acrbss six federal departments, seven independdnt

.
agenc4s, and 56 programs. The bulk of it, however, was obligated

through the Department of Health, Education and Welfare. HEW-ts
.

$422.9 miltion obligation represented 82.4% of the total. Tt he

Education Division of HEW alone accounted for'69.9% of the total

federal funding figure (84.8% of the HEW figure). Within the
.

) Education Division, Ot's S264.4 million obligation accounted for
.

51.57 -IF all fe,'..!ral fund.Ing for educational R/D&I, while nIE's

$73.8 million ccounted for 14.4%. Clearly, then, despite the fact

that NIE establishedwas as the lead agency for educational R&D,

it controls a relatively small proportion of federal funding for

educational R/DSI in this country. OE continues to be not only
.4,

the single largest source of educationalR/D&I funding but also the

sponsor of more than half of all the federally unded educational

R/D41 activity in this country.

.
.

3. Federal Funding of Educational R&D by Function .

i

A. The NAS Data Base, as Modified by NIE

'"To determine how educational R&D funding was distributed across

R&D functions,
61.

the NIE analysts used the NAS data base as
...-

the best single source of incormatiop that also permitted

reanalyses to be carried ouetfith a minimum'of difficulty.
62

That data base covered o9t (88%) of the programs included

in N Cs composite data base. These data had the further

adva tage of careful coding by trained coders using a detailed

schylme for 'classifying programs by functions and tub-functions.

In addition, the backup material on each program permitted the

NEE analysts to recode'icemc where necessary to conform Co

NIE's Analytical framework.
62
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The NIE team created a new data base for their analyses by

establishing.a number of decision rules as to what programs

frizz the NAS data base would or would not be considered

relevant to education. In creating this new data base, they

examined the data NAS had classified as falling within the.

domain of education (one of 15 mutually exclusive social

policy areas in(the NAS scheme).. The NIE team also added

to thisdata base some programs NAG had categorized in four

of the other mutually exclusive policy areas.
63

(Due to

excl.,siveonatureo' the NAS categories, 2rngrams

were classified based on their'primary goals.only. The NIE.

analysts determined that this was too restrictive a boundary

for the domairi of educational.R&D and therefore they also

examined data from four sub-categories having primary goals

in other policy areas but secondary goals that placed them

within the domain of educational R&D -- science education

(grom the policy area labelled "science and technology");

'health education (from the "health" policy area); selected

programs from the area of "cultural affairs"; and selected

programs from the area of "employ Ant, manpower, and training".)

The NIE analysts then modified the NAS category scheme by

omitting some categories and regourping others. The decisions

they made were based on their conceptions of the most use-

0ul ways of analyzing the data for the domaili of educational

R/D&I. Consequently, the NAS categories df "program and .

admin4istritive data and "training and fellowships" were

excluded; "evaluation research" was classified under

"research" rather than "evaluation activities", and

"statistical research" was classified under "research"

rather than "statistical activities"; "social experimenta-

tion" and "policy formulation demonstrations" were combined
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a single category; sand NIE was somewhat selective.in

including programs in the NAS category labelled " miscellaneous

demonstrations". (For,the rationales underlying these

decisions, the reader is referred to the materials prepared

by the NIE analysts, cited above.)

Table 6.8, reproduced fry m.an article prepared by the NIE

analysts,
64

shdws the classification scheme used by NIE

to analyze the data base by functions.65 Under the

category of "Knowledge Production", the NIE tea:: included

all research and statistical activities. The category

labelled "Problem Solution" includes all evaluation activities,

develdpment of materials, policy formulation demonstrations,

and selected miscellaneous demonstrations. The "Utilization"

category includes all dissemination activities And policy

fire lementing demonstrations.

i

(

B. Findings on Funding Distribution by Function

As shown in Table 6.8, nearly 60% of all federal funding of

education KPU in FY 1975 was obligated to problem solution

activities, while 30% went to utilization activities, and

10% (10.7% to be more precise) went to what NIE has labelled

knowledge production (mostly research). Within these cate-

gories, the functions receiving the largest share of total

obligations were: development of materials (21.2%); policy

formulatida demonstrations (21.3%), policy implementing

demonstrations (19.1) , andmiscellanedus demonstrations

(12.7%). Research and dissemination accounted for only a

little more than 10% each. Evaluation activities accoutiEg-

for only 4%, but the actual proprotion spent on evaluations

and evaluation-related activities is higher since evaluation

1 *;

0
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TABLE 1

FEDERAL OBLIGATIONS FOR EDUCATIONAL KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTION ANO
UTILIZATION IN FISCAL YEAR 1975 BY SUBFUNCTION:

411,

Function and SubFunction
Dollars

(lbogsands) Percent

Total $452,225 100

L KtiOWLEOGE PRODUCTION 48.508 107

A. Research, 45_541 .10.1

B Stabsbcal acbvitessi 2.967 .6

1. General purpose) stabsbcs 2.576 .5

2 Development of statabcal programs 391

11 PROBLEM SOLUTtON . 269.410 59.6

A. Evaluatan actrretiae 19.663 4.3

leepgrarn evalcabon 13,713 3.0

2 Management evaluation 2.386 .5

3. Evaluation data 3,564 .7

a Poky fOrithilabon derhonstrabons 96.462 81 3,

C. Development of materials ' 95.967 21.2

D. Macellanerous demonstrabores 57,324 12.7

III. UTILIZATION 134.301. 300

A. Policy Implementing demonstrabons 86.086 19.1

B. Dissaminabon 48215 10.7

1. Pubicabon & dstrebubon 2.424 .5

2 Document reference & erefomateon service . 7.670 1.7

3 Research syntheses 4,949

4. Technical assistance 7.921 t.8
5. Conferences to COS.I.Orate 10,060 22

Creation of cissensnahon nehvoeits 10,903

7. Miscellaneous 4.260 .9

Source: National Academy or Sciences, Study Project on Social Research and Deue,lopmeni. as
madded by the NatiOnat Mgatula of Education.

'Sub-Wows for research are not stavrie because for thenost part they are administralWe
categories

tAn ungatenninad 'amount of "stabskal research" is Included under research.
/Evaluation research totaling 51.408 a included under research.
'Less than .05%.

Table 6.8

Federal Obligations for Educational Knowledge Production

and Utilization in Fiscal Year 1975 by Sub-Function.
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funds are set aside wi,thin 'program binding (and also because

evaloation research has been classified by NIE under "research").

Interesting to note,' all.yregories of demonstration (:)ojects

combined accounted for more than half of total education KPU

funding (53%).

If recent actions taken by the National Council ontEducational

Research are indicative of what has happened since FY 1975 in
L .

the diltribution of federal funding across KPU funCtions.(not

NIg but in ocher fed4ral a; wellY, then analyses.

of current data would 'probably show an increase in funding for

research and a decrease in. problem scattion activities (hotably9.

development of materials), while utilizatioTactivities probably

remain at about the samelevel as in FY 1975.

4. Federal Funding of Educational R&D, By Agency
66

and Function

As shown in Tables 6.9 and 6.10 reproduced from one of the NIE

analyses,
67

different federal agencies emphasize different KPU funs-
.

tions.

A. Agency EmohaSes in Funding of Different Functions

Examining Table 6.9 first, it can be seen that OE emphasizes

demonstrations of all kinds (nearly 69% of its FY 1975 funds were

obligated to the three categories of demonstrations). NIE, how-
,

eyer,, emphasizes only one, kind of demonstrator project, and does

so rather beeyily. Policy formulation demonstrations alone ac-

counted for 51.5%fof NIE funding in FY 1975. 'In addition, develop-

mentment of materials accounted for 23.7% of NIE funding while

research accounted for L5,8%.
69

The much smaller sum obligated

by the Assistant lecretary of Education was distributed across

development of materials, miscellaneous demonstrations, and
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OBLIGATIONS FOR KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION IN FEDERAL DEPARTMENTS
AND AGENCIES BY KPU FUNOTION, FISCAL YEAR 1975.

reoportro*nt
OAgioncy

Doi-
tail

(M.9)

',mord dieletbuben

Total

Knowledge Prockwbon Peoblern Solving Uldrzotiow

To
R4.

Huth Stet fat Evel

Policy
Form.
Demo.

Cigv
Ust. Demo, Total

PeNcy

Damo Ass.

10T.g. 452 2 100 0 107 101 06 596 43 21.3 212 127 297 190 107

Realm, (dots Ion & Welfare 3635 1000 110 102 08 S91 $ 2 25 126 158 299 214 65

&mauve, twibon 3400 1000 101 92 09 610 52 28.4 124 169 290 204 86

Ottebef Asst &mew? 206 1000 505 364 141 462 1.7 22.8 218 33 33

Cee of Edsoolon 2458 100 0 49 49 00 $78 72 209 &2 21,5 372 282 90

1440 irvd. d Ed 738 1000 , 1$6 1511 7S$ 03 $1.5, 237 86 *we 16

Pub1cHea7so Saltle 21. 100 0 23 2 23 2 309 1 7 122 171 4 45 i 389 8 9

C.ne. 2.0 100 0 31 2 31 2 481 32 5 156 r 20 6 19 5 1 1'

Doper:Tent 01f/eh...tee 21$ 100.0 272 212 , 727 130 598 . .. .
Nalicwel Satiric* Fouidanon 39 9 1000 ... $71 . 2 5 546 42 9 113 31 6

Nat; Endowment Humanities 172 KO p 11 I I 835 83$ 154 7 1$4

Ochei 101 1000 252 252 171 79 93 .... 576 386 la 8

Smece Nabbed Moteiny el Sciences. Stogy 1,044.0 on Sottal Rowan% awl Devel:pineek se mods*. by OH Habbial institute of (dumb:iv

0

/Table 6.9

1
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OBLIGATIONS FOR KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION FUNCTIONS BY FEDERAL DEPARTMENTS
AND AGENCIES, FISCAL YEAR4975.

a

1

-

Copan/044
of Agency Total

Knowledge Produebon Problem tolving 0611011oll

Rs-
Total woroh Stet.

Piggy
*am

TOW 441 Ocito.
Ow.
MM.

lase.
Demo. :rota

Policy

Octio. 0111.

DOLLARS thardc/{s} 432 2 48.9 45 5 3 0 271 0 21 $ 95 5 96 0 57 3 1327 861 46 6
PEPCENT

i
Total 1000 1000 1000 too° too? two moo t000 1009 too° woo' too°
4011, Educsmn & Weltao 80 A 82,3 fit I 100 0 298 NO 061 AO 0 1000 606 902 44 4

Educatan Onision 7S 2 ror 60.11 100 0 769 90 7 93 0 44 1 100 0 73 3 so 4 00 A

Ogee of Mil Secretary A 6 21 S 16 S 97 8 3 5 _, 0 3 A 2 ?A 0 5 , 14
7

Oft. of Eatsfisn 54.3 251 26 0 2.t 52.7 .69 5 533 21 0 92.2 691 BO 5 45 4

me: vat ce Ed. t63 241 25 1 -- 20 7 12 39 4 to 2 - 4 7 - 13 1

Ite,btA Negev Serie* 4.1 10 3 110 - 2 S 1 9 2 7 3 1 - 7.3 42 A 0

OTto HEW 04 13 t.4 04 34 03 - - 03 05 00
11

0DArsent of Wens, 4 7 12 0 12 8 -- 5 8 -. 2 9 13 4 - - .
0/soma S:4000 Foundation 18 8 4 1 0 227 12 7 5 2 261

Nan EAdovoseAt r.deNttos 38 04 04 - S3 -\ - ..15 0 - 20 - 4.5

firer 22 52 5 Go - 0640 10 -. 4.3 46 39
, .

Source 9lationa Foialtna a Se eves. Study Protect On Soo$1 Ftessuch Ind Oftelootnent, as nustiSal by me Nwonal Inatote of Education.

b

we'

Table 6.10 0..

41,
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reseirch.70 Agencies outside Of HEW heavily emphasized develop-
o-

men*_ of materials. (The Department off Defense obligated nearly

60% of its educational KPU funds to development work. For NSF, the

figUre was nearly 55%. The highest of all, 83.5%, was obligated

to development work by the National Endowment for the Humanities.)

B. Dominant Sources of Funding Per Function ,

Table 6.10 shows how much of the federal funding for each function

in FY 1975 came from each agency. Since OE's budget accounts for

more than ha--f ofall the federal fundia3 of educational R/D6I,

it is not surprising that OE is the main source of funds for almost

all kinds of education KPU activities. Only in the cases of know-

ledge productii)n (especially statistical activities) and develop-

ment of materials do we fail to find OE as the dominant sponsor.

Despite OE's predominant role, there are significant differences

indicated here in the sources of founding for different functions.

Statistical activities, for instance, are the virtual monopoly

(97.8%) of the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Education

(which includes the National Center for Educational Statistics).

Evaluation activities are hearily concentrated in OE (89.5%) as

are policy implementing demonstrations (80.5%) and miscellaneous

demonstrations (92.2%). Policy formulation demonstrations are

funded primarily by OE (53.3%) and NIE (39.4%). Sponsorship of

the other functions is dispersed more broadly across a larger

number of agencies. Substantial proporti9ns of the total of

educational research funding, for instance, come from five agencies:

QE and NIE each account for approximately a quarter of the total'

(26.6% and 25.7% respectively), with additional large chunks coming

from the Office of the Assistant Secretary (16.5%), the Public

Health Service (11.0%), and the Department of Defense (12.8%).

Development of materials is also spread across five different

4 tiw
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agencies: NSF (22.7% o f the development funding total), OE.

(21.01), NIE (18.27), the NationaNndowment for, the HuMarilties.

(15.07.), and the Department of Defense (13.410.. Dissemination

funding comes primarily froM three agencies: OE (45.8% of the

dissemination total), NSF (26.1% and NIE Wan,

\'N 4

.5. Federal FundilS of Educational R &D: By Project Content,

Target Group, Performer Organizations, and4Agencies

4

A

Jig

\f-

A. The SRG Data Base
71

The NA5 data base)we have been considering up to this point is

.the most complete of the existing data bases with regard to

coverage of programs falling within the domain NIE, has defined

as educational KPU. However: thesd data cannot be used to an-
..

suer questions about the spetifics of federal funding, by

problem areas, target groups, performing orga ations, etc.

The only date base that. can shed any lightf jan these issues

is tASRG protect -level data base.

4

a. Limitations

The SRG data do reveal a great deal about the funding em-

phases of different agencies. However, before we summarize

some of the more important findings from NIE's analyses of

these data, we should take note again, of the limitations

' of this data base and some of the reasons for being cautious

about attempting to generalize froM these data alone to

statements abuut federal. funding of educational RID&I as

a whole.

As discussed earlier, the'SRG data reflect funding from only

those agencies who are members of the Interagendy Panelscon

Early Childhood and Adolescence Research and Development

i

au
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(and therefore no data are inclVed from such important'
-,

. educational R&D sponsors as NSF, the Department of Defense

or the National Center for Educational Statistics). The

projects included in the data -base Are only ones dealing

with individual learning and development and only ones .`

dealing with the early childhood. and adolescent years. The

projects in Jhe SRG data base account for only 58% of the

$513 million estimated by NIE to have been spent'by federal

agencies on educational KPU an FY 1975. In agency-by-agency

terms, that means,, for instance, that

only 79t of the .activities funded by 0

0

. 1

41.

'4;

t SRG "data include

FY 191, only

62% of those'funded by NIE, and none of those funded NSF.

In addition, the NIE analysti established" various decision

rules for selecting from the SRG data base projects Alt

vet their criteria as. "education KPU relevant". ,Only 2523

of the 3536 projects in the database met the NIE criteria.

TheseieOudation KPU relevant" projects totalled $295 million

in obligipions, which reprelCnted 80% of the total funds

obligated by projects in the SRO cite'base. In short, the

project data,summarized below describe only 80% of the SRG

data base, end account for only 58% of total ederal iunding

for educational R/D&I.

bp Classification Scheme_ as Modified by NIE

* C,

The SRG data were coded by trained coders into five functirs:
4' ,

r0 basic reseach, applied research, evaluation regearcho re--

searcsupPort and utilization'activities,1 and policy te- s.

research. .Applied research was further divided into four sub- .

categories: pilot study, development, demonstration and /or

... replication, and other appli4d research', The NIE analyits

* 'Research support and utilization activities are.dained as "support
j.for the planning, implementation, or dissemination of research"
(but not actual data collection os analysis) "or installation of
proven models

itill;
v

AI
" 4 ..). 1

..
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I

then-regroup these categories and sub-categories-* make

them consistent with the NIE three.-way classification .

scheme. The resultant classification scheme is shown in

Table 6.11 (reproduced from the NIE report
72

).

The skewed nature of the distiibution of projects in' the SRG

data base should be apparent from exanfination of this table:

- according to these. data, problem-solving activities accounted

for 92% of obligated KPU,fliis, while NIE's analySis based

'on the NAS data base suggered that the figure should be

around 60%6 The discrepancy is due primarily to .the fact

',that most utilization activities'included in the NAS data

base are not included among the SRG projects..

B. Distribution of Funding, By Primary Focus

ip

The SRO category scheme for coding the ptimary focus of a project

is shoufn,in Table 6612., There are eight mutually exclusive cate-

gories. Educaticon servides is only one'of,these categories but -

.

it accounts 1:1r 87% of the projicts selected by the NIE analysts

.as "education KPU relevant:. (This is not surprising since most-

' of,th* e projects in most of the other categories Were probably ex-

eluded by NiE's selection criteria.) Within the category .of edu-

cational services, the'emphasis in the SRG data is clealron

elementary school and special education. . (.

4

«

In addition to the codes for a rpoject's primary cus, the SRG

coding scheme included an elaborate heirarchy of categories and

subcategories describing project. content. The reader is referred

to t-he full report for a description of the various codes. That

seems most relevant here iSthit almost all 94%) of the projects

in the SRG data.base selected by the NIE analysts as "education

KPU relevan".Were,coded by t e SRG analyst as "intervention pro-
,

grams and activities," especially interventions involving studies
, -

of the effects of various education curricula, teaching

Olt
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Oar

t

a

FUeFtion Dollars
(thousands)

Percent

.Total 295,041 100

Knowledge Noduction 17,216
Basic Research 17,216

.Problem Solving 270,577 92

Applied Research 12,657 4

Pilot, Demonstr. & Replic. 182,297 62

Development 50,656 17

Policy Research
Evaluation Research

1,972
22,995

1

8

Utilization 7,248 2

Res. Sup. & Utiliz. 7,248

r

414 Table 6.11

Federal Obligations for Early Childhood and Adolescent

Education KPU,.by Type of KPU Function, Fiscal Year 1975

.)6

e

-

.3*
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a :

a

Primary Focus
Dollars

(thousands)
Percent

Total

Child or Adolescent Development
POysical.Development
Cognitive Development
Socibemotional Development
Other Development

liteily

ghborhood or Community .Enviror.
Broad Social Environment
Scnely of Research Methods

Health or Welfare Services
Day Care
Health Care
Protective/Advocacy Servtces
Other Services

Educational Services
,Special Education
Early Childhood Education
Elementary School Education
'Secoitalary Education

Postsecondiry'Education
Alternative Education
Other Educational Services

Juvenile Justice

295,041

14,187
'1,949
6,481
4,640,

1,1.17

1,587
33

547

2,285

18,237
3,788

5,544
5,293

3,612

257,531
43,743

5,636
80,555
18,671
S,548

1,501
101,877

633

100

1

2

2 .

*

1

*

3.

2

2

-87

P.
1-5

2

27

6
2

1

34

* Less than 0.5 percent.

r

I

Table 6.12

Federal Obligations for Early Childhood and Adolescent

Education KPU, by Primary focus, Fiscal Year 1975

ti '1',
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st

techniques, learning conditions, material, program policies

and procedures.

When one analyzes the data on curriculum projects alone (a subset

of all the SRG data) some interpstio patterns emerge. Nearly
.

three-quaetery
.

of all the money for curriculum projects is obli-
4 .

gated for pilot or demonstration projects or replications. Con-

siderably less of the money is spent on curriculum development

activities. Reading is the only academic subject area where at
-..

least 10% of project funds are spent on development work. Higher

percentages df-funding go into development work in non-academic

areas such as environ=ental education ,9 career education, voca-

tional education, drug abuse, citizenship, and parenthood. Voce-
.

tional educationig the only curriculum area in which even 147, of

the funds are spent specifically on evaluation activities.

.
.

C. Distribution ol.Funding, By Target Population

.

The projects in the SRG data base were also coded by two variables

related to a project's target population: whether or not the
,

population had special characteristics, and if so, what these

0

characteristics i.leve (e.g., bilingual, physically handicapped,

v mentally retarded, etc.); and whether or not the population had

specjfic demographic characteristics (by ethnicity, economic status,

or residential location), and if so, what these characteristics

were. 7

.

Table 6.13 and 6.14 (from the NIB analysis) present the SRG cate-

gories and distribution pf projects in terms of these categories*.

Several important points are revealed,by these data..._plearly, if

these dataare representative, more federa.l education KPH funds are

spent on projects targetted at children with special characteristics

(477) than children without special 'characteristics (40°x); and more
41

federal money is targetted at children from specified demographic

.40.110
t,

4 * Note: Multiple'coding of projects was permitted.
4.

K

/
44
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Population Studied
(Special Characteristics) .

Dollars
nt

(thousands)
Peron

111
Total 295,041 100

Children without Special Characteristics 116,780 40
Population Not Specified, 18,654 6,
Children With and Without Special

Characteristics ,21,571 7

Child'. with SpecialSharacteristics 138,036 47

Bilingual 76,480 26

Physically handicapped 29,045 10
Mentally Retarded 16,025 5

Learning Disabled 12,616 . , 4

Emotionally 111 11,794 4

Academically Slow 7,472 3

School Dropout 6,748 2

Abused /Neglec ted 4,931 2

Drug User 4,161 1

Gifted 1,998 1

Delinquent ' 1,841 1

Adolescent Parent 728 *

Runaway 108 *

Note: Sum of the special characteristics of the populattc3T?tudied
adds to more than childrenopith spe4a1 characteristics
because a project:could be classified as dealing with more
than one special population.

* Less than 0.5 pdrcent.

Table 6.13

Federal Obligations for Early Childhood and Adolescent

Education KPU, by Special Characteristics of Population

Studied, Fiscal Year1975.
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4

A

Population Studied
(Demographic characteristics)

$ Dollar/

1
(thousands),

Percent

Total 295,041 140

Population not Specified 118,928

Population Specified
Primarily Poor
Spanish-surnamed
Urban-
Black
American Indian

. Rural
White
Indian Reservation
Migrant
Suburban

176,113
87,113
78,195

58,51\29,57

25,470
21,963
18,236
8,332
6,490
4,917

40

, 60
30

26
20

10
9

7

6

3

2

2

Tote: Sum of demographic characteristics of the population studied
adds to more than popul4tion specified because a project
could be classified as dealing with more than one population.

Table 6.14

Federal Obligations for EarlyChildhood and Adolescent

Education KM, by Demographic Characteristics of Population

Studied, Fiscal Year 19754
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44
populations (60%) than children in general (60%). Among projects

for students with special characteristics, the single largest

category is targetted at bilingual students (26%), followed next

in size by students who are physically handicapped (10%). Only 1%

of the funds are obligated to projects for the gifted; 5% to pro -_j

jects for the mentally retarded; 4% each to projects for learnirit

disabled and emotionally 3% to the academically slow.

In terms of demographic characteristics, more money is -spent on,

projects, targetted at urban students (20%) than on rural stUdentS

(77) suburban students (2%), students on Indian reservations (3%),

or migrants (2%). More money is spent on projects targetted 'pri-

marily at poor students (30%) than any other single category. And

more is spent on Spanish-surnamed students i26%), essentially the

same category as the bilingual students noted above, than al the

ocher ethnic categories combined, i,e., black students (10%),

American Indian students (9%), and whiteaiudents (6%).

If one were.to examine the data for curriculum projects only
73

(rather than all education KPU Plevant projects in the SRO data

base), some differences emerge in the kinds of KPU activities,

funded for curriculum projects targetted at different populations.

For instance, the projects targetted at students with special
.

characteristics and students from specific demographic groups are

far more likely to be pilot or demonstration projectsthan re-

search or development or evaluation, etc. The data on projects for

students who are bilidgual or physically handicapped or from,specific

depograihic groups, for instance, shows that virtually all of these

are pilot or demonstration projects. Among the groups with special

characteristics, a signific nt
t......,A

aunt of development work (over '

25% of the projects) is carried outonly for the 'mentally retarded

and the gifted. Among specific demographic groups, significant

portion; of funding for development work are fohnd only for rural,

-suburban', and migrant students. Subbbntial.funding for applied
,./

research eends to be targetted only at.students who are drug users,

drqpouts, abused or negle6tea.

. 4..31
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D. 'Dist'ribution of Funding, By Performing Organization

Some of the most important findings of the NIE.analyses relate

to funditig -differences by performing organizations. They under-
/-

score the fact that a substantlinamount of'speciali;ation and

division of labor is to be found fn s4ucational R/D&I,'despiEe

the system's relatively immature state of development. As stated
. .

by the NIE analysts; "Each KPU function'tends to be supported

largely in one or two kinds of organizations, and each type of

organization tends to receive a majority of its funds for only

one. Or NO f..lactions.
74

S

Tables 6.15 - 6.17 (from the NIE analysis) provide the relevant

data.

As shown in Table 6.15, if these data are representative then 42%

of federal funding of education KPU activities go's to LEAs,

19Z goes to academic institutions (including R&D Centers) and 17%

to nonprofit corporations (including regional laboratories).

Only 7% goes to SEAs, 4% to other state and local agencies, and

3% to the for-profit corporations.

The specialization of performin `organizations by function is

1shown in Table 6.16. The LEAs rry out most (66%) of the demon-
;

stration projects. Academic institutions do most of the basic

research (71%) and over a third (34%) of all the applied. research.

The for-profit corporationsNQrry out nearly half (49%) of the

evaluation research and one-fifth (20%) of the policy research.

The least specialization is found in the category of non-profit

corporations who are the dominant performers of research support

and utilization activities (52%), development evaluation research

(27%) and.applied research 29%).

EPP
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t.

t.

Performing Oiganization
Dollars

(thousands)
Percent

Total 295,041 100

Acadepic 54,912 19

Nonprofit 51,254 .17

profit 14,607 5

State Education Agendy 20,776 7

Local Education Agency 123,628 42

Other State and Local Agency 11,097 4

Other 18,768 ' 6

Fejeral

Education

Table 6.15

colijotions for Early Childhoot: and Adolescent

KPU: by PerforningOrganization. Fiscal Year, 1975



Performing
axgani5ation

I<PD Function

Total

Basic

Res.

Appl.

Res.

Pilot, Dem.
& Replic. Devel.

Policy
Res.

Eval.

Res.

Rev Supp
&.Utiliz.

Dollars (thousands) 295,041 .17,216 12,652 182,297 50,655 1,971 22,996 7,248

Percent t

Total 100 00 100 100 100 100 100 100

Academic 19 71 34 8 33 11 21 24

Nonprofit 17 14 29 8 38 34 27 52

Profit 5 4 ll ll 2 20 4.9.../ 8

SEA 7 * 4 8 11 2 * 10

lEA 42 0 10 66 4 17 0 *
.

.

Other State
& Local 4 5 14 3 4 12 1 1

'Other 6 5 8 7 8 5 2 5

Percentages based on data appearing in appendix 2.
* Less than 0.5 percent.

Table 6.16

. Federal Obligations for Early Childhood and Adolescent Education:

KPU Function by Performing Organization, Fiscal Year 1975

4 1.1
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1

KPU Function (percent)
Performing !

Organization' Dollars
l

Basic Appl. Pilot, Dem. Policy Eval. Res. Supp
. (thousands) Total Res. Res. & Replic. Devel. Res. Res. & Utiliz.

J

Total 295,041 -
;

10 6 4 62 17 . 1 8 2

Academic 54,912* 100 22 8 27 30 4 * 9 3

Nonprofit
. .

51,254 100 5 7 28 38 1 12 7

Profit 14,607 100 5 * 4 7 2 77 rs-

SEA 20,776 100 * 2 67 27 * * 3

LEA 123,628 100 0 1 97 2 0

Other State
. & Local' 11,097 100 8 16 54 18 2 L 1

Other 18,768
I

100
,

4 6 65 21 2 2

Percentages based on data appearing in appendix 2.
* Less than 0.5 percent.

Table 6.17

Federal Obligations for Early Childhood and Adolescent Educhtion:

Performing Organization by KPU Function, Fiscal Year 1925

PS*
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Table '6.17 indicates how the educational R/D&I funds received by

each type of institution are distributed by function, i.e., how

dependent each type of institution are distributed by function,

i.e., how dependent each type of performing organization is on

each function for the support of its KPU activities. Not sur-

prisingly, given what we have"seen above, LEAs are almost entirely

dependent on demonstrations. For-profit corporations are largely

dependent (77%) on evaluations. SEAs are heavily dependent on

demonstration projects (67%), but els.° receive significant sums

(27%) for development work. Non-profit corporations receive sub -

stantial anouncs of their support for devalopneat (38%) and ror
4,

demonstrations (28%). Academic institutions derive federal support

for their education lei) activities from devleopment work (30%),

basic research (22%), and from pilot and demonstration projects

or replications (27%).

E. Agency Differences

a. By Function

As shown in Tables 6.18 an1.6.19, federal agencies differ signi-

ficantly in their emphases on different education KPU activities.

The Public, HeaOth Service, for instance, is heavily oriented to-

ward research: 53% of its FY 1975 oblicagions went to basic

research projects, another.15% to applied research projects,

and an additional 5% to evaluation research. More than 78%

of all the education KIT relevant basic research projects in-

cluded in this data base were funded by the Public Health

'Service; 30% of all the applied research projects were funded

by the Public Health Service.

OE, by way of contrast, obligates most of its budget (78%)

to pilot and demonstation projects and replications; the

overwhelming majority (89%) of the funding for work in this



Function

AM .

..-
I All Other Other
1#gencies NIE OE PBS HEW Federal

4424x

Obligations
($000's)

I

Total ;1otal 295,041 45,457
Basic Reelaarch 17,216 1 854

Applied Research 12,657 I 5,662
Pilot, Demonstra-

..tion, or Replic. 182,20 I 7,649
Development 4 50,656 .18,205
Policy Research 1,972 . 534
Evaluation
Research 22,995: 8,110,

Research Support ' .

arid Utilization 7,243 4,443

Percent-Across-

Total 100

Basic Research 100

Applied Research 100,
Pilot, Demonstra-

tion, or Repl.ic: 100.

Development 100

Policy Research 100 J

Evaluation
Research" 4"447°' 100

Research Support
and Utilization 100

Percent -DOwer

15

5

45

4

35

27

35

61

Total 1661 100

Basic Research 6 2

Applied Research , 4 13'

Pilot, Demonstra- '

tiou, or Replic.i 17

Development
I

61;
i 39

Policy Research : 1 1

Evaluation
lo.,search 8 . 18

flosearch Support .

s.

,

andipUtiliztition 10

* Logs than 0.5 percent.

207,889 25,328 14,828 1,541/
1,167
2,086

162,866

13.,295

3,756

4,874

1,497 .

1,128

6,502

404
25

405
28,281` 2,140 2,001 22,

1,151 0 216 70

9,660 1,220 3,448 558
,

2,671 43 34 57

71', 9 5 1

7 78 9
_......--

2

16 30 9

89 3' 4 .*

.57 4 4 t

58
.

0 11
1

42 5 15 2

37 * .
1

100. 100 3.00 100
1 53 10 ... 26

1 15 ' 8 2
-

.

78 19 44 -26

14 8 414 3.

3. 0 1 5

5 5 23 36

2 * * 4

Table 6.18

Federa] Obligations for Early Obildhood and Adolesc:nt

Education, !CPU:. .Funding Agency and Type of.EPU Function,

Fiscal Yeas 1975,

......



Population Studied
.(secial ehaxicieristftS) «0

r
Oblizapiorfs ($000's)

Total

dNlation not Specified .

lildren Without Spediqi. Characteristics
oth. Children With and,Witheut
Special Cilaracteristics.;

ildren with BpeCial Characteristics
Bilingual
Physically lifindkcaltped.40

Meneally retarded.
e4

i.eatnik«Disable0
Emotj.onally 111

Abadbinically Slow

School Dropout'
Abused /N glected

Drug User

%Gifted
DelinqUeUt
Ad lescent Parent

Percent Across

I 4.

:Total 4k

Population ;got Specifild
Children Without Specigl Characteristics
Both ChirOren ;;Ii,th and Without

epeciallCharacteristics

(Continued)

0

All ' I sot other - Other

agenciep 1 NIE OE PHS/MIM HEW Federal
Ao

i

1

.1

I .

295,041
I#

295,041 145,457 207,889 25,328 14,826 1,541

18,654 1,789 4,8/11. 10,722 1,102 w 214

116,780 1 35,712 67,634 4,297 8,121 1,015

21,571 1,990 15,683 3,655 223 ' 19

138,036 . 5,966 119,744 6,654 5,380 292

76,840 f 2,449 73,454 296. 640 0

29,045 ; 233 27,527 1,285 0 0

1.6,025 ': 233 13,424 2,367 1% Iiir 0
12,616 0 11,291 1,3251 0 0.'

11,795 0 9,778 1,751 ``-, 265 Vi

7,473 : 1,343 5,220
.61

56 234

41,6,748 't 2,02A 4,068
.

O. 244

4,161 : 0 41722

0 4,270 0

4 3,837 0

l

0

4/931 ! ..0

:1,998 i 75 J,244 0
.

0 0

1,841(*. .
194 . 1,430 217 0

, '.72itt 44 0 336 151 *01-83 58

108 : 0 108 -0 0 0

100

100 I

'Federal Obligations for Earl

Funding Agncy and Special Chnract

1007
0

15 70' .9. 5.

19

9 26 57, 1

31 58 4 7 1

....

73 17

Adtlescent Education, KPU:
s of PopItlatierStudied:,. Fisco4 Year 1975

1
11



Population Studied I

(special characteristics) ,agoncics

Children With Special Characteristics '100

Bilinglial . 100

Physically Handicapped - v 100

Mentally Retarded 100

Learning Disabled i 100

tmotiomally Ill 100

IAcademically Slow
I

100

School Dropout owl 10p
Abused/Neglected 0 ; ' 100

Drug User 100
,

Gifted 100

De/incident
f.

100

Addlescent Parent 100

Runaway 100

Percent "Down

Total 100

opulhtion not Specified
rldren Without Special Characteristics

oth Children With and without
ChFacteristics

ildren With Specral Characteristics
Bilingual
PhyVically Handicapped
Mentally Retarded
.Learnitig Disabled .

ptinued)

o'

do

6

40

7

47

26.

1.0

5

4

All. Other
me oc PUS /NIH

: 100 100 100 100

4 2 42 7

/8 32 17 55

4 8 14 2
0

. .

13 58 2k 36

5 ' 35 1 4

1 13 5 0

1 6' 9 *

0 5 5 0

4 87

3 96

95

1 84

o 8,0

o 83

18 70

30 60

0 13

0 8

38 62

0 10

0 46

0 0

5

4

15

10

15
8

6

0
92

0

78

21

100

*

.0

2

'0

87

0
0

11

25

0

4

1

0

Table 6.19 (Continued)

2J

.Other
Federal

0
0

0

0

0'
3"

0

0

100

: 14

66

1

19
.

0

0

0

0

4
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fit' 1
t

e

Population Studied
(special characteristics)

All
agencies HIE

Other Other
PHS/N/H HEW Federal

Emotionally Ill
Academically Slow
School Dropout
Abused/Neglected

- Drug User
Gifted
Delinquent
Adolescent Parent
Runaway

I

4. 0
.. . 7 - 2 0

2 3 2 -: 2 . * . 15
2 4 2 6 .16,-..

2 0 - *
.
. 0 129 b-

1 0% .4.** 15 0 i Q
1 2 - 1 0, ,¢0 0'

-

1 0, ". * 6 A .l 0
* 0' * 1 '.-- 1 4

* * 0!0 0 0
.. .

.

Note; Because pro)ects couldte_classIfied as dealing with more than one special characteristic,
the column entries do not add to.the total. 4,' 3°

* Less than 0.5 percent. ,

Table 6.19 (Continued)
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. ., .

. .0....... ,-
%.. ,.. 0 :,.., .

i atesoty.6pmes trstm 4E.;:..0F,Is-
...,

1. . t .,.

i i . 1 :it .

s0 'ale dominant ,iggnsor. a
.

. 4p6flcy research 50.2);TipiliiPas :(4.2%) , sild:de4eopment,work

Mowever, hI sat"of tie
.

funding,of these 'acri.vr ell; NIE
-,.,...,,..

4sted 27I: fthe:ppli0',esear"dh fl!nds, 3$P-of t6 evalqation'

,:fkuids, and 9-5; .of 0017141ppilien,funds.
*.. .

, . .

.

i'
,

. . ..

.
.. . - . i

.. ,
. .

. .

,NIE's,*:" 19.7 5,:, budget 14as

'liincitens. ;th4 larvst stn.

tributed across all the various .

-... .
caxego;y was divelopments(39%),

ifolIowesi by evaluation rch (18%),,ilotidemonstation pro- 0
jecEs:Od replicattp:i:((i?-4), applied 4:leardft (In) ese4rh'

) v
support. and utilfzat:ion.(10%), basic.research (2%), and y

research -0Th NIE"was the dominant sponsor (61%) of research
il

support and uiltzakion; .0E also contributed'er significant
% ---

:'share (37%) to this iik,ot activity. The only other function

.to-which NIE contributed the domiqant share was applied .

. 4

research: in FY 1975,NIE accounted for'45% of federal funding

foe applied research in education.

:"
b. By Target Groups

OE is the doMinant sponsor of projeCts:targetted at populitions

pith special characteristics: More than half of the funds

targetted at these groups comes from -OE alone. More than

one-third of Oe's educational KPU budget is obligated for

bilingual projeCts, and another one-tenth of"that budget goes

to projects for the physically handicapped.

c

OE is also the main sponsor for projects targetted at specific

demographic popylatiOns: more Ian half of the project funding

Tor each specific demographic group comes froi OE alone.

Most of OE's education.KPU funding (70%) is committed to projects

targetted at specific demographic groups; this compares to only

one-third of NIE's budget so committed.' The two ngpncies

4
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differ not only in their extent df commitment to specific

demographic groups, but also, which specific groupsoare the

focus of each agency's attention. OE projects emphasize

the poor (37% of the total OF...ubdget for education KPU),

Spanish-surnamed (35%), and urban students' (21%). To the

extvt that NIE projects emphasize any particular /emographic

populations, the NIE emphasis is on students in)%prban areas

(15% of the obligated funds) and rural areas (14%).
4. 4

c. By Performing Oreankzation

Federal agencies also differ in the deg ees to which they

tend to fund different categories of pe forming organizations.

Since OE's.share of the.total federal budget ofr education

KPU is so large; it tends to be the dominant source of funds

for all types of institutions. But even so, there are signi-

ficant differences in the patterns that emerge in the data'on

agency funding of different types of, education KPU performers.

As shown in Tables 6.20 and 6.21, based on FY 1975 data, LEAs

received almost all (97%) of their.KPU"support from OE, and

nearly three-fifths (59%) of 6E's KPU budget went to LEAs.

Similarly, SEAS received almost 1 (89%) of their federal.

support for KFU'from OE another 11% came from NIE).

Academic isntitetuions received nearly hell (44%) of their

educational R/D&I support from OE, another quarter' 227 from

NIE, and another quarter (26%) from the Public Health Service.

(ore than half, 56%, of the Public Health Service budget went

to academic institutions.)

Non-profit corporations were funded heavily by KIE (!3%) and

OE (38Z). The NIE figures indicate tliat nearly half of that

agency's FY 1973 budget went to non-profit corporations.

But it must be understood that the non-profit category includes



Population Studied
'(demographic aharacteristica)

Obligations ($1300's)

Total

Population not Specified

ulatio pacified
Primarily oor
Spatish -su named

Urban
Black
.American Indian
'Rural

White
Indian Reservation
Migrant
Suburban

Percent Across

Total

opula,Lon not Specified.

opulation Specified
Primarily Poor
Spani surnamed
Ur

ck

American.Indian

(Continued)

.4`
All

i

'PHS/

OE'

Other Othet

agencies ?CIE HEW Federal

295,041 45,457 207,889 25,328 14,826 1,541

118,928 30,257 62,972 16,781 8;420 497

176,113 15,200 144,915 8,547 6,406 1,044
87,113 3,298 77,536 2,70"--, 2,838 680

- 78,195, 1,567 72,601 2,126 1,878 23

58,500 .6,841 43,353 4,314 3,724 267

29,574.. 1,041 21,010 3,918 2,997 588

25,470 1,085 20,496 2,913 975 . 0

21,963 6,437 13,242 956 1,153 135I 18,236 824 12,239 2,824 1,987 362

8,332 0 7,613 314 404 0
' 6,490 0 '6,370 0 120 0

4,917 514 2,908 713 782 0

100 1.5 70 9 5

100 25 53 14 7

100 9 82 5

100 .4 89 3 .1

94-
100'
100

.2

12

D3

74

3

7

2

6

*

.
..

100

100
4

4

71

80

13

11

10

4

2

0'

Table 6.20

. Federal Obligations for Eacly Childhood and Adolescent Education, KPU:

Funding Agrcy, and Demographic Chkracteristics of PcIpulation Studikd, Fiscal Year ] 975

4.



Population Studied
(demographic characteristics)'

1 All
j agencies NIE OE

PSH/
NIH

Other
HEW'

Other
Federal

Rural 100 29 , 60 4 5 1

White 100 4 ." 67 15 11 2

Ind,ian Reservation 100 .9 91 1 4 5 0

Migrant 100 0 98 0 2 0

Suburban

de.

100 10 59 14 16 0

Percent Down

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100

.

Populatidn not Specified 40 67 30 66 57 32

'60
*

Population Specieiedi 33 70 34 ,43 68

Primarily Poor
Spani.lb-surnamed

30'

26
dia

7

3

37

35

11

8

.9

13

44

.1

Urban .20 15.. 21. . 17 t 251:- 17t

Black
0=.0%

'10 2. 10 15 13 38

American India.' 9 2 10 12 6 - 0

Rural 7 14 6 4 8 9.

White 6 2 6 fl 13 23

Indian Reservation 3 0 4 1 3 0

Migrant, 2 0 3 0

35

0

Suburban .. 2 1 1 3 r 0 c

Note: Sum of demographic characteristics of population studied adds to more than population
specified because a. project could be classified as dealing with more than one.population.

Less than 0,5 percent.

a

&able 6.20 (Continued)

I



Type of Performing Organization

Obligatlons ($090's)

'Dotal

Local Educational Agency
Academic Institution
Nonprofit Institution
State Educatiohal Agency
Profit institution
Other State or LocalAgency
Other .

PercerA Across

Toial

Local Educational Agency
Academic, Insti u tion

Nonprofit institution
State Educational Agency
Profit Institution
Other State or Local Agency
Other

(Continued)
0

All
agencies NIE HOE PHS/NIH EW

Other Other
Federal

--r

295,041!

123,6281
54,912:
51,254 1

20,776i
14,607 '

11,097 11

18,76:81

1..

1

100'

i

100 1

.100 :

100 i

100:
100 1

100;
. 100 1

Table 6.21

"I-

45,457 207,589 25,328 14,826 1,541

2,105 120:204 1,307 12 0,

11,918 24,314 14;021 4,078 581

22,225 19,686 4,247 4,926 170

2,241 18,269 20 245 '0

2,160 8,635 466 2,623 722

4,507 3,434 1,738 1,417 0

301 13,347 3,529 1,5254 68

,.

15 70 9 5 *

2 97 1 * 0

22 44 26 7 1

43 38 8 10 *

11 88 * 1 0

15 59 3 18 5

41 ,
31 16 13 0

2 71 19 8 *

Federal Obligations for Early Childhood and Adolescent Education

/'by Funflng Agency aid Type of Performing Organization, Fisc.fil Year 1975



Type of Performing OrganVation
All

agencies NIE OE FHS/tirri,

"Other
'HEW

Other
Federal

Percent town

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100

Local Educational Agency 6 42 5 59 5 * 0
Academic Institution 19 26 12 .. 56 28 38

Nonprofit Institution 17 49 9 17 33 11

State Educational Agency 7 5 9 *
-,

2 0.

Profit Institution 5 5 4 2 .18 47

Other State or Locop Agency 4,
1

10 2 7 10 0

Other. 1 6 1 . 6 14 10 4

Less than 0.5 percent.

Table 6.21 (Continued)
is
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the regional educator laboratorres (just as the "academic

institsstion" category Includes the R &D centers), to which

NIE ha's been (for a variety of reasons we shall consider

later)'hdavily committed. The for-profit corporations have

received nearly three-fifths of their support (59%) from OE

and another 15% from NIE.

The large chunk of the funding of for-profit corporations

coning: from OE night at first glance seem attributable to

the fact chat most evaluation activity is funded by OE and

most e!ialeacions are carried out by the for-profit corpora-

tions. However, even when the type of KFT function is held

constant, the data show significant differences amongifederal .

agencies in their orientations toward different categories

df perforing organizations. For instance, in the data on

funding agency of basic research alone, the NIE analysts

found that 73% of NIE's basic research money went to non-

profit corporations; no other agency obligated more than 14%

of its basic research funds to non-pr-ofit corporations.r in

applied research, HIE obligated 43% of its funds to academic

institutions while OE gave oni 1 :1' of i- applied research

funds to academic institutions and fu-nelled ne-fifth of

its applied research money to LEA! and SEAs. The pattern of

differences continues Vithia development funding, with NIE

giving more of its support to non-profit corporations while

OE support was oriented toward LEAs and SEAs. 'Evaluation funding

shows agen:y differences as well: the Public Health Service,

divided its evaluation money half and half between academic

an4: non-profit roqoratioali NIE .-:or than-
,

t.wo-thtids of its evaluation funding to non-profit corporation.

As one final example, the NIE analysts pointed to the data on

sponsorship .of demonstration prpjects: while OE obligated 7'V4

of this, roney to LEAs, NtE distribut,ed its demonseration funds

lvcr selveral types of organizations, with no one organizational
.

typP ac(.0unting for more than a querter of the funds.
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Through all of these data, we find (among other things) clear

differences between he funding preferences of OE'and NIE,

with OE oriented toward funding KPU activittes in LEAs, while
411A

NIE funding is channelled heavily to non-prbfit.corporations

especially, and also to academic institutions. It would be

useful to have the data on regional laboratories and on the

university-based R&D centers separate and apart from the

data on other man- profit corporations and other academic

institutions, si.nce NIE's special relationship to the labs

and centers has not been an entirely voluntary preference.

(We shall return to this point later.) However, in the

absence of this separate data we must simply take note

NIE's heavy orientation toward the non-profit organiza ions

in general, and leave to subsequent analyses a puzzling out

of the Meaning of this finding.:

d. Summary

To sum up the key difference§,6etween OE and NIE in the funding

of educational It./D&I activities: the NIE analyses indicate

that:
-

NIE primarily suppotts development, evaluation, and
Awned research projects directed at children in
general performed by non-profit and academic institutions.

OE primarily supports demonstration projects for children*
with special characteristics performed by local educa-
tion agencies. 75

Clearly, then there are sighificant differences in federal

agency funding, of different educational R/D&I activities,

and any attempt to formulate "federal" funding policies fOr

education KM -- on a coordinated system-wide basis (as one

would expect, for instance, from a lead agency or a coordina-

tiny; body sIh as the Federal Council on Educational Research

sand Development -- must be based on an understanding of all'

of the sources of educational R/D&I funding, and their impact0

A

on total system functioning.

1'

--4!.
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6. frunding Data From Organizational Survey of KIE's Education

KPU Monitoring Program

The NtC analyses of the NAS and SRC data bases are useful priharily to

provide an understanding of federal funding of edycation KPU activities.

Thee data bases tell us nothing .about data froninon-federal sources of

KPU activities. These data bases tell us nothing about data from non-

federal sources of KPU sponsorship. Nor do these data permit us to're-
.

_late funding data 113...s(ch other variables as organizational historie,

staffing, number of-types of projects, etc. These data bases do not

include information 6n any of these other variables.

er

We will be in'a better position to address some of these questions

shortly ,hen the data from NIE's organizational survey become available
76

and when researchers are able .to carry out various secondart analyses

on the deta. Among the questions that can be examined based on'these

data are the following:

1

What are the distributions of funds, staff, and projects among
organizations, and how are these distributions related to each other?

To,what is educational R&D concentrated in a few organizations? To

what extent is it concentrated across, anmithin, individual sectors
(academic, non-profits, for profits, SEAS, LEAs)? What are these
large organizations? What special characteristics do they share
other than size?

What proportion of R&D is carried out in.organi-ationsmhose pri-
mary mission is education? What are ch primary missions of the/other organizations (e.g., urban plan' Eng, health)!

To what extent is educational R&D Parried out in organizations which
ispecialize in R&D and consulting cork? To what degree do these
:As.Lrlizations focus specifically on educational nap, as co7vare4 to
R&D focused on other social areas and R&D in science and technology?

What thethe major sources of funds for the system, and how. does their
importance vary among sectors? That is the extent of diversification
of sources? Are there groups of organiptions or portions or sectors
which are highly,dependent an particular sources? If yes, which

'ffr;anizationu and which sonrce,,'

.
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To what ity functions are funds applied? Are there sector
"s,t.ecialties"? Are some functions foun,d more often in large than
in small organizations, suggesting perhaps minimum size requirements
for some kinds of work? Can variations be detected between funds
sources and types of fiinctions performed, forme whole system or
parts of it?

What is the extent to which organizations span many R&D functions?
What is the extent to which organizations specialize in particular
functions?

What proportion of total funds are applied to different education
levels, e.g., adult and continuing education? To wh 'at degree is
work focusing on a particular level shared among sectors? Can
clustering by funds atturces be detected? Are there noteworthy
ci,,.)eazi..fteies upon single source of fund6?

What is the distribution of full-time and part-time staff? Is it
congruent with what would be expencted on the basis of distribution
of financial resources? Are there differences by major sources of
funds or by degree of dependency on a single source?

Of educational R&D professional, how many are from inority groups?
How many are women? Are variations in proportions of professionals
in an organization-who are women of from minority groups related
in any way to funding sourceS?

How are staff- distributed in terms of primary R&D functions?
Is this congruent with the distribution of funds? What implications
can be drawn about different relative costs, by y8toy and organi-
zational size, for various types of work?

What is the distribution of doctorates in the professional work force?
Are there variations with regard to substantive functional R&D em-
phases of the employing organizationg? Are there systematic varier,
tions related to ,ending sources?

What is the total number of projects reported and their typical size?
Do projects tend to be larger in some sectors than in others? Dp
large.organizations tend to work on large projects? Can patterns
be foundlinking project, sizes and funding sources?

Clearly, than, we are well on the way to an understanding of the funding '

of educational R /D &i as it is distributed currently -- who, is spending

how much, for what kinds of work, tartied out in what types of institutions?

However, these data arc of relatively little help in guicAng our thinking

about hcps, funding should be distributed, or what the effects of different

funding policies have been (or might be in the future) on sustem capa-

cities, functioning, and outputs - Questions of the latter kind have

I
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been the subject 'of intense debate in recent years. We turn to Some of

these hotly debated issues now, so as to develop a sense: of oJe kinds of

questions in need'of consideration as a basis of policy development and

pe'rhatis too the kinds of information we need to collect and analyze in

the future to provide some guidance Eor the development of funding

policies for educational-R/D&I.

J
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IV. i'UNDINQ POLICY ISSU'S

'457

.. ."
v

.
.

. ! .

Funding policies of
A
key spons+s are of critical importance to

any R/D&I system, for
_

deteiminino what kinds of work are carried
)

111

t and whom, what capacie4re and-are not developed and

herb, and often, at"wkatIrates.Af: development. In the field
. -.

ed catioi, funding policies taken on even greater impor

bfcpuse funding is virtually the only strategy used by spon rs ..1

of

to affect the system. Few 9ther posential forms of leadership are

.exercied. We shalt have more to say' about this later,

We have selected four- particular fundingioligy fssues to focus on

tere, As illustrative of the way:Nfunding policideCisiori's can

shape systekdevelopment. For each? examine the issue that was,

raised (and why and hoip it was. raised), ihe available options, and

1.* the course_ of actpn taken. We also speculate about some of the

contextual factors that affected the way the particular issues

were'raised and thqdecisions that were'made.

1. Institutional Support vs. Program Purchase

A. The Issue

Should 'federa/ agencies maintaina special

gupport. for selected, institutions, so 4s to
6

bility of certakn needed system _capacities?

perf4ing organizations be.dgeSted equally

:electing desired programs and services for

relationship 4,
dib

insure the availa-

Or, should all

by federal agencies,

purh.a.se fiom,(-

i--...-..iithese performing or on the basis of open comlieti-
f. '''

41;,.tton? ;These- were some of the key questions underlying the
a

t debate over r "elstitutionallisupport"
w
vs. "program, purchase,"

the focus Q/ considerable attention' mm tie early
N

'70s untid

. onty around three years ago.
'-1

.

S'

ke .r
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Bi Historical Background

$

Central. to theleircumstances.out of which the issue arose
;

and under which it wai eventually laid to rest (for a time

at least) was the history of the labs and centers and general

dissatisfaction with the quality elf work produced by many of

'these Institutions: Since their creation, the labs and cen-
or

ters had been funded by bE as institutions. A single budget

was requesees1 by and committed to each institution, to .

support work proposed by each institution at (or near) a

funding level re4uested by each institution. The funding

provided by OE paid fOr not only the direct costs of carry-

ing out the epecified programs proposed to produce specified

*puts, but also the indiAct institutional costs required

to establish and maintain the organizations as institutions.

'There was sc9e,variation in ptterns sincecthe R&D centers

were subunits of academic institutions while the rAgional

laboratories were autonomous institutions with no other

sources of institutional support. But still, in both cases,

OE was.providing institutional support and tot simply purchas-

in? particular programs or services.)

What was unique about the relotionship between OE, on the till'

hand, and the labs and centers, on the other, was: (a) the

assumed commitment by OE to maintaining these organizations
1

as institution$; (b) OE's funding of the institutional agendas

they proposed; and (c) the funding of their work under non-

Loalp4kItive procedures that 1-,epz these programs separate frora

the fundin f other field-initiaad proposals, and dirived"

their funding from, tet in essence amounted (more or less in

different yAlers) to a budget set-es.tde for the labs and centers.

t'
4 '4

A

. No ther eduatiOnal R/D&l.performing organIzetions were

OP

' r
/:

1 6 N .., ,... it
.6 ` t.., _'

.....,.
. . I
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treated in this unique fashion. Ei.tt.then, no other educa-

tional R/D&I performers had been created la the federalt

government to provide the field of educationwith specific''

capacities that were viewed as existing in insufficient
. -

quantity at the.time the Labs and centers were created.,

It_ has been asisped when the-labs and %centers were created'

that federal funding for educational R/D&I would expand in

an orderly manner and that within a few yearstheye would be

approximately S100 mieN.on available in federal funding to

suppo t these institutions at a level sufficient for high

level Rork at all of them. However, since this funding ex-
.

pansi did not occur, federal education yolicymakers made

aseries of-decisions between 1968 and at brought an

ead to federal support for some of these institutions so that

more adegaete levels,offunding would belkvailable for those

re-naining institUtlons -judged to be stronger and better able
. ,

*
use these resources to produce quality work. Consequently,

---jnine regional, laboratories And kwo R&D centers lost their
t

funding during these yh'ars. (Others lost their funding in

.sAseqiient years, but that gets ahead of our story.)

The' termination decisions' created enormous problems for OE as

well as for the labs and centers. Each decision was. made'on

an ad hoc basis, with no comprehensive 'policy or expecit set

14

of standar0 fo guide decision making. 'Dissatisfaction with
or* ,

thts situationwas a ;trong impetus for the development of why
.

h?,c4xe th4 new 2rojoram'para.is policy. The new pol;i.7 was

traseabll ro -the perception of other dilealisas as well. As

deseribed'in the Ot document formulating the'pew'pol-icy:

I

£ 4

The previous Iglicy has beers characterized by Many as
. 7 .

one of attrition or, worse, de4.structive competition.

The survival of the most ?romistng programs has required
ft .

,

41

4
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r.

bhe midcours4 termination of etlikr, less promising

ones. The resulting attrition has led to a lower-

ing of morale, decrease in prestige and insecurity

among remaining institutions, all of which must be re-

versed if the program is to be strengthened and the.

initial investment capitalized upon.
77

Also, it was felt that the time had come for such a policy,

given the number of'years these institutions Wad been in

uxisc4nce. The .:it tonal Institute of Child Health and

tHuman Development, for instance, had already switched over

to a policy for the 12 research centers on mental retarda-

tion they had established during the '60s.
78

A

Beyond that.; it was felt that a comprehensive )policy Was

needed that couldprovide some guidance on the establish-
.

ment of new institutions as welt as making funding decisions

°A vcisting

C. The New Policy, as Formulated by OE in 1972

The key objectives of the new policy were to:

providsifor the starting of new'instituttons0When ,

necessary;

- allow a greater control over fed eral resivcis while
of

aNhe same time,recegnizing the autonomy of those . .

cit

R&D institutions that have grown to maturi y;,
;. ,

- provide programs with trget completi6 tes'i a

V assure staWity for'multi-year fundin lockS>vd.

- delineate a mechanism whereby.insiituti ns can ..

...
.79

4 4 broaden their b se of support. . , .

. P

policy was Intended'

t

4.

er the full range of possibilities,
.

:15
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from 'a) the founding of new institutions to attack new prob-

lem areas (or to replace existing institutions judged to be

doing an inadequate job), to (b) the support of existidg in-

stitutions assessed as either "developing" or."mature" in

status. The model used in the program descriptions empha-

sized the concept of institutional maturity. %Based on

assessments of an institution's maturity level, an institur

tion 44Iported under this policy would move toward gre.ater

and greater autonomy from monitoring and review by Washington.

Ani w:th gren:er maturity, :ha funding arrangeTents would

shift from core support (i.e.., institutional support) to

program support (i.e., program purchase).

Theirationale for this. policy was that new institutions

needed, for a time at least, a certain amount of nurtdrance

and protection. -They would, therefore, be supported in
r

"special ways for a few years, until more mature patterns of

functioning and support could reasonably be expet-ted of them.

New institutions were to receive "core support," (defined

as support for "the cost of operating the institution irres-

pective of the work that is being done").80 Institutions

whose proposals were accepted for a planning grant might re-
6. I

ceive such'a grant for a 3 - 6 month period. Upon success-

ful review of the completed plans, anew institution was I

recognized,and the institution proceeded through a three

phase "maturation" process. During nose I (which might last

up to a maximum of two years), core support was provided.

If at least oneeof the program plans carried out in Phase I

was.judged by an external review panel to provide evidence

'that/the institution was worthy of further support, the insti-

tution entered into Mates IL and again received core support
,

for a maximum or two years.

fj
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IT the 'Phase II review ind

able toidequately manage

.-.."r Phase III "mature" status.

icated that the'rnstitution ties

idl program plans, it passed into

AphaskIII differed significantly

from the previous stages in that a Phase III ins44tution was
4

highly autonomous from agency-direction whereas in Phses I

and II agency staff worked closely with the institutions to

guide them along and monitor their operations. Institutions

which achieved Phase III status (some might be so designated

from the outset, some might achieve it only after passing

:.rer..gh Phases I and II, and so,-* night never ichieye'it)

had a moral colimitment to multi-year funding of their pro-
,

gram plans. and were Mt subjected to close agency monitor-

ing. If a mature institution had proposed a plan for a

7-year R&D program,let us say, and this program had been

accepted for fundin4, Che institution could be reasonably

Certain that it Would teceive the requested fending for the

7-year period so long as the quality and progress of work in

that program was judged to be 'satisfactory. "Only when there

is cause to suspect that the talogram is in need of outside

intervention will the agency take the initiative b5r assess-

ment. . . . Tomaintain Phase III status, the Institution

dojpg quality educationalmust maincain its reputation fo

&D work. "
81

4

Phase III institutions would not receive core support, but

stead received program support, i.e., support for the conduct

ofspecificprograms.'Inaddition,matureins;itutioris. .were _y

eligible tAeceive,two additional budget line items Tndepen7

dent reeard funding pn a cost-reimbursable basds (up to a

maximum of 8", 6; direct program costs), and "a management fee

/generally up to..a maximum of 37 of direct program costs) to

cover business eyPenses not generally covered by direct pro-

\.gram (osts .end to permit a cash reserve to accumulate "to

,

f
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proviile operational stability durin; Lemporary fluctuations

In,contrast support and while contracts are being renewed."82

In essence, then, the new policy seemed to provide a mechan-

ism for selecting quality R&D performers-(labs and centers,

or ot4er existing or newlyA6eated institutions) to have a'

"special relationship" to OE (and then NIE), assured of

rultilyear commitments to_ accepted program plans and'auton-

offiy operation Uithout close monitoring from Washington,

so as cht quality of heir work continued high. The

policy also seemed to pr vide specific diAlision points and

criteria for terminating funding to institutions not able to

provide sufficient evidence of a potential for quality wok,

.* t

vet, inherent in this new policy were a number of signi-

fi ant issues on which there ;were likely to be significant,

d; agreements between ti.e agency and the performing organize-

Ions, and some significant implementation problems. Many of

these were pointed out in aniinternal document prepared by

Ward Mason,
83

who had played a key role in managing OVs.R&D

Center Program And later became the lead of NIE's R&D System

Support DPvision. We take note here of'so*Of the issues

raised in that interne, document.

4

D. Questions Raised About the Policy and Its Implementation

a. Imolementatio& Problems

40

Vard Xason's analytis pointed out a host of.implementa-
.

tion problems likely t be encountered if the policy were

to be put into effect for the FY 1973 budget cycle as

proposed. Th'ese problems included such.atters as: the

timing of rile pssessmen: of institJcioqs in relaLion to

4.

4
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the FY 1973 budget cycle; the essential (rather than

optional) nature of the proposed managemendtfee and in-

dependent research,fundng if the regional laboratories

were to remain financially viable institutions;
84

the

difficulties laboratories would hive in carrying out

"cost- reimbursable" independent l'esearch since they had

no independent source of funds to use while waiting to

be reimbursed; the increased costs of the new pdlicy,

many of which did not seem to be taken into account in

t,:te FY I03budget planning (e.g. , the costs of phasing

out programs and institutions to be terdinated, and the

costs of providing the proposed management tees and in-

dependent research funding to the labs and centers);

and the lack of attention in he proposed palicy to the

need. for an NIE unit to be Concerned about the labs and

centers as institutions, to coordinate the functioning

of program monitors located in different program units

of. NIE and to. be concerned with the impact of individual

program decisions on the functioning of these organiza-

tions as institutions.

-4

In addition, and of more central interest to us, the

Mahn document raised questions about the reasonablenes,s

of some of the fundamental assunptions underlying the

new policy.

b. AssumotiOns About How Long it Should Take for
insicutions to "ic..:r.)"

The new policy assumed that after seven or eight years'.

of operation the various labs and .centers were (with a

raupte of possible exceptions) ready fo be judged as

rr:Iure institutions. However, the preliminary results

I .
i:,
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coTing in fro-t the panels reviewing the plans of these

institutions were suggesting most strongly that they

were generally not meeting the established criteria of

maturity. Therefore, the new policy was creating a

decision situation sin which many of *the labs and centers

would probably be terminated despite the significant

past investment in them, or else.a tentative commitment

would have to be made to try to nurture them and bring

them along ;o the point of maturity so as to fulfill the

i'!o-.-ern-en: -andate to blild an educe-ianal R&D irfra-.

structure. The only other possib'ilicy would be to

terminate rany of the existing labs and enters and to

tr5. to build the mandated infrastructure by starting

over again with new institutions.

\ .

erhaps, given the state of development of educational

R/D&I, the weak knowledge and technology base .on which

it Vested, and the inadequately developed institution.

and personnel base through which it had to function, the

new policy was bised on unrealistic expectations. Perhaps

in other fields after seven or eight,years of existence
1 .

R&D institutions should be ready to be judged on the cri-

teria established for "mature" status. In eduf6tion, how-

, ever, this may simply have been naive, ind a bit unfair.

. 4
.

1 . c. The Need for In-Place Capability:.Balancing
Flexibility and Continuity

a

One advantage of the program purchase policy was assumed

to be the flexibillty it could provide in shifting funds

as priorities changed. Instead of committing funds to

the maintenance of institutions with specific areas of

expertise, even after these areas of expertise were required

4.
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to carry out work desired by funding agencies, tlie

funds could be shifted to institutions with other areas

Of specidlization and expertise required by the agency's

.new priorities.

However, the price'of this flexibility night, be a loss

of continuity, and especially a Toss of specialized

capabilities that might be needed at some future time.

What happens, Mason'aSked, to the institutions who

successfully complete their work and he lose their

funding cwother institutions oriented toward the newer

priorities of the agency? In all likelihood, they

would lose their staff, and go out of existence, and

their specialized capabilities would be lost and unavail-
*

able for future use when they might lie needed again.

The key question, then, becomes: "Is N1E willing to .

pay anything for the maintenance of in-place capability

in major mission areas of educational R&D?"
85

If this

is answered in the affirmative, it would suggest the

need for some alternative (or supplement) to the program'

purchase approach.

E. The Proiram Purchase Policy: Adopted, The Reversed

#

When `;1E calve into existence, the program purchase policy had

already been put into effect by OF., and NIE continued the
ti

pul,cy. As a ,00Sequ...nce, be,ween 1972 and 1974 four labora-

tories and two Ka) centers went out of existence. However,

within the next two years, the labs and centers were able to

develop suCeicient lobbying, strength throuah '7.EDaR (the

Co'incll for Educational Developmene and Research) to get the

program purchase policy reversed (or at least modified) by

1 :;
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Co:1;ressional action, and to insure that the labsend cen-

ters would be funded through a set-aside in NIE's budget.

In parr, this has meant funding of program plans proposed.by

these institutions; in pars it has meant that certaiwpro-
,

graits desired by NIE have been funded through competitions

open (at least in their initial phases) to labs 04- .seaters

only (e.g., ME's R.4xchange Program). But clearly, what-

ever the funding mechanism, the "special relationship" between

NIE apd,the labs and centers has been acknowledged, even if

NIE had to be.drag4cd kicking and screaming ttto this special

rcla:ionship to maintain certain in-place capabilities.

F. The Program Purchase Policy and the Context of
Education R1D &I Poiicymaking

What the history-of this issue seems to underscore is: (0 the

potency of the political process in key areas of educational

R'D&I funding; (b) the powerful constraining role of history

on policy options open to even the lead agency in a giveriree.,..,

tor; (c) thl extent to which funding pblicy decisions must

take into account questions of institutional capacities and

the impact funding decisions are likely to have on institution-

al capacities that will orcwill not be developed, and will or

will not be available for future use; and (d) the extept to

which.capacity mist be understood in terms not only oftinsti-

tutional capacity but system capacity as well. We shall

have more to say about all of these points.

2. The C:Imobell Report

" , #
A. The Issues

The. ._ampbell Report addressed itself to several interrelat44
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A

isues: Should NIE maintain a "special relationship" to

certain performers? irso, should these institutions

be the labs and centers? .How should NIE select the R&D

performers who carry out its work, through open competition

or through some form of sole source procurement? What are

likely to be the effects of chest alternative procurement

approaches on the available supply of system capacity for

high quality work? How should NIE cazry out; its role as

Lead agency for educaional R&D?

4

B. Historical Bachground

The Campbell Report was produced ps the result of a three-

mcnth review by an impressiv'e panel of'coniultants chaired

by Roald Campbell. The panel was asked by NE's then-Acting

Director, Nverson Elliod, to examine NIE's funding poll-

cles, with "special attention" to the labs and centers. The

key concept in the charge to the panel was that of needed

capacity to do high quality work. The panel was asked to

assess existing capacity for high quality work, how the exist-

ing let,e1 of capacity might have been affected by pasc funding

policies, and how it might be affected (especially how it

might .be improved and expanded) by alternative funding poli-

cies in the future. Elliott's charge to the panel also took

note of NIE's legislative .mandate to build an effective R&D

system, and therefore indicated that the funding policy ques-

tions being raised were to be considered in term of their

iLe.=1; on the E--,Gt.:pni.r44 th- notion's educat:on aD sys,en.

The appointment of the Campbell panel was a respo tp intense

pressures on NU to clarify its stand on the labs a centers

And the pror,ram purchase policy it had interited from OE. It

was widely 1.44,-,4that some NIE staff and key advisers were
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4

n'tappy with the general quality of work produced.by most

of these institutions and would have liked very much to ,

terminate the existence'of many of the weaker institutions..,

Rowever, CEDaR, the lobbying arm of the labs and centers,

was making headway with Congress and it appeared likely that

NIE` might have to deal with them in terms of a "Special

relationship," whether or not this was what the Institute

'lowed as appropriate. The question of concern, as posed'

Elli,ottis charge to the panel, was as follows: Given the

scir,:ty of fond:nz. it was likely that th! labs and 'centers

will not receive NIE funds equal to past levels' of Fed-

eral support (i.e., their capacity will be under-
1

utiliz;d by NIE). . .Th? question then arises whether

capacity not now being utilized by NIE and other 411,

funding sources under. their current priorities is -of

such value -ti-1-fte- eduCation community that it needs

.to be preserved through extraordinary efforts.
86

C. The Panel Assessment and Recommendations

0
The Campbell. panel's review and recommendations cov red four

areas of interest to us: (1) their assessment of exi ting

R&D capacities; (2) their recommendations with regard to the

'.".....PP,
..,1..a..

Nnd.cencers.;
(3) the procurement strategies they recom-

.

mended NIE we tolidentify and coatrac.t with the R&D per-

formers best able to do quality work; and 14) their recomL _%;_.
. . ,

nlendations as to the manner in which NIE should carry out

its role as lead agency for educ'ational R&D.

a. Existing Capacity,

fr

The OE formulation of We ncw pogrom purchtse policy,

was premised OT the assumption that an adequate degree of
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I
institutional capacity existed.for the sy$tem to carry

out needed work. However, the Campbell panel assessed

existing capacity as'inedequate,in quantity arid uneven

in quality.
..

Thedexisting persopel base was described as inadequate

in sheer numbers, in comparison to other field, in re-

lation to the federal R&D agenda that had been projected,

and in light of the large, decentralized, fragmented .

,:?el-ating system to Ire I' The partel also sv.zpstel

.that there were some deficiencies in quality as well, and

therefore called for incentives to attraot "the ty best

quality of people" to educational R&D.

s:.

Their examknation of the distribUtion of personnel by
. -

functions suggested the need for grealier balance of

personnel across functional areas, especially more dis-

semintion specialists and a better distributionof Bevel -.
opens into SEAs:and LEAs as well as specialized R&D

organizations. 16

The panel's assessment of the institutional base of

educational R/Dal'in-cluded some interesting observations

on the strengths and weaknesses of .the various types of

performing organizations carrying out educational.R/D&I

activities. tie shall return to this shortly.. Of parti-

cular interest to us was their appraisal of the extent/

to which her was an incerrelatededucational R/Dad

"system." The fragmented, dsorgapedc nebulous nature

/NN\ of the configuration that they found was a cause of some

concern to the panel, and we shall conider this point,
. = . .

,below.

1
o )

4
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b. The Labs and Cet'icers

o .

a

. The most controversial.portion'of the Campbell Rtiport ....,,
. -

. ;

was the panel's somewhat negettve assessment 'of the quali-
.

py of the labs and centers and %eir fedsmftendations with
..,.

,.\ .

regard, to'reduRing tht numbir of...such-institutions to be

4 \ supported and tripsforming those that were to receive

9 2. futurdts,upport fro6 regional into "national" laboratories,
. N

e
, .

.
, .....

.

.0.1.. A ._
1' ht particular, w4vit criticizedas

"a pP:chwor!: of capaities and_ interestse . . of very 4-
,

verse quality respect to anyspec is apacity,"

...,.,k :,c need idenificaaon, ilk inarketi )4eak in
Ir.

M aquality control, producing that are "'demon-
1 .

.0.; strably better than the range of commerciarly-developed
. - .. ' 4 . .

'At 0 ; 1
.

material's; and frequently more expensive," generally

0 4. "perceived by important practitioner groups.-.
-

as dis-
.

. . 6 rant, unhelpful." Though,still impressed-by the laboka-

tory concept as a Sounil one, vwe musItilasten'to add that.
1...

..r
at present the concept is out of control and being im-

.

4

.

' "1"w

tr

plementecloiri unsatisfactoti, waysand that there

sti/1 tsr. manyinstitutions (.given Xhe shAtageof

qua-lity R&D persofffet1 to insure thALniformly high

qualityof work griginally hoped for.,"87
sw

,

-

The group's recommendatioas revolVed around their prefer-

eftcefor "a smaller set of-high qualitYttnstttutivs" cori-
, a

ceived of as "national laborat6ries" -_-_few in number
. 1" , -% .., ,

'no more ,than sill, orien,ted toward a national ratherthan. ,

regionaereseaPch igtndas, organi4ed arwind clear,
_ -,

4
mesSfOnS related to NIE's prioritkes, providtp with stable

three to fivi year funding of approximatAy $3 million
.1 ..

to $4million a:ifear.tom,inotitution, largely from a
lip "1

SA .4 it 41

.

. .t

..- . . t .

' .0 . 1 ....0
.' ' .

.6 ,/ Y

41
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'single source (N1t), wit.h14Imits on the extent to
it$

. .

.
., ..- .

which they could seek funding from. other sources (to

make terrain that their'ilission,focus. was not iluted),

with close ties to the,world of practice but proiecEed

against having to provide services to:LEAs or SEAs un;-

II 2

S

'st*

less these were cictsely tied tdo given institution's ,

mission focus.
88

a 4

.6 -

oss

c. Procurement Strate,zles: Sole Source 7S. Open Comeeti-'
tion to Identify and Fund "Those Who C1 .Bast Do
Tr'ig's Work

.
4

II recent years, strong pressures have been exerted -by

Congress and other sources to insure that t.as much as

possible) gov6nment contracts areawardea on the basis

of Open competition. The motivation behind this, clearly,

is to-avoid the kinds of abuses thehave at times

1011

,
.

.trooped up in the-awarding of government contracts. How-

'1
ever, the use of open competition for proicurement

. assumes that there is an adequate supplr"of quality

performers out in the r.larketplaA for government con7

trae'ts and that if NIE were.iiaiply to make known its
.0

"4%.4 needs folLperticular kinds DE work it wptIld receive pro"-1,
r

rt .1

posals and bids from among a large supply of qualified

contractor's. .4 .

Theisiihificandeoethis lbssue.atOthe tqle the .Campbell
b. .

vart11...rwaf.atedorkt.plisold.First! NM had already
. ,

been pianning.to "div,ersify the performers of NIE'sN
4

R&D.'acivity" through open competitions, wile-restricted

to the lobs and centers or necessarily to any other

particular types of
"
performer organizifions. And second,

if the Campbell Report's recomMendations for "national

1 A

to.

4
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0

laboratories;' was accepted and if the corpetition for

designation as a national laboratory was open Co pli

. types of institutions and not restrictea to existing

laboratories or R&D centers, then the procurement

apOroach used Co identify an* select the new national

laboratories would have far - reaching implications.

.
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The panel'ricicized the use Qf open competitions, in response Co :

R?Ps. off several ground : - - .? .

It,is not always krue. ther-ggency staff can write clear and
us0151 specifications for What is wanted, particularly if

.,the work stems from a planning process where the agenda Ois
drawn up by national eiperts from outside the Institute.

. . $0 1,4400,,

The costs of bidding are eventually added to the governmer .'s
cost 1 \

n

tore procurements, so a high rate of bidding and
th pmpanying high rate of unsuccessful proposals is Ig't
this tonz run draw-1114 funds ar.ay from perforance of ot.,
Where there are only a f4 good performers'Toi a given type
off. work, the rest of the competitorsi4ve little .chance.
and their costs of failure are a drain onvergy and time
that might have been av9ided* Further, th cost to the
government ofeviewing a great manyproposals is not
always refleced in superiority of the final product as
compared with the q+11.ty obtainable under more limited
coipetition. ,

extensive competition mong a small number of organizations
Capable oT large-scale-s.ork in education R &D may tend to
promote el" integration and professional secrecy withij the

t group-- n gatiiiie results to be avoided if possible.

. . .-

Where prop is are judged' by Institute sta the current
.

procedure prevents them from workiil with propakirs to c
lbok at'ideas or to review agiance tipples of proposals so
ap to avoid, submission of viously unresponsive oi9unquali-
lied ones, or better, to rengOthen marginal ones *

.

- Researchers who e;.:amined the
Icr
competitive.process in a .

slightly difierent field,. ocial program evaluation research,
commented Kow competiti4 ciled.to p4oduce quality, and in

fact quite the contrary.,,M x
.

. . ,e

Tbey further notV hcii)w poor the c4Mmunidation channels.have been

between NIE and potential cont.ractors -- how little advance inior-
O

at ion is available to potential contrecnors about competitions,.

and bow poor NI'i9, information is abodt,petential contractors,'
I

eon orj, the basic bevel of adtqua. mail' g lists.. In addition,

,the; pointed tethe fact that a number of potentially highqv,

./ .*:.r.

g
. ,

: .. , .

- . 46. .
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number of institutions (rat th'n xelying on piece-

meal compwitions"); and of the need ror 'l to "take

on,vigorous analysis and lea,ffrship.tasks with respect

to the 'Overall educafa R&Detfort in' the

o It as the initial intention, and we think a very
good one, that NIE be the agency of the Federal

gilgovernment not only for 'Supporting programs, but
Ids° for developing policy wibhtrespect to eduaa-
tional research and development. NIE does not,
and need not, have inlits budget all the Federdl
goi&rnfaent's dollars spent in support of education
R&D. But it should have enough of the'total amount
to be a balancer; to bring about coordinations and
integration among the Federal programs....

Howevqi, NIE seems at present to give practically ,

no attention to the planning and coordination of
the entire nationaleffort in education R&D....
NIE should have sufficient staff at a sufficiemV
igh lev1,1, that it.can develop both an informational

and' an analytic overview and Understanding of what
is going,on in the Federal government and outside,
what the key issues and accomplishments are, what
the key 'problems and failures ard. Its role in

these'respefts shouldbe intellectbal and its
approach should be to lead.by force of analysis '
and intelligence rather than to lead by dictating..
Its influence over policy in the Federal government
would; core primarily4rom the depths of its know-

. '

,ledge and the imagination 'of'its proposals rather
then frombureaucratic power. Its impact on"
researcht4elseuhere will similarly depend on fce

.4, quiWity of data, insight, and analysis, but alsa
r*

. mbn alressive publicatton.s, and professional con-
Nr.N

tac;s by credible members of NIE staff.

I,rg cnz, naLio:-.s R&D cap.-icy t,

limited as we Chink it is,, every Vic o%intelli-
gence used in thinking through how to use it best
will be well-spout. In the political arena, too,
a wpil-thought-out position commands respect, ever
if itiot.agreeMPnt, enn lead -the Congress much,

more f.orcefully thin it ills, with strong data on

A,
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gaps -and needs in educational research and
development....

W denclude that NIE has not yet kaken on its
rigyul rolow intellectual leader of education
R&D. °

To permit NIE to play such a leadership role, to

panel viewed as. e4ential "a very s isticated

research and analysit unit at y top of NIE"r with

active im,olve-ent in the snort -tern andlong-tei'm

ptanning and decision r-,ak,)ng carried out by the NIE
,

Director's Office. As envisioned by the panel, this

unit would hates sufficient resources to permit thear-ter-

mpnitor and analyze system functioning and to provide

the data base for"inforTed choice"- {The panel characi-

terized the current R&D System Stipport Diyision's effort

to fun:tioa in this manner as inadequately funded and

insufficiently involved in top NIE planning and decision

making -'-,through no fault of their own, we might add.)
95

.

'In Addition,.the'pacietsuggested'the creation of a special

advisory grou of "experts on science and R&D" to assist
.

the. LACER in policy making and to provide additional in-
. K .. w

put on the work carriAvt by the FOI.Astem gritoring

indA'Xhatys'isUnit ihe',,,h4d recommended.
a. ,.

#.

. A
. Su& n,doupae input would give 'the COuncjrl both
''',0* bpd. s4tpf-w-14tn,4 analysis:and "a lso some

... ...reakettow,ap.inifea0i0g for policy' by a small
_gio.up which.c04.1111build up' shsontbal insipt if

... ' ,.

... .allowd'.'endJely AU) rieraist over sever41
... I , .. _
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./ e considtgr tais illead a,1;ency" i$sue some detail

/below in.our.discussion of the CISST policy analysis

P on Aoencv-Field Relationships.

D. The Camobe?rriporti4.Debated and Shelved

,.The Campbell Report was submitte8 in August 1975 and imme-
.

diately became the focus of 'debate over a number of

interrelated issues: the::pegional" its "national" labora-

- cgncept, the izee of in:r.itutiJn., with "spec:al

relationships" tYN:E, and the ct..estion of whether such

institutions with "special relat ions'ips" sh'ou1d be re-_
.etricted to the labs and enters or ether instead their

selection should be opened ,:icttly to "diversify" the R&D

performers receling substantial support. To a 4sser

extent, there was some discussion of the degree to which

agency procurement sh461d reflect the sole sou;Ce approach

or :-ore open conbetitton via the RP? route. Oddly enough,

the active "lead agency" role called for by the panel

'received little if any attention in thedebate that ensued

over the Campbell Report. .

o

As was to,be4xpected,"the labs and centers were moat concerned

4

aheut the panel's repmrydations, or they foresaw another

rclund o!" cuts paring don their nu:bets to fe'ier still.

CEDa.R continued actively to lobby on behalf of the existing

lai:s and center, and especiallx_tto insure their "spe:-ir,1

( .relationshlp" to institute through an NIE budget

a.,i0o. And ,CEDaR lobbying effectiveness was becoming

inerels,ingly evident.

A

dm

4

1
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a yeac of the subission of the report, it, the issues

it nad raised, and the recommendationSi it included, appeared

to De lead and buried. CEDaR and the organization's Congres-

sional allies had won the battle of the FY 1976 budget

appro;.riation for NIE. The majority of funds appropriated
4

for that year were earmarked by Congress, for the labs

and ..enters and for specific projects of interest to Congress,

relatively sall sans to NIE's discretioli.JA second

faz..:::r at wont here was the appointment of a new NIE Director.,

" .,:h1 was -ore v,-oPthet.:c to the point of

7E'c, o!: the labs and centers, htving come from one of the

insz:tutions hi-self. The word was passed down that the

Can: e11 Report had been shelved, and with it the notion of

"na:ional" laboratories. The security of the labs and

cen7:ers.was assured, along with their budget set-aside.

So-e time later it became clear that the "special relation-
*.
N. ship" notion had core to be shelved too, along with the

r,ec.mmendation that there be less open competition among

7

4,

potential contractors and more sole source procurement of
.

theNervices of "those who can best do NIE's work." Although

in erest in assessing ."organizationtl_capability" to carry.

41outV .F.D continued for some "short time longer, as evidenced
. '.

by aeLhoughtful paper
97

and an exploratory study,
98

both.

roTrissiOr;ed bylifass R&D'System:SUpport Division, this

interest, too, was shelved a short Ai later. 99

4

.a4T,:hi rlk there seemed to be some support for

functioning of the R &D; System Support Division and 'its

EducationleU Monitoring FrogramA so that, perhaps,

t -.ould carry out the role of the research and analysis t.

unit enyisioncd by the Campbell panol. This Division ha:'!

,

IP'
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even been given the go -dead to issue an "R&D Source Sought"

call for the creation of a Center for Education 110 System

Studies, and proposals were received iron R&D performer

orcanizations with an interest and some capabilities in this

area.
100

However, no such center was created, the Education

Monitorinli Prograi has not received fundipg for any data-

gathering activities beyond the organizational survey begun

in 1976, and the RO System Support Division remains a small,

isOate:t group within the N1E.

sr_rcure. Altd, NIE.is no nore Active as a lead agency for

R&D than iteas in ],975 before the Campbell Repot
41, /

was.sebn4450: It even appears Co us, as we shah note

s4-ortly when we discuss the CISST Agenc:-Field.Relatienshins
0

analysis, that the Institute's leadership has seemed uncom-

fortable with the idea of assuming an active lead airy

role'and urwifting to reorient'the.agency's style to take on

slch an active position in the workin3s of educational R/D&T

in this country. *It,

E. The Ca -bell Report and the Context of Educational R/D&I

Policy akin

;:e noted earlier in our discussion of what happened to the

Pro'Aram purchase policy of 4E and then ::LE that the political

prDtess had puwerful roles to' play in determining the outcome

of A syste7 policy debate: ..Slearly, we have he re..

71 the Dtcricy o. Lae for t:,e

o'fectivt-rtesS of CEDeR lobbying was as powerful a force in

Shelving tne Report's recommNKdations as4 in reverh-

in;; the ?Agra- purchase

4
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The fate of the Ca -pbell penel's recommendations illustrates

some other important elements in the context of educational

R/D&I policymaking as well, for instance: (a) the ust447and-

st,art-anew" effect on policy development of changing ;CIE

Directors and leadership (a problem which has continued);

and (h) the tendency to commission analyses and reports by

il:idiv!duals or groups selected.for their.specialized

expt,rtise, and then to ignoreipheir reco=endations and even

tab anaiyas on whisi, the recocmendations were based.

ou!sult of the circur.stances, there appears to be little,
,

that czuld be characterized as an ongoing debate informed by

an "institutional memory." Rather, what we seem to see over

and over again is a continuing recycling of the' same debates

osier the sae issues every few years, without even much of

an elevation of the level on which the debate is carried
101.

out. Ne shall have more to say about this immediately

below as we turn to consider the CISST analysis on Agency-
4.

Field Relationshias in the Fducational R/D&I System.-.

, 3, Agency -Field Relationships in the Educational R/D&I System
% 1

. .

. 1

IP

A. The Issues

!That is the proper balance between

and NNE- directed work?

- Shotad a specific perc:ntage of NLE's budget, be set

' asi,dc f.or the funding oVid- initiated work (and

f co, what percenta4c1)?

111 are t'14 rx appropriate mc,A.anisio for procur-

ing field - initiated lnd NTE-dirvcred wort'?
.

.

I
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-.How shoutg NIE relate to the field? How should NIE

relate to other agen&ies which sponsor educational

R&D, those who carry out educational R&D activities,

and those who use the outputs of educational R&D?

What are NIE's responsiblAicies toward U.S. education

in general and educational R&D in particular? How

narrowly or broadly should the Instittute construe its

mission as the "lead agi:ncy" for educational R&D in

this tountry?
r

- How can NIF.Ztilize a very limited budget for the best

short.. and long-term effects?

B. Historical Baciaatni

a. Complaints from the Research Commupity_

By the suTmer of 1976, NTE had been receivikng intense

criticism from ,a number of quarters -- not only the

labs and c nters who felt their existence threatened,

or Congressional critics who were disappointedtin NIE's

leadership and accomplishments to date and in educational

R&D *e broadly. In addition, NIE had been attacked

severely by the researchcommunity, who felt betrayed
Ap

by the institution they had expected to functiAn in

t'-1.: in'....re.t_-;, ...hr.n-c:1:In;;'f,ind,, to c.141:ty r..7 :1riti

d

and ele..Yatin-che prestigL of the fie

i
d. Instead, 'fIE's

',udget .4)ellee the institute's lea ership to eliminate

funding, fors-field-initi.ite research entirely in FY

1?75 ind to provide relativel y inIiKnificant sums for

Clq research ro-v-mnit4fin ;,tht.r yeorq. 'Contrary to NIE
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becoming the NSF qr NM for rer2arch relovant to education,

the research comnunity'found itself lar worse Of under

NIE than it ,had been when OE was diepansing educational

research funds under Cooperative Research'Program.

The severely'lim4ed amount NfE made available for field-
,.'

research was Only part of the pr ot)lem as .

perceived by the research community. Researcheis had

assL.-ted they would have an ace role in developing

tqNsticute's research agenda and planning research

programs, and that they would be actively involved in

the project/program selection and review process

through appointments to advisory and review panels

(as had been the case toa considerable degree under

OE). .The research community also assumed that esteemed

rembees of their r.anks would likely be represented on

top levels of the Inatitute's staff, ih terilporary
. .

appointments as staff fellows, and thro bgh agpaintments

to the National Council on Educational Ileisearch"NIE's

polleynaking body. Instead, they found themselves,twith

a few exceptions) not only outside the ranks Of the

chosen few advi ...rs with whom NIE staff did seem to

consult, but, ven worse, appalledak the calibre of

the researchers and supposed expertS who were aplicAnted-

tO these various groups.

7

Perhaps most g.illin; of a 1 1:. t-.11.? resear.:'1 comnunity,.

an increasingly sizeable (1olvidk of NiEss work seemed to

be procured by reins of RFPs which tended to make many

of the more capable researchers rather Unhappy. Although

the caricatures probably not entively faLk to OA REPs

issued by the azency (and po.,:libly not even to most of
A
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,

them),.the REPs were characterized as: (a) written

largely by young, inexperienced NIE stuff, with few

credentials for the planning oe vast researdh or R&D

programs and wits n relatively little input from the
,t

leadership of the 'research community; ;Ind (b) the RFPs
,

themselves tended to be highly specific, not onlysin

defining Cite questions to be addressed but also the

designs, methods, ando-procedures to be used and even

the contents of the reports to be suhmittud. The

complaint the field :las that such RFPs turned

creative researchers into meeq.technicians to carry

out work designed by relatively inexperienced WIE staff

members. Even worse, according-4o the complaints, at

least some of the work was poorly conceived and/or poorly

designed. Although the RFP process permitted the

proposal writer talpubmit an alternative design viewed

as more adequate, there was ,a good chance that the

alternative proposal would be viewed'as,pciting and

interestin-, but unres ansive to the RFP. As if this

wereJiot badoenough, restigious.escholars were "turned

1 off" by the responses required by the RFP, deman ing

"-\--an often huge investment in time and resources or a

very brief period (perhaps two tophree weeks or even

less from th'eXime the documents were reveiwed

the proposals had to be ,typed, signed, off' by levels ski

levels of'university bureaucrats, and received in

Cue :and, or a prop:>g11

of icer wro.time-stlmlled them on receipt and turned

away any received even five minutes after thetofficial .

deadline). *
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The complaints frod the research community, then focused

on two issues. On was the level of funding *for

initiated research, a level which researchers yiewed

as inadequate but'seemed to be on the increase to meet

those complaints. More intensely felt was the issue of '.

developing a more appropriate mechanism for procuring

work, which, sfrom the perspective of the. esearch .

community, was not necessarily the RFP,-and certainly

wasn't the R.FP used as extensively as it had been by NIE

in its feW brief years of operation.

.N0

\win .0

Data gathered by NIE staff tend to confirm some of the

generpl impressions held by' the field on what, was

happening to the funding of research and T1 under NIE.
,

The two mechanisms through which field-initiated (or

largely field-initiated) activity has been funded by

NIE have been competitive grants ,and unsolicited

proposals.

Examining first the data on competitive grants, in FY

1973 NIE awarded 206 research grants amounting to a

. total of over $11,000,000. In FY 41974, only 73 grants

%tare awarded under the sate "Grants for Research in

Education" program, totalling nearly.44,000,D00. In

addition 9 grants were awarded to schoq61.,systems devel-

opine local problem-iolving strategies (total value

approximately$10300,000) and.9 grant.; were awarded for

interpretive studies in educational Rt.1). (total value,

nearly $00400)., In short, the total sum awarded for

research grants of all kinds by NIE in FY1974 was lets

than half of what it had been the previous year. And

even 'worse, in FY 1975, no research grants were :awarded.

.1 .
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The on*y grants givtn in fY 1975 were awards to state

education agencies to build their capacity for carry-

out.disseminationactivities. AdOtional State.

Dissemination Grants were awarded in FY 1976. Beyond

that, an estim4ed S2;750,000 in research grants was to

be awarded in the remainder of 1976, in the NIE program

area of Basic Skills 4nd Education andit.lork.n2 'The

attend, then, excluding the SEA grants for dissemination

capaciti b211ding* w,ts for an, S11 + for
...

research grants in FY 1973 to be cut in half Tor FY
maw

1974, and to be eliminated altogether for FY 1475,

with an estimated sum Approximatelyhalf of the FY'

1974 figure to be awarded in the remainder of FY 1976..

The picture was even more bleak for unsolicited pro-

posals. In 1973 and 1974 together, a total of 611

unsolicited proposals were received; Tof which only 13

(2%) Were funded, totaling slightly over $1,000,400 in

value. In FY 1975, no unffiolicited proposals were even

accepted. All' were mailed back. In FY 1976, prior to

the January 31, 1976 deadline for the first cycle of

awards, 155 unsolicited,,proposals were received, of

which 7 were funded, and another 172 wire received

prior to the May 31, 1976 deadline, which had not yet
1.03

been, acted on at the time these data were gathered.
.

Clearly, hundreds of researchers were being turned

down by NIE, possibly in part because of the quality

of the proposals subinitted, but also no doubt because

of the severely restrictelksums' made available to fund

work through this Oiocurement mechanism.. It is no

wonder. then, that the research comm'unity came co

*

..
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perceive the message being sent out by NIE, as "No

researchers need apply here."

Table 6.22 underscores'some of these points -- the

decline in funding of researchgrants, from 11.47. of

the Institute's program budget ,in FY 1973 to 2.7% in

FY1975 (with the FY 1975 and 1976 entries accounted for

entirely by the State Disgemination Grants Program);

the lack of funding for unsolicited proposals in FY.

1975 and .TY 1076 am the severly limited fumding for

these proposals in. even the FY 1973-1974 period;
104

and the attempt to' be responsive 'to the complaint of
.

,inadequate funding. for Meld-initiated research by

providing what were, estinated to be substantially

\\* larger outlays for competitive grants and unsolicited

proposals in the subsequent budget cycles.
105

\ 1 t

1bles 6'.23,'6.24, and 6:25 confirm the impression of

tt the field that NIE was relying increasingly on RFPs

calli';
U a.dng for Nirected.work, and decreasing the award-

I ing of grants (which generally permitted researcher
,

great deal more autonomy in both the planning and' conduct

of V...,ie work.)106

0 1 i'

In Tible 6.23, column C data are for contracts and

column.G data awe for grants. Tile data. suggest that

the overwhelming majority of funding is' of the NIE-
.

directed .type and .that there wap an increase in NI-

directed procurements from 704% of protram funds .in

Fr 1973 to 87% in FY 1976.
.

A

F.

S

1
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= rtv

t,uPpeit1Ve
GrartIA

/

un>u13c1Lcas rrogram
-Funds 4,..

.

FYI104 11,400,000
% 1.4

0 100,300,000

FY 74 . 5,135,323
8.3

' 1,010,055
1.6

,

62,171,156

FY 75 1,713,830
2.7 ,

0

'

...

462,890,841
.

t
.62,290,949

-

.

FY 76 3,963,330
_

6.4 .

0

WEDGE 3,550,000*
20.5

586,445*
3.4

17,300,000

. .

FY 77 , 7,010,000*.
N 9.0

.1,000,000*F

1.3

_ 78,300'400*

e

FY 78 14,311,000/'

11.7

L: 5,400,000*
4.4

-

/22,000,000*

1,900, 000*

.

4FY 73 e 14,626,060*
.10.5

* Estimated.

H: 6,000,000*
.

4.3

,

4

"Figures include continuations.

4

It should be noted that the figUres on 73.36 do not include all awards
made throtigh grants competitions since contracts were awarded, to-

for-profit organizations whichcompeted successfully in thesto.mpatitions.
.

Table 6.22

44
re t

1.
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. Contracts vs. Grants ,

G

. I.

is

1

FY 73
%

° 70,500,000
70.5

29,800,000
29.5

FY 74 47,496,:000 14,675,000

% 76.4 23:6

FY 75 r 54.820,000 8,071,000
% 87.2 12.8

FY 76 54,177,796, 8,113,153
87.0 13.0

A

I

a

P

-,

. 'DM.: 6.23

w

Total

100,300,000

42,171,000

62,891,000 ',

62,290,949

I

'4

*I

is



ICompetttive Competitive Non - Competitive

Contracts*, Grants Contracts
(sole source)

. .

.20,892,7890 13,963,330 i 33,285,007'FY 76
% of Program
Funds

FY 75

% of Program
Funds

FY 74,
% of Program.

Pund4

FY 73
of Program
Funds 1.8

33.5 6.4 I 53.4,

10,498,570

16.9

1,8000000

1,713,830

2.7

5,135,323

41,795,629

66.4

36,997,213

59.S

Non- Competitive ° total .

Gr..nts**

4,149,823

6.7

6,357,236

10.1 -

9,540)050.

15.3

11,400,000 68,700,000

11.4 68.5

4t11 figures include continuations.,

'2,200,949

)2,800,841
k

18,400,000

18.3

includes RN's, awards to for-profit organizations under grants' competitions

includesAnsoliciteds (in 74 and 76) and solicited non-competitive grants'

Table' 6.24

1

[

2,171,156 IF

100,300,000



FY .76

% of Program
Budget 10.7

% of New
Starts 32.9

FY 75 7,469,072
% of Program

Budget 11.9

of New
Starts 53.1

New Starts

Competiti4e Competitive
Contracts Grants

6,657,674 332,173

1.3

4.1

Non-Competitive Non-Competitive
Contracts Grants

12,011,892

19.3

59.4

721,309

1.2

3..6

1 115,525

1.8

2,655,064

4.2

18.9

ontinuations

Modification
of Ongoing

Contracts & GrantS

fM

Total

.42,067,901

67.5

62,290,949

'2,830,488

4.5

20.1

48,820,692

77.6 ,/--.

I

62,890841

FY 74 6,155,000
of Program
Budget, 9.9

% of'New
Starts 1.2

5,118,000

8.2

34.2

-2-015,947

3.2

13.5

' A

'Breakdown according to New Starts vs. Continuations

'1,657,043

2.7

Table 6.25

4

47,227,000

76.0

62,171;000

Budget Figures on this detail
are not available for any other
years.
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Tab).e 6.24 shows thetcncrease in use of RFPs (co-ItiMn 1,

"competitive contracts "} from 1.87:of the FY 1973

program funds to 33,5% of FY 1976 program funds, with

an accompanying decline in competitive gra nts from FY
.

1973 to FY 1975 (and then an increase in FY 1976). One

of the particularly intgresting points underscored by

this table is the huge chuhk of NIE's budget allocated

through sole source procurement, ranging from a high of

87% in FY 1973 to a 1 f 60,1 in FY 1976. This category
. .

includes Cie budget set-asides for Ca,.: I.:a:, and .veat..-Jn7

and other funds earmarked 'by Congress for special

programs. It also includes continuation funding for

programs already in progress. This was particularly

important in FY 1973 when programs wire transferred in

toto from OE, with their continuation funding mandated

.by previous OE deCisions and contractual obligations.

NIE succeeded in wittling down this sum somewhat over

the next few years, and a number of programs were either

completed or terminated by NIE within a year or so,

freeing up larger sums for NIE discretionary use.

However, 'even when, the data...are analyzed separately .

for continuation funding vs. new starts, as in Table

6.25, we find in FY 1976 heavy reliance on non-competi- .

' tive (i.e., solesource)%ontracts, even among the new

starts, and decreasing use of the competitive contract

(i.e.. RFP) approach. It is not,clear, however, to

what extend these FY 1976 data reflect art effort by

.NIE to be responsive to the complaints against RFPs,

or simply heavy Congressional earmarkingkf the FY
__.

1976 budget, including new starts as well as continua-

tions. We assume the latter. 1

r

1--

. 4

1
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b. NCER Call for Staff Wbrk to Support Policy Develop-
.

ment on FIS P .

-4*

By mid-1916, the NCER had decided that the time had

come to develop a policy on field-initiated tesearch

and on appropriate mechanisms for procuring NIE's

work. In addition to its desire to be responsive to

complaints from the research community about the..

specificity of RFPs, Councilmembers were aware of

' criticisms of overly directive procurement'in two

analyses that had just become public -- one, at NAS

report assessing Social and Behavioral Science Programs

in the National Science Fouhdation,107 the other a

paper produced'as part o f the ongoing NAS study on social

R&D calling.for maximum fr edom for the field in con-

. ceptualizing and designing research.
1
°8 There were other

.factors at work as well. C until members had bken ex-

pressing sore concern about the amount of NIE staff time

spent on researching and wr ting RFPs given the fact

that the field could probab y do the required conceptual

and design work as well or etter. And beyond that,

given 4e Congressional earmarking of more than 25% of
4

C'IE's budget for the labs and centers and die specifida-

Olion of field-initiated program planAkng by these

. institutions, the development of-an Institute policy on

field initiated studies and procurement strategies for,

this work came to be seen increasingly as a matter of

considerable importance.

c. NIE Staff Work 1

. .

Staff members of the NU. plenning unit had been working

for some months on an analysis of the field-initiated

1 ,
1...
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studies (FIS) issue and had produced a number of,highly
. . 9

useful draft documents.
109

Of particular value in these

materials were: the definitions they provided of the
.

range of types of functioning included under the FS

rubric; the arguments they summarized for and against .
.1./.

st
FXS, for and against NIE- directed work.; their analysis

of how NIE dOipdurestoriented the staff toward the
*

ready use of RFPs, in art.because of the cumbersome

nature of the proced es required to establish a grants

competition; information they gathered about strategies
0in uge to Involve the field in NIE planning and program

functioning;'and data they gathered on NIE funding

through grants and contracts. 'We have already consider-

ed the funding data. Before continuing, it might be
.4.,

useful to summarize some of the other points
."
in the

staff analysis.

5

i. Definition of FIS -
.

The NIE planning staff defined FIS in terms of the

extent of control exercised by each of three groups

in the conceptualization and design of work carried.

out under agency funding. These three groups were:

(a) the NIE staff; (b) the prinCipal investigators

who actually executed particular pieces of work;
r

and c) the "field" more,broadly conceived, i.e,,
.

"ir.cludia; ctitiuners, pudic interest gro..ps,

etc. k as ey1 as researchers,.
, lip,

I'

They then described two ways in which the FIS issue

could (and probably should) be understood: (a)

"narrow FIS", which is how FIS is generally conceived,

.:,
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..

'focusidg on the role of-the principal investigator

in conceptualizing and designing a piece of.research;

and (b) "broad F1S", in which attention is focused

on the role of Oe "field" (broadly conceived) in

/ the planning and review of NIE- tunird work.

In their analysis of narrow FtS, they provided a

particularly u.cbful description of the ways in

which the role of the principal investigator cah

vary "from LOtai control over the conceptudlization

*1411and execution of the project to very little." (a) *

Unsolicited proposals proltide the purest form of

FIS,"allowing maximum autonomy to the principal

investigator who conceptualizes the'projeA,

deter55es ;pat abe:questions are to be studied,

designs the-work, and executes'it. (b) Grants

competitions within NIE-defined program areas

provide a considerable amount of autedmy.to the

principal investigator, but place one limitation

on the proposed 'work in that it must fall within

the NIL-de4ned set of problem areas to be 'finder

under the specific competition. (c) RFP design

competitions restrict the principal'invstigator

somewhat further in that the RFP issued by NIE

defines not pnly the problem area but also

specific questions to be studied. TOlpincipal

investigator doc>s, though, hae cota;:?eautrlomIt
Mir- 1

in the design of h%project to answer the

questions. (d) Highly specific RR's represent the

far end of the continuum, offering little if any

creative freedom Lo Me principal investigatSr.

Stich itZT's 'may specify sample size, instrume/ts to

.1
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Alf The key arguments in, favor of. FIS ihclude the
-,1

folloCting:. (a) The best minds in the field are not
1. °

ro
.1

. -
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1

be used, etc. TheyASy,rainge in specificityfrom

only :n few particular design requirements, to "a

*int where (theoretically) no aspects of the design.
4

are left up tofthe principal inve0:igator.:9,11:1- FIS

traditiOnally,is understOod to include only (a) and
.

4(1)) above, i.e., unsolicited proposals and grants

competitions.

In considering "broad FIS" the focus of attention

is In what points in the Rlannine and project

execution cycle the broad "field!' should be invol-

ved and the, nature of the inputs to be provided -.

(i.e., how much cloutothe field's inputs should

carry) The field might be in4oliied at such stages

as: (a) general policy development and long-

range planing;*(b) general program planning; (c)

'planning specific procurementd,76:6 review,of

propoTals;*(e) execution of projects (through roles %.

on advisory committees, fdr instance); and (f)

evaluation of'results.112, The issue the IIIE staff

was struggling with he was how, the agency might

better relate to the field, a,point we shall co.n7

sider more fully below. . ...SI. *

ii.\Arguments.For and Against FIS and NIF-Directed
4

4' Work

Is

I.
"

. The staff analysis summarized some of the arguments

-

made for and 'against each mode of procurement.

, .0.
: 4,

t. 11P
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likely to respond to,RFPs, ant, thei'ef re, without
.

FIS their talents would be lOst to NIE. (b) The

NIE pricirity program Areas represent only some of

theeducational problems an agency alight want to

attack. Since all other procurement is carried
c

out within these `program areas,. FIS is necessary

",
to makasertain that good ideas and strategies

outside

possibil

by their

work in

these areas are not excluded from the

ity of support. (c) Basic research"questions,

very nature, are WSL likely to come from

the field, and basic research has been the

I,

source of many of the most significant influences on

education in the past fifty years. Such works also,

should not be excluded from the possibility of NIE

support. (d),Similarry,'the field is most likely

to be in the beit position to judge the directions

in which the growth of the field should go. And

(e), .a side-effect of.funding basic research by top

scholars.in the universities is that a portion of:

this money is likely to be channejleit to the support

and training, of graduate students who will assist

their professors in the research and then be able to

carry out additidnal research of their own in the

future!

0
. There are a number of other arguments,though, to be-

made nainst*NIE investing too heavily in FIS, 42.4pci-
,

. ally when FIS funding is equated with the funding of

basic research (as was generally the case in the
\lb

thinkin of the basic research community). (a) Basic

-research entails a high degree of uncertainty. It
. .

is difficult to kn 'which. areas of basic research '

,14tr I
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,

will have a payoff, aria Aittle of the basic research

lir is funded is likely to produce visible payoff.

(b) NSF, NIH, and NINH alrea4y fund4much basic

research that ks,relevant to education. And (c)

educaiional problems are generally interdisciplinary

in nature while basic research tends to be carried

out'within individual disciplin4, focused on ques -'

tions derived from the intern* logic and needs of

individual disciplines. One Might question, then,

whether or not' the ftindingOf discipline-basedt

research is the most effective Why to attack educe-
4
tionaIspeoblems, which are derived from the demands

of operational reality and arA generally interdis-

.Ciplinary in nature.

- \E

. -

The .arguments against FIS would Seers to suggest the

advisability pf investing more heavily'iVIE-direc-
.

ted work, and a number of ocher arguments have been

made in favor of this mode of procurement:. (a) NIE Zs)

is an agency with a Congressionally mandated set pf

missions, accountahle to Congress' in ter6 of those

missions. Host.basic research is not specifically

directed towaLi those missions. (b) It may be that

one of the key roles to be played by the field is

to faiilitate and refine problem definition in a
- I

manner that satisfactorily reflects the diverse

perspecptives of different constituencies in the

broad field. 'Ibis requires., according to this
.

*.
argument, a degree of. orchestratian by a central

agency, and therefore can probably best be done by

NIE staff, who are least likely to have a stake in

any one perspective and who can therefore best

I

4

t
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synthesize the diverse-inputs from the field in

reasonably unbiased solicitation RFPS.
.

(This latter

499 .

.

argument se4mssomewhat weak to us because of. its

tie to the drafting of REPS, but we shall halt' more

to say in favor oY the orchestration notion below).

There are some obvroui Argdments against NIE-direc-

ted work through RF ?s, and we have noted these

already. (a) Ms tend 6) "turn off" the best minds

in the research community and turn them away from
a

doing NIE's work. And (b) the researching and

drafting of RFPs bend to absorb enormous amounts of

staff time, w hich seems especially inefficient since

the required tasks could prebatly'be done as well.or

better by the field: .

.... , In determining whether the FLS or RFP approach

should bused fora specific procurement; an ex-
. ,.

cellent recommendation was included in the staff

analysis.' For more et:manes-tasks, where the prob-

lem iscl:arly. understood, the most effective
.

strategies for tackling it already known, etc., an

RFT might be the appropriate approach to procure-
,

ment: However, for work in areas where the problem

is least well Understood, where there trelack of

conceptilai clarity an lack of a clear understanding'
1 ,

ef'wh'at strategies
4
wi 1 or will not 'work, a larger

role for creative thinking from the field would
. ,. s'

seem to be essential. '

a

fi

71
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The'staff analysis noted several internal NiE

problems that might account for the low level of

funding of field-initiated work. There waS no,

separate office handling grants or unsoliettra),

proposals. Therefore the awarding of funds r)e(-

quired the approval of personnel from a program

area, and program personnel could be expected to

be somewhat reluctant t6 part with/4nds they had

antiqipa1ed spending on work the- had plsnn,-.1 in

order to fund proposals Eoini from outside the

Institute. The proctdures for establishing grants

competitions were so cumbersome and the RFP pro-

cedures so much easier that the staff tended often

to use the RFP even when they recognized theta

grants competition might be more suitable for a

riarticular-procuremet. And finally, the contracts

officers tended to pressure the program staff for

maximum specikicity in procurements, with highly .

specific RFPs receiving the most sympathetic hear

ing. The staff.suggested a number of steps to

overcome these difficulties -- set-aside fu,nds for

grants and unsolicited proposals, establishing

/separate NIE units td. administer these kinds', having

these proposals reviewed by advisers from ou4ide

the aincyltc.
114

We need not be concerned with,

these matters here.'

iv. Approaches to Involving the Broad Field

The NIE staff described a number of approaches
. .

currently being used'(or planned for future use) to
,

involve the broad field in NIE planning and work.
A....

, . %
These included: (a) hold<ng agenda-,building

.

t.

.1.k/
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conferences to establish priorities wi.thin program

areas; b) establishing- advisory Panels; (c) sending

NIE program officers on trips afound the country to

talk topeople in the field; "(d) convening confere.n-

ces to enable invited' participants to react to issues

papers detailing planned RPPs; (e) mailing out a
/

draft RFP for comments by the labs and centers who

Would be involved in this closed competition; (f)

estsblishilipeer review panels to review proposals

receivgd foTgrants competitions; (g) requiring #

contractors awarded particular pieces of work to
,

consult with the field and/or set up And use advis-

ory panels throughout tie lifeof a project; and
.

(h) bringing together a groin of consultants to

evaluate a design produced Ote-sole source con-

tractor, and to suggest improvftents in the desig9.
115

$.

d. The Commissioning_ of CISST's Policy Analysis

I

' At the time 04s NIE staff work was Ain& carried out,

our group was under contract to NIE's R&D Sysr Support

Division to: .(a) develop an analytical framework that

4 co d facilitate identification and analysis of R&D.

syste. issues; and (b) illustrate the utility of this

framework by carrying out two short-termt(60 days each)

policy analyses on issues selected jointly by NIE and

C/SST. The VIE planning unit suggested wo policy

issues which were of particularly vital a d pressing

concern to its staff, and these Were agreed to as the

issues to be tackled.' The FIS question'ios one of

/ these issues.
116

The analysis we produced was described'

at great length in a docunient entitled Agency-Field

1 q1
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Relationships in the Educational R/1)&I System: A

Policy Analvsia for the National: Institute of Educa-

tion.
117

The two specific issues of concern were described'as:

(a) determining the appropriate balance between field-

initiated and NIE-directed work; and (b) determining

the most appropriate machenisis for procuring field- -

-initiated and NIE-directed work.

In thinking about these questions, we werestruck by

the rather fundamental and broad-ranging implications

of the questions raised, especially when viewed from

the perspective of R&D system requirements, lit order

to deal wieh the procurement questions'NIE had raised,

a way that seemed meaningful to us, it seemed to us

that there were some critical prior questions to be

( addressed and clarified. Therefore, we proceeded to

refortulate the uestions of interest to theInstitute

in a nlanner that we felt would best permit us to shed /

some light and suggest some directions'for policy

development.

The analysis proceed from recognition of two defining
f /

features of NIE's chiricter as a sponsor of educational

R/D&Iactivity; (a) NIE is a mtssion4riented R&D

apncy; and (1) NIE is the lead agen4 for feckral

activity in educational R&D. Giv'en that role, NIE's

funding policies should beundIrstood in terms of the

agency's purposes as these impact on the total educe-

tional R/D&I system.

.1*A N.)
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We were aware that many researchers unhappy with the

current pattern.ofNIE procurements were suggesting that

the Institute should commit itself to a predetermined

percentage of NIE's budget for field-initiated work.

The expectation was that such a predetermined' set-

aside formula,would create a larger flow of lunds into

field- initiated work (especially basic research) than

had.previously been the case.

.How
e

ever, our perspective suggested that predetermined

set-aside formulas were not the most reasonable approach

to the. problem.' What the balance of different types of

funding should be and how an agency should relate to the

field with which it worked would depend on the purposes

the agency was trying to achieve. The agency't behavior

would have to be fitted to whatever it was necessary for

the agency to do if it were to achieve its various pur-
e

poses, in a particular field, with particular needs;

operating at a particular level of raturity-,and readi-

ness to takel certain kinds of work.

There were, then a number prior questiops to be con -

sidered, involving clarification of the agency's purposes

Ord the extent to. which it was prepared to carry out all

or only some of its legislative mandate. As we saw it,

what NIE acts 0 as its mission will determine its

budgetnry priorities end al) how it should and could

relate to the field.

^
The essence of the.issue, as reformulated by the CISST

team, was: How dOes NIE achieve its purposes, through

procurements and other agency actions, taken in con-
*

sort. with and as part of the field?

1./

----...
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In a second meeting with NAE staff, we sketched our re-

formulation of the policy issue, our rationale for this

reformulation, and the analytical framework we intended

to use to carry out the analysis. With a go-ahead from

the NIE staff, we proceeded to develop and dr-Art-our

analysis. We summarize some of the key points below.

C. The CISST Analysis

a. Svsce7s Perspective

1

A key premise of theCISST analysis is that the insti-

tutions and personnel involved in the production and
91.

utilization.of educational R/D&I outputs form a "system"

and,not just an `unconnected "configuration" of entities.

Despite the looseness and inadequacies,of the educational

R/D&I system, whit is done in one area or in relation to

one issue will ltke15, have impact on other'areas and

have impact on other issues. Acceptance of this premise

does not deny that there is only a weak link or integre-

tion between institutions which should be more closely

related and whose goals might show more coherence. Nor

does the 'system" usage need tb imply a monolithic, cen-

. tralizorb,network. But there are.very significant impli-

eations.for.long-teim planning and monitoring and for

the development of initiatives by'a federal agency that
4

.dn coqu from a "systertc" perspective. Most particularly,

the perspective permits a proper concern for system

capacity *building and maturation.

The mission context from whin NIe operates, the func-

tions which constiEute R/D&I systems, the 6urrent

devalopmantyl state of educational R&D, an4 the socio-

4

)1 J Jt

t.

1
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political environment of education and educational'R&D

are central, analytical element's on which this systems

perspective focuses. guts mission. and its various

activities are viewed in terms of their impacton the

educational R/D&I system's health, functioning, ant

outputs.

b. Immaturity of the Educational R/D&I System

A itey assumption of the. analysis is that the educational

R/D&I system at prsen is in an immattire state of

development. Symptoms of the immaturity of the system

are evident in (a) the significant gaps in functional

specialization; (b) the weakness, of the existing insti-

tutional and personnel base;(c)the weakness of the

field's technology base; (d).the'underdeveloped state

of mechanisms for information 'flZsw and quality .control;

(e) the lack consensus on starTaards for judging 'the

quality of educational R/D&I outpyts;ped (0 the poor

quality of much .of the work carried out"and the outputs

produced. A central task of the analysis is to deter-

. mine what this suggests about_ the appropriate roles to

be *flayed a lead agency with alegislatilie.mandate

to.build "an effective R&D system'-' and what' changes in

. agency behavior might be called for over time as the

syltem matures and eapabilities in the field are better.

developed.
I.

'

c. Vulnerability of the System to Environmental In-
.

4

/
fluences

NIVs approach to carrying out its sy"stem-oriucted

regponsibilities must take into account aot only the
.

r
1.
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4

state,.of maturity of the educational.R/D&I system but'

also the political, value-laden, social - science - boded

nature of education. As we have noted in, other chapters

In this volum , 118
education is highly.vinerable to

social and political influence. It tends to have dif-

fuse goals that are subject to value judiMents and

controversy. These goals are difficult to specify, to

measure, or to use as'standards against which to evaluate

school system performance. The level of public, concern

about.schoD1 system fN.ctiohing is hig4 and educators

tend to have more problems than other profssionals in

claiming thel of specialized expertise that might

legitimate'fheir actions and insulate them from .public

scrutiny. Therefore, substantial clarity about NIE's

missions and purposes essential, and agency actions

Should be oriented toward improving the environment in

which educational R /D &I functions as well as supporting

the functioning and healthy development Of the educa-

tional R /D &I system.

d. Afultiplicity of Purpose

Central in determining ME's proper modes of behavior

must be the mission-derived purposes the agency is

trying to achieve. From a systems perspective, the

agency's purposes can be grouped into three categories:

(4) supporting the production of substantive outputs, t

(i.4., knowledge, products,services, etc.); (b) system

capacity building (i.e., strengthening the field's

institutional and personnel base and required linkages

among institutions, functions, etc.); and (c) affecting
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the system's edvironment (i.e.,.enhancing its support,

prespige, legitimacy, etc.).

Procurements tend to be thought o primarily in terms

of.thete categories, 1.e:, the dirct purchas of.RiD&I

activities to generate knowledge, produce pros ams or

products, or provide services. Occasionally, ageneles

procure capability-building activities dip ly, as in

the provision of institudIal support, or the funding

of training programs or fellowships. But for the most,

part, pfocurements are designed and managed by agency

personnel as individual projects or programs designed

to produce specific outputs.

What tends to be overlooked is the extent to which .hese

manifestly single-purpose procurements tend to have

multi-purpose implications. In almost every procurement

(or other age.y.---)Yehaviorl, more,than one of'these pur-

poses will be involved, whether implicitly or explicitly.

Thus, the award of a grant to an R&D institution to

support a specific project iay also have an impact on

that institution's capac..!,.0 to perform in the future.

(e.g., by permitting it to hire additional personnel,

by providing more experience to personnel and more

, opportunity for the sharpeningof skills and the
4

accumulation of relevant knowledge).

Consequently, it becomes essential for an agency to be

very clear about its purposes, those entailing system

building and affecti the system environment as well

as the use of sys capacity to produce substantivr!

outputs. And too. it seems important to develop some

4

JJj
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receive funding not so much 'because of the immediate

payoff expected from the project itself but rather

because of the support it is providing far a certain

type or group of graduate students, oraql:cause it is

expected that if a certain particularly talented

researcher is supported long enough he is bound to

make very substantial contributions to the field.

In such cases, defending a project in terms of its

41k manifest purpose may be difficult, but justifying

it in terms of long-term capability-building needs

may be muchtless of a problem. Or to consider a f
somewhat different example, an,agency may be sub-

,.

jecteeto considerable pressure to stipport a

particular kind of program, and the'pressure may be

substantial enough to jeopardize achievement of

508

recogntion of the legitimacy of latent as well as

manifest purposes for procurements as well as other

agency 'actions,

i. Manifest and Latent Purposes

The legitimacy of latent as well as manifest pur-

poses of agency actions is a point that merits some

elaboration. The mangest reason for supporting a

particular project may have little relevande to the

real reason, which is latent, implicit, and infre- .

quently made clear to members of the R&D community

and/orilelevant publics- A particular project may

4s

important objectives, In such a case, an agency

may have little interest in the manifest purpose
.,

of a project, but may support it for the latent

purpose of relieving undue stress on the system.
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The essential ppir!t here is that procurementi may

provide the greatest long-range payoff if they are

designed with multi-purposes in idnd, and if agency .

personnel can design them creatively to-serve
.

latent as well as manifeSt purposed. What would

seem to be needed, then, are deliberate agency

strategies-to capitalize,o6 the multiplicity .of .

consequences from specific,agency actions, to,

maximize possiblp gains and minimize possible costs

from potential multiple and interaction effects

across.the latent and manifest purposes of given

procurements.

ii.' Interaction Effects

The issue of interaction effects is one of the most

critical points overTboked in the development of
o

agency policiei. Once an agency comes to view its ,

behavior in terms of interactions among seemingly

discrete actions, an entirely different kind of

understanding emergts-of the potentially 4ar-reach-
,

ing systemic implicati6ns oe'individual'decisions

and policies.` Different purposes can interact

with one another, with procuremg mechanisms, or

with the'conditions characterizing the state of

development of a Tarticular R &1 system. For in-
-

stance,' use of an RFP vs. a grants competition vs.

funding unsolicited proposals cans have major impli-
.

cations for long-term system capacity-building,
P.

. attracting certain researchers and institutions

and turning off others. Or, to consider the

maturity of a system ar a particular time, a

r-,
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strategy thax.moy have been ineffective a Amide

ago might 11§.b14hly successful in achieving cartain

purposes now or ten years Erom now, dssumingcer-

pain aspects of system functioning have been

strengthened.

The point is perhaps made most clearly by examining

potential, interaction effects among purposes, both

within a 4ihgle procurement and across all the

I procurements made by an agency. A procurement can

lk lead to the development of a Set of products that

.

acre so well received that they have the side-effect

4k of improving the system'venvironment. Or, the

products might be jyged to be so poor (or so offen-
. 0

sive to particular segments of th,,environmenq that.

the Ade-effect is a further deterioration of the-

system's environment,. Or, to take another example,

a series of procurements could either expand or

constrict certain types of system capacity, depend-

- ins on which institutions are and are not funded to

carrS, out what types of work. (Fdinstance, the

unAgOties have been Complaining that the large
4

proportion of funding going to the non-profit and

for-profit corporations is destroying some of the

academic sector's capacity to function dffectively

in carrying out educational R/fga activities).

A

When one examines pattrns of agency actions across'

Pocurements -- i.e., when one considers potential
.6
ainteractions among the discrete procurements that

make up- an agency's "portfolio" -- interactions of

an even less obvioui nature become apparent. ACross

I
4

000
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V"
programs, the outputs may fdtce eacob other

(synergistic effects). 'Or,tey,iaNAtinteract

each Aber in the manner oftwbail7k006 called
ItPl?'"

"antipurposes" -- i.e., taking a specific action in

pursuit of one purpose may make more difficult the

achielrement of another purpose.. (The use

to procure certain kinds of research, for

might well have anti-purpose effects if a,

is turning off the best research talents,

of RFPs

instance,

by-product

suggesting

to 'them that research funding in the field of educa-

tion is unlikely to be forthcoming with untenable

constraints). Such effects may be immediate in

their interaction or observable only in 'lagged and

in second- or third-order manffestatipns. If an

agency decides to design procurements that ere

deliberately multi purpose in nature, it becomes

essential for agency personnel to have a clear

understanding of the'kinds of procurement "add-ons"

that tend to be congruent vs. _incongruent, functional

vsdysfunctional..,

Portfolio effects may be discernible within insti-

tutions as well as across institutions. It is.
common to observe how R&D institutions become shaped

by the patterns of funding that become available to
.

them. If a single agency provides.a.particuliopy

large share of an organization's total funding,

agency actions can have'the effect of moping or

changing the very do' cter of such organizations

('as, for instance, the nner io'which OE reoriented

*the labs into development organizations through

funding messages sent out around 1968). .

.

v 41.

V

I
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4,

a 4.
.

.

... A In summary; then, interaction effects need to be

cbnsidered An terms of their synergistic.effocts,
f 4

their.congruency or tncongruency with'each other,

i their lagged (and-indirect second -and third-
.

order) effects". and the cumulative ( "portfolio='s

. ...

effects within and across institutions and person-

nel.`
.

( 4

. . \

. 4.

"the'essentg. point is that multi-purpose effects

S

1

iIj

a. .

.*
are inevitable. The issue is not whether there

.

should be multi- purposes but rather whether they

'are to be recognized or ignored, apd it recognized,

whether they are to-be capitalized upOn and treated

ipta'manner that miniritzes the postikility °feria-
.

purpose-effects. (

e. Agency Conception of Broad or Narrow Mission

Thekey question a lead agency such' as NIE has to add-
.

ress is whethen its mission-id to be construed narrowly

j or broa4ly,,.
;

for this mission perspective will determine
%

1.104. the Inttl;Ote allocates,the limited.funds.under its

control. If it conceives its mission barrodly, it will

operate like all other funding agencies, making indivi-
.

dual fundingdecisionr on an individual, ad, hoc' -basis ,

6,..

considering only the merits of a particular proposal

and only the requirements" for producinga particular.
,

output. If,thowever, the lead agency mission is con-

cetved more broadly, then the agency accepts the\I ei

14.//respons bility to use its funds to fatilioate the devel-

opmeneiand strengthentng of the educational R/D&I
,.. .

system, including system capacity - building, system

%

4

rt.
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41 and system monitoring. It means, too:that
.

cy is accepting the responsibility to play an

active role in shaping the system.

A mature R&D sistem orchestrates itself. Relationships

are well developed; Particip nts know what to seek and
a

to deliver, from and to whe e, and what to expect and

trust. An immature systeminbeds help to grow, and to

learn how to achieve such self-organizing state. If

educakion is to be served y a quality R&D system, two
"

major requirements will n d to be satisfied. These

involve; (a) system bu ld'ng, maintenance, and protec-

tion; and (b) syste orche tration.

If NIE is to carry out these roles, it needs to base ikts

decisions on an understanding of the system's capacities,

as they are nowias they might become, and as they very

across different functions and sectors that make-up the

educational R/D&I system:

f. Parameters and Guidelines for Budgetary Planning'

The bUlk of theCISST analysis focuses on Selected

eductional /D&I function (research development, dis-

semination, and evaluation); the generic requirements

for quality work in each of these functional areas re-
--.

gardiess of the p articular context or field in which

the work is carried out; the extent to which these con-

dielons do or do not chaiacterize these functions as

they ate carried out in educational R/D&I; and the

mplications of this for the roles ;CIE might play and'

the manner inwhich :CIE might relate to the field so

r-
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as to carry out its-congressionally mandated mission

to build an effective R&D system.

That analysjs is far too lengthy for'us to try to

,summarize here. However, some useful parameters an4

guidelines for budgetary planning are suggested by the

analysis. The key question to be answered is: given

the immaturity of. the educational'R/D&1 system and the

consequent need for system,building, how can NIE best

allocate ite financial resources? Among the factors

that need'to be considered to answer this question are 4'

the following:

First, there are inherent differences in funding require-

1 merits for different functions. 'For exapple, both

institution building and project costs in 'basic research

ilir tend to be significantly lower than those requir ed .for

- applied research, and both kinds of research tend to

require far smaller outlays than would be called for by/
It

development activities. Consequently, the effect of

increasing.the allocaticn fot1 a.particular function by

x dollars will vary from function to function. While

that sum pight have a major.effect in strengthening

-'the functioning of basic research, it might have only

a marginal or near-zero effect if added to the funding

of development activities. Similarly, the somewhat

larger sun of dollars might be greatei than could be

product!vely absorbed im ediately bythe basic research

licommunity in education- levant areas, but might have a

decided and almost immediate effect on, strengthening
. ..

-, 4 dissemination
.
activities.
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Second, the time required to build a system will vary

across functions. For example, the time required\ to

train quality basic researchers is substantially greiter

than the time required to train development specialists.

The skills required to carry out quality work in basic

research take longer to'build and the disruption caused

by funding setbacks tends to have much longer consequen-

ces. In short, the two functions vary greatly in the

tine horizon needs of funding and the iinpact%of funding

changes.

Third, the system building process should be carried

out with a view toward balance in the rotal ikve, among

functions, personnel, institutions, sypply and demand.

Fourth, NIE is neither the only nor the largest source

of funding for educational R/D&I. Thus, on the one hand,

XIE could attempt to increase its leverage through co-

ordination and'orcheAration with ogler agencies to

achieve multiplier and synergistic effects. (". the

other hand, NIE budget allocations might focus on gap

filling it areas not funded by other agencies. Thus,

it is possible for theNIE budget to reflect cross-

agency opportunities,as well as.NIE.priorities and

levels of effort.

Fifth, considenition must be given to the minimal

/I

(floor) level of funding needed to maintain quality

, and stability withj.n a function, and to maximum (ceiling)

level of funding that can be absorhesLvioductively by a
. ,
ffunction given its current state of development. For
4

;instance, research system blinding rates arrd the ability

51i
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b

to spend funds productimekai& limited by the number

and scale of the, xisting centers of excellence. To

consider another example, funding for4.syscem building
-

must be concentrated rather than scattered around.

Sixth, there must be funding stability over time.

*Stem building is a sustained rather than an in and

out" kind of process. A three to five year period

would be minimal for any kind of system building

impact, aad wouldobe completely inadecUate for the

research function where the required ire horizon is

much longer. For total system building, an even longer

% time.frame is required.

a.

'74

Finally, from the political point of view it ma* be

vital to attempt to educate the relevant communities as

to the immature state of development of the educational

R/D&I system and to the fact that the next few years

need to be Seen as a period of long terra capital invest-

ment if we are not to be burdened in.thefuture. with the

erross of the past as we see them today.

A. Appropriate Procurement Strategies

System building must be understood as different from

procurement of a product, requiring somewhat different

approaches to solicitation. For the procurement of a

product, open competitive bidding in response to an RFT

may be a valid solicitation strategy. However, system

building is likely to require a more active stance by

the agency and a tighter degree of selectivity and con-

trol by the agency than would to possible under standard

RFP and competitive bidding procedures. Thus, there is
46
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a dilerme in' that the sole source approach is most appro-

priate for system building purposes, but there are Revere

legal and political constraints on its use. It may be

necessary to educate Congress and other relevant groups ,

as to the long-term requirements for system building and

the,differences between the requirements for system

building, on the one:band, and the procuring of products

and services, on the other.

As adcated by the Campbell panel, i t would seem essen-

tial for NIE to have a clear sense of who can best do

NIE's work, to procure from these institut-ins without .

incuiring the wasteful costs of mass open competitions,

and to develop a close working relatilmship with the.

strong talent in the field sa as to develop and improve

their proposals and their work in progress. Such pat-

terms of functioning are not encouraged by current /

perspectives in federa funding. In fact, such approaches

are viewed as unethical; leaving the offending agency

staff member open to censure (or worse). Clearly, the

approach recommended here requires' a radical restructur-

ing of the mores that surround edatral procurement of

educational R/D&T activities.

- h. Agency-Field Relationships in Procurement and Non-
.

Procurement Activities

One or the starting pdints or the `Agency -Feld analysis

was a rejection of the agency vs. field dichotomy. The

perspective that sees the agency as one group and the

field as another seems to us to be fundamentally in

error. If NTE is to vorOeffectively to facilitate

the building of system capacity and to improve the

t
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system's environment, the agency must view itself (and

be viewed). as an integral part of the field.
1.

For that perspective to develo' agency personnel must

have close working relationships with the field and

function in a basically collaborative mode.-- in

agenda buildingland refining; in program developmenti

in planning specific procurements and in selecting

tlose Olo will be awarded the grants and.contracts to

carry out the work; in.promoting collaboration, consul-

taNgn, and information flo;.T among groups in the.field;

in reviewing and strengthening work that is.proposed

and work in progress; etc.

What this means for the exercise of the lead agency

role is that a considerable amount of staff energy and

a portion Of N1E's resources must be allocated to non-

prpcurement activities -- holding conferences; attending

meetings of professional associations and pilssibly mak-

ing gresentations, holding symposia, leading discussion

groups, and meeting informally with researchers from.

the field; meeting with diverse researchers, R&D person-

nel, practitioners, and various interest groups across

'thewcouritry; drafting (or commissioning the drafting

of) issues paper for distribution to members of these

various networks for their reactions and coMments;

working with other federal agencies and other non-federal

sponsors of educational R/D&I activities as well provid-

ing a degree of coordination anal orchestration to the

whole educational R/D&I enterprise; etc. This would

seem to be necessary both because NIE is the lead agency

for educational R&D and because more funding of

5 /4 i
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educational 1106,1_ is provided outside N1E than by NIE.

This *ay mean that a significant portion of NIE's efforts,

may need to be apple; toward a specifie.critical area

even though 'relatively little of' NIE's budget is applied

to this same area. Stated another way, NIE's focus of

concern would shift to needs and not be restricted to

the implications of its budget per sea

dearly, if the agency is to act effectively in a'

collaborative relationship with the field, the character
.

and quality of.NIE'slown staffing will have a critical

impact on thedirection and effectiveness of the Institute.

For example, the NIC,role of orchestpetion requires per-
,

sonnel who have skills in orchestration and in

facilitating collaboration between people and/or between

institutions and.agendes. In Addition,NIE will need -

some personnel who have "political savvy." And, if the

research function is to be'built collaboratively with

the field,.and if X1E staff are to be able to orchestrate
ff

the diverse elements in the research commenity,'NIE will

require an internal research capability with a staff of

talented researchers who can win the' respedt and esteem

of the research co6unity. If this approach to agency

functioning is to be pis; 'into effect, staff members will '

have to see themselves in a much more active stance in

relation to the field, and be comfortable with engaging

the field in an ongoirA basis on virtually all matters,

of the work they carry out. This, too,reciuires some-

thirig of a restructuring (as well, no doubt, of at least

a partial restaffing) of the agency. -Nr

aJ

4
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i. Appropriate Funding Formulas and '.?Rules.of Thumb"

In requesting that work be carried out on the FIS issue,

it appears eller that the NCER was hoping to arrive at

(among other things perhaps) a formula for determinitig

what percentage of :CIE funds to set aside for the fund-

ing of field-initiated work. 'However, our argument has

been basically that,rio simple formulas are appropSiate,

and that the issue is far more complex than had previous-

ly been supposed.

Rules of thumb have been in wide use among funding

agencies. For instance, one rule of thumb we have

heard has been "only offer a grants competition when a

total of one million dollars can be piovided and when

you can fund 25% of the proposal submitted." There is
r

an inherent logic in such a rule of thumb -- i.e., it

is correct that the expectations of the field should not

be raised beyond reasonable levels of potential for ful-

fillment.'
.

However, rules of thumb tend too often to fall into the

trap of ignoring critical system or function dynamics,

conditions, needs and requirements. -In the above case,

the danger would be that such a grants competition would

be used in an area so lacking in' excellence that the

funding of 25% of proposals at the one million .dollar

total level would tend to trap the agency into providing

much of the funding to low quality, low-success-probabl-
.

lity projects.

The crux he argument has been that this supposedly

simple question 'is in fact embedded within other system
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issues of a fundamental nature and NIE's response to

the issue is bound to have system-wide impact. Rather

than providing a simple formula for determining what

percentage of funds should be set aside by NIE to fund

field-initiated work,.the CISST analysis called for a

radical restructuring of the agenay's relationships' with

the field and more complex (rather than more simplified)

approachis to planning budget allocations. The conse-

quences of this approach to answering the requested

question would soon become apparent.

E. NIE Response: Initial Enthusiasm, Then Shelving of the

Analysis

When the Agency-Field analysis was submitted to NIE, it was

greeted initially with what appeared to be a highly entusi-
4,

astic response, from the R&D System Support Division, the

NTE Planning Unit, and the NIE Director'i Office. The report

was widely disseminated across the 4;stitute. It was even

.suggested that a series of conferences were being planned to

periit us to meet with individual staff unitswwithin NIE's

organizational structure and to discuss the implcationsof

the analysis for the planning of their procurements and the

conduct of'their other'non-procurement activities.

However, after continued delays while the staff was over-r

whamee by other, pres sing matters; the whole project wall

shelved and the report was buried. We had met briefly with

the Director, and held a lengthier full-day session with

soipe staff from the R&D System Support Division; Also, a

contract continuation was negotiated to include our develop-

ment of a budget planning guide that would translate our

.41
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recommendations into easily understandable procedures that

.
could be used especially by NE's planning unit. But even

this contractural item was later modified to permit us to

substitute another piece of work for the budget planning

document.

The reason in large part was that within a few short months

there was no longer a client interested in the development

and use of such a document. The-key planning staff members

who had been interested in the developmeit of this document

left to work, elsewhere, and the new and remaining staff had

Other interests. Other 'top -level NIE management changes were-

also in the making. And the one, unchanging constant in the

picture, the R&D System Support Division,' remained as isola-

ted as ever from the rest pf the Institute. It therefore

was not in a position to exercise the kind of leadership role

required to reorient an agency's thinking and behavior in the

manner recommendeein the Agency-Field analysis.

Our conversations with staff members from other units of NIE

suggested that most had never heard of the report or its

recommendations, much less read it. Clearly, the report was

wordy and ponderous, and a more concise, more forcefully pre-

sented analysis might have been more effective. But the

Campbell Report a year earlier had been Concise and well

written and, though more widely read and discussed, had a

similar face. ;:llat does alllthis suggest about the conv.:2t

of educational RilleT policymaking at NIE?

51 2..;
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F. Agency -Field RelacionshiPs and the Context of'Educational

zt.

As in the case of the Campbell Report, the fate of the AgenT

Field Relationships analysis suggests: (a) the same "stop- 1

and-start-anew" eff4ct on policy development of staff and

managemeht changes; and (b) the sAme tendencY to commission

analyses and reports and then ignore the recommendations and

bury the reports, espeCiallywhen the recommendations are

not congruent wich.iproviouily-held orientations coward the

policy decisions to be made. . A

R/D&I Policynaki

1

.But perhaps even more critical, the report may have been

ignored because it was nook adequatel$, responsive to the

Iii
concerns that led to iwbeing commissioned. eNCER wanted

a simple pat fordulil to determine what percenta of N1E's

budget should bg set aside, for field-initiAted fundamental

research. Instead, this analysis siid.that the problem was
.

much more complex than that, and would require more chinking

and analysis, and that even that additional thinking and
. . 6

analysis was not likely to produce a pat formula since we

did not currently have good data on the elements that would

comprise the more comrilex approach to answering the question

(e.g the level of funding the fundamental research community

could productively use row and the rate at which this Awl

could'be expanded while still maintaining excellence in the

quality of the research output). The lesson co be learned, a

then, would seem to be give the policymaker a "handle"-Apr

meeting his need, how, even if you must tell him that hi(

problqm is more complex than he had .previously thought,:and

evon if that "handle'' is no more precise than a rough "gues-

timzate."

A
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4erhaps the strongest evidence in suptillirt of this bit of

conjecture is tofbe found in the history of the last funding

poltey issue we consider in this chapter, the issue of allo-

cating funds to the supports of field-ihitiated fundamental

research -relevant to education. We turn to this issue now.
.

. 4. Strengthening Fundamental Research

A. The 'Issues

fir dip

- What policies are most appropriate fordtrengthenihr

the conduct of fundamental research relevant to.

ok

I

.education? it

- Should a'percentage of NIE's budget be set aside for

supportipof fundamental resiarch, and, if so, what

percentage?
al

- What degrees of emphasis should be given to field-

initiated (as opposed to NIE-directed) work and to

work carried out by individual researchersind small

A

4groups of investigators (as opposed to larger research

teams)?
I.

.

c7
d o'

$

4- What'roles
4
should be played by the research csimunitv .

in the planning and conduct of NIE's research program?

. .

- What other roles should ee played by NIE, and what
1

other actions can NIE take to strengthen fundamental

research relevdnt to education?

4

4

je
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In June,. 1976, shortly before the CISST FIS analysis was re-

quested', NIE and the NCER commissioned the National Academy

of Scie'nces to prepare an analysis and series of recommenda-

tions on, the fu ing of fundamental research relevant, to

education. As d seussed abov4, the basic research community

had been increasingly critical of both the level of basic

research funding provided by NIE and the extent to which NIE

.
was prepared to fund field-initiated,work. TharequeSt was .

made-to the VAS in an effort to be responsive to "these

concerns.

The National Academy of Sciences, in cooperation with the

National Academy of'EduOttion, established a Committee on

Fundamental Research Relevant to EducatiOn, headed by Sheldon

White of Hirvard University. ,

The Committee had been asked to address three matters relevant

to NIEs congressionally mandated mission'to improve education

byStrengthening its scientific foundations. They were asked

to: (a) identify promising lines of fundamental research that
400.

were contributing to the improvement of education and in par-

ticulaT to note those lines of research that appeared

"particularly promising and deserving of higher rfority than

they are now ,

119
given' (b) assess the adequacy Of federalgiven "; 119

support for fundamental research relevant to education; and

(c) recommend changes in poli4.if any, that should be con-

siddred.

The 'following yearthe Commi tee submitted its report, Funda-
. . .

meptal Research and the ?roc s.of Education.
120

r.,

4
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C. ThI-MAS Report

The NA% report is a highly useful brief on behalf of the

value and importance of fundamental resemoch.

a. The Relevance of Fundamental Research

'The rerort defines fundamental research as "undisciplined

inquiry whose purpose is to understand mhy and hqw

education,t4es place." Disciplines identified.as

relem4nt to education include the behavioral and

social sciences '(e.g.,'psychology, sociology, anthropo-

logy, political science, and-economics) and some of the

humanities (e.g., philosophy %nd history).
121

Though not requested to do so, the Committee allocated

a sizeable portion of their effort and of the report to

arguing the "relevance" of fundamental research to"the

improvement of education andtto showingrby way of exam:-

ple just how fundamental research hascontributed and

can contribute to education. Thee Committee was respond-

ing here to the skepticism expressed in official

Washington at that time as to the value of the federal'

governTent's continued support for fundamental research,.

especially in the field of education. As they expressed

it4Mhemselves in the report, "Our reading of government

documents and reports on edu&tion, the testimony of

government officials,before Congress, and our discus-

sions with congressional staff and program officials

greatly increased our concern with these questions

Consequently, they reformulated the first que4rstion asked

of them (i.e., identifying promising linel; inq*7

1,2
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in need of priority attention) into a somewhat different

set of questions: How does education improve? How does
.

:fundamental research contribute to the improvement pro-

.cessl What makes it highly ",,relevant"? The latter"

question was, no-doubt, a response to the oft-heard

criticism that fundamental research is rarely 'elevant" ,

0 'v
Ikto the pressing problems faced by educators.

g

The Committee's answer to these questions took .the

following form:

... what makes fundamental research relevant is the
improved knowledge it generates, which in turn is
a condition for more useful views of how education
takes plicer new visions of what is edilcationa)ly
possible, stronger commitments by those lobo edkate,
and improvements instruction and educaEional

... fundamental research has had its major and most
useful impact on education through thegradual,
public diffirsion of new ideas and concepts that
have been assimilated into the expectations, prac-
tices, and resources of education. These have
.influenced practitioners' views of reality; their
vision of the achievaM,itheir'know how, and their
commitment to act....

le

This "diffusion of ideas" notion was tied to the rertia

der of the Committee's aigument, the need for Quality

'work an the requirements for such quality work -- i.e.,

higher lev,als of funding, administered in a way that

allows greater autonomy for the field:

' We believe that fundamental
education is basically a de
explaining how and why educ

' places, time; and groups of

esearch relevant to
elopment of ideas for
tion occurs across
people. The quality

dr

L
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of this development is reflected in the validity of
the new concept's and understanding that gradually
diffuse to educators'and the public, where it stands
its ultimate test: the degree to which educators,
1/4students, and citizens find the new ideai more use-

ful, more sensible, than the oldways of thinking.
In turn, the quality of fundamental research
depends(heavily on the standards of those engaged
in it a on their resources for systematic obser-,
vation a areful analysis building upon the work
of others, responding to emerging possibilities,
and examining the many realms in which basic educe-
tith-chl, processes occur. These resources depend on
two factors insufficiently represented in the
practice of federal polidy today -- commitments to
financial support and flexible management that
enc?ur4ges self-directed fundamental inquiry. 125

The Committee then devoted a full chapter to illustrat-

ing the contributions to education made-by eight selected'

areas of fundamental research: a detailed appendix!,

-the same poidt was made by means of a study of citation

patterns among basic research journals, educational

research journals, and education magazines written for

practitionersz, The data showed that basic research

literature from the behavioral and social sciences "has

)
considerable impact on the writings of educational

researchers and practitioners.
u126

b. Assessment of Federal Support of Fundamental

Research Relevant to Education

The most important siniie section of the Committee's

report is their critique of federal policy (especially

NIE polity) on the support of fundamental research

relevant to education, Though they acknowledged that

`the kind of data needed for their analysis were (at the

time the report was prepared) "sometimes unreliable or
Ls

is
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unavailable",
127

they Proceeded to base their analysis

on the data available tothem at the time.

The key points they make in their critique are the

following:

4
i. Total Educational. R&D Support Level

Across agencies and programs, federal support for

educational R&D is sizeable: "The total^support

for education R&D is quite large -- 33 percent of

All social R&D, and 3.6 percent of all federal

services to education -- or just over $.5 billion."
129

Research Support as a Percentage of the Total

R &D laigAL

Federal agencies that sponsor R&D relevant to educa-

tion differ in the percentage of their R&D budgets

they allocate to research. In some, such as the

Department of Defense or the Department of Coimerce,

as much as one-thiird of their R&D budgets go to.

research. Their estimates for OE and NIE, however,

are that less than 10% of the funds go to research

while More than 50% goes to demonstrations and

around 252 to dissemination.

tii. Basic Research Support as a Percentage of Total

Research Support

When the.data ar_spnsidered together for all fed-
.,"

eral agencies that sponsor R&D relevant to education.
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approximately one-third of the total 'of research

support goes to basic research. The percentagVis

even smaller (22-29%) when atteCtion'is restricted

to the agencies directly concerned with research

in education, and smallest still (15-20%) when one

,examines the data for OE and NIE alone.

iv. Basic Research Support as a Percentage of Total

Nucatien R&D Budget \

The data for all ederalagencies engaged in social

research show that 11-12% of total federal` fund- .

ing is allocated to ,basic researi However, when

the data are examined for only those agencies con-

cerned with education, only 3-4% of R&D funding is

allocated to basic research. When attention is

restricted to OE and NIE alone, that figure is

further reduced to 2%. The cOncluiion of the

Committee is that fundamental research relevant to ;
4

education is a low priority item in federal agen.-

cies who are responsible for supporting or improving

education, and lowest of all in OE and NIE.

v. Fundamental Research Support Under NIE Compared

to Fundamental Research Support Prior to 1972

:.:orst of all, from the perspective of the research

community, research was receivfhg less support from

NIE, both in absolute and relative terms, than it

was receiving prior to the establishment of NIE

which was explicitly mandated to strengthen the

scientifi.and technolpgical foundations of

3:2G
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education. In 1968, research was receiving approxi-

mately one-third of total federal R&D funding,

basic research represented approximately 13% of the

research budget across federal agencies, and OE

allocated approximately 7% of its R&D budget to

basic research. In 1975, research was still re-

ceiving More than onr third of R &D funding across

federal agencies,,but,in OE and NIE together, -.

research was receiving around 10% of R&D funds and

basic research was receiving 2% or less. Not only

the percentages bu4t even the dollar amounts avail-

able for basic research in education declined

between 1968 andf1975. While federaf support for

educational R&D activities in general has increased

in recent years, fundamental research support has
a

not shared in this growth and tins even suffered a

decline in available dollars.

vi. Uneven Quality of Work Supported

Some of the R&D activity that has been supported

has been of high quality, Sesame Street being an

outstanding. example. However, much other work has

been- poor in quality, largely because it has not

been adequately informed by the existing knowledge
As.

base from fundamental research, and because quick

solutions have been sought in areas where existing

knowledge was inadequate as a basis for such

solutions.

In our judgment they -represent an ill-advised
trade-off of scientific quality and future

Nis
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'understanding for promises of immediate pro-
ducts and superficial benefits.130

Unfortunately, mans of the new R AD programs

for education hav-alit built on what is known;
have contributed Utile to what is known, and
have unknown or little 1....,Ipefulness for the,

practice of education..' Demonstrations and
development projects, for example, have been
conducted with inadequate or no pla-nning for
their assessment, and attempts to evaluate
them retrospectively have proved to be of
limited value. Overevaluation--or more pre-
cisely, unfocused, poor quality evaluation- -
is another probl. Even more serious are
those projects that contradict what is known
scientifically, build on an inadequate base
of knowledge, are ill designed to fill gaps
in understanding, or require quick, predic-
table answers from scice that are inherently
impossible to achieve.'

On the whole... we believe that thg federal
government has adopted policies that encourage
superficial and wasteful research that has the
appearance of relevance but lacks the sub-
stance of general' principles. We recommend a
significant redistribution of emphasis toward
more fundamental research in education and
toward a more meamed approach to education
R&D of all kinds.

Clearly, what was call d for, according to the

.Committee, was a higher level of support for

fundamental research, to increase the iikelihosd

of producing sound.e..tolutions in the future, The

Committee did not view this as dependent on a

higher NIE budget. Rather, they argued that

there should be a redistribution of emphasis

within the current level of resources, which seemed

to the panel to be "clearly sufficient.
133
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vii. Procurement M6chanisms

e

Of all the procurkent strategies that might be

used to solicit researckq the Committee carhe out

strongly in favor-of unsolicited propoials as "the

most productive tool yet devised for managing

research without destroying freedom of inquiry.
134

Grants competitions were also treated favorably.

'The argument for these mechanisms was based on, the

Committee's analysis of the characteristics of a

productive research environment and the attendant

conditions the fe4eral government neededito create

inforder to facilitatethe development of this kind

of environment. The requirements noted included:

a setting in which expert -criticism flourishes (as 0

would be the case under peer review of proposals);

time; and
4.
openness and flqxibility, needed especi-

ally for exploratory research.

( viii. Lack of Active Lead Agency Role

NIE was criticized by the Committee as not adequately

fulfilling its responsibilities as the lead agency

for fundamental research ielevant to education.

Unfortunately, service has gradually. pm4hed out
research, and applied work has driven out funda-
mental work. During Fiscal 1976:

- Less than one-third of the NIE budget
was.allocated to research.

- Approximately 11 percent of the NIE bud-
get (or $10 million, includio e 1976
transition quarterYwas claXmed b,. NTE
to be iillocated to basic research.

7
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Accor=ding to our estimates, fundamental
research obligations actually incurred dur-
long the period totaled a little more than
$5 million, or 5.7% of the budget....

a'Retearch investigators in universities,
labs and centers, and elsewhere had no clear
idea of the overall intentions for research
.... Programs for research'were abruptly
terminated; sore were announced but not
funded; and deadlines for proposals were
sex, in some instances, two weeks or less
after the program announcements were re-
cLi.ved by researthtIrs.

- The staff of NIE had diverse and contradic-
tory perceptions of its policy for research,
especially fundamental research, but nearly
all agreed that fundamental research was of
lowest priority and was be first item sub-
ject to budgetary cuts.")

The COmmittee called on NIE to adopt and implement

"a clear strong policy" on funding research and to

exercise a strong leadership role for federal

sponsorship of research.

The National Institute of Education ... can
and should differentiate its rolefrom those
Of other agencies..., NIE's programs should
establish a position of leadership in research
rdievant to education..., It can concentrate .

on problems that require more basic understand-
ing and involve the interests of more than one
agency. The Institute can take the lead in
anticipating issues and in stimulating pioneer-

., ing-research in education. Promoting better
' coordination of the government's research

efforts in education is another task that NIE
should undertake, There is currently some
interagency communication, but NIE's role
should be more active, The lack of coordina-'
Lion is more a problem of wide gaps and lack
of leadership than of undue overlap or,pn
absence of communication.136
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ix. Call'for Advisory Groups

As the Campbell Panel had similarly done before it

thi.Committee recommended that NIE establish. one or

. more special advisory groups "for obtailini the

advice of the scientific research community on. its

overall research,directions and quality....Distire-

guished basic scientists and scholars working' with

citizens and 4ducitors would help to formulate the

research directions, appraise the general quality

of work, and identify important educational problems

amenable to scientific inquiry.
.137

c. Recommendations

The Committee's recommendations were few and were rela-

tively straightforward. They fell into four areas. They

called on NIE to:

- reemphasize fundamental research (to beoperation-'

alized by allocating a higher proportion of the

federal egucaiion R&D budget to fundamental re-

search);

- improve the scientific quality `of funded R&D by

providing for a more active role by researchers

in planning and reviewing R&D programs to make

certain those that are undertaken are based on a

strong knowledge and mot undertaken simply be-

cause of the significance or'urgency of the

problem area);

5Ji
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make more extensive use of field-initiated pro-

posals and peer- review systems to fund research,

. and establish separate budgets and review panels

for field-initiated work; and
'Re

assume a more active leadership role in the

federal research effort, by adopting and implerent-

ing a clear policy in support of fundamental

research, taking a more active role in attracting

first rate talent to educational research, support-

ing long-term: work on important problems,

encouraging piOneering research, and adopting

personnel policies that would give the Institute

a capability to adequately understand and interact

with the researchers in the field.

D. .The NCER Programs Committeeld1Renort and Draft Resolution

on Fundamental Research

A short time after the NAS submitted its report on fundamental

research, the NCER Program Committee prepared a brief report

of its own (summarizing the NAS report) and a draft resolution

on the sponsorship of fundamental research.
138

They noted par-'

ticularly that the NAS had concluded that: (a) fundamental

research was a low pOority item for agencies responsible for
/

managing educational R&D; and that (b) NIE had not adequately

fulfilled its mandate to strengthen the scientific and tech-

nological foundations of education. The NCER Program Committee

accepted the argument that "If the knowledge upon which applied

research and development projects are based is inadequate, the

J Idt.),"

I
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likelihood pf their producit valid or beneficial results is

doubtful." While there is already, as described by the Pro-

gram Committee, "a considerable body. of fundamental research"

that exists to serve as abase for many kinds of R&D projects,

their statement indicated that this knowledge base needed to

be extended. They therefore callecL for a'subssantial in-

crease in NIE support of fundamental research relevant to

education, so that NIE could "fulfill its potential, for

aiding major long term inptOvement in education."

The draft resolution: ia) specified set-aside percentages

and target dates for allocations of NIE's budget to support

of fundamental research; (b). called for maximum involvement

of the research community in planning research agendas and j

making decisions about researchjo be supported (through-

unsolicited proposals, participation in development of guide- (

lines, roles in review panels for specific proposals and for

review of NIt's overall fundam tal research program, working

with research associations and organizations., etc.); (c)

called on the NTE Director tcrwork with other Lederal

age cies through the Federal Council on Educational Research

aid Belelopment 6i4toordinate the support of fundamental
....

research; (d) mandated that the NIE staff include a "substan- .

tial number and propoi-tion" of comIztent researchers with

. recent research experience; placed in "positions of respon-

sibility in all activities of the Program Groups affecting

fundamental research decisions"; and (e) specified reporting
4 f

requirements to insurd adequate implementation of 'the reso4u-

tioh.and its annual review by the NCER.

Oflireatest consequence.was the section of the resolution

dealing with the alloc4tion of funds:

A.
r-

I
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h) At /east half of 'the minimum thus allocated (10% of
the Institute's funds in FY 1979, increasing to 15%

sq.

538.

least 20% of the Institute's

support fundamental research
FY 1979, and by FY 1985 thi's

at leaft 30%.

4ph

c.

funds shall used
relevant Co education
shall have40.ncreased,

by. FY 1985). shall* be used =for research grants to

individlial investigators or small groups of inliesti-
1# gators-

.

A footnote to the draft resolution indicated that some of

the mmbers of Cat Program Committee agreed' with the

intent of this section of the'resolution but preferred,word-
.

ing that did not specify set -aside percentages or target

dates. The wording preferred by this gro was- the feilloing:

- 4
a) A significantly greater portion of the Institute's'

budget shall be used for fundamental research in FY
1979 than in 1978.and each year thereafter until a
levelis reached that is satisfactory to'both the
Director and the Cduncil.

. .

b) At least half of the f di thus allocated shall be
used for research-gr nts to individual investigators
or spall graups o investigators.. `

+t)

The 0ISST Anal sis Stren thenin' Fundamental Research

The CISST-poli. ,s\tegel,hdd been woricing closely with

several units P,..at the time tita_NAS Committee submitted,
,

reports. and the NCER Program;Committeee
4. S

oluEion:" Ile had been given conies 91 all
.

and a'skedlnfOrmally forour reactions:

after providing st of theie re actions and discussing'them

with 'several staff, CISST was asked't; prepare a formal cri-

.tiqu'e ofthe issue and the relevant documeints.111This was
-

f

L

ilg draft and final

issael its draft r
CI.

' of-,these documents
4 ,71A

1
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included in our contract modification, substituting this

critique (forlihilA there supposedly was an,interested

audience) for the budget'planning document we hed-earlier

been,eiked to prepare ap a folio nip on .the Agency4i4e

analysis (before NIE lekthose.staff members in the NIE

planning unit who,had constituted the interested audience

for that analysis). '

4

V a

139
We summarize below the key points in the CISST critique.t

a. A galaaced Perspective Needed on Support for. Funda-

mental Research and Other R/D&T Functions

NTE Chas lead responsibilities,fot all'aspects of educa-

tional R&D, not just for fundamental research. While

the NAS Committee was charged to examine only fundamental

research., NCER/NIE deliberationtshouldipt,consider

fundamental research aparrfroth its other areas of res-
.

ponsibilities. NCER/NIE have. the responsibility to

balance policies4nd strategies across all aspects of
.-

educational R &D, a balance not present in the NAS and
o

NCER documents and'potentially threatened by the NCER

recommendations.

while it is valid to consider the need for strengthening

114

fundamental research relevant treativion, NIE also'has

responsibility for and must give consideration to need

litentificationt applied research, development, and dis-

semination. In light of its responsibility for
.

educational problems and practice, NIE must also give' .
4

consideration to such matters as polity research, train-

ing, and technical assistance for users of educational

'I
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' R&D outputs. In addition to conAideratioh'of each ot.,,
A, .v

.these areas individually, NIE must also 'give considera-
.

-

-ution to orchestration and system.building'athress.these

areas. Simply put,.NIt must consider educational R&d.

as a total process bf innovation.
-

. .0

'his requires that Nu give considefatiOn to: the need

to balance 'NIE's responsibilitieS'acxo;s each of these .

areas;. the need for a balanced rate anelevelof deve140-
4r

k 'twit across each of these areas; and-"NIE's

for the impact of educational 05'1M: the educational

operating system. Here, thtn, several basic questions

must be.asked whioh are it Asked in;either ttligrNAS or

. NUR Program Committee reportk.

- What are the needs in/A1 orthese areas for which

NIE has responsibility?

- What are the relative leveli of funding required

for significant impact across the various educe- .

tional R&D related areas?

- What impact would variows leveinf funding for

fundamental'res4arch have on NIE's ability to

fulfill its responbibilities.in other educational

R&D areas?

The NAS and NCER have concluded that education-rejevant

fundamental *search shouli4 strengthened. However,

because educational R&D is relatively young in this

country, all educational.R&D areas need strengthening,

thoush in vdryix degrees. In particular, some people

.10

'1
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.
let...;:;

.
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need aprfied'res'-garch;4.1.se,,emi-
w .

and impleMen' ti'01144Aliiation'suOtit:t;to. be

ich deAfoT!'etrengthenfne"

fi. .'44ue'41 dqes'fundaAntal research.

rf.

CatrS i gle,r
;.. .; 4'; /

. . nafitiP

area4

!
'.

N

'1....,-___ b. *IIIC9nte*t efLuti entalllesearch 'Relevant to
: .

ill.

!
.

. Vrhqrs ire at 1east,:several critical co,rigiderations
. /.. 0

Wfath fun4ing deoision1.4or ehucationl,reIevant
. -

,mental `research shobld ;be based.

.
.

It

First, excellence dtFYitical to fundamental reseerch,-,....

in any field. Funding. levels greater than what can be

used effectively by Kigh.quatity'researchers and re-
.

search institutions simply invite ,application by and

4 distribution of fundsto.low quality researchers and

'research institutions. Thus, funding must be provided

in a manner which carefully selects high quA.ity-programs

or projects and screens out low quality ones.

**

'Second, if excellence is a critical' requirement, then'

the capabilit;of the field to absorb and use produc-

tively increased levelsof funding for fundamental

research is limited by the available base (i.e., the

4 availability of high quality fundamental researchers

and fundamelifal research institutions). Simply put,

'the fewl.4 the numbey of available igh quality funda-

mental research personnel, e lower will be the level

of fending for fundamental research projects which can

be productive.

4
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Third, the current base of fundamental researchers and

research institutions also libits the rate at which.the

fundamental research community can be built up, for it s

is the -existing personnel and institutions which, provide

training for new fundamental research personnel. Further

training of new, high quality fundamental researchers. f

does take time. these considerations are constraints

on the ability to improve or strengthen fundamental

research through increased levels of'fqnding, and these

are not issues considered in the NAS oriltER reports.

.. ..
:

.,.:

The existing base of high quality basic researchers

within equAation is smalland this operates as a con-

straint on the rate at which the field can be built up.
..

-,,,,

The numbers of.quality fundamental researchers and '

research institutions in areas ,relevant to education is
4

more substantial, but the low prestige of educational,

research tends to act as a constraint 00 attracting

large numbers of these researchers to education.'

.c. The Inherent Funding Requirements of Different Kinls

of R /D &1 Activity

Different kinds of R/D&I activity have different inherent

cost requirements. Compared to applied research and

development, the costs of. funda;,ntal research are rela-

tively sms11. Doth.applied.research and development'

,have requirements of scale several degrees of magnitude

greater than the scale requirements of, fundamental

research. Differences in sectors and ,disciplines make

precise analogies difficult. In areas such as drugs

and chemicals (which involve "hard" sciences and which

$ ,
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.have very h gh levels of industry involvement), funding.

maifbe as m ch as ten times greater for applied research
t

(and one hun red times greater for development) than for

fundamental research. In the "sorter" socia' sciences-p,,

the differences in magnitude's of funding may not be so

great -- but they are still significant. In the social

sciences, funding for applied research typically two-

to' -foufr times greater than for fundamental research.

4f
The implications of this is that funding for fundamental

research tan be increasedsignificantly without under-

z.
mining the fun4savailable49nd needed) fox other R&D

functions. At the same time, theri is also an implica-

tion that funding levels for fundamental research are

not typically 20Z to 30rathe total combined funding '

for fundamental research, applied research and develop-
.

ment. .50

d. /mpact of Various Levels of Funding for Fundamental

Research on NIE's Ability to Fulfill Its Responsibi- .

lities in Other Educational R&D Areas

The NCER Program Committee has recommended that 207 of

NIE's budget be allocated to'undamental research by

11979 and 307. by 1985. This recommendation can be properly

evaluated only in the context of NIE's responsibilities

for all aspec,ts of educationll R&D (need identificatism,

fundamental research, applied research and development),

as well as for dissemination and implementation/utiliza-

tion of the outcomes of educational R&D. Allocation of

30% of NIE's budget to fundamental research would leave

only 702 of NTF'S budget fords other R&D-related

1'
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responsibilties:. Since applied research and develop-

. ment both tend to require much higher magnitudes of

funding than does fundamental research, the efiect2of

the NCER Program Committee's recommendation could be to

weaken IE's capacity to meet funding needs for applied

research and development' -- as well as funding needs for

stE's other education-related R&D areas of responsibility.

e
Consideration must also be given to the fact thatiNTE

does have fixed expenses for administration (12-14% df

its budget in recent years) a nd other commitments for

,Which funding is allocated te.e, ebntractbrei commit- 1

meats, programmatic commitments such as the implied

three to five year commitments to SEAs involved in the

State DisseiLation Capacity Building Prograi, congres-

sionally mandated comTitments such as recent legislation

relating to the labs and centers), Fixed expenses and

Commitments cannot be automatically removed or reduced

to reallocate funds to fundamental research (or to

any other R&D-related concern). Since fixed expenses

and commitments already repreient a significant portion

of NIE's budget, increasing NIE's fundamental Asearch

allocation to 20-30% could be accomplished only by using

funds from the "uncommitted" poftion of NIE's budget --

therebx,significantly reducing the level of the discre-

tionary portion of NIE's budget.

This simple fact raises at least two serious questions

about the LACER Program Committees recommendations. (a)

;Iould the remaining uncommitted portion of NIE's budget

be adequate for NIE to fulfill its other R&D-related

responsibilities? And (b) Would NIE have the level of

5
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flexibility and discretionary use of funds it needs tq

respond to anticipated or unanticipated changes in the

education#1 R&D context, promising new developments in

any area of the total educational R&D process, the need

to balance the levels and rates of maturation across

all educational R&D functions, etc.?

e. The Critical Need for Stability Over Time in the

Support of Fundamen'tal'Resarch

`Stability over time is very important for fundamental

research. Thus, vhile we recognize, that perce,ntages can

be useful for administrators, we do question the wisdom

of allocating a total budget percentage (10%, 20%, 3O

or whatever) for fundamental research. If NIE'p budget

increased significantly, a total budget percentage basis

might well result in more funding being assigned than

the personnel/institution#1 base of fundamental research

.could usefully absorb. The other side of that coin may

be even more.worrisome: if NIE's budget decreased signi-

ficantly, a total budget percentage basis would require

cutting funding.allocations to fundamental research

projects -- thereby introducing an instability which

would likely be highly dysfunctional.

f. An Alternative Funding Strategy for Fundamental

Research

In light of the abovediscussion, the need would seem

to be to develop a funding policy which is both effective

in strengthening fundamental research and feasible given

the constraints discussed above nnd the need for balanced

,5 1 i
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funding across R&D-relaied areas of NIE responsibility.

We suggested in our analysis chat there was'an effective

and feasible alternative strategy which we describe

below. This alternative assgmes that a certain amount

of prior work would be done before the implementation of

this strategy, and that in particular this prior work

would produce analyses and estimates on such matters as

theGlevels of funding which the fundamental'research

personnel/institutional base is cureently capabYe of

usinl pro.!..v.:tIvely; the relative nand for fl.,ndLng ac:oss

All aspects of the educational R&D process; etc.

1. Targat:-Dollar-Amount Level

The alternative strategy we suggested was that NIE,

establish a target-dollar-amount level for NIE

funding of fundamental research relevant to educe-/

tion. The target dollar amount level would likely

be greater than the urrent dollar amount level.

The use o
Jr

f a target-dollar-amount level for increas-

' ing NIE funding of fundamental researchiwould serve

several purposes and would have several advantages

over a percentage-of-budget basis for funding.

Both dollar-amount and percentage-of-budget formats

would demonstrate the commitment of NIE to a policy.

of strengthening fundamental research. Both would

provide targets or goals tobe reached. However, a

target-dollar-amount basis for funding Would also

allow NIE to relate funding to the capability of

the field to use funding productively and would

protect fundamental research fuhding from fluctuation
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or instability in NIE's budget. A percentage-of-

budget basis for funding would not serve these

purposes. The, specific target-dollar-amount 'level

would be established on the basis of realistic

estimates of probable NIE budget' levels, the cap-
,

ability of the field to productively use funding,

and consideration of NIE's mission responsibilities.
c.

ki. Review of Target-Dollar-Amount Level at Five

Year Intervals

The target-dollar-amount level would be reviewed

at approximately five year' intervals. This is

essential sincwit cannot te assumed 'that any

specific level, once set, is 'either "written in

'stone for all times" or based on "perfect wisdom."

The target level does ;represent definite commit-

inent which is based in well-considered judgment".

At the same time, there mu be -view mechgnisms

which can take into account such con t changes

es significant changes in nett overall budget

levels, increased capability of the field to use

funding productively, etc.

While a review prOcess is needed, the review must

be neither too often nor to seldom. If performed .

to often (e.g., annually) , there, is not ndeqate

time to measure and weigh the changes noted above,

the danger of instability Ls reintroduced, and the

force of the funding commitment is undermined. On

the other hand, if. the review is performedtoo

seldom (e.g., every ten years or wire), adaptation

5 tj
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to context changes may come top late to be.,effective

and tha concept of "review" becomes gperationally

meaningless. Thus, we suggestedllie review be per-

formed approximately every five years.

iii. Annual- incremental Percentage- Growth of :41E';

Fundanental Research Budget,

In order to reach the tA4e.t-dollar-amount level

specified as policy, N-IE would establish as policy

'an arwal-incremental-percentage growth of NIE's

fundamental research budget. Any increase in NIE

funding for fundamental research must take into

account the current capability of the field to'use

productively increased levels of funding and the

rate of development of the field over time. An

annual- incremental- percentage basis or increasing

fundamental research funding takes both of these
. .

factors Lkito account: ' Indeed, the specific' annual

percentage set as policy would be based on informed

estimates of these two factors.

This strategy is based on the premiss that fundamen-

tal research by its'Ifery nature requires a rather

steady growth rate rather than a one-tine/short-

term spectacular growth spurt. If deemed wise and
.

feacible, the incremental percenta;e could be htgher

in the first year in order to bring the level of

fundamental research. funding up to the level at

which the field is currently able to use funding

productively.' Regardless of what is decided on

that issue, the specific Annual percentage for
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incremental growth should also be subject to review

approximately every five years (for the same reasons

as those considered above for reviewing the target-
.,

dollar-amount level at five year intervals).

If should be emphasized that the percentage formula

recoyyphaed here Was a percentage of NIE's fundamen-

tal,r16earch budget,, not of NIE's total budget.

iv. Baling Project/Program Selection on Standards

of Excellence Regardless of Totals Available

to'be Spent on Fundamental Research

It wouldseem essential that a strategy such as the

one recommended.here include in it a proviso that

funds 'set aside for fundamental research wodlalle

used only when programs or projects meet the cri-

terion of researcher and/or research institution
Be

excellence (as well as any other criteria estab-

lished by NCER/NJE).

v. Flexibility in Growth Rate

Provision would need to be ade that for any given_

fiscal year, the annual ercentage growth rate may

be temporarily suspended for a one-yeay period,

with the comelem.entary provision''that the,level of

funding already reached would not be reduced.

We have stressed the importance of not providing

levels of fundamental research beyond the capabili-

ty.of the field to use productively. An inflexible

5 eJ
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growth in funding levels does not take this -factor

into
4

accomnt. .The above provision provides.the

needed flexibility -- 1.e., if as y time NIE

finds tha:\helevel of produc it ve funding has

peaked (temporarily), it may suspend the annual

increase in the-funding level. At the same time,

stability would be provided.in that the level of

'finding already established would not be reduced.

The intent of a poliey of annual increases in

funding level would b2 protected by the provision

that a suspension would be for one year 'only.

Continuation of the suspension (if valid) would

require an annual decision.

vi. No Target'Dates for Reaching the Target -Dollar-

Amount Level

We recoimended that no target year be established

for reaching the target-dollar-amount level. Set-

ting a targe4 year may sound good atoarst glance,

but it is unnecessary and the effect is simply to

rigidify the process, thereby leaving NIE less able

to adjat_the process to the capabilfty of the

field or'to changing conditions (e.g., a period in
, .

which Congress does not provide for the increases

An NIE's budget needed to increase allocations to

fdtdamental research).

vii. Monitoring the Field's Capabilities

As part of the implementation of the above policies,

NI.E would need to continually monftor the capability
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of the field to use fundamental research funding

productively. This could well be carried ouewithin4
the framewoikof.the Education 1CPU Monitoring-Program

7

arted by NIE's R&D System Support Division. This

provision would also serve the secondary purpose of

developing and maintaining close contact between

NIE and the field and keeping NIE'aware of who in

the field is best able to carry out needed work.

g. NIE's Roles as Lead Agency

As thellead agency for educational R&D, we agreed, NIE

should be carrying out three roles in relation to funda-
.

mental research, beyond merely providing funds for

fundamental researchers.

.

One required role is to provide leadership in system-
,

building for fundamental research relevant to education.

At the very least, this role implies the need for poli-

cies and strategies that; (a) facilitate the development
1P

of linkages among disciplines, among funding agencies,
t

and among fundamental researchers; (b) provide for the

)training of education-oriented fundamental researchers;

(c) build and strengthen centers of excellenceffor

education-relevant fundamental research; (d) provide

stability; and (e) increase the status of educational

"research. A system building role also implies that the

system-building-potential of a specific project should

be a major criterion for project selection decisions.
J

A second, 'closely-related role is that of orchestration:

(a) facilitating communication dross disciplines and 00,
vm.

46,

5
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among fundamental research personnel; (b) working with

the fief l in identifying particular'artag of fundamental

research ;flash appear to have a particular, significance '

a lead role in. cookdinating

rams'and projects across fund-

to 'develop synergy across 'pry
linking fundamental reseatc

Jor education; (c) Lpk
.

. fundamentalresearch
. .;

Ingagencies in; order

'and projects; and (d)

"upstream'' and "downstream".R&D functions.

It 141.,

Implied in this citchesteation role is _yet a third role

for NIE a coalescing role. Fundamental research

relevant to education ishibighly scattered. -It,ievolves
1

a variety of disciplines, each with a variety of research
!>

areiS potentially-relevant to education. Funding for .

this research is.scattered across many funding agencies.

.0

Education is generally a secondary concern in these

varied disciplities and funding'nencies. The education-,

relevant tundamental research "community" is,at best

= loosely am4 weakly linked. Education-relevant research

is not per se of high-statuS. Thus, there
-

wou d seem tot

be a strong need for a coalescing' core or u e*s whicArif

can:', (a) coalesce leadership in, ittfiel , (b) scan the

gk. varOus education-relevant disciplines to identify"voign-
o.,.

tie). for synergy across lines of research; Ind (c)

perform the syst iin building and orthegtration roles.

rt

h.F. The Agendy-Pield Issue

td:ig4

= A basic issue in
44 4
to the rale of a

the NA? and NCER

.14

I,

strong field Bole

R&D is thS role of the field in relation

majariunding agency such as NIE. Both

Program Commit4n repots callbd fOr a

in review, in aS%at ing NIE in s\v

, .4
or

_

sr-

I
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researcjh needs, and in initiating fundatental research

/11 pto,jects. The Nak draft' resolution even included a
P,

provision that 50% of NIE's fundamental research funds

-be Allocated to "individual investigators or small groups

of investigators."
a

In developing a policy on the"way in which. the agency

should relate to the field, there seemed to us eo be
.

some important issues that needed further consideration ,

and clarification:

One of these issues_is the level of consensus among

40 researchers in the field about such matters as: identi-

p, fication of key questions in need of answers, adequacy

or appropriateness of diffirnt methodologies, lines of

research: which appear to be most promising, etoi,.. There

field consensus is.low, it would seem appropriate for a

funding agency to work with (but clearly not be direCted

by) the field to determine areas and nidects or fund-

% ing. That is, the agency would be fairly active in
,

molding an4 selecting from what the field has to offer

rather than just respondipg to scattered field - initiates

proposals. On the oter'hand, where field consensus on

key issues is high, such an agency role would seem less

necessary and an approach that was highly' responsive to

field initiated proposals would. seem quite appropiiate.

Thds, it is incumbent on NEE to determine the level of

field consensus on key fundamatal research issues s.e.-

fore setting a fixed policy about field- initiated %

proposals. However, pending such.? determination; it
.10 4

0
appears to us that in

(

many areas fundamentat-esearch

relevant- to 'Education is more nearly, cha4acterized.by.

.4

.
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low rather than high consensus. If this is indeed the

case, the lead roles of orchestration and coalescing

betome especially importatt.

A second (and related) issue is the need for system

capacity building iq....relation tofundamental research
,

relevant to education. As we noted earlier, this role

implies that projects should be considered in terms of

their potenta.aJ.ur system capacity building as well as

i

v'n'terms of their quality and substantive output. .An
.

erview agency such as NIE is more likely than the field

to heve an overview perspective of total system building

needs and to be specifically concerned with this issue.

Pi 4

The basic implieationrof the above :kicuSsion is siMply
WO

that there AV lead roles which can be performed only

.by a major funding agency such as NIE and that these-

lead agency roles are especially important when'an R&D
I,

'system such as th'it in education is relatively young

1 .td imnature.

N
However, haVigg,saidthis, it is nov important to balance

the discussiOn by point out, in agreement with NAS and

the NCER, that the field musehaveta strong rolelln the

' fundi5gfrocess for fundamental research. Fundamental
Ar

research is a highly uncertain process-. It is difficult

to d4termineyhich tin's of research are "most promising."

The'knowlehe and perspective of.researchers are needed

if adequate evaluations are to be made A. We 'Oality of

resevch proposals..

.

. t
The pracAca'lquestion at this point might seem to .

How can the "lead" role KNIE and the."strong" role of

A

4

4
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thi field be reconciled. Actually, this is the wrong

question. It implies that the agency/field issue is ap

"either-or" question. We suggeited instead that the

nature of fundamental research in the educational witext

requires a highly collaborative agency/field relation-
.

ship. In order to develop and maintain such a close,

collabora tive relations hip with the field, NIE would

need to.have 'fundamental researchers on its staff. And

# would seem'advisable to have these staff researchers

continue their involvement in research and have as a'

major responsibility maintaining close contacts with

other members of the field. The "either -or" question

thus gets translated into a matter of determining the

most appropriate modes of collaboration. 1Indeed,' if NIE

has active'researchers as part of its internal staff,

NIE becomes, in one sense, a part of the field.

1
.

. 4+..

Ttoth the NAS report and the NAS resolution 4t heavy
,

emphasis on the individual researcher or small research
.-.

team as the most appropriate or,productive reede for

fundamental research. Although we do not question the
.

.10 impoitt1feiof individ. 9a1 researchers and smalliteams
, .

as part of the fundamental research community,,we do

challenge the perspective that this mode is..th only
41W

(or 'Oven the rain) approach to fundamental. research
4

ornecessarily evqn the most productive one. Such an .

---,1implication doe. not take cognizance of "ric at trends
.

\toward the use of teams in fundamental _arch\- 'n.la

number of areasi, The need for system cap citj, building

suggests the wisd

carried out in se

of a strategy of supporting research, 4.

tings hat can be characterized as

"centers of excell e" =nd which by their very nature 4"
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must be institutions where there is a "cluster" of funda-
.

mental research personnel who can interact and strengthen

each other's work.-

There is no evidence for the assertion fA,the NAS report

that the unsolicited proposals mechanism represents the

Aft productive tool yet designed for managing ftinda-

mental research without destroying freedom of inquiry."

The disc.Ission of 'this issue ia the NAS renort failed to

take into account how unsolicited and agency-suggested

proposals should be viewed in terms of such matters as

.NTE's lead agency roles, agency/fie/d relationships,

10 selection decisions regarding lines of research, etc.

/

In short, this contention fails to 'consider the matter
4 (

in as complex a manner astboe question requires. It ;

needs to be rethought, along with the proposed policy

for funding fundamental research as stated in the NCER

draft resolution.

F. NCER Response

The CISST analysis was-greeted with some enthusiasm from those-

within NIF; and LACER who had opposed all along the percentage

set-aside approach to the support of,fundamental research. .

The CISST team even received a-warm and gracious letter from

the head O:f the NAS Committee which had prepared.the funds-
.

mental research reports acknowledging the validity of some

of the points we had made.

However, the cipai resolution passed by the Council was.vir-

'tunny identical to the draft resolutiori preplred by the NCER ,

I

r ,
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. .

:Program Committee prior to the CIS'ST analysis. The only
A A .

4,- -: changes involved additions -.- a tefinition of fundamental

. research relevant' to educallion, and a call on Nit staff to-- _ 1

carYy oup activities to ditseminate research ragalts'and
.

support the utilization of.research results in the formulation

of research plans, educational programs, and educational,

policies.
140

The C/SST analysis had in no way affected the outcome of the

Council's decision making, and, to. the bast of our knowledge,

had little effectoe,,even the deliberations which preceded

the passage of the Council resolution.

C. Strenethening Fundwental Research and the Context of .

Educational R/EGI Policymaking

As in thp casq of the Agency-Field analysis, a report commis-
1,

sioned 'by an agency was essentially ignored in the decision

making process for which it wad supposed to provide some

assAstance. The fundecental (research analysis was consider-
.

)ably briefer and better writt n than the Agency -Field report,

so presumably hulk and ponderousness were not significant
.

factors here. And here, a specific policy alternative was
7

proposed that gave the Council a handle on their immediate

policy problem.

5,1t the 4,A, renson4 for the lack of influence of, thel*nalytis

were probafay ouch the sar.e asthose Operativein the case 'Of,
0

the Agencv-field analysis. Again (and here even more directly
.

and intensely than in the case of the Agency-Field report),

(a) the recommendation; of the commissioned report were colt-

trary to'the previously-developed policy inclinations- and
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biases of the particular body of decision makers; and (b) the

report's recommendations required a more complex approach to
.

the problem than whht the Council felt it needed. The Council

had a precise formula ready to bymplemented immediately.'

What the CISST
A

analysis prodded was a reasonably specific

approach to developing a formula but with the numbers needed

for policy implementation still blank and essentially unknown.

So:-e prior work :wind need to be done to develop estimates of

how much fundini: the field could productively use at this time,

etc.

Both the Agenc7-Field analyiis and the analysis of funding

policies fortstrengthening fundamentA research had beenkom- ,

oned as a result of the NCER and NIE desire to be

re- onsive to pressures-fro71 the fundamental research commun-

for a see-aside for NIE knding of field-initiated

Lynenmental research. Being res?onsive Often requires strong

gestures, not calls for addiyonal work ro develop more ap-

propriate policies. Now that the gestUre has been, made,

though, the ques,tion reMains: kill the needed knformation be 4

gathered dhd thd analysed performed so that*Ore appropriate

policies can be develdibed some time'in the future?

V., ebpING POLICY ISSUES IN NEED OF EXPLeiATION

4 -

"The funding data and analyses which have become available in the I

.

last few years ha..e tas.ven us A Long 4010 tot.eard understanding what

is clearly, the funda-ental 'west iota in analyzing' the allocation

of resources. Who receives h w much from whom for what?
H141

The bett..r our answers become to that set of questions, the sounder
4.- - .

the bose.
r
for a WpproacF the key quest ions to be tackled by

. .0
. A 4

4
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policymakers: What should the allocation of resourcestlook like?

. How 'should funds be distributed across functional areas? across

types of institutional performers? across substantive problem

areas? etc. And onwhat bases should such decisions be made?

011.

One useful approach to answering the question of the distribution

of funds across functions was taken in a recent article by Ward

Mason and Carnot Nelson. Mason and Nelson pointed out that in

rission 1,eacies if.is'common to distinguish between direct and

indirect KPU strategies:

%;

Direct, typically short range, strategies focused on the
solution of particular priiblems.

- Indirect; typically long range, strategies which emphasize
the building"of resources and capabilities for conducting
education KPU. These would include support for fundamental
research, building a cadre of highly qualified persmal,
and building general purpose.dissemination systems.'4'

each set of strategies requires different kinds of considerationi

in deter ining ;how fundinz should be balanced across fuhctions.

For direct strategies, as described by Mason and N'elson, it

woudd be inappropriate to allocate funds by KPU functions on an

a priori basis: Instead, the allocation would be based, first,

on the priority problem areas selected by Congress or by the

agency, and.then on:

(1) the state of the'art for each functifIn within :the area,
and (2) what the organizatio'il and personnel capaiiiIlties
of the KPU system are, in regard to each of the functions in
that area. For example, if the knowledge base is well de-
'teloped but there are few curriculum materials which
incorporate what is known, then development should he

t1
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emphasized, with due allowance for the role the private 8ector
plays in curriculum development. If, on the other hand,
products are available but are untested, then evaluation and
demonstration are called for.

Once the area and functions have been 'specified, it next
becomes necessary to examine the availability of perfortrs.
If the field is such that there are a number of well-
qualified performers (either individuals or organizations),
then some form of competitive procurement would appear
appropriate. If, on the other hand, there are few capable
performers, it may be necessary to cycle back into a long
Tango capacity building effort; this beco..:es part of the

indirect ..rate4ie.s.10 .

In s%ort, for problem solution activities, the allocation is

arrived at after considering a host of factors! the problem area

to be Tackled, how strong the existing knowledge base of each

functiora area is with regard to tackling the given problem area,

how well d veloped the institutional and personnel base of the

field ha been devetoped with regard to meeting'that particular

need, etc.

Indirect strategies, howevri have been treated differently, and

here s priori approaches to allocation decisions have often been

made -- for instance, the =ER decisign to allocate 20% and even-

tuallytually 302 of NIE's budget to the support of fundamental research.

Allocatiims to resource building (e.g., building capacity in

certairi kinds of institutions, providing training programs,de-

veloping dissemination networks, etc.) are often difficult td

justify because they are generally not linked directly to the

solution of particular problems, glid mission agencies are problem

oriented. Therefore, the peTcentage set-aside (illustrated by

the LACER allocation to fundamental resear'ch)11Mtoften used as the

only sure means of channelling funds to resource building require-

IPejl S

0
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Those who support this approach tend to see the setting of funding

levels "mOre or less arbitrarily as a percentage of the total

effort" ap a reasonable strategy, ne.different from arbitrarily

determining the appropriate percentage of total effort than can be

allocated to an institution's "overhead. "".4 Tarrying.out funda-

.mental research .is a kipd of "overhead" or support activity

necessary for a healthy R&D system, just as the existence of a.

strong disvemination network would be, 'or the provision of train-

ing for personnel, or, in the case of a given institution's

overhead, the provision of an admi'listrative staff or a typing

e. pool.

Mason and Nelson'counzer with the suggestion that there must be a

. better way: "The view which we would propose is that it is possible

to increase our ability to make intelligent allocations of funds

for indirect strategies.
,145

What is neede'd, is developing a.

better understaading o'f 'show our institutional and human resources

function to generate and utilize new knowledge.
166

In short.,

what is neede4,1s an understand ing of how the system works and

the gathering of the kinds of data needed as a basis for sound

policy decisions.

All of our.own taork has been based on the very same premise. We

have seggested at several pointsotin this chapter what some of the

remaining unanswered questions are. In this concluding section,

we bric.g4together some of these points about funding policy'issues

in ne! of e::;1crc.:1,-.1, ::nd :he k4,n1.; of %!rtta that roeq to be

gathered and analzed for futur policymaking on funding issues.

1. Current Cost,

A. Problpm Areas

How much has it been costing to do quality .educational R/D&I

10

4
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41.

work, in different functional areas, on dif&erent problem areas

for which the knowledge base is more or less well developed,

and for which the institutional and personnel resources are

stronger or weaker? .

A few cost figures exist in the literature, for..i.Qiurtce, tht

costs of producinstSesame Street, the NSF Course Content Impro-

vement Program, and the Far West Laboratory's minicourses (all,

referred to earlier in this chapter). But clearly, there is
. .

a wide rang of .educational R/D&I work that has been funded,

SO7C of it has produced quality outputs, and surely there mst

be wsubstantial amount of ,funding data on these projects

that might help us develop a better. understanding of cost

requirements (as well as requirements in other areas such as

tine, personnel, state of development of the existing know-

ledge and technology base, etc.).

We need to develop a clearer sense of how much it costs to do

quality work of different kinds. Some problem areas arelOIMIli,

to be more costly than others -- because of the state of

development of the existing knowledge and technology base,

because of the kinds of Rip&I activities called for and their

scale, etc. We need to develop a handle on these cost factors.

The data are there in funding records. But they hal not been

analyzed and reported on, and e are therefore lacking this

basic kind of information.

B. Functional Areas

Similarly, the same kinds of data should be able to shed ,some

light of! the costs that have been incurred acro s functional

-areas (the'costs of fundamental research vs. app, research

vs. development, etc.).

This becomes a bit more difficult to analyze, but might be

approached through data on longterm efforts where inform-
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Lion e(isps on the costs incurred by different components

on an overall effort. For! instance, it might be difficult

to pute cost figure on the body of fundamental research on

which IPI was based, but there is probably good data on how

much was spent on applied resdernhA on development, on fleld-

testing and evaluation, on implementation supports, etc.

. Similarly, the.cost histories of manyof the other outputs

produced by educational R&D performers over the fast decade

''and a'half might be analyzed in similar fashion, to shed some

lighton the cost factors for different functions. We have'

some, idea of thes,e cost factors from other fields, but no

good information on thi's for the field of education.

C. Institutional Performers

.4

Aresertain kinds of institutions more cost-eifective for

carrying out certain kinds of work? Assuming equal quality.

i were possible in an academic institution and a non-profit

research corporation, would it be less expensive to mount a
.0

major.research program in one rather than the other? It

might be assumed that becauie of existing facilities (libraries,

laboratories, concentrations of expertise, etcJ the costs

would generally be less in a university. Is this in fact true?

To consider another wiample, it might be assumed that,SEks

are probably the best sites for mounting major dissemination

efforts, because of in-place linkages to Ple*LEAs who are the

ulti-ate tarots of the disemination strategies. 14 this

true? Are there ways oftdetermining relative costs for dis-

semination strategies emanating from different typ s of

inscitutibns? Such attempis would probably break n if
. .

the analysis were carried to the point of looking f r relative

s j
. .

cest per vidlof effectiveness" (however that might be

measured in such an amorphous area). But surely there is a
.

great deal of data that might bd analyzed to give us some

handle on the queation'of cost variance by types of performer

-organizations.
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2. Generic' Factors

t
.

A. Cost Differences By Function
4

We suggested earlier in this chapter that, there are inherent

cost differences across functional areas. Because of dif-

ferences in the scale of activities generally required, -

fundamental research tends to cost considerably less than

applied research which costs substantially less than. develop-

ment werk, etc. We considered some estimates for the hard

an! soft sciences on tI-.ese cost dif5erentiels. Is it possible

. to-develop more estimates, from a wider range of fields, and, '

4. ,within education, across a range of problem areas? Even if/

the estimate s developed arelfar from precise for'application

to educational R/D&I, the exercise would likely shed agreat

deal of light onsome ofthe factors that make work in.one

functional area-Zi"ecostiy than work in another. At some

future time when funding estimates are needed for an alloca-

tion decision the insight gained from this analysis might

be of consid rable use. Which of these cost factorsmight
4

3'4
be Txpectedfto be operative here, and what might t is suggest

about the allocation decision to be made?

B. Rates at Which Capacity Can Be Expanded Per .Functional Area

We also noted eerier that there are differences among func-

tions in the rate at which their institutional and personnel
,/

base for quality work can be expanded. These differences are

related in part to thq amount of time it takes to train the

needed personnel, to establish the needed.ihstitutional struc-

tuxes and linkages, .to build up .a usable knowlede/technology

1Sase, etc. Fundamental researcper.; take considerably longer

to train than applied researchers, pd all researchers tend

to require more trainifig than development specialists, who

in turn tend toetake longer tof5ain to a hith'level of com-

petence than dissemination specialists, etc. The length of

40 or

0 CI
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training required is relat&I to the

that needs to be absorbed,the

too the level of skill that defines

4 in each functional area.

amount and type." knowledg

of skills, and probably

competenc'e" and "quality"

ft
.

(Considerably more information is needed to plit more precise
.

numbers to these statemnts. Soule insight can be gained from

the'date-on these questions aciposs a range of fields.: But,

in particular, we need to examinenazhaps in.retrospective

fashion and through assessments(by knoe.edgeables, how long'

it has taken quality personnel to develop competence, in.

different functional areas, given different conditions (e.g.:

existence of formal training programs vs: seat-of-the-pants,

on-the-job, learning) . We need also to develop estimate's of

how these rates night be changed by provision of cert.tip,'

conditions that did mot exist earlier (e.g.:- training -

programs, professionalization of R&D specialties, Improved

411

information flows of various kinds including existence of

new special zed journals and targetted communication programs,

etc.).

3. Contelstual Factors: The State ofVevelopmenc of Different lw

Functional Areas in the Educational R/D&I System Today

I

How much' capacity building' activity will be required before certa'n

kinds of work can be carried out inthe quantity requireA to meet

needs and with an adequate-level of competence?.

For what kinds of work, in what problem areas, is there a strong

knowlgfe and technology base chat is'alreadylabIe"to support .-
t

quality R&D activity?

What lIne;' of fundamental research show strong, promise of having

significant implications for education but need considerably more

'work?

I.

te;
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r

. 11 r

..What 6-khnoroiiei are best, an -least well developed for the conduct

.0g educational R/D4.1?

. . 'L..:
,...

i whatn wh functionil areaseas aad onJwhat substantive problem a4 reps is , -.
/ , :!

then already in existence'a Strocig fristitutionil .4pd,personnel' s a

base? '/-11 what areas does the idstitutional anderipnnel base need'

to be strengthened?, Which of these repreAnt the, Vie -test priority
. .

areas? .1q:

a
i

.
9

..

.

.
.I.

4 '

0 b Given the scale or ,the existing quality base in,gadh junctional
I..,

N' area (and perhaps too in enb substantive problem area), what is
! ..

.

,,- ':the-minimuth level of funding required to,maintaip that existing

, llvel/of capacity? b
1 C

I
/1 I

e
.

Ir.
What is.the_level of funding currently ing spent"prodOively"

.

,.11 in.each functional. area and iweich priority problem .area? Mis
.

e
. Itit11,"ino dopbt, require assessments by panels of expert judges asked

6
.

to distinguish between projects that have and have not,-spent their
0'

.1114%
funding productively.) 4

. ,

.

4

*N. 44

I

xandihg Canacity, do' ""--.7 \

,411. 4
j".- "1

0441

Hbw long'is it. likely to tette, and how m6ch is it 1 rely o cvs,

to' expand bise of qualUipinsatAions anApersonnel in each
'J.functional area tip various specified lev$1s of strength? What

alternative strategies, are likely to have what effects; at what
.

costs?* 9

-. i At a
/ Given the existing quality base in each lunctibnal area and.in

O . . .

.* -.e

..., .

*.
. .eadh,major. priority problvvrea, and estimates of the rate at

...
, uwhich thetquality basercat beeexpanded through various alternative

o rii...'

.., strategies, what rate can the funding level be expliged pvedec"...."
. "

. ,

,tively in each area? . %
4 .

., .'
. .

A

4

Given Variations across fbncOltal areas ireintent Costrequire-
4

4

.11.

gin

'

A..

..

6
411?I

4-'
,1

4
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mints, in the amount of capacity bundling required, in the

*
inherent

cost and*tin* requirements of capacity building, and in the rate. at

which capacity ineach can be expanded while still maintaining a

high level of quality (given the existing institutional and personnel

base in educational R/D&I),'what allocation of funding across funq-
.

tional areas would seem to be suggested as ilkeded at present for a

helathy educatiliel R/D&I syStem exaritling at a reasonable rate

toward greater maturity and higher levels of quarity? a-.

-

5. Fundir,:. Multi-Purnose Procurements and Agency AA011ns. and

Needed Analytical Eck

The thrust of the above discussion is-heavily'oriented toward funding

requirements for,system cagecity building. However, mission agencies "

must focus on substantive problem solution relevant to agency missions.

We have dealt with this problem elsewhere and summarized our inaiysi§-

in a .previons Section of this chapter describing the Agency- Field

Of . Relationships policy issue. The basic point we tried to.make in that .

2
.

.1 ,

analysis was'that agency actions (bolb procurements and other non- ..

procurement actions) should be
4
planned-wfth wiltiLpurposes in rtjnd --

l

4

00

that whileAunding a particular program to solve a particular

substantive problem, ertain kinds of planning and
d
ecision making

could ttrueture what is done so that capacity building and/or environ-

ment-inipro4ing objectivds are being achieved at the same time land

through the same projects as the direct support of pioblem solution
. . -

.activIties. ., .

t
. .

e
. 0 .

.

'''
j

0
0

.i
.

.

0 +N.

'Ultimately, we would hope.that agency plannes would be able t?Nmake

imppicitly'or explicitly and concretely) of m multi.-

grid type qf project Selection and budget plAning

that would focUs attention on threerfactors: (a) sub-
. .. 4 t

'ci of projects and programs (as these re late to agency

d priority problem areas); (b) system capacity building/

use (either
P

dimensional

instrument

stantive fo

'missions an
.

..

1/6440.
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S
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capacity malnt4nnee, reOirements; and (c) the existing pattern

-1 of funding of the above across all the'sponsors of educational R/D&I

activity. .
/

'

v
Balance acrossf4iverse requirements migtit be assessed in terns of

",.... -

how wall- a range of different needs. were shown to be met by different 'it

w
grid patterns produced by different allocation decisions taken or

a

,,firproposedlmbalances.might be teadily pinpointed through such an
._

. .

insi:rument
:

as a06IIs allocation shifts needed-to bring funding haa.
10 -

into gre.:.:r balanee a_roas areas.
*s.%

What we are suggesting ie. clear ly complex, and clearly will'iequire.0
. - _

a considerable amount of data gathering anifinMYtir 16%7'

.41
,

, it can be made workable. Nbnetheless, Ach of the data already'AD ,

, ex'sts in one fOrmor another, or should exist if NIE's Eductiorl

KPU Monitoring Program is td function as intended. II it were
.

. '4
possible to develop such .a

4
n igstrument, it woold take.th4 Veld a

.

long way toward the "better way" Ler dttetmining bow to allocate .

... . .

fUnding aeross'functional areav(or institutionaLperformv or i

816.

.other system elemeints) called for by' Mason and Nelson. And chatly,

even if such an effort steeds in onrVappreaching the'goal of pro-
,

_clueing such an instrument, the enterprise should:aled a great" deal-

of light on sime of die significant unanswered finding policy questions
°

-
outlined above., And ,too, the kinds of thinft*irequired and,the

kind of information gatheredldould likely provlde the *field with a

4" great deal of new insight into tde workings of the educational'

R/DII.system Without such an .approach, much' of thi
. I.-

ova systcm's funding policy is ,likely to continue be made oha some

what ar4trary'and ad hoc basis* without adequate considerStion of-,

long-term effects on educational R/7 6I in this country.

4.

6

I
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the Public Health Service, 5%; Defense Department, 5%; the National ,En-
downent for the Humanities, 4.; and the Assistant Secretary for Educa-
tion, 47;. See Mason, Nelson, and Somers, Federal Funding_for Education
Knowledge Production and Utilization: KPU Function2 By Agency, op. cit.,
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Lion. ' Researcher, Vol. 4, No. 4, 1975. We refer to Cuba and Clark's
;7)71Ttrirational perspective" in several chaptersof our analysis.
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Information flow-is a critical element in the functioning of any R/D&I

system. It is essential to the develOment of a cumulative knowledge

base to enhance the operations of each separate RID &I function, to peratit

the integration of RID&I activities across functions, and to provide the .

kinds of criticism and feedback needed tp improve R /D5I outputs.' The

literature suggests that major advances in the knowledge base of a field
-

come aboyt through the formulation of new theoretical paradigms,

followed by Infor;ation c:%change among researchers critiquihg And

exploring.the implications of the paradigms and looking for problems

and errors in need of revision or ways to apply the paradigms.

Further, it appears that majOr advances are rarely made by individuals

working in isolation More (often, what is needed is a critical mass of

talent interacting, either in the same organizatipnal setting
2

(micro

level information flow) or through'well established commugication

channels in the field as a whole (macro level information, flow).

--information flow in education is clearly one of the most significant

points of weakness in the.fielewbasic capability for advancement.

We have come across information flow problems in our analysis of

virtually every R/D&I function'we have considered -- those functions

on the KP and the KU ends of ,the KPU spectipm, and the linkage func-

tions in between.. Our analysis suggests that several kinds of inter-

ventions in the existing patterns of infamation exchange could provide

leverage for improving the total KPU system of the field. We explore

some of these in this chapter,.after prsesentpg our analysis of

existing patterns of information flow in education and the kinds of

problems that characterize those flews,. .

At least three distinct patterns of information exchange need to be

tonsidered to understand information flow problems, and attenddWt

policy and management issues, in education: .(l) KPU information flows
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within and among R/p/II systems external to the opefating system;

Ae(2) KPU information flows within the operating system; and (3) !CPU

informdt ion flows between°external R /D &I and operating sysfims:

f`f
We discuss the latter two patterns of information flow elsewhere

in this volume. Our chapter on the dissemination function in

educational R/D6I takes note of many of the weaknesses in'infor-

mation flows between the and KU communities in education. And

information flows within the operating system are given some

attzntion in our chapter on the implementation and utilization

functions in educational R/D&I. 4e wills.therefore restrict our

attention in this chapter to the KPU information flows within and

among R/D&I systems external to the operating'system,*

For the most part, this entails analysis of the-exchanges of scien-

tific information in the research community". Although it would be

useful to have information about information flows among develop-

went specialists, or dissemination specialists, or change agents,

there is as yet little in the way of organized professional

"communities" or networks in these speciality areas, relatively

weak and diffuse information exchangeichannels, and no research that

we have been able to locate on information flows these profession-

al commu ernities. The is a clear need for research of this kind.

However, for the present, we will attemptto synthesize only the

t literature that is already available, and therefore the narrowing

of our subject matter should be clear to the render. We will be

'alluding to the broader domain but focusing here on information flows.

in the research community.

Sk

*In a subsequent draft of this chapter already in preparatiodq we will
be denling with-the broader topic ofinformation flows: including

. iiformation flows among R/D&I specialities1pther than research and also
cohering information flows within the dperating'system and between the
practiand R&D communities. Much of the material presented here is in

summary
(

form In thq current draft.

ti
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I. KPU INFO FLOW EXTERNAL TO TUE OPERATINC.SYSTEM

We include under this heading all information flows that impinge on the

need identification, research, develbpment, and evaluation operations.
. .

that take placqpin KP organizations external to the operat4 system..

For ease of presentation, we pte the terms "researchers" and isresearchv

as shorthand references to all personnel andtfunctions on the production

end of the KPU spectrum. Therefore, when we write, for instance, about.

the social organization of "researchers," or about information-segking

behaviors of "researchers," we are in at referring not only to those,

will identify themselves as researchers but also to devIopers and the

evaluators who work with researchers and developers in product design,

testing, and refinement. Similarly, when we consider "research" areas,

. we aro including here not only topibs or problems actively pursued by

researchers but developers and Rgievaluators.as well.

In generic terms, information flow systems in all knowledge-producing

fields (particularly scholarly fields) can be described in terms of the
L

following elements and their interrelationships: (A) the research areas

that make up the active research front of knowledge production in the

field; (B),the social organization of reseachers working in each

research area; (C) informAttion exchange surrounding professional'

association meetings; (A) the primary publication outlets of a field;

(E) the secondary publications that facilitate synthesis of new

knowledge and 'retrieval of written sour &es of information; (F) the

information- seeking behaviors of researchers in attempting to meet

their information needs; and (G) formal information systems and

agencies established to acquire, store,-and permit retrieval of .

information. The literature is highly suggestive about what each of

these elements might look like in an idealized KP information flow

system,' and how far from that ideal information flow is, in education

as well as in other sectors.

.1.
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1. The Relevant Literature

A well devefoped, cumulative, highly useful literature on information

flow systems appeared in the late 1960$ -and early 1970s.. From this

literature, we can get a very clear sense of how information flows in

highly developed scholarly disciplines such as the physical sciences,

and what some of the key weaknesses are in the patterns of informatieri

flow that characterize other fields of study such as education. We

have fowl four bodies of literature particularly helpful for our

analysis.

A. Analyses from the Sociology of Science and the Information

Sciences

A fasciAaFing literature appeared in the 1960s on the growth

and declide of research areas and the patterns of social relation-

ships among researchers that'eccompany the emergence, development,

and later decline of a research area. The seminal work here was

Kuhnis The Structure of Scientific Revolutions which first

appeared in 1962.
3

This 'study stimulated research on the social

structure of scientific fields and technologies and the various

kinds of communication mechanisms (both formal and especially

informal) which facilitate information flows and provide quality

control in the cumulative development of the kaoWledge base of

a field. Some of the most exciting work in this area was done

on exploring the phenomenon of "invisible colleges" as a particu-

larly effective form of social and communication structure

approached in varying degrees by different research areas.
4

In addition to the emphasis in much of this work on the

importance of the informal communication mechanisms if a field,

a googi,Ideal of empirical work was also focused on the formal

communication mechanisms of a field, particularly its association

P
%, fI),
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meetings and journal outlets. Most bf this body of research was

done by Garvey and his associates at Johnatopkins University who

studied the functioning of scientists and engineers in nine

disciplines Or fields.of study, including.education.
5

The work

of the Hopkins group is especially interesting because it-pro-

vides comparative data and a comparative perspective across
. .

different fields.

B. Ermpirical Investigations of Information Flows in Education

The American Educational Research A'ssociation (AERA) played a

major role in the late 1960s and early 1970s -'in promoting,

sponsoring, and serving as a forum for analyses of information
.

flows and communication'networks in educational 'research. This

seems to have reflected the interest of the AERA leadership at

that time in stimulating the development of the field of edu-'

cation in the direction of the scholarly disciplines. AERk

statements, have taken note of the significant applied component

in much of educational research, and the association has taken

pains to describe-ii9elf in terms of the Ras well as the R in

"R&D."
6

Still, the AERA viewpoint implicit in its publications

on informatiort fl seems to reflect the suggestion by a

discussion in one AERA symposium that the field shnuldftrY to

act like aloodiscipline even if it is not one.
7

Much of the literature on ,information flow in eiucation was

published by the AERA (particularly in its journal, The Educa-

tional Researcher and the American Educational Research Journal).
8

And too, much of the research that has been condueted'on the

topic has come about through the

or the activities of some of its

Subcommittee on'an Abstract and

Educational Researchers)%
9

The
ma.

aotiveinooperation of the AERA

work groups (for instance, its

Infokation Retrieval System for

AERA was ope of the nine pro-
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fessional'associaxions to join in the study of Garvey and his
......-

associates at JohnsHopkins. And. several, of the analyses that

have appealed are based on research done on the AERA's 1968
.

annual meeting and the research presented there.
10

Nelson,
.

. .

who was a member of the Garvey'research team, prodaced several e

pieces on this research as well as additional studies on ttle'
v,

field's journals and information-seeking behaviors, and? then

continued to publish thtu4ht-provoking pieces in the Educational

Researcher on the weaknesses of he field's communication

)E
11

mechanisms. In addition, the RA published a
,

symposium of

pieces-that brought together the work done on information flow..4,

in other fields with he work done by the Garvey group, as
.

well as a discussion of the "invisible college" idea as it

might applyto education, and some overview pieces suggesting

that at that..time the AERA was considering moving in the direc-

tion of more active intellectual as well as political leadership

of the fie
.1

d.
12

We shall consider all of this literature in

some detail in our presentation. ,

Several analyses have been published about how researchers go

about seeking information, their information needs and information-

seeking styles, and the implkcations of all this for institutions,

agencies and formal information systems established to permit

acquisition, storage, and retrieval of needpd information.

The best single'sour

Crane,
13

who came fro

e on of this is a review. article by

s Hopkins and who has herself con-

tributed several important pieces of research in this area

including a volume on invisible colleges.
14

What makes the

Crane review patticularty helpful is that it not only provides
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an overview of the lit4tature on infoAnation-seeking behaviors

but also synthesizes it with the material on the growth of

research areas, the social organization of research areas, and

formal and informal communication mechanisms. For us, it was
. .

clearly the single most helpful/source in the Tole literature

on information/flow.

,r-

In addition to Crane's analysis,. there are several ocher pieces

in the literdture on informatiln-seeking and information needs,
t5

including some -particularly focused on edu.lational researchers

and practitoners.
16

D. Literature on ERIC and Other Formal information Agencies,

Xnstitutions, arid Systems

The field of inform science ptOduCes at good/deal'of litera-

ture for its own internal consumption; it has even reached the

stage of develOpment where the field,produ,ces in annual review'

volume of the state of knowledge on different key toOlils.
17

Some of the literature is helpful for providing insight into

some of the generic-issues of information flow that plague

libraries, computerized infrmation retrieval systems, and

other agencies and mechanisms that have been-established to

facilitate information flow.
18

The ERIC system has 'produced
-okt

a larie,literature about itself, and some of this is also

useful, for identifying some pf the information flow problems

, that continue to be troublesome for educational KPU dAirte the
4' -19

vast investment of'repources chat haA been mado 111.411Cve

Ih the sections which follow, we will summariAe,what we have
3

learned from all this literature -- about information flow

in education and in other fields -- and we will consider a

numbet of possible policy and tesearch implications.
L

05114p6
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2. . KP Information .Flow Systems: Generic Model

A. Research" Areas

Theoretically, any field of kdowledge productionis divisible

into a number of actively pursued researdt areas, each defined

as "a set of closely related problems thatls vied by scien- t

Lists who study them as a discrete entity.-- The research

front of a.particular field of knowledge at a given1Soint in
c
time may be made up of hundreds of such distinct research.

areas, linked at vaitious points of overlap trherelone research

area is drawh on in exploring another, etc. Hypothetically,

it should be possible to map these research areas, showing how

closely or distantly related they are,.one to another, where the

points of overlap are, and how the reseafch areas' of one field

draw on (and therefore overlap with maps of) the research areas
/0

.

that fall primarily within other fields. The linkages and areas

of overlap caR be determined by analysis of citations and .

,..

patterns of informallommunication among researchers trying to

Mind' and exchange intormation.
. 'r

.

Research areas are dynamic --, constantly changing, appearing anew,
.

A... growing, declin4g.. At any one point in time, a map of the research

.areas of a given field might include some at each stage in the-
.

..
research area life cycle of slow growth, exponentia,1 growth,

lineargrowth,, aneiradual decline :. The stage reached in the

life tyZYt.-6f an 'particular research area is deterMinel by
4

analyzing for each year the number of net publicaCions and the

number of researchers publishing for the,firtnime in the

40tesearch area.

Ok. IL .

A

r

4
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D. Social Organization of Research Areas

O

a. Prerequisites for Emergence ofSocfal Organizatidn%of
4

a Research Area

The concept of a research area is tied inextricably to the
.

notio7of the social organization of a research area. A

social system of informil communication networks emerges

is,a research area experiences rapid growth. As desciibed

in the literature:

i 1

Gr t

lc
h of an area,is stimulated by intriguing findings

o y a new and untested theoretical model . . .

The ideas aftracE scientists to the research,area,
which Begins to expand rapidly in terms of publica-
tions and authors. A few highly productive scien-
tists set priorities for research,.recruit and
gain students, and maintain informal communication
contacts with other members of the area. As the
.implications of the seminal ideas are exhausted or
become increasingly to test, new scien-
tists are less likely.to enter tile area and old
members are likely to drop out; this reads to the
gradual declinof the size of the membership arett.22

4
. 4

The prerequisites for the emergence of such a social system

appear to ,be institutionalization of the research role,

rapid growth of theresearch area, and social contacts

among researchers. Wherever a significant amount of

social contact and informal communication develop among

researchers working in a given research area, it becomes

possible to talk about the social organization of a research

area gild' the existence of a "research community"23 tied

toopher by a se of intellectual problems.

b. Patterns of Social Organization

4
. Several patterns of social organization have been delineated
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(

,within research areas -- e.g.: "social circies," with.%

vague boundaries and no formal' leadership but much indirect
0

influent and interaction within the circle; "solidarity,

litgroups," ch as a teacher and his studentsbind collaborators;

"highly .c6herent groups,'! such as a school of thought'that

is"trying to overthrow the dominant
.

position an a discipline.
,

or research area; "loose communication networking," where
4 t

scientists have various kinds of loose ties,and contacts

with researchers in their own and other research areas.
24

The one pattern'that has excited the most interest is the
At

most highly developed Of the forms of social organization,,

. the "invisible college. "25 AV

c. Invisible Colleges a

An invisible college is described generally as a relativgly

small group (100 members at most) of eminent, productive

scientists in a research area, who maintain freguev., in-

formal contact with one another through such means as

preprint exchanges and participating in the same "commu-

ting circuit af meetings and collaborative tirojects.
26

Within any invisible college;,,we tend to find a hetero-

geneous social organization made up-of A few stars sur-

rounded by aiarger number of demisters and satellites;

Included day be not only active knowledge producers,,

knoWledge synthesizers,- individuals who serve the group

politically or-administratively (e.g.: 'in NIE or AERA),

various others.characterized as troc.badours (carriers Or.
0

up-to-date news and gossip through the.college) and scouts

(knowledge providers).
27.

'They revievt each other's books

and referee each other's aiticles,thereby assuring the

'publication of these works, even when the manuscript is .

submitted with the author's naine.rcmoved. This happens

4

r- ,

4.) qj
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a
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f

- because they §hare the same pattern' of thinking, thesame

. jargon, the same methods, etc.,-and therefore find each

other's.work totally. acceptable, and generally mores°,

than the work of another author who uses different jargon,

methods, etc. Often they received the same training at!

the same universities (characteristically'"ata'rting at a ,

major university un4er the sponsorship of a major figure

in the field"),
28

and thereftirt the invisible college
I 4

functions somewhat in the manner of an "old boy network,

. with Qr without intent. members of the invisible college

'know each other, and they respect each other's work and
a

capabilities. They further each'other's influencethrougb

recommending one another for epernings on editorial boards,

advisory.groups, or review panels, or for positions as

consultants. andOf some significance ,in identifiingla
aiw4

specific invisible college, they cite each other's work

and-build.on each other's findings..

:-;,

Theie hfive been .som*i.methodorogical problems in identifying:

actual invisible colleges in many fields.
29

It is unclear .
; ..

ft_

whether that should be interpreted to mean that they do .

not in.fact existathese fields, or that they exist but

the methodology for identifying them is nc.1.....rt sufficiently
. . .

developed. Regardless, the question of importance to

policy makers may not be so much whether they already,
%......../

exist in a given field, buk whether it is possible, to

create them by active policy int itention. The importahce

litof this question cannot be overe imated: for achieving
4

the -basic goals of any knowledge producing fiethe
. I

invisible college mechanism is fax superior to any other

form of social ovganivation operating in research areas.

a

To 'develop a high quality,k4W'1:dge base as rapidly as

possible}, cumulative knowledge production is essential. e
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A feW major advances in a field may seem unrelated to

all that has gone before, but the great bulk of knowledge

production. in a field builds cumulatively on previous

work. (Even the major advances when studied carefully

enough are likely to show the influence of earlier t g

.or empirical investigation.) Each research area, theref re,

needs integrative mechanisms that function to place and

keep the researcher in touch with all relevant work that
(

has preceded him and all that is going on atyge same time

elsewhere.

The invisible college of 4 research area is made up of

those researchers, still actively producing, whose work

"shaped the definition of the area end the problems of

concern to those working in it. They are *poroughly

' familiar with all the work produced by themselves and their

colleagues and the leasers of the research area who preceded

,them. One assumes, then, they could easily quote chapter

',Ad verse to anyone, in need of readily identifying the

research area's seminal works, major theoretical pieces,

key empirical investigations, and explore'tions of Problems,

implications, applications, etc., or to anyone seeking

,to locate portions of that cumulative knowledge base relevant

to a given .problem.
kkfr

Through the
.
day-07-day communication that flows through the

invisible college, meniters also ate familiar with work in d(

progress throughout the research area -- who is working

with whom, where, on what questions, using what approaches,
4

. with whose funding, and with what results. Consequently,''

members of the invisible college are not only excellent

sources of infopmation'themselvis, but serve an importint
,

function in chenneling inquiries to other sources. of
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information -- who to ask about information on x or y,

or the best sources to read on z. The functioning of

an invisible co ege, therefore, caul make information-
..

seeking within A research area less random and more

efficient.

Even where information is not sought, the day-to-day

. .ccanunication.among invisible college members serves to

channel information to those who might be able to use it

at a time when it can have some impact on their own work.

The invisible college member "selects information of

intetest to his colleagues; he passes it on whileit's

still_fresh, and he adds his own expert opinion in an

editorial comment or two. "3°
(

The invisible college not only facilities information

flow among its members,.but also beSweenkqts members and

others out side theApvisible college who are working in

the same researchearea. Invisible. college membersin a

given research area are likelyto be working in. numerous

R/Da institutions and settings dispersed across the

country, and each invisible college member is likely co

have hip'own network of "followers" resent and former

students, 'collaborators, colleagues, ett. The flow of

information can be visualized in terms of the classical

two-stage diffusion model,
31

First, the invisible college

segues tq diffuse inform4tion among its geographically

dispersed m embers. Then, these eminent researchers function

as gatekeepers selecting and diffusing information tO other

researchers 1.n networks emanating from them. As a conse-

quence, the best,most autfttitatfve, most useful informs-.

tion and insight diffuses throughout the research area,from

its leadership at the center outward to others tat the
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periphery, integrating knowledge production in the rbgearch

areas

Cumulative development of a high quallity knowledge base

id deperldent on this Oind of accessibility to information

about relevant previous and current work. It also

dependent on the functioning of mechanisms that provide a

measure of quality cpntrol on the knowledge and other

"outputs being produced, especially those'outputs that.

achieve archival 'status through pjblication in- the journals

and other outlets of the field. An example of such a

quality control mechanism would be the referee system

through which manuscripts are accepted or rejected for

'publication.. But mechanisms of this kind are slbw, and

occur late in the knowledge production process, too late.

to have much impact on the particular reported investiga-
,

tion while it was in progress. The invisible college, where

it exists, is far more efficient. It "reacts quickly and

authoriEatively"

new findings, etc.

weaknesses before

32 4
to new ideas, new theories, new approaches,

, identifying conceptual or methodological
. .

presentations enter the journal literatures,

j

The iinformation'that flows through the invisible college

tends to be primarils, about work in progre0, from even

the earliest stages of conceptualization and search for

funding. Invisible college members can provide reactions

and critiques qpickly so that false starts are avoided.

And where a proposed or ongoing investigationhs judged
4

sound, invisible "college communication can provide helpful(

.guidance and insight, suggestions about questions to be

investigated, 'variables to be included in a research design,

appropriate methodology, etc. an short, the invisible

college, where it exists, 'provides Ole most effective and
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efficient mechanism we know of to facilitate the rapid
.

expeniion of a research area, to speed the quantity, adl

to sharpen the quality, of knowledge production in a

research area. In developing policy options to enhance

informatiorL.flow, then, careful consideration should be

given to the possibilities of creating invisible colleges

where they do not yet.exist.

01/4

Whatever the form of social organization of researchers in

a field -'4,whather invisible colleges exist or some other

looser form of communication networking r the social

system functions to move new knowledge from the research

area to the informal and then tothe formal communication,

mechanisms of a field.: This is demonstrated most clearly

in the literature on information exchafige surrounding

professional association meetings.

A. Professional Association-Meetings

Comparative research across several-knowledge producing fields

4
suggests that presentations at professional association meetings

represent a key point of linkage between a field's informaland
1

formal coMmunication machanisms.
33

As we have seen, in fields

with well developed social systems anakclose integration of

informal and formal communication mechaniSms, dissemination of

information about a given piece of research begins while the

work is still in'progress. Those working on similar or related

problems are known to one another. They correspond and stay in

contact with one,,enother through various informal channels.

4Progress reports arsi,made at various colloquia and in local,

iregional, and other meetings ofprofessional and industry

associations. Throughthese contacts, the researcher begins to

get informal feedback on his conceptualization of thy' research

problem, his methcids, tentative findings,,eft. Where, it seems
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warranted, he may, as a result, modify his work (or the manner

in which he reports his work), or reanalyze or reinterpret his

data. When the investigation has progressed to the point where

the researcher feels confident enough in his findings to dis-

seminate them formally, he "distributes early drafts of his menu-
.

sciipt to those he considers knowledgeable to react to and

critique his work. This circulation of manuscript drafts is

generally referred- to as the "preprint exchange." Baied on

the feedback received, the researcher may revise his presen-

Cation farther) or perhaps decide to conduct ddtitional data

gathering or analysis before disseminating:his findings

formally.

National meetings of pro1estional associations continue this

process of informal feedback by bringing the researcher into

contact with tgreeter number of colleagues and providing a

setting for intensive face-to-face information exchange among

researchers working on similar or related problems.. In fields

with well developed social systems, this intensive inforciation

,exchange is the essence of what goes on at the national meetings.

er

Since those presenting papers and those attending these sessions

are already familiar with.each other's work, little time is

wasted on describing the work. Instead, the bulk of the time is

spent on analyzing and critiquing the work, exploring its,impli-

cdtions, relatingtit to other work and potential hpplications,

etc. Consequentlyrthe national meeting is a significant

stimulus for new research and an important source df information

for revising, refining, or elaborating the work of both paper

presenters and those who attedd the presentation sessions. The

national meeting, then, is an important element infacilitating

information flow through a field and the social contacts that

expand and strengthen informal communication networks. For the

young researcher, the meeEing'provides an especially impotitant
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entry point to the inform41 communication networks of his .

resaarch area.

The national meeting of a professionhl association also functions

as part of the formal communication mechanisms.of a field. Pre-

sentations at national meetings announce the vork to a broader

'audience in the`field, beyond the charmed circle of the invisible

college (or other informal communication network) already familiar

with the investigation while it was still in progress. Papert

presented at the meetings flow into the formal archival mechanisms

of a field.through publication of abstracts or.Preceedings, or

through automatic inclusion in various collections of papers or

document storage:and retrieval systems. rn some fields, one
4

evert fiads special consideration given to, manuscripts based on

national meeting:presentations for publicatiod in the journals

of
. 34

that society or'association...._,

D. - Primary Publication Outlets
.

In knowledge producing field with optimal informit.ion flow,
.

manusctipts based onpational meeting presentations appear it

a field's primary publication outlets with a minimum of delay.

Since fields with optimal information flow aze generally those

eharacterizgd by a high level of intellectal consenigt on

concepts, theoiies, methodology, etc., relatively fewmanu-

seripts,are likelk to be rejected or to require.the,time-

consuming 'revision-and-resubmipiom process.

t.
These fields with optimal information flow also tend to have

highly structuredpublication channels 4-

number of "core journals" and ';tangential

covering all the key work in the, field or

certaid research Steas within the field.
.

relatively small

jourtials," eitber

specialicing in;

Th4 structuring' of
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publication outleti tends tic, facilitatwinfOrmatio flow. The

fe4er the number of journals, the easier it may be to locate. all

the,key work in a research area relevant to one's, own investi-

gation. All published articles on a given problem are likely to

be found 'in one, two, or certainly no more than a handful of

journals. Authors who published one manuscript on a given

problem in a particular journal are likely to publish subsequent

work on that problem in the same journal. Consequently, struo,-

tured publication outlets ofthis kind provide a sense of catty
. .

tinuity for the casual browsing reader, and simplify literature

search for-the researcher actively seeking and trying to get a
.

firm grasp of, all relevant Previous work on the problem.''

E. Secondary POliZions .

Even in knowledge producing fields where primary publication

outlets areless highly structured, effective information flow

is possible if an adequate system of secondary publications

exists to facilitate literature searches, retrieval of written

tources of information, and synthesis of new knowledge: We

include here indexes, abstracts4 and review articles. In a

highly- effective information flow system, all journal articles,

technical reports, papers presented at professional association

meetingi, and other fugitive literature judged of high quality

and relevance to a given research area are both indexed and

:abstracted, using one comprehensive And corastent set of

descriptors.
A

The descriptors are consistent with both general

'bibliographix labelling schemes and specialized usage in the

research area concerned. Abstracts are sufficiently detailed ,

to piovide information about theoretical framework, methodology,

,findings, recommendations, significance, etc.

2 ,

ft
In an affective information flow system, review articles. covering

Ar167-feleearch area as a whole and specialized concerns are produced

t
ti
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freqw.Intly, An a periodic basis, either by leading man in the.

field's invisible college or-under their editorial supervision.

Each review article provides a history and synthesis of pre-

vious work.and.ongoing work, suggesting the state of develop-
.

ment of the research area, what is known and what is nett yet

known that needs to be known, which questions have been -

answered and which issues remain unresolved, which 14tobl ms ii

methodology have been clarified or eliminated and which'ones

remain, how our understanding of the key problems cl,

research area has"chatiged over time:)and which pieces of the

literature must be read to understand what we do and do not
. ,....

knot' about x or 2, etc. Each review article is sufficiently

01c prehensive so that it covers the entire literature of the

research area (or specialized concern within the research area),

separating the wheat from the chaff and pointing the reader to

only those items that warrant archival status as important

elements in the knowledge base of the research area.

F. Information Seeking aviors

si

Personnel in all R/D&I systems can be studi4d in terms of

their information-seeking and informaiion`excAange behaviors.

Information "user" studies focu's an /such topics as information

"needs"; information utilization patterns (e.g., preferences
r

among types of infotmation sources, frequency of use,, amount

of demand for certain kinds of information or types of sources
4

ar services, user, satisfaction with services); and sophi sti-

cation of users in makinl use of available channels.
35

Studies of ,Information needi and uses suggest that information

seeWing behaviors of researcheri are affected by anumber of

factors including: the nature of the field of study (e.g.,

hard vs. soft science, technology, nonscience, pure vs. applied,

0

4
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a "conjunctiVen
36

domain such as education); the stage of

maturity of a.particular zesearch area; the state of devel-

opment of the social structure of the research area; the

natuer of the foimll archival publication base as it affects

the ease or difficulty of informationa retrieval; the infor-

mation seeter's own res;arch'and disciplinary background in

gelation to the research problem and discipline in which he

is seeking information; the researcher's relationship to the

informal communication channels of the research area; his own'

ability to retrieve and p;ocess information from different
. %

sources available in different forms; the researcher's purposes

in eking the nd his, ow preferences as to

fces

n

ik.so of information; etc.

This can be illustrated by examining the effect on infokmation-

seeking behavior of one's relationship to the informal commun-

ication channels of a research area.
37

The data suggest that

in allfelds a study, interpersonal communication is a major

source of information and generally is the preferred source.

If one is a part of, or has access to, the informal Communication

network of a research area, one.can locate new leads and find

information efficiently, without having to resort to random

searchi of the literature. One's sources of information

(especially if they include some of the more knowledgeable

leaders of a field) can tell you who is working on what and

what he's finding, what methods have been tried and proved

ineffective and why, what is worth reading.io4familiarize

self4w;th the most significant work done in the area to date,

etc. If one-is isolated from the ,informal communication network

of a research area (or if such a network is diffuse or even

non-existent), 1,t is harder to acquire this kind of information,

and especially harder to determine which leads are worth,

,
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. pursuing and which ones are likely tobe unproductive. Mu0
.

V.v

time it lostin* rapdom searching of the literature and in trying

,fo run dowin.lea4s khht tutf-ouii to be unhelpful. , 4

.

When the researcher delves into quest ions outside .his own

research area, he _is generally isolaeed from the 'informal'
.

cornunication network Of thisother research' area, and therefore

confrclis the same problems as the researcher isolated iiom.61e

informal communication networks of his own field. But inthe.2

case of trying to locate information outside his own .researcli

area, /here is a further-problem in using the formal communica-

tion system of journals, indexes, abstracting services, etc.

The concepts and terminology that researchers use to think

about and talk about their work (i.e., the jargon of a research

area) change with-advances in the research front of a field.

.However, the jargon in use tendsitPo change faster than the
4

terminology and classification schemes used by journals, indexing

ov abstracting services, or library Catalogues. The researcher

workihg within his own research area is likely to be able to

make the transition from current terminology to the older labels.

However, as the scientist gets further from his own field, it,

is harder for him to interpret andtransiate.the labels 0 tie

Indexes, etc. into the current jargon'with WhiCh tie is-more'

familiar, and he has less access to members of the informal

communication network of the research area who ld do this

label translation for him or point him direct 1`y to the infomation .

and/or information sources he needs. Consequently, information
ti

see::ing bebavi6r becomes more oriented toward the format

Archival publicationsipf a field, its secondary pubticatAons,

and its information systems. Where there is a strong base of
se

review articles, critiques, and knowledgeisyntheses that can be

used, informtt40frm-Seeking is likely to follow a pattern of
4, *

s
air

e.

V

4
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citation use and be reasonaialy efficient. However, ililvre such

secondary gpurces are lackIng: on inadequate, more random 'starch
Ac A.

behavior's become necessa;i; ifity are generally discouraging

fruitless (orl4ors'e, they lead the researcher doOn

. what Curt* out' to be the wrong paths), and KP activity is

4, retarded.

Clearly; then, n where a researcher is well trained in the

inforniat resources of his own: field, information flow

dconies a substantial problem as soon as his research problem

tites him beyond-the narrow dbinain of the area in which he has

' been trained. Development* of strdbi social strusttures and
1.

'communication flows within major research areas, and develop-
\

ment of arrangements' that would
t p
li workers in one researchnk

area With the informal networks in other areas (as needed) would -

greatly facilitate mooth "information flows, more efficient I

information-seeking bhavior, and ultimately more rapid develop-

. pent of high quality, cumulative kinowledge bases ,in key

research areas.

G. Formal Information -Systems and Agencfts

A.' /X
All fields have formal i ationaystems and agencies that.

permit the storagesperetrieval of accumulated knowledge thajt

has achiev- e ival status in.the field's publication outAlets-

ntil recently, the category of formal information systems and

agencies was ;glade up largely of libraries, with their special-

ized or general indexing and cataloguing systemsto permit

-Ihmtalmationto be readily stored andtrjusi as readily retrieved.
4

44.

.4°

*
Computer tsechnology has transformed the nature'of these formal

anformatien systems and agencies, their scope, and the kinds

of servkices that can be provided.
38

Not only can enormous
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amounts of information,be retr

comnuterized,reErieval system,

different informibion systems

networks, permitting users in

information stored in a large

all over the couvry (or even

ieved few tecoe4s by a
It

but evak,m9eelliktant,

can be hiickedjUvitt.A- larger 4.-
one locale Wake use of

number of information centers

the world), and all of this can

he accomplished in only a few minutes time. The computer

capabilities minimize the clerical chores entailed in infor-

itation gathering, make more information accessible to the

user, and accomplish the informati.om gathering task in a

miniscule fraction of the dme that previously was required

to amass the relevant information.
4

Information networking has opened an enormous potential.

However, significant difficulties have been encountered in
/

designing and managing such systems for wide use. The crux

of the problem lies in the enormous gap between potential

system capabilities, on the one hand, and the known inforha-

tion seeking behaviors oftreseaichers, on the other. Theoret-
. a

ically, one Would assume that, the design and management of an

information system should proceed smoothly and logically

from determination of users' information needs and informa-

tion- seeking and exchange behaviors to design and management,

of a system that meets those needs_ and facilitatbs those

information-seeking and exchange behaviors. Howeve , user
, a

. -

studies suggest -that it is difficult if not imiiiossible to if

adequately determine user needs, This is a result of both

the rudimentary nature.of the methodology of user studies

and the fact that users generally ack'sophisticated awareness

11of their needs and rarely articala the kind,of information

about their4reqiiikements that could be used to guide the.design

and management of an information system. Also, equally

".4

6 ,t)
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important, since informition users generally are unsophisti-

capd in info'rmftion seeking, basing systeni design on what

users do now instead of wFt't they might do if their infor-

mation'seeking skills were- better heveloped wobtld'not lead

to development of as good a system as might be developed

simply by having informationspecialistS conceptualize and

design a first-rate information systen).

.

All information systems, en, must face the design and
t'

management issue of, determining the extent.tb w,hrch, on the

one hand}}/the syitem should be'- suites to 'the existing infdr-

mation-see king and information-exchange siyles of users, or,

on the other hand, the extent to wiiith the focus should be

on increasing the capabilities ofusers to more effectively

seek, exchange,
. .

and use information so that thg pote

tial utility of the system cap be exploited. ClearlY,(the

ideal policy mix' would be to: (a) try 'to design..the most ---

advanced and useful system possible-, while also (b) developing

mechanisms to fit the system to the information seeking and

processinestyles ofeusers, and (c) developing strategies for ,

increasing user capabilities for using the,system to its Pulli. -. .

potential. Given94m
ti.

ted resources, however, the key policy
. t.,-.

issue will entail detetdining how to allocate funding among
v

program components oriented toward each of these three

objectives.

H. Summary

Ideally, information f

efficie7t. Researcher

infon alcommunication

up-to-date, high quali

low% in a research area are highly

s are'well connected to each other through

dtannels which speed the flow of

ty information. The annual meetings

V

4

qr
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of professional associations fa ilttate thesehese informal

0
information flows _the establishment of linkages among

11
researchers whi d them to thesh informal communication

0

channels. The formal publicatfbn dhannelg are so structured

that cdmulative,bodies'of research are easy to ideate,: and

secondary sources permAt.easy retrieval of the first-rate

work iu an area that forms the core of its knowledge base.

Researchers are efficient in informat n-seeking and exchange,

having well developed and sophisticated skills in use of qle
41

existing informal and formal information charmers. And

nformation systems and agencies,permit efficient storage

an .retrieval ei'all'high quality knowledge in an area by

'users adequatel(trained to exploit the full potential of the

information system's design. ce".

Of course, not all fields of knowledge show well developed

information flow patterns. Education is a special case in

-point, and we turn now to consideration of infdrmation flow

among researchers in education.

.3. KP Inforkation Flows in Education

Fields of.knokledge vary in the extent to which they approach the"

description we have provided of optimal inforWation Mo. But of

all the fields that,have been studied comparatively by researchers,
39

education' clearly must be rated the weakest in information flow.

I

A. Research.Arcas

"0-

No'fielcfhase_ devot:ed any energies AO identifying and mapping

itsresearth areas. But clearly, this would be a relatively

simple task to accomplish in many theoretical sciences. As
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we shall consider! subsequently, in education the prOblems

would be enormous. The root of much of the.difficulty, is

traceable to the inherent nature of education ai a conjunc-

tive field of knowledge.° But this factor can be overem-

phasized. If informal communcation networks were well -

developed in education, it would. be easier to define, bound

off, and trace the interrelationships among its researcha"rtas.

B. Social Organizaton of Researchers

Social organization among educational researchers is barely

in ividence. Where it does exist, it is relatively unstruc-

tured and of limited utility for-furthering the kind of infor-

mation flow that iAssentlal to develOping high quality cumu-
.

lative
.

knowledge bases. Informal communcation networks may

exist for a time between a teacher and his students, and

among thestudents themselves, but most of these tend-to

attenuate and disappear after time. In education, thefe

appears to be somewhat limited continuity in the work of most

individual researchers
41

much less teacher-student groups who /

might have worked together'as a'research.team while the students

were in graduate school. Much the sate could be said about

informal communication between one-time collaborators, or between

researchers pursuing similar research mblems who might have

met at a professional association meeting and corresponded for

a while. Given the general lack of continuity in the work of

edticational researcheis, these channel; lose their efficacy

for information flow as individuals change research interests

and move on from 'one "one-shot study" to another.
42

There are, of course, exceptions -- numerous eminent researchers

who have pursued work on a related set taf problems for many

years, even a total.research career. They and their students
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and. collaborators are MOTb likely to remain. in contact and

to have some contact with other researchers studying similar

problems. But this kind of communication network is at best'

a communication network covering a portion of those working

in the research area, not a comprehensive communication net-
.

Mork linking all the researchers, or even just the leading

researchers, ire that area.

The creation of SIGs (Special Interest Groups) as organize-

clonal entities within th.. A:RA ',Tight hive been intended as

4'

a developmen inthis direction. But, clearly, few of these-

groups succ ed in doing any more than providing extended and

continuing social contact and communication channels for those

researchers who'decide to join these groups and,take part in

their activities. Rather than functioning in the manner of

Invisible colleges of the most eminent and productive research-

ers in an area, casual observation suggests that many of the

SIGs tend to be joined by young researchers early in their

careers, interested in making and extending their professional

contacts. 4

C. Information Exchange Surrounding AERA Meetings

The lack of social organization among educational researchers

working on related problems has a pervasive,influence on

information flow in education. 'Tbe effect is seen especially

clearly in the nationalimeeting of AERA.
43

Compared to other

fields hat have been seudies, the data on education show less

prermee ing dissemination of information about the studies

report in paper presentations. But even more important than

the amount apre-meeting dissemination is he relatively un-

structured quality of the dissemination that does take place --
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oral?resentations Co small informal groups (e.g., work groups

or colleagues within their institution), or written pxesenta=--

Lions in theform of technical reports or doctoral
.,

disserta-

tions. Nothing exists like the informalYcommunication network-.
a

$ of an invisible college, or even a looser pattern of commUnical.

I-

tion networking to integrate informal communication and diffuse

throughout a research area up -to -date information about work in

progress. Consequently, compared to othpr fields, educational

researchers who attend AERA presentation sessions are signifi-

cantly less familiar with the studies being presented or the

prior work of the presenting suthors, and the presenting authors

are far less likely to be familiar with those other researchers

who attend the presentations or the work they ,have been doing. s.

Since there is little prior knowledge about the preseAtations

or the work in progress, considerable energy must be devoted to

absorbing and assimilating an extensive amount of complex infor-

mation about a study front a brief, usually ineffective, oral

prefentation -- hardly an efficient medium for information flow.

At best, those who bother to take part in these generally deadly

, dull sessions succeed in developing an awareness of what is going

on, rather than extending commuldcatkm about the 'substance of

investigations.

Participants are "forced into an unstructured pattern of infor-

mation-seeking behavior, thepoint of which is not Co assimilate
t

the information itself at the meeting, but rather to uncover

sources of information
,44

-- who is working on what, whose papers

t.) request, who to try to contact. They browse through the

meeting program, check off interesting-sounding sessions, d/
wonder from session to session -- listening for a while getting

bored, trying another session, moving on, after a day or so

getting so bored that fewer sessions.are attended and more time
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In short, the national meeting achieves little in the way

of gehuine scientific information exchange. It provides, at
0# . .

itbest, a medium for trying 6 locate, in a somewhat random
-

and unstructured manner, the most superficial kinds of

information that would flow through day-to-day informal

communication ehinneLs in a.field with a well developed social

organization4 And if the national meeting fails to provide

a forum for intensive face-tp,74ace information exchange, the

extent to which this happens at all in a field is bound to

be limited -- a special conference or seminary here, a set

of colloquia there.

Concern has been expressed about this problem within -the AERA

and federal agencies. Several mechanisms have been devised

to familiarize educational researchers with work in progress

or work to be presented at the national meeting. For instance,
,

ERIC's monthly abstract publication Research in Education was

int ded to provide up-to-date coverage of work in progress,
.
through abstracting techniCal reports and the fugitive literb

ature forthcoming from ongoing projects. And publication of

AERA paper abstracts prio; to the national meeting was ex-

pected to familiarize readers with presentations prior to the

meeting. Data suggest that neither device is succeeding:

Research in Education covers too small a proportion of all work

in progress to be useful for this purpose, and few of those

who attend paper sessions bother to read the abstracts prior

to attending the sessions46

AERA has also been experimenting with a number of new formats

Ail designed to increase the amount of information exchange
b

occurring at its annual meeting. Thereappears, for i'tStancr,----

to be an especially pronounced increase in the use of symposia

1 I

. , -

4.
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designed to provide diverse presentations on a single isspe,

oriented toward stimulating exchanges among partiCipants and

between participants and attendees. To stimulate discussion

in certain areas, sumposia may be organized by the Associa-

tions by Diviiions, or by Special ThtereQ, Groups, as well as

proposed by AERA members. There are also a number of new formats,

such as critique sessions, small roundtables, and conversation

hours. Many of the symposia are well attended, the exchanges

are at times lively, and much of the discussion among parpi-

... cipaats and attendees does continue after the sessions are

concluded. It would be useful to have a'formal Lssessmeni of
.

the effectivss of these new types of sessions, but -none, has

yet been made.

D. Primary Publication Outlets

We have, noted above that information flow in educational

research is hamperpd by widespread ignorance of pertinent

information in one's own research area, and that this is

attributable primarily to the relative lack of socialorgani-

zativn of the field. We have considered particularly how the

, educational researcher's lack of familiarity with work in

progress impedes information flow at national ieetings. But

this is only a small part of the problem. Data show that

educational researchers tend to be unaware of published articles

relevant to their own work. This is traceable to two additional

problems in the information flow system of the field: journal

outlets for publication in education are so numberous and

diffuse that it is difficult to keep up-to-date in one's

research area; and the field lacks"adequate mechanisms for

providing comprehensive abstracting and information retrieval. -

6., f...;
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Unlike the fields with highly structured publication outlets --

a few core journals and ieThaps a handful of tangential

eel3P

journals -- thers.are several dred journal outlets for ,

educatipnal research. One s vey, asking 562 kpowledgeible **

respondents in the field of education tb name periodicals they

read regularly to keepup-to-date in the fieldsproduceda list

of 357 periodicals read by,at least two of them.
47

Clearly,

many of the periodicals named were targeted more at Oracition-

ers than researchers adn should probably not be considered
. ,

journal outlets to which educational researchers Could be

likely to submit manuscripts, or which educational researchers

would browse on a regular basis. But in another Study, 121

authors who presented researcirpapers at a single AERA meeting

named 72 different journals to which they planned to submit

their. manuscripts.,
48

In still another study, '94 authdrs named

84 different journals to which they planned to submit 172

different manuscripts.
49

Clearly, then, the number of educe-
.

tional research journals in which, a given manuscript might be'.

pubished is quite large.

The large numberf journal outlets for educational research ,

is an especially serious problem because the journal literature

of the field is so diffuse and unstructured. There are flew
. .

specialized journals that publish research on topics 'narrow

enough to approach our conception of a research area. Most Of

the journals cover the field of eduCational research as a whole,

or rather broad segments of the field as a whole (e.g., urban

education, the sociology of ,education, etc.). Consequently,

for the educational researcher to keep up-todate in his research

area, it might be necessary for him to peruse as many as 20,

30, or even more journals. Even, if he is highly selectiNg-

aboutthe journals.he reads, it is likely that 10-20 would be

(311
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a bare ninimum of the journal literature that he must browse.

ti

The problem is further complicated by the limited continuity

one finds in both 'the conduct of educational research and its

publication patterns. Several observers have commented on
-

the non-cumulative "one-shot' study-as the characteristic

pattern of educational research, and data confirmthis obser-
.

vatxon.
50

For instance, analysis of tht papers presented at

a single AERA meeting showed that 88% of the presentations

described a single'laboratory, field, or methodological study

rather than reporting on a program of studiea.
51

Compared to

other fields, doctoral dissertations in education are far less

likely to be undertaken as part of a broad research program,

conceived and sponsored by a scholar-teacher who serves as the

doctoral adviser. More typically, doctoral students generate

research topics on their own, unrelated to the work of their

professors (who are also less likely than those in other

fields to be involved in a research program of their own),

and then expend a. considerable amount of energy in trying to

locate a faculty member willing to. serve as their adviser.

Educational researchers are Tess likely than researchers in

oth-er fields to continue work in the same area as their doctor-

al dissertations, or to publish several articles on the same

or related research problems.
52

Cdnsequently, it is less likely

that an educational researcher working on a given problem will

be familiar with other researchers working on that same problem

or publishing In that same area.

Even in cases where the work of a researcher has continuity,

the diffuse and unstructured nature of. publication outlets

. in educational research makes it difficult for the reader to

follow a given author's p'rogress in answering a series of
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related rem educational researchets who publish
4

an article on a given topic in a particular journal are likely

to submit their next article on the same topid to the same

journal. More likely, the subsequent article will be sent to

some other journal. In one study, authors who had reoently

published articles in four core journals in the field were

asked 'bout current manuscripts they were preparing on the

same topics and which journals they were planning to submit

them to: 94 educAional researchers who were preparing 172

r:anuscripts named not only the four core journals but a total

of 84 different journals, with no one journal slated to receive

as many as even 10% of the manuscripts.
53

In still another

study, these authors who had published in the four core jour-

nals were asked to name other researchers working in the same

research area, and these other researchers were then contacted

to determine where they had published their most recent article

in this research area 67 researchers reported artioles.appear-

ing in not only the four core journals Qt in a total of 45

different'journals:
54

Clearly, then, core journals in education fail to provide
4

comprehensive, up-to-date, integrative coverage of research

areas.' And, as a consequence, it is far more difficult for

researchers to keep in touch with developments in their research

area or to locate important work that is potentially relevant

to their own investigations.

This problven ig unders,:ored by available data. Although AERi.

paper request patterns are probably more random than request

patterns in other fields,,it seems reasonable to assume that

a substantial proportion of those who request copies of AERA

presentations are likely to.do so because they seem relevanet.
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Co their own work. But when requesters of AERA papers that
I

were subsequently published were asked if they knew of the

subsequent publication, only 11% of the AERA requesters were

able to answer in the affirmative (compared to 46% of the

American Sociological Association. and 86% for the Optical

Society of.America).
55

Authors of these subsequently

published AERA papers were asked to name other researchers

doing research in the same area, and then these other research-

ers were surveyed to determine if they knew of the publication.

Only 39% of these other researchers, actively. working in the

same research area were aware of the published article
:56

E. "Secondary Publications

Because Primary publication outlets are so diffuse, secondary

publications such as indexes, abstracts, and review articles

are especially important but highly inadequate in education.

No indexing or abstracting service comprehensively covers

the field as a whole.. There are 1957 different services

relevant to the field of education, at least 12
58

of which are

relevant to educational research. Many periodicals of rele-

vance to educatiCen and 4ducational research are not covered

by these services'.
59

Indexes provide little information

orhelp to the researcher in guiding his literature search,

and therefore abstracts are highly preferred by researcllerso

in education as in other fields.
60

But abstracts are available

for only specialized topics (e.g., Education41 Administration

Abstracts) or For the vest colleetton of fugitive literature

stored in the ERIC system (which, as we shall see shortly,
A

has problems of its own).
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Given the enormous size.of the educatidu literature, the

redundancy of the bibliographical tools available foesearching

the literature, and the lack of abstracting for the great bulk

of material in that literature, any attempt to comprehensively

and thoroughly the literature is unlikely. This, is

especially so if the researcher has little more to guide hd ')

efforts than indexes and, abstracts, and particularly when the

subject labels used to_categorize information are only distantly

related to the usage that comes to mind when he thinks about

his research problemeand h'is information needs for attacking
.

t;:te problem..

As if this situation'were not dreary enough, the researcher"
%

who painstakingly does try to conduct a thorough literature

search finds that most of thwliterature identified and located

with such difficulty turns oixt of be of questionabl quality or

utility. This picture is notunduly exaggerated. is little

, wonder, thin, that literature search in educatiO6 tends to be

carried out in somewhat casual fashion, and,primarily for the

purpose of providing a scholarly introduction or framework for

the work to be presented. Data show clearly that educational.

; researchers tend to use literature searches less often to shape

their thinking in generating or conceptualizing a research

problem, or conducting their investigations, and considerably

me often to help them present their research formally in

written presentations.
61

Information flow in such cases is not
.

so much influencing research as it is influencing the manner

in which research is described in ttle literature. A

Where a field provides an adequate system of periodically

written syntheses of thg literature in each research area,

these problems of literature search are minimized. If review

-e

V
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articles are comprehensive and detailed enough in their

ccxrage and citation of the, literature,he researcher is

less dependent on indexes or abitractl'adn is more'likely to

bypagi this bibliographical step and.go directly from the

review article to the journal' articles and other sources cited,

and probably to buile his bibliographical search from citations
.

and other references in these sources. "And where review articles

are produced under authoritative sponsorship, the reader', can

be assured that literature.of poor quality or lieWed lit .l sty

will.notbe cited, increasing his own. efficiency 11 searching

the literatuer for information relevant to his wort.

10 0
U

1
der AERA sponsorship, the educational research field has

made significant strides in Onerating an extensive and high

quality review literature that is widen used-in th, field.
, .

We include here such' AERA projects as the Encyclopedia of

Educational Reseaxch,62 the first an second editions of the

,

Handbook of Research on Teachin,
63

the quarterly journal

Review of Educational Research,
64

and the newest addition, the

anneaIpReview of Research in Education,65 The ERIC sysiem has A

also contributed to this review literature by producing an

extensive number of information analysis products synthesizing

the literature on specr4c topics.
66'

.

* lk

Clcarly, more reviews of this kiqd in other non- research"

R/04I sec/alleles (*.g., development or dissemination)Sould -

,

take thefielda lOng way toward accumulating the high quality
0

. . ,

knowledge and technology bases needed to support these pro.: .

..

. ,
, .

fessional specialties. , ,,1

61
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F. Overview of fnformation Flow Problems-
.

Given the diffuseness and the unstructured nature of publi-

.cation outlets in education, the as yet inadequate coverage

pf the field's increasingly useful system of secondary publi-

cations, and the resultant difficulty of keeping up-to-date

or locaving informatilo relevant to one's own work in prOgress,

the weakness of information exchange at Arm meetings takes

on added significance.. If the researcher doe's not adequately

'assimilate information about current we...-k during the AER

meeting, or request copies of papers afterwards, there would

appear to be somewhat limited probability that he well latAr "

"come across the study in print., One third of the presentations

never appear in print.
67

And those that are published are '..

scattered among scores of urnals -- within one year of one

particular AETA meeting, 1 2 of. the papers,presented had

been published in 64 different journals, and only four of
68

these journals had published mpre thn two of these manuscripts.
,ti

Even if the researcher does later come across the study in

. print, it is unlikely that he will get the information'in

.time fOrokit torinfluence his work. Data sugieSt that it --'

,

tends to take 211 to 311 years after an AERA meeting for even

half of the material presented at the meetinkto be 15ublished.69

(Now'thatan effort Is being made to gather AERA pagers for

inclusion in the ERIC microfiche colleciton and its cument

reproduction service .this problemmay be partilal)i al eviated.

But this assumes that the ERIC system permits easy access to

the ritaterial:stored, a problem we shall return to shortly.)

k

The queption of whether infor eon on current research is

available ai a time whe; it n influence other ongoing
.)
.44
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research returns us again to the primary problem at the'root

of all information flow,weaknesses in education. It is vlr-

tuallyimpossible to have up-to-dafe information on work in,

progress circulating among researchers in a field without some

significant degree of social organization. Ma suggest that

it takes approximately 34 months from the time a study begins

until it appears in print in an education journal, 13 months

before we find even informal reporting at colloquia or pro-
'

fessional association meetings.
70

Generally, by the time one

:Apt his manuscripts is published, a researcher has'progressed

far enough along oh subsequently undertaken research to be

ready to disseminate findings informally'on the later investi-

gation. If chandels are lacking for informal communication,

the only finding available to the field at any given time are

those that may have already been superlioded or made obsolete

by subsequent research.

Though the national meeting is a link between formal and

informal communcation, there is relatively little flexibility

in AERA programming to permit up -.to -date information exchanges

.On work in progress. Paper proposals have to be submitted at

least eight months.prior to the meeting date, and the research

to be reported must already be far enough along by the time

the proposal is written that at least tentative findings can

be included in the proposal and their significance discussed.

Consequently, any findings to be presented eight monthi later

are likely to be out of date by the time oftthtmeeting. More

current work is unlikely to get presented because it cannot be

described by the time of the proposal submission deadline in a

manner that is likely to be acceptable to the proposal readers.

I; 3
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Some smallamount Of flexibility is provided in sessions set

aside for NIE or some other priority group, a few (though not

many) of the symposia, or perhaps some (though not much) of

'the ,program set aside for the SIGs (Special Interest Groups).

BUt'this is ptetty far from what we would consider ideal -- IL

e.g., organizing AERA meetings around researcli areas rather

than the current structure'of divisions; drastically reducing

the ampul of program time devoted to p resenting unsolicited,

papers submitted by researchers reportingon-shoe studies

(e.g.,doctoral diasertatio as that are not pa rt of broadtr

research programs), a'nd allocating substantial blocks of time

,to commissioned though papers within research areas tospro7

duce research area syntheses. and analyses to stimulate discussion,

intensive small or face-to-face exchanges, and delineating

research agendas and exchanging ideas about how they might

be carried out and through a variety of means devoting more

time to consciously and purposefully stimulating the develop-
'

. meat and expansion of research areas, developing communication

networks, and strengthening social contacts within research areas.

G. Information-Seeking Behaviors

Information - seeking behaviors in educational research tend to

be particularly inefficient. In part, this may be attributable

to a lack of sophistication in the information-seeking skills

of educational researchers. But e4ually, if not even more

importadt'are,thi' problems attributable to the nature of the

domain referred to as'educational esear the underdeveloped

state of research areas and research communi 'es in education.

-r

tihile fundamental researchers in disciplini44relevant to

education maybe relatively well linked to the research

r

*
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communities of their disciplines, "educational research" as

such Is a conjunctive domain, i.e., a problem-focused 'area

in which knowledge from a dozen or more disciplines is bt'ought

to bTar on the solution of a given problem. This is especially

serious in applied work, but even in basic research done in

the derivative disciplines such as educational sociology,
:k

the infozmation to be gatheredsis rarely restricted within

the boundaries of a single discipline or ft:search area.

As c.:e noted earlier, -the fuTther the researcher gets from his

'Own specialized research area, the more difficult,it is for

him to be linked effectively to the informal communication

.channels of a field in which he is seeking information,, and

the more dependent he becomes on searching the foimal archival

literature of the field, the less able he is to cut his way

-efficiently through the various classification schemes for

storing and retrieving knowledge, and the less efficient his

information gathering. Clearly, the problem is multipli4d

several times over when the researcher must gather information

from several disciplines or research areas as a basis for a

particukar investigation- Since the field is not structured

inka way that might permit a researcher to quickly identify

who to talk) to in'any given researck area to orient him towafd

the informal communication network of that area, the character-

istic pattern in educaitonal research is one pf random

information-seeking behavior, inadequate quality control; and

lack of adequate focus in th4 investigation that is based on

the insights and understandings gained form this inefficient

information search.

6

K'
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H. tnformation Systems and Agencies

The ERIC system was established i.n the 1960s to bring together

the massive fugitive literatuer of the, field of education and

provide a Comptiterized retrieval system that would provide

users with ready access to the available literature on a given

subject. The network ofiCecialized clearinghouses and

centralized facilities not only` acquired, indexed and abstracted,

and stored the literature an specific subject areas for future

re7:rSc.,al, but it also published annouzzerents. of :-aterials

received, reproduced and made available hard or microfiche

-co ty.t.o users who requested specific items, indexed the journal

literature using the same classification scheme as that used

for the fugitive literature, and produced information analysis o .

products reviewing and synthesizing teh material on selected

topics. Most recently, ERIC facilities have been linked to

.various active, information service capabilities in SEAs, LEAs,

and other institutions, providing supports'especially to

practitioners who need retrieved information synthesized and

tailored to their' needs if it-is going to be used.

However, despite these impressive capabilities and the enort

mous scale of what the ERIC system has ac'hieved, the ERIC system

` has been severely criticized, both by its users and those who

have given up on the"system. The focus of much of the criticism

is the system's orie(rtation toward comprehensiveness of coverage

rather than selectivity'and quality control. As a consequence

. of these difficulties, users generally face significant problems

in attempting to digest the enormous number of abstracts spewed

out by the system's computerized retrieval capability, most of

which are discarded by the potential user as poor in quality

or inappropriate to hlsjteeds, or both. Many researchers who
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make extensive use of the ERIC collection bemoan the time
.

waste resulting frqm,their need to sift the wheat from the

chaff, but con,tinue to use the collection because it remains

the best source of ready access to the literature. Many

ethers, however, have been overly discouraged by the ineffi-

cienty of using the system apd either no longer use it or use

it as little as possible.

Clearly, the ERIC system is a valuable resource, but one

that needs considerable strengthening if it is to be more

widely used by educational researchers.

4. Conclusions

Information flow remains one of the serious sources of

weakness in educational R/D&I. Despite AERA inte4,est a few

years ago in strengthening research communities and develop-

ing more effective communication mechanisms analogqus to

invisible colleges,
71

neither the Association nor NIE has done

much to strengthen 4nforqAtion flow in the field into more

orderly patterns% There has been a vacuum of leadership in .

this critical area, and in the absence of initiatives to improve

information flo1.4 among educational researchers, the knclwleqe

base of t$e field remains weak and fragmentary and R/D&I

functioning remains inefficient and relatively ineffective.
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(3) an analysis of invisible colleges and how they function
by William J. Paisley; .and (4) and (5) analyses, by Norman
Storer and Warren Hagstrom suggesting that The nature of
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oriented field and the backgroun5lof those who make up the
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13. Crane, "Information Needs and Uses," op. cat.
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Paisley, "Infor,mation Needs and Uses," in C. A. Cuadra, ed.,
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(Chicago: Encyclopedia Britannica, Inc., 1968); Thomas J.
Allen, "Information Needs and Uses,t! in Carlos A. Cuadra, ed.,
Annual Review of Information'Science and Technology, Vol. 4
(Chicago: Encyclopedia Britannica, Inc., 1970); Launor F.
Carter, Gordon Cantley, John T. Rowell, Louise Schultz,
Herbert R. Seiden, Everett Wallace, Richard Watson, and Ronald E.
Wyllys, National Document Handling Systems for Science and
Technology (New York: Wiley, 1967), Chapter 4 review oruser
studies; Donald P. Ely, "The Myths of Information Needs,"
Educational Researcher, Vol. 2, No. 4, Apsil 1973, pp. 152,17;
National Academy of Sciences, Scientific and Technical Conmunica-
tion: A Pressing National Problem and Recommendations for its
Solution, Report by the Committee on Scientific and Technical
Communication of the NAS-NAE, Washington, 1969.

16. For in;tance,Thee: Carl H. Rittenhouse.; Innovation Problems and
Information Needs of Education Practitioners (Menlo Park: Stan-

,

ford_Research Instituk, 1970), ERIC ED 040 976; Nelson and Adams,
"Continuity of ResearchEffort and Sources of Scientific Informa-
tion by Educational Researchers," op. cit.; and Nelson, Cereaner,
and Hack, "Educational Researchers React to the Educational Re-
searcher," OD. cit.

'17. See the Annual Review of Information Science and Technology, pub-
lished each year beginning in 1966.

18. For .instencef.see Gerald J. Sophar "Information 'Networks," in
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Encyclopedia of Education, L. C. Deighton, ed. (New York: Mac-
millan and Free Press, 1971), Vol. 5, pp. 79-84.

19. For instance, see: Bernard M. Fly; Evaluation Study .of ERIC
Products and Services, 4 Volumes (Bloomington: Indiana University,
1972), ERIC ED 060 922-926"; Judith Wenger, Evaluation Study of
NCEC Information Analysis Products, 2 Volumes (Falls Church, Vir-

20 ginia: System Development Corporation, 1972), ERIC ED 064 527 and
ED 064 528; P. W. Greenwood and D. M. Weiler, Alternative Models
for the ERIC Clearinghouse Network (Santa Monica: Rand Corporation,
1972), ERIC ED 058 "508; Jonathan D. Embry, Wesley T. Brandhorst, and
Harvey Marron, Survey of ERIC Data Base Search Services (Bethesda:
ERIC Processing and Reference Facility, 1974), ERIC ED 094 750;
Jonathan Embry, Wesley Brandhorst, and Elizabeth Pugh, Survey of .

ERIC Data Base Search Services, June 1976 (Washington: ERIC, 1976);
Richard Brickley and Carolyn Trohoski, 'the Evaluation of Educationz.
at Information Centers (Princeton: ERIC Clearinghouse on Tests,
.Measurement, and Evaluation, 1974), ERIC ED 099 424); "Clearinghouse
Merger Follows RAND Report on ERIC Network," Educational Researcher,
Vol. 1, No. 4, April 1972, p. 20; Carolyn R. Davis, "CICE: A Ques-
tion of Cost?" Educational Researcher, Vol. 3, No. 4, April 1974,
pp. 18-19; J. I. Smith and Mary F. McCord, eds., ERIC Information.
Analysis Products 1967-1972 (Washington: American Society for In-
formation Science and ERIC Clearinghouse on Library and Information
Sciences, 1973), ERIC ED 078 862; Mary F. McCord, ed., ERIC Products
1970-71: An Annotated Bibliography of Information Analysis Publi-
cations of bite ERIC Clearinghouses, July 1970 through June 1971
(Washington: ERIC Clearinghouse on Library and Information Sciences,

.1971), ERIC ED 054 827; Mary F. McCord, ed., ERIC Products 1971-1972.
An Annotated Bibliography of Information Analysis Publications bf the
ERIC ClearinghousesA_July 1971 throe k June 1972 (Washington: Ameri-
can Society for Information ScienceM.973), ERIC ED 077 512; and also
see subsequent annotated bibliographies of ERIC information analysis
products in this series.

20. Crane, "Information Needs and Uses," op. cit:

21. Ibid.

22. Ibid.

23. Ronald Corwin, "Beyond Bureaucracy in Educational Research Management,"
The Generator (Newsletter of AERA Division G), Vol. 5, go. 2, Winter
1975.

24. Crane, " Information Needs and Uses," op. at'.

25. The seminal work on the "invisible college" idga was Price, Little
Science, Big Science, or>. cit. This was expanded on in Crane, In-
visible Colleges, op. cit. Also see two versions of a paper on
invisible colleges written for the educational R&D community:

e
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William J. Paisley, "The Role of Invisible Colleges in Dershfmer,
ed., The Educational Research Community, op. cit. and WilliamJ.
Paisley, "The Role of Invisible\Colleges in Scientific Informa-
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fer," op. cit.; and especially see Price, Little Science, Big
Science? az cit.

27. Ibid.
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Major and Minor Universities: A Study of Productivity and Recog-
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29. On'some of the difficulties, see Paisley, "The Role of invisible
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Ultimately, any research or R/D&I system will lie judged on the quality

of the outputs it produces. Currently, the outputs that have been

produced by the system have been receiving very mixed reviews. The

tone of most of the discussion of output quality that has appeared

in the literature is rather negative. The repeated theme is that

most of the outputs that have been produced are poor in qualify and

have had tittle influence on educational practice: little of the

system's enormous research output has been found to affect practice

and relat1vely few Of the development outputs that have been produced

can be found in large numbers of schools affecting instruction, school

organization, administration, etc. At the same time, the system has

. always produced some outputs of outstanding quality: there are for

instance,.a good number of products of widely reputed excellence that

have been adopted by large numbers of school systems,. And, the field

has shown some noticeable progress in' stablishing itself and gradually

evolving the institutional, personnel, and knowledge /technology base

needed for longer-0e= development of the system's capabilities and

more high_stuality outputs in the future.

We have reviewed some of the literature helpful for-getting a sense of

what the system has produced to date. In this chapter, we will summarize

what that literature has to say about educational R/D&I outputs -- what

sorts of things have been produced, in what quantities, of what quality,

as measured by what criteria. In some instances, the literature does

not provide sufficient information on a matter of importance to our

analysis. In these cases, we supplement what we have learned froth

the literature with our own observations based on familiarity with

the field. We carefully document the sources of our statements,

making clear which points are derived from our own observations,

which from the Literature.
4

ill

In addition, we h e done some thinking about two kindstof developments

we see as needed- improve the quality of outputs produced by the

system.

1) One set of needs would seem to be on the macro or system

"C
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level of management. Based on what we thiak we know at

this point about the outputs that have peen produced bo

date, what kind`s of policy or management initiatives

would seem to be needed to improve output quality? And

two, what would seem to be the requirements for a useful

data base and monitoring system on system outputs,ope

A that could. permit system managers to: (a) monitor

"press toward'the goal of more high quality, Widely used

outputs, (b) develop policy/management initiatives to im-'

prove the quality of system outputs and the system's

capacity for producing them efficiently, and (c) evaluate

the effectiveness of particular initiatives? We consider

both sets of issues.

2) A second set of needs would seem to be on the micro level

of management -- i.e., improving project level management

strategies. Wehave started from the assumption that out-

puts with different K? and KU requirements' are likely to
r--,

have different management requirements, We have therefore V

proposed atypology of le-KU requireme s t may be use-

ful for structuring the cumulative development o n inven-

tory of management strategies appropriAte to different kinds

of outputs.

The discussion in thi,s chapter moves from the descriptive material

to mote speculative sections that mapotentially have policy or

manage6ent.implications. Sections I, II, and III deal with the

descripti:e : material: first, some definitional and usage issues

(Section I); then, a broad.overview of the literaturi, categorizing

the variote types of discussions to be found (Section II)'; and

finally, a summary of what can be said at this point in time about

the outputs that have been prodUced -- issues of output types, quantity,

and quajity (Section III).,

f ri . 1.1

ti
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We then move on Lb more sAculative discussions -- policy implications

(Section IV); data base and monitoring system requirements Section V);

a prOposed output typology.for inventorying output manarment,stra-
.

tegies (Section VI); and some conclusions about needed conceptual

work and research (Section VII).

14
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I. DEFINITIONS, SCOPE OF COVERAGE, USAGE

Most of the literature that discusses the outputs of educational

R/D&I focuses on one or both of .two categories of outpitts:

1) the outputs of inquiry: knowledge, findings,,theories,

conceptions, paradigms, etc., including (but not re-

stricted to) presentations in-print in the form of journal
/

articles, technical reports,, papers, books, etc.; and
?

2) the outputs of development (or R&D): products, pFograms,

practices/procedures, guides, materials, "innovations",

' etc.

In addition; one source, The Oregon Studies in Educational Research,

Developmellt Diffusion, and,Evaluation,
1
describes three other kinds

of outputs:

3) an intermediate output: i.e., an outcome of a particular

activity undertaken in order to produce the outputs of

inquiry and development as listed above -- for instance;

progress reports, technical reports, evaluation reports,

-etc.;
2

4) ..an event: defined as "an outcome of' ork effort that

results in the occurrence of an obsdrvable transaction

for set of behaviors, e.g. , a seminar,'a staff meeting,

a field test";
3

5) a condition: defined as "a'n outcome of work effort that

creates a desired circumstance expected to endure over the

life of,a project, or as a iesult of it,.e.g.l. parental,

t.

(). A a^

.
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Ovolvement in planning school curricula, good staff morale."
4

The Oregon Studies category scheme was developed in order to permit

classification of R/D&I proodasges and patterns of lal,;;Toning. As

described by the _Oregon staff, initially their scheme had focused

only on "hard" products, i.e., tangible, concrete, transportable,

packaged outcomes. They included the various intermediate outputs and

added the two categories of "events" and "conditions" as they became

increasingly immersed in the patterns of functioning that characterized

the R/D&I projects they studied, the kinds of activities that took

up the time of the staff, and the requisite skills and competencies

that had not received much attention from the field, in part because

outputs had 4aen thought of only in terms of hard end products. A

good case could be made for including various kinds of "soft". outputs

in an analysis of the educational 11/D&I system. There have been large

tubers of seminars and conferences. And certainly much has been

chieved in the sense of crating various "conditions" -- for instance,

acceptance of the idea of rigorous development and continuous data-

based refinement *n Cfie production of materials) greater understanding

of the requirements and 'complexities of R/D&I functioninifh the edu-

cational context, creation of new institutions, recruitment of new

personnel, etc.

However, for our purposes, to make this analysis manageable, a more

"boundable" concept of outputs seems essential. We shall therefore

focus our attention on the kinds of outputs that fall within the more

widely used definition*of R/D&I outputs, i.e., the outputs of inquiry

and development or "R&D';.

We shall not, though, restrict our attention to only the "harder",

tangible, concrete, transportable 'forms of these outputs. The category

scheme we will consider at some length later in this chapter will take

r 1L
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account of outputs of inquiry and devitopment that cover the full range

from the most amorphous to the most concrete. To illustrate, the

range might run frOM: '(a) !'research findings" learned by a single

researcher and found only in.his head, to (b) those research findings

presented in a scholarly article and later perhaps in (c) some syn-

thesis of current knowledge in a given research area. Or, for 'develop-

ment the range might run from (a) an approach to teaching a given block

of subject matter developed by a single teacher and used in her own

classroom, to (b) a fully packaged set of materials embodying this'

a2proach, for ust by other teo.chers hid students, ;.idely disseminated

and used in other school systems.

To Opmmarize, as aepided below, the educati nal 4/V61 outputs,we will

discuss in this chapter will be categorize as either outputs of

inquiry or outputs of development'. Atth gh the focus of our attention

will be on those more concrete output forms generally construed as the

outputs of the system (e.g., curriculum products or research articles),

We will also consider some of the more amorphous forms of output that

could potentially become more concrete, tangible outputs and.be made

available for wider use.

amor.phous concrete

outputs
of

inquiry!

.

.
.

.

outputs

of

development

t

.

.
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II. oypariEw OF THE RELEVANT LITERATURE

7
.

.

Our discussion of educa4ional R/D&I outputs draws primarily on three

bodies of litgrature:

A141t.

descrIptive literature useful for gaining some gehs

Oh& outputs have been

.

an evaluative literatdie adgrased"to the question "Row

' good are these-outputs?" as measured by oneor another

implicit or explicit standard;'and f.

4.
. .

10) a portion of the diffusibn research literature*(that

analy4s the characteristics of innovations which seem

to be related to rates of adoption and/or use.

1. The Descriptive Literature

a

Most of, the outputs of the system have been produced in print form --

for instance", inquiry outputs in the, form of reports, monodtphs, or

journal articles, or technical outputsin theeform of curriCtuim guidetrii
8,

.or instructional materials. There iq, theft, a arge litOtture:of.out.-.

puts, Hower, the output has been enormous in t ms of sheer bulk and
40.0

continues to be produced at a.prodigious race. Arm. couldibrobab/y

sped a lifetime reviewing that literature of outvut4kand gill fail to

locate or review,them all. For the analyst interested in gaining

simplya "sense"'<dI what the system hai.produced, the available

s r
".7.*;*

140:literature about these outputs is highly useful.

Wi404e st.teu no 'single soirce that attempts to provide any kind Of

lb
A.

_ - detailed descriptive everview-ot this massive 4tput A not surpriting

given the probably, near - impossible demands of st4 a task. There'hsei
-11.

Ahowever several kinds of sources one might, consult to get a good sense

4 914".

.4

411.
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a

of what that output, or portions of that output,

A. Summary 'Overviews

There are useful summary discussions in the two systeM status

reports produced by OE and NIE -- OE's-1969 publication Edu-

cational Research and Development in the United States
5

and

NIE's 1976 Databook: The Status of Education Research and,

Development in the United States.
6

The OE volume does not

proilde much desoripcive material about outputs, but it does

include: (a) a taxonomic analysis bf k/D&I activities, and
4

(b) a review of assessments of the impact of various kinds

of outputs, both helpful for providing a picture of some of the

kinds land substantive foci) of outputs the system has produced.
9,

The NIE volume provides a great deal useful summary data:

describing exemplafyprOducts and tbcatir utilization histories;

giving an overview of the NIE - sponsored products described in

the 1976 Catalog of NIE Education Products (their developers, -

-distribution by subject areas, product formats, kinds of evalue-
.

tions cipducted on these products, eto.);giving an overview of

published educational research (the distribution of articles by
. asubject area); and providing some insight into the quanty'of

research output (numbers of journal outlets, numbers of presen-
4

dp. tations at specific AERA conventions, numbers of journal articles
4
4 and amount of report literature).

B. Cuides:.Catalogues

Many. individual R/D&I performer institutions opliih catalogues

or'Sibliographies of the various research reports and/or develop-
_ .

ment outpas thelVilavejprOdUced.? In ad/ition, prods guides or

citalogfes have been pAlished by:
,

.

p
1
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a) groups of R/D&I performer institutions (for instance,
4

the CEDaR Catalog of Selected Educational Research and,

Development Programs and Products
8
published by the

association which represents the interestslof the various

federally funded labs and centers);

b) individual /D &I sponsors, to describe Oat has been pro-

duced with their funds (for instance, the ;Catalog of NIE

Education Products);

c) R I contractor; or parts of the federally funded network

of institutiOnsgiiren.the job of examining, describing and

,o evaluating some of the system's outputs. (for instance,

the Product Development'Reports produced by the American

Institutes for Re'search
10

or the var4us iinformltion
4 4

analysis products and bibliographiesiof information analysis

products put out by the4ERIC system
11

); and .

'4I

various- independent organiFatrons working with or without

funding from R/D&I sponsors (for instance guides produced'

by the Educational Produces InformItion Exchange
12

or,

A Consume'r's Guide to Educational Iahovations published by

the Council for Ba'sic Education
13

),

110

C. Review Articles, Handbooks and Annual Reviews, Syn theses,

Bibliogrdlohies, Indexes and Publ 'Lcations of Abstracts of

Research

. . .

'The literature in this categor' can provide some sense of the

4t. h:- nudber of :topics coy by the-fle/d.'of educational
research:. .

an the types of inpliry outpi"Its that haAbeen produced.
,

4.

TheIducational research field has prOdUcecr.kespecially in the

last fewAkears)-a large nujer of'researcWsyntheses.in the form

.))
1 .

-

4
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. of handbooks And annuaLareviews containing ioritical reviews and
%

bibliographies o the literature in various research areas.

The-a ual Review of Research in Education
14

produced by the

AERA e ch year since 1973 is especially important here,

r,...supplementing such less frequently AERAproduced review sources:

bas the 1963 and 1973 editions of the Handbook of Research on

TeachirsJ5 and the decennial Encyclopedia of Educational Research.
16

xtf aquaf.importance'is the AERAis'quarterly journal Review of

Educational Research (especially since At changed its- policy in

"19159 and.now publishes unsolicited review articleson small

active research areas).
17

Also useful (if one cares to dig a

bit deeper and gecloser to primary sources), are the indexes,

''etc., pfoduced by the various indexing and
8
abstracting services

1

)of the field and the related. disciplines.

1
ff

In addition to various.areas of fundamental and applied research,

the specialties of evaluation research and policyaresearch have

become sy prolific that ant reviews have appeared for these

specialize'4 communities of researchers'.
19 ,

One ocher source should be noted as well. As part of a broader
,

. , ,

study of educatichial research output and quality, Caroline

Perse categorized on large segment of the research output

of al given year Ln number of.broad topics and she reports

on their distribution.
20

We will draw on this analysis as ell
411.

in our Pipsentat4o:

-

The evaluative literature is of several types:

9_4
mor4eationistic Commenta

The literature includes a rather e num6er.or statements about

.

1.

t
4

;
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the quality of educational R/D&I outputs, made in the course of

discussions of other generally broader topics. These.appear to

be made on a largely impressionistic basis, without any documented
I

evidential basis. However, they cannot be dismissed' easily as

simply_ impressionistic since they inclu4e statements made by

several of the experts with widely acknowledged stature and emi-

nence in the4ield.
21 R.

(Judgments of panels of such experts are

the basis ony of the more systematic, empirical investigi-

40B, tions of quality of output considered below.)

B. EmpiricaL Investigations of the Quality of Research Output

161 ;There is Substantial body of literature on educational research

quality that is based on examination of Large 'numbers,of publi-

cations and/or systematically selected samples. BenjaMin

for instance, bg'sed hisassessent of the research output of the

preceding 25 years on an inventory of,t,000 titles.
22

Other 1:>

investigations have been based on carefully developed lists of

journals publishing educational research, systematic stratification ,
ts.

of research articles, and systematic drawing of proportionate

random samples of research articles to be reviewed
23

(or in the

case of the unpublished report literature, a random Sample of

documents indexed and abstracted in ERIC14,Research in Education

for a particular year
24

). Several of these investigations used

panels of judges selected for their professional reputation's as

experts in educational research. One study useda panel of

jud3es drawn from a rarem.sample of, the membership of the AERA's

,Rivision D (4easuremeni and Research Methodology).25. These"

investigations generally,make 'explicit the criteria used in

defining and judging output quality as well 'and present distri-

butions of ratings made, discussions of weaknessa, etc..
. -
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. C. Analyses Identifying Significant Bodies of.Research and/o,.
c

. ,i,-

4.
.

Wevelopmrent Outputs .

AO,

4
Several interesting pieces,in the literature identify and describe

'various bodiei ,of research judged by the writer(s) all people

of stature in the field -- eo be of outstanding significance.

a) The report of the National Academy of Education's

Committee on Educational Research discussed foui"

significant. chains.ofinquiry as illustrative of

how disciplined inouiry has had'a significant impact

on educational.thinking and practice.
26

b) The report of the National Academy of Sciences'Com-

mittee on Fundamental Research Relevant to Education

considered eight research areas in which fundamental

research has had (and/or has the poterltial in the

future to have) signiticarp, impact on the solution of

high' priority educational.problems.
27

c) 3. W. detzels noted severe paradigms that developed

cumulatively from research nd had significaht impa&t

by changing the general conceptions held by practitiongrs

and indirectly educational practice.
28

d) In addition, the 1969 OE status report identified

four areas of significant research as illustrative

of the kinner iirowhich bodies of educational re-

1

search hid been applied in educational development

and could also potentially affect educatiogial, policy.
29

e) Earlier, Daniel Griffiths and a panel Of knowledgeable

researchers,and educational administrators identified

what they judged t9 be the 'ten most significan5

G 1 J

duo
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cational Tesearch findings of the previous ten years.

(This article was published originally'in 1967.)
30

D. Analyses Identifying Exemplary Proucts,'ProArams, or Practices

The literature includes many references to a few of the early qut-

.."--
standing system outputs. Widely tiled is illustrative of what

the system might be 6apable of producing some.day on a wider

scale are the National Science Foundation Course Content

r

Improvement Program, Individually Prescribed Instruction, and

. Sesame Street.

In addition to theselieferences to outstanding ttputs, several

efforts have been made to identify, describe, and (in some cases)

facilitate the dissemination.of some of these products or programs.

For ins , the identification, validating (in some cases), and

packaging f exemplary practices" as become one of the in-

creasing prominent activities of tate Departments of Education,

especi ly those receiving federal funding to expand their R/D&I

.capabilities.31 A body of literature has begun, to accumulate

about these practices and efforts to disseminate them.
32

,

. In addition, two ..projects have sought to identify kemplary

products." Both have produced information'about these products

including information about the extent of their adoption and

use in school system:. 33

E.. Studies of the Extent. of Adoption-and Use of Development

Out outs

In addition Eo the sources categorized above which focps on

specific selected outputs,
34

the liierature includes reports of

the findihgs of surveys which have been made of the extent.of

adoption and/or use of various categories of innovatons.
35

*.

.

.
These surveys are useful'; both for noting' the kinds of innovalions.

.

...0 identified and for ?riving at judgments of output quality (with
.

'widespread adoptibn ob an innovation used as an indicator of .

. quality). : la
(-1 tl i

"&k.i
\..--....

4

4I
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F. Evaluation Research on Specific Outputs or Bodies of Outputs

Marty .of the development products available for use, especially

those produced by systematic R&D, have been formally evaluated

and evaluation reports are available for examination by researchers,

policy makers, or potential adopters. For instance, of the 776

products on which data was collected for the Catalog of NIE

Education Products, NIE was able to secure evaluation data on

498 (6L.). For these 498, the following kinds of evaluation

research had.been con'platedt
36

NO 1

- , small-scale controlled tests of

effectiveness 63%.

- small -scale field tests of practice-
.

bility, transportability, or

replicability 78%

- large-scale replications 42%

- follow-up studies of imp .act 13%

- marketing or feasibility studies 36%

Many of these evaluation reports are available in the files of

R/D&I sponsors as well as the performer organizations. Scale

are available through the ERIC system.

3. Outp_st Characteristics as Analyzed in the Diffusion Research

Literature

The'ie is a.very large diffusion research literature which we draw on
7

for several cj apters of this analysis., In this chapter, we will
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4
makS use of analyses from that literature which identify specific

characteristics of innovative outputs which seem to affect their

likelihood of being adopted.
38

We will consider these. (and other).

output
It
chaTacteristics in terms of their policy and management impli-

cations for improving the effectiveness of outputs produced by fhe\e-

educational R/D&I systeM.

4. Overview of What Is To Be Found and What is Lacking_ in the

Literature

The available literature relevant to answering questions about edu-

cational R/D&I out uts is large. However, as we shall see shortly,

it does not presen5 a complete picture of what the system has'produced.

Each source tends to deal with only only a small portion of theptotial

output. The lit nature is least useful in providing an overall sense

of what kind's o outputs have been produced, ,in what quantities.

At best, an an lyst can try to piece together such an,overall picture.

At this point in rilitie, different analysts would probably present

ratdher different categorizations of the system's outputs, and probably

even bound off somewhat differently what is and is not defined as an

educationaL.R/D&I output. Efforts to develop a useful monitoring

system would be somewhat simplified if the field could arrive at
. AP

greater consensus on these questions.
C

The literature is most helpful, and most consistent, on questions of

output quality. But even, here, there would seem to,!be inadequate

elaboration of many of Ehe criteria and standards used id judging

quality, an issue of some consequence for identifying indicators to*

be monitored.
i

Before speculating about some of the policy implications and monitoring

requirements suggested by current thinking and the present state of

knowledge about educational outputs,'-let us summarize what can be said

about these outputs at this,point ion time.
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111. OUTPUTS PRODUCED TO DATE

. At least three questions need to be considered as.a basis for thinking

about, the system's outputs to date:

1) What has been produced?

2) In what quantities?

3) Of what (verity as measured by what criteria or standards?

We consider each of these questions in turn.o.

1. Wtiat Has Been Produced?

Within the definition of outputs provided earlier,'ve have attempted to

enumerate and order the categories (and sub-categories) of output forms

discussed in .the literature and /or familiar to us from our experiences

and observations. As noted earlier, ether analysts would probably arrive

at some other listing,adding solie sub-categories differently. The in-

tent here has not been to be totally comprehensive so much as to be suf-

ficiently comprehensive to illustrate the range and diversity of outputs

produced - for it is this range and diversity that complicate the prob-

lems of macro-level system management and policy development.

We are concerned herewith only output forms. Any attempt to categorize

L4.esub*tri. foci of educational R /D &I outputs would likelp. multiply

the complexity by a near infinite degree. To illustrate this, we have

repredvced from the literature three category schemes developed to classi-.

fy differebt portions of the universe of R/D6I outputs. Table 8..1 sum-

marizes the taxonomy developed by OE's'Bureau of Research in the late '60s

to analyze how OE allocat ns were distributed across research functions.

Lurriculum
39

fields, target groups,.etc. Table 8.2 comes from a study

4'
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TABLE 8.1

1USOE TAXONOMY OF EDUCATIONAL R&D ACTIVITIES

X. Re;earch Functions Supported

4
.Research

Development

Evaluation and achiVtzent studies
Demonstrations
ERIC
Other.dissemination
Research training
Facilities anci ecLip:ent

2. Topical Area of Study

Not applicable
Educational trends, needs and objectives
The school as an institution
Educational, personnel
Instructional systems and practices, not further specified
Facilities and guidance
Curriculum
Ceimputer managed or assisted instruction
ETV, ITV, teleredture
Social influences
Individual development and learning prdcesses, human
Individual development and learning processes, animal
Information sciences
Combination of above categories

3. Age-Grade Level of Target Group('

Not applicable or identifiable

Early childhood (0-6)
ElemAnatry
intermediate or middl school
Junior high school
Senior high school
Elementary and second:1.1-y Combined

Postse ndary
Undergra
Griewate 4
AdUlt

Articulation between levels
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4.
4

Special Characteristics of Target Group

Notcapplicable or identifiable
IntelleTtually gifted,

(vision, speech, hearing, crippled, etc.)
Culturally deprived, socioeconomically disadvantaged, etc.
IntelleCtually handicapped (retarded, brain damaged, not fur-

ther specified, etc.
Emotionally disturbed
Foreign language speakers
Other

5. Demographic Area of Intended Impact

Noc applicable or identifiable
Urban, 'not further specified
Central city
Suburban
Rural

6. Curriculum Subject Matter Fields'

Not applicable

s

.4 ,

Basic Knowledge and Skills
More than ihe field
Language arts
Foreign languages
Mathematics.

4 Science .

Social studies
Other
. .

. ..

Academic Skills
More than one field ,

The arts
Languages
Humanities ...

Mathematics ,

Natural sciences
,

Social and behaOloral sciences .
Other

glik

e

Occupational Specialized
Agriculture
Business and office
Distributive
Health 4

. .Social services
Recreational services
Technitd1 servis

. .

Architecture, engineering, etc.
Home economics

I
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'V
6. Curriculum jubject Matter Fields (continued)

Education Professions
'Curriculum areas not further specified
Ed. Psychology
Ed, Sociology
Ed. Administration
Curriculum and Instruction
Guidance and Counseling
History of Education

Philosophy of Education
Learning Theory
Other curricolm areas

From OZ, EdLcational Research and Devlop=enc in `the United States,
op. cit6, Rp. 125-137,.

4,4
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TABLE 8.2
4

SUBJECT AREAS OF 1,110 RESEARCH ARTICLES t ,1969

-

Prirnr
.. S:011J *.; -:=1)

P. ,...' 4 , ...:: ,-7.:0....3,,:s ' 0
C rt ,ctil,:-, ------=------- 18
P. !....t o.:.! .:.tolon 12
P .. : , !t .: I 11

'...;:la.:..-,... 1. . ,. I; : : 10 ,
R ......-: ', 41...h 9'
;01:t / lO . ,t 8.
R ':(.!. . $

t,.:.:.: _ ' .. it 3

. 1

2

1

..41(

SO, ':. C. 4.! Tilo 12a4hiy 11:.,c2tem

(N .e Arylr.:(1
r o.1, 197!)

I

4

,

R
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of research 4articles pUblished in 113 journals in
4. .4 "

4Q
' the AERA convetion that year. Table 8.3 comes

.. 4
.

.
..of .ERIC acizessig4 ning of research r!portedgthe

41through 1973. Clearly,the substantive foci of
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a.

A

puts cover an enormOus range.
4-;

19691 or presented at

from an examination-
.

r docUments Lift. 1956

educational R /Q&.I out-,

, 4

ws..N

..,

The alegory scheme depicted in Figure 8.1 .is bAlt around Lour key

dimensions: he typiof R /D &I, activity that prOticed.the output; the

target audience for t output; its degree of coacretenitss; and .1.ts
0,

ilkompehensivenecomplexity.

. ti

4 .2yRei.'6f RAD&I AcEivt.511. The outputs we foCus on are those produced as

a result o /either systematic inquiry (baste research, applied research,
, ..'

tor,evaluation) or development work '(systemat" R practi -based R &D,q.
. .

1).
as neens sore the mixed mbde.}: Although clearly other R &I functLou need

.

.

as
.

.

. iantific4ion or d sseatination or implementation/utilization suppdrt have

eLpectt'andWouteoze oftviriou§ kinds, these are generally in the form of.
» P.

s

evenit:or conditiods created rather than tangible products or descriptions
O

'of findings. We.made this point earlier in the chapter.

'long ruri, the effeCt of new and improved "con.Oitions, may
im

citle co! !ot the MO. systell otan, let us sa:i, a research

no
ad

include these less.testg4ble outcomes and stilt deal with the s jet

in g manage te way-. We do, howdber, try to c4sider somalikind of amor-
..- 4

phous ifol.ms of output in our schewe,..and III to this point shortly.
.

Although

have more &inse-

articre-f we .can-

-
is

4

t qv

Target Acdience: Our category scheme focuses on two target audiences for

R/D&I oqtputs:operating system personnel, on the one Bland, R/D61

.0 system per:,onnel, on the other, .There are, of course, other,potential%.

4

. ,

: "

a vellente.:, :is well

puts are "p.geeared

of
-

the outputs v.*

11, . a 1 % ;
- Congress, pOblic interest gcoups', etc. - end oiten ont-

partioUtaMy f44 these ether groups. However, almost all

need to corasthe'rip're tArgette at either opqrating system
.

. . o qa.. .

-0 p4soan'et or 1/0&I, system personnel. and therefore,: these loth° towdan144-
.

.,
A

s

-1 "767, w
e".S*

.41/ ,

ence...)yith which e 'are qnncorned.

a
.fir

1014

114

6 4
. .)

:.

ft

. *

440,

e
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Key to Fipre 8.1: R&D Outaut Categories
t

I. OUTPi S OF IN OM', 4

4 A. Outputs Targetted at Rese ch Community and RiD&I System

.

Al = Metilokagical insights about research approaches that are
net ective for certain kinds of research questions, and

.
- I'why; process, learning about research' strategies (i.e., wne ,..

the first-rate reseitcheriworries around instils head but
does not prepare in a foiii,gat permits'dissemtnation to
others). \

r .

.

=,

A2 = Substantie hunch-,.s on irquiry cuestions (or potential
inquiry questions) .

.

1*- ,
'Co.*

a A3 = Research findings learned
.

by researcher(s) btit nat .11

published or disseminated in arq form .
1

-4.

4

-
'1u

-. .

A:4 = Report of findings of individual, piece of research (in
paper, article, techni4a1 report, etc.)

A5 = RepOrt of findings of i dividual piece of research,'"wtth

it

%review of relevant liae Lure
. A54 atheorer±eal -

.- l
AW
n'd2

= oreticatlz oriented ,./,

i 111 . ,

.

1 A6.= Repor't of 'rigs of series .of related researoginquirieg,
with review of levant research 4.

.A6
1
=.atheorerical . %

A62 = theoretically orieed

A7 = Knowledge synthesis on a researeR area
..

.
r A7

1
= atheorerical .

-1

.

A7
2
= thiaretic.ally or

. , -
, = Knowledge synth4is On a research ,area that critiques a

substantive 'research area or meehodological approach,
pointing to weacinetses, gaps, and needed work

(
AS

1
= atbeoretictl .

/A82 theoretically'griented
_ ,,,

.
, r- r

B. ouLnuts,Tatietred e-1 Prcctitioners.
.

..* . .

t
Bl = Insights About areas of practice (instryctional streeegies,4

4.

approarthe-r.., tetreher behaviors, etc.) thiatAare or are not k*
it

....

.

effective under certain condlrions, and why, ,teaching
competencies bpd skills (i:e.what th4 first rate twhkr

,

.

1

or adAinistrator carries around in his h6ad but does, t
.. 4, .

4 prepare in a form thativermits diasseraination.to others. «
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. . .

,B2 = Hunches about the applicability of a single hypothesis;
research finding, of body of research to practice issues,

. but _Mit prepared in a form that periniti dissemination to
. . .

:a' others`' ,

/
. )

. -.

B3
ok=
'Report of individual study, written for practitioners
, 4

., e'
B4= Report of series of studies, written for practitioners

. f .

a 115.= 'KnOwledge synthesisn research area, mritten for
practitioners .

.:.- . 0 '
t

B6 = Knowlegge,synthesis on specific praAe-dertved issue
- , .r"" - II

It. DEVELOMENT OUTP6
S

Cy D, E: F. 'Outputs TargettecLat Practitioners

4 r-

r

C Iristruceional materials. The range, here might be represented
by, on the one hand, a single teacher using her, own materials
for a single lesson, to, on the other hand, a fully packaged
set of materials for a subjec't (pr set of- subjects) covering
grimes K-12. Illustrative of the gradations of concrete-
ness is the following:

Ii,

Cl = A single, teacher's ideas for a single leson, used in her
classroom but not committed to print or other media.

C2 F A lesson plan for a single lesson

C3 = An outline or guiaeifor a curt iCulum unit-

C4 =, A curriculum guide for a single subject fox an entire
....,grade qeveI e

... . .

C4
1
= Acurriculum guide for a single subject for grades K-12

i

)

41' :

, .

0 v.

C4
2
= A curriculum guide for all subjects for grades K-12

.

Wt

0

. ' ':7.3=%\curricultrtito-ukte. with lesson plans and other teacherb ...,.-..-supports
7 g

f
s

C6 = C5 with the addition of studentex.a 'and/or workboolss
1 and/or soudebookl of instructional material for repro-7

. liduction on mimeo or itto machines

C7. = C6 'with the addition of tests and otheitiassessment supports
( 0

.
. 6C8 = C6 or C7 wi. the additihn of audio-visual and/or multimedia

AP .
materials anal /or othersyesoutce mater4als (exhibits, demon-

strations, specimens, etc.)

4

0 rI 14
1 4.

.a
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1.

D = "Idea Innovations" or "exemplarv.hraccices or programs"
whierimay be made available to others in a range of forms
varying in concfeteness/comprehensiffeness. Txamples of
lidea innovations" include: n'edgpation, schools
within a school, alternative edu ation;. team teaching or
cluster telbhing, use of parap Lessionals or aides;
individualized instruction, epihdent study-, directed
study, or continuous egress; ,ungraded school organization;
courses without grades;' media centerst resource centers,
or instructional materials centers; peer tutoring; toy)

libraries and other materials lending arrangements; or
simulation and gaming. (For examples of exemplary practices

seesubseqUent discussion in this chapter.)
rative of the gradations of concreteness here is the

following:

= ic:ea inno7a4ona, practice4 or programs useti a'seccing
but hot,described in print or through use of.othet media.

D2 = 11112 innovations, practices, or programs described in
brie sammary statements to meet funning requirements:

D3 = Idea innovations, practices, or programs described:in
evaluations or other technical reports

I.
D4 = Ideagiagnovations, practices, or programs.described especially

for disseminatan purposes in published articles

D5 = Idei innovations, practices,
especially for dissemination
or ocher medja or multimedia

or programs presented
purpose's in film, videotape,
forms.

3.e) Packaging or idea innovations, ptactices, or programs for
dissemination, with descriptive presentations, materials
for'inser6cgional and /or aelgpistrative use, etc.

D7 = fttensiVe fackaging ofitid&a innovations, practices,, or
programs; witb.ipow-to -doit information and Other 4mple-
!riencation.auppOrts as 'well as D6 packaging

A '

E.= ,Inertructiontl technology, technology for school management,
. orinnovationi in facilities. Included under instructional

te:';-:.1olv are %areuare and.related soft,:lre ites
as CAI (computer assisted instruction), the Taaking Type-
writer and similar types `o` teaching machines, computers
and data Rrocessing equipment, audio and videotape technology,

. alms, ang television (Open and cloSed circuit). Included
Under tectlinology for sch6ol management would be the software
anc possigly'also the hardware(or use of hardware throtigh
a service bureau) associated' with scheduling innovations .

described as: variable modular scheduling,
sch'eduling and back-to acki Scheduling; also educaljon
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management information systems, education planning sysaems,
and'education needs assessment systems, Examples-of
'facilities innovations would be the pod type of school
qesign and the movable partitions associated with open
education, Illustrative of the gradations'of concreteness/ .,

coprehensiveness here is the following:

El = Supplementarytechn:114y for use it a single lesson oar
brief unit (e.g.: 'film, videotape, etc.)

1
E2 = Supplementary hardware for use in addition to stardard

curriculum in a sub ct (e.g.: Talking Typewritdr

' = Hardware softl4are so fundamental to instructional strate#es
new teaching strategies and curriculum
language laboratoriel, pod -type school

that it requires
sxederkign (e.0
design)

E4 = E3. type of o tpu

E5 =

E6 =

t packaged-wilth.materials and instructional
_computer-assisted instrdction packagers.) - --

E4.type of output' covering more than one grade level and/or
more than one subject area (e.g.:

Technology fcir school management affecting .school -wide
and/or district-wiee policies, apppaches, etc. (e.g.:
management information systems, planning .systems, assess-
ment systems, etc)

F = Miscellapeons Outputs. Examples of other kinds of outputs(
that,m.ight be targetted at practitioners might training
programs oot.new kinds or packages bA tests measures. In

either cape, tie Tanee-oa gradations in concreteness would
represent increased coverage froru, single lessons to
unts to ourses, to multi-grade levels, etc.; and,
-increased toimprehensivainess in packaging roan descriptions
..tomodejp, to inclusion of,tsample measuiFF; to sdpports
of..vacIvous kindaaiwrtr4do-it guidds, etc.)

'C'a Outputs Tae6tred elICR/D4? Communti. Included here might
be varibus.kin46 of ofianizatior;alor dater-organizational

. arAagAmApts bt.nf.t.wottli4veloped to support R/DO .

failctps914; ilciP7C6-dAtE.typ$s of miterills (for ilvtance,
.,base4.b:ri%dptumentirfba;10 ahalypis4oftecimical assistance

, .sriatetiesor Aystimat5f6 lar.snmeNhoeher. functivmhel or '

. . t.
. .swn4funetlonal $pes I: dik loped istematically into .

*

iiitti'elals foriuse be 4.ebraining progtams; data
.

iVEems or 114,juln4114. !IQ OS ; , 4.q;pv.! lus tra Ave! of 'fhe .
. ,::

. 0

....) o0-454digtal4tipr!A a ebacre'pp*R jsowellensiveness of ...6.A

. .thstle outpni..4;"-±v.. the 1_6(rf;$.44 4 v. t. ,"" . .

r

. Wow
, v..i. .

. . 4 .

41. optrint4Fesctfbe' b 1441.y in print:
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C2 = !lodel for such arl outpvt developed sy er.-atically and
.1 described in detail in technical repo

C3 = C2 type of output developed along with supporting materials
to permit implemgmation by others

G4 = Packaging -cit& typtof output along with implementation
, guides, multimedia mtcerials, plus .lists of contacts, '

fox observation of output implemented at various sites,
. .4" ' for exchanges of information amongtusers and'also between

users and developers and/or for technical assistance to
i

) ,
support mplementation.4
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Generally, outputs of inquiry or development work are prepared somehat

differe ntly depending on which of these two audlences they are intended

to reach. Articles written for rearch journals, forinstance, are

likely to describe a research study and its findings differently from .

.articles tbve'ring the same material.buc written for the magazines read

primarily by practitioners. Development outputs prepared for'use by

R/DUI system personnel are sometimes no different in form from'analogous

outputs prepared for operati4pg system personnel (e.g., training programs),

But occasionally, they do differ," with considerably more explicit atten-

tion to R/D&I system issues and systemic requirements in these outpucs

:2,1,Jc...el L.: R/MI persoanal. sball ar,we lacer i46th:s erapter fur

more such system-oriented ouputs.

) . tt
Degree.of Concreteness': R/Dia outputs differ in the extent to which tnei

. .

.."

lilavebeen packaged in concrete forms whfch can be passed on to others and
, .

used by them. Most conceptualizations include within the definition o f

tto6tiauats" only' those forms of information, progra'ms, etc. that Lave been

packaged in concrete fornt ('n print andiar through Lse of some other media),

Some ocher definitions also include such categories of outputs as "exemplary

practices" despite the fact Qat many (probably most) such practices have

not been packaged but exist only in-de7nstration 6-Lies (generally, the

schools where they were developed) where they can be observed.

Our catezlry schece includes not only concrete, packaged products and ob-.

servile b,A.unpackaged practices but also outcomes of a/D&I that are even

less concrete in that they nay exist only in the heads of those who have

,carrted colt pnaicular qD&I activities - e.g., research findings arrived

at by a researcher &ut.not (as yet ) (14s)cribe0 in print; teaainetechniques

y a te4cne or a team ot teacbers) but Pot (as yet) captured in

a for- (a ieeotape, for instance) that-could be disseminated to others; or
,

MA, pro use;.! b/ a highly socces.3ful develop2fent organezation but not

(as ye-.).(;,:.4(ribed in Nit way that could rt-1,kei. this valuable kirowledge acces-

-able t, of the P. community, 'Alchouael it would nobably bp more r,

.(orrect ro ro2ft.r to Cv.:ce as "potptial" outputs, tae Include then here in

a.

1
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ti

our category scheme, and will argue.later for policies that facilitate

the crd.nslation of more of these amorphous "potential" outputs' into more

conrete forms.

Degree of Comprehensiveness/Complexiu.: Outputs also differ al ng a

continuum of comprehensiveness/complexity. "Comprehensiveness" is a term

we find more appropriate for outpOts of inquiry. We use it to try to

denote the range of forms from, let us say: (a) a report of a single

research finding in a paper or an article in a scholarly journal; to (b)'

a review of relevant literature that synthesizes all previously pub-

lishe2 research relevant to the framing a particular new research

c,...e-tion and/or the design of a particular new study; to (c) a review

,aetLcle., bibliographical essay, or "state of the art" paper synthesizing

and crtiquing all the current knowledge in a given research area. he

particular inquiry output presumably becomes more meaningful to (and

usable by) the field the more complexly And comprehensively it is packaged

akmg with other relevant research findings and theoretical, constructs.that
need to be understood to make effeective and valid use of the new infotmAti.on.

o

In the case o'f. development outputs, both comprehensiveness and 'complexity

see.1 -.--).,,ropriate concepts to focus attntton_on the range of items included

in a particular output. These.outputs might range in form from, for in-

stance: (a) a lesson plan for teaching. a single lesson; to (b) a curriculum
.

guide fora whole new course; to (c) a curriculum,guide far Leachers alorig

stideht :orkbooks and other pritited learning materials; to (d) package .

ewith the,addition of multi-media suhlemeneary ma erials and prhaps too

n comprehensive training program for teachers; to (e) d-type package but

for a K-I2 reading program; to (f) a d-type package. for K -12 for alksub-

je't -iter areas; to (1.0 An f-type olc%aizeji.th nddittoinl and

plans for or niziA; the school, with administratiye supports, accompan;::-

ing :*lar1;1:;vmeat inforration systems, measurement instruments, etc.

flgure 1-1.1 represents a first_gmt dt eliJ.nyll of categscheme we have in

mind. Tu. > half of the figure show-, the range of inquiry outputs
,

a

f
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have considered, both those targetted at researchers and other R/MI

system personnol, on the one hand, and those targetted my operating

systeh personnel, oft the othe41k r. Tne..bottom half of the figure depicts

the range of development outputs, again targetted at both grouds. In

a vet./ rough way., we attempted to place entries in the figure from left

to right to indicate increasing concreteness and comprehensiveness/

complexity.

Several points we have tried to show in Figure 8.1 need to be underscored

before we proceed furener. One is the enornpus number of types or outputs

forms produced by educational RED, which greatly ,complicates &n :. efforts

that nigt be m.tue to cevelep inventories of outputs, or to consider d4-

veloping standards or criteria for assessing the quality of outputs, or

to undertake an actual quality7ontrol sifting through the existing out-'

puts to separate the strong from the weak, the valid from the invalid .

approaches; etc. Each type of output form needs to be understdod in terms

.of its own requirements and its own use patterns, andiherefore a huge

number of types means a standard setting and quality assessment task of

gargantuan propurtions.

Second, the' ranging of types along; the amorphous/concrete and simple/
, .

comprehensive dimensions has to be approached carefully to a'oid arriving

at erroneous policy implications. There has'been a tendency ,in the educa-

tional R/D'II enterprise to equate greater concreteness and comprehensive-

ness /complexity with "bet er". Up to a point, we would not quartet with

this. For instance, ungu stionably, new knowledge that is generated and /

ve..i tuchriqu,, that are developed are "better" (from the perspective of

advai7inA the state of development of a gi'ven research area) when they 40)

.

are ays-rilw
.

d in Print (or throuth some other tedium) rather thaAn s lrply

. bein.gterei away in t.le heads of those t,./ho gefterated the new knodledge,
1

The: t'eco-.e access:ble for the* rest of the firld to tls and, equally

im.nrtant, to c.ritiq..e, Only wilen other knowledge is brought to bear on

the findino, ar.! lestlons abodx their validity are raised' and a.ses.sed,.

.
,...an hc

...
riiasona',17 certain of the soundnen, or this new knuwledge. And

0
cl.,.arl.., a research.'finding bec,,me,,.more useful the more it is present' d

x
1

i' 4
4 , ...,,-

.:.

on.
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in a way t1-tat relates it to the existing knowledge base in an area

and shoy:5 h.Y. it adds to that knowledge bes4, suggests what previously

developed information it calls into ques-tion, what neWciliestioKS it

raises, and perhaps' too what appli-c lop implications may be hinted at
,

when,it is
.

related to other information alYeady known, etc. Therefore,

the more concretely an amorphous, "potential" research output is ,Rre-
. I

Seated, end the more comprehensively its treated in the presentation,

the "better" (i.e., the'more usable .the new information) ?or the ft:rid.
.

)
However, this is not necessarily Aqually truefor development outputs.

There can be no question that in the case of development techniques

L4e4,1.ing %L.. as ,e 4<..,: above would hold true - the tore fully they Ore

described for the rest df the field, the more accessible they are for

review and criticism, and the more they are related to existing techniques

in use (and.knowledge about then) , the better for the field'. However, in

the case of deelop,pent outeuts, some of the more amorphous and simpler

outputs may in fact be more usable (and more widely used) than the highly

concrete and complex products. Part of the reason for this is related to

costs: the or concrete and especially the fwre complex and comprehen-
d

sire an output, the more expensiye it' is likely to be to produce, to pur- It

chase, and perhaps, too, to use A set of supplementary materials is

likely to be far less. exp:er:Isive, for instance, than a muldi-media"K-l2

instructional program, and the more complex products, therefore, ate like-

ly to be simplyout of reach fortie budgets of most pool systems. Inr
addition t9 costs, the increasin/ complexity and compr hensiveness of a

..

pOoduct makes impl&nentation m e difficult, .either b cause it my require
-.;"

. a great deal of unlearning and relearning by practitionersandtor because

it requires a great deal more.thattge of eisting procedures, organization- -

al structures, staffing, etc. The more change required, the more difficult

it is likr1) to be to get the product adop /ed, and (if adopted) implemented

effectivel:.

rhehe factors need to be taken into account when recommendations are made

that call for increasioncrolivess and complexity in product development.

bile patka;ing exemolary practices and programs in more concrete and more

a,"

t
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comprehensive forms (with teachi ng guides, Learning materials, etc.)

may be ualled for if practice-based development is to have substantial

impact outside the sites where the work originated, the greater the

costs of the packagirig avid the greater the complexity of the packaging,

thel;nre resistance it is. likely to encounter,.and this must be underr
, *1

stood if we are to arrive at a more workable balance among requirements.

Finally, we need to point to the imbalance of outputs targetted atAthe

,different audiences of interest to us. Most inquiry outputs are targetted

at researchers directed to devising more effective modes of presenting this

informatif4r conr.p:ion and 1.:3 by practitioner- In trie case of ce-

velopment outputs,- tae imbalance is in the other rection. Most of these

are targetted at che operating system, which iA no doubt, as it should be

However, if the state of the art of R/D&I functioning in education is to

develop further, and if the system is to progress o more mature patterns

of functioning, more attention will need to be focused on elaborating

R /D &I,processes (through state of the art papers, guidpg, pfocess analyses,

etc.) so as to strengthen the fieldAtechnology base; structuring existtng

kndwledge and technologyinto training prograns: developing and making ex-

tensive use of communication mechanisms for information flow n the field;

-atc. We shall return to ,,these points 1 Eer.

47-

.
. p

\ .

Havin no cohsidered what kinds of outputs the system has _produce ,. we
. ..."..

n the7q.destione: in what quantity? of what quality? measured
t 101.
b what criteria or standards?

IMO

G.

V
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2. Quantities of Output: How Much 'Has been Produced?

There is no valid way to answer the quantity question except to say.

that whatever theprecise number it will be enormous enough to be

mind boggling. A few indicators should suffice to make the point.

.
Table 8.5 reproduced from NIE's 1976 Databook is useful for

illustrating the terse quantity of education4 research literature

produc'ed in recent ye'ars. As shown here, tke Current 4ndex,to

Journals in Education, whiCh began publication in 1969, indexed a

total of.102,000 journal articles published during the six year

perkodj96971974, an average annual output of 17,000 journal articles

per year. Research in Education, the ERIC publication which'began

publication in 1967 and provides Astracts of accessions generally

from the unpublished document/report literature of the fled, pro-

vided informationon a tot 1 of nearly 85,000 documents over.the

eight-year period between 1967 and 1974, an average of more than

-.910,500 reports produced per year. Of course, there is no way to

equate nutters of reports and journal articles to amount of new

"knowledge" gained by the field or significant achievements made in

understanding or problem solution. /The relationship between amount

of research performedandpamount of new knowledge gained is always

a tenilous one, even more tenuous 'than the weak (and often inverse)

relationship between quantity and quality. But clearly, a great

deal of research-output has baen reported on in print,.

AP

.Since development outputl have not gener.ally been indexed in'the manner

. that research outputs have, it is aveh more'difficult to get any sense

of the number of products, programs, etc. that have been developed,

even when we restrict our attention to Only those that have been

developed in packaged product form (thereby excluding educational

materials, practices, approaches, programs, etc. that have not been

packaged Eor dissemination and use elsewhere). Ona indlcator, though,'

6
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that canprovide a sense of the number of development outputs that

`have been produced is the number of products described in a source

spch as the Catalog of NIE Education Products.
42

This catalog

provides informatiod about development products of R/D&I contractors

'/ or grantees currently or' formerly receiving NIE funding. The catalog

includes tabular presentations of data on 776 products identified

in this 1975 survey -- curriculum materials,"trainihg materials,

handbooks and manuals,, tests and measurement instruments, and models.

To-put that figure in perspective, it should be recalled that NIE

provides at most 167,..of.total federal funding for educational RiD&I,
43

and that in addition to R /D &I in the strict sense that it is carried

on with private sector or opei*ing system kinds a great deal of

more tonventional (what we have called elsewhere "practice-based"
44,

or "practice-related" ) development work is carried on without

federal funding. The total development output, then, is enormous.

Even within any strictly defined problem or subject matter area,

the full array of output available .for use is likely to be prodigious.

3. Quality of Outputs Produced to Date

The assessments that have been made of the quality of educational

research or R&D outputs tend to fall into one or another of two

. categories: eithek(!) discussions suggesting that the bulk of what'

has been produced is quite poor in qu ity and/or of little signi-

ficance, or (b) others that idehtify a relatively small number of\

outputs of, outstanding qualitymand-Influence. Let us consider first

the literatUre assessing the quality of educational research, then

evaLuationsof available development outputs.

Educatidnal Research

. a. Research Output as a Whole

4

$1
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i. Assessments of Generally Mediocre Quality of

the Output as a Whole

Negative assessments of educational research are
45

quite numerous. The terms and phrases that have

been used include "mediocre," "leis than mediocre,"

"inadequate," "incompetent," "invalid," "trivial,"

"weak," "poor," and "of modest significance and

quality." Illustrative' of

that has been made are the
I

the report of the National

the kind of diticism

following eXc.4pts from

Academy of Education's

Committee on Educational Research: ,

'Not all that has passed for'educationa research
has been disciplined to this degree. Investi-
gators rarely contrhl,che instructional methods
or administrative procedures about which con-
elusions are drawn sufficiently for
to be reproduced by others. Investi
infrequently frame studies to advance

4
favorable to a conclusion or innovatio

e findings
ators not

viden6e
in

which the investigator believes, rather than
testing the proposal against reasonable -alter-
natives.. The final report is sometimes little
more than an essay expressing beliefs held
before the study began, embellished rather than
supported by the study itself. Even the p#ra-
phernalia of stAistical analysis may be used
to support preconceptions. For example, a
writer may emphasize that some .experimental
procedure produced a "statistically significant"

4 difference and thereby confirmed his working
hypothesis, whereas another writer who doub
the hypothesis4could as easily stressthe
small. magnitudeof the difference and question
whether the hypothg;is has any important
explanatory power.**

We believe that not more than one-tenth of the
doctoral dissertations in Education and not
more than one-tenth of the work published in
the less-well-edited journals, even today, are
respectable works of Serious inquiry. The

.,

I

Cr,
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rest have had their function as training exer-.
ciAeo and as tokens required. for professional
stature, but they have degraded the term 'con-
tribution to knowledge.' Moreover, because the
profession has not scrutinized new work and
combined it. into successively better-informed 0.

syntheses, inost of the publications have made
no conceptual contribution.47

Note that sphe National Academy's estimate of the

proportion of educational research that could be

considered "respectable" was 1 out of 10. Michael
.a

Scriven's estimate, for a large chunk of the

research output, was,1 out of 20. Writing in 1960,

he stated that ". . . by minimum acceptable research

standards, 95. percent of the work (on education) . . .

that is concerned with causal analysis is, by either

theoretical or practical standards, invalid or trivial."
48

After having examined-an inventory of '70,000 titles

produced over the previous 25 years,Benjamin Bloom

concluded that at most 70 of these titles -- 1 out of

1,000 -- could be considered to have had significant

knfluence.
49

The proportions given. favorable ratings in the various

systematic empirical investigations of research quality

reported in the literature are not quite as bad as

these judgments made by some of the outstanding leaders
0

of the field. Still, the ratings reported can profide

little comfort to the educational research community.

For instance, judges

educational research

have rejected 40r /.'of

reviewing a random sample of

articles published in 1962 would

these articles;
50

a replica-in

tion study done for research articles published in

1971, the'judges indicated that they would have

OW

Ca)
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totally rejected 27% of these articles and would ha4

published only 970 "as is."
51

In a study of research

published in 1967-68, 43% of the articles were rafted

below average or incompetent with respect to one or

(generally) more of the following: use of propei

research met9as, contribution to theory, or con-
.

tribution to practice.
52

The picture is even more

dismal when one examines ratings of the unpublished

report literature available through the ERIC system:

.n a study of a random sample of 1971 entries. in
...-

Research in Education, a panel of research specialists

rated approximately two-thirds as mediocre, poor, or

completely incompetent and similarly negative assess-

ments were provided for nearly half the entries by a

panel of educational decision makers who were not

research specialists.
53

Clearly, whether one examines the wort literature or

articles published in educatidaal jot.mnalc, the over-

all assessment seems to be that the quality of edu-

cationafresearchfis quite poor. It would be useful

to have comparable analyies of more recent research

output. Still, there seems to be little reason to

believe that the general picture has,changed sub-

stantially.

ii. Criteria or Judein. Research QUality

Several indicators have been used to measure the quality

of individual pieces of scientific research. Caroline

Persell reviewed a number of these: citation rates

(i.e., the frequency with which particular articles

are cited by othirs);
54

research productivity; prizO

t
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winning; peer evaluations; ratings,made by use of

evaluation forms; self-evaluations;'and characteristic's

. of journals publishing a given paper.
55

Persell concluded her review by noting that no matter

what indicator one tries to use and even after con-.

siderable effort is put into developing objective

instrument, research quality inevitably. must be

defined by judgments of people in the field. There

is no "intrinsic characteristic of quality which c)n

be recognized by. an objective instrument like a

geiger counter . . . (and) even when standards are

made explicit, their application requir s judgments

by people."
56

It is indicative of the.state of development of the

field that there seems to be:

a) general agreement among research specialists

about the kinds of ciiteria to be used in

Judging research quality (e.g., "appropriate

research design");

b) less agreement about the application of a

criterion to judging a particular piece

of research (e.g., Was the appropriate

research design used in this particular

study?) ;

c) more agreement in judging a particVlar piece

of research if the judges are specialists

in the substantive research area rather than

.
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specialists in research methodology); and

d)' even less agreement if the judges include

both research specialists and practitioners

who are not research specialists .54

An enormous number of instruments have been developed

for evaluation of the quality of research outputs. In

1969, one analyst identified 48 different forms

available for this purpose.
58

A large literature of

checklists or guidelines has been published for use

by researchers or practitioners to help them sift

through available research and separate competent

from incompetent work.
59

Other evaluation. checklists

have been developed by researchers who have empirically

investigated educational research quality.
60

Generally, these forms elaborate '(in more or less detail),

on several criteria involving either: (1) the method-

ology used in carrying out the research (and/or the

manner in which the research is reported), or (2) the

signifievce of the research. illdstrative of the

kinds-of criteria used inn, these 4rms is the listitig

in Table 8.6.

I

The greater degree of detail illustrated here under

the headings of Methodology/Presentation and Signi-

ficance is typical of the amount of elaboration

provided in the evaluation forms. In one case, for

knstance, significance of the problem area is 1 out'

of 25 items on a checklist heavily weighted toward

research methodology hnd styld.of presentation.
61
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Table g.6

)

'Criteria Used in Judging the Quality

of Educational-Research

1. Methodology and Presentation

a. Methodology

- Appropriate research design, and lack of specific

weaknesses

- Appropriate sampling

Appropriate data gathering methods or procedures

- Validity and reliability established

- Appropriate data analysis methods selected

- Data analysis performed currently

Conclusions substantiated

b. Presentation

- Clear statement of problem, hypotheses, assumptions, etc.

- Good review of the relevant literatuie, with problem

under investigation' clearly related to state of existing .

knowledge

- Research design fully described

- Population and sampling fully described

- Data gathering methods described.

- Analysis presented clearly

- Results presented clearly

- Conclusions stated clearly

2. Significance

a, Significance of the problem selected for study

b. Significance of the results

7- Contribution to theory

- Contribution to practice
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,

Even where "significance"' is given-considerable

weight -- as in one study where' "contribution to

theory" and "contribution to practice" are two of

the three dimensions of research quality rated

(use of appropriate research methods is the third

dimension)
62

-- "contribution" is not defined.

Clearly, it is a matter of pure judgment;. the more

expert the judge selected, the more confidence we

can probably have in the assessment made of the

' likely contribution made by a given piece of Work.

Some evaluation checklists take note of the significance

of the problem selected for study, while others focus

on the significance or-the research results. This is

an important distinction since in education it has

been noted frequently that researcher; often seledt

.significant problem areas but the research that\they

produce contributes little to the.solution of those .

problems or even our understanding of them.
63

Ili, Summary

In summary, most educational research has bten described

. poor in quality, as judged by'eitirer methodological

rigor or the contribution made to theory or practice.

b. Sieniftcant Bodies of Research

Up to thi'pOint, we have'ncted hosi little of the prodigious
\.quantity of ed4captolarresearch pat has been produced has

been judged tol.\ e of,good quality. However, included in the

educational R/D&I\ literature are several analyses that frame

the quality question somewhat differently and arrive at a
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considerably more favorable assessment.

The question addressed by these analyses generally takes

,the form of either: "Has research'affected practice?"

or "Has there been quality research which ha&had (and /tor

potentially could have) significant impact on educational

Policy or practice or Contributed substantially to theory

or understanding?",
4

Getzels approached the issu)by describing how educational

practice at different times over this past century has

largely reflected dominant conceptions of the nature of thl

learner, and how these conceptions were derived in part

from accumulated educational research. He traced the

changed emphasis in educational practice from teacher-

centered learning to student-centered learning to approaches

seardd to social interaction, and related each of these to

shifts in the dominant paradigms stimulating psychological

and learning reseatch.
64

Griffiths' list of the most significant pieces of educational

research produced in the, previous ten years
65included

publications in the folloging research areas;

.u"

- Studies of the luantitative development of human 1

characteristics (Bloom)

- Studies of th- ature of, intelligence; the

struct re of ellect (Guilford)

- Studies of individual development (Piaget)

- Effects of the environment on individual development

(Deutsch et al.)
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.- Application of computer technology to studies in''

).earning theory (Suppes)

- Biochemical approaches to learning and memory (Gaito)

- Characteristics 'amestyles of adminiftrators

(Hemphill et al.)

t
- Talents of Young People - Project Talent -

(Flan.a3an et a,1.)
.

11\'
to their report on educational tesearch,ehe National'

academy of Education identified four chains of signIficant

inquiry as illustrative of the influence of fugdamenwl

research on et5at,ional pract,ice
66

- The body 0 work dont on mental tests and pupil
* '

classification: as the basii.for the olpresence

of standardized testing to assess student progress;

- The philosophy of pragmatism and its infleience,on,

curriculum r(forms reorienting learning away from

. the eel of learning for its own sake and toward

the goal of learning to facilitate problem solving;

- Thorndike's ark on reinforcement in learOing and

its impact on the use of drill in t lt
he ohing of

arithmetic; and ?SW

- Views of the politics of education derived from a

body of historical studies that have influenced.

educators' thinking about the forces that affect

educational change.



64

4.

Another example comes frollohe recent report of thp

National Academy of Sciences Commlttee dn'Fundamental
. ,

Research Relevant to Ed ucation.
67

They describe eight

resenich topics on which fundamental research has had

d, and /or potentially could have. significant influence on

the solution of educational, problems:

.- Cognitive development

1

-'.Informal education and life-long educability

- Literacy

- The brain and neural processes; increasing learning

capacity

Change and innov ation in organizations
p

Higher Education

- Cultural Pluralism

School environments

A

Our final ex4gple should benoted as well. In the 1969

4'..-status4faport, Hendrik Gideonse and his at'aff.at the

then - extant National Center for Educational Research andIt .
Development identified four areps,of research as illus-

110 traFive of research that had significant implications for

4 educational policy anti development work:

a

.

- early learniqg (research on cognitive growth and

child devlipment lhowing the critldal importanCe._'

of the early years)
.bs

N.,

S
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b

70.

individuai diffrences (in mental abilities,' achieve-

ment aptitudes, cognitive styles, and motivational

1`
factors)

- professional roles of educators (research on teacher /

effectiveness, teacher role, and teachiagjmethe6s)

.

4(

noainstructional variables (research on the powetful

effects of socioeconomic variables, peer influence,

political structure, cultural variables, and the like)

Included ift the presentation were speciftC examples of actual

or potential applications of these bodies of research to de-

velopment activities and to areas of educational pOlicy.68

44.

These various listings of ereasof outstanding research are

impressive. However; at least two points must be underscored

about the research outputs noted here.

First and most obvious, almost all of the entries are

drawn from the disciplines (especially psychology) rather

than from 'educational research per se. They reftect the

cdftributions made by fundamental research relevant to

education rather than outputs of the field of educational

XI)

4
4

6
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evidence when practitioners are asked in survey research

to describe how researctt has affected their practice.11

4(
4

4,
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.

research. Little of it has been carried out by .researchers

who.identify themselves as educational r esearchers,

Oho areffiliated with educational research associatiods,

or who publish in educational research joulornals, etc.

These listings indicate that many fundamental researchers

o ,outstanding.quality are carrying, out work. relevant to
#

.

ucationand at least some of these (e.g., Bloom, Suppes)

h ve b ecome active in leadership roles in the field of

ed cations' research. Perhaps thil says something about
.

the supply of research talent from other fields who might

be attracted to educational research. But, few of these ,

listings can be pointed to as proof of *the quality or

vitality of educational research.

A second point suggested by most of these items is made"

particularly well in several of the discussions in the

literature of how research influences practice and therefore

what criterion should be used in judging its sigagicance.
69

Research of a fundamental nature generally becomes influential

as part of a cumulative body of knowledge (". . . a single 41

finding is rarely important in itself, but acquires importance

because it fas a system of. findings . . . major contribu-

tions are usually series of interconnected studies conducted

by.a number of investigatore .7 (). Such, research influences

practitioners not by pointing to direct applications to

specific practices but rather by changing their ways of

thinking, aftetin"g their conceptions of schools; learners,

education, etc. onus the importance of the "contribution to

theory" criterion of rsearch quality noted earlier. And,

the "contribution to practice" criterion must be understood
a A

in these terms, an understanding' which seems little in

4

4,

.

t

m4l

4.

O
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One might argue, then, that there may be significant bodies'

of educational research that have affected practice but

are not identified by the empirical methods generally

Used to rate the quality of educational, research outputs.

Existing methods may be weak in focusing too heavily on

indOidual research publications, or in misconstruing how

research Contribuqes to practice.

_Still, the overall.judgmentof educational research as

poor. to mediocre in quality seems little changed even

after we take these factors into account. Clearly, little
a

of the research of significance that,can be identified has

been produced Sy the-educational research community.

B. Development Outputs

gments of the quality of educational development outputs fall ,

no.a pattern quite simgar to the pattern described ,for researlch

.quality.

a. Assessments of Generally'Medioe Quality of Most

Development Outputs

Th

In general; the development outputs that have been produced

are judged to be disappointing in quality. These general

judgments tend to be made about outputs producep-tl'acti-

vities an oject's specifically labelled as "R&D" (for

instance, development outpkts of the labs and centers
4

or the wo of private sector contractors performed in

response federally-initiated RFPs). The materials pro-

ctio ramidevelopment activities of operating

system personnel and units are generally not conceived of as

R&D (or R/D&I, or KPU) 'outputs by most writers who make

4
0
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these judgments. The judgments are often.made in a context

of assessing what return has been forthcoming on the

federal investment that has been made in educational R&D

(i.e., development)- The field has not as yet reached

consensus on the boundaries of educational "developmen

-- we tend to include "practice-based/practice-related"

d evelopment work;
72

most others tend to restrict their

usage to only rigorous, systematic development prooesses

as they are found most often in specialized-'development

organizations..
7
,

3
But certainly, if the'materiais, pro-

grams, teaching approaches, etc. developed by,school

systems (and their practice- related arms in schools of

education, state departments of education, publishing

houses and7the like) were generally regarded as first rate,

we would not find so much emphasis on "improving educational

practice." Therefore, it seems safe to conclude that most

development outputs produced by the educational R/D&I

Igystem -- whether by specialized R&D organizations or by

practice-based or practice-related operations are

regarded by and large as -poor in quality.

b. Identification of Exemajary Outputs

Wt
While most development outputs are viewed as poor

*
in quality,

there"are clearly a significant number of programs, products,

packaged'pracfiCes, 4c. that have been judged by one or ano

igroup to be of outstanding quality.

0

i. Exemplary Outputs of Systematic R &D

During the late '50i and early,"60s, the NSF Course Con-

tent Improvement Program brought together eminent

sch6tars to develop new high school science and mathe-

4
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matics curricula and materials designed to .bring.to the

f high school level student insight and understanding of

these subject areas, -the structure of these fields of

knowledge, and their methods of inquiry. Utilization

data gathered in the '60s indicated that the materials

were used b5i hundreds of thousands of student-s}e:g.,

NSF "estimated that 50% of all high school cheMistry

students in the country in 1968 were using the CHEM

study program and materials). The impact of these pro-

firams was seen not only in the revision of high school

science and malemarics programs but also in introductory

college courses, revised to take into account the know!

ltedge high school students brought with them as a result

of using these aterials.
74

So much excitement was gener-

ate" by these new proirams that t sy stimulated similar

projects in such diverse subject teas as th'e social sci-
. ,

ences and English and produced neibP"Eurricula and materials

for theelemenatry as well as the sVcondary.levels.

More recently; exemplary R&D products have been. identified'

and described in reports produced by the American Insti-

tutes for Research and the Far Welt Laboratory for Researc

and Development.
75

Table 8.7 reproduced from NIE's 1976

Databook, was put together from information in these re-

ports.
76

Examination of the entries in the table suggests

several observations that need to be underscored. First,

the products cover 0 wide range of the R&D output spectrum,

urr cu um to scheduling systems and new organization-

al arrangements, from toy lending libraNs and preschool
$0"0'

television programming to teacher training programs, from '

career education and drug abuse to more traditional subject
"a

arias such as reading; science, mathematics, and. social

studies, from preschool through secondary school and includ-

ing pre-service and in-service teacher training as well,
.,4
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from hardware tosimulation games. Second, the materi-
..

als have been developed in almosteverp type of insti-

tution in the educational TJD&I systed - universities,

labs and centers, other non-profit organizations, for-

/ profit corporations, and SEAs. Finally, the estimated

utilization histories (which are.out of date and therefore

underestimate the extent of uselhlsusgest that some of these

outputs are used by millions of students.

ii. Exemplary Practices from School Systems

I6novative school districts have long been developing their

own programs, curridule, and learning materials. Federal,

funds were infused into this process by the passageof Title

III of the Elementary and Secondary Education. Act in 1965.

Title III was designed to create'Sppplimenty Centeruto

deliver innovative services to school districts. A good

deal of the money has.been used to support the development

and dissemination of "exemplary" practices developed by and

for school districts. Various statemechadisms'ha,d been es-

tablished to'identify, validate, and disseminate Title III

projects that were judged by state agencies to be successful

programs worthy of disSeminatton for wider use.

4.

Within states with strong dissemination programs (for in-

stance, New York State), the identification, validation,

ana dissemidation of exemplary practices and programs have

received considerable support. -Some states have put together

compendia of effective programs
1.7

and developed various ap-

-proaches to stimulate iwareness-of these programs and inter-

est in their .adoption. In addition, in 1974 OE created the

National Diffusion Network "to encourage a free flow of ye-
.

ces,sful ideas,'producti, techniqus, and practices across

state lines and to facilitate the replication o#° exemplary

'f.
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programs by school districts who determine that a gived

educational activity meets their needs".
78

s

Tab1e8.8, reproduced from a recent evaluatiOn of the Ne-
i'

tional Diffu4ion Network,'79 lists the innovations selected

ty the National Diffusion Network for dissemination during

the 1975-76 school year. This listing should suggest some-

thing of the range of types of program and practices in-.

eluded under the "exemplary practices" rubric - early child-

hood programs to promote learning readiness (including par- .

ent training programs);, basic skill's programs in reading,

language, and mathematics; special programs for'seudenxs

with learning disabilities; programs in specialized curricu-

lum areas (1477Mlustrial arcs, physical education, mass

media); alternative programs for secondary schools needing

some alternatives to the traditional curriculum for students

experiencing difficulties in conventional school environ-

ments; programsto stimulate environmental awareness; and

organizational arrangements and training programs emphasiz-

"ing such strategies as open education, team teaching, and

use of the community. For over a decade, Title III publi-

cations have been describing innovative programs developed

by local districts. Clearly, the inventory of such programs

available for dissemination and wide scale use is enormous.

,

..- ,. 1

c, Criteria Used 'in Judging Quality
(

.

.

Three different kinds of criteria seem to be used in the judg-

ments ef output quality appearing in the literature-
-, .

.

First, we find judgments made on the basis of evaluation research

data and review of the validity and reliability of the evaluation

findings. The criterion in these cases is that the program,

materials, or whatever is being evaluated does in fact produce

6 J.1
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TABLE 8.8

PRO)ECTS il:,DED AS NbN DEVELOPM-DEMONSXM'ORS (1975-76)

Alternative/Secondaty
Project Adv,ulture
Alternative Learning Project (ALP)
Curriculum for Meeting Modern Problems *era Model Me)
High School in the Coxatunitm

Institute for Political and Legal. Education (EPLE)
Senior Elective PrJgrna

Chil.jhooVa: 11.1111a,1
Ade.:d 1)1w:11: ions to Parent and Preschool Education

Cognitively Oriented PrainJergarten Experience (COPE)
Dqle Avenue Project
yArly ChildtlooJ Preventive Curriculum (ECVC)
Early Prevention of School Failure
Family Oriented Structured Preschool Activity
Persoaali%ad (Scton Hall Preschool)

Project Home Base
Home Start
Parent Readiness Education Project (PREP)
Saturday School: Parent-Child Early Education
Project SEE (Spedific Educ tloa of the Eye)
Strategies in Early C ood'Educatioa

4
Environmental

ECOS Tratning Institute
Project ICE (Instzuction-Cnrriculum4nvironment)
Project KRE (Knowledge Action to store our Environment)
Pollution Control Education Centc

Reading/Language/Neth
Project Aloha
Alphaphonics Reading Readiness Training Program

a 4Project Catch-up
Conceptually Orkented Yolthematics Program
Diagvas:ic/Pro:ic,i7.tivo Aritl:AoLie WA)
Help One Snplent. to Succeed (HOSTS)

Project 1::STgliCT (instructionftl System for Teaching

Leading using CoatinuonA-Process Technology)
Lglarn;ng 10 Read by Rending
New Adventures in Learning (VAIL)
Project PEGASUS-PAC:1:: Celutiuuool Progress Reding Program

sq44,(to:; iu 7/.24ruing (VA0

Right to R'..td

Pre;:int Y-3: Reudioess, Rclevaoce, and koinforeemont
SDR: Sy:.4e.riu Dire4t$ff! Yedinf;

Vocutional kepOin8

V.
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TABLE 8.8-

t
(cont.)

Reading/Laognage/Math (Contint.ed)
IndivEduali%cd Language Arts
K-3 Reading: Program Pevelopuent Through Process

Specialized CLirriculu:n/Spocial Interests

County Planning Council on Educational
Alternatives (OC!:;A) .

:)re;; Pr.weution EdeceL(on

Ilealth and Optimum Ph.isical Education

Alleia Now
Occupational Versatility
Talents Unlimitedr
Urban Arts Program

Special Education/Learning Disabilities
All Children Totally Iniolved Exercising (ACTIVE)
Contract Learning for Educable Mentally Retarded

Students
Endineeted Classroom for Sttldents who are both

Educably, 1entally Handicapped and Behaviorally
Maladjusted

Project FAST (Functional Analysis Systems Training)
Project FOCUS
Project IDEA
Fr ct Learning Disabilities: Early Identification'
a Intervention

Northwest Special Education
Pilot Project OtiIiing Supportive Personnel using
Behavior Modification Techniques, with Articulatory
Disordered Children

Pre-K Prescriptive Teaching Project for Disadvaataged
Children with Learning Disabilities

Re-Ed Schecl.

Rv:rf..diltion for Children with Learning Deficits through -

Precision Teaching: The Sacaja..rea Plan

Project SHARE:' Sharing High Yield Accountability with
Resourve Educators

Project Success for the SLD Child

Training/OrgJnizationol Arrangements
DemonstraLion i.vaJu4Cicn CsAter
Disseminatina Cohputcr-Based Planning Resources through

Project Simu-School: The Dallas Component
Project Loarning Experience Nodule
PAIL: Positive AttituJes Toward Learning
St. Paul Open School.

Project Sacness Environment

64.1
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the kinds of desirable results claimed by its developers.

An example of use of this criterion would be the produc'ts cer4

tified by the Joint (0E/N1E) Dissemination Review Panel (JDRP).

This panel was established to examine products developed with

OE (and later, 9E or :CIE) funding and relevant data on effective-

nessness submitted by product developers. Afteriscrutiny,of the

evaluation procedures, data, etc.,this panel.makes judgments on

product effectiveness and certifies that those products which

pass their review warrant dissemintion. (Ail programs or prac-

ticesdisseminated by the National Diffusion Network, for instance,

rfst first be validated by the JORP.) According to NIE's 1976

Databbok, 75 of the 100 products submitted to the JDRP as of the

end of 1975 had been certified as effective.'"

Second, and most common, we find judgments of quality with large-

ly unspecified bases, comps/I-61e to the "expert opinion" we noted

earlier in our discussion of judgments of research quality. In

one study, for instance, a panel of experts were askedto examine

a set Of innovations and respond to the following rather general

question of quality: "Indicate what you believe to be the educe-.

tional worth of each innovation when pioperly installed from (1)

low to (5) high.
" 81

Interestingly enough, in the one study in

which this amorphous criterion was usee, these was, a reasonably

high degree of consensus among the judges on the ratings of in-

novation quality.
82

(01
Generally what seems to beoperative in these cases Is expert

or user judgment of "comparative advantage," i-e:;.that some new'

product or program is clearly superior in content, pres44tation,

etc. to existing outputs that would be used to meet the same need.

Both theONSF Course Content Improvement Program outputs (PSSC

Physics, BSCS biology, CAEMchemiitry, etc.) and Sesame Street

were widely acclaimed (a4Mast early inotheir histories) based

largely on this somewhat amorphous kind of criterion. In both

6.4'

0
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cases, these outputs were judgirbyllvariout experts (and others)

to be superior in.content, presentation, eta. /1.1e judgments

were made even before evaluation data on effectiveness were

available. And the* buplivienti fiave continued to holdueyAgnd

arge even - after- evaluation data suggested that they might not."!;.-:. .1..4 4,- .

e been as effective as some of the initial claims, or they

may have been effective with only certain segments of the popu-

lation and not wilth.others for whom they were intended. Given.

..the state of evaluation research methodology, such expert judg- .

ments may in fact have more validity to them than all the evalua-

tion data that haveiat yet been assembled.

116 Although product quality and extent of utilization are two vari-
.

ables that ere not necessarily highly correlited,
83

one indirect

cAterion that is often used is extent of utilization. No doubt,

the wide usage of this criterionbis attributable in part to the
4

ease of collecting and reporting utilization data. But also,

perhaps, the use of these data may reflect an:assumption that

market forces are valid as measures of what schools want, and
.0

that (at least in some rough way) what school's want is programs

that provide a degree of quality without at the same time being
A,

incongruent with the school's organizational and environmental

constraints. It should be noted though, that the one study

that gathered4ata on both innovation quality and frequency of

use concluded that there are four types of schools: (a) pace-

setter schools, which adopt large numbers ofjnnovationse includ-

ing most high quality ones; (b) faddist schools, which aopt large

*umbers of innovations, but few of these are high quality ones;

(c) selective schools, which adopt fewer innovations, but ,those

,,they adopt include most of the h h quality ones; and (d) back-
(4'

ifrard schooU, which adopt few innovations, and.few of those are
.4 '

among the high quality ones. ,As shown in Table 8.9 reproduced
84

f ,from. study. -- . 22% of schools are categorized .as pacesetters,

. I" 24% 411 faddist, 24% as selective, and 40% as backward. Clearly,

64
I
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TABLE 8 . 9

TaPclor,- or Dizorininn.tion,in tho P.:loption

of Innovntiono *

rm.

4

JIM?!

( 5 - 14)

1

Prnrortion of hinh omlitv innovatiom acio.W.ed..... . 0
111441

(noro than 50'',:;)

* Low

f rA4)v,J. or lo3o)

,

WS 1
Paor,nottol

ophooln

r
24

Faddiat
thoolo,

.

SolootiiW-------
ooboolv

--

1

,

fla617.rara

oehools

.1

,_11i,.ohoo3D . 653

....../)

.Y'llrroo innovationo 1:ith Jou tonzonout: .on quality r.ro

oxoludod.
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,.then, the correlation, between quality and frequency of use is

high only in certain schools and is particularly low in the

.4a 24% o- f schools labelled as "faddist".
474' Ve

4:1. Summary
I

Crearly; then, although the prevailing view seems to be that

most of the outputs of educational R&D to date have been poor..)

in quaLity,ftthee,are'also a good number of exemplary products

that are widely usecjh When the outputs of practice-based de-

velopment are also c nsidered, it appears that large numbers of

exemplary programs and practiceShave been identified 1 various

ageiies% and many of these have been validated.anA certified by

reviewing bodies. The key problem in the c&se,of practitioner- t
..

developed outputs may be indequate visibility and dissemina-
,

tiqn. In the remainder of thiichaRter, "weftrn sornfkof the
, 40

implications of this state of affairs;
: (I

ri

:p

P

t



IV. POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Based on our analy ,re would seem.to be a need for policy initia-e

tives toward at lease
A
three objectives:. (1) capturing in usable form

much of the "invisible" knowledge accumulation" and innovation to be

4* found in the educational R/D&I and operating sY#tems; (2) establishing

more effective quality control mechanisms t stinguish between high and

low quality outputs and increase the likel ood that only the high quality

outputs, get disseminated for wide scale use; and (3) raising the quality

of the research and R&D outputs produced by1 the educational R /D &I system.

1. Increasing the."Visibility" and Usability Of "Invisible" Outputs

:.:....g strong programs and practices de loped in schools are to be used effec-

tively in other schools, and if ne techniques and understandings of R /D &I

processes carried around in the heads of first-rate R /D &I personnel are to

be available for use by others, attention will have to be focused 0% increas-

ing the concreteness of many more amorphous outputs.of R /D &I functioning.

At the very least, what we have in mind is the packaging of exemplary prac-

tices and programs, to a point that will permit their effetive use by

others without driving the costs too high or producing overly complex out-
,

puts that discourage adoption or implementation. If we are to be in a posi-

4 tion to further this "mixed mode" of development (i.e., development activity
.

iwthe practice setting but-external validation, packaging, etc.), we will

need to,develop considerably more understanding than we have now about what

kinds of-process information practitioners need to effectively implement

various kinds of programs or.make effective use of various kinds of products.

We also need to learn more about the output forms that are most cost-effec-

tive for providing this information, and the degrees.of concreteness, com-
,

4..

plexity, eta, most preferfed by practitioners-. To produce this kind of
..

information, what Would seem to be needed is the development of an imple-

I; mentation research specialty and a personnel base of researchers who focus

their attention on the practice setting, its needs, requirements, constraints,

a

-1
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and preferences and are gifted observer% and analysts of clasSroom

behavior and schobl structures and processes. The collaboratipn of,

Such researchers with teams of instructional packaging specialists

might produce the kinds of cost-effective'output forms that would pto-

vide evidence over time of both high quality and wide use.

For R/D&I system personnel:other kinds'of amorphous, invisible out-

puts need to be captured in more concrete, usable forms. Relatively

little exists in the literature about R/D&I processes - the "how to"

information carried around in the heads of first-rate developers, dis-

semination specialists, change agents, implepentation/utilization

support personnel, etc. There is considerably more of that kind of

information available for various research specialties and evaluation,

but even here we sense considerably more process information and "ways

!of thinking" could, be captu'd and made accessible for use by the field.

Some talented R /D &I specialists could probably put some of this down in

%print or show 'some of it through use of videotape or other media. Others,

howler, probably could not explain what they do, but still are.models

from whom the field could learn. To capture what it is these people do

that accounts for the quality of their efforts,we probably need to de- /

velop a "process analysis" research specialty and build into the awarding

of various kinds of grants and contracts a piovision for these process
.

researchers to study how the work is carried out, to explore and elaborate

on the processes and patterns of thinking used,. and to produce outputs
.1.

which make what they learned accessible to the rest of the field. We are

already beginning to see some developments of this kind, for instance

awards to "third party researchers". We would call for considerably more

of this, along with concerted attention to developing the social and com-

munication mechanisms and informatiqn flo structureyf the various spec-

ialties and making.use of these mechanis and structures through commis-
.

sioning state of the art impets, publishing annual state of the art re-

views and handVoks, etc. Sikh policies would'seem to be essential if

we are, to speed the maturation of the educational R/D&I system and thereby

raise the quality of R /D &t outputs. t.
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2. Establishing More Effective Quality Control Mechanisms.

Given the enormous quantity of research and R&D outputs and the medi-

ocre quality of most ofthese, there is a serious need for mori.effec-
,..0

tive quality control mechanisms. When potential users are overwhelmed

by the quantity of what is available, and find much of what they try to

use poor in quality, they tend to stop using the availablevsearch mecha-

nisms astith4teful of their time. Thus, the high quality outputs get

buried in the voluminous quantities of poor quality outputs, and are no

better disseminated and perhaps no more widely used. (ERIC would seem

to be a good illustration of this,)

Clearly, more effIetive quality control mechanisms will need to. be de-
veloped. They will have to be used more aggressively to separate out the

high quality4putputs, and the message will have to get out .oud and clear

that this has been done and that the outputs that successfully pass through

the screening process are worthy of consideration and use.

This will, however, be an enormously complex process given the diversity

of output forms, the broader range of substantive foci, and the fact that
4

different criteria will haveto be developed for each output form and dif-

ferent substantive specialists will have to be involved in making these

judgments for-the outputs in each substantive area. Also, it would seen

essential to develop criteria of quality that take into account who the

user of each set of outputs is likely to be and what that kind of user's

requirements are likely to be.
.4*

To accomplish this,'it would seem necessary to develop a much better data

base than we ow have available to us about the practice setting and the

requirements or effective implementation and use of various kinds of pro-
.

grams and pr ducts, by various Kinds of users, in schools with varying

implementation-relevant characteristics. We will.1.4zrefore, need more

practice-baSed research, and we will need to include practitioners in any

1

t_
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efforts to. develop or apply criteria of output quality.

Quality control mechanisms are already operative in the research com-
q

=unity - in the form of journal reviegars,,syntheses ani critiques in

review articles, etc. Still, considerably more of this would seem to4be

'knowledge

especially to insure the cumulative development of a quality

knowledge base for each research area. Also, we need to establish these

mechanisms for other Rinta areas - development, dissemination, implementa-

tion /utilization support, etc., and make certain that the process analyses

and other outputs produced to develop the state of the art in these speci-.

alties are subjected to the sate kind of careful quality control screening

as the develOpment outputs produced for practitioners:

A

3. Raising the Quality of Outputs

While the measures we have suggested above should indirectly raise the

overall level of quality of the outputs the system produces, some other

more direct steps would also seem to be necessary if significant improve-
.

ment is to be seen in the quality of these outputs.

First, it seems essential to make program and project selections on the

basis 0 criteria that include an assessment of the state of development

of the underlying knowledge and technology base to support a given type

projected output. Is existing knowledge and technology adequate? Or,

must development work in a given area be viewed as premature given the

remaining unknowns at the current time? In the case of fundamental in-

quiry, is a proposed research question the right question to further the

state of knowledge in a given area? Does it adequately take into account

what is already known? In the case of a propoSed evaluation, is existing

evaluation methodology and instrumentation adequate to satisfactorily

answer the questions posed? And so on.

If these kind of criteria are to be developed and used, we will need to

develop e much better information base than we havejavatiable to us now
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about the state of development of each segment of the field's know-

ledge and technology base. It would seem advisable, too, to have avail-
s
able for policYmake*rs an assessment of': (a) which knowlpdge/technqlogy

bases are best developed at this point in time, to support what kinds.of

needed development work or applied research; (b) which evaluation tech-

nologies are developed to a high enough level to provide strong results

to inform policymaking; (c) which areas of fundamental inquiry merit

priority attention - whither because of their potential for shedding

light on issues of fundamental sigraTicance, or because of the signifi-
w

cant kinds bf applied work that cannot be undertaken until further prog-

ress is made in answering fundamental questions.in 'these areas, etc.'

Other direct steps

instance, making re

quality institution

ing use of sble sou

we consider more f

to raise quality would seem fo be needed as well - for

tain that government-funded work is awarded only to

and first-rate personnel (possibly through increas-

ce procurements and "special relationships", matters

ly in our chapter on fundifwg); or increasing the man-,

AP datory usel6f adv sory panels throughout the life of funded projects to

insure onging'review by those with strong expertise in a given aria

(researchers, practitioners, R &D, specialists), considerable feedback on

needed improvements, ongoing modifications, etc.

Clearly, more direct attention needs to be focused on'the quality issue.

Indirect, aftei-the-fact quality control and screening mechanisms are a

wasteful, inefficient approach to upgrading overall output quality. What

would seem to be called for are more imaginative and more forceful poli-

cies to insure that funds are awarded to only those proposals, institu-

tions, and personnel that seem to offer from the Very outset a strong

likelihood of producing quality work4
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V. DATA BASE AND MOXITORING SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Ideally, we would like to see the development of a data base and moni-

toring system that would allow us to accomplish segeral purposes: to

inventory outputs; relate quantities of outputs to areas of need;

late outputs to quality criteria; relate'5utpull to inputs (funds, per-

sopnel, time'in terms of both elapsed time and man - hours, state of de-

velopment of relevant knowledge/technology bases, etc.); relate quality

of outputs to information about management strategies used; relate out-
.,

put information to utilization data;. assess the extent of change over

tire in quality of outpcts, imbalances in meeting diffprent needs, etc.

To achieve at least some of these objectives, it would seem necessary to

gather on a periodic basis data on all the outputs produced by the various

R/D&I performer organizations and perhapi, too, all the variouskinds of

outputs used by school systems throughout the country. We would want to

be able to determine who is producing what, and who is using what, how

much'of what'is being produced is being used, who is producing most of

what is being used the most, and what kinds of outputs are getting the

greatest amount of use, by whom.

We have already noted in an earlier section how the large numbers of out-
%

put types and substantive foci of.outputs are likely,to complicate any

attempts to develop a useful data base and a monitoring system for output

production and use. Still, if some ideal system were to be developed, it

would seem to require the development of quality criteria for each output

category, and the development of a system to apply these criteria to exist-

ing outputs in each category and to new outputs being developed. Estab-

lfshing.t.he criteria, setting up the review mechanisms, and applying them

.for the first time to the existing body of outputs are likely to be e-

normously complex, difficult and time-consuming tasks. But after this

Is done, the system is likely to operate with far less difficulty. What

woad seem to be called for would be,periodic assessments of the quality

of all outputs in each category produce4 since the last assessment cycle.

7

rn
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Periodically. too; these quality criteria would probably need tobere-

* viewed, perhaps along with some of the earlier assessments of the exist-

ing outputs."

4

*4
Having this quality informationin the database and monitoring system

would enable us to examine such questions as: Is quality increasing?
1

How much of what is being used is quality material? Is this showing any

improvement over time: Iliho is producing the quality outputf? %Is'thiS

changing over time? Who is using the quality outputs? Who is using out-
,

puts of lessee quality (and, perhaps in a subsequent study, why)?

A data base and monitoring system of this kind could enable us to assess

the effectiveness'of various policy initiatives that might be pursued in

an effort to raise output quality, For instance, if.the information on

who is producing most of the quality outputs of a given type was then used

to shift from open competition to sole source procurement for contracts

to producesuch outputs, the monitoring data over time could be analyzed

to determine whether or not the effect was to raise the overall quality

of outputs of that type, whether or not this meant increased use of R&D

outputs in school 'districts, and perhaps too even whether or not this pro-

duced any measurable increase in cost-effectiveness or any measurable form

or degree of school improvement, (This latter is, no doubt, somewhat far-

fetched, but it should be taken as at least suggestive of what becomes

possible when a goad data base and monitoring system are developed.)

1

another possible use for a data base of .this kind would be for the develop-

ment of sampling frames for in-depth studies on particular policy questions

'For instance, if we wanted to assess what it takes to produce quality out-
,

puts of a given type,, we might use this data base to identify the quality

producers of these outputs and them study these organizations in depth to

learn more about requiremedts for quality work of a given typ what level

of funding, to what specific tasks, carried out by what kinds of personnel,

using" what standards of quSlity. over how long a time period, working

'through what standards of,quality, over how long a time period, working
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through wh'i't kinds' of collaborative relationships with what other kinds

of institutions or personnel, using what kinds of strategies to manage

the enterprise and to insure quality.

;

We have been brief in sketching some of our thoughts about the type of

data base and monitoring system we think is called for to ultimately

improve system quality. In the next section of this chapter, we focus
4

in some detail on one small piece of this larger data base - i.e. in-
.

formationabout output attributes and the manner in which they-may affect

KPU processes and require different kinds of management strategies if the

outcome is to be a first -rate, widily used program or product. We con-

sider this small segment of the broad data base in considerable detail be-

cause developing effective R/D&I management strategies is a matter of keen

interest to us, and also because we think this diScussion should illustrate

-the kind of thinking that may be needed as a basis for determining what

categories of data need to be gathered and what sorts of analyses may be

needed to make the information useful for improving the quality of system

outputs.
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VI. INFR OUTPUT QUALITY: AN OUTPUT TYPOLOGY FOR THINKING

ABOUT NEEDED MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

*

Throughout this volume, we tend to direct our attention toward macro

(system) level policy and management initiatives our analysis suggests

are needed. We give less attention to management strategies on the

micro level of individual institutions, projects or programs. We did

not see micro-level analysis as feasible within,the scope of this

particular analysis, it opens up a whole vast new and undeveloped

area in need of exploration.. However, since we.are mencerned in this

chapter with output quality and its improvement, and since the improve-

ment of management strategies on the institutional level wouldseem to

be of considerable importance here, we have given some consideration here

to the matter of micro-level management strategies needed to improve out-
.

put quality and how we might usefully think about the body of management

/know-how that needs to be developed.

In some never;to-be-realized, idealized future?tate of development

of the now virtually non-existent specialty of educational R/D&I

management, there'might exist a body of knowledge that would suggest

"management strategies applicable to each set 4omihR/D&I functions and

processes, carried out in order to bring about the deveXopment and

utilization of each type of R/D&I output, unde-.various conceivable

contextual, environmental, or organizational constraints. Other

chapters in this volume consider\the various R/D&I functions and

processes as well as various kinds of constraints to be taken into ac-

count. In this section, we focus ohly on R/D&I outputs and consider the

kind of output wpology that might be usef41. for inventorying outpi

management strategies.

Since this is intended to be only illustrative, we restrict our

attention here to development outputs. Clearly, other dithensions

could be relevant to a typology of research outputs and other kinds

of considerations would enter into strategies for research management.

We shall also restrict our attention to externally developed R/D&I



outputs. We recognize that products or pradtices developed within

the operating system and then selected for wider dissemination are

likely to entail somewhat different management requirements.

1. Assumptions

Different kinds of development outputs have significantly different

R/D4I requirements.-- different resources to be assembled, different

o rganizational arrangements to permit the most effective and efficient

use of these resources, different R/D&I activities to be carried out,

different standards to be applied in evaluating product effectiveness,

different production processes, etc. On the utilization end of the

KVU spectrum, different ki.nds of°117&rnally developed R/D&I products

are likely to require different sorts of dissemination and marketing

strategies and pose different sorts of problems for operating systems

confronting decisions about adoption, implementation, and utilization.

Several analysts have distinguished among types or attributes of

innovations or R/D&I products. or outputs. Some of these distinctions

are applicable to innovations in general; others are specific to

educational products and innovations.
85

Most of the literature that

considers the attributes of innovations falls within the diffusion

research tradition. The'properties of primary concern to thesi

analysts are those that facilitate or hinder the adoption and spread

of the innovation.

Our concerns are with the entire creation-to-utilization life.cycle

of an output, beginning with need identification, continuing on rough

the KP functions of research (or idea generation), development, and

evaluation, then on to production, dissemination/marketing, and distti-

bution, and finally through the knowledge utilization end of the KPU

spectrum, including not only the adoption/acquisition process but also

implementation and utilization as well. One of the themes that appears

7
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A

throughout this volume is the need to increase degree of inte-

gration that exists between the KP and KU ends of a product's history.

Therefore, in developing our typology welhaveifocused pur attention

on both the KP and KU requirements of educational R/D&I-outputs.

For simplicity of usage, we shall refer to all outputs as "products,"
...

though clearly the term is not appropriate to all outputs weight

consider. We shall also often use the term "innovation," but much

that we say here is equally applicable
.
to conventional outputs that are

. . .

not particularly innovative. ,7

N .v

It should be possible to classify any given educational product in
..

..
..

terms of its various KP and KU requirements. Various combinations of

KP and KU .requirements shouldlsccur with notable frequency, yielding
,,

a number of product types. Outlined in the remainder of this chapter

Aixis our initial thinking on thd KP sand KU requirements an ttributes

that seem significant enough in thAr impact on KPU processes to

warrant inclusiol in the Aormulation of this typology, and the combi-.

nations that seem to suggest what such a typology might look like.

2. KP Requirements

The KP requirements of any product can be described in terms of the

uantit and types of resources that must be organized and managed

to bring about its design, development, evaluation, and production.

These 'requirements can be visualized along a continuum. On one end,

we would place a 10-page set of learning materials designed by one

teacher working alone as an addition to the materials she uses in

teaching a single unit in a single classroom in ,a single school. 0

je. the other end of the continuum, we would place a hypothetical multi-

-. media K-12 instructional system for teaching reading and then pro-

viding substantive instruction in the full range of subjects taught.

n elementary and secondary schools across the nation. The latter

m`f

1

I

1

4I
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example Could entail managing KP resources of considerably greater

scale and complexity -- an extensive amount of d&elopment funding, a
4 a

broad personnel skill mix, a mide,range of functional and subject

matter speciaTties, an extensive amount of research and numerous

lengthy development and evaluation cycles, collaborative arrangements

among various organizations and/or divisions of a single organization
.0

(e.g., hardware/sOftware subcOntracting arrangements), etc.

Our scheme, therefore, calls for lyzing the KP requi ens:43f any

. given type of product it{ terms f the quantity and type KP resources

to be assembled and mama." including funds, personnel, functional

and sub matter cializations, and technology. The frequently-' -

dist ctions between hardware and software., and between package-

Able products and, less tangible processei, would be subsumed undv

:these resource headings.

3. KU Attributes that Sgggest KPO RequiremOrits

We distinguish two partially overlapping sets of attributes

influence the ,fate of an innovation in the KU system; (A) attgibutes
4 4

that affect the willingness of school officials and school personnel
0

toiadopt and try an innovation; and (B) attributes that affeeE the

abilities of schogpl personnel to implement and utilize thd innovation

effectively. The first set tudisCimportant requirements to. be met

primarily the packaging and dissemination/marketing functions,. But
.4

certainly consideration of these irements 6iroughogt the KPfe
4

cycle of aproduct would minimiz difficulties in packaginglanedisse- .

mination. The secona set of attributes point to implementation
,

supports, that may have to be investigated,idesigne-d, developed, and

evaluated as ,iarefullas ehe innovation itself.

.1.110r .*

'A, Attributes that 4ffect Willingness to Adopt

n his classil.analysis of the diffusion of innovations, Rogers

If

;
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identified five characteristics of innovations that accounted for

.variance in their diffusion.rates: relative advantage,"communi-

cability, divisibility, complexity, and compatibility.
86

All

five are useful for predicting the degree of difficulty a given

ippovation i s likely to encounter in the adoption process, and

`therefore what KP, packaging, and dissemination strategies might

be 'required. (As we shall see shortly, some of these attributes
=

40 are also useful for predicting implementatiOn problems, and

therefore, for suggesting implementation supports to be developed

Aong4iith the innovation itself.)

Relative Advantage

Is a particular product clearly superior to the product or

practice that it wouldieplace (e.g., in effectiveness, cost,

- durability, ease of use, etc.)? Not all products in the

educational.marketplace are intended to displace existing
.

products or practises, Many are intended asadditions,
4 1

to supplement what is used curzeittly. But given limited time

for instruction and limited resources to purchase materials,

most additions are bound to displace something in Current

useffiand therefore questions of relative advantage are bound

to arise, even with seemingly supplementary materials. 400,

questions of relative advantage are often diffiqult to

answer in relation to educational products. Giv the

nature of the educational knowledge and technolo base,

and especially the relative immaturity and underdeveloped

state of.'the evaluation research function, it is often not

possible to get a clearcutappraisal of the effectiveness

of a given product. Even i the relatively rare cases

where eValuitiont hive been c nducted and evaluation data
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are made available to the user system, the product competes

with established practice or other products in the marketplace

that have not been so evaluated,. Few mechanisms exist to

proVide-comparative evaluative"information about the com-

plete range of products of a given type aappeting for a

given use in the educational market.
87

Therefore, the

schocit board, administrator, or teacher considering adopting

and/or using a particular product has little strong evidence
_

to"bake a judgment of relative advantage.

ai'en the finariciAl problems of school systems in recent

years, cosj considerations have become a factor of major

importance in the adoption/acquisition stage of a product's

life cycle. If a new product is lass costly than the one

it replace', adoption probability is enhanced. But inno:

vations are rarely cost-reducing. Often, they are quite

costly, and the problems are complicated by the "soft"

money funding patterns frequently used to encourage the

diffusion of certain types of innovations. Federal money

may be offered as an incentive fo; school systems to adopt

and utilize a complex instructional system that requires

major restructuring of a school's instructional and admini-

strative processes. The- federal money pays for all costs

for a three-year installation and trial period; However,

after the.triiial phase is ended, the federal money flow

terminates and the costs must be absorbed thethe local

school district. The school faces a serious dilemma:

either it must take the added costs out of its-already

,tight operations, budget, or, after having restructured the

school's instructional and administrative processes in

accord w4h the innovation's requirement,, it must drop the

program .nd perhaps again go through the strains of restruc-

turing,.this time to return to the old pattaVn. Unhaa4
io

7 s.

f
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experiences of this kind make school districts wary of

adoptinc, innovations supported by "soft" funding. 88adopting

If the educational marketplace is to become more orderly-,

:innovation management will hive to take the relative

advantige criterion into account throughout RID&I functioLg

-- in the questions asked during need identification, in

the kinds of research questions,investigated as a basis of

product development, in the evaluation standards used to

judge prototypes and versions of the de/eloped product, in

the evaluative data disseminated to user systems, in the

packaging and marketing of a product, and in the macro-

system efforts to bring structurd and order to the acqui-

sition function.

b. Communicability

How easy or difficult is it to communicate the effects of

an output to a potential adopter? Communicability poses

serious problems for most educational innovations. They

tend to be harder to evaluate than technological innovations.

The classic example used to illustrate this attribute.is the

farmer who experiments with a new hybrid corn. IHe plants

the seeds, and within a reasonably short period of time
t

gets A crop of hybrid corn: The superiority of the hybridOr
corn is clearly visible and eafty to Communicate. The vela-

tively,contrailed conditions under which the experiment was

. performed permit the farmer to concludeconfidently that the

new seeds he planted were indeed responsible for his improved

corn output.

f/4

The effects of educational innovations are less visible.

Educational goals are less tangible. &motional effects

Ite
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are harder to measure. (And the statistical jargon used N\

by those who do try to measure those effects generally

fails to enhance an innovation's communicability.) It

may take years before the full eff9tts of. an innovation

become visible. And so many influences interact in the

uncontrolled conditions of classroom, school, home, and

community that it is rarely possible to trace an observed

"effect" to a particular program Otinnovation. Conse-

quently,'it is more difficult in education to provide the

potential aallpter with 'clearcut information about an

-innovation's effects.

Some kinds of educational innovations have more measurable,

visible, and obvious effects than others, and therefore

pose less of a communicability problem. It would be rela-

tively easy, for instance, to communicate the superiority

of a low-cost, computerized scheduling and record-keeping

' system over conventional clerical procedures. But for most

educational innovations, especially those targetted at

instruction, it is generally difficult for developers to

estate unequivocaBty what effects the adopter can expect from

implementing a given innovation. Consequently, the adopter

is ,likely'to be hesitant about risking resources on so

uncertain an outcome.'

Communicability barriers are being overcome where the develop-
.

ment function is oriented towards producing produCts "with

known outcomee
89

-- i.e., testing a product sufficiently to

be confident that it will reliably produce a specifies'

amount of a specified effect under specified implementation

conditions. Effective management of educational innovations

requires this careful attention to communicability issues in

both the development and dissemination functions.

716
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c. Divisibility

Can an innovation be divided into components or phase0 that

can be adopted and implemented on a stage-by-stage basis?

Or, must the adopter make an all-or-nothing decision and

attempt to implement the entire innovation at once? The

,less commitment an alkter must make to a novel approach,

and the less change to be attemptedat any one pointNin

time, the more likely he is to commit himself to the

innovation.

V4educition, divisibility takes on particular significance

when the innovation under consideration is a wholly new

instructional approach, of considerable scale and complefty,

covering several grade levels and subject areas, perhaps

requiring changes in school organization and administration

as well as instruction -- conceivably even requiring modi-

fications in physical facilities. (Thi transformation

required by shifting from conventional. to "open education"

is illustratiVe of a pervasive kind,of innovation of this

kind.)

Where these complex innovatlbns can designed and imple-

mented in stages -- grade by grade, and/or subject area by

subject area -- adoption and implementation problems are

minimized. Such(staging needs to be planned for throughout

the development function. Evaluation data need to be

, generated on the consequences of different patterns of

staging. And implementation supports consistent with the

staging need to be designed and provided aspart ofIche

innovation "package" tobe adopted.

d. Complexity

How easy or difficult, is it to use a new product? 'How much

7s'

4
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new technology is requiredxby its use? How much staff

training is necessary? A new film that depicts a labora-

tory experiment previously performed by the classroom

teacher involves little complexity. Replacing conven-

tionalgathematics instruction with the "new math" or with

use of interactive computer consoles involves far more

complexity.

Complexity has obvious implications for the design of

implementation supports. But it has equally signifiCant

effects on the willingness of "school boards and school per-

sonnel to adopt different innovations. The more difficult

it is for school personnel to understand how to use a given

innovation,'the more likely they'are to riAst its adoption

and use Even when they are *Ming to try it, greater

complexity.entails greater uncertainty about how well the

innovation will "work" with these teachers in this setting.

Therefore, decision makers are likely to be more hesitant
;

to commitscarce resources to a complex innovation with

ambiguous prospe4ts for success. Also, greater complexity

requires more staff training and other implementation

supports, which are bound to further complicate school

functiQning. Consequently, even where implementation

supports are provided to overcome the complexity inherent

in an innovation, resistance to adopting and implementing

the innovation is likely to remain to some extent. These

problems suggest requiremerthat must be met in the

course of product design, development, packaging, and

dissemination, so as to minimize the per&ptions of com-

plexity and the resultant resistance to adopting and imple-

menttng the innovation.
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e: Compatibility

To what degree is the innovation compatible with the atti-

tudes, values, mores:sensitivities, past experiences, working

styles, current practices, capabilities, etc. of user

systelt personnel and the organizational structure and work

patterns of the user system? To what extent does it requiie

unlearning of old thought and4behavioral patterns as well

as learning of new ones? To what extent does it require

changes, in the user system that are incremental vs. radical?

Does the new practice provide additional new resources, or

does it require a change in the resource mix (e.v, from

labor-intensive to technology-intensive) that creates con-

flict with vested interests?

The more compatible the innovation with existing arrange-

ments, the more likely the innovation will be adopted, imple-

mented, and utilized as intended. The less compatible with

existing practice, the less likely it will be adopted, and

regardless of official adoption, the less likely it will

be implemented and utilized as intended rather than emascu-

lated into "the same old thing" that was done before. Of

all the attributes affecting wh4t happens to innovations in

the user system, compatibility is generally_ considered the

most critical (especially for radically new R/D&I outputs)A,

and is given the most attention in the literature.

Gradations of compatibility/incompatibility can be illustrated

along a continuum, from most to east compatible, and zero to

incremental to radical chang requirements. Fo instance,

eA ,point 1 might be represented by anew set of additional

learning materials of the same type already in use in a

given unity of a particular course. %int 2 might be
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illustrated by a new textbook covering a whole course,

consistent in approach with the textbook currently used, but

requiring some new lesson preparation. Point., might bele

wholly new unit or course, constgrnt with existing instruc-

tional approaches, but requiring sc6e)dministrative restruc-'

Luring of curriculum offerings, scheduling, etc. Point 4

could be illustratedby a new curriculum for a given subject

area on a given grade level, requiring some training of

teachers in the use of new materials and/or instructional

procedures. In instances where the teacher training

requires teachers to unlearn olS thought patterns and

behaviors as well as learn new ones (e.g., learning the

'new math"), we would categorize the innovation on, Art us

say, point 5. Point 6 might carry this pattern even

further -- e.g., an innovation requiring teachers to

unlearn old thought patterns as well as learn new instruc-

tional procedures covering not simply one subject but

perhaps several subject areas or even all subject areas.

Point 7 could be represented by an innovation that is not

only comprehensive in subject area and grade level coverage,

and not only'requires extensive unlearning of old patterns

and learning of new ones, but alp runs counter to Strong

feelings about emotionally-laden t.ssues -- e.g., questions

of power, authority, and role expectations for teachers vis-

a-vis students, administrators vis-a-vis teacher's, school

personnel vis-a-vis parents,tticommunity residents. This

extreme ;degree of incompatibility can be illustrated by

the shift from conventional education to "open education,"

or from traditional patterns of school system governance in

large cities to "community control."

Innovations targetted at different school system functions

tend to entail different degreed0Of compatibility or
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incompatibility. Innovations in physical plant, are least'

likely to run counter to established attitudek, practices,

etc. Innovations in the a

t
ministration function (e.g.,

a new system for inventory nd distribution of books and

learning materials) are only slightly more likely to be

incompatible with strongly held views about the ways schools

should function. {An exception here might be an innovation

like a management information system that could be used in

a manner haVing significant implications for the instruction

and governance functioas 1- e.g.,, using the data generated

by the system to demand teacher accountability for student
,

performance.) Innovations in the instruction function are

very likely to by incompatible with existing prattice if

they are truly innovative and require radical changi in the

manner in which teaching and learning are carried out. And

most likely of all to generate resistance are innovations

in governance, conceived broadly here as changes in power,

influence, and authority relationships among teachers, ,

. students, administrators, parents and other community

residents. The fate of the tuition voucher idea illustrates

the iubstantial resistance likely to be generated by

radically new approiches to the governance function.

The greater the inherent incompatilility of an innovation

with existing practice, attitudes, etc., the more this

must be taken into account in KP functioning -- in the way

the innovation is designed, developed, and evaluatedf4and

especially in the way it is packaged and disseminated.

B. Attributes that Affect Atility to Implement

Three of the atributes we have analyzed affect the ab

schoolpersonnel to implement a gmen innovation, as 411 as

es of

A
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\ their willingness to adopt it. We shall consider these again

briefly, suggesting for each the kinds of implementation supports

that are required and therefore must be designed, developed,

tested, packaged, and disseminated along with'the innovation

itself. : r

a. Divisibility

Complex innovations.are likely.to be implemented more

effectively if they are divisible and can be installed in

stages. Staged implementation spggests KP as well as KU

requirements -- research on the most effective patterns of

staging, design and testing of implementation supports for

installing each stage, packaging and disseminating the

staged implementation supports, and perhaps providing

implementation specialists to give technical assistance

during the staged implementation.

b. Complexity

The greater the inherent complexity of an innovation, the

more implementation supports are likely to be needed --

more teachers' guides or how-to-do-it films; perhaps

programmed instructional materials; certainly more teacher

training; and perhaps, too, implementation specialists

to work with teachers and administrators during the instal-

lation and trial period. If these implementation supports

are tobe maximally effective, we would argue strongly for

integrating their design, development, and testing into the

design-development-and-evaluation activities that are focused

on producing the innovation itself.

O
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c. Compatibility

All that we have said about the KP and KU requirements

suggested by an innovationts'complexity applies also to

compatibility: but perhaps to an even greater extent.

Overcoming incompatibility requires a special sensitivity

to user system attributes, the kinds of changes in user

system functioning made necessary by an innovation, and

the kinds of problems these changes pose foi user system

personnel. The greater the incompatibLlity between

existing practices and attitudes, on the one hand, and the

demands of a given innovation, on the other, the more

attention must be directed not only to developing an.

understanding of the changes required but acceptance also.

Implementation supports must be targetted at not only the

technological aspects of an innovation (e.g.,*changes in

instructional procedures), but perhaps also differences

required in attitudes, value§, authority relationships,

organizational arrangements, etc. The greater the incom-

patibility, then, the more essential it would seem to

provide implementation specialists to work with school

personnel during the installation and trial periods.

Whether or not implementation specialists are provided,

implementation supports need to be carefully designga,

developed, and tested during the KP phase of the innovation

cycle rather than generated intuitively during implementa-

tion. There is little evidence in education of this kind

of.KP activity directed toward KU requirements.

4. KP-KU Attribute Combinations: The Basis of an Educational R/D&I.

Output Typology

We have considereitthree dimensions on which educational R/Da products
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and innovations can be analyzed: KP requirements; KU attributes that

affect the willingness of operating system personnel to adopt an inno-

vation; and KU attributes that affect the abilities of operating

system personnel to implement an innovation effectively. We have

assumed that these three dimensions of analyis are quantifiable in

some rough way br other, and that any innovation can be placed somewhere

bn a continuum for each attribute or KPU requirement.

As a basis for developing a typology from these dimensions, we made

two further simplifying assumptions. First, although we acknowledge

that there are methodological problems in converting quantitative

_dimensions (e.g., degree of compatibility) into typological Categories

(e.g., high vs. low compatibility), we assume that it is both possible

and reasonable for us to follow this procedure. Second, we assume

that various output attributes and resultant KPU requirements tend to

go together and have the same implications for integrated KP-KU product

management strategies. (For instance, relative advantage and communica-

bility are likely to go together and suggest similar kinds of KP require-
.

ments and management strategies. High levels of complex KP requirements

are likely to be correlated with high deg4es of KU complexity and in-

compatibility.) Enumerating these combinations, then, and considering

the kinds of management strategies suggested each, should be useful.

The procedure we followed in formulating our typology was quite simple.

We dichotomized each of our three dimensions of analysis into high vs.

low categories: (1) high vs. low KP requirements inherent in the

innovation itself (i.e,, number and complexity of types of manpower,

functional specialties, subject matter specialities, funding, and

technology); (2) high vs. low KPU requirements due to KU attributes

likely to make ,school personnel more or less 'resistant to `adopting

the innovation; and (3) high vs. low KPU requirements due to KU at-

tributes likely to make it more or less difficult for school personnel

to implement the innovation effectively.

7.)
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We then generated all possible combitations from these dichOtom4ed

dimensions, and thereby produced our eight-category typology.

A. Products with High Inherent KP Requirements and High laU

Requirements Because of Attributes that Pose Difficulties

forth Adoption and Implementation

An example of A type A output might be a cOmprehansive K-6,

multi-media instructional system with unclear relative,advantage
t.

sad co=unicabiltiy, and substantial complexity and incomp

bility. KPU maridekment of this kind of product would require

assembling and organizing a wide range of resources, especially

complex personnel skill mixes and extensive funding. It might

necessitate Collaborative relationships among various contraCtars-
.

and subcontractors,' posing significant coordination problems.

The KU barriers to successful adoption and implementation suggest

the need for KPU management that focuses specialized KP activities c

!i'
while the-son these probl ubstanc of the product is being

developed. T se activities migh include evaluation, packaging,

and disseminatton activities directed at identifying and describing

the inn vation's effecti, and especially its advantages over

existi products ankgractices. These KU-oriented KPactivities

might also include development of teacher training and support

materials and programs (teachers' guides, how-to-do-it films,

training programs), perhaps too, supports for' dministrators, and
. 4
maybe even packages for use by implementation specialists in

technical assistance teams assigned to work with school personnel

during the installation and trial period.

B. Products with High Inherent KP Requirements and Moderately

Hi. KPU Requirements Because of Attributes that Pose

Difficulties for Implementation But Not Adoption

A /-
An example of a type B product might be a comprehensive grade
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1,6 system of indiVidualized instruction in'reading andlibther

subjects, requiring the same extensive range of KP resources

and implementation supports as our type A example., but4dif-
.

ferinefrom.the type it example by being readily communicable

and having;a clear relative" advantage over existing practice.

A well designed array of interrelated teaching machines and

,pro rammed instructional materials might fall into this category'

tf al?ailabie at ,a low cost.
10' .

Type B output management requires the same kinds of KPU resourced
.

And management" strategiestescribed above for...type A -- assem-
AP

Ming, organizing,, and coordinating an extensive array of

,resources, developing collaborative relation ips among various

4 subcontractors, and developing -al,wide4nge of ntensive imple-
40

mentation supports. Type B differs my in requiring less

attention to the set of evaluation, i ckaging, and dissemination

activities directed at overcoming the relative advantage and

, communicability,barriers that characterize type A but not type

B outpis.

1

'A type A pkoduct-might be shi ted into the ty ategory if

certain conditions were met i the design of th oduct. For

instance, if an insttdctio al system was conceptualized and

designed with narrow), ified periormanci objectives and.

frequent diamstic 4 'ti.v Interventions, student gains
Cs.1:7V1

would in all likel ,

)

.ecome rn*e vis;ftle, an4.tkke.commu.ni-
,

cability and, relative ad antage"problems inheregt,in'the initial
conception 0 the innov tiohumight be overcome.

Products with Hi

, .

An-example of a type C outputmigtiat be development of a series

4

nherent KP Requirements and Moderate

KU-Oeientod KP Requirements Because of Attributes that

Pose' Difficulties for Adoption But,Not Implemegfation

4

44.

P
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of extraordinary films relating human functioning -- biological,

psychological, soc,iological, and ecological -- to similar

patterns in other species of the animal kingdom. Ule, films

might require assembling expensive talent and equipment, end

costly filming in remote lokions of the world or inside the

human body wish expensive equipment. Though easy to implement,

serious barriers to adoption might be raised in some communities

because of the basic conception of the films -- likening human -

and animal behavior, considering evolution, showing reproductive

and 'other functions still controvdrsial in public education..
41.

Products of this kind might be managed more effectively if the

kinds of adoption problems they are likely to pose are thought.

through during the conceptualization and development of the

product itself. Packaging and promotional activity after the

product is fully developed, are likely to have limited effectiveAbss

in'overcmning these barriers. Given the extensive KP require-
,

ments of this,type of innovation and therefore thb"high KP costs

to be expected, adoption planning can be absorbed without undue

strain if these acttvitieeiare planned at the outset. This is

especially true site implementation problems are minimal or

even nonexistent and therefore piece no additional strain on

available KP.resources.

D. 'Products with }H,gjr Inherent KP Requirements But Attributes

that Pose No Difficulties for Either Adoption or Implementation

An example of a type D innovation might.be a series of films of

4 printed materials similar in quality and.scope to our type C

example, but having no inherently controversial subject matter

or, pther attributes that would pose adoption barriers. The matbrials

would simply be used as additions to existing materials, or would

perhaps replace atektbook chapter or a set of teacher-made, materials

4t
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,

of lesser quality. At most, the' ,new meter als migherequiressome

new Lesson plans, but certainly no signifiep7t cilange.in precflee-,.

or instructional strategies. The materials. might:be.aS,14astly
. , ....

to develop as those in our type C-example, bue.wide:ecale\adop.-
\ r

tion and implementation would likely permit low..4.11# costs to

adopting school systems. Given this combinat4*"of,, .attributes;

. effect' e KP management of a type D product woukdtalr.care-

lifully co trolled development and production.Costs4.and broad-based-

marketing and promotion to permit pricing foi-mass diatributioki.- 4t

.

E. Products with Low Inherent KP RequireMents_ut High Olt

Requiiemants Because ofAttributes.that Pose Difficultieso,
for Both Adoptioriand Implementation-

0
Type E 'can &e illustrated by a trailing prograM to increase racial

sensitivity and improve intergroup relations in racially tense

school districts. Training programs4 this kind can be developed

atat

little cost by es few as one or two sRecialisti. KP require-

Ments are minimal. The difficulty is Rprsuading school eystems

to adopt such threatening programs, with unclear advantages, and

"unclear effect& of any kind, likery"te threaten existing sensi-

tivities, practices, etc. With such programs, even if adoption

problem are overcome (perhaps with the incentive of ESAA funding --

or under the pressure of a court order); implementation problems'

are likely:to be enormous, especially if implementation is

defined as not simply providing training in workshops but also

carryingoit into, and monitoring effects in, classrooms and

administrative offices.

.Ptograms of this kihddire rarely eftctive. We would argue that

part of the probleilis attributable,to the way they are managed.

Development costs tend to be useil,as the yardstick fordetermining

total. allocations for such piograms. Since development costs are

a
a.
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F. Products'w1th tow iaherent KP,Re and Moderate ,

,

KPH! Requirements BOCAUeD017A ributes rhae,-14ose Difficurtfe-S.. r
.

for implementatfon B lut'At'Adoetion '

. -

Team teaching, ungraded.classrotags, and open ucation are examples
, A. T

of innovations that have tow Kg requirements and are readily

adopted,. .but are difficult to imp'ement.. These are the "idea"

innovations-that, are rarely "deyeioped" in,the R&D sense, even

more ra.rely "packaged" for utilization, but become popular and

spread as fads. Because there is so tittle Oevelopment and

packaging, the idea means.different things to different people

and is implemented quite differently from place tO plhce -- often

emasculated. into "more of tie same old thing." .Implementation

problems tend to be considerable -- both because There is so

little development and packaging, and bVause these ideas tend
. .

to be incompatible with conventional practice and with strongly

held vlews about what schools should look like and how they should

function:
9

Effective KPU managempnp of type F ianovatioas would seem to

require focusing on the implemenation process. Essentially

what we have in mind is developing and ckaging these '"idea"

innovations -- researching, developing, evaluating, and packaging

these approaches and strategiesin a manner that provides a range

of supports to facilitate their' implementation. Such packaging

might include print and. media descriptions of these innovations

in operation, 'leaned how-to-do-it guides, evaluation checklists,

of
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training programs for school personnel, and too, ideally,, pro-

vision of implementation specialists in technical assistance

teams, Appropriating significant sums to this kind of imple-
.

mentation-Hpriented development is uncommonin eduCation, thOugh

not unknown. If educational practice is to be significantly ,

. affected by idea
s
innovations, it seems to us that type F. inno-

vations will require this kind of KPU management focus.

Systematic development ofidea innovations would also seem

essential to serve another purpose -- reducing the faddish' nature

of the acquisition process'for type F innovations. The develop-

ment function generates extensive amounts of evaltation Ota that

cfn provide acquisition personnel with comparative information on

competing strategies or variations on a single type of innovation.

Once comparative evaluation inform4tion is widely available, the

acquisition function is less likely to be subject to fads and

mere likely to be influenced by data on product effectiveness.

G. Products with.Low Inherent KP Requirements and Moderate

KPU Requirements Due to Attributes that. Pose Difficulties

for Adoption But Not Implementation

A classic type e innovation would be a new unit,or course on a\

controversial subject'such as sex education. Development of the
a

course or unit would.probably be inexpensive and require few KP

resources. Implementation would be relatively easy. Adoption

barriers, however, might be considerable in a conservative com-

munity with strong reservations, about the propriety of the subject

matter for public education..

1

Effective KPU management of an innovation of this kind might

require extensive attention to adoption (i.e., marketing)

problems. Ideally, we would envision developers working with
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marketing personnel t predetermine the.segments of the overall

market to.be reached' y this product, to accommodate the product's

design to delikely4 oncerns of these different segments (where-

ver possible without'i airing the product's integrity), and to

design differentiated marketing'strategies targetted at these

different segments of-the overall market. Integrated product

and marketing planning of this kind is relatively rare in edu-

cational R/D&I, but it is especially rare with products that

require 'such` loiKP investments. Appending an expensive marketing

apparatus to innovations with low KP cuts -.7ould deem difficult

to justify. Therefore, this set of conditions suggests the

need fora specialized marketing apparatus able to handle large

numbers of such products, reducing the per product and,per unit

- costii\of the marketing operation. An organization of this kind

might be public, quasi-pqblic, or private, subsidized or self-

supporting,-or perhaps changing in status over time. But

clearly, type G outputs will need some such marketing support

if they are ever !fib be diffused widely.

H. Products with Low Inherent KP Requirements and Low KPU

Requirements Due to Attributes that Pose No Difficulties

for Bleier Adoption or Implementation

Most conventional learning materials are of this type. They

are relatively sipple and therefore require few resources for

development or production. They can be used easily in any

classroom, withbut,requiring any new learning or conflicting

with existing practice. They, ore uncontroversial, and there-

fore pose few barriers to adoption. Their effects may not be

known in advance, but that is equally true of competing sets of

materials on the market. There may be no hard evaluation data

to prove the relative advantage of this sat of materials over

another, but the adopter perceives therrit..o be better.

I

1.
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Educational products of this type are the least costly and easiest

to develop and disseminate. But so many products of this type are

available on the market, and so little comparaiive evaluation in-

formation is available about themthat the'educational marketplace

is rather chaotic and acquisition processes are somewhat random.
. .

If this situation is to be remedied, a mechanism is needed to

acquire and disseminate uniform descriptive and evaluative infor-

mation on comparable outputs. ide gave some attention to this

matter in our chapter on the acquisition function.

I. Sumary

We have-lvisidered eight combinations of-product attributes that

seem significant enough in their impact on K2U processes to

require different overall KPU management strategies. Within-each

of these eight product types, we can envision subcategories by

differentiating patterns within each of our three basic analytical

dimensions -- different combination of KP resources to be assem-

bled and organized, different types of adoption and/or implemen-

tation problems to be overcome, etc. just as the eight basic

categories suggested differences in overall KPU management
0

strategies, each of these subcategories would suggest differences

in management requirements -- e.g., differences in management

strategies for vs. software, innovations, or for different

personnel skill mixes, or for different organitational arrange-

ments, etc. The,complexity could be carried to a considerable

Alegkee with greater and greater specificity of combinations.

nrowever, this analysis was not undertaken to generate thiiiigkd

of complex typology. Rather, we were concerned with suggesting

the kind of typology we see as useful. The intent of our

approach has been (1) to suggest how important it is to

analyze a product's KP and KU attributes and requirements at the

outset of R/D&I decision making on a given project and to

4
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k integrate KU planning into KP activities; and (2) to eMphasize

the need for adequate allocation of resources to both KP.and

KU requirements throughout a product's conception-to- insti-

tutionalization life cycle.
4
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VIII. ,coNcLusroxs

4

Our. analysis in this chapter has focused on the outputs produced by the

educatiOnal R /D &I system in this country. We have noted that some high

quality outputs have been identified and some of these are widely.used:,

. and that in addition there have been many significant bodies of research

that have had a substantial impact on the improvement of educational prac-

tice. However, we halle also considered the generally "mediocre" rating

given to most of the research and most of the-development work that have

been carried out, tend we have suggested several kinds of steps we see as

needed to improve output quality.

Before these steps can be taken, however, a consideraj,le amount of con-

ceptual work would seem to be called for as a basis for designing the

kind of data base and monitoring system we believe to be essential to

assist policymakers in formuelting and assessing pOlicy initiatives to

improve system functioning and raise output quality. And wirh that, we

have called for a substantial amount of data gathering and analysis,.es,-

pecially process analyses of quality functioning and creative observation-

al analyses of the.practice setting for which development outputs in par-

ticular are'being designed.

We have tried to suggest the kinds of thinking we see as needed and the

kinds of research we believe needs to be supported. However,we see very

little evidence at this time that the sponsors of educational R/D&I

activity appreciate the systemic requirements for improving quality and

therefore the significance of developing the suggested data base and

monitoring system to inform policymaking on these matters. Clearly,

Cher,. lre a number of reasonable approaches to improving output, qualitY,

and developing a data base on outputs may well seem too indirect and long-

term an approach to meeting that need. However, the more direct approaches

supported over t e

e
last two decades do not seem to have had a sufficiently

powerful effect output quality, and we seem to know as little now about

the specific requirements for quality work, of each type as we knew a de-

cadecade or two ago. The Pteson, we would argue, is that we have not made the
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,,

effort to increase our understanding of the R/D&I processes that are

carried out to ptuduce outputs or the system of performers who carry
. .

them out. Until we develop a better understanding of those processes

and their requirements in the settings where they are carried out, we

will be in no better position to fashion effec'tfve policies to improve
. ,

output quality and thereby produce significant improvement in educa-

tional practice. ,
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Subsumed under need identification are all processes of perception,

conceptualization, articulation, screening, and decisionmeking that

lead to the determination of what needs the R/D&I system (and/or

particular Rip&I institutions) will attempt to meet -- what research

questions will'b6 studied; what products will be developed; what

organizational strategies or change processes will be designed; what

existing R'D &I products will be adopted oi,adapted by a user system;

etc. Included is need identification as it occurs in sponsor

organizations (e.g., NIE, OE, or foundations) or in performer organi-

zaPions universities, reg.onal laboratories, or non-.profit

RiD&I firms),.institutions.at the knowledge-producing or the knowledge-

utilizing end of the KPU spectrum. The need tdentification process may

be the stimulus for R&D activities oriented to developing new products

(or processes or strategies), or for the search-atquisition-adaptation-

implementation cycle that brings existing products into use in new

settings, or for various kinds of problem-solving or practice-based

development activities within schools or other. parts of the operating

system (e.g., district offices, SEAi, IEAs, etc.).

Of all the dimensions on which R/D&I systems could be compared from

sector to sector, teed identification processes suggest, perhaps

more than any other feature, the degree of integration that exists

between KP and KU functions. Where need identification processes are

operating well: (1) R&D products are geared to needs of the user

system -that are real and are perceived as such by user system pet-

spnnei;- (2) R&D outputs are designed initially, or adapted later, in

a manner that takes frtro account the attributes, and especially the

coniktraints, of user systems, and the working types, preferencel,

and sensitivities of user system personnel; (3) responsiyeness to A

user system attributes i the need identification function spills

Wier into the mane which other R/D&I functions are carried out --,

how knowledge is generated, hoof products are developed, how they are
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evaluated, disseminated, or marketed, how they are installed, and

especially what implementation supports are provided. Con'sequently,

the problems of user system adoption/adaption, implementation, and

utilitation of development productsare minimized.
4

a

There has been much criticism of need identification processes in

educational R/D&I, and some4kthis has appeared in the literature.

Much of the discussion in the literature is phrased in the most

*general terms - bemoaning the'"research to practice gap" and the

irrelevance of most

or the difficulties

presumably designed

e&mational research to educational practice,

of getting school systems to adopt R&D outputs

to meet their needs, or the "faddishness" of

such eduCational innovation. Some of the literature more specifically

pinpoints characteristics of need identification processes in edu a-

tion as a major cause of these gaps, and therefore of the limited'

impact of R&D outputs on educational practice.'

Our analysis suggests thit need identification processes in educates

show few of the attributes of need identification in mature R/D&I sys-

tems. If we are to develop feasible policy options and management

strategies to remedy this situation, we must develop an understanding

of several things: first, how needs are identified in education;"'

second, how this compares to need identification as this takes place

more effectively in other sectors; third, what issues this sugjests

in developing policy options and management strategies for restructuring

and changing the manner in which need identificatiOn occurb; fouith,

how the educational context affects the desirability and feasibility

of certain options and strategies; and finally, what more we need io

know before we %"esa...cie.sign workable policies and management strategies

fgribeed identification in education. The analysis that follows

considers each of these points.

1/4
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J. HOW NEEDS At2DENTIFliD IN EDUCATION

Several patterns.of need identification in education can be distin-

guished, varying along four dimensions: who identifies the need;

the basis for the perception of need; the extent to which needs are .

translated into innovation requirements; and the nature of the

decisionmaking mechanisms used to screen alternatives and make need

identification decisions for a system.

1 Identifies the Need -- ::sternal or Internal Need Identifiers?

A. Exteinal Need Identifiers 4

Given the strong influence of tnvfronmental forces on educational

institutions (both operating systems and R/D&I institutions), it

should noebe sukrising that a significant number of the most

pressing needs to which these institutions respond are identified

by organizations,institotions, and individuals in that environ-

matt. Examples Of external need identifiers abound. The courts,

for instance, have mandated school desegregation and the develop-
.

ment of programs to ease the effects of that desegregation. *The

courts have also mandated the provision of bilingual education

in districts where large numbers of students are unable to com-

prehend the English language at a level adequate to derive

benefit from their schooling. The effect has been the need to

develop instructional Programs for -s.'t-Uhntp whose primary
...

nguage is Spanish,eXtalian, Grepk, French, or Chinese. To

Ille another example, Congress has identified compensatory

education for disadvantaged students as a high priority need,

and the provision of large sums of Title I'funds for'suc

programs has had p major impact on the activities of both

educational RilycI and pperating systems\

. 6

r:f ....
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Nongovernmental examples of need identification in the broader

environment could be cited as well -- the civil rights move- a

ment's concern with black pride and black students' self-'

images, leading-to the identification of needs to revise text-

books and course content and even provide specialized new

courses and totally new kinds of materials; similar patterns of

need identification influencing textbook and materials develop-

ment,for programs targetted at Hispanic-Americans, Native -

Americans, and other ethnic groups; and the most recent ripple

in this pattern, the identification of sexism in textbooks and

educational materials as a problem requiring responses from the

"1206a ana.operating systems.

In all.these examples, the locus of the need identification e

process is in the broader environment of the educational R/D4,1

and operating systems.--1U--needi so identified are communicated

from the environment through court mandates and the power to

force compliance, th ough legislation making available large

sums of money to en ice responsive program development, or through

x pressure groUp tactics or efforts at moral suasion that a e

difficult for school systems_to resist.

B. Internal Need Identifiers

Several other patterns f.need identification canbe traced to

origins within the R/6&1 or operating systems. The loci of need

identification in these instances are: researchers, developers,

R&D entrepreneurs, R/D&I.sponsors, and R/D&I institutions,

policymakers and administraears* at the federal, stiate,and local

levels of,the operating system; teachers and other opeilting

system personnel who interact directly.with students; and

scho,l beards and their parent and community constituencies. We .

consider examples of the functioning of these need identifiers

below.

14
1.1

7"..
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2. That Are the Bases of Need Perception -- Data. Intuition, or

Opportunism'

6
A. Data-based Need Identification

We use the term data-based to describe the processes that lead

to the identification of a need following, and as a consequence

of, analysis of a body of empiricaligata. Specifically excluded

from this category are needs identiffelf-hyrious intuitive,

political, and other reans, and thanfjustiSted by reference to

data assembled after the fact. Two kinds of data-based need:

identification can be diitinguished: \(l) systematii, ongqing

analysis of routinely collected data, -cyclically reviewed as

part of an institutionalized need identificat cti n; and:
?. .

(2) one-time analyses of particular pieces or bodies of datqf

collected primarily for some other purpose, but red on an

ad hoc basis to identify a particular need or set of needs.

411

a, Systematic, Ongoing Analysis of Routinely Collected

Data Bases

With increased application of the

technology of management information systems.to the

education sector, we are beginning to see the emergence

of planning toward the development of SEA or LEA manage-
,

meat information systems. Such systems are expectdd to

be geared specifically to identifying needs and managing

activities related to the development, implementation,

andevaluation of programs designed to meet those needs.

s-Suggestions of this pattern can be discerned in national.

and state assessment projects, in work on the development

of social indicators applicable to education, and in

contract wbrk to assist LEAs in designing, installing,

A OA..

( 0.; 41 .0
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r a ? ...f ' .
. * ,..._ end _utilizing management information systems to meet'__-0--c---- . .

2
I. '

. - .-.

.their .nteds.

a.

,

,

4

.-1--/
,.. , .. .

. Ilk _,. .

Where this pattern of da.te-tiasedw;need identification xs ' . . &o - .
.

operative (and it may not yet be fully operional anywhere

. ,

at .this time), needs are identified ck5 A periodic, cyclical
..,..

basis as pelt of thd' routinized proceftes of system
. a, . . .

functtoning. Needs.ar4 identified by comparlIng certain
* .

. .

* .piespecified performance goals with current data on the
0 bo

1'
- degree to Which the syetem is achieveilit these goals. The .

40!

. loci of need identification of this lain end to be pdUck-
-6...

4 4../ 4 ...

.
.

* makers and -adm4nistrators4 at the federal, st s'e or local °

.
levels of operating sys'tems that h guCh. ata ase and

* systematic need identification mec ill avaPlable'
-

. ,.

'
them. Only occasionally might researchers or A/p&I institutions

. .

A
.. -.' '

.. lo the locus of this kind of need identification; where they t'
s

'".At Ir
. '. agave beep gived access to these data bases and are June-

4 , A 441 tioning either on their own or in collaboration, with operal,
4

1
V

.1

. 0 ,
. G ti no system personnel. . . .. .

4401' .4"
w .",..... ,,.. 7

. .

4

1

d."
Findingi pf Research Single Studies, Research

. Programs, or Reassessments of Bodies of Reifarch

Leeding"o New Theoretical Paradigms,

./

%

M
a

4
Reseatch' studies genet-111Y conclude by pointing to further

* research that,needs o be done to pursue leaders 'uncovered in
.
* I

1
p,

*Or
. a partiCular ilavestlgation, or to untangle.questions left --

.. .% AP

./

a
urinsviereS, or to +deal with cOntingep'cies oucside the slope

, .

0 . of a particular ddtigp.....= Or, research .finding may pinpoint,
*0, -. -1,

.

...;'''' elaborate on; dr uncoyer hithert"o 'unnb.ti,ced problems in
,:-- .

4 . Iv. . Ir. $ 0
* 9

. need of solution through R /D &I processes.. On occas'on,
. , .

.

..... . .1
.

large research programs may be designed and cavie out

t
in a manney100.t identifies the, pdrameters of the nteded

4. -I

' .
V . .

'
r 5' 4

Olt
It. ..

I 1SMc

AO i

. ,, 1114
*411

.

l g'V :if**
': 4:
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solution to a problem, perhaps16yen specifications for a

product pr an organizationalstrategy or an instructional.

- .' O''
.

system to be developed. . ,

#

, And rarest of all, reassessments and syntheses of .bodies .

of research may lead to wholly new theoretical paradigms

and wholly new definitions of deeds to be met or programs

to be developed. Certainly much of the edhcational R/Did
r lit -

activity of the last decade that was focused on compen-
,

3atory and prescl,00l education is traceable t4000eleveldp7

ment and'popularlAing of new pa;adigms. Ozie

1
kind.of

compensatory education program development followed from-

the delineation of a paradigm of disadvantage, deprivation,

o r deficit. A some mat different kind of compensatory
. .

education,programming evolved from_a revisionist paradigm

emphasizing. cultural difference rather tha3 aefitit. Ohe

theoretical paradigm stimulated iddnetfication of the

41, '', iprtsdhool age perod of W3 -'5 as a key target of W1
actiyities. A ndker paradigmis suggesting that the target

ri
40, t age should be lowered to perhaps' the period from birth tbto,_

.a. . -
.

l .
.

r age 2. 4, .

4

-ta

iii noted earlier that ongoing, systematic analysis of.

'tou4nely collected data as part ?f an institutionaliijed4
4

need identification function, if it exists at all, pri--
.

Xi marily affects need, identification as tOis, is carried out
. a. j ., -

-by policymakers.and administratErrs in.sEkt dadj.,EAs.who
t 4

It
have developed ind are utilizing suAl Management informapton

4 a

systems. 4/n sharp contrast, the research findings and
,

"'theoretical paradigms we have considered in this section

are a major, and pethaps the major, bases of need identifica-
)---y-- 4,

. tion 'DS thii takes place among researchers and in some
.,

, R/D&I institutions, .to some extent, too, these research
.

q

A

A

: . .....4.:406
.4

)
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findinis:and,paradigms affect need identification as it
.

takes, place among policymakers et the federal level (br
in foundations) as they formulate 'handing programs for

RID&I activieles they will support. This is especially

So in Japes where research findiAts or paradigms get'
.

populavized and affect the broad corrents of social

thought, or reinforce a significant social and/or

political movement in th broader envtrOnment of the

and pe systems. (This is, well illustrated.

by the compeniatory education exampe.)
,

r
Intuitive Need Identification

_ --
We have no way of knowingInr even estiMatipg the proportion

of all need identification in educationthat is data-based.%

However, there is ample testimony in the literatureto the

preponderant influence.of.soxperigh9s, analysis, expert

opinion, and, various forms of incoit&n:in. determining edu

tatpnal.needs in the operating system, and some reason..0

suspect that much the same is true' of neediidentification

ft./D&I organizations as ASl. Three.PUterds'of intuitive

need identification can be distinguished: (i) .needidegti-

.

identi-

fication by spontanapus insight; (2) neee.identfiication by

polling; and (3) need identification by conta.gon. .

T.'. -. .
. (-1

- a.' Spontaneous Insight 4

r.
....

.' '
I* .

, We include in this category all needidentification that
* .

e .

clipd tracedftoan a-ha! phenomenon at its true inception, '
Thecreative" or administrator senses a problem,

thinks .about how to. remedy it, and, decides that she needs.

. .

to develop a.certain kind of instructional strategy,

.

.
. . .

Itt

414

t
4
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eertain see of mueriajs, or a particular kind of program-

At- or policy, or that she needs to''find answers to a certain

sat of questions ',do she can proceed further: A cre"-

4

0 4(
questions that he feeli must be answered before a feaiible 4.*

solution to the problem lean bill4rd. A research or
. ._.

-Rini entreprenektr or sponsor need's a project or an .

..

....

, It

approach to which he feels he can commit himself, his
11....:4 A

..,.

attve researcher ponder ,over a gertainsituation that he
. 777

finds prilematic, and ge'nerates a series of research

v

1.4

ot-4anization, and biz resources. He muses, and he is
,

* srruck by an idea that satisfle0 and peihaps-ven excites

him.
. ,

els

b. Polling

.)

-A funding source has money spend and asks experts '

4

.the field to'suggest what need to be done and what R'D &l

activities shoul be supported. An R/D&I organizat ion is

.% approaching the egiritting of a new funding cycle and needs .

ideas for a progr that can attract funds. The sAlltf of
. .

the'organizatipn are asked to generate ideas.
n
Or, experts

and vartous consultants are brole in for a brain-storming

sessionr, or ars commissioned to write papers identifying' .

needvto be' met and suggesting R/D&I programs to meet
. .

those needs. Or a.lormal needlio sessment is carried out,
' . .

. 1

consisting of polling user.syt em perSonnel about their 1
. . i

needs and how they gight-be meth by actiiities, All

-these examples repieseitt what we, are refefring to as need

identification,by polling.

ilere is clearly a overlap beOween these examples and
, . r

needbideutificat on y apontaneeus insigati individuals

theincluded in the Ailing may ponder the quesfions posed .."
.

'1. .

1 t ...1

.
. , tit .

, k,

...or .

.

1

ft%

e 4111
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4

. to them and the generate the kind of a-ha: solution we .

. .

have included/in the sponteneous7insight category. The
. 1

N- distinction between the two lies in the source of the'

i ,. stimului and the degree to which organizational arrange-
.

mentitore needed to initiate and manage the process. Need
. i

identification by spontaneous insight begins with a self-

stertey,.an Individual who starts identifying needs without

being specifically asked by anyone else to do-so; And

equally significant, the entire inception p. e of need

rdentificapIntinvolves only that one ind&l. ual. Need

identificat\on by polling, in coatrast,.requires an

organizationtlstimulus (the request or polling) to set the

process in motion. And since the process may involve large

nukbers 'of individuals who are so polled,. management of the
.

"process.tends to require the development of organizational

:arrangements that may in some cases become extensive an d

complex."

,,
c. Consarison d

Parents or members ora.school board hear about allexciting
,

new program in a neigNbOring schoolielatrict. Or. perhaps

.they read aboilt some new approach; such as open education,

whi9Lappears to be sweeping .the ,country, and is the latest

"in" it ovation for presumably increasing the qu4lity or

the enjoyment of education. Their distrift has no such .49

progran. The-need is defined by'cpmparing what e xists in

the district with" *at exists somewaere else, or is being,

talked about or written.,about elSewhire 4 Nu.

A

.
organiihtion has defined its organizatioqal

nissiQn in a manner that phregvrttn....a eomptitive 4'

position with; let us siy, five or six other RID&I

e
.
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)
of a problem. Thesawailability of a resource, and its potential :

t
'

, .

for use in a beneficiat manner, is what in fact suggests the

0 need, We distinguish two kinds of Opportunistic need tdentifica-
. .

l
773

(7: 4'
'

organizatio A.11.ar= f the ane funds

.

in the

\\Nese_se, grants or contracts, or the is e c in the s'

ca eof Eroviding services or devel g and marketing
\

. .

... products.
i

Comparison with VA? scope of activities pursued

"t.,../1 by one's competitors-, or the types bf VDU outputS they
. i

produce, suggests a set of needs.

1

Both tall:Rases illustrate the process of peed identification,

by cOmparion. The basis for the perception of need is only

I.L.,Iirectly a reAl-porld problem cif the RiD&T or operating

system. The immediate source of the'perception is'a com-

parison between what exists at a particular point .n time
. -

in the programming of a particular R/D&I or operating

system institution and what exists somewhere else. All,

aspects of the comparison make Intuitive sense to the need
. ,

identifiel6=-- the comparative process as a means of identi-

fyi,ng needs, the validity of the particular comparison made,

and the need identified as a result of making the comparison.

Al ough we have no wa1 of estimating how mute of all need

ntificatioa in education falls into this pattern, the

request Critidlim of educationel,innovation as faddish

suggests that the're is a sigirlitAcantamoung of need ideal.-

fixation by cdparipden, especially in operating s'stems.e-
.

oh

C. Opportdnkstn Ne4d Identification 3".

.

We use the term opportunistic to rifer to those pattern 'of need '

identifidation in which the impetus comes 6rimarily from the

existence if a resolve, and only secondarily' from the existence

S

e.

9

ti
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tion, d=fl'oving in 'the nature of the resource to be exploited:

(1) funding; or (2) a resource that could ,form the substantive

basis of a producp program.

4146

a., Availability of Funds

1'
O%

1

41
I

.1

.ee

This pattern, of need' idelification is particularly welei

illustfrated by ttie impact of 'Title I funding. on need

identification in school districts, especially in large

ur5ONareas with si .:ficent nuTs3rs c.: low-incone

students. -This 'pop lation and its problems .are not new

to school systems. gowever, the appropriation ,of rela-
,

large. sines of federal money for educationak-programs
. .

targetted at this population a decade ago stimulated an

unprecedented level of attention - to needs. The

educational needs of low-income students suddenly emerged

as a high priority' programming concern of school districts

and R /D& organizatioAs.

is*
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Availability oi Potential Program or duct Resources

A new technology is developed for one purpost but appears

to be adaptable to instructional settings as well -- e.g.,

computer technology';' or the availability, o£ low-cost

tlestronle calculators. The adaptation process seems

.relatively simple and inexpensive'; the potential benefits

seem great. Adapting the ned technology is identified as

a need,- The' true iTapetus j*: this kind of need'identifica-
.

. :LI:: is the existence of the maw technology as a potentiel

program resource. 'The need identifier in this instance

is likely to be an R/D&I organilatiOn able to make the
_

,adaptation, and perhaps 'also an imaginative teacher,

administrator, or 11:D&I spons4 who perceives the

potential benefit of the new produCt.

A talented sculptor'a* perhaps a poet.and a dancer reside

in a given community acid offer their services to'the local

school district as the basis for a high level program

focused on the arts.. The needlor such.a program is then

enthusiastically identified.by the district stiff, the

"% school board, parents and the community as a whole. But

clearly, iltife resource'did not exist and become available

to tne district, it 40 unlikely thallthis particular need

would have been identified.
.

P.,-gardless of the source or basis of a perceptton of need,

1 .needs so identified have to be articulated into innovation

requirements, and then filiered through,some decisionmaking

apparatus before R&D resources will be committed. We 'turn'

now to these subsequeni,steps in the need identification

procegif - ,
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3. To '.:hat Extent at:e breed Perceptions Trans ated into Innovation

RequireMents?

The process of translating perceived needs inte'innovation require-

ments in the field of education is influenced by three factors:

(A) the nature of the knowledge base of the field; (B) the patterns

of thinking that characterize need articulation in ttm field; and '

. (C) the extent to which specialized organizational arrangemots

exist to' carry out the"translation process.

I

* A. Nature of the Knowledge Base

. .

field of education has a social science knowledge base,

d consequently somewhat limited intellectual consensus and

good dial of value laden disagreement over goals and there-

needs. This puts a premium on vagueness in stating

_ds, and theiefore 6omplicates the problem of articulating

needs in a manner that translates easily into innovation
1

requirements. The vaguer the statement of a need, the easier

it is to 4chieve agreetten;t. The greater the specificity about

the changes implied by a need statement (e.g., change.pro-
..

edure a to procedure b), the less agreemgant is likely. The

ri.,cipal who agrees that there is a need for "increased

communication between school and community," for instance,

may change his hind when the need is defined in terms of a

/-1

f

specific set of behaviors that he must change.

sinifiAnt in its impact on articulation ofineeds, the

field of educatpn has an inadequate and uncertain knowledge

base and an ambiguous technology. It is difficult to define

PS or to know what is needed to solvethem. 'Consequently, f

h4e a difficult time identifying and articulating needs,

A
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and for this .reason also, tend to generate statements that atre

too vague to be genuinely usifful. More often than not, formal

needs assessment in education his been a dismal failure.5

Typical of need statements in,education are phrases that call

for programs "to improve students' self-concepts," or "Eo

develop creativity," or "to raise reading achievement livels."

uThese statementsl,suggest no particular program, or, even type

of program or prOgramming parameters, to focus on in planning

R&D activities. By way of contrast, we would assume that wt;en

1,."'s need idertifiers deterined that a self-wrecting feature

was needed on their next:generation of typewriters, this peed

was translated eaAly into a.set of engineering requirements to.
A t

guide subsequent'reseaxch and development.

4
. 0

B. Patterns of Thinking That Characterize Need Articulation

in the Field'

c
We think of need articulation as basically a two-step process,

beginning with definition of aproblem and then-continuing with

conceptualization of the kind of,prohuct or progxanothat might

remedy the problem. Several patterns of need articulation can .

'4' be distinguished, depending on the degree to which the attributes

of the problem and potential product/program are analyzed and

elaborated. The patterns can be, depicted by means of a 1 x 2

table, with high vs. low (or absent) problem definition as one

dimensio, and high vs. loy (or absent) program definition as

the other: .

.

PROGRAM

PRO1,5LEM DEFINITION

I

4
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Cell t represents Ehe host elaborate patternof.need articulation,

the least common type in education. A problem is analyzed in

sufficient detail to pinpoint specific elements in the problematic

situation or condition in need of change, and perhaps even the

amount change in a given direction. The kind of program o'r

product necessary to bring abou en s ecified.

This information is rladil translated into innovation require-

research, development, and evaluation(in the case of

the R&D system) or for product acquIftion (in the case of th

user

A

We Might find this pattern of need articulation, for instance,

in an R'D &I organization with an extensive evaluation and research

"\-program tied to its development work. In such organizations,

development is viewed as "successive approxibations" to a final

ideal produdt, Therefore, Accessiva'"generations" of an

innovative program or uoduct are developed. Evatuators.continu-

ally analyze data on program performance under different imple-

mentation conditions.' As problems are uncovered (e.g., gaps

between expected and observed achievement levels), data analysis

pinpottlts specific elements in the problematic condition that

appear to be pivotal in causing the problem, and suggests research

amdfor development activities to be carried out to remedy the

problem in the next generation version of the product or program.

Cell ? represents an all-too-typical patters of need identifieb-

Pin-, in education.' 'Needs are defined almost entirely in terms

of stow ewn ofIthe articulation process, program definition

"we reed a'progrAth that looks like this. " Step one,

problem definition, is bypassed, or given minimal attention. Or

-tperhaps pro-blem definitios is given considerdbleattention but

is,foclhed on orpnirational rather thaneducational problems.

a

11.
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:':1..merous organizational- ms may suggest needed programs
It

or prOduCts: a textbook publisFi an exciting new product

to recapture his declining share of the high

studies textbook market; an audiovisual equipment menu er

needs an overhead projector with features that will permit a tai

rangy of applications in instructional settings; a school board

11 social

needs to find an exciting new program to restore the district's

in-ovative image and the board's own popularity in,an election

year. Though a financial, marketing, or political problem may

consi,lerala attntion, little thought is given to.

educational problens a$ the. basis of product/program need deft-

'nition in these instance!?
A

What distinguishes this pattern is that the focus of thinking in

need articulation is on inputs to the educationi process (what

resources will be allocated or what programs or products will-

li:*k like, etc.), rather than educational outputs (what impact

resources or programrwill have on students). Output orientation

in need articulation requires extensive elaboration of the

problematic educational situation or condition to be Changed, and

how the'proposed remedy might bring about the needed change.

Wi7.hin the past decade, there has been a noticeable shift in

emphasis in education from inputs to outputs. The transition

is far from complete, and school systems are still defining many /

types of needs in input terms ("we need team teaching," or "

ungraded classrooms," or ". . . operieducation"), with little mores

than the most superfilial elaboration of how these innova$tons

'might improve the quality of educdtion provided. But more and

more, nudged along by federal and state require, nts for filnding,

program needs are being articulated in terms of output criteria.

Cell 3 represents another commonirttern of thinking in need

articulation»ineducation. A considerable amount of attention

11

;
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)3.

is focused on defining heeds i terms of educatil. problems

and needed changes in probleMa 'c situations. But deed aiticu- -

Jation essentially ends at that point: This pattern is illustrated

by need statements calling for programs to "raise reading achieve-
, 1

vent levels" or to "increase commuig.cation between school admini-

strators and community residents," supported by extensive data.-

based elaboratio7f the problem. But little or no attention fs

devoted to the kind -of program perceived as needed to remedy the

problem., Therefore, the brint of the need articulation task is

phi cea tovearchers and developers (A- acquisition peisonnel),

rather than`han the decisionmakers responsible for determining the

needs to be met. Then, after considerable expenditure of

resources to design of (or search for) a program to "raise reading

achievement levels" or to "increase communication between school

administrators and community residents," there is a good possi-'

bility that the same decisionmakers may reject the program, won-
.

dering who could have ever dreamed that this kind of program was

needed. 4

When minimal attention is devoted to definition of even the problem,

we find the situation represented by cell 4 -- Limited'or no

thinking fOcused on problem r needed product/program. We find

this pattern in educational settings where the mosp.elahorate

O statement o f need is repr ented by the phrase "a program t.5 raise
v

.reading achievement levels ". .The cell 4 pattern is also character-

istic of the vast number 'of school districts where needs are

rarplY identified (except in response to crisis situations)-and

innovations are rarely introduced. if

C. Specialized Organizational Arrangements for the Translation
.

Prneess

I
In those atypical settings where an,extensive amount of need

a.
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a

ar::Lculation occurs (as in cell 1), thereapnear to be specialized

organizational arrangements -to translate vague perceptions of

need into innovation requirements. For inst44ce certain staff

c.f..mbers are assigned responsibility for engaging in dialoguess

with sources of need perceptions to help them articulate what

they have in mind. ("By communication, do you mean x or .y.?"
41

", "mat would an ideal communication pattern, look like?" "Is this
! -

what you rear.? Or do you have something more like that in mind?")

Or, need identification and R/D&Iplanning is a specialized,' insti-

, L'e considered one example of this ipstitAionalization earlier --
. . .

RIM organizations that use evaluation data on existing products

as the basis of defining needs and planning eesearch and develop-
.

meet for future products. Other examples exist as well -- for

instance, SEAS and LEAs that are developing and using management

"information systems, or R/D&I 15onsors such as NIZ that use the
t

Rp.mechanism to translate identified needs into.innovation

requirements'to be met by prospective contractors. in both these

1

instances, a substantial amount o Specialized and even expert
fe /-

talent is assembled to cdrry out he translation and articulation

:rocess.\ In the case of the management inflation s'cstems used

4; sure 0?-17.EAS (`iR the relatively rare cases, where such systems
lk

.are to be found), statisticians might conducOtem analyses.of
.21 .

data to deterline whal" kinds of queitions are giving stud;rIFill-------

d fficulty, perNhps even what kinds of errors they are making.
. : .

his information might be related to process data (if it were

available) about classroom implementation conditions. And all

thisM,nformation might then be turned over to other specialists

able to suggest what kinds of programs or program changes/aould

se,>m to be needed to .pmedy the problems. Where an R/D&I sponsor

ues the RFP mechanism, its staff is likely to work closely with

experts in a field to detail so precisely the research questions

f.,

a
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to be answered, or the kind of wgram to be developed, that a
. ,

major complaint made against the use of RFPs is that they.turn

researchers and developers into mere technicians carrying out

specific tasks predefined by the sponsor.

However, these examples of institutionalizatiom of Aped identi-
.

fication and articulation of need perceptions into innovation

requirements represe.nt the exception rather than the rule. More
.4

typically, needs are articulated 'poorly, and vague nee1 state-

ments are not translated into innovation requirements in time to

affect the decisionmaking apparatus that Commits RiD&I resources

' to medting'particular needs. We turn now to this final phase of

the naed identification process.

4, How are Need Identification Decisions Made?

Whatever the process by which a need comes to be.perceived and articu-

lated, some kind of decisionmaking apparatus must beactivated before

R/D&I resource, will be committed to meeting the need. The complexity

of the apparatus pill depend on how many interests and/or levels in an

organizational hierarchy are represented in the decisionmaking process,

,hclw much consideration is given to alternatives, and how sophisticated

are the decisionmaking tools (and perhaps too how extensive is the

empirical data base)orused in the course of determining a course of

action. 9

4'

AP. 40

The simplest case would be represented by,a s ingle university researcher

(or teacher or principal) who is the source of a need perception, who

needs no funding or resources from others, and who would himself carry

out the R/D&I activities required to meet the identifidd need. The

idea is intuitively satisfying, 'Perhapi too, he tries to confirm the

need 'by gathering impressionistic data or eyen analyzing some empirical

data. Feasibility considerations might be given some minimal thought..'
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But less likely would be extensive analysis of alternativ conceptions
.. ..t.

. of needs to be met. If 1116major problems are uncovered by him in the
4 .

course of this. minimal screening process, the decision is made to

coismit a' portion of his time to the project.

A somewhat greater degree of complexity is involved when the researcher

is patt of an RIM' organization: that pays for his time, especially if

organizational resources (fundingestaffing, etc.) are needed to carry

out the project. Organizational decisionmaking generally requires

successive screening of decisions a each point. in the organizational

hierarchy -- the researchles own work team, then his unit
406
or Avision,

then the top echelons of the organization's Mann-vent structure, their

expert advisers, and the organization's board of directors. The amount

of screening a proposal receiVes is likely to reflect the laws of

supply and demand. Where demand for new ideas outweighs supply in a

stable or expanding funding context, screening will be minimal. Where

the supply of identified needs is greater than thedemind or the

existing resources, screening, is inr more elaborate, the originator

of a new idea must do fir,more preparation and persuasion, and more

ideag are rejected. In the early history oflthe regional laboratories,.

a stable source of institutional support for each laboratory seemed

assured,. and the problem.for each laboradory seemed to be to/generate

ideas about needs to be met and programs to meet, those needa. Ideas

thar seemed attractive were adopted easily, with a minimum of screening

or choosing among alternatives or structuring or focusing need state-

ments. The literature attests to the unhappy consequences of this

situation.

Decisionmaking mechanisms do not appeaf to lice changed substantialry.

They remain relatively encapsulated ,- within the'confines of single

organizations, and showing relatively little collaboration between

KP and KU institutions or systers. Screening and decitionmaking in
sponsor organizations such as NIEmay take an integrated view
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of KPU, but this is still atypical of most KP and KU institutions

id ttie field.- There are exceptions,6 but it i; still rare to find.

R&D.and user organizations collaborating on the definition of needs

and. priorities to be met by R/D&I activities. Most decisions made

. iby R&D organizations about the. needs of user'systems are made'

without any involvement of user system personnel. And as a rule

there,appears to be relatively little interaction bitiken KP and

KU personnel atany point in the need identification process. KP A.

personnel generally identify user system needs on the basis of

.intuition or research (generally not obser7ational data of classroom

or school operations), but rarely as.a result of talking with school

personnel about their problems or spending time inside school buildings.

KU personnel rarely devote their energies to educating mp organizations

about their needs, or requesting that a particular kind of program or

product be developed by there external KP organizations to meet those

. needs.

Unlike ;ectors where market and technological forces are the most

cr'itical determinants. of needs identified For R/D&I.activities, need

identification in educational R&D tends more often than not to ignore

either user system demand or the teChnological readiness of the R/D&I )1p

system toadequately, meet identified needs. Unlike more mature R/D&I

'systems where need iatztification tends to follow orderly, systematic,

step-by-step procedures needs Jaessment, 'market research,

capabilities assessment, and long-range planning -- need identificatOn

in i'ducation rarely shows evidence of disciplined analysis,.rarely

sllows consideiation of marketability (e.g., existing user demand

patterris or preferences, or likely prospects for promdional'campaigns

to st(mulate appropriate user demand'or preferences) .or feasibility

(e,g., what is the state of the existing knowledge and technology Vase

forl meetc0 a specific need? whit is the sequence of research and

R&D activity needed to 4evelop the.. program or product expected to best

meet the identified heed; what.aie the existing capabilitidS of the

S
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organization for carrying out these research and R&D activities?

what activities will be required to produce the needed capabilities

on an adequate level to insure program success? what resources wil4.

be neede4lit carry out these activities? how much will they cosg?

how long will they take?) Educ4tional R/D&I proposals, budget

justifications and documents of tbis kind often present a weak facade

of considering these issues. But it appears to be relatively rare to

find projects where these issues, are taken seriously and are analyzed

. on the basis of extensive data-gathering and long-range plInning

techniq..ies.

Mb
Part of the problem in education. is traceable to the fact that the

personnel who carry out need identification do not think in these terms.

Need identification is a casual activity for thim that intrudes

occasionally on the work they do. They have,not been trained to

analyze problems in this way, or to use the sophisticated tools
. .

that exist in other sectors to carry out need identificatio . And

they do notdhave the time. to approach what is to them a rAth minor

concern in so time-consuming a manner. In short, part of the problem

is the lack of.institutionalization of the need identification

function.

. Another spect of the problem is_the ldtk.of adequate data bases

against whi h to judge the marketability and feasibility of various-

alternatives. There are demographic data bases that provide some

useful clues about the size and distribution of votirtial markets
I

for certain kink of targetted materials -- e.g., materials target,-
ec

at black students, Hispanic-Ainericans, ilative Americans, etc; bi- '

lingual materials (English - Spanish English-French, English - Italian,

English-Chinese, etc.); materials targetted at economically disadvan-

taged urban students; materials targetted at rural communitiesretc.

*There are data bases that indicate where the most depressed achieve-
.

ment levels are to be found and therefore whe the need is greatest

4

r
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support personnel tin its use., The weaknesses of the need identifies-.

tion function in education, then: are felt throughout the KP-KU cycle.

4'

There have been some recent initiatives to remedy this situation. We

noted earlier in this chapter the appearande of increasing numbers of

projects in SFAS and LEAs to.dekign and implement management informs -.

tion systems and public accountability systems. We also noted

suggestions of this approach in national and state assessritent projects

and inwork on the development of social indicators applicable to

education. It all Chase instances, it is expected that needs will be
-.-

identified by comparing prespecified perfornance goals with current

data on the degree to which a system is achieving these goals. NIE's

KPU monitoring project is intended to provide a systematic data base

about educational moll institutions and activities. The assumption is

that this data base will be used routinely to identify imbalances in

KPU functioning and therefore ne-Oted new policies and'prpgrams.7

Other recent NIE initiatives have bean designed to ovesnome the' general

lack: of KP-KU integration in the need .identification procea and the

fragmented, institution-by-institution character of the process in

this.sector. NIE's State Dissemination Capacity-uilding Program and

the 'Local Problem-Solving Prograb, for instance., are intended to

strengthen state and local capabilities for need.identifisation and link

user system personnel to KP resources that carcbe used to solve locally

P defined problems.8 The Institute's R&D Utilization program is designed

to providelassistance to school districts in locating and using exter-

na ).ly developed R&D outputs 'to meetitheir locally defined:needs.9

Similarly, NIE's use of invitational conferences to define research

agendas and needed,R7D&I activities was intended to bring the research
%

cOmmunities from education and the discipline s it the need identifica-

tion process with maximal efficiency -- getting simultaneous input

and feedback from the leaders of a given research area (and at the'
-

same time developing some consensus on priorities and disseminating
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these to the field).10`And, of all the new Federal initiatives in

this area, the one that is probably most directly targetted at

strengthening 4? and KU integration in need identification.procevs

is tnenfeedforward" sepent of NIE's R&D Exchange Program.

It win. be some time-befote the effects of the, various NIE and other

federal initiatives can be assessed adequately. However, at the

present time it'appears t\need identification in education remains

for the most pert fragmented and severely limited in KP-KU integrar

tion.

5. Summary

We have considered .in-some detail a number of,dspecte o:f need identi-

fication in education -- who generally identifies needs, what the
A

sourcdt of need perception are, how (if at all) need perceptions get .

translated into innovation requirements during..the need identification

process,.and how'decisions are made to commit R /D &I resources.to

meeting specific needs. Although there is clearly some variability

in need identification patter.ns, some general comments would seem to.

.
be,in order about the typical or modal process and especially its

inadequacies.

tirst and foremost, the process tends -to be episodic, sporadic, some-
,

what random and unplanned. Whatever periodicity and order does exist

in the process seems to have been imposed by the annual funding cycle

of federal, and to a lesser degree,' gtate awcies. It isrelatively

unusual to find the need identification function institutionalized

carried but by specialized personnel on an ongoing routinized basis,

as part 9f d comprehenaive long -range planning and monitoring opera-,

tion that significakly influences top manageient.decisionmaking.

*7 4.

I

1

ti
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Second, need identificdtion in. education is generally intuitive and
4).

t

opportunistic. Data-based need identificationlis pr bably the least

common form. This is not necessarily a weakness. Gven the quality

of
.
most educations; data, intuition may be a faemore reliable basis

for Deed identification, espedially when the source of the intAtion

is an individual crj group possessed of great knowledge,and keenin-
.,

sight. But what must be underscbred are the limited possibilities in

education for checking intuitive or opportunistic need perceptions

against empirical data that shed some light on the marketability or
. .

fciasi.bility of alternative proposals for needs to be met,

Third, there is little collaboration between KP and KU systems in the

definition or articulation of needs, or in the making of critical

derision* about committing R/D&I resources to specific projectsto
.

meet specific needs. Consequently, there, is minimal KP-KU integra-

tion, and we witness the unfortunate spectacle of educational R/D&I

organizations generating products for which there is a limited (if

any).market while user system personnel find it necessary to divert

considerable resources of their own to/developing materials to meet

needs they perceive being met inadequately (or ignored. altogether) by

R/D&I organizations.

It
Comparison with what we might propose as a more effective model of

need identification should underscore the key weaknesses in need

4 identification in education and suggest possible points of lever'sge ,

..
4 .

4 4

for policy intervention,

. '

MODEL OF EFFECTIVE NEED IDENTIeICATTON

. .

Based on oCir observations.of need identification in more mature R/D&I

systems where there is effective K'-KU.integration, we conceive of at
4

least six requireients for a maximally effective Rix,' need identi-

fication function.
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First, need identification would have-to be institutiocnalized

carried out in/in-ongoing rolitinzed manner by speoll!?lized personnel,

in Specialized organizational units, using resources-specifically
41.

allocated for such activities as needs assessment, market research

(or in the case of'a KU organization, availability of products or

programs to meet given needs), capabilities assessment, and long-
,

range planning.

Second, whatdvpr need identification mechanisms were created would

ha741 to brin4 together Systematically and integrate eliectivel the

different sources and bases of need identification that are opera-

tine in a given sector -- sources of need identification

located in the R&D and operating systems and in the external en-

. vironment; intuitive, opportudistic, and data-hosed sources of need

-perception.

Third, personnel responsible for the cOnduct of the need identification

functioamou;d have tb be.linked to carefully constructed and well

developed data bases. And they would, have to be trained in the use of

anAlytical RrOcedures designed to: () pinpoint problems in system
cat

functioning and innovation requirements to overcome these_ problems;

.and (2) assess alternative options for meeting each of the identified

needs. For need identificatiog at the level of macrostructure manage-..

ment, would 'seem especially important for the data bases and ana-

lytica procedures to be targetted at detecting imbalapdei in %system

functioning.
11

For needidentiiication in all parts of the system
f

(macrostructure management and management of individnal R&D and opera-

ting system institutions ,or networks of institutions), it would seem

essential for the.system to be geared toward identifying shortfalls

between perforpance goats and current level,s of achievement,j It would,

be perticularl, helpful if the system could also provide information
r

that related these problem areas to proceeS data that might help. to

explain why the systpm is performing atiless than the expected levels

/--
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of achievement and what specific. innovationrequirements;are called

for to overcome these difficulties. Jo

If need identification personnel are to-provide the kind of infor-.-
- oration needed to contribute to the need.identlficatiop process In

l(P institutions, their data bases" and analytical procedures would

have to be able to provide estimates of the marketability and feasi-

bility of
.
alternative proposals for innovations to meet identified

needi -= information about existing user demand:levels (or

estimates of-Abw much pbtent61 .usee,demand couldbe stimulated)

for alternative products or programs that might be developed, infor-

mation aboutexisting capabilities (knowledge and technology bases,

stilled personnel,organiiational readiness) for producing these

alternativeoutputs and estimates of wha( wOuld be reldired to

produce the needed capabilities. Similarly, it need identification

personnel ate to provide.comparile support for the decibion process'.

'

. . .. . .

in KU institutions., their data bases andanalytidal procedure wold
. .

have to.be.able to provide'informatio'n about .the' range of existing

products and program that ould be adopted or adapted. to meet an

relati advantages and costs of each, the

he user system for effective implementation

identified need, the

existing capabilities
. 4

of these various innovat\ons, and estimates of what would be required

to produce the capabilities needed for effective.implementatitn, how

long it would takel .and how much it would cost., '"

Fourth, effe,ctive conduct of the need identification function would

seem to require specialized attention to articulation of perceiyed

needs'into specific innovation requirements -- ideatly,-requirements

for alternative conceptions of the innavation(s): toSe developed,

adopted, or ad4ted to meet a giyen teed., Thep alternative proposals

woad then be turned over to ,experts ftom the functional areas to use

.their.expertise and the system's data bate to draw up long range

plans detailing the R'D&I sequepco (or in a_ "user institution the

.

4
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adapcation-inplementation-revision sequence) required, existing and

needed capabilities, timekrames, and costs.

Fifth, the dpcision apparatus used to make need identification decisions
, d

in an effective system would have to integi-ate'effectivel% KP and KU

perspectives (i.e., both technological capabilities and existing or

potential uset demand), draw on all'available data bases'and sources

of insights and systematicallyihpply rigorous decision criteria, for .

screening and selecting alternative prop ala for Outputs to

be developed through KP activities or a pted/adapted by userd

organizations.

ft

Finally, in an effective system we would expect need identification to

be carried out as part of a broader long-range planning and monitoring

function. The integration of need identification with long-rangd planning

and monitoring IS fundamental to our conception a maximally effctive

need identification activities.

4
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III. ISSer.S

Comparison of existing.pbtterns of need idetitification in education

with this perhaps idealjaed model sugiests a number of issues that

. need to be considered in developing strategies for'impring the 'need

identification functioj in education.

1. Insti tutidnaliation of a need identification/long-range planning

function:

. 4 .

What kinds of policy interventions are needed to institutionalize Inc;
ilw

464
,

-^+

need identification/long-range planciing function on they level of

macrostructure management and on the microstructure level of individual

sponsor, perfdrmer, and. user-organizations or networks of iirganiiations?
a

'What kinds of resources areiced?

.

Can specialized personnel with the requisite skills bedattracte4 from

other sectors? What incentives are needed to attract them? low laige

Is the personnel 001 that might be'attracted? .How large a-personnel

pool would be needed, for wpat kinds orstaged institutionalization,

progressing at what rate?

. How can we bay.w4Erain new personnel for roles in the need fdentlfi-

cation/long-range planning fuhction tn different organizational set-,

tangs (e.g.: superordinate system agencied vs. performers vs.:users

various kinds of networks of organizations)? 14e .

How readily can need iolentification technology (e.g.: needs assess-

ment, demand 4nalysis, product 'availability analysis, capabilitites

assessment,. long -range planning) be transferred from other sectors?

What kinds of adaptations are needed? 4

(

2. Coordination and integration,of existing_ sources and bases o(

need zerceptiop:
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.

How can we hest desist: a osystem th at brings together effec!tivAly all

available sources fnd bases of need perceWon in a scut-? Whet
si

,procedures can be desinged to routinely gather data and judgements

from key sources inside the RID 64, I system and in its eitterilal en-
.

vio.nment for Systematic, periodic apalysis of emerging needs and

opportunities for RID & I. activity?

3. Design and use of.information systems:

What. aC?- the essential design requirements for information systems

thaecan t: ik used roufinekoon a periodic basis topinpc4nc: (a) short-

fall7between goals and performance, and (b) imbalances insystem

functirming?"
.

What kinl- of data and analytical procedures are need9d to relate

impact shortfalls to innovation requirements?
.10 .

What kinds of data and analytical procedures are needed to assbss
p

achievement of different kinds ofimpact goats in the sector?

11)

I

What. kinds of input, contect, and process data and analytical

procedures are neede to relate impact-shorfalis.to innovation
r

requirements?
;:, /0' ......

. ;
- ,

.what kinds of data 'analytical procedures, 'and decision

needed to identify imbalaes_in :system, functioning

:rents ar necde'd..p.olicy.Vinitiatives?

criteria Are

and reqq0ip-.

4

d'
. '

.*

What are the essential de
10sign

requirements for an information\sYstem\

do asilhOt.KP.oiganizations and'R/D &I sponsors in; (a) identifying

the'ktgds of new 105 activities needed most, and (b) assessing the
e

Abotenti4marketability of a specific proposal for a ne14 activity?

What kinds of data and analytical procedures can provide the most

useful estimates of marketability for gin innovation types or

76 3
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specific innovation types or specific innovation propos ls'; avail-
.

ability of existing products to meed those demands; likei rospects

for implementation/utilization sbccess and long-te'rm prospects for
. . ...%

maintnnenance in user systems with varying, levels,of required cap-
, . I. * .

abilities; etc.)

What are the essential design reiuirements for an informaeiom system

to assist ku or!enizations and organizations that provide funding and

technical assistance fOt gu organizations) in: (a) iidentifying the

kinds of KP 'outputs required to meed thelr needs, and (b) determin-

ing whether personnel will be able to locate stis-

. "factory existing R ?D & I outputs that will meet those needs, or,

Whether instead .t will have td eiper negotiate with external

R & D orgaoizatio or draw on internal,KP resources to' produce the

:
needed outputs? What kinds of data and analytical proCedures can

provide the most useful information onsthese questions?

s'
What are the essential-design requirements for information systems'

to assist-macrostructure management, KP organizatioos,Ktrorganiza-
.

4ons, and KPU sponsors in determining the feasibility of alter-

nativp proposals for needed innovations'to be developed or adopted/

adapted? What' kinds of data and analytical prOCedures'wilt provide

the most useful estimates of: existing KR and/or KU orgarAzational

capabilities? 'Available personnel pools and subcontractors,in

other sectors who can be drawn 'on for different kinds of efforii'and
(

support activities? Sequ'encesOf activities needed to build required

capabilities? Sequences Ei research and K/D & 1 activities needed

to divelop. disseminate, a,nd/or adequately impleMent and utilize a

:s;e:1!ic-R/D EiI output, given existing KP and/or KU -capabilities?
't .

.

.

Costs? Time-frames? .

. ,
. .

/ % ,

p 4
.

.
-What .kinds of data, formatting aggregation, retrieval ptlocedures,

information betworkini; arrangements an(Ccoordination policies would
. . , .

m
.,...,

encourage maximal use of macia-level data ases65, Micro level.
, 4

1
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the ma" cro and micro -levels?,

WhaeNfactdrs must be present in the relatiohship between a need iden-

tification unit and top management to insure'integration of need

i4entifcation'with long-range planning, system, monitbiing, and de-
*

velOpuient of policie's and strategies.:

What are the qSsential'design ,requriements for'an information system

that integrates need identification data bases with data bases on
. , .

stemtem operatiOns) output, and impact so that a comprehensive man-
.

ngemert,in.format.don system. is avallAlile to inform top management
\ - ,

decision - making?
. . .

.. :
*

What factqrs must be present Jtegthe relarlonships between a_ need iden-

tification unit and other units that carry Er R/D & I activities o.

to provide smooth integration of need identl catioli with all other 4.4

r R/D & I funCtions apd efficient/effective f ow of information?

/ IV. CO. EXTUAL FACTORS

In developing policy options and management strategiesfor improving -

!-
*need identification processes-ill education, consideration must be

given not only to these genetic types of issueso but also to dis-

tinctive contextual factors in the education sector that affect

the deifrability and feasibility o1 certain approaches. Five ,

sets of contextual factors seei especially important: (1) th4,1,,rger.

backlig of already identified needs that are not being adequately
.

met; (2) the inadequate state of''develOmen 'Of the system's R/D 6/ .

capabilities; (3) the political context l! n ed identification,in

education (both internaland external to the lVD 6 I system).; (4) the

vagueness and diffuseness of goals in the education sector; and (5)

the weaknesses o( the liele,s knowledge and technology base.

..

1. Pro;Thts Posed By Surplus of Need and ImmAturity of System "Calpabilities.
. . .. e. .- . 4.u .

7
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-. Two of these contextuq,1 factore'are closely interrelated.

,(1) There is a large backlog of alree6-.identified need that are

not being, adeliately met by the eduiational RID & I system because

(in part) (2) the'Capailities,of that system are inadequate to

meeting t1soe needs.' In mature RID & rsystems, need identificatiOn

is followed by a sequence pf RID & I activities that lead to pror

duction and/or utilization of outputs that effectively meet the
4,

iden.t4fied needs. And-pobably more often than not, need identi-

fication aiptivities'are carried out in these mature systems ri-

marry to identify. hitherto unthough-of.needs e.g., 1. ovations

that KP ro KC araanizac.lon a compatitiv edge.

In education however, the desire *for a competitive edge is less

prevalent, and identification of new,'hitherto untholught-of needs

jgr&iess salient concernhecause there is a large backlog of

already-identified.needes that have not been adequately(met. With-

o specialization or institutionalization of the need identification

roce'sses, need identifiers are already generating more needs than

the sysum is ,apable of meeting. Therefore,. diverting scarce

resource/ to need idantification'as a new area of specialization

makes sense only.if it functions as part of a larger planning and

decisionmaking system for which. there is acritical need. The logical
IP

interrelationship between need identification and long-range planning

becomse cleii once attention is focused on the kind'of information

required 'to makelseed decisions in a'sector with immature capabili ties.

or.
The key'need identification-ptoblelin education is to develop ap-

proaches.that permit identified needs to be agsessedagainst criteria

of marketability and especially feasibility.- It seems reasonable

to argue that .significan amounts -of available R/D resources are

being wasted because they are invested in projects that had limited

chances.of success from the very outset -- e.g., projects that ignored

. large gaps in the knowledge and technology b ase needed to produce the

output, projects that tr.verlooked the inadequate state of development ,

I.

I

6

4
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of. R/D F. 1 resources and capabilities required by the projecl, etc'.

Before resources are committed to identified needs, it would seem
.

advisable to test alternativ proposals against feasibility criteria.

But before this _can be done adequately, the field needs a data

system and analytical procedurds that can provide a reasonable basis

. for feasibility estimates. .

Given the immaturity of system capabilities, any effort to develop

this kind o'f.feasibility-oriented data_system (and the requisiste ana-

lytical procedures) must take a long-range capacity-building view.

It must build in consideration A/both existing capabilities and

et needed future capabilities, as welt as how these future capabilities

are to be developld. Once the needed capabilities information

has been assembled, the logic of the information system*suggests

using the infarmatioi not only to estimate the rel tive feasibility

of alternative proposalt but also. to plan for sta development

of needed future capabilities; to insure the successe whatever

project is selected. And onee'the use of the information system has

been carried this far, the logic of the system suggests carrying it

one step 'further, to monitoring the development of these capabil-

ities andy system kuictidning to sucessfully produce the planned-for

output. Clearly, then, in a sector such as education, characterized

by a surplus of identified' needs, and inadequately developed capabili-

ties to meet those needs, allocation of specialized resources to the 4-4,

4*
need identifipation fucntion seems reasonable'only when need identi-

.fication is viewed as part ,of a more comprehervive long-range plalping

and monitoring unction.'

/

.2. Problems Posed by the Political Context of Need Ident&cation in

Education

t ,

. . .

This point is reinforced by consideration'of the political context of

identification in educationr'both the external and the intetnal

itical context. The approach*olhe need identification function

'Ms
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that pervades our analysis suggests an effort to "rattonalize"

decisionmAing, in a sphere that we have emphasized repeatedly

is highly vulnerable to political considerations." We have noted

how many of tine needs that the educational system responds to are

defined by organizations and people in the,system's external en-

vironment, and how many of the demands made on the schools are

derived primatAly from social and political movements in that

enVironment.
19

We also nate in other chapters how little demand there is within

the education.sector for information about needed innovations, and

how much information about needs and about gapi between objec-

tives and performance is either ignored or used only to justify

decisions made on other grounds.
13

Schools have what has been

described as a "domesticated environment; "14 Scho61 personnel

have not had to concern themselves with competion or market forces:

-their funds and their "clients".(i.e., students) have been assured.

There have been few incentives to develop a "competitive edge" --

i.e.; to put A particular school out front with the newest-and

best innovation, as a, leader in its field. -Consequently, there

hai been relatively limited interest.in information thlat could be

used to develop innovations that might improve system performance.

Lacking has been the spirit of entrepreneurship that we emphasized

so strongly in our analysis of historical devlopment as a cm-.

4 parative feature of R/D4, i systems:15i

Given this situation, what is needed in the education sector is

not a system that.simply dentifies needs so much as a system that

provides decisiopmakets with information about the likely conse-
,

vences of different need identification decisions. An informa-

tion system designed to "make decisions - -i.e., to tell decision-
%

makers what decisions to make -- is 4ely to be ignored unless
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its "...advice" is congruent with what the. decisionmakers had in mind

anyway. However, an information system that can provide reasonably

reliable estimates of likely consequences of particular decisions

isdfkely to be used to shape policies and programs A a way that

maximizes probable benefits and minimtzes probable difficulties.
16

bevelopFentof this latter kind of information system would seem

to require Integration of need identification dtcisionmaking with .

data bases On marketability, feasibility, long-term capability

planning, and system monitoring.

,Problems Posed by the Diffuseness of Educational Goals

4

The surplus of identified needs in the education sector, the

mature state of the system's RID & I capabilities, and the extern-

al and infernal political context of the system all suggest the

desirability of integrating need identification processes in edu-
.

cation with a comprehensive long range planning and system monitor-

ing function. However, the feasibility of creating the kind of

,system wp have described seems severely limited by the vagueness

and diffuseness of golls in the eduCation sector. We noted earlier

in our.analysis of goal setting in the education sector how rarely

goals have been defined with sufficient specificity to permit

operationalization into perfoimance expectlons and achievement

benchmarks.
17

In the absence of clear goals apd performance speci-

fications, it i.S difficult to .identify needs in terms of shortfalls

between system goals and system functioning; it is difficult, too,

to brecisely what' kinds of data to collect and what kinds of

questions to ask in analyzing the data. And in the absence of
lr

precise, stable goal, lOrig-range planning and system monitoring

seem pointless. Clearly, then, no tietailed design work can be

done on developing an integrated need identification/long.-range

plannifig and monitoring system until a framework of system goals

and perfoilmance spesifecations has been elaborated.
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4.Proble=s Poses by the Weakness .of the Field's Knowledge and

Technology Base's

In most fields, we tend to think of need identification is occurring

prior to, or at the beginning of the development process, e.g. when

the user and developer work together to define what sort of product

or program is needed. Typically., need identification is then assumed

. to has,e been completed.

.

This, hmever, is a very limited concept of need identification,,

and one that works welt only under conditions of overall system maturit)

and certainty -- i.e., when: (a) users can clearly specify what.they

need; .(b) the developer .(and producer).know-exactly what the user

means when be describes his need; (c) the de;..eloper is then capable

of producing the product and.tilen saying with assuredness to the

user, "Here is what you asked tor;" and_(d) it is then obvious to

users whet to do with.the product and how to use it effectively. As

an exaP?le, an airplane manufacturer may-well bable to specify so

clearly/the requirements for a needed airplane part that the part can

be developed to specifications and then, in effect, simply ":plugged in."

However, these,cdnditions are not present in the field-of education.

Here, the knowledge/technology base of the field isso weak that the

user cannot cleaily 'tell the developer what is needed,,,the developer

would tot be sure how to go about develOpling the product eVenif the
.f0

n1user could specify what was needed, and the user generally:lacks the

knowledge base and technical skills 'required to use_the product

effectively once it is developed.
I

Therefore, ,under thede conditions of high uncertainty and. oyerall

system iTmaturity, need identification must be seen as a' broad;

Ongoing, continuoqs process, a process that: (a) enables the developer

r

0 V.
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throughout the various stages of developdent to seek and receive

additional information and clarification from the user; and (b) not

only involves successive stages ofthe development process, but is
Wis.> 4.

continuous through dissemination, ihomomentati.on and utilization,

until the need has been refined sufficiettly for a usable product

to be available. Under these conditions, then, need identification

and development are a pontinuous recycling process of adjustment and

modification, a tailoring"of the product which'does not end with the.

development stage per se but,continueS through. installation and use

in the opetating system.

The implication of this would seem to be that need identification

. should be conceived.in terms pf two somewhat different processes in

education, and ivy require two somewhat differenninstitutionalkied .

specialties. In this chapter, we have been focusing on peed identifi-

cation a' it isgenerally understood, is a prcicess that occurs .

of.

early in the innovation

some of the longer term

educationtwhat seems .to

process and prior to development work ,t9 meet

needs of the operating system. Howeve'Ar; in

be called for is another, qdttfcnal kind 61

need identification, conceived as a continuous process

throughout the innovation process -- identifying and feeding back.

product requirements, specifications and modifications to increase

the attractiveness,-usability and effectiveness of development outputs

within the usei.eystem:

We have been suggesting throughout this chapter the requirepent for

a need identification skcialization within the planning/managemene

functiori. What we are pointing. to briefly here is an additional ,

requirement for a need identificetiori.specialization within develop-

ment teams, responsible for "specifying"..and "tailoring" so that develop-
.

meat 'OutputS can be readily absorbed and used la operating systems.

$

44
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<c) Lacking too are the kinds of data and information systems

we have ,described here as essential to effective functioning

of need identification in education.

(d) Operating systems are generally functioning under such

severe financial constraints that there seems to be little

likelihood that school systems all (atAefist.in the ear

future).consider,allocating sizeable budget lines to n ed

identification personnil or supports for.the need id tifica-

tion func,tion.

(e). Systematic need identification is not generally a high

.13 iority concern of operating systems,-'just as long range

inning curriculum and instructional programs tends to

be lacking. School system administratOr% generally devote

all or virtually all of their attention to more pressing

immediate problems, whVb_seems to bring to the forefront more

needs than the system can meet without their institutionalizing

a new speciality to identify more such needs. Lacking is an

orientation 'toward lon angeplanning or thinking of systpmatic

need identification as an essential component.of'system manage-

ment and policymaking.

2. Needed Research

.0
2

What this Imggests is ehat.we,need to learn more about what is feasible

within the current realities of the operating system .:L:twhat is' there

now that can be built on, what perceptions and "attitudes are likely to

facilita:v or hinder the institutionalization. of a need identific.ation

function, what kinds of existing mrsonnel or organizational units night

be called on to assume these responsibilities as part of the jobs they

are already doing, etc.
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ariangements or information bases if they were made availafte to -

them., what would make specific possibilities for need. identification

arrangement or supports more attractive to them, etc. A "quick and

dirty" analysis of this kind might-be:made even more useful If those

Who provided information could be given the time to study 'and react

to the draft'report and then attendA conference of participants. At

such a conferende, they might be asked to share their reactions and

then collaborate on outlining the design requirements for need identifi-

cation mechanisms and arrarigementi they might willing to install

and try in their school system, t

The aboVe approaches might produce a somewhat representative picture

of the existing base for a need identification function in school

systems across the country:- In addition, a second line of inquiry

that might,be highly useful wou3d involve identifying awl describing
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ti

perform other important roles: For instance, need:
is

monitoring and long-range planning (of one or anOth

might-be a fugction oi distict administrators 4P4 primeeresponsi-

4tgrtt of rigor)

'

responsi-

bi lities are itt the area-e.f.t.estructional planning;ot -5.1ir : .um
, . ve, . A

17 development. Ot it might be carried out by district jaluy.:14 ti,rators
l'; i-

who spend most of their time placing information int and analyzing

c , the information that somes out of the distiict's management informa-

tion system, Or, it might to assi&neeto a diitrict's (or a state

region's) curriculum specialists who tend to work more directly with

teachers,Apporting implementation and utilization processes. .Or the

function might be carried out on a contractual basis with specialist

, agencies who have an ongoi ng relationpip with districts in

a manner resembling contracts between school districts and technical

. assistance organizatons: Or, somewhat elaborate' networks might ,be
*#established-involving any one or more of the above options linked to

a specific, person or staff committee in each school. This combining

of the need identification function with others (especially those (

linked intimately to district decisionm4ing or school-level implemen-
,

.tation)might even have the added advantage of increasing the

likelihood that the needs so identified will in fact have some impact

on district decisionmaking and planning and classroom practices.

g

the possibilities are endleis. The point is, the nature of what is to

be lesIgned'and the mechanisms established to.'make what is designed

available lo local districts and schools is likely tc.,be significantly'

affected by prior decisions made about. which'of these various options.

are most likely 6o' be accepted and used,by the districts., .11y otheti-

cally, we can envision design work, producing outinits that could be

plugzed Into any of these optioits. Ho=4ever, once we move froM thinking

in terms of only materials and training progra6 to also'thinking in,terms

of inform ation flops and deliVery4systems0. i probably 'becomes moire ,

important io have more pricise information ab t.the form the function

'.is ?lkely to take in .the 'school and school tdistrict.

4
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, ..

that whatever centralized resources were develop10, they would ate
,

to be readily available and ashy accessible to local units, t little

itor no cost, and would s

)ve

be designed so that they could e used

easfly with little or n outside 'assistance once the caabil ties had

been developed at the local leirel:

Presumably, Ihedesignwork would be carried out

specificity sufficient to permit school systems to select and experiment

with theeimplementation of any one of the mo els. It would seem
, .

essential to include SEA and LEA personnel thrhugh such a design effort,

wh4thef itia,staff or an advisory capacity (or both).

a level of

5. Triil.Implementation and Implementation Research

Clearly, given our limited knowledge aft this time about need identifica-

,

..tion in education and about implementation requirements for the

institutionalization of need identification, a considerable amount of oh

trial and adaptation is likely to be required, accompanied by extensive

documentation and analysis of the process. Spcti research can reason-

ably be expected to provide information not only about the relatiVe

merits of different models for implementation In different types of

organization settings but also about adaptationS Or modifications

- needed in 'the models, about required implementation conditions and

implementation supports to makp implementation of the models effective,
It 41

and, more generally, about the practice setting as an innovation system.

6.-Development of Implementation Supports

4

Finally, it would seem essential to develop implementation supports to

assist school districts who choose to use any of these need identification

models. We would include here the development of both packaged materials

and interpe'rsonal techfitcal assistance services to support the implemen-

tition of these mOdels, in diffetent kinds of organizational settings,

.
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starting from different points of organtcation readiness. Packiged

materials, for instance, might include elaborately documented descrip

fions of the altetnitive models with detailed how-to-do-it guides;

checklists for assessing existing patterns, data bases, resources,

capabilities, information, needs, etc.; analyses oeneeded skills and

capabilities.per task, with'resource guides providing alternative

sources or approaches for developing eath;self-evaluation instruments

for assessing progress made toward more effective levels of functioning,

eta,

Presumably; this work would raflect the findings of the:implementation

research mentioned earlier. Also, we would assume such a development,E.

effort would benefit substantially from the involvement of personnel
-°!' from SEAs and/or LEAs whickparticipatedin the trial implementationN

- and other SEAs and/or LEAs considering future implementation. .

. .

We recognize that institutionalization of an optimal need identification/

long-ranbe planning fuhction on the micro-level is generally unlikely

for lime time to come. However, it does appear that macro level

'resources to facilitate the institutionalization of a need identification
/

function on the Micro level could be developed at this time. For in-
,

stances, work might be begun on the development of the needed data

bases, information systems, analytical capabilities, etc. in

centralized settings, designed in such a way that micro level insti-

tutions could draw on thest.resources without ddVeloping highly

specialized needl.dentification/long7railge planning mechanism of their

own. Required implementation supports for theie models might focus on

how individual LEAs, SEAS. or R/D61 institution's might link up to the.

centralized data bases and information system, how they might frame .

their questions so,that tAey could be ans red in sometform or other

ifthrough the use of the centralized system and especially how technical
1 . ,

assistance groups could help these micro level lnstitutibns to best use
4

, the macro level !need identification /long -range planning resources and

capabilities.
.

t
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R
II

VI. CONCLUSIONS-,

Need identification; in educat.ion is currently a random and chaotic-.

activity, carried out haphazardly ifat all. The bases of this activity
1

tend to be intuitive or oRportunIstic; data based need identification

is not the norm. The stimulus for need identification tends generally

to be external pressures -- e.g., court decisions or demands of .

special interest groups. lte.pattern of identifying needs through

systematic, ongoing analysis of routinely collected.data bases seems,

to be relitively rare.. Even more rare, it seems, ire mechanisms that

link need, identification to system monitoring' and long-range planning',

activities, or chat plate identified needs to data bases that could

:permit development oft realistic estimates of marketabilityand feasi-

bility.'

As long as thiwattern holds, educational R/D&I is likely to remain

an inefficient (and probably, too, art ineffectii7e) enterprise. However,

until, educational R/D&I pi-iorities are conceived in long-range terms,

and until system decisionmaking reflects an understandinitof educational.

RAM/ in terms of the system's requirements (e.g., for capability

building apd for ongoing monitoring and long range planning), this

pattern is likely to continue, retarding further system maturation.

4

.
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FOOTNOTES

1. For a good statement critizing the failure to include tracti-
tioners in need identification for educational R &D, se&
Herbert J. Brownell's article in the Journal of Research and

111

Development in Education, Vol. 1, No. 4, Summer 1968,
USOE-Funded Research and*Development Centers: An Assessment.
For good summaries of the.argument for institutionalizing

-

r e practitioner role in need identificsumfor the R/D&I
Systems sec: National` Institute of Education, ReAuest for
Proposalsto Establish an'"R&D Disseminaton and Feedforward
System" (Washington: HIE, 1976); also, Information Dissemina-
tion and Exchange for Educational Innovators: Conceptual and
Implementation Issues of a Regionally-Based Natonwide System,
Michael Radhor, Durward Hofler, and Robert Rich, ed ;.
(Evanston: Center for the Interdisciplinary Study of Science
and Technology,'Northwestern University 1977), especially
the following two chapters: Susan Klein, Richard McCann,
and Mary Sally, "The R&D Exchange: An Emergingyfort;"ihd
Michael Radnor, Robert Rich, and Durward Hofler,-"The RDx
System: Concepts, Strategies, Practices -- An Overview."

'2. For instance on state assessment projects; sec: Educational
Testing Service, in collaboration with the EducatioQ Commission
of the States, State Educational Assessment Programs (Princeton:
ETS, 1973; Educational Testing Service, in collaboraton with
Conference of Directors of State Testing Programs, State
Testing Programs (Princeton: -ETS, 1973); Martin Hershkowitz,
Ed., Statewide Educational Needs Assessment: Results from
Selected Model Stetes (Silverspring, Md:: Consortium of
StateEducation Agencies, 1974);, and.- Also on State assessment

C,...11

projects, see the following papers presenting at that Annual
Meetings of. the American Educational Research Association. At
the February'1973 meeting in New Orleans: John N. Pyecha,
The Approach to the Design of the North Carolina Statewide
Assessment of Educational Progre'at; William J. Brown, Jr.;
'The Promotion, Dissemination, and Utilizaton Plan for the
North Carolina Statewide Assessment of Educational Progress;
Donald Woodington, The Challenge of Accountability for
Effective SEA Administration; Arthur. R. Olson, Cooperative
Accountability Project; Archie A. Buchmiller, The Legislative
Mandates Contained in Various State Educational Accountability
Statutes; and Michael J. Grady, Jr., An Evaluation of Account-
/ability Programs in Colorado. At the April 1974 meeting in

Chicago, sec: Alexander I. Law, Maior Changes in the Cali-.

fornia Assessment Program; Albert J. Magoon, Victor R. Martuza,

e

r

L,1
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Alberto P.S. Montare and Bruce W. Tuckman, Phi Delta Kappa
Neagls Assessment: Educational Doal Attainment Tests; and

0Bruce W.`Tuckman and Alberto P.S. MOntare, Phi Delta Kappa_ ..

Needs Assessment: The *indication of Educational Goal
Attainment Tests. On the Natonal Assessment, see for instance,
the following paperrpresented.at the February 1973 meeting
in 'eld Orleans: Larry E. Conaway, Some Implications of the
Na onal Assessment Model and Data for Local Education; and
Lewis.A. Bonney, Application of the National Assessment of
Educational Progress Philosophy in San Bernardino City Schools.
Sec, too, the following papers presented at the Annual Meeting
of the American Educational Research Assoctation in .Chicago,
April 1974: W.T. Rogers,and Daviorj. Wright, The In-Schcol
Sample Design for the Natonal Assessment of Educational Progress;
and Bob L. Taylor, Potential Uses of National Assessment Model
at the State and Local Levels.

4

On school or school district management informaton systems
see, for instance: Carmelo V. Sapone, CURMIS. Curriculum
Management Information System (and) Prospectus of a Design
to Assist a.High School Staff in the Evaluation of its
Program; Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the National
Council for the Social Studies, November 1972, ERIC ED 075 281;
Council:of the Great Cities School, PMIS: System Description
PMIS Project. Planning and Management Information System.

EnA
o Develop a Data Processing System for Support of

the Pla in and Management Needs of Local School Districts,
April 1572, ERIC ED 063 647; and for the June 1973 PHIS Final i

Report with the same title as the April 1972 report, sec
ERIC 079 864. Also sec: K.M..Hussain, Development of Informa-
tion Systems for Education (Englewood Cliffs; Prentice-Hall,
1973). A substantial number of papers on management informa-
tiod systems in education have been presented at the annual
meetings of the.American Educational Research Association, in-
cluding the following: At the February 1973 meeting in New
Orleans, Juris C. Lasmanis, Design and Use of An Information
System to Support School Planning-Evaluation. At the April 197'4

meeting in Chicago: Bernard M. Barbadora, A Description of the
Cincinnati-Public Schools' School Information System; and
Stanley A. Rumbaugh and Dorothy R. VanLooy, A Procedure for
A Management Information System. At the April 1975 meeting
in WaPhington, D.C.: Barry A. Clemson, The MIS.Problem
Reconceptualized; and John 1:. Hyma# and J. Jackson Barnette,

The Design of a Future Oriented Sensing System for the Identir
ficatpn, Production, and Disseminaton of Natonal Education
Information Needs. At the April 1976 meeting in San Francisco,..---
Ting C. Chuang, Management Information System Development for

a State Department of Education.
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In addition,% management information systems in use in various
school districts have been discussed in various AEI sxmposia.

For instance, at the April 19)4 meeting in Chicago, staff
members of the Philadelphia Public Schools participated in a

symposium entitled, '"The Past, Present and (Hopefully) Future'
of a Multi-Level Infomratioh Feedback System for a Large 414)

City's Schools." At the April 1975 meeting, in Washington,
models for systems and systems in use in school systems were
discussed by academics and'practitioners in a Discipsion
Session entitled, "Management Information Systems in Educatibn;,

also at this meeting personnel from state departments of
education in Alabama, Florida; North Carolina, and SoUthl-'4

` Carolina discussed the design and use.of state education manage-
ment informatipn systems in a symposium entitled "Data Derived
Through Autoriated Management Information Systems a$ aBasis

for Decisionmaking."

i) On Social indicators, sec: Raymond' A. Bauer, ed., Social
Indicators (Cambridgi: The Press, 1966); Eleanor B.
Sheldon and Wilbert E. Moore, eds., Indicators of Social Change:
Concepts and Measurement (New York: Russell Sagefoumdetion,
1968); Otis Dudley Duncan; Toward Social Reporting: gext Steps .

(New York: Russell Sege Foundation, 1969); Daniel Bell, "The
Idea of a Social Report,: The Public Interest, No. 15, Spring
1969; Namur Olson, Jr., The Plan and Purpose of Social
Report," The Public Interest, No. 15, Spring 1g69; Peter J.
HenriotPolitical Implications of Social Indicators, paper
presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Political Science
Association, Ghicago,'Sept. 1971; and Leslie D. Wilcox, Ralph
M. Brooks, George M. Beal; and Gerald E. Klonglan, Social Indi-
cators and Societal Monitoring: An International Annotated
Bibliography: (San Francisco: Jossey-BasS/Elsener, 1972).:

3. This chapter was drafted before we saw the Rand Corporation's
reports of its Change Agent Study. However, when we.did get
to review this study, we were delighted to note their finding.
that opportunism was a frequent basis project initiation.
See: Peter 4. Greenwood, Dale Mann, and Milbrey Wallin
McLaughlin, Federal Programs Supporting Educational Change, .

a, Vol. III: The Process of Change (Santa Monica:. Rand Corporation,
1975); and Paul Berman and Milbrey Wallin McLabghlin, Federal
ProgamsSupportin-, Educational _Change, Vol. IV: The Findings
in Review (Santa Monica: Rand Corporation, 1975).

4. On the failure of formal needs assessments conducted in the
'planning, phase of various regional laboratories, see Kjell
"Program Planning in the Regional Educational Laboratories,"
included in appendix td Fiancis S. Chase, The National Program
of Educational Laboratories (Washington: Office of Education,
1968).

.5. Ibid.'
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6. The Northwest Regional Laboratory appears to be one clear
' exception, at least as its program and modes of functioning
have been described in the literature. For instance, set:
Larry McClure, Grassroots R&D: Meshing Regional and National
Resources to Solve Educational Problems. A Case Study and
Comparative Analysis of Regional Educational Laboratory
Apnroaches- to Research and Development (Portland: Northwest
Regional EducationareLaboratory, 1977). Also sec: Northwest
Laboratory's Institutional Capability Statement attached to
RFP responses such as their response to NIE RFP to Establish
an "R&D Dissemination ana-Feedforward System," Regional

Exchange Component.

7. On the proposed IGPU Monitoring System, sec: Natonal Institute
of Education; Dissemination and Resources Group, R&D System
'Support Divison, Program for Monitoring the Education KPU
Sstcm: Current and Planned Acti'vities, (Washington: NIE,

October 1, 1976); also see earlier program.statt,ment, R&D
System Support Program (Washington: NIE, April 12, 1974).

8. See, fOr instance: National Institute of Education, Request
for Proposals for Evaluation of the State Ca acitv Buildin
Program in Dissemination (Washington: NIE, 1976); Nat al

Institute of Education, Dissemination and Resources Gr p,

,Dissemination and Resources Group Program Plan, FY 1978
(Washington: NIE, August,1976); Natonal Institute of
Education, Fiscal Year 1977: Program Plans. Executive

Summary (Washington: NIE, January 1976)'; National Institute
of Education,Preliminary Program Plans: FY 78. Executive

Summary (Washington: NIE, July 1976); and National Institute
of Education, The Status of Education Research and Development
in the United States: 1976 Databook (Washington: NIE, 1976).

9. See, for instance: National Institute of Education, Building
Capacity for Renewal and Reform (Washington: NIE,,,1973);

Natoinal Institute of Education, A Concept Paper for the
School Practice and Service Division & ashington: NIE,

April 1975); National Institute of Education, gequest for
Proposals for Studies in Utilization of R&D in Education
(Washington: NIE, 1975); National Institute of Education,
Preliminary Program Plans for FY '78. Executive Summary
(Washington: NIE, July 1976);.Na'tional Institute of Education,
Dtsgenination And Resources Group, Dissemination and Resources
Group Program Plan,.FY 1978 (Washington: NIE, August 1976)e

10. For instance, see; Patricia E. stivers, "Researchers at, NIE:
.from Planning into Action," Educational Researcher Vol. 3,

No. 5, May 1974.

11, This is the 3anguage used in the NIE R&D System Support Divi-
sion's description of t .Oucation KPU Monitoring Program,
April 12, 1974.

5; I 1.
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Carl itittenhouse, Innovation Problems and Information Needs .

of Educational Practitioners (Menlo Park: Stanford Research
IntAtuta, 1970); Colin Mtck,-Richard Farr, K4nueth Bowman,

Suzanne P. Hawkins, Robert Wade, Douglas Hall,-Matilda:11.
Paisley, William Paisley, Developing, a Sensing Network for

Information Needs in Education (Stnnford:-Institiste for
Communicaqop Research, StanfArd Uniiiersity,1972), ERIC ED 066
622C,

4 21% For in stance, see: Nationilanstituti of Education, Dissemina-
tiOn and Resources'Groupc.Dissemination and Resources'Gtoup
ProphmPlan, FY L978, oo:. cit. ,

22. Suoh in-depth documentation with cross-case adalyses might follow
the pattern used by The Oregoir Studies in Research Development,
Diffu0.on, and Evaluation (Monmonth,: Oregon: .Teac4ing Re-

search Division, Oregon State,System of Higher Education, 1972),
H. Del Schalqck,,Direceor; see especially, Vol. 4, Part 1-3,
Case Proflles,,Har6 L. Ammerman, Darrell Clukey, -and Gregory P.
Thomas, ed.TVol. 5, Meehodology, Loring M..Carl, Gregory P.
Thomas, Clark A. Smith, Kevin R. Morse, and*Darrell Clukey, edi.,
and'yol. 1, Summary Report, by H. Del ,Schalock, Gregory P.
Thomas, Kevin R. Morse, Clark A. Smith,.and Harry L. Ammerman.
For a less successful effort at the same kind,of case studies
withcross-case.ana4ses, see materials produced I..n1978 by
the Etocuthentatophand Technical,Assistance in Urbah-SChools
project, sponsored by NIE's School Capacity for Local Problem -,
Solving Group.

f.
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I. DEFINITION OF THE RESEAFH FUNCT/ON.IN EDUCAT1ONAt R/D&I

The term "research",4Ss been used rather broadly in the field. of,

education, to includeCa wider range of activitiesthan what is

generally understood as the research function in R/D&Mystems.

Thus, OE "research" filnding ithe 1960s covered a number of

different "research functions," including what Oe generally

differentiate now into "development," "dissemination," etc.
1

School system :' research" offices gather demographic and testing

data on their stu dent Oopulations, publish summary statistics, and

describe what they do as "research.".'Given this usage tradition, .it .

becomes important for Li-et° be clear at the.outset'as towhat we do .;

and donot include in,our definition and analysis of the research

function in'educational R/D&I.

4L
1. Research as Disciplined, Systematic Inquiry,

A '1,.

We will be concerned in this analysis only with research that meets

the criteria of "disciplined inquiry" -- the conduct of systematic

empirical investigations or the application of'diiciplined qualita-

tive inquiry apPioaches (e.g., historiCa4 plaloiophical; anthropo-

logical shd political science modes of investigation) to education.:

0,related questions. The research may Abe quantitative or qualitatille.

It may be conducted by researchers who identify themselves,as

"educational researchers1 or, as researchers working within a particu-

lar discipline (sociblogists,.psychologists; etc). , As long as the
t,

research is of a disciplined, systematic naturexand is tocused on

questions relevantto education; we include it rwithin the research
.).

function in educational RiDkI.

*This chapter presents in summary form' Material that is "expanded

extensively in a subsechient draft of thievolume, already in prepa tion.

44,
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however, we must restrict our attention to the more disciplined

- modes of inquiry about which a sizeable body of knowledge has

already accumulated.

4. Types Hof Disciplined Inquiry
.e"

The literature i several attempts to distinguish among

types of inquiry modes that fall within the research function.

The most widely used istinction is the. one made %et:.men "basic"

(or "fundamental" or purp vs. "applied" research. Dissktisfact:on

with this usage has romptesome analysts to replace the basic vs.

applied teminology ith.such other distinctions as: "conclusion-

oriented" vs. "decision - oriented" research
4
or fundamental vs.

"problem-focused"
5
vs. "product-focused" research. However, though

we recognize the limitations of the basic Ns. applied usage, for

simplicity we will use that terminology here.

We will be concerned in this chapter with basic and applied research.

We will.be considering other kinds of systematic inquiry in two other

chapters in this analysis: product-oriented research and formative

evaluation, discussed in our chapter.on the.development function; and

decision-oriented/research modes,-- evaluation research (both form-

ative and summalve), institutional research, and policy research

in ourour chapter on the evaluation function: Although all of these

inquiry modes share certain features in common, their differ substan-

tially in purposes, in,personnel and institutional bases, in the

effects of various political and/or.organizational constraints, and,

to a significant though lesser extent; in relevant knowlddge and

technology bases: These distinctions will become clear when we con-

sider these othet inquiry modes in subsequent chapters. For the ,

remainder of this chapter, we will focus on basic and applied research

only.
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II. .ISSUES AND PROBLEMS IN BASIC ADAPPLIED RESEAtit IN EDUCATION

.

The educational research enterprise: faces many of the same-dilem as

as research in other fields, especially other applied social scienct

fields. There is, fQr instance, the universal issue of quality control,

which takes on particular importance in education, where evaluations

consistently show poor definition educational research questions;
6

inadequate methodological rigor; inadequate grounding in theory; and

low 'ratings of the quality of most educational research outputs.
7

..\\

There is also the omnipresent issue of appropriate methodology --

debated in education in terms of the strengths and weaknesses of

experimental (or quasi - experimental) vs. the less catrolled designs
.

in the field ettings in which most educational research is conducted,
8

A related issue concetns the inappropriate application of various

statistical techniques in data analysis.

Several'of.these generic research issues that.cut across all social

science fields (and perhaps other sectors as well) are particularly

pronounced in education because of the nature of the field's know-

ledge base, the nature of the demands made on the educational research

gommunity by external environmental forces, and the deep strains in

relationships between researchers and practitioners. Instances of
A

. these generic issues that take on particular saliere in education.

area how to produce interdisciplinary cooperation; how to determine
1

priorities between basic and applied research; and how to protect

subjects and operational settings from unwarranted interference by

researchers.

-1. How Co produce Interdisciplyinary Cooperation

Education is a conjunctive domain of knowledge -- i.e., a field

that focuses the perspectives of several disciplines on
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.

understanding and solving certain social *Warns.
8

Since as many
-

as twelve (or mota) disciplines converge\on inquiry in education,
9

.

interdisciplinary cooperation and cooperation between educational

researchers and researchers in the other disciplines become all the

more. important -- but no less easy to attain.
10

2, Now to Determine Priorities Between. Basic and Applied Research

TVe.debate between basic and applied researchers in education is

phrased in terms of the weaknesses of the field's knowledge base

(how little or how -nuch we kno w at tnis time to guide program or

product development) vs. the immediacy of the problems in need of

solution. Thus arguments can be made in support of basic research

at the-expense of applied research -- for example: the contention

that R&D programs at this time are prematu're and ill - coeived

because the.basic knowledge base is inadequate; the argument that

applied work is ineffective in solving problems because its framed

in terms of existing conceptions that ..are inadequate and will remain

so until basic research produces-fundamental new insights. that affect

the way we think about problems as well as the knowledge and technol-

ogy we apply to them. However, other persuasi4e arguments can also

be made for applied research at the expense of basic research -- for

example: the argument that we already know a great deal that is-use-

ful for solving pres;ing problems that cannot await maturation of, the.

field's basic knowledge base; or that effective solutions can be

developed if the available knowledge base is effectively transformed

and structured in a manner that fa,cilitates, application.

0,

If high levels of funding were available for educatioRal research,

the issue of determining priorities between basic and applied-re-

search would be of less conseqmence. However, fedeillfun;iihg of

educational research (both basic and applied) has generally amounted
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to little more than 10% of federal funding of all educational R/D&I

activity. The federally funded research total for FY 1975, fOr'

instance, was only $48.5 million,
11

a rather modest sum for all areas'

of fundamental research relevant to education and all forms of applied

research.

$.

Strong criticisms have been made of basic research funding in

particular -- that it has been relatively small in scale (and able to

provide support for an inadequately small Arcentage of the pro-

posais submitted); has not been designed in accord with any overall

basic 'research strategy; and has lacked eitheK continuity or high.

visibility. 4

The Aata gathered by the National Academy of Sciences Committee on

Fundamental Research Relevant to Educationa is useful to illustrate
/

theoncerns of the basic research community. According to their

report:
12 .4

a) Research Support as a Percentage of Total R&D Budget:

Federal agencies that sponsor R&D raevant to education

differ in the percentage of their R&D budgets they allo-

cate to research. In some, such as the Department of

Defense or the Department of Commerce, as much as one-

third of their R&D budgets go to research. Their esti- ,

mates for OE and NIE, however, are that less than 10% of

thi funds go research while more than 50% goes to a,

demonstrations and arcand.25% to dissemination.

b) Basic Research Support as .a Percentage of Total Research

Sup'port.: When the data are con ide d for all federal

,agencies that sponsor R&D relevant to education, approxi-

.0 mately'one-thit'd of total research support goes to basic
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research. The 'percentage is even smaller (22-29* when

attention is restricted td the agencies directly conce-rned

with research in education, and smallest sitll (15-20%)

when one examines the data for OE ancl_NIE4alone.

a) Basic Research Support as a Percentage of Tgtal Education

'R&D Budget: The data for all federal agencies engaged in

social research show.that11-12% of total R&D funding is
. .

allocated to basic research. .However, when the data are

examined for only'these agencies concerned with education,

only 3-4% of ,R &D funding is allocated to basic research.
4

e When attention is restricted to OE and NIE alone, that

. figure is further reduced to 2X.

'-

d) Fundavntal Research Support Under NIE Compared to

Fundamental Research Support Prior to 1972: Worst of all,

from the perspective of the research community, research

was receiving less support from NIE, both in absolute and

relative terms, than it was receiving prior to the estab-

lishment of NIE which was. explicitly mandated to strengthen

the scientific and technological foundations of education.

In 1968, research'was receiving approximately bne-third of

total federal R&D funding, basic rese rehrepresented

apprOximately, 13% of the research bud et across federal

agencies, and OE allodated ipprokimately 7% of its R&D

budget tb.basic research. In 1975, research was stir).

'receiving more than one -third of-4012funding across federal

agencies. but in OE and NIE together, research was receiving

around 10%.of R&D funds and. bilic research was receiving 2%

or less% Not only the percentages but even the dollar

amounts available for basic research in education declined

between 1968 and 1975.

.

,g,

"SI
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In shoilt, the argument made by the NAS committee was that federal

support for educational R&D activities has increased in recent years

4 but fundamental "research has not only not shared in this growth but

has even suffered a decline in available liars.

.There were many high hopes for NIE in connection vith basic

research in the months prior to its creation -- but NIE has not

become the think tank of eminent scholars that NIE proponents en-

visioned and argued for. Instead; funding prOblems forced cutbacks

in the small basic studies unit within NIE; allocations for basic

research grants remained small (and were eliminated altogether for

a while);
13

and earlier initiatives to strengthen basic research

(e.g.t the four-year funding of COBRE, the fommittee'on Basic Research

in Education) have not been continued.

The COBRE project was of particular importance. It had an eminent

organizatonal setting (the National Academy of Education and the

National Academy of Sciences - National Research Council). Eminent

scholars served on the Committee. Its task was "to identify problems

to be attached by basic research in education and to develop and try

out plans and procedures for stimulating and supporting such research."

It had moderate success in attracting both established and younger

scholars from the social sciences to basic research in education.

Still, it was discontinued.
14

:)

Clearly, basic research in education needs to be strengtheried. But,

as we shall see shortly, applied research may require even more
AR'

stren,,,theninq and cayacitv bqilding. Until we learn considerably

more than we know now aboi4 the requirements for a health basic

research capacity and a healthy applied research capacity in education,

we will lack a sound rationale for detetmining the appropriate balance

between basic and applied research funding in educational R/D&I.
4

c 6
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Ethical issues surrounding relationships between researchers and human

subjects take on added meaning in education where the human subjects

are often children and where relationships between researchers and

practitioners are'often strained. In educational research settings,

the need to protect subject's from harmful effects of experimental

treatments or from invasion of their privacy is a very important issue,

and a coniidurable amount of concern and policy thinking has already

been direcced at this issue.
15

These direct ethical issues raise

further issues about the amount of centrol a researcher can have

over the conduct of his own inquiry e.g,, the role of the practi-

tioner in defining the problem to be investigated; the amount of

manipulation of "treatments".to be permitted'in an operational field

setting; the needs of researchersifro a stable.program stimulus vs.

the needs of program.personnel to keep changing their program in terms

of changing needs and understandings of what they are doing.
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III. THE CHANGING CHARACTER OF THE EDUCATTONAL RESEARCH GOMUNITY

In .addition,to these various generic research issues, there are a

host of new issues that have emerged over'the last decade and a half

in the education Sector as the character of theeducitional research

enterprise has been transformed by research funding policies of

federal,agencies.

1. The"Small-Scale Research Mode in Academic Settings

Until the mid-'60s educational research was an activity carried out

by a relatively small number of individual researchers who were based

in the universities; operated with a great deal of autonomykin

definng problems and conducting investigations; devoted a small

proportion of their time to research; were oriented primarily to

publishing research findings that might add to our understanding and

knowledge about educational phenomena; and were regulated primarily

by a peer group review system that allocated rewards primarily iri the

form of4prestige and recognition within the scientific community.
16

2. New Institutional Arrangements

Developments of the past decade and a half have transformed educa-

tional research. The educational research community has grown

rapidly in nutabers and in diversified institutional bases.
17

Although

almost all basic research is still carried out in the universities

and some applied work is done there as well, non-profit and for-profit .

research corporations have emerged as a strong competitive forci in x

securing applied research contracts fromlovernmental agencies.
18

Consequently, more and more of this research is being done outside

-the universities, with serious consequences for research training;

for infoimation flow and the cumulative developileat of the field's

knowledge and tachnoilogy base; and for the manner in which (and the

0
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extent yo whidh) research findings getto be disseminated and util-

ized. The new institutional arrangements for the conduct of research
.

have turned research into a full-tlie pursuit for a large portion of

the research community. Of even greater. consequence, these new

arrangements have had a significant impact on the nature of educa-

tional research and the educational research community. 'These new

arrangements have produced new patterns of research functioning (e.g.,

research teams rather than individual researchers). There are new

modes of research management and new constraints on researchers --

iP., bureaucratic, mission-oriented research management that limits

the Individual researcher's autonomy in both defining research

problems and conducting inquiries.,
19

There are new research sub-

cultures with wholly new systems of rewards and controls that weaken

the impact of the disciplines on the conduct of inquiry -- e.g.,

political and bureaucratic norms are competing with an (for many)

replacing'professional norms; political influence and economic incen-'

tives are replacing `scientific recognition as rewards; and agency

acceptance and utilization of research findings are replacing peer

review of scientific quality as.the dominant controls.
20

3. New Kinds of Accountability Issues

The new prominence of educational research, and the amount of public

. funds flowing to it have posed new kinds of accountability issues

that may be harder for researchers in the education sector to resolve,

than researchers in other sectors which have stronger knowledge and

technology bases.
21

The Congress has been demanding public account-

ability for an immediate payoff Ear its investment in educational

research -- without any realistic-appreCiation of the extended time

frame needed to'produce results in research in general andin
.

educa-

tional research in particular.
22

Thus we find a "Catch-22" type of

situatioft. On the one hand, to obtain funding:, researchers must pro-

vide some promise of a payoff -- regardless mf the fact that research

S

I.

k
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.1. by definition involves a not insMill-ice4-dagree-ot uncertainty.

On the other hand, to make promises whict\cannot be fulfilled may

result in the researcher being funded -- but even more importantly,

such unfulfilled promises lead inevitably to public disillusionment

and a worsening of the political environment of thevresearch enter-.

prise.
23

The proper stance for educational researchers to take in

relation to government agencies and the kinds of research outputs

they should provide (i.e., should they attempt to provide solutions,

approaches to defiling problems and thinking about solutions, or

information about the likely or obtained effects of alternative,

sott.ti-)n5 under consideration by policymakers?
24

) have Therefore

becoMe matters of serious debate among educational research.ert and

social scientists in general.
25

5.),L
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IV. T.47ELITURE' -

10.
,

Despite frequent calls in recent years for a strengthening of the
. '44

educational research community anti more field-based initiatives.to

structure the nAtiop.11 rpseard agenda for education,
26

the educe-
. .

tionii-research'comunitY remains diffuse, politically weak': and

largely4reaatve to federal.lnitiatives designed by government
. .0-

- . . bureaucrats lho,are generally not.members of the research community.
La .1 ." ft '00

Pi& ARRA has fecent.lwrganioed a Governmental 'and .Professional
. , -, 11,-.'

lr , Liaison Group to lobby in Congress and among federal agencies-in the
0..

t
4 es, intete.$t., o: .the educational vest:arch compunity. 4.- However, it is '.

A -
27

still too early to assess whether or not rnese'effortehave
ditt.

Signi-% 0,.

.ficantly inproved the political position of the research comniunity.
.

it

or created conditions conducive to more active resear h commuility" ':

lb
.

..., leadership on reSear01,4isues. .5. . , 94

t C

cfThe strengthening of the educational resear community in-the future
4 - -

may deand,on.collaboratiork among the leadership of the ,research
. .

IP' community and the key federal agencies and other majorisRodsors of
: .
educational re$earch, with initiative perh---'remaini9g'still with

19 .

the federal agencies. Our analysis of t is needed- based on
...

..,

consideration of.the!amwhat discinc ive requirement
,-

asic and
.

applied reseateh arid the current of,develdpMent19
. .

institu-

tionaltional and.personnel bases for co uct of thebbsie and applied re-

,
search functions in educatio, 47, C . ,.

, .

4...
4

-.4,74
r

1. ,Basic Res arch.

4, C.
A. Assessment'BaSis

to assessing the requiremen s for .strengthening hnsic research,

in therbducation sector, it is important to recall. the _Inter-

slaripltrory nature of educationgl'research. On'tkrone hand,
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much of this basic research is being performed within the various

disciplines that are relevskIt to education. However, education

LS a'subsidiary concern of these other disciplines. One other

hanH, tiidre is basic research that is done within the field

education', by researchers who hate. committed themselves primarily

to the derivative disciplines (edutational,psychology, educe-
.

tional sociology, -etc.), These researchers are trained,in and'

committed primarily to education as a field of study. Whereas

researchers who identify themselves with the parent disciplines

may wutl move in and out of the field of education -- studying
.

education-relevant suestidnsifor_ a time, then moving to other

quqsEions of concern to their.work that do not impinge on educa-

tion; then moving back a few years later into more education-

televant work, etc. -- researcheirs who identify themselves

primarily with the field of education provide the field of educe-

'tioit with a more stable' ceniral, core. It is this latter focus 0

which is our primary concern here because of the importance of a

having a.basit research function whose primary and ongoing focus

'and commitment. is on the field of education per se -- while at

the same time recognizini,and important and relevant

401- ,basic research in dthei fields.

Basic research is at Uncertain, unpredictable and highly creative

undertaking thatis.very sensitive to.threats.to its-climate and

to the quality'and stability of support and funding, and is

, .

highly dependent on its roots -in tthe,fundamentel disciplines.et

Its oittput)are knowledge, and only generally in the long-
4 :

term bac we can assess Its pracOcal,contribUiion.
28

And, given

is inheres uncertainties it becomes hazardous t attempt to

Predict the,areas in which suoh outcomes will occur. But without

it .tire vell of new thinking .frequently runs dry. Ix is ,there-

fore vital that a healthy and mature RAU system will have

developvd and maintained a substantial, research

compongnt.

sc
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Such a component cannot be built quickly. The. ra,,e aCwhiCh ;
,

quality basic research can be expanded is limited by the, size

and quality of its existing centers of excellent4/1which may

range from a single-outstanding researcher to a teaM Of,a40-

researchers). To pump more funding Into this endeavor bh4n

such centers can usefully absorb can only lead to waswall0

disappointment, Future growth ip (and will be) limieedybiTgast .0

investmentsNcreating and supporting a central ore,'06aiic

research having manycenters of excellence. The'major "problem

% 4r

\ .
ss:

of basic research within education as a field of uudy"pepe

.114s b.4:a a- we noted in the vrrweaknes of:thii,senfralcore.

* ,

Assessment of elel.;'sic research functionftwill need ehen to be

based on .
. t -...

-. .

o. .
tilr

a) The size.and quality (based on the reputation of
S

institutions and personnel) of thyentral core of

Ope basic research function -- most specifically: on

AM the size, groUth and stability patteihi of identified
%

centers of excellence. An'important indicator will 'be

the ability to attract and hold top flight researchers.
,tg .

(

/- bl The number of' new centers of Ocellence seeded and

taking root over successive (rollin-g) 3-5-rear periods,

. c) A measure of the supportiveness Of the climate ip

terms of funding, growth and stability'over.several

. year periods.

d)' Measures of the quality of the linkage to and repu-

.
. OP 416 l'

Cation of basic research in ,eduction and its more

tundamental parent disciplines.

F -
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Over .,IOrfg,:-.(10-?try'ead assaSsmeni:

. ., . ..".
maXor- %,145aprantive contrattls. know4..edge,cegang,.

. : f f r i n a Itas$e. ,researcli in" edil*kf4iciii, /K. a'r
A' .

f844
:7

Current Staos

..... ,

el-c-..zesaa-r ch it.,f,ekocation is-4;-Ve and in two types of
. .

.... 7 1- t : ; . ., ' :. .

settings . Generally, i:te..1:;asic res.e'arch arri,ed 'out .i.n. schbols
. .

of education (in derivative diipi het" ch as edt.cational
p.Sychology and aiciology) boas*. f-fow centers of ex fence and

, ..

4 ,.
much mediocrity:: A different, piettlie.E:mergaa when hue examines..,.
the research carred on in .discipline--based university (depart-

.

ments such as psychology and .Sobiolot.y.. Excellency and.dva,luable
s.

, \a .
contributions to knowledge are to..ne found,. but what has been
lacking here leas been a priinary and 'continuous commitment to

,

education. The interdisciplinary. chaiacter of. educational
research' has added to the diffuseness'of the research enterprise
by /along communications -and information retrieval (from the
largevariety of "publication sources) very difficult. Altogether,
this has, added up to g basic research community in education that
has been to date unstable and.aznOrphous. It makes Aystem building
in this...area a major requirement.ana a critical consideration
in funding programs.

. -

At the same
education as
research fias

time, the general climate for baiic research in
for other (espec.fally social) areas of basic
been far from supportive.' This negative climatertitularly incense for education which has been hard

put to point. to more than a relaeively small ber of signifi-
cant developments that are traceable to qic research. 24

The

low prestige with the general public and with Congress and the
assnci*ted unreliable funding have.made it hard to attract



strong talent and this has acted awe major constraint on

building the central core.

Key .Needs

-la light.of the dbovi'summary analysis of the distinctive

requirements of basic'research and the current state of

development of this function in education, the key need would

seem to be for a consistent, continuous, stable process of

s!,ystem building. This would include:

a) identifying existing centers of excellence*

1) facilitating the establishment of additiOnal

\centers of excellence;

c) facilitating the growth of these centers, existing

and new;

d) facilitaang improved information exchange and
. ,..

retrieval mechanisms;

e) providing stable, lohg term funding.
.

2. Applied Research

A, Assessment oasis

Applied research is research and therefore shares with basic

research a high level of uncertainty and unpredictability.
.

Thus,.researchers in particular treat applied research in a

basic research mode. But it,is also .targeted research. Thus,

fLnders and users often assume it to have the level of certainty.I
and shortness of time line more appropriately associated with

dev.elopment. This deceptiveness and the consequent inherent

tension makes applied research subject to considerable instability

'misdirection and mismanagement, and consequent m4sdirected assessment.

5'11..101)

.0
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Researchers frequently red fine and bend applied research into

basic research modes. In particular, they often attempt to

undertake projeW.on sm ler scales than are required by the

nature if the problems, w 101 often require the efforts of

large-scale interdisciplinary and, empirically based team programs.

This syndrome isoften combined with attempts td oversell the

timinWprobability ant impact of outcomes in order to obtain

funding. This often succeeds with funders simply because applied

t.reseatch projects dp-appear to have practical, attainable out-

comes. All of\ this creates an environment that tends to be

unattractive to many of the best researchers.

On the other side, users and binders, haveing been persuaded

to'-ntif\such programs becaUse of these very expectations of

near-time benefils,,:becOme frustrated by not only the lack of,

delivery but also by the shifting targets, time and "cost patterns

which are inherent in t1 uncertain research process.

e/<-' 30

4

Another important dimension ot this tension lies in the problem

of need identificaticin. Oh the one hand, the objective is to
1

work on important and timely problems that require solution, and

this tends to be the prime inducement for the users-and funders.

On the other hand, a researcher is required to maintain the

criteria of researchability, and may therefore so signtfitantly

redefine the research question to make it Presearchable" that the

effect is to significantly li.nit the utility of the project's

findings f,rom the user.perspective.

These sources of tension become Magnified when one recognizes

that the cost and scale of applied research tend to run orders

of magnitude higher than what isypical of basic research.

Or

C
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Assesstent must thirefore be based on judgments of:'

a) The quality and appropriateness of the institu7

tions performing this function: Are they capable

of motnting the required large` Scale interdisci-

pliAfforts? Are they attracting and keeping

top qualityapplied redearchers? Are their pro-
, ,

, .

grams and projects considered to be of high, quality,

important to practice and on truly
$

_

problems?
, 14-

b) Whether applied researchlis)emergiqg as a definable".
.

entity, differentiated from basic research and

' development. .

.

c) After a time lag th4t reflects several years of sus-

tained system building, an evaluation of the rate

and impact of outputs.

d) The climate for applied research iNterms of both

support patterns and receptivity to its outputs.

B. Current Status

Most of the research that is carried on in education appears

to be what might loosely be defined as the applied type, much

As' of it. unfupded and small-scale. The volume of studies produced

m*ndeed be large -- but being of this small-scale, scattg
and fragmented quality, these have been subject to many.

questions of quality. It is evident (as mentioned earlier)

that there is substantial lack of differentiation in education 4I

biltween what can truly be classified as research and various

other activities (e.g., demonstration projects, social book-

. keeping, etc.); .great weaknesses in defining researchable
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4

problems; considerable fuzziness in differentiaEing Applied

research from basic research'and development;. and tie pre-
.

viously mentioned tendency to oversell such projects.
-

4

.

aplied research in education is carried out in either

universities.or large-scale R&D institutions in the private or

quasi- pbulic sectors.

Where this work has gone on in universities, there has been a

tendency to perform applied research in a basic research mode.

This is not surprising given the socialization and prior train-
.,"

ing:of,university researchers and the social and publication

pressures under which they operate.'/Generally, universities

find it difficult m assemble the minimum critical mass of effort

needed to undertake large-scale applied research projects. As a

consequence, they have tended to scale such projects down'andfor

to assemble ad hoc teams that lack long-range stability. With

this has come tfteunfortunate tendency for researchers to move

in and out of this part of the field which has mitigated against

system-building requirements

Lar,;e scale R&D organizations should have been, and to some

degree have keen, more suitable sites for such programs. How-

ever, two irportant problems have limited their potential success.

Firstly, most of these R&D organizations have not been able to
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promise' a stablp career path to researchers, thereby greatly
4

limiting their ability to attract and hold first-rate research-

ers': -Secondly, federal funding practices in the late '60's

shifted the character of many of these institutions away from

applied research and reshaped them'into dev'elopment organizer

tiens in accord with federal ,priorities at that time for

product-centeied, quidk-impact strategies.

As a consequence A the above-conditions, education has, in

fast, seen very little large-scale applied research. There-

fore,,this has to be seen as an area that needs to, be put

together at this time in its own terms and not be thought of

asa form of advanced development or downstream basic research.

A number of other problems in educational applied research were

previously implied, but require further explication. The

climate for such research has been, perhaps,. even more negative

, than that described above for basic research. This has been

so precisely because it seemed to hold out more promise of im-

pact and raised expectations than could have, been satisfied --

given the inherent tine frame and, the weak state of the area.

,Relatedly, need identification, which had been researcher-driven

up through the mid-'60s, becaMe system-driven by users and

fundersein an overreaction to this state of affairs. As with

basic research, funding has been relatively limited.

C. Key Needs

,Applied research-in education, then,. must be seen in a

.systen-buill'in mode.

a. It' wilike essential to locate those centers of

exCellence capable of performing large-scale applied

research.
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b. Such institutions will nedd to be provided with the

kind of long-termscable funding that will permit them

to attract and retain top-flight staffs of researchers.

c. It will also be vital for the lead educational fund-

ing agencies to help practitioners and the'Congress

understand CI-1e nature and requirementsof applied

resph tot understand that project selection requires

the determination of what is researchable as well as

what is inportancf recognize that the present lack of

capacity demands a period of institution-building before

die promise of the area can begin to be fulfilled; and
.

understand that such institution-building will require **

an ongoing and 1.ong-term commitment.

I

V
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V. DEVELOPMENT OF RESEARCH FUNDING POLICIES

Research funding is on the increase in'the education sector.,

)ft

`Indicative of this is the DICER resolution passed in 1977, mandating

an increase in NIE support for fundamental research such that at least

20% of NIE's budget would beset aside for fundamental research by FY

1979, rising to a set-aside of at least 302 by FY 1945.30 We have

argued elsewhere against this approach tb determining funding alloca-

tions.
31

Instead, we have - called, for a perspective that takes into

arcciun4a number of factors such 'a priori set -aV1 ignore -- for .

. .

instance, the capacity of the existing high quality research base

to productively use different levels of funding, the rate at which

the quality research base can be expanded, the need to balance funding

allocations across all functional areas that make up the educational

R/D&I enter' rise, the need for. a .balanced rate acid level of, develop- '

meat across each or these areas, etc.

Clearly, tb research function in education requires substantial .

strengthening. And probably an increase irt research funding was im
Ai

order. However, we would hope thht future policy decisions of this.

kind will take into account long-term, systemic questions; that the

expansion of the research funCtion
. .

targeted at centers of excellence;

protected and nurtured in a manner

will be planned, orderly, and

and that existing capacity will be

that would leave it less exposed

tc the vagaries of NIE's budget appropriation from Congress.

What has been lacking is clear policy thinking directed t9war0

eotablishmeno of an overall research strategy forthe educattional

R/D&1 system. This would seem to be a matter that warrants priority

. attention. The NCER Reiblution mandating increased support for

fundamental research suggests that Nfet policy making body has come

to acknowledge the importance of the research function for the overall
%

,6

4

a

2

e.
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health of the educational R/D&I system'. .tt would nmw seem

essential to invest some resources in the design of more appro-

priate research funding policies for insuring the healthy develop-

ment of the research function.

)- 4.1

0

e *`
4

t
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0

the early yearsin the oT funding.for education R/D&I, there was consider-

4
abY.e- enthOlasm for the notion of applying R&D models (i.e., sesearch-

A

linked development) to the solutioin of Jthicational problems. Again

and again, the literatfire echoed the themesthat development was .the

tcritical missing link needed to translate findings from research and

intative ideas from practice into usable forms that could be imple-

mented widely in schools across the country.
1

Research was having

little impact on practice, it was argued; because 'research findirigs

tend to be too general to apply directly to the solution.of practical

problems:,, research generally does not mike.information'available in

a form that is readily usable or.sutgests easily implemented solutions

to perceived problems. And innovations devised by practitioners rarely/

have significant impact beyond their site of origin because they are

rarely developed or packaged sutficiently to permit adoption or adap-

tation by others. Institutionalization of the development function

was expected to overcome both barriers to wide'scale educational im-

. provemint.
P

4
.

.

." .
1

As envisioned by R&D proponents, developers were to.become.the Vengineers"

for the field of education. They were to p rform the key translation,.
i

elaboration, and packaging roles carried out gineers in industrial

. and military settings. And they would carry out these'functions in 4 .

cialized institutions thought of by some early proponents as anal.ogous
.

to the great national laboratories in the fields of health, defense,
. .

i

and atonic energy. Educationaldevel?pment As to become "a new dis-

cipline for self-reheuml,"
2

borrowing engineering procedures from in-

duttri.al and nilitary se ings add adapting them to the field of edu-
441

catliiim Once education h 0 received this infUsion of systematic pro-
,

0.cedures from technological *fields that were achieving such goals as
..e. ,-...

. ao.
. .

putting men on the moon, surely wide scale improvement of educational
.

practice could be expected!

When, only a fewtbrief years later,,Ithese lofty expectations were still

unfulfilled, much-df the earliek nterest in educational.R&D.dissolved:
-4
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The federaily.funded labs and centers, created as the institutionalized

settings for R&D, had to fight for their survival.-- nearly half lost

their funding and went out of existence. Though the remaining labs

and comers now seem to hive a secure niche in the feK1-11 educational

R/D&I funding picture, this has required transformation for some, en-
-

tailinz grea'ter orientation toward the dissemination function, for

instance, and'somewhat less emphasis on product or program development.

There appears to be.less menpion of "k&e or even "development" in the

literature and in usage patterns ft policy circles. Ev,en NIE,
)

federal agency created rto.build an effective R&D system," has

demoted development to a lesser priority in its funding policy

the

apparently

, placing

support for full-scale development work behind a) funding applied

dwelopment work of others, and c) sponsoringrese,-.re7, b)

only prototype development

ectives.
3

More and more,

4%
to achieve the agency's social policy ob-

attention seems to be shifting away from'the

enginee:ing model of R&D and toward the KU- end of lee spectrum 7-

increaSibgly larger shares of tag- total educational R/D&I. dollar ap-

Rear to be-going ssemination, implementation support, and building

operating syste. capacities for the less V...i;orous forms of local,

practice-based evelopment.

What is happened over the past decade or Ao to change the climate

surrounding' the educational R&D enterpiise? What went wrong, and Wh ?.

What directions and trends ar? apparent? What have we lOrtne'd from
-

the experience that may be usable to strengthen the enterprise in the
. A

future?

4

4

The analysis which' follows considers, first, tlie rather spars

`a Cure on'the development...function in education'aud raises gut'

t'about- we may learn from the experience.of:phe paSlt decade

-how little inquiry, analysis, or even straighArward docurken

to date. scond,.we consider a nbtiber of modes of
*

ment activity: (a) the conv4ntionar foracpf practice-baseep

related developLev characteristic

of I n- the '60s: (b) the

..opment;horrowed ftom industry;: the

f.

of education prior to the

rigorous engineerin!; model

focus of atDention'in educ

e liter-

stions

giyen

tation.is

develop-

ractice-

emergence

of devel-

ational
. A
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R/D6I in the late '60s and early '70s; And (c) the exemplary practices

1
approach of local, practice-base development linked to various vali-

dating, packaging, and/or dissem ation mechanisms, an approach which
t

his been attracting increasing, attention as enth6siasm for the rigorous
; .

engineering model of educational development. has cooled. We note the
..

.

distinguishing charac,teristics of each of these models and the strengths
.

and weaknesses ofeach in the..education sector. Finally, based on

this analysis, we point to a number of policy options 'that might be

considered for strengthening educational development, and consider

what more we would want to know as a basis for.choosing among the

available options in designing workable approaches to strengthening

acational development in the future.

I

.11

411.

I
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I. THE LITERATURE OF EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

7 4,.

.A. 4,aucity of the Literature

ConsUering the pivotal.roleof the development function in the

educational R/D&I strategy, the paucity of literature on educe-

tional development' seems somewhat astonishing: What little is

available has generally been produced by staff members of the

regional laboratories (particularly the Far West Lab), and many

of thesalpe pieces are reprintecrin one or another collection

oL articles on the .development function.
4

We arg Indebted to

those who have published these pieces for providing us with what

little information exists in print at this time on the 'develop-

meet process. The brunt of our criticism is not directed so

much at what is there in the literature as it is concerned wish

what is not in print for others to read and analyze. There is

relatively' little process documentation by participants or by

third-party researchers; relatively little in the way of inquify.

into what is beihk done., why, and how, with what outcomes; little

analysis of the nature of the development function and its require-

ments, conditions conducive totigh level functioning, etc.

The available literature is probably somejhat larger than what

we have been able to gather. We are, for instance, aware that.

the University of Pittsburgh R&D Center (LRDC) subjected itself

to the scrutiny of an in -house soaologiswt for several years and
5,

- that some analyses have been forthcoming. And we are aware of

at least one metbodological volume on development procedures that

we have not been able to review.
6

But aside, from these sources,

it is likely that we have seen most of the existing literature.

And what we have seen, untortunately, would be ofilijolatively

little use for givin&a novice developer
t

much insight into how
. . .

to carry out the development function. The literature raises

some useful questions that should le la concern to top-level R&D3.
e L At

management.
7

But even here, one'wouln hope-to seesiseater rich-

ness of descriptive detail and more analyses of the

0

5 4A
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development work in .education and the difficulties that have

been. encountered.

B. Categorization of the Available Literature

The available, development literature. can .be categorized as

follows:

1. calls for develOpment as the missing. function needed

to transform research findings and exemplary practices
1.

. into utable packages for wide scare dissemination;
8

2%.deffilitional pieces, describing development processes

and outputs in terms that distinguish it from conventional
4"

developmental activity or from research, or that fur- 4

ther define typesof development (e.g., product develop-

ment
.

vs. change process development):
I .

. 3. analyses that consider development in relation to other

functions such as research or dissemination or evaluation,

either describing ideally what...the relationship should
.

be or describing the nature of the integration as it

his unfolded in particularprojects;11

4. reproduction of documents'generated lin the course of

individual development projects,rpublished in the hope

of providing the reader with some insight into the

thought processes and activities of the developers in

carrying .out a particular project;
12

5. case studies, either by partitiparits in a project or
%,

Q
by third-party rpsearchers studying individual projects

....

' an.cerrying_odt,crois-case analyses,
14

perhaps,tket most

usefql.items in the available literature;
.

6. our earlier-analysis of the nature of the development
..... .

. function and i.ts requirenants, based on examination of...

% how the develop ent function is carried out in other
. ., O. .6,- Re. e 6 ..- w. .

fields such as aerospace, industry,,health, and law
t ,4r"enforcement; and

. .

. , 1
.

7. ours earlier.dmerview analyses tif the development function
4.....1.

6 %

in education based on the'available literature personal
. . ..

experience, and kmpressionistleavidence.
1
6

-.

I 41
f
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.)We (Jill draw .heavily .on our .earlier analyses in the remainder of .

this chapter, updating the analysis wherever this seems warranted

by new circunstaqces or new information. .

. ,,

C. Needed Literature

A What the field wouldiseemto need is considerably more documenta-

tion and analysis or,the development process -- the tasks atom--

activities 'carried out the ilk12.s and competences required; the

ofteh difficult interpe/sonaleommunication, and organizational

problems inherent in large-scale development projects generally

requiring heterogeneoussskill mixes, complex multi-unit organiza-

tional forms, and difficult collaborative relationships among

developerorganfiations, user'settings, sponsoring agencies, etc.

Although our description here focuses somewhat on the need for

greater understandingof the systematic R&D mode, we would be

equally interested in seeing studies done of development work of

both,thepractice-based practice-related and mixed modes described

later in this chapter. ,

Ideally, we woulddike to see such analyses carried out by third-
,

party field researchers, spending long periods of time working

with ongoing development projects (both some that are succeeding

and producing high quality,work and others performing less

- Case studies with cross-cape analyses would.be highly useful. The

cas- e tudies'of _development projects included in the Oregon Studl.es

are highly useful examples,of whit can be learned from such a

format.
17

However, we would like to see the kinds of process .

documentation that require living with a project for some time

perhaps a yearLor more.

Givenithe probably high costa orsuch a project, and its likely

low priority given the current deemphasis on'the del/elopmeqk

function, a'less costly alternative to,provide the needed inibo2-

mation might be to use oral history techniques to gather rich,

descriptive detail about thrgdev4lopment process from developers

who tire actively carried out development projects over the past

s

10

of

4
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If. THREE'BASIC 014RATINb MODES IN EDUCATIO>At DEVEOPMERT

4

Depending on how one defines educational development, it is either

one of the oldest or one of the newest R/D&I activities in the educa-

tion sector; virtually all products used in the educition sector are

the outputs of development work or relatively few are. The core of

developmental activity is the translation of a conception into a use-

able.product or program. Generally in the field of education, the

Conception involves some specific instructional objective and a

particular apPtoach or strategy for achieving that objective. The

translation ?recess tends to involve the selection and sequencing of

a 'number 'of learning experiences aimed at achieving the particular

instructional objective. Moire often than not the translation process
-

involves the design of. materials of various kinds to support the

instructional process.

As long as there have been teacher.4!1.1d 'schools, educators have been

devising tehLng approaches and preparing instructional materials,

tjough not using the term "d lopment" for what they were doing. More

recently, the engineering o e1 of development borrowed from industry

'added several distinctive features which transformed tip nature of this

development process and shifted its locus from the professional ed cator,

and the school setting to specialized development organiza4ons an
I

personnel identified as "developers" external to the operating system,

creating new 'ndt of products, and also new kinds of problems in

securing the adoption and use of these outputs back in the classroom.

A third riode of development combines elements of both the earlier vari-

ants, both school-based development of innovations and external verifi-

cation, elaboration, and packaging for dissemination by a combination

of state and/or federal level boaies.and specialized development or-
.

=

ganizations.
,

There are, -then, basically three different opetatting modes through

which tste development.function is carried out in eacation. For con-

venience, we shall describe the three modes in terms of the settings4.
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where, they take place: (1) development that takes place in practiced

based or practice-related settings;.(2) development work in specialized

development organizations; and (3) mixed modes involving a,sequence

of development work beginning in practice-based settings and continuing

in other
I
settings (possibly including specialized development organi-

Izations).
4

Each mode is Biseictive not only in thepacticular setting

in whith-it 1.6 carriecloap but also in thenature of the development
(

procRps, the'outputs produced, organizational and management requite-

ments,coUts, strengths and weaknesses. V

1. Practice-Rasedf?rac.tice-Related DevelopmenS (alsokreferred to in
-

the 1.0Cerature as "conventional development,' "local R&D," or

"school-based R&D").

A. Settings and Personnel
,

Traditionally, the design and development of instruc4onal

strategies, programs and materials have taken place in prActice-

based art practice -- related settings. The traditional developers

of educational 'products and p9grams have been classroom teachers

and curriculum specialists working in LEAs, SEAs, or'the new

ISAs, or in such practice-r41ated auxiliar/Irganizations as

schools of education, publishing houses, or commercial supplieis

of audio-visual or multi7media instructional materials, On

occasion, as in the NSF Course Content Impiovement Program, of the

late ,'508 and early '60s, eminent university scholars joined the

ranks of educational curriculum devdlopers, participating inim-.

preseive efforts to improve K-11 level curricula and. instructional

materials in the sciences and, mathematics.
18

Threyere some less

,successful programs in other fields as well, notablysocial
v-

studies- an5Fnglish.
19

. +

13.__ Funding So.trces

Generally, traditional development work'has been funded out of

th e operating' budgets of VA's and SEAs or the deyelopment

Ive
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A

budgets of the publishing hoUlind colOrercial suppliers

Over the Est twodecades, hoe

t ttantial:Inflgion of federht ca
r

;

English, and social studies, tor instance,

ver, there has also been a sub-
, ...

egorical funds to support spec-
44....

gicitiC kinds ofdevelopment work. NDE410be National .Defense

Education Act} and CRA.4the Coppethtive Research Act) in the
.4

Late '50s

-
4,,

and early '60s supported work 1:1
.

1 foreign languages, 7

research settings. NDEA funds else gave a

or' ..
mostly In university

, , .
ma or bOostrotO the

audio-visual Indust*, proviiing substantial skims f0t.school
,

systems to -purchaA audio-visudl equipment and materials. At -

' the sane eime,. NSF: money
.

0
tt.

\
revisten projects as PSS

a.

. . . -.
supported such important curriculum

. .....-

phys,i4s, BSCS biologylCM chemistry
'. ar-jd.S"A5 :1 mathematics., o name only a few. : ilk* .

l. . ,
.., .

4 , /
C. rr

. . 4

- Beginning with ESEA .(the,Etemenotary and ec ndary E on Act

. .
e . in 1965, -subitAn011 federal funditA his h i illig'difect .4
0. :,-.--- .

-

.
LEAs to support - the, development of program& to improve" the .400'.

.

" , , 7;7114,fvet of disadvantaged stlidauEs (Title I) and to support
... .

'' AI; l'AledebeAppment and demonstriti;Cdf educatiop41 _innovations

0 (T e III). Additional categorical federal funding tas gqne to
Ai -t ' .

f

. .

- ' LEAs tO support development work targeted at assisting. handl-to

4 . apped students ts tioand bilingual studen. lOme sta providearN4 -r,

:. At . 40.

.P
I

raflel state fundidg foi categorical program S, %especially
4

those, taxgetted at disaavantang students. ,

.* Or 4' .... .... .
, ..

evel mrle 'n't'itocess

. "
e :

.

.

. .
-'

. # . , .

. l t

)...../ 116' 44. The developM4ht approach used in these- settings is 'genera114
,., ..

3 ....., ,characterized by a number_ of- distinctiv% feafures:, . '

''
. i n Ar..-- . .

4 a %.
N.414

. $.

First, .the development, ppress .ends to be somewhat -casual -- a

s

. .

e
.. . .. .

..
.... . .

4$ --1 ,1 .. .creative. teacher writes down i-r(r kdeaS in rough foi,m for her own

4 . .. - . ,uses la curriculum Committee of a small number of teachers tpends .

14 7... . . . %

time' .4n a articulalocflect; the small cistacutuni staff go an.:..

°

a few Weeks over the,summer relasink the durricurk for ruc-,

' r- . 0-2- . .4. -r

.....,i " 1
I,

1, LEN or SEA oprepare i.ndy ekrcu l.4eyem e; .are a ithor prepares
,e . . "...,4

.ii 4; . .
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the draft- of a textbook 1.0:121.s spare !the and worlds with an

or '. editor from a pubbishing house *ready' ili.for commercial dis tFi-
,

11%.,...

. bUtion;'a number of university profAsois and tileir assistants
.'

. ,

4 .

..to .devote a small portion.of their time each, week to a curriculum
. . .. P

- project that 'elaborates a particular conception. What .is dis.-...
. .

- .

A tinctive IS the casualness of the enterprise, the absence of
. .

- .

. lo much in the way of disciplined inquiry accompanying the work.
4.

.

. -. .

.
. ,

.
Second, evaluation of 'the outputs of this development process

. ebur-
r

c ...-

-

1

tends to be equally casual And informal; it "places lfttle b-
. ,

den of proof on .the product..'
21

Field-testing is non-exi ent
.

or
7

.
. , .

. minimal -- rcasual tryout"22' at best., Whatever "evalt1 ..a%d
..

. .

revisions ate-made tend to rest on criteria of face validity

.(e.g., self- criticism, teachers' subjective perceptions ands,

reactions, expert judgments, -etc.) rather than measured effec-
18

.

. tivenealn achieviin prespect5 fied impacts. Even Where some re-

vision aoes take place, thereis not likely to be a'extensive
,

.
. 1

n

.

.. recycling a the Development- revision sequence;
*

. , .. s
; t, '

-;

. .

- ThIrdl the personnel involgedtend to h relatively feti,eand

whatever skill nixes are present Crra devOipment team tend to
ii .

1 be relatively homovneous.
.

.1

. - Fourth, management is geteraily informal and highly flexible.

, .. . #..
4

And fid celly,,because of all the. above, costs tend, to be
t

"r,VlftiVely low. '
4* L .. . 0f

. w i b, .
t . . 1:-

0,40,-.

There is of course variability within this mode:
.

. t

Ttere'are,obvieuis 4iTferences of scale and sophistication2rtbe

range letus say from a single teacher working alone on something

,
for her alass&s to the tniversity abup of several professors and

.

t 4 ,

. ....00-0 graduate students collaborating with the editorial acid production
." . .

staff of a commercial publishing house. But in addition, other
...

.
. . .. t

-4:differences thould be noted,
A..
-11g

...., - .
4

$. 1

. 40111* 4

V
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For instance, tholh_generalization based'on imptessionistic
7i^

'evidence is somewhat risky,-the work done im.sehddl systems'arid

in universities seems Eo.diffee.somewhat'in the origin of von-
t

ceptions the decision critefia used in the selection and

sequencing of learning experiences. In school System, both the

origirrof the conceptions and the decisions Mae tend to,be some-
.

what intuitive.. 4nd the focus of attenttOn seems to be on the.

Agrent to be coLyed rather than ton concelations of how teachers

.go about providing instruction. ThA developtent work of univer-

siey-baied.curriculum specialists,' in qpntrastj'is more likely to

redact parsiataai theorieS of curriculum or- instruction. But

even here;-moreo144than not, the selection and sequencing of
.

4

learning experiences tends to ref-lect thebreticai. consideratioNs%
. - ..

.
.4

rather than,experimentation in clessrooms or anAlysis of data on
. . .,

'
...

implementation processes or, tonditios or .Student impact._

I
.

l v fp
4

At Development processes and,outputealso differ.depehding on

t- r i 1,..

.whethet oc,not a given product or program has been developed with
, . .

. .

the intentof wide scale dissem inaion. Where textbooks or ,0
. , -

Materials packages are being develloptdol- large-scale, nation-1 ,
, es,- -

wade disseminatiOn (as would be the the it...a publi;Hing house r . ,.

.
,

in many4niversitf curriculum-projects)uan effort
.

is usually-
. 4 .

, , ,.:),

made to include implementation supRorts in the.form,ofteachersev:- .

guideS., testing materials, A. 'Where materials are developed
a if

. ... .

locally Within the operating isystem,,for use by'agsingle.teacher
. 4 . A

or group of seachisvp in A single school or district, far less of
......

.
. the implem'entitkan- procebs .is likely- to be commited -to print or %

. . _-.
,---,

. captured .in media Vresentations. In such instances, the state of
,

, : .- o

-aevelopmene of the materials orstrategies.remains inadequate

to pdatt use outsiee'this smalldbriginnting group.c-Cpitical im-

0:* .plementAtion:information,about'what wOrks., why

' information4rried argund in the. head of the

project -- is not provided tookassist dthers:

, and how --

originator of the
,

t

Generally, these.

'Locally developed innovati ri4 are not disseminated. But in cases
P

, where wide scale dissmin tion is, attempted as An arierthought,40 .

without, adequate attention- to 'dissemination Aiimplementation «
.

*
, ,

. «.'

.

.

-.

.

/.
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t

. ,, ...... ..,
.

,114,conce ns duringAthe develotknt process, these novas' s tend
: . ,

'
. _

to ilav minimal success. The reason, Simply', is a the develtp- ,..4:0

- ...0-e .. .
j 0 . ..

went w k was not carridd far anoUgh"topermit the innovation to
. ..

,
.

.

.,..-

be imp emerlEed easiliand effectively by others. . ..
, . .

. ,

. :
874

o

- 4.;

4

. . 1 , .,

Regardles oft these variations,. at is most distinCtive abolk

this mode of ,development is the c ualness of proAuct:evaluatioc
. .

, . . .

andirersion follow initial.preparation of the development,
.

. outputs, and the. consequent low gpt. ,

- .

.
.

....,,

,
er

a 0

D. OUtOtitS

. 0

1
It is difficult to characterize or assess ,the outputs that have4

* been produced over the `years through this Atode of devel4mental
.7e

I 1
One sassessment of this out is likely to be dependent on. Ws.
ioCation (inside or outside the user systet, in an innovAtive

ctiVity. The output has been enormous. Its variability

considerable, from commercially..publishect textbooks to. an

individual teacher's lesson plan. An most of'all, the tas4c is

made particqaely.difficult by the r

this output .:- most locally developed
, -

,

in trachere files or,sppoly cabinets, t in any central

depositories or materials enters or dissemination pipelines.:

afive 'Invisibility"
23

of

ateriats' are to be fodnd',

district or a more traditional one) and onto point of view (for
1P.

instance, an educitional reformer looking for udialenceof,
- -6-:

.

innovationextenipe t or a practitioner looking for useful" materials

that .et particular perteiva needs).

!A

Clearly. though, an important tint'to be nderscated is that
. . 41" . . ,

4 .. s.
genetallythis 'output is' us&11,,especiall the commercially 'developed

e "
produrs and the materials

.

prepared prattitioners Tor their own

use. Although the number of students exposed to ea&i%set of
..

I

locally developed materials
y

not by pigk, the per udbrit cost
1,-

is probably quite 3.40w .-- apoin in sharp 'contrast t t, he high per ,

student costs of
. 1
many, of thoutputs of the spectaliz 'development'

*
rti

orgilnizations widich we shall consider shortly..

1_7'
IA

I

I.
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In some'instanceb as foF instance the science and mathematics

,

number f studeAts.ustng4the materials is especially high.

Therefore; though theserojects cost considerably more han

moV',development work of the practice - based /practice related
.

- veriety,,given the extensiyt uaization histories,of_their

curricula'produced by university scholars with NSF' funds, the

-the pr,student costs..are probably still quite low..outputs
A

- . . ,

(

E. .StrettgthalAdventages .

4:1
%

.
.

.

a. . . 4
4.

.:...
.

Practice basedeand tote lesser extent practice-relat devel--,
. .., op.:eat'have a numbetstrengths, especially in cave jun to

c.e engineering mode of development we shall turn to shortly. 'r...

,
. .? .

. -.- - .

First, the osts are relatively low.
.

,

,

...

tp

Second4,this mode of development is closely and effedtively,
.

kinked to' the user System, _ The programs and materials that

are pridmced are sponses to perceived user needs or problems.

This is' espe'dially true ,in tates where the developer is the
. .... 1

. user or ii at least a part of the user system. But even where
. . .. ..

-the.work is done in practice-related settings, what are*thbught.

ofc(not alway4 correctly) as close and ongoing relationshlk .

.between 'practitioners, on the ode hand',,and personnel in schools '

of edlicaP.ion or commercial publishing hbuses, on the other; are .0

1 $

IP*

" i"

0

. assumed to ipcyease the likelihood that the development, process
. . .4 .

will be respotsye to the user's feltneeds. Therefore, i
.

)
-. .., 4ftsp'ecially in the case of pr 4aciiceased deveoPmedt, little or '

"N.
no marketing effort is required to persuade users to adopt,or

4use't1-.2 materials produced*
- .

4'

04 t

. .

11,
. t 4

t
. _Third, where development work is carried out for local use, it

.
is'likeiOto reflect use, systemconAltions, teaching styles,'

".values, etc.,,the very factors tha ct asbaAlers to

adoption of externalfy develOped innovations,.or make it
...

"neosaary for .adapted
. .

- - externally developed to be
. ".

d l d i i. ,
,

"- . ,
. r "t
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to meet.local needs'and requirements.

-

F, Weaknesses/Disadvantages..

t $
. . ,

There is also a number qi weaknesses or disc antageb Co.this

approach. the critique focuses on such p lems as the leek of

',evaluative information provided byleas process, lack of
.

. 5651stication in the skill of the
.
developers, poor docwmen-

,

1 t
. tation of thd outputs prOduCed, difficulties in paCkaging

4

locly develop novations fOr uAe elsewhere, substantial
,

--
. )

prpblems in achi lag wider dissemination and diftLision, and,
.0

.
, 4

fina4y, the argument thatitrom a natioilaI policy - perspective
.

, .1
.

(for all of these ()thee reasons) local development entail; an

inefficient use ofscarce resources.,
.

i

First, since this development procesp generates little if'any
4

empirical data on degree of effectivenessof the product or

progrpm, or its ef4Acti'veness.under va4yipg conditions, it is

. .
difficult to makelludgments'about whether a given output works,

for whom, rnder what conditions, whether it is any better than

some alternative product or program that might be, used instead,

A

t

or perhap most impoItant.o'fail, how it might be impmoved.
4

. If systems is research accompanied the development and r efine-

Inv' prpc ss, it is argded, our knowledge would be Increased
f ,

,

and we ould be able to achieve .better
(
Wults. 24

Also,
b 40 .. .

.

poteitial adopters*uld'be,in a better' position to make

informal.adoption decisions .

. N
, ,_

.
. to.

.

SeCland, the argqment has made_that there has been relatively
,4,, , I

.* A it
" littft, qtron; innovative devalox-Pmt work in s!-is mode becwe

.
4,

-
r

.

teachers an4 school systems lack the time and,resourcft needed

k for high quality development work. They have neither the.time

' 'll)Ili

)
,

for the e4ertise to ke4p up'to date on the latest research
.

,

. , .

t findings, or development state-of-the-art, or even innovations'

,

: 44.

being developed in other school systems. 'Colisequently,. I

. 44

4

0 peactitioners arb constantly' ting-.the-wheel." Nor do

4. is
. .

. , fli ..'
,

, .. ..
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...

they have the time, resources; or expertise to carry out rigorous -'

develpzlenfi work. Consequently', -the work is nonrigorous and'the
..

- 25
.

results are mediocre. "

While the resource pl.ctfe might be changed by providing LEAs and
0

'SEAs with the funds now given to specialized development' organ-
.

lzations, the results, it is argulk woilld still be poor.26

Practitioners would still Ack the needed experiiie and would

continue reinventing the wheal. XEven if it were desirable for

individual LEAs or* St:As to employ development' specialists, the*

iiiadlquaoe suiply of trained devaopers would make this impos-

sibie.)

And such resources would not be expendedt.ifficieqtly: the nation

could not expect maximum national impact for .eachdollear spent.

-- Expenditures on local -innovations--generally prbduce prograis for
I

use only in the do'cal
. setting.,. Additional funds would have to

be experided..tol

1. identify and disseminate high quality development work

' hr use elsewhere;

.2, gather and analy;e impact data .to provide potential .

, adopters 401 a rat.ionar- basis for decision-making;
.

d

3. elaborate and package local, ?Innovations sufficiently
4 r.

.-to insure thef they ;,could be used effectively else-
. c

71. o osihere, eplicating the resu/ts achieved at the. initial
. . ..

.-t, , tri, .
develbpmenti'sites; and 044

14 I. - t 1 : 1.

if.' disse'ninate" the'lodaLly .elere,iopid. innovations nation-,
rya

4... . *t ' ,
10, d

'
S i '

it. , 8 i

" 9 I '409 lir 'r . # ;

Of corse,. one 1114.g"trt-'air tiz. avIdVfed t. ed4 mtion eaencies are
. ... ,.. (

. % Forced -o..ear' ry,. nu t..rso3"i Ois_the%0 Yegi/mities .nerakncrelation tom,.... . .. ...A ., ,o,
.."4

ehe ouftitit4.eyelvtit lit 0.t.i:dr,44.4eitjaviloyment organizations,
since-, thingi-b;t4. 'iv* voiied 'ow tefA.isel* wire 'expected to

.. .. -..§.;%. . .*. . .- .4.. ..

. ) t

...%. i 7. . `. 1.1 74,1 a

*

the .operation ,pf 144t%.rigorou'VeUglneeftft. d of acThcaCional,isia
.s V 0 --*r.-V . *. .1.PA A

d ev e opeent -,-. sikaU;Te",a1-0-.to:rthi:s7;15s,4at".4* XV; e-r. point
." " t 2 ,t' "01 .

,
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the field is too new in the education sector for development

personnel to have much (if any) formal training in development,

they have generally learned their jobs th ugh t tal.immersion

in the development specialty over several years By'background,

they may come from practice bettings,!..2m universifies, or in

some cases from iedustry where they carried out development

work in other fields. Many would seem to be'development

generalists with noi particular specialization or else identified

-yith "curriculum" in the broadest sense, Others may be curriculum

specialists in particular subject matter fields. Still others

k

fatY !lave speCialtie in design, testing, packaging, media;

technology, etc.

What distinguishes these developers from their counterparts in

schools nd universities la-tfteir-professional orientation to

th opment function, .the full-time allocation of their tire

to opmentiwork, and the manner in whic- h their work is
,

.

. ,

orga iced nd managed. Individual deyelotiers in this mode function

as m.1 ers of glierally large development teams, with highly

heterogeneous skill mixes,,frand generally proceed in accord with

the dictates of the engineering model of R&D.

Clearly, thereis a considerable amount of development work

carri;,.d on in these organiiations that does not adhere' faithfully

C to th4rigorous model of the development fUnctlOfr. 'But equally .

t
.. , ,

,

clearly, this does appear to be the model they are trying to use
SW

in planning and conducting,their work..

B. Fundin4
44;

I

11
What ig also distinctive-about educational development work

. I

(tarried out "in specialized developmeit organizations is"that it

is alm

Th

tirely funded with'federal funds.
110..

q.

Tonal laboratories and university -based R&D centers Were

for the. specific purpose of. carrying

4

reatod by OE in the '60s
A

9
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on educational R&D. They were created' as new institutior& on the

.assumption that none_of the existing organizational forms could. 1

. . . I

carry cut the develdpment function as an institutionalized

specialty on the scale apd in .the tightly managed way that seemed.
.

.

to b
.

e required.
.

As the source of.funds for v irtually all of the operations of

almost all of the labs and centers, Washington called the tune,

and various messages from Waghington havelargely shapedlsystersit-

atic R&15 as it has evolved in the field of education. By i968.

(and Tor a few years thereafter), .it was made clear to the labs

aa4 c,:n:ars that what was "in" was product developmentiusins the
.

systematic R&D-model.
. .

N.
. ' N

When by' the early :70s*-th& federal gponsors,of the labs and

&liters had became' disippointed with the generally mediocre

outpUts ofthele institutions, development contracts were opened

' to broader competition.. Non-profit and for-profit research and.

R&D corporations werg organizatibnally stiitecrio function as

specialized R&D orgaaizttions and responded actively to the

availability of funds. New ntporations, were formed, or

existing corporations active` in other Melds added 'staff and/or

organizational units able to handle contracts for development
C? --

work in the field of education. Since the federal government was

the prime source of development dollars in these gars, feder'al

policy and procurement decisions would seem to havebeen.almost

a influential'in shaping the pattern of 'development work carried

lout in these organizations as it had been in shaping the develop=.
0 4

. .

:Went tunction in,the labs and ceaters.

C. The Development Process

P-

.

The engineering modelf rigorous develophent work is characterized

by a number of distinctivelfeatures that contrast it with the kind '

a of developmental activity generally carried on 'in practice-based

,., and prat ticl-rela6d settings.

.

40

.
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First, a :id most often emphasized in the descriptions and dtfinitions

of this mode of development is the systematic nature of the pro-
.

cedures used to create the outputs. R&D is defined as the

" systematic process of creating new alternatives that contribute '

to the improvement of educational practice:"
28

the systematic
sr

adaption of knowledge and technology;
29

"the systematic use of
r

scientific knowledge directed toward the production of useful

materials, devices, systems or methods, including the design and 4,4.

development of prototypes and priptesses.
"

-

30
And, too, it is

described in terms of providing "systematically derived Inform-

ation. "31.

S
What distinguishes eplcational R&D as a source of change is its

experimental approach -- an insistence upon rigor in the ..fOrmu-

lation of problems and explanations and the systematic collection
.

of empirical evidence for use in checking answers, developing

products, and devisingippropriate actitin.
32

Second, included among the various systematic procedures used,

and an essential feature distinguishing R&D,from other forms Of

developmental activity is.ts incorporatipn of systematic methods
.

of inquiry. R&D is often described as "research-based" or

"research linked" development. This usage emphasizes that the

coot activityis developmental but it also underscores the
.

, critical role of research in R&D processes. Research is described

Is often suggesting and leading to development work, and supporting
.

development by indicating whether or not and how well an output
: . I

works under various'circumstances, how 'touch betterit does or does
. 0 . 7$

not operate with one.or another revision or, variation, etc. .At -,

thTsam-t time, the' riFiearcb-development linkage may flow in the

, reverse dAction: research may not. oily lead support .9

. development work butTalso development may suggest needed research'

--7J/ to uncover why things, are or are not working and how , product
# A, ,...1

11

may be further r refined, etc. A key trait distinguishing-R&D

. outputs fro. those of conventional developmental actiyity, then,

. is that R&D outputs are carefully tested products that are 4

. - q . .

r
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sowarted by .a sound research foundation.

1..11E0.

Third, develoPbent work in this mode is directed toward achieving

prespecified outcomes knownwr estimated in advance. The objective

is generally stated in the form of performance specifications.

The goalip to produce an output that will perform predictably, to

prespecified degree of,success,'under specified conditions.

Development, rk on the product continues until it performi as

as specified. What distinguishes the output.of systematic R&D,

.then, at least in terms of the ideal mbdel, is that'the output is

expected to perform with a "khoWn degree of success" in bringing.

,about a certain odtcome,
34

so.that a prospective user can be

advised as follows:

"If you use (these products) 4th (personnel) who have been 4.

trained to perform (in these ways and under these environmental

conditions), you will achieve (these results) with (lase

learners)." 35

Fourth, in order to achieve this objective, development work

proceeds in asysrematic and sequential manner, moving in a smooth

progression from prototype design (that is in the most rigTus

versions of R&D often the end product of an applied research
.

effort), to p 'roduct or program developmentin accordance with

detailed specifications, to evaluation of small field tests, to

revisionsrtelarger field tests; to more revisions, to an

additional field test,.etc.. until the pr duct performs in accord

with the prespecified performance objectives. The process is

cyclical. Products go through successive generations of revisigns,

each version a "ron*1 approximation to be followed by a series of

progressively closer approximat1ons,"4"successive approximations"

to the performance specificaions until the specifiedlevels of

su:cc,;% are achieved or "until the full possibilities of a given
36

er activeapproaqeare realtzed." As described by one devllop

over the past decade: 0
1'
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"Development is a process otcurring in a finite time period to
, 4 I

reduce uncertainty regAiding efforts required to achieve

prespeciftded outcomes.. "DevelOpmen_ proceeds over time

allocating and reallocating- effort,a ong different uncertairrty-

reducing possibilities, as activities are pmpleted and knowledge

accumulatet."
37

17
Fifth, as implied in much of the discussion above, decision-

.

making in the systematic R&D mode is data - based, with empirical

field testing and rigor us data analysis.playing critical roles.

Researchers are consid2red key members of the developMent

S..-le se the ten; "applied research" for what, the researchers do.

Others p'refer the term "formative evaluation." ,Reiardless of

what term is used, systematic R&D is/distinguished from less

rigorous developmental activity by their presence,in'the

opmental activity by their presence in the development team and

by the fact that their presence insures that attention is given

to the R and the D in the R&D iquation (and, with proper manage-

ment, to the linkages between the.two). 'The successive revisions

of the development output are based on empirical field test4data

that ate gathered systematically arid analyzed rigorously. The/-

evaluation data thus gathered are used not only as the basis of

R&D decision-making but are also dkpected to provide the potential--
.. .

, .

user with information about, the outcomes or effects to be expected ,

from use of the product under sp cified implementation conditions.
38

. ;

0

0
4 i .

The development process in Chesystematic R&D mode, then, is one-l"

of systematically followed sequential sceps,,recycling of develop- f.1

p

gb.

I

nent, evaluation, and revision through successive apprdximations,

_Ta:irng cmplrical data to test product effecliveness, and moving

progressively toward am output that cans perform at prespecified
. - .

of effectiveness which can be indicated in advance to

infoiM the decision-making ofpotential adopters and users..

As a consequence of this proces! systematic R&D as carried out

in specialized development organizations tends .to have a number

o
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of other distinctive features that set it off from less rigorous 4

developmental activirty. Contintipg our listing, then:
4.

I

Sixth, development projects implemented in accord, with this model

tend to reqUire large'peisOnnel pools and heterogeneo us skill

mixes -- developers of various kinds, production staff, field

researchers, datahIllers, data analysts, liaison workers to

.smooth relationships with .field sites,-coordinators, supervisors,
r

and managers of various levels in an aften complex organizational

pattern.

Seventh, these projects generally require extensive cooperation

between the organization developing the product and the school

systems agreeing to serve as field sites$

Eighth, as a consequence of all of the above, thest projects tend

to be large-scdle and expensive,

Ninth, the products themselve4 are 'wen complex, consisting of,

many and varied modules or-components, and often several forms

-of media as well as pginted Materials.

Tenth, given the scale sand comitlexity. f thes proj4CtS and their

adhervIce to A, model focused °A achieving prespecitied objTives,
.

the tlaagementthese projects is qften.highl birmalized, usfng r

10-
f w -chart and sophisticated management-tools, aro/Attempting tol,

adhere tight schedules-to effective coordination of the

work o different interdependent.'subgroups:
39

7 Mr.

.

Flually,.the R&D mode tends'to.include 'within it consideration of
. 1

.1.

'user system qodditionp. Educational R&D.theorists Are fond of %
%

pointing out that the ultimate objective of deyelopmentmork is/
% . ,,- t

not simply to produce products hut raaer.to produce products
. . ..

,that am usable within existing operational settings and that
"

.0 .
. .

will Alapve eduCation.
40*

R&D outputs, then, must not' only be
. ..,

support by 40 that show them to.brimore efficient and more
.

.
a 4

. .
. -t, 1

a .

:
At.

o
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effective: than. existing alternatives. They must also meet needs
. .

perceived by'Users, pays practitioners will accept, and must

be relatively easy to use. This'suggests that as an .iftegral

part of the processetr of project selection, product design,
-

development, testing, and pacraging ade quate consideration muse'

'.be given to user needs, constraints, preferences, values:teactr-

ing styles, existing knowledge and skills, and problems df

A dissemination and implementation.
41

Clearly, the R&D mode is considerably more complex than the

practice-based/practice-related developmentl activity described

earlier. There is, of course, some variation in pattern depending,,

for instance, on the nature of,the outputs being developed --

OP tandible"products vs. Warder-to-package change-processes.
4,2

But

the degree of complexity in contrast to the single teacher working

alone, or the small LEA or university curricutum team, or even the '

textbook writer working with a publisher is illustrated by the

kinds of issues of concern to R&D managMrs regardlesi of the form

of the particular output 7- e.g., How much research is needed prior
N.

to the development work? How much research can proceed parallel,

to perMtt initial field resting? At what point is the product

sufficiently developed to permit/initial field testing? At what

point has the product been tested sufficiently to permit dissent-

in1;ion? What dissemination,.marketing, and implementation fac-

tors need'to be considered throughpt the design and development

phase? At wilt point does the responsibility of the' developer

end -- development? dissemination? installation utilization

and maintenance?
43 AP

f
D. Cutouts

Elsewhere in this vo'ume, we have discussed the'outputs of edu--

cational R&D at great length.
44

For our purposes here, there is

basically only one key point that needs to be underscored. With t

some notable exceptions exemplary,products of h4h quality

that are being utilized extensively), the products andprograms

8.
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pibduped at great expense over the past decade or so, by

aitcational R&D organiations using (to varying degtees) the

R&D mode, have had relatively little impact on educational
Alk

practice. 4
7

There is little in the way of'hard evaluative data to indicate

how many products, etc. fall into each category; or .whether

these are even applpopriate:ategory headings. But at the risk

ti
of being called to task forirelying largely on impressionistic

evidence, the picture appears to be roughly as foklows:

Many ROtproducts (perhaps even most of ;his output) are generally

viewed as mediocre in quality. Some (e.g., the much acctalmed

Individually Prescribed Instruction units)' -may be high in quality
. .

but are far too expensive for school systems to use. Many (if

not most others) haVe been unable to provide persuasive evidepce

that. they are Any more effective than existing Alternitives

produted by lessrigo'rous and less,cosq.y conventional develop-
.

mental actives y. Many (perhaps most) are collecting dust on

shelves rat r than improving education in classrooms -- either

because they meetno perdeived needs of practitioners or because

they were designed in a way that madeothem unacceptable to

practitioners, or too difficult to implement unde4normal

operational conditions, or simply too expensive for purchase

and use by LEAs given their serious current budget constraints:

There is also a significant number of "exempiAry products," each

reporting use by.thousands or even several milliarstudents.
45

It seems noteworthy, though, ehat 30 or so products are.repeatedly

pointed to in Ais exemplary category'while a,1975 VIE survey

tabulated data on as many as 776, 0E/likE sponsored products.,
.46

E. StlengthstAdvantages

Where systematic R6D is done well, this mode has several advA-
.

tages over other kinds of developmental activity,

4%.
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Eirst, outputs are presumably better in quality since they-A-est
.

on strong empifical foundations, have been extensively tested

aid refined, and are presented to potential users with evaluative
11

evidence indicating what degree of success is likely to bg
04.,

achieved under what conditions.

Secanj, the outputs are presumably better because of the high
, .

quality resources used inthe process'. Professional developers

with strong expertise in their fields.10vote*100% Of their pro-

! fessional time to their development toles and red'eive considerable

support from other members of their teams who might hameother.s.

specialites called for in a given project: The outputs Are pre-

r4
.1'

sebly better, too, 'because development specialists fUnctioning

in specialized development organizations are more likely to keep
.

up to date with'development state-of-the-prt, and reflect this

in their work.

Third, the products are presumably better because they have en

designed with nationwide dissemination andimplemenfatton

siderations in mind and therefore packaged with suffiCI tly

elaboratdd jmplementation supports to perMit practitioners across

the country to use them effectively.

And finally, since they were produced for nazi, wide disseminatiohi,

presumably such, outputs would find their wa '/ /into central repos-

itories or nati iwide dissemination or m- keting pipelines.

F. Weakneses/Diealivantages

I

t Given thi poor quality.dof -sr of what has been produced by

educational R&D, this m e of development work must ale.) have

some serious,weakne es or disadvantages relative to other forms 4'

of developmental ctivity. In considering these weakneshs we

must disting sh between those weaknesses that,areger(hric to

the RED m , regardless of the field In which it is applied,

and t se that are contextual, i.e., peculiar to the education

se or.
%.%

S.

'I
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a. Generic- Weaknesses

There are at least three significant weaknesses generic to

the R &D mode, regardless of the field in which it is applied.

krst, it suffers from-its isolation from the user system.

Since the. work goes oft in specialized development organ-

izations external to the operating system, and is carried

out by development specialists who are not users and spend
.

little if any time either with users or working in the user

setting, there are subhantial risks that tht,wo, produced

will,n3t reflect users tastes, or require rents. The

consequences may be that these externally developed R&D

outputs will not be adopted or used, or that they will

require substantial adaptation to make them usable in the

operational setting. A further difdculty resulting from

the location of R&D outside the user system is the conse-

quent need for dissemination or marketing, and th problems

and.costs this may entail. In addition, these pr blems .

Ay be further intensified by the likelihood that tential

risers may react to any externally developed, products in

territs.of the all-too-familiar "not invented here syndrome.

Second, given the organiiational complexity of most projects

Iscarried out in the R&D mode, communication problems tend to
...

be considerable and there is often serious Attenuation in

the excitement generated bya particular conception or
. .

protItype from the time it leaves the hands of its orig tafor

to the time it goes'throuilkthe various phases orthe R&D

cycle and is ready for distribution to users. Evidence

suggests that these problems are reduced considerably if

the originator of an idea continues working prith the-project

from its beginning to its very end.
47

HOwever, the organi-
.

izational climate bf tightly manard R&D .projects is often

incongrjent with the styles and .sues of some creative .

,tilents; and the( may be substantial difficulties in trying

to attract concept originators tosuch projects, or to keep
. t .

* t4 8 i
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them there'for any length of time.

II!

Antthird, systematic R&D is generally very costly.

According to one source citing experience' from industry,

it takes anywhere from five times to eleven times as much

money to develop an application from a research finding

as it costs to conduct the research that produced the

Tpding.
48

Of course, if the development output is a

superior product'.that is eventually widely used, the costs

are amortized over the large numbers of units produced and

the per unit costs may not be prohibitively high.49' But

that assumes the production of an output that is widely

used -- something achieved in relatively few cases by

educational R&D'to date.

6. Contextual Weaknesses

.4

;lam of the weaknesses of the systematic R&D mode are'

traceable to weaknesses peculiar to the education sector

weaknesses in both the operating system and the R&D sys-

tem. The weaknesses are of several types. We consider at

some length throughout this volume the manner in which

educational RiD&I suffers from the immaturity of its per-
.

sonnel,and institutional base: there are soine strong

development organizations, but only Tetatively few.,

especially in comparison to such other q.elds as health;

and there are personnel doing development wor

relatively few trained in the development process.

Conceivably, over time, with a sufficient infusion f funds

(and wisdom) into the enterprise, and sufficient earning

time; these weaknesses inttle personnel and institutional

base of the R&D system may be less readily identifiable as

weaknesses of this mode of development in the education

sector.

More critical, because so 'much more intractable) are weak-
,

nesses traceable to thelimmaturity of the knowledge and

S,.

tf
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technology bases of education as a field of knowledge,

education as a practice field, and educational develop-

ment tf an.4/D&T specialty.. The seriousness of these

difficultips, and their implications for theR0 process,

can probably be grasped most readily if we consider arse%

the maturity of education as a field of knowledge.

The ROpodel from industry assumes than complex problems

can be broken down into "a large number of relatively well

defined, small, but critical problems. .59 This requires

substantial understanding of

to the tolved, the phenomena
.

c,bservationg to be made, the

the parameters of the problei

to be manipulated, the .

measurements to be taken, the

decision rules to apply in interpreting findings, etc.

And it assumes the.existence of strong measurement

instruments and methodologies for carrying on'the process.

How much research is needed as part of the development

process, how long it takes, and at what costs are related

to how much dependable knowledge already exists as a

basis for the development process and how cgfectivi the

available technological 'tools are for'making-thl;equired

measurements and manipulations.
51

Where there is a we/4 developed, mature knowledge and

technology base that is relevant to the problem at hand,

the developer's role is largely ode of translation:'

The developer translates the variables Of the practical

problem into tht variables of the relevant body of.s'oience,.

makes the necessary measurements, determines ...that predations

and cbanges of state are implied by. the goals of the

practical problem, and identifiesof adapts the formulae

required by the solution. Those unknbwns that exist in the

problem can be readily transformed into known variabtas.
52

In this siCuation,-relatively.little research must be

1/4

A
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undertaken as part of the development process.

. .

However, where (as in thee case of education) there is little

relevant dependable knowledge to work witand little valid

instrumentation to employ, the situation is one where the

unknowns in a problem are far more "numerous than the knownt."

and it is difficult to make dependable predictions or

manipul'ations. Consequently, a considerable amount of

research and dnalysis must proceedtalong With all develop-

meat work as an f.ltegral part of the process.
53

In addition, there are other.faptors that make it far-more

dtfficultto translate performance specificatioAs into

effective products in the educa'Elum seotor, and "suggest the

need for extensive inquiry on product implementation as

part of the

As compared

in education

attributable

development, packaging, and installation process.
. .4

to most other fields, outcomes of product use

tend to be less predictable, In part, this is

to the limited technical capability of many

practitioners to implement complex innovations without

substantial implementation support and/or assistance. In

part', though, the difficulty Is due to the nature of the

interaction between the user.(e.g., the teacher) and the

product. Teaching is a craftlike practice field rather

than A teapology4ll
54

Instructional approaches and their

delivery are highly personalized. Two teachers using the

same instructional program or set of metering are likely

to presents them somewHat differen.tly, incorporating their

understanding or what is to be taught and how into their

own peralnal teaching styles. The consequence is to

increase the unknowns in, the R&D process, requiring additional

inquiry on implementation as part of the development and

packaging process.

. I.

Whereas the enginptgrini model of R&D assumes definable

component problems and prespectfied outcomes for eagh, the

b t

.

4
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,inquiry cannot be predicted in advanc0. Research

different unknown directions -- some blind Alleys,

new unanticipated ayenues may be opened up,

branching off in various directions, et . Consequently,

tdetailed planning and tight scheduling - the hallmark's of

sophisticated management 'teChniques -- become impossible to

adherecto. The failure of attempts to borrow suchiophist-
0

icated management technologies as PERT'froM industry%.and

apply them to,educational R&D undericore the difficulty.
4

Sophisticated planking tools make little sense when applied

to contexts where we have relatviely crude understanding, of

tae phenomena to be manidulated or the developmental activitlps

to be planned.
55

Other difficulties are traceable to,the weaknesses of the

knowledge and technology bases ofeducation as a practice

field .and development as.-an Vp&I specialty. As an immature

craft, education has a relatiliely underdfiveloped body of

craft knowledge to pass on from practitioner to practitioner

and inadequate organizational arrangements to support the

creation of such craft knowledge and its transmission.
56

From the craft perspectiye, the critical point of interven- '

tin..for the imerovement of educational practice is not
A

producing more 10entific research.about educational pro-

cesses or better materials or products for educators to use,

but rather the improve: ent of the field's experiential

knowledge base and'a sharpening of practitioners' skills

and
t
the types of judgments required by practice. The

implication of the craft perspective is thai the R&D empliasts,

on developing programs or products for practitioners' -use 4

before d'eveloping the capacity of the practice system to

effectively use these products is putting the cart before

the horse, and inevitably dooming. most R&D products to

failure in the operational setting:

'`...because craft know ),edge and the varied organizations
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which support it are in a)state of such weak development,

the fields f practice in education are only marginally

able to scrttinize, criticize, modify and use new knowl-

edge arising from social science or technology. Thus
4

practitioners mostly have neither the time, the training,

the professional resources nor the organizational supports

for such scrutiny or absorption."
57

I

The R&D perspective in education has been modified somewhat
o

over the years, increasinily taking into account the key

importance of the practice setting. The notion that

"teacher-proof" materials could be developed by educational

R&D has gone into general disrepute. There hasbeen sub-

stantial recognition of the importance. o£ teacheis. tech-

nical. competencies in planning for product installation.

And, increasing awareness of the critical effect of the

interaction between the product and the user.(defined here

as the practitioner) has led to a shift .in empfLasis from

the notion of product adoption (as produced and packaged

by the developer) to product adaptation in specific

operational settings.

Even so, if one accepts the craft perspective, all other

things being equal,relatively little impact can be

expected in the form of improved student performance as a

result of the use of R&D Ttroduca by school systems, unless

substantial resources are focused first on the strengthening

of educational piactice. The state of the art of educational

practice spends between the Product and the .student as 'lend-

user": the R&D program or product must be delivered by the.

practitioner, whose ability to do so is limited inevitably

by the immaturity of the Craft. The provision ofitrainihg

pr-dIrams specific to each R&D product to be implemented

beccmes a patchwork affair, effectini limited payoff. .A

particular product may have slightly more chance of sucpees:

liaLachieving its intended effect, but it is likely to have

little effect on increasing the likelihood of success for

s.
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the next product to be implemented. More substantial payoff,
i

.
ov the long run,, could be expected, accordingccording to this' . .

ar ument, by direct support to the strengthening of practice,

so tlat some time in the future new approaches (from R&D or

ocher sour4s).could be absorbed effectively and efficiently.

i

.._

Regardless of where o e stands in this debate, the immaturity

oteducational practice has undeniable significance. Given

the immaturity of the practitioners' craft, practitioners -

not only find it diffitult.to incorporate extgrnally developed

Innovations into their practice. They also find if difficult

to specify what they nead; developers have a hard time

developing a clear sense of the requirements of the practice

setting, and the critical "fine tuning" thdt is the essence

of the R&D prods, making the preciuet fit closer and closer
$

.1 the user's needs, is made all the more difficult.

.The problem is complicated further by the immature state of

the art of-R&D technology in the education sector. Thel,e

are two problems here. One is simply-that the technology

is not yet mature, i.e., the development state of the art

in education appears to be relatively low compared to more

mature fields A second problem is that few educational

develtpers applier to be sufficiently versed in, or able to

keep up with, the development state of the art. Whether or
t

' not it i40s. even possible to develop a specific product is

determined by what the state of the art permits. Whether

.ornot a product should be developed also depends on the

state ef the art, for there is no point in developing a

produckthat'is in fact obsolete if the state of the artI-
permits a superior product to be developed. In education,

.

developers as well as 'practitioners often seem to be

"reinventing thewheel" or developing inferior products that

seem obsolete before they are even ready for distribution.

The reason simply is that educational developers do not

seem to be as professional as they might be. Most developers

- 47 .,
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seem'not to 'know what other developers are doing or can do.

Even if one were ihtlined to keep up with the development

state of the art, this would be difficult to do in educational
4

R&D. There is little codification of development knowledge

or technology, the kind of dodificatton to which developers

-cou ld turn and on which they could rely. There is an
4..

absence
N,

of "handbooks." Lacking, too, are distinct, dis-

crete, development-relevant categories that might facilitate

informatiop searches1
58 f

As a result of all these factor , R&D in the education sec-

.tor is a rather differe6i phenomenon from R&D in mature fields

with strong knowledge /technology bases. In mature fields,

users can clearly, specify What they need; developers and

producers know exactly what the user means; the developer is

then capable of producing the product and saying with

assurance'to the user, "Here is what you asked fog", and

it is then obvious to users what to do with it. As an example,,

an airplane manufactdrer may well be able to specify,so .

clearly the requirements for a
4

needed airplane part that the

part ma be developed to specifications and then,tin effec.t

simply be "plugged in." Xn education, however, the typical

situation is one in which the user cannot clearly tell the

devhoper what is 'needed', and t',e 'developer is not certain

'how to interpret what the user says he needs; even if the

' user could provide clear specifications, the developer

'probably would not know how to develop the produtt or pro

gram, and once developed, the user might not be certain what'

to do with it.
59

In mature fields, he nsformations from stage to stage

of the development cycle tend to be largely translation

processes, translating one set of unknowns into another,

performing a few manipulations to translate unknowns into

additional knowns to solve a problem. In education, however,

Where the unknowns are so numerous (and the knowns so few),-

IW
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the process is farmore complicated. The transformations

from stage to stage of the development cyle requii-empre

than simple translati on. Considerable amounts of inquiry

are, likely to be required before one can move, for instance,

from conception to protdtype, from prototype to full sca10

devZiopment, from unearthing of implementation problems in

field test Sitesto devising/appropriaterelisions, from

initial paciage to 'packaging in a form th'at canibe readily
.

disseminated and implethented easlly,and effectively.'`

,As a consequence of thesediTficulties, developvient work

in education.requiges a far greater investment or time and

mamoney in the research and evaluation components a. the k &i i

procesd than would be the .case in fields wit strong
K'

knowXedge/technology bases% R&D costsain education, then,

are high relative` to practical payoffs.
60

And,.regardless
0

. of cqst, the impact.on "end-users" (i.e.% students ) is

inevitably sevriFilinited by the immaturity'gf the craft
.

knowledge that supports educatibnal practice.'

Given all of the above, it may simply be that thelbseential

feaeral investment in educational R&D over the past decade

or so may haVe been premature. The knowledge and technology

base of education as a iield of knowledge, education as a

practice field, and development as anR/Ind specialty, and

. thwAsrsonnel and institutional bases.of educational
.

R&D,

may simply not have been sufficiently mature to enable the

funds to be put, to efficYent use on the scale with which

they were allocated. V4ts.

We will explore some pOssib14 policy implications of' this
Ar,

conclusion later in this chapter. For the present, let us.
L,

turn to the mixed tode,'Ohich has come to increasing prom-.

inence in recent years as the strengths and especially the
a.:

weaknesses of each of the Rreviously considered modes ha4e

become all tog. apparent.

dnour .
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''t .0..;he fortune of systematic R&D iq'the education sector appear now

to be on the decline. The reaction that has set in reflects the

view that the systematic R&D mode.has beeninsufficiently responsive

to operating system needs and requrements, hds failed to produce a

sufficient ammbelpoivhigh quality outputs, and has been fax too

costly relative to the slim payoff.

, 1
"The'cycle has turned full circle. Initially,. the case was made

"that sAcialized R&D oApanitAtios external to the operating system

ware needed because few schools were innovative and opetating system

conditions tended to be inimical to innovation. Now; on behalf of

various mixed modes :3f educational development, increasing.recog-

nition is being given to local, practice-based innqvation as alive

att well, in many school districts across_the country. The potential

mf-the various mixed modes wouDd seem to be that they attempt to.

build on the,strengths of both practice-based development and

systematic R&D while overcoming some of the weaknesses bf each.

o

A. Settings and 'Personnel

The work done in mixed development modes generally spans a

. range of settings. AlthOugh there is some-viriabil'ity in the,

Later sullies of the process, what all variants seem to have in

co-mmoti is the initlat.ion.ol the dev4lopmenial activity in prac-

tice-bl)4/Siittig3s. A key element in this approadi is prac-
..

e

titioner develonment of conceptions into program, or ptojects
1X.-

which come (by one means or other,)te be identifie4400'pex"-. .

1

O 41110emplary"'ihd worthy of diffusion to other practitioners. What 1'

4 A tendi to distinguish this apPoa0 fromthe practice-Vaped4rode

41 considered earlier is the continuation of Rh:ma processes

past the point of the developmental: activity that led to the

14
. establishment and.demonstration\Of the exemplary 'program at
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its site of origin. Generally, this mode includes arious

dating, packaging. aud/ordissemination mechanisms lo ed iri

various other settings.exterAal to the origiaaling school district.

II

The validation stage is intended to provide a quality control

mechanitm for the 'practice7based, mixed mode deVelopment work,
0 -

The validation work generally invol/es: (aY gathering informa-
. ,

tion about tp effectiVeness of the exemplary project (from

evaluatiori findings produced by LEA personnel and/or third-
.

pdrty efaluatiOnlicontractors); and (b) assessing the worthiness

of a giverLprogram fordisseminatien as judged by the tignifi- .

eance oethe program and the soundness fo'theevidence in support

of its effeet

(
eness.

The validation work can be carried out in any of several settings:

(a) SEAS have become inc reasingly fictive in the identification,

validation, ap,d dissemination of exemplary programt developed

by LEAS within their state boundaries. States with particularly

strong programshave specialized staff assigned to the validation

function, (b) In the '60s, OE established a" Dissemination Reviesi-
Panel to assess theetaimamade foi,exemplary programs develjped

with OE hinds and identified as worthy of rurther fedetal funding

to support the r dissemination. Since the creation of NIE, this

has become th Joint Dissemination Review Panel (JDRP), which

reviews program evidence
I
and approves programs for dissemiriatien.

(c) Followifig the Consumers". Union type of model, some indepen-

dent priVate sectorquanizations review evidence on programs

and products of various kinds and submit reports assessing

the relative merits of each. The Educational Products Informa-
-

Lion Exchange is a good example of thii pattern.

The personnel who carry t this validation work may4or may not

have full-tlme r4sponsibilities for validation functions. Cer-
. -..... .

tainlrgn the case of the JDRP, thistiliprk takes only a small

percentage' of the time of the participating members. HOwever,

8 ",t .0;
.

..
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whethbr carrying out validation - responsibilities as full-time

or part,-tire responsibIlity,. our impression is that the personnel

assigned to this work gederally have tome specialized expjrtise

in assessment o evaluation research findings or have access.to,
1N 4

staff with this nd of specialized expertise.

ti

.

The dissern ation activities connected with .this mo4e may be

Carried.out by any of.a large number of public or-private sec-
. .

tor organizations -- through state dissemination networks; ,

through theERIC system and its hookups'acrossthe country with

education information:Center ,, education information agents,

94s
1 facilitators, and other ki

"0E-funded mechAnisma as t e

The per;onneLiAolved-t pd

sof cbange agents; through such

National Diffusion network; etc,
t

to'be i new breed of dissemination

specialists. In some c ses, notable the National Diftusion-Net-

wark, the initial progiam developer may be actively brought

into the process if disseminating a given program and assisting

Our impression is that rblatively little packaging of exemplary _

proipcts'actually takes place, and that for the most part this

mode relies on the demonstration strategy andi,nterpersonal

communication to convey the prototype program to potential adop-

ters. Conceivable, where packaging is included in this mode, it

could be .carried,out by the specialized development organizations,

that now perform aystematic R &D. We will have more to say about"

this later.

'63
in its implementation at g new site. 11.

Ae

.1

B. FunVing Sources
ir

1

Most (if nOt'all) work carriecimut in tike Itixed mOSe appears to
. i

be'iupported.by-sdte and/or federal funding. Although the ini-

tial 'deyelopmeilital work on an exemplary program may have
.

been,

carried. chit with no sppcialized funding, or under the auspices

stateof one ortnother tor federal'categorical funding program,
. .

-

4.

t
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the identification of".programs as exemplary 'and
/
their validation,

...

,packaging. and /or dissemination are'genetally.supported with spe-
4... . A .

. .

cialized dissemination allocatiohs;
.

. .

. ...- . ...

. .
.7,

Some few' states had strong programs of this kind before the federal

goyernment too,k an active intet*.t in furthering this mode of

RID &I. Others de'veloped these programs over the last 7,-8 years

with federal (01 and then-NIE) seed money provided to support

dissemination capacity-building.
62

Even where private sector
. .

organizations -(such as EPIE) areritvolved, their activities are

.gene!.-a.Yty
...

snOported by fede.caltgrants or contracts.

de

C. Nixed Mode R/D&I Processes

What makes.the,nfixed mode diitinctiWe are not the R/D&I p odesses

used'but rather the settings where 4he venous stags of the migoi

venall seedente take place. The initial developmenta activity

ers little from the practice-based development mo e we con-

sidered.parlier. ,It is cd?ried out by practitioners. working
4.7f

within the oppratiOnal setting. Generally, it its u dertaken to
;

meet a particular need of the particular school sy tem where the

workis carried out. The program is rarely view .by its develo-,

'ere (at least during `'the initial developmental hese) as a pro-

,. totype'to be developed further,for national us- or as an eXem-
.

plary program to be disseminated and used else here. However,
.

what occurs after the initial developmental s age disQ.Ivishes

outputs produced in this !node from those generated by the prac-
.

tice-based mode. Some agency or org nizati n external to the

originating site identifies the pogy m as `exemplary" .and then

gathers and submits information about this project,torsome

other Agency or organizationl unit for v'- of the pro-,

gram's claims of effectiveness. If the ogram passes this

Itge,it may cLr Uore likely) pay not b sent on to some other

. organizalton or organizational unit for packaging of one kind

or anIther, WHether "padagd" or not information and materials

fi
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on the program are, then t red over 'to one orAre-other organize-
.,

tiorls or unixs for purp of disseminaqhg the programon

either i.titewide or r( tionwide basis.

Consequently, this p e is characterized by the large number of

organizatiods and pi sonnel involved in carrying out theVarious

phases of the overelI R /D &I process, and therefore substaatia

mangerial complexitinsin carrying out this mode well.

The mixed mode falls somewhere between the practice-1re and

'systematic R&D modes in: (a) the .amount of evaluat± n data pro-b

vith:d; (b) the extent'of "development" of the pioduct; pad (c) the

costs incurred. Generally, though, on...all three dimensions (but

certainly., the fit'st two) tha mixed mode is closer to practice-
.

basAd development. In effect, as presently carried out, it is

- only' a moderate extension of the practice-based mode, undertaken .

primarily as 4 dissemination rather than a dT?eloOtent acivity.

. Outputs

The exemplary programs identified with the mixed mode have ret
ceived mixed reviews, depending on who'is making the judgments

and what critgia they are using! The precise meaning of "exemr

platy"' has defied rigorous definition Or elaboration of standard

criteria". Still, at least in comparison to.most educational pro,

grams, we can tentativelrdescribe them as relatively strong:

all outputs identified iiith mode hive been screened, judge

by come body as 'exemplary ", nd validated by some quality

control unit prior to their dissemination for broader use.

rrengths/Advantages

The mixed mode. has all the strengths of praqtice-based develqp

meat: the costs are relatively low, and the-outputs prodUced
A.,

reflect user needs.and operating system requirements.

I

..

.

8" 1 A
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The mixed mode also has additional advantages that overcome some
,

of the most serious weaknesses of practice-based developmental
. , .

,

activity. It ddes produ e some evaluation informationto per it

4!the outputs to be asses d, and it provides relatively good quality

control mechanisms such as the JDRP or SEA validation units.

Since the validated projects are generplly inptit into some state-

wide or federal dissemination network (e.g.: the National Dif-

fusion Network), there is some degree of documentation of the

available outputsad 'there is an effort to disseminate these
.
outputs more broadly.

And finally, compared to systematic R&D or to distributing funds

to LEA& to pfrmit them to build development capacity, this mode

. .

may provide the most substantial payoff per dollar of public
.

funds investedif the risks are relatively min '1 since the bulk,
.

of the funds are invested.in programs alread n operation and

iaentified as,"elemplar y', with perhaps relatively small sums
kr.

invested in mechanisms to seek out and ify them.

4

P. Weaknesses /Disadvantages

4

Still, compared to the best of the outputs produced by systematic

R&D, this mode also has ofie significant weakness. Relatively few

of the mixedmode prograTp are adquately packaged for dissemina-

tion am] us e elsewhere, increasing implementation diffidulties

and the possibility that initial successes will not be replicated

elsewhere., We shall return to this point below. - '

III. POLICY

.

Despite the

educational

OPTIONS

misgivings that have been voiced about the quality of

development work to date, the substantial investment That

treacly been made in education al R/D&I over` the past two decades

4

gests that investment in the development function will contitue. . 0

But which modes of developmental activity shall be supported, to what

;
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extent? And what kinds of policies are most lik9ax to strengthen the

ddVelopmen: fanctjoh in the education sector and produce the greOtest

payoff in the lorm of improved functioning of.educational.institutions
-

and improved performance of students?

preferences for one or another of the'thtee modes ' development work

are likely to reflect one's assumptiOns about which factors are most

important in egplainingithe pooi performance .to date of the operating

yistem, on thp one hand, and the educational developmgnt function, on

the other.

If' one subscribes t4 the view that the most serious barrier to educe-
,.

t4

tional improvement has been the inadequacy of available materials and

'programs, a ;d if one.beliewes that the weaknesses of systematic R&D

in the education sector are largely a reflection of immaturity,(and are

therefore neither inherent nor insuperable barriers), then one is

likely to argue for substantial investment insygtematic R&D carried

'but in specialized develOpment organizations.

One is likely, on.the other hind, to call for funding capacity-building

inthe practice setting (and with it probably some 'practice-bastd

development work) if ,one holds to a diffIrent set .0 beliefs: that

the key barrier to educational improvement has been the inadequacy of

the experiehtial knowledge base of educational practice and the lack

of. organizational i4Torts for developmetn of educational practice

as acratx; and that educational R &D has failed in part because deve-

lopment work carridd on outside the operating system cannot bring

about substantial improvement until the craft of educational, practice
17,

is mature enougn to absorb externally developed technology.,

f.

,If, however, one sees in the education sector a substantial amount

of local innovation and exemplary practice, and identifief key bat-

eiers to educational improvement as inadequate dissemination of exis-

ting exemplar.; practice, then one's preferences are likely to be

toward 'the mixed mode strategy (especially if one is unhappy pith the
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investment thAt has been made in systemati c R&D).

Ierecent experience is any indication of what is likly for the near

future, all three modes are likely to continue to have influential

propOnents in educational policy circles and all thr* are likely to

receive continuedsupport.(albeit with shifts in the proportion of

the aveilable funding pie allocated to each). We see little-to'be

gained in trying to with one approach against tt others, in'search

of the "one best" option. Policy choices are likely to reflect value
4

positions and beliefsystems about causes and effects, at least as.

much as ehei a:,e likely to reflcct whatever imperfect empirical

vidence One might try to muster on behalf of one mode or thd other -7

especially since all three must be viewed at this time mere as emer-

gent possibilities than as mature patterns of functioning to be

asses sed in terms.of evidence on past performance. Choices will

reflect the current Swing of the pendulum favoring one or another of

these options as the preferred mode of bringing about educational

improvement, and the pen dulum is Akely to swing baCk and forth:re-'

flecting the continuing "dialectic" ih education.
64

Besides, it seems

to us tha,t each of these approaches simply emphsizes.a different

point in a seamless web of interrelated difficulties'in thd eduction

sectot4_,

Although certain kinds of strategic consideations might suggest the

advisability of intervening first at one point rathe;, than another

(e4.: the argument that external R&D cannot be absorbed by the user

system until educational practice-matures as a craft), as long as an

effort is made to take into.account the whole interrelated web of

difficulties progress at any of these leverage points would seem to

be possible and admirable: Therefore, they key question would seem

to be not which-91 these modes_ should bd"Strengthened,,but rather

how we may strengthen each, and what mere we need"td knovibefore we

can devise policies that are likely to be effective in achieving this

end. Thettemainderof4this chapter focuses on these matij rs.
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l.. Strengthening Systematic R&D

Given the weaknesses of systematic R&D in the education sector,

there would seem to be several kinds of things that we need to do to

strengthen this, mode Of development work.

. First, to overcoine:the isolation of this mode from the user system

(and its needs and requirements), mechanisms must be deveroped to

more effectively link specialized development organizations to user

systems -- e.g.: (a) recruitment of more practitionert for positions

in development organizations (whether as temporary or permanent staff

or as consultants); (b) temporary assignments of developers to operating

systerits to enable them to observe classrooms and schools in operation,

` to talk with practitioners, and te learn about their needs, requirements,
4,

preferences, cgnstraints, etc.; and (c) Ongoing need identification

linkages with user systems throughout the R/D&I process to provide

practitioner input into not only the-initial need identification/prd-
.

ject selection decisions but also into the successive'fine-tuning

of Products throughout the cycSical development work and into the
. -

detiniation of needed packaging and,implementation supportsto permit

effective use of the product inAla range of operating systems.

Second, given the serious weaknesses of the institutional and personnel

base of systematic R&D in education, if would seem essential to

. (a) develop some clear *formation on the existing organizational

. capabilities .(And personnel connel competencies) required to carry out

4 systematic R&D, whert;.these capabilities and competencies' can curnently
a P

be found (and to what degrfoe), and what strategies might be most use-
-

,Jul far building R&D Capabilities in those existing strong bases:-

(b) screen and select, careftilly the organizatiOns provided funded

to carryon wprk in the systematic R&D mode, even if that mwsseeking

out contractors and using sole source procurements or 'limited competi-
. 411,

tiOn 4R an alternative to open competition in the RFP pattern; ;
0

1, 4 4
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.

(c) organizing consortia of contractors if neces'saryfor carrying

out specific' contracts if the different, capabilities peeded for

various parts of a given project are best developed in several

different organizations rather than all being developed adequately

within a single organization; and (d) designihg R&D procurement

policies to achieve the dual objectives of R&D capacity-building as

well as product development.
65

Thid, given the weak%tesses of the knowledge and technology base of .

education asa field of knowledge, education as a practice field, and

development as an R/D&I specialty, it would seer# essential to develop .

--.project selection and review mechanizes which' ake into account:

(a) what,areas of knowledge are best and least developed, sufficient

to support R&D work with a,minimdM of applied esiarch and a maximum

of translating -unknowns into knowns; .(b) what ypes of development

work the state-of-the-art of educational R&D.and the available instru-
,

1 mentation make feasible; and (6) what practitioner behaviours and

organizational arrangmenets are-moat or least likely ta be effectively

imple anted given the state of, the knowledge end technology bate of

educe ional practice. Further, given the criticaconstrining

fluende of the state'of maturing of these knowledge and technology

bases,' it'would seem essential to st4agthen all three, and especially

-

to funithe self-conscious delvelopment of the methodology of the R&D-

mode (4stematizing the state-of-the-art into handbooks; professdon-

alizinglfthe developer'role.rhrough the creation of specialized journals,
, ..

professional associations 6V subgroups within associations such as

!

.

.AEW et,.).
94,

new

,

Fourth, to minimize the difficulties of- getting externally developed

outputs disseminated to, and implemented effectively in, operating

systgms, development policy,needs to be made with dissemination and

implementation constraints in mind and A systematic orientation to

linkage and use problems. s _
(S

.4,&;.a
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Finally,' given the relatively high costb of .systematic R&D follving

.the rigorous engineering model, and given the inevitable adaptation

rather than adoption of R&D outputs in opeating systems, it would

probably be useft4 to evolve,other forms of R&D that may perhaps be,

closer to the practicp-based dr mixed modesof development rather.

that the rigorous engineering model. What we have in mind is a kind

of "good enough" developmene R&D to a point where a product

might become as attractive as an exemplary program developed by

practitioners, but need not necessarily be developed to the point of

-4ing developers' prespecified performnace outcomes prior to being

turned over to operating systems for use.

While any or all of thesp-stZgie:\ight hold out some promise of

strengthening che systen4tic Ramode over time, there would seem to .

he several kinds of information we would need to have before we would

devise policies likely to be effective in achieving this end.

.Considering how little empirical work or even polic'y analysis has

been directed at ,the development function as it exists in the edu-
.

cation sector today, it would seem essential to carry out several

kinds of data-gathering and analytical efforts first as a basis foi

planning and program development. Illustrative of the kinds of

questions we wee in need of answers as a basis for policy formation

are the following:* *

Identification ofrOrganizat'onal Capabilities and Personnel

ComiYetencies Required for S stematic R&D

` What personael competencies are required by the tasks involved in

systematic R&D in the educa ion sector?. What organizational

capabilities are-required t effectively muster and manage needed

resources to conduct educational R&DItis carried out?
0 #

4
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. Which of these competencies and capabilities seem most' significant,

in distinguishing the organizations that were judged to be strongest

in performing educational R&D and producing the highest quality, most

widely used outputs?

Assessment of Existing Capabilities and Competencies, Location aid

Distribution Across Organizations

%

Among all the organizitions currently.carry4g out systematic R&D-for

the education sector, how are these capabilities distribUted? In terms

of:rough ratings, how well developed are each 9f. these capabilities

in each of these organizations? How many organizations already show
..0

highilevels of work in each area of capabilities? How many organi-

el/
a .

.zations show thoderate levels of development in each area of capabilities,

and show promise thpt higher levels of work may be possible over time?
.

S. .

,

Are strong capabilities in specific types of skills distributed

equally well across the country? ao they tend to be clustered in

. only certain geographic area of the country?

How many organizations show high%level4 of sk4ll across a wide range

of development tasks and activities? How y show strong levels of

skilf\4n only certain types of tasks and ctivities? Given the

existing patterns, how feasible might it be to arrange multi- institu-

tional pcocurements.in which several institutions carry out different

aspects of a single project?

Surve/s of Existing Resources for Expanding and Strengthening Existing

*Ipabilities/Competencies

How many "centers Of excellence" in development work of various kindA

exist currently?

8. 7

,Ai
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How many new development specialists might be trained, over how long

,a time period, through current (and various hypothetical expanded)

scales of operation of eath of these Centers? HOW many of these

centers might be linked to other.development organizations as a means

of strengthening R&D work carried out in these other orgai;titations?

Through what linkige patterns? At what costs?
A

What other bases might be built up for strengthening systelLtic R&D?

What universities might be sites for suitable training programs?

What professional association activicils?

$

Possibilidigfor 6trehgthening Need Identification Linkages

What possibilities currently exist between specialized development

°organizations and school systems?

Row many school districts would,be willing to participate in personnel
A

exchanges with development organizations, consultative arrangements,

and similar mechanisms for strengthening need identification linkages?

Information System on R&D Feasibility

What areas of knowledge are sufficiently developed to serve as a basis

, for systematic R&D using the engineering model: What kinds of R&D

outputs might be developed applying the accumulated base in these

areas of knowledge?

4

Which of the above are feasible given the state-of-the-arc of

development and R/D&I in educatiOn? WhiCh are feasible given the

sexistinginstrumentation for measuring the effectiveness of outputs

beingideveloped?

Which of the above are most reasonable to fund given the areas of

strength and weakness ofexisting educational practice?

*

4
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, 2. Streuthenine Practice-Basod/Practice-Related Development

Since most.of the products, programs, and practices developed in the
# P. /,
.'education sector are tha outputs o`£' the practice-based/practice-related

mode, initiatives to strengthen this. type of development work.might°
-

conceivably have the broadest impact. However, fof mustetHe.same'
. .

reason -- traceable to the enormous scale of this development system

(potentially 411 schools, SEAs, publishers and other commercial'sUppli9rs;

schools of education, etc.), this set of, options Might.*Iso be the

costliest and most difficult to implement effecpvely on a broad

scale. t 4

Clearly, several kinds of _things need to be done to strengthen this

mode of development work. t,

-
f'

First, it would seem essential to provide mechanissis to upgrade the

development skills of the personnel producing educational programs,

materials, etc. in LEAs, SEAS, schools of education, p od p rivate

sector commercial firms. This might be accomplished,th'4eigh' various

means: for instance, (a)special in-service or summer workshop

pro'gxams; o (b) linking internalpdevelopment sites to technical

assistance gioups or RD organizations whecould work with praqtiL

tioners r ublishing house personnel on packagineconceftions'or

approaches in a way that would increase their usability elsewhere%

While at the same time upgrading the skills of those i rnal

personnel carrying out the development tasks.
-

r4 -,,,

£n addition, it would'seem important to establish mechnnismf Os

strategies to link thes4 internal personnel to up-to-date resources)
. ,-., 1

' on the development state-of-the-art. This might take the form of a
10

referral- or consulting network, with intecnal developers able, to

get referrals to Oeclalists in development work (or development

)
4

et

i ' .

..

.. 1
I

:.)
4.t I .

i
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,
. .
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Mbdes, relevant to what theylwere doing, who could orient theM toward
, , 6

'other developers td whom they's4.11.6alk; other development Ciorkuhem
. ,

. . 6 . , ... . .r.11-
. .- ,. . . .

. -v;_,

. '

should exam e, etc. Strategies of this kind directed toward up-- .
"" 4 :.:" -.-

grading the ills and sophistication of practice-based developers, ; -

bringing part-tiine developers up- to.-date with state-of-the-are

considerations, and linking +hem to high quality deveropment'resourCes,

might'prodgce significant gaips in the quality of the development out.-

, puts produced in practibe-based and prac tice-related settings.

Seconddif the field at large Is'to be able to draw on the vast

body of mSterials, programs, and practices produced' in these settings,

priority attention will .need to bedirected towards dockikentation of

. the outputs pliedgFed in these settings. Practiee-basea development

work has been-characterized as "invisible"..intovation,
66

,..en illus-
.-

tration of the old philosophical dilemma. "If a tree falls in the

forest and no one is around4to see it, did the tree fall?" Is
4

practAte-based innovation alive and well 1?ut not visible because it

has notateen documented for the world to see? Or is little such

innovation:to be found, whether documents or not?,
.4t

/ What seems to be mailed for,
' A

listing of what has been/Sr

Potential user might acquird

for' site visits to observe a program, or strategy in operation and

speak with practitioners who have used it, Even more desirable

would,be an ERIC-type operation that not only publishes abstracts

of witIt is a vailable bdt also (a) 'acquires, stores, retrieves, and
,

distqbutes.documents in response to specif requests, and (b)'is

linked o educational Onformation centers and various active, inter-
.

personal, assistance - providing Mechhnismf that work with pratti-

, " Aopers to enable- them more-effectively to draw on and use what is
.

available. ThilOkind of output-accessing facility might be

ft low

at the very least, is a catalgog-type

is being)peodueed, where, and how a

sample outputs to examine or arrange

,

as
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established within the ERIC system. (The produceale easnmenfreports

completed by developers using NIE funds and.inco0o pttcrtattin the

ERIC library ateone example 9f`-this kind of str4tegy.1,dAri it

might be set upks a separate, computerized stora0%ileite40evel

system. Or it might be'linked to planhed programs suletr'NIE's
,

;

R&D Exchange Program.
68

Or it mighebe linked to SEA information

bases already operating for purposes of disseminating exemplary

- practices originating in their schools.
69

. .

Whatever
Alio

form the accessing, storage, and retrieval system takes,
... ...

.its degree of success is likely to be dependent on the techanisms
...°

developed to get school systems to report on the materials, programs,

and strategies they develop, and contribute
t
these outputs to the

system. An annual survey might be conducted, perhaps incorporated
7

within (or associated with) NIE's planned survey of school practice.
1) '

Participants migq be stimulated fy financial incentives, e.g.: the

treation of a royalty type of arrangement through which cqntributing

sOool 'systems might receive payments for each item contributed to

the system. The size of the payment for each item might be determined

by the complexity, degree ofdeVeloOMent,.and perhaps too, judgments

the quality of each item conributed., (The range night run from a

46ingle interesting lesson, on the one hand, to a 'full curriculum

aneinstructional system with supportive materials, on the other,)

The payment formula might be applied by a review panel of judges, who

would there;by also provide the field With a Sody.of people. intimately

familiar withthe.full range of practice-based development wo k going

on across the/country. Additional royaltiei might be primcided to

contributing school systems over time) based on the number of othey
. -

school,systems adopting (or adapting) and using these items for one

vear,.three years, etc:

9

Obiaously such @ propossl contains within it number of risks such

as.the eft-cited fear in the education sector of introducing'
.

4

e4

4"
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"hucksterism." .But in the longrun, with sufficient safeguards, .4

suchS
.

system miight belless costly than investing heavily-in systematic

R&D by specialized developetent.organizations% And too', it night

produce assubantial body of "documented, accessible materials, programs,

and products aXready in use in school systems. And most attractive

of all, it might well entice financially hard-pressed school districts
. ..

not only to document the innovative Orograms.and materials they haVe
.. .

A already developed tut alsos\tb take advantage,ofthis new source of"

needed funds,. it might spur thei,distiicts to so arrange staff time
. [ .

that a great deal of new develdpment work might be forthcoming.
$ s

4
.

..:

A' third. kind pf initiative would .seem to be needed to provide evalu-

ative information.on the prbgrams, ri6tkces, and products accessed

and stored in the new vstem. One pf ehe key problems hampering
ice

Kational decisiOnmaking by school systems considkrIng the adopts 7

of ,new programs or practices is the fact that even where.evalative

information is available from fe.,1:d tests of a given program or pro-

. duct, that progtam or product competes with an enormous body of

uqvalidated practices, programs, or products.
71

Consequently, the

.adopting school system has,no way of assessing whether aprogram that
4,

provided evaluative information is or is not more effective than'an
.

alternative on whichthere-ii no evaluative data. The choice among

such alternatives, then, is likely to be made on base's other than

'the evaluative information provided.

oc

Ifmechanami were available,to assess alloc4 the existing alternatives

accessed in the kind of system' we have been suggesting, adopting

school systems would be in a much better positionro judge alterna-

tives in terms of data on effectiveness. Such validating' mechanisms

are likely:y/5e costly. But they would seem to be essential, and

. wellworth the.cost. -ft may be poasible,to reduce costs by building

on existing mechaiiisms that prbiAde such information, e.g.: SEA units

responsible for validating exemplary practices seleted for statewide

dissemination.

. t

'i )

5 (4
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All three modes of deyelo t work suffer` froM weaknesses in the

dissemination of outpu1010 But of all three modes, the probleins are
.

ceady themost severe in the pradtied-based type of development
.

tiork. Systematic R&D is carried out by specializes} R &D organizations)

who generally undertake to dissemigke their outputs (however poorly)

and often provide imillimentation ,lisistance as part of their'deve-

lopment enterprise. 'The mixed'uOte is spec ically designed to over -;

come the dissemination weakness of'the practir-based mode and m&ed

mode strategies are'generally,designed to include linkages to

dissemination networks (however inadequate these may be). The

problem is most severe in'the practice-based mode because here,

unless theris a specific-linkage to mixed mode'packaging and

dissemination mechanisms, the work is generally undertaken with no

thought of broader dissemination,'no provisionfor personnel to

carry out disseminatioQ responsibilities, and little if any effort

to turn over a locally developed output to some other institution or 4'

network for broader disseminatiorl: Therefore", practice-based develop- 4.

,

ment remains "invisible" innovation.

To overcome this difficulty, a needed fourth kind of initiative for
'

strengthening this kind of development work should focus on dilsemination

iissues. Clearly, one7optioniis simply to try to link all practice-:
. 4
based development (and whereler possible pr* actice-related development

work as Well) to external dissemination mechanisms -- i.e., to trans-

ford! the piactice4ased/praciice-related mode wherever possiblento

the mixed mode. Another, prOably more costly and less efficient

option, would be to fund diOe mination activities by th LEAs them- A

selves, or to link LEAs regiOally through some mechanism such as.

NIE's R&D txebange Grogram tl) stimulate LEAs to exchange ideas, programs),

and materials.

.4
. 4 .

legardless of how the dissempnation problem is overcome, the greatest
.

....

. weakness of thepractice-basd.mode (and probably Coo the mixed mode as.
. , .

.
. .
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will) is likely to,remain the lackof attention to packaging of locally

developed outputs for use elsewhere. Seveial. kinds of initiatives

might be attempted. Those that seem most reasonable to us link

developers i ractice-based'and practice-related settings to

packaging specialists employed in other settings, such as specialized

R&D organizations. In essenie, then, what we are suggesting trans-

forms the practice-ba'sed/practice-relited development pattern ipto

the mixed mode: For instance, LEAS who believe they have some

locally developed programs or materials that-shbuld be input into
4

a nationwide dissemination system might take the initiative to link

themselves to any of an array of packaging resources publicized Da.

an annual catalog of sorts.\Such xesdurCes might include pritate or

puliliC sector R&D organizations, technical assistance organiiations,

piblishing houses or media firms, consultants in university .settifigs,

etc. Each of the Potential resources might be described,briefly in

catalog in terms of types of specialties, track records of.similar

packbring projects completed in the past (along with past clients

as references), fees or future-royalty-sharing arrangements possible,

etc. As an alternative to LEA-initiated searches for such resources,

a referral service could be set up to match LEA needs with available

resources, a referral service could be set up
1

to.match LEA needs with

t

available resources. As an even more proactive option, we (might

envision setting up specialAzed .units to search out high quality,

potential* packageable, locally developed outputs, and then assist

the LEAs in using the referral service and collaborating with

packaging specialists to ,increase the usability of their outputs

(and thereby incrpase their royalty potential if they were input

ipto the kind of system We suggested.earl er). in SEE @ that already

have specialized units which identify ex glary practices in the

schools of their state for validation, packaging:, and dissemination,

these units might be used for this purpose. In other states, similar

units might be establiihed.

85.1
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We need not tafry this discussion further. learly, there are seueral.

kinds of setps that might be'undertaken to strengthen this mode Of

development.work. pome oyhose we have envisioned,are quite elaborate.

Others are less complex. :The possibilities are endless.,

Some kinds of initiatives might be /inked to other purposes, for

instance, broadening the.base of sponsorship for educational 11/D6I

activities, Clearly, if the profit potential seemed reasonably good,

publishers, film makers,..epd other priVate sector commercial firms

/ -1;ht ba enticed into investing pore heavily in deyelopm,nt work, '

I especially if they e ered the development process after the high-
/

riai early conceptio and design.phase and were brought in priilorily

at the point of packaging for broader distribution and use programs

and materials already identified as,high in quality and potential

scale of utilization. .

10.

Some initiatives might be linked to system capacity-building, e.g,:

slowly building packaging capabilities within the educational R/O&I

system while using as a stopgap "rented" packaging capacity from

4
.

other fields.
72

,

. .

Other initiatives might be linked to reviving. the "best minds"

developmerhimodel used in the early history of educational R/D&I,
t

.

when, minent scientists and mathematicians participated in the NSF

Course Content Improvement Program anti produced exciting new high

.,school curriculi and materiai's. 73 That model was rejected in favor
.

.

of new organizational forms such as the labs and centers. The

arkument for tha course of action, impart, was that. the materials

produced by the 'best minds" model Were not developed with sufficient

attention to in tructional requirements' and were not sufficiently

tested in the manner of systematic R&D', to insure theix.usability

',and effectiveness withe wide spectrum of students. The RSF model

',..

.

a
I

t4-
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was a bractice-relatedfoilm, a more elaborate version of the ,

A
curriculum projects 'that had been carried out by one or more university.

ti professors for school sygtem us:e Cies-ay, instead of r4ecting this -

model., federal policymakers could have opted to strengthen it by

4 broadening the curriculuM development teams to include practitioners

V,/ and learning theorists and expanding tile development process to include

more elaborate field testing and revisio n cycles. Revival and strength

ening of this approach would seem to be an option worth considering.

Before we would be in a position to design the kinds of initiatives

we have been svggesting, weidould need to know considerably more about

e ?references, needs, and perceived interests of practitioners and

others who might be involved. in such programs. At the very least, we

would need to know:

- what development skills practitioners who carry out this

work perceive they need (and how this compares tos similar

assessment by development specialists in specialized R&D

organizations);

-that resources practitioners think they would (and would not
o

use, and why, among all the hypothetical possibilities we

might describe that could be made available to them;

o

- what kinds of arrangements school districts would find

acceptable to enable their personnel to carry out more deve-

lopment work, and whit financial incentives might be required

before this could be made acceptable;

- what kinds of outputs they would want to see accessed and
e

4

stored, in what forms;

q
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IP - what kinds of accessing and retrieval mechanisms they would'
-

be most likely to use;

- what kinds of evaluative information they would want to have

available as a basis for adoption/adaptation choices;

.

- what evaluative procedures VAy, would find acceptable to permit

validation of outputs they contribute to the system;

vN

what kinds of'incentii..es would enable them to participate in'Ote

system we suggested for documenting their outputs and cohtributing

them to a nationwide
#
system for possible royalty payments; and

1

- what kinds of, safeguards they would see as required to prevent

"hucksterism" and other potential risks in such a system.

,We would al -need to know considerably more than we know now about the
1

resources available for transforming tte practice-based/practice-

related.siode into a pattern resembling more closely the mixed mode. That

is, we would need to know;

- what dissemination mechanisms are already ayailable(and what

others might be readily developed) with the capacity to handle

the enormous quantity of outputs likely to be forthcoming

from documentation of practice-based/practice-related work;

- what quality control and validation mechanisms might be used

as models for incorporation inisuch a system;

- what kinds of packaging resources are available, were, encl.-gr."'

what likely costs; what kinds of packaging capacity are available

for "rent": what organizations with some degree of packaging

capacity might be used'as centers arou7d which to build packaging

cap4ity within the educational R/D&I system.

I
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Sereogthening:the Mixed Mode of Development Work

Much of our discussion of initiatives that might be undertaken to

strengthen practice-based/practiae-realted developient Work suggested

that what was needed was to transform that-kindNaf development activity

' into the mixed mode. However, we also pointed out in that discussion

that for the mixed mode to work we needed to strengthen machinisms for

identifying locally developed outputs worthy of broader dissemination

t and use, for validating these outputs, and especially ir packaging

them in ways that would permit them to be used effectively elsewhere.
1.

We noted too What kinds of information we need to gather about existing

'resources for cargyt% gut thape tasks, and what current bases exist
A

for strengthening and expanding such capacities to the scale and qvality

required.

There is little we could add to that discussion at this point. Clearly,

we. see great promise in the mixed tool of development work. It may

over time, if sufficiently strengthened, combine ehe advantages of.both

the systematic and practice-based modes while overcoming some of the

milt serious weaknesses of each -- in short, it may offer the promise

of being the best of both worlds." As yet, however, little of the

needed capacity for this kind of work. exist, much less the critical

coordinating and linkage mechanisms that may be thefkey determinants .

of success or failure for such a complex multi-institutional approach.

The possibilities, though, are attractive, and db seem to warrant

further policy.consideration. J

3
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

When R&D came to be iniitutionalized'as a key strategy for improving

educational practice, the rationale was that the development function

was the missing link needed to transform research findings and

011

exemplary practices into usable packages for wide scale dissemination..
4 44,

The lofty gropes for systematic R&D have not as yet beeh real iced.

But there does seem to be some propise for the future in the fact that
1.

some exemplary outputs have been developed through systematic R&D

procedur..s. alla there appears to be a vast storehouse of undocuented

practice-based development outputs that probably could be developed

/../ to the point where they can- be used to a wider sc'ale.. The rationale
..

for the development function in education seems almosys persu"asive

now as it was fifteen years ago. But we are probably in a stronger
.

position no to realize that potential, for we have learned a great

deal over the past fifteen years about how the systematic,R&D model

needs.to be' adapted to the educational context, and how development .
A

work going on in practice-based and practice-related settings can

be strengthened.

4.

It will take decades to realize that potential, if it is to be

realized at all. For the kinds of capacity-building and linkage-
.

building strategies we hav*sukgested here are extremely complex

and will takee good.deal of time to carry out. At this point, it .*

would seem, consideraton needs to be given to the long-term prospects,

the costs, and the requirements for successfully implementing such,

complex,strategies. Project -by- project funding alone is not likely

Co take these broader,.long-term considerations into a ccount.

A "development policy" would seem tobe needed, based oh considera-
,

tion of the available options and tentative choices about the ve-

tive investment§ to be made in each, embodying a long-term commitment

to development work (whether carried on in sites within or external

to school systems) as a key,.strategy for the improvement of educe-

aortal practice.

.
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I. DEFINITIOX OF THE SCOPE OF THE DISSEMINATION FUNCTION

Although the term "dissemination" has been widely used in education

for some time, there is clearly little consensus on the scope of

activities subsumed under th4 label. The problem has been compli

,cated somewhat by the changing nature, of the dissemination function

in educational Rib&t, with more and more active strategies gaining

4npreasing acceptance as part of the dissemination function.

At least. four terms have been used to describe this function in

other R/D&I systems: "dissemination,'' "diffusion," "marketing," and

"distribution." For simplicity, we shall use the term "dissemination":

to cover all four meanings. Neither "marketing" nor "distribution"

seem well suited usages for describing r'he reality iriIducational
. ,

R/D&I. Despite several discussions in recent years about bringing

a'marketing approach to educational R/D&I,
1
and despite.tble current

focus on user needs and viewpoints,
2

the marketing perspective appears

to be almost totally absent from educatio nal R/D&I policy making At
. .

present. And, with the exception of commerically developed products,

there has been little in the fielda of. education that could appropriately;

be described as a "distrlbution" system. In fact, lack of availability

or access to R&D outputs that have been developed is repe'atedly pointed

to as one of the key problems to be addressed by the dissemination
.

function in educational R/D&I.
3

Of the two remaining terms ( "dissem-
.

ination" and "diffusion"), "dissemination" seems to be,more widely

used, perhaps because °4iffusion" generally sugg4sts a less proactive

proc ess. At some point in the future developdent of the dissemination

function in educational R/DSI, there may be well developed marketing
N

and/or distribution systems for segments of the available inventory

of educational R/D&I outputs. For the present, though, we-must focus
.

on disseminatiOn alone.

*This chapter presents in summary form material that will be Atoanded ,;11v.

extensively in the next draft of this volume, already in preparation.
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44:

There have been several. recent attempts to define the disswoination

function in a manner that takes into account both newer and older

perspectives on the scope of activities falling within tlite.dinsem-

ination function.
4

One of the most useful of these was developed by

the Dissemination Analysis.Group (DAC) established by the Office of

the Assistant Secretary for Education, RHEW. The DAG defined dis-

semination as including four types of activities:

te

a) Spread: The one-way :casting out of knowledge in all

its forms: information, products, ideas and materials,
"as though sowing seeds." Example: journal and
magazine articles, books, nerletters.

b) Exchange: The two-way or multi-way flow of information,
'products, ideas and.materials as to needs, problems, and
potential solutions. Examples: need arousing, need-
sensing, and "feedforward" (user influence) activities;

4-feedback activities aS user surveys, user panels, and
site visits; and sharing activities, such as:conferences.
among peers.' .0

4

c) Choicei The facilitation of rational consideration and
selection among those ideas, materials, outcomes of
research and deelopmen', effectpb educational practices
,and other knowledge that can be used for the improvement
of education. Examples: Incentives for LEAS to engage in
search behavior before making decisions; training in
decision-making; visits by decision-making practitioners
toa variety of demonstration sites; searches of resource
bases, and comparisons of the array of relevant programs;
products, or knowledge so generated; catalogs comparing.
alternatives; traveling exh4bits.

d) Implementation: The facilitation of adoption, installation
and the ongoing utilization of improvemements. Examples:
Consultations, on-user-site technical assistance, locally
tailored training programs in requited new behaviors;
laboratory settings for the practice of new behaviors.

Oiir analysis in this chapter is concer ed ith activities that fall

within the first three of these categories. We deal with implemen-
;

tation-relAea activities in a separate chapter on the implementation

43.

91
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and utilization functions in educational R/D&I. And, it should be

noted that there is sae overlap between activities in the "choice"

110
category arid-some of the material covered in our chapter on the

acquisition function. Our analysis will foeusfon how the field's

understanding of the nature of the dissemi:4n function has been

changing over the past two decades, encompassi4.4 greater and greater

range of activities and strategies, requiring increasingly more active

postures in relating tb the operational system. We shall consider

too, the evolving institutional, personnel, and knowledge bases of

the .field and what more may be needed to strengthen and expand the

dissemination capacity of the educational 4/D&I system.

II. THE TRANSFORMATION OF DISSEMINATION FROM A MISSIliC LINK TO A.

MAJOR FOCUS OF FEDERAL AND STATE POLICY INITIATIVES

9

Over the past decade, there has been an extensive amount of federal

and state level attention to educational R/D&I disseMination Issues.

DisseminatiL cdncerns are not new to either federal or.stats educa7

tion.agencies. The Office of Education functioned through most of

its histbry since 1867 largely as a dissemination agency. And

dissemination has long been one of the major areas of activity

1 peiformed by SEAs. .

But what is particularly striking about federal and SEA dissemination

polky making over the past decade has been the considerable concern

with (a) system-level (rather than simply program-level) dissemina'

Lion issues; and (b) building dissemiriaflou capacity,:

Consequently, an enormous policy-oriented literature on d ssemination

issues has been proliferating -- much of it produced by a visory panels

an/or groups brought together to coordinate diverse federa and/or

state dissemination programs
6
-- and a substantial institutional base
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4

for the dissemination function has been evolving, along with new '
4

approaches to disseminating'informatiot, resea;ch findings, products,

t programs, practices, instructional and organizational strategies.

Clearly, the dissemination Junction has come a long way in a shbrt

time. A pervasive theme of the educational R/D&I literature, of the

'60s was the enormous gap that existed between research and practice

and the relative absence of institutionalized roles or arrangements

to link educationalliesearch and R&D to educational practice.

Research (and R&D) and practice were described as existing in two

separate ?.!orlds, relatively isolated and insulated from one another.

'Research produced findings that had no discernible impact on practice.

Debelopment activities generated Products and programs that vie-1-e

implimedted in relatively few schools. And all the whole, difficult

operational problems of practitioners were either ignored by research-

ers and R&D personnel, or were solved by practitioners themselves,

without the help of the research/R&D community and without using

their systematic, rigorous approaches to inquiry and desiga.
7

Alt lough there are a number of possible explanations.for this state

of affairs, a su'stantial portion of the literature of the 1960s

attributed the problem to the weaknesses of the dissemination function

in education. Proponents of this view argued that highly useful

information and programs were available and could be applied to solve

operational problems and improve practice, if dnly practitioners could

be (a) made aware of their existence, Xb) motivated 6, consider their

use, and possibly (c) shown how to Use them.

There is some disagreementin policy circles about the extent to which
. .

dissemination strategies can be expected. to improve educational
. .

practice. An individual's commitment to the dissemination approach

seems related to the extent .to which he agrees with two fundame al
1 .

71

91 .3
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sum tions: (a) that the outputs:of educational research and R&D

to date include a significant enough amount of usable information

and first-rate prograps, products, and strategies that effective

dissemination and use o these outputs could substantially improve

educational practice; and (b) that practitioners will accept and use,

in some form or other, R&D outputs developed by others.

Still, regardless of where one stands on these issues, it became

increasingly clear to educatimi policy-makOrs in the late 1960's

that the iniestment that had been made in educational R&D would

not bear fruit unless better mechanisms were developed to insure

effective dissemination of these outputs to potential users.

Simple "building a better. mousetrap" -- if indeed these education-
.

al R&D outputs were "better mousetraps" -- did not mean that the

world would beat a path to their door. At least this had not been.

the case in education. The response was a number of significant

federal initiatives to strengthen the dissemination function and,

establish needed linkages between the KP and KU ends of the KPU

spectrum in.- education.
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TRADITIONAL DISSEMINATION CHANNELS: INFORMATION FLOWS PRIOR TO

THE EMERGENCE OF AN ACTIVE FEDERAL ROLE IN DISSEMINATION

Traditionally, the dissemination filctio9 in education had two

distinguishing features. First, it emphasized. the flow of informa:

tion, mostly the optputs/of research. 'There was relatively little

that could bedescribed as marketing or distribution of packaged R &D

products.

And second, dissemination strategies tended to be so passive and

uncoordinated that the burden of effort in retrieval was on the

researchers and practitioners seeking information.

The cparactetistic channels weretpublications -- reports of research

findings in technical reports to sponsors, or in scholarly journal

articles targeted at the research community, or in non - technical

form in articles appearing in the magazines and newspapers read by

practitioners and laymen. Informal,'interpersonal information exchanges

took place at professional association meetings of researchers and at

other meetings of practitioners, and at occasional conferences,

seminars, or workshops. The universities and'teacher-training .

institutions also performed a key role in passing on a field's know-

ledge base in pre-iervice training programs, or in' updating knowledge

and skills thorugh in-service training. For the most part, however,

this pattern involved dissemination of individual pieces Of informa-

tion products designed to produce changes in practice.

The exceptions here were the publishers and equipment manufacturers

who ppckaged information or technological products into immediately

usable forms and had well developed marketing and distribution

operations to get their products into the hands of practitioners

with a minimum of effort on the part of operative system personnel.

C

9"
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IV. FEDERAL DISSEMINATION INITIATIVES IN THE 1960s AND 1970s

Federal R/D&I policies in the '60s added several new dimensions to

the then existing modes of dissemination.

1. The ERIC System

A

The ERIC system was clearly the single most sizeable undertaking in

federal dissemination policy. The ERIC system was created by OE

to acquire, store, abstract, reproduce and distribute, and pro-

vide easy computerized retrieval of sources from the enormous

fugitive literature of the field of education. Its network of

clearinghouses each specialized in selected topical areas (e.g.,

vocational and technical education, education of the disadvantaged,

teacher education, early childhood education, exceptional children,

educational administration, higher education, etc,). The ERIC system

provides publications that announce acquisitions to the field and

therefore are expected to make them more visible; indexes the jour-
.

nal,literature of the field as well as the fugitive literature

stored in the ERIC collection; and providdithundreds of information

analysis products that synthesize information.in selected topical

areas.

The ERIC system is clearly a Valuable resource. However, it has

seen criticized repeatedly on at least two grounds. One of these

is'quality control. Most of the clearinghouses appear to have

trjed for comprehensiveness rather than selectivity in their coverage

of the literature produced in their topical areas. Consequently,

the user of the system Is often overwhelmed by the huge amount of

literature the ,system retrieves in any area,'and discourafed by the

poor quality of much'of what must be reviewed before he can separatar

out the few high quality documents he needs to meet his information

9 fl
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require;ents. The effect is often to discourage further use of the

system. A second focus of criticism has been the'system's bias

towards- the needs of researchers rather than practitioners. More

recently, in response to practitioner needs, ERIE acquisition

programs have included efforts focused on storage'and retrieval of

curriculum'packages and other development prqducts (e.g.., product

information packages). As yet, though; ERIC appears to be used

relatively little by practitioners.

2. Other Federal Dissemination Initiatives in the 1960s

Dissemination was also a concern in some of the other federally

funded programs begtin in the 1960s. For instance the network of

institutions created by the federal 'government in the '60s included

organizations charged with responsibility for acquiring and dis-

seminating instructional materials in given areas (e.g., the instruC-

tional Materials Centers) 4nd organizatio6 designed to demonstrate

and disseminate exemplary local practic (the ESEA Title III demon-

.. stration centers). Dissemination of the R&D outputs ofthe laboratories'

anc centers w s considered a majoi func'tion of these organizations

(ate one poin approximately 25% o the budgets of each of these,

organizaton was mandated for dissemination). And categorical pro-
--

grams (e.g., ESEA Title I, Upward Bound, programs for the handicapped,

and vocational/career education) have always included dissemination

compone nts.

Clearly, then, a substantial amount of dissemination activity was

funded by the federal government in the 1960s. Still,,deii;ite all

this * activity, it seemed clear by the early '70s'that the outputs

of educational research and R&D were not reaching the user system

to any significant degree or having clearly visible impact.nn improv-

ing educational practice.
A

act
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r 3. The Development 'of More lActive Federal Dissemination

Strategies in the 1970s

6 -

'Current fedetal dissemination programs 'have been built on many of
,

the initiatives bf the '60s, but carry them further and change the

.
focuskof federal dissemination strategies. Historically, the over-

.

all leder" strategy-could be characterized as:
-4 h

* .

e. a) initially one of laissez-faire. (prior to the mid -'60s and

in the initial conceptive of 'ERIC as a passive informatioti'
a

repository);

.
1 -::-.

Sir then a strategy of pioduct advoca,99 (the (Instructional. .

4 -. .
Materials CeOlers, Aboratorees a;ftenters, and Title III ,

demonstration centers

iadvqcating 1

he use of particular

1products or progras they select' &or developed) ;
.

_ .

0. 0.
:

4) .

c) and finally,' strategies f

A

A/ coordination of existing d crete efforts,
10

and

chan code's s -advoca

partiocular proOms

and capability bui

sive amounts'

the -full a

practices t

1
replacing

a d products with

ing approaches: providing exten-

and easy actess to) informagrn on k

Okoduck progras, and.
i

given needscraroviding,easy access

acy of

ormational

to education ex

information cen

evaluating, ad

their choice)"

ension.agenes in local educatiOn
1 s

ersi de'ietoping users' .capability

pting aniimplemeniing the products of

*..

The feder4 role ikdow often desdribed as one of facilialting,

hl and providing start -itp funds to mobilize at4Ite and
.
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disiebinatienresources: The focus is 6n building networks that
. *

bring together and strengem44thedissemination resources of

existing organizations that carry out dissemination activities,

0.

especially. the SEAs.
13

444 /

Program-level dissemination progriMoi/the traditional one-way

" information flow. (or "spreads) variety continue as a vital compor
.

-nent of federal sionsorship of dissemination in education. In fact,

the bhlk of education dissemination funds obligated by federal

agencies id FY -1975 felltinto this category. The approximately

548 000,000 in FY 1975 obligationsfor eddcation dissemination wag

ens

distributed as follows

$ (in millions)

Pub. Distribution of Social.ScientifiC and
Technical Information 2

.Documentation, Reference, and Information
Services 8

'Research Synthesis for Die Practitioners 5

'Technical Assistance to Disseminate Knowledge
Conferences to Disseminate Knoqiedie
Creation of Dissemination Networks- 11

Miscellaneous Dissemination Activities

a

0".Clearly, though, these data also suggest substantial funding of more

active modes, o£ dissemination thansimply publishing and dissemination,

information or storing it for retrieval. Research synthesis repre-

sents one sizeable category (near1410%-of the total);-technical

assistance to disseminate knOwledge represents and even larger .
.

.

. .

.category
. .

. .
. t .(netrly. 17% of gle.total)4 and the largest category of all,

,A5 oreation & disseminatiop netwoAs (nearly 23% of the total). And

it appears from ither sources to be considered below that even the

inftrmation service category includes more active forms of informs- .
% .

; tion service supplementing the'traditional passive library reference

modes.

II

.

ar.
.1

a

4110

t 9
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When one foct!ses on the newer dissemination prqrapiiniia4Y.qS-

0, . -,
of NIE and OE, it appears that the approaches ,incias111g

:
e

funding are thTirse that tend

working through educational

mation centers, networks of

ized retrieve mechanisms-

to be active and interpersonal:, t.g..

extension agenti, local ediftion infOr-

consultants, and interacsiVA cdriltuter-

Educational extension agents: aitkAher
. .,

4. personnel worki in local districts are linked to.Cenapaiiied
.

.

resources and specialists, often to the state capital; information
. . ..

,.. ..,.
N 4. t. . .. .

needs of local users are determined; information Bpd materials \--

d karequired to 'Fleet these needs are transforme ivta.:pac ges iailorad

to theusePs needsead constraints; and folinpUp supptirts and

overall design'11feedback mechanisms are built" into Or

.0.
O ' '4: J

I

Initially4these-approaches were developed IAME-fUnded pilot"
16 ,

state dissemination programs in four-states. 'wUnaer NIE's State

Dissemination Capacity Building Grants Prog4 funding for the
, . .,

.

development of similar approaches was provided to 15 states in FY
`'.4

'1975. By FY 1978 as many as 40 states were expected to receive such
,

'grants,
17

andplans called for eventually extending this funding to

all states.
18 ,r

This active, interpersonal, user - oriented and field-based networking

strategy appears clearly to be the direction th which much educational

dissemination activity in the U.S. is Zioving_al_lilis:time,. Additional

evidence of this is to found in OE's support of the National

Division Network (NDN) and NIE's planning work on itsnew R&D Exchange
A

(RDx) Program. The NDN, for instance, links adopting school systems,

with developers of validated eXemplaiy progarms, through the useof
19

change agents who facilitatedIthe adoptionlkotess. The RDx is

structured as a regionally-based exchange mechanism linked to national

resources, on the one hand, and linking *gents, on the'other. The

program is oriented toward a wide range of objectives whi.ch include:

(

.10

a

r.
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Matang..R&cympomi4te'eccessible:5.

..;*:;7?.:.: ..a6fe tnforiai4A.4Aiie relatlxie:11C'

_,-,: ..; >, ov:iiroiticts tC:iilliivile.ed.s..i5if

': 1.11*e.a.Gants,to.lwip 'them

'. toshilp.prectiikef4;S::.idenk0:
. ... -

pro.Alding,tupekeiag:beterTqlsei'46es
. '.: .. .'b

an use flisseminAtioreresevrces. isore,en ect
,

.
.. .-. i. . .

. . -. .

agents-to 'facilitate'the two-way: fl.

, ,

N"

.121

ttloifkv, making
ernatzve'programs,

$ di ec serVid5s . to..*
. .

.:14iieukaOrglgti0h,...ekillSO:itt -needed
° ., 5. . 7 ,

R&D!dia omes,which-melt their needs;
,.

.

to help linU0s identify

".$ helpng4linkage

ormation -bet een the

It&D'Snd practice'cotimuisitiesi e$p440.Xy'intormition

tioner-defined: needs and"prectitionirdevgloPed.eloTpiary practices.
.

4. Federal add State Concerns Wjth Coordinating Disreminetfon

'Activities .

4

Over the last few years, there has been gPowing.-eepcern,about the
_.. ,

4:

lack of coordination across 'the endrmous: numbers, cif dissemination
. . .

directedprograms
4
in education. Policy-makers'have directed attention" at what

.. 4,
.

:they describe as,fragientation and duplication,
21

and several dis"-
,

.cuiSions of the pbjectpoint to the total of 208 legislative mandates
.

dr regulations dealing with.disseminatiotrin education,
22

, .

$ , I

Since OE an d NIE sponsor morel;than half

dissemination activities,
23

much of the

of all ederal-level education

recent attention to coordi-

.

nating dispination.programs lies come from the DHEW. A Joint'Dis-

semination Review Panel was established to review claims of effective-

ness for pi4lucts developed under OE or ?CIE sponsorihip and certify"
4

those products which the evidence suggested were worthy of wide scale
. p

dissemination- A, Dissemination Policy Council s established to

cpordinate the disseminetion activities of E.and NIE and to consider

broad dissemination policies for the Education Division of DREW as a

whole. The DisseminatAon Policy Council created the Dissemination

Analysis Group (DAG) to study federal dissemination activities and

el
.

I
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to develop recommendations for, a comprehensive education dissemin-

ation policy.
24

NIE has supported the Interstate Project on
/'
Dissemination (IPOD) to identify state dissemination policy concerns,

recommend rieeded dissemination policiNi at the state level, make

recommendations to DREW on what they see as needed federal dissemin-.

atiori policies, and develop recommendations on the apprOpriate .

relationships between federal end state dissemination programs.25

And, in addition, NIE and 0E sponsored a weer -long conference of a . f

group of more than 200 dissemination specialists representing a range

of dissemination interests. The conference produced a "Statement of

Agr2e=:nt by Professionals in the Field of Educational Dissemination"

calling for the development of a loosely organized Natieltidelpissem-,

-111kklOn Configuration, recognizing the diversity and pluralism in

the field of dissemination and the range of institutional types,

"' interests, and approaches that comprise the field of educational

dissemination,.anturging relatiOnships that emphasize cooperation

and accommodation.
26

Examination of the literature produced by these various groups, and

other material on disseninatio policy, suggests that there is disa-*

grsement within the dissemination community and among dissemination

policy- makers about the form and degree of coordination that may be

needed to increase the effectiveness of educational dissemination in

this country. Both the DAG and IPOD reports bemoaned the fact that

there is no single comprehensiv1 national dissemination system, and

both call'for planning toward the creation of such a coordinated,

integrated nationwide system: The existing fragmentation, overlap,

and redundancy in the system are'vieweq as inefficient. For instance,

the IPOD report vgues that "Wthout a coordinating find guiding meth=

aniqm, the separate activities are seldom integrated arid directed

toward common priority objectives." The DAG analysis is concerned

rhac the existing multi-centered strategy creates compptitiod among

S
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dissemination programs and hat even system-level disseilination

issdes are beln4 addressed mostly in a piecemeal fashion."

The DAG thus has fo used its recommendations on' steps
to be taken, to increase the "fit" between the-many
different, an-going.activities atthe Federal level,
and on bringing about a "fit" between Federal acti-
vities and the numerous discrete developments that
states, local distiicts,.and private groups are
undertaking lo Improve their dissemination efforts.

/

..,

the vision they descrt6e is for planning toward a single comprep

hensive system-- 4an overarching plan for integrating all of the
,

veridus disseminatidn networks and activities."

T ........:...." 1:.

. 2.s.

:

However, the "Statemen'v of Agreement by Professionals in the Field.

../1( Of Educational Disseminatibn" suggests a much looser "configuratidn"

of autonomous agenties and institutions simply cooperating and

.working together as and'when thy see fit. ,And clear opposition

e/.%) the. idea of a single'cotipiehensive system was suggested in some

of the policy analyses 4e carried out for NIE.. The gist of our

'argument was as'foltok4s:-

Fail-Safe Mechanisms

'fin spite of & premium on reinforcing successes and
a .

avoiding failures, failures will inevitably occur.
There are lust too,tany pdints of uncertainty and
-unreliability in the chain Connecting R&D to utiliza-
tion which in combination result in low success proba-
bilities. Fucthet, when the RiD&I system is immature,
it becomes imperative that the dissemination system be
designed to be fail-safe .16 That is torsay, if the user
experiences failure in one instance, he will be aware
that Ether alternatives are available -- as contrasted
to the user seeing the dissemination system as a mono-
lithit system, wherein the whole system'is deemed use-

less by the user when he experiences failure with one
part of it.

49.:0 f 110
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Design Requirement: The dissemination system must be
designed so as to provide alternative channels,of
dissemination to -the user. ;

Strete4es: Strategies should put a premium on redo -
dancy, on making competitive alternatives available
to the user. Such redundancy can be achieved in either
of two ways:

1. Natural decentralized variation and adaptation:
When natural decentralized variation and adapta-
tion.are allowed, a variety of alternatives
(even redundancy) may become available to the
user, and the user is thus less likely to trailer
fer his perception of weakness in one part of

.the dissamination.sys.tem toithe_other par4st
tt

The various dissemination mechanisms should,
. :,,r4 of course, .be orchestrated from R hither level,

but with a minimum of visibility.

2. A fail-safe centralized syAtem design: While a .;

centralized foil-safe system design is at least
theoretically possible, it is complex and thus
very difficult. to develop and manage. If

attempted, it would include:

a) diaggregated parts;

b) built-in competition among parts;

c) built-in redundancy of a few things
done wel1.28

Clearly, regardless of what degree of system integration
4

may be possible in the future, we are still a long'way off

from either 'ab single comprehensive system or a fail-safe

centralized system design. Greater coordination and

orchestration across agency programs, and across fede

state, and private "sector institutions,' is clearlyi,cAled

for. However, we would argue, too, tijat the gains to be
my

expected from redundancy shoudl be borne in mind in the

planning and implementation of coordinating mechanisms.

9 "J
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V. THE CURRENTSTWE OF DEVELOPMENT OF-THE DISSEMINATION FUNCTION'S

KNOWLEDGE, INSTITUTIONAL, AND PERSONNEL BASES

The dissemination'function appears to be experiencing rapid.

development of its institutional base, without adequate expansion

of the personnel base of trained dissemination specialists or suf-

ficient attention to strengthening the field's knoWledge and technology

*base:

. There haVe been several significantefforts to synthesize the

theoretical knowledge base Of the dissemination function.29 .But the
. -

translation of this knowledge base into usable strategies with known

'effects appears to have hardly begun.

The dissemination specialty'is a new one", and, although there are

many people carrying out dissemination roles, there appear to be

relatively few trained dissemination specialists. Most,of those

currentl carrying out dissemination activities appear to be p

tioners b training. They are proceeding intuitively and learn ng

'The dissem nation specialty an the job. The AERk'Task Force on

Training has identified sope.of the competencies required for effec- .
- .

tive performance of disseminatton roles.
30

And some new trainitg

Nprograms and models for new training'programs have been developed to

provide formal training for the dissemination specialty.
31

As yet,

however, there do not appear to be more than a handful of such train -

'programs in operation. Cons6quently, the institutional base is

expanding at a rate faster than the personnel base of trained dis-

semination specialists. The effect of this lack of synchronization

is likely to be serious staffing problems for.these new initiatives --

either unfilled vacancies, OD vacancies filled by poorly qualified

personnel. Clearly, if this difficulty is to be overcome, a signift-

cant resource investment will be needed in developing the knowledge

.14
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apd technology base of the dissemination lunEtion, translating this

accuMblating knowledge base into training programs, and establIshiqg

these training programs on the scale warranted by the scope and tate

of expansion of the educational R/D&I dissemination function.
., .

t.

.
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VI. CQXIINUING OMATIONAL frOBLEMS I EDUCATIONAL DISSEMINATION

. the Dissemination Analysis Group's review of dissemination operations

pinpointed lleoperational ptOblems on-which they recommelded that

action be taken:

1, Target groups for dissemination ("particularly decision-
makers) are .not identified with sifficient precision.

l'hilleOntent and ,form of much of what is disseminated is
of relatively poor quality.

3. Present strategies and methods for dissemination are not
likely to achieve. high, impact.

. I
4. The few Mechanisms for practitioner influence and feed-

back to assist educational dissemination are weak and
irregular.

5. Few mechanisms exist for sharing among Oers, and
betweeri different groups of educational specialists.

6. In spite of the enormous number and variety of educa-
tional programs and.matecials in existence,- rarely are
alternatives readily available, to practitioners.

;
7. The practic41 blocks to effective pract access

.to the existing educational dissemin- n syste are
great.

*

8. The incentives for kactiioners to use the existing
dissemination systems are weak'.

9. Evaluation information for judging among relevant
alteinatives'is insufticient.

,10. The present dissemifiation system neglects the support

. of local development, adaptation, and unique mixes of
ideas and materials taken from a variety of soprces.

11. The availability towpractitioners of locally tailored
. training, teeHnicalassistance, and on-user-site con-

sultation is inadequate.32.

c-
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Their analysis of how near or far away the field is from solving

each .of these operational problems was most interesting.

Uhile there are no simple solutions to any of these problems, the

DAG believes the problems fall into three broad groups:

1. Some have known solutions. The main problem is finding
the personnel, resources, and political power to imple-
ment the solutions. (The DAG suggests that problems 1,
2, 3, and 5 fall here)

2. Some hive been studied sufficiently to suggest approaches
with a'high probability of success. In many cases devel-
ogpent of these exemplary approaches is underway, and for
some, successful deponstrations exist. The task is to
extend these successful models. (The DAG suggests that

- problems A, 10, and 11 fall here.) .

3% The remainder. are merely in the conceptual stage, with
much more research, development, and.searching for
.exemplary models required. (Probably problems 6, 7, 8,
and 9 fall here.)33

If their analysis is correct, even with 1

of resources it will clearly be some time

function in education shows evidence of a

0

significant investment

before the dissemination

high level of maturity.

Aft
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vii..THE rvTURE

N
a

At the present point in time, the disseiination function must be
. .

,assessed as underdeveloped and weak in its impact on the practice

system. If it is to be strengthened, collaborative federal/state/

local and private/public,initiattves will be needed, designed

specifically to take into account the essential requirementi of

the dissemination functionand the current state of development of

this function in the fielUf education.

1. Assessment Basis

The funciion of dissemination is critical to the entire R/D&I system.

It is, in essence, a lintage.procesg which "connects" knowledge

produCers witAnowledge users. Thus, the R /D &1 dissemination system

must provide formechanisms cart deterine what is syllable;

can tort out the""good" form the "bad"; will allow users to identify

and obtain the palfticular products which are 'relevant to their needs;

can"taftor" products as needed to fit user needs; can motivate users.

to "tYy" a product; and can insure effective user implementation and

uiilizatiop.

Assessment, then, must be made in terms of capacity to achieve and

success in each of the above requirements. Overall we would wish to

know this'with respect to:

a) (xtent and quality of "reach" into user systecp (e.g.,

number being reached, tie extent of repeat utilization

of dissemination services, and user satisfaction with

such service).

`,,
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b) Lei.idls of user awareness and trail of'R&D products

(existence, character, and evaluative).

c) Contribution to impatfaitation and utilizaq15;r:f R&D

products. Since this depended on such other factors as

number and quality of products available, user skills and

receptivity, etc., the dissemination function can only be
t

assessed as a contributor to the process. This must of

necessity be,a qualitative evaluation.

d) The existence of a well developed and cooperative network

of dissemination mechanisms giving coverage across the

national and to the variety of users to be found.

2. Current Status

education, we find a numlAr of problems and barriers to dissem-

ination. There are an enormous number of users (some 17,000 school

.districts -- plus veaaters, etc), among whom these is wide diversity

and variety as to philosophy, interests, perceived needs, rt..

Innovations make demands on the time of school personnel (every

practical.matter ) and generally require "people change" -- factors

which can lead to resistance to innovation. Additionally, at least -

two major factors haves.tended to create a very poor climate for

dissemination.in education:. (/) a lack of implementation/utilization

support to the user; and (2) the peiception that the outputs of the

(for the most part) newsy created R&D system have generally been

inferior to exiting user - developed products.

In education, there has bepn a considerable amount of activity that

has been called dissemination, and a large number and variety of

organizations are involved in some kind of dissemination --but much

of this.has been fragmented and scattered (e.g., "add-on" to development

ittS
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projects; successful but separate and discrete dissemination systems

for specific categorical programs). As yet, however, there is

relatively little coordination of federal, state and local resources

nationwide, -and no systematic way of tapping into the whole nation=

wide resource base. Further? there'is not yet a well developed

personnel base of trained dissemination specialists. Some federally

funded programs have been developed in recent years for training

dissemination and utilization specialists, but dissemination mechan-

isms are expanding far more rapidly and creating a far greater

demand for trained personnel than these programs could even hope

to keep up with.

3. 1Cey Neeas .1

i
From an overview perspective, then,. the need is for:

a)" orchestration of educational R/D&I'dissemination from a

total system perspective

b) in the short term,, facilitating the work ot existing

dissemination mechopisms and "filling" critical "gaps";

c) in the long term, providing for overall system building

. (tbis ails for policies and strategies which are pro-

act e, not passive or reactive, and which are based.on a

knowledge orwhit does and Aoes not in fact exist); and

r
balancing short. and long term-needs.

',

.

.
.

. 6 f

More specifically, policies and strategies federal funding agencies

. will need to be developed'in collaboration with the states.to focus

upOn:
1

*01.
Mo

44.-1 k .
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a) quality control;

,

b) mechaticsins that can optimize product/disseminatio n/use r

"fits";
4

providIng users. with alt,krnat A,elchannelAf cess to

It

v.
available resource base (A "mixed strategy" approachit

4, 6,

Keeping 2.n mind the liinited level and rate at which users can

stem.
.- ,

absorb dew :input once a disseminatiOn syls Astablished (a
..

facutC which is,of critical importance), dissemination.pdlicy will

need either to expand the disemination techuicalossistgnce caPaiii1-
l

ity or slow tht rate of dissemination 4em expansion. To"achieve
qt- .

\ N
---,Jr-. a a balanced and appttgriate growth rate, Ongoing Monitoring of the

dissemination function will be eige4ial.

tW

;

e

Alb.-

AO Alb

%ft+ S\t\.
.41

0
I
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The acquisition function proVides the entry point through which exter-

nally developed R/D&I innovations, or ideas or information relellant to

internal practice-baSed development of other innovations, gain access .4

tothe operating system. We have come increasingly to thiniZT-Ibe

acquisition function in termSAL.both these external and internal

development processds.

1. For ex:ernally de..eloped innovations, the acquisition func-

tion ripresents the critical KP-KU interface between, on

the one hand, the dissemination/marketing/distribution.

outreach activities of KP organizations (or specialized

linkage organizations) and, on the other hand, schools

or school districts as user organizations:

2. EAn if one's focus is on internal development activities,

unless one subscribes to the view that all school systems'

solve their problems or carry out their-functions in total

isolation ftom what is going on elsewhere, ideas or infor-

mation mustenter the system somehow -- either a stimuli

for the internal'aevelopm9,t work or as information inputs

to that work. Conceived in this way, acquisition refers

to the key information flow entry points for inputs to [he

internal development process from sources outside the par-
.,

ticuldr innovating uni,t (Whether the ideas or infotmatioit

come frgm a specialized R/D&I organization or from another

school, from the community,lor some other source). f.

Cbaciptually, the acquisition function includes acquisition of
).

information (research findings, "knowledge", etc.) as well

acquisition of package innovations. However, we have already

discussed information flows into and within the operating system
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ow.

in an earlier chapter. Therefore, we will concern ourselves here

with only the acquisition function as it pertains to acquisition

of externally developed (and probably also "packaged") innovation.

This point needs to be underscored in order to avoid misunder-

standing. We are not saying that external R&D is the only or even

the most importailt source of innovation in schools, or that the

acquisition function. should be understood only in terms Of ex-

ternal R&D. We discuss acquisition here in terms of external

R&D only because the material relevant xo acquisition processes

,for internal development was presented earlier in another chapter

as part of a broader consideration of informetiOn flows. And

too, our tendency to discuss what is to be acquired in terms of

packaged products, strategies, etc. is due in part to this some-

what artificialboundibg off and handling of the material in

separate partsof this volume. Some of the points we make about

acquisition of packaged innovations are also relevant to the

acquisition of inform4tion or to acquisition activities relevant

to internal development activities. However, we believe that the

key points can be made with greatest clarity if we limit the

presentation here to the acquisition of (more or lesai packaged

innovations. Consequently, we have chosen to present the material

in these terms.

Wei lode in our definition of the acquisition function all activities

of acing system personnel (or their agents) related to the followtng

six processes:

1. developing an awareness of what information, ideas,

approaches, or packaged strategies, or products exist to

meet a predefiftedneed;
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2. searching for more complete information about each

approach oegackaged innovation (e.g., sources,

costs, evaluative data);

3... securing bids from potential suppliers (if relevant);

4 evaluating alternative approaches or products;

5. making the decision to adopt or adapt a particular

" , .incio/ation; and

0

I

6. (where necessary) purchasing and securing the innovation

4,

In this chapter, we consi' r, first, the available literaturi what

it does and does not contain; second, how the acquisition function is

ca3ried out in_education4 third, how this compares to a more id alined

model of innovation acquisition; 'fourth, what issues this Bugg ts.in

developing policy options and management strategies for restructuring

and chap g the manner in which innovation acquisition occuis; fifth,

how the educ tion context affects the desirability and feasibility of

certat options an&strAegietand suggests additional Issues; and' .

finally, what more we need to know'before we can: (a) determine

where the most viable.points of leverage maybe for policy inter-

.vpntion, and (b) design workable pblicies and strategies for improving

the effectiveness of the acquisitibn function in education.

3111
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'I. THE AVAILABLE LITERATURE

One of the largest blocks of material in the literature on innovation

in Altera', and educational innovation fn particular, deals with two

aspects of the acquisitiomfunction: developing awareness and making

adoption decisions. This material is generally referenced under the
. .

heading "diffusion of innovations.6 ,Butclearly, what is studied in

the diffusion reseatch tradition is less Oten'the dissemination.

function (as we described this in the previteus,411.apter) than emiron-

mental, organizational, and other influenc s on tie awareness process

and the making of adoption decisions: The substantive focus of these

various analyses lends to be on such matters as stages in the aware-

ness-to-adoption process; differential chalcterisfics of school
1

- .

systeim, their leadership, and community settings that explain dif

ferences in adoption rates;
2

reel and imagined barriers to the adbp. kipn

of a given innovation; and the politics of the adoption' decision "

4
process. Therefore, the literature can be characterized as highly

suggestivlhabout some of the infl4ences on the acquisition function,

but of relatively little use in providing insight on acquisition.pro-
/

cesses themselves -- how they are in fact carried out, and how they

might be made more effective..

. .

Part of the problem, do doubt, stems from the reality of the acqui-

sition function as'it exists -- or more cerrectli., does not exist --

in the education sector. The purchasing specialty that one sees

in industry is either totally lacking in education or, where ft does

exist, tends to be highly restricted in its scope of activities.

For the most part, purchasing personnel in education dp little more

than handle the paper work of purchase orders and invoices. Whefb\

search, ai*lysis of bids, and evaluation activities re included in

the scope of purchasing or acquisition operations, they tend to be ,

confined to purchase of conventional supplies and equipment -- a4.;

paper, crafons, and chalk, not textbooks, new curricula, or

instructional systems.

o,
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The Arkt ysekuleaterial we have
. -

acquisition processes, and needed

has beep produced by ITIEs-t.jfi.
4 ... :,:l

Ifieveloped as part of the conceptual work that:predates,-and,the 11 .

0 .. .
i

-

.

p).anhing workNeUrrently goinvonlor a possible `R&D Exchange
,

..

.

6
oe

. . program- We will'draw heavily qn this.NIE'staff tork% Itappeats
.

o from this material that' NIE perdbnnel subscribe Vika broad view of

Been analyzing weaknesses in

supporga..k& those processes

Mueh of this material has been
-..

the acqUisition process similarto'-our own, and have arriged at some
, . .-

oljhe same, conclusions we have about the kinds of'R/D&I polictes,

proprams,-and strategies needed torsupport the acquTsition function.

"Ire hope. that opr analysts will be useful to the Inextendingte in extendi
. .4....- .. . ,

. .

4 . s. these Anitiat/i.ves. .

. .
.

.1. .--,

r. A

The descriptive neeeviil we present iri this cAlte;111s healed ore'
I--

.
.

bits and pieces in the literature, and, our own obserlAtions and .

4
....II.

si
..

., nalyA,-,JAptle of this has a strOngbempirical base. Mostof
a .1, : 0 - . .

- what ill.fin*ti% literfture it commentary, judgment, opinion, in:

4'. r otuitioiNnd the like rather than the findings of systematic, ..

. .

di 'research... eh of the same is true pf our own observations%
a , .

' Emp4 4 wok is sorely needed;o verify and extend theimaterial-zN
-

. 4-

pres tel her and.to pioyids the beginnings of a strong litera-
4

turd on thesubject around which aoneeded researth area can.he
IP

. .1 .-.

1.

AffevelePed.,
. . ; .. : ,

' II. EXISTING ACQUISITION PATTERA IN EDUCATION .*
.)L-j

. . , o

.%b

i
. 0 0

.1k
1: Lack of an Institutionalized Acquisition Function. '

...
,. .. . A' At - .

_

. "4 .
. / . . f

4
'4 The acquisition function is vtiett.01.)y nonexistent in edUcition as a

- . 4 .. .,
1...; , spectaltzed,institution4liZed

.
activity. Wt present, the.acquisition

$- .... 41- 9 .
. t..

..' , entry potnts are scattered throughout theoperating svtem. .fie
. a "../

A

. . '. 1*, 14%, 4 . ..
. awareness: Interest', information search, etc, that Bring aneOgidea:.

Pp

fr
.or

1,

r

'to. 0

.

ilk
ow

. ,
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.-.appro'ach, or packaged strategy or

fiprodUo
ttionto theinnovation

decision process may begin-with teachers, principals, curriculum

-.'OsPeciaiists, the Superintendent or membgh, of his or ,her 4taff,

or even parents or community residents.-- virtually anyone ina

,school system or its environment. This can be a significant,snurce.

of strength for the acquisition process: the moire sources of ideas,
.

suggestions, informed Lion, etc the widir-the range of possiblea
new ideas'or innovations that are likely to be considered b`

et ,.

system decisionmakers, and the better informed the decision process./.
de

is likely to be. However, a significant weakness of exiiiite acqui:
. 4 P

sition patte'rns in educatio,ie that it. is relativeirree to find . -

anygne-responsible for'initiating and carrying out information or T-
..

innovation acquisition activities as a major rather than an

nt

itri-

de.al part of his or her job Consequently,. in the. absence,of
two

"specialized resources allocated to this function, aCquisitien pro7

cesses remain largelyepAsodic, haphazard, and random,- not well
.

integrated into system functioning'and long-tetra planning.

avoid misun4pistanding, oeshould disltinguish

ion of.convettional supplies, on the one Wind

truciional, orgarAzational, or.administratiim

To

sOPt

ins
,

. ,

4)

between the acqui-

lb and i tit-toys t ive

apsroaches, stiatmies

or products on the otheru School systems geneimily Have04«.
$0* V

business ofifixes or husibess managers to'handle, among other thingi,

I

the acquisitioi of, conventional supplies 114 as crayons,' chalk, '4
4.4 4

paper, etc.' Ipe acquisition 'process for such conventional supplies
-

Epilears'to be little different frotVpurchasing operations in industry.'w
pl

o i .
, There are established suppliers, cltelogeOf offerilhgv,,.pprices, etc.

4 .

. ,FAkluatkons about.alternaeive'prOducts can ballade largely on busing .s
4 .., ,

grounds (e.g., cost,. credit terms,'reliability of supplier&;retc.):

It generatly matters little to the school personnel who. use these.
supplies which particular mandfacturer's products are purchased,

*
.

,
'4, 4 .t

....or .. -

.?..4.- .. " '4.
.Our analysis is not:concernedwith these conventional school supplies,

,.

op
tiers markeking arid distributiqp channel; ie reasonably orderly and

.

..: -
'' !Ohm...

IP
.441/4

r

e

a

411

e
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.

'Aare :(except in ,the case OCunusnally small districts) the'acqui-
.

e sition function is carried out by administrative support personnel

located,in organizational units distinct from instruction and
.

building-leiel administration, Rather, in our analysis we are con-

cerned withthe acifuisition of information, ideas, and various forus

of packaged innovations t,hat affect instruction, school organization

and administration -- areas where technical:* pebfessional criteria

Otterally prevail over buSiness'cripria in acquisition functioning,.
*-'

In industries with w eveloped purchasing specialties, purchasing .

. #. .

agents have the requisite- technical., .,professional backgrounds and'
., ..

expertise -- large chemical .firms, for instance', seafitheir pup-%
. . ,..

chasing,uniti with chemical_enginiers. Analogous "staffing in the
. .

6p-Cation sector wDutd -entail'recruitIng-educapion-professionals Teilth____

1

.
* R/D&I backgrounds for key positions In-inno/Ation acquisition units--

4 anunlikely prospect giver: the small supply of education personne -

with R/64ehackgrounds; not di mention the liimited likelihood.of
4 .

more than a small number of school systems having the'resourses to 'A
.

00

\
....

support. specialized acquisition units.... o".. .

*
. t ..

.

'. . .

,4* , , . .

. .4

"it

0

e

& .1

How, then, are externally developed ifisAgractionil, organizational,,
1:2.

and administrative innovatiorik acquired itucheeatication sector?
0

The literature suggests a number of generatiiations that we can. make

about innovation acquisition processes. We assuMii to of
& .

. 0e v
these generaliizations applied specific caSeiwill vary with inno-

1k-.

vatIon t,,pes, differences in dipsemin ation strategreioute& and theix2',

Wectiveness, differences in the kipds of information made
1
available

to scHol systems, ina differencestamong school systems°, especially

in the extent CO which specialized personnel andtor 4tegources.are

available ticupporttiie acquisition function, la

.2. Devetopina9 Awareness of 'Information, Ideas, or.Packaged Innovations'
0

. -
One cause of weaknes$ of acquisii1;n processes in 40

' - olti
:*

4 s
"0 ..

0

6
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111
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. . . A. ..
education is traceable to the diffuseness of the dissemination

..

- . ,.

.

and ma eting functions ;in the education sector. The disserilina-
. t , 4 , 1

tion ands arkeiing systtm in educa on'is so inadequately developed,
4

so diffuse in'structure, and,so u oordinate'd in channels that the
_.

.educational marketplace is chaotic innaturr Ind operating system
A( e

'persorffiel face greaflifficulties in learning about or,evaluating
. ., ?if

*.

the alternative .products. on the mariget'o exemplary practices in

other schoersystems that might be used t 14!6t a given need,
% .

)

t -

:

read by educational practitioners in this country. Large

numbers of ariicles.in these maga 'nes describe new practices.' 0

.14) .in operation in various school 47s ms, or new products

being developed err inst lled oh an experimental basis. '

A. Written Sources of Information.

professional periodicals are the most extensive source 'f

information about innovations. Empirical.data suggest that

as many as 300
7
different professional publications are

E+Mluative information tes4imonials, data on effectiveness,

"etc. are often inclilde in one form or, anoiher.
.

Thera are, however, several difficulties /with this particula r

awareness dhapnel. The most serious Peiblem is thatritten .

sources are.not the professional educator's prefeired sourceA.
. .

0 information, and ther5wis suggestive evidence that perusal.
. *

A.tprofessional publications iv. an ac ty .carriect out
A

. .

tegularly by only a 'smallilinor.ity o professional educators

There,areoother TA-obit-1W as well. The pUbkicat4on channel's
, I,

of professional educators are h)ghly unstructured. There

a(s- more and6less prestigious publication autlets in different
. . . , .,

speciaIdies, but there ts nothing resembling tae "core
10

Instepd,

wit

.
. ,

journal" svudture fou many scientific ffekd

in the education practise sector there ardoenor ,numbers of 0 .

. 4

I. 1:.
..4

AB # . -.1

.$

.., .
.."'

0
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4

.
! .

. .periodicals, each recd by a relatively spaa-number of, sub-

.

...)0Erlperst this clearly complicates the problem of developing

widespteaa awareness -- btthfrom the viewpoint of the infoi-
.

' station dissainator and the eduaation practitioneF,
4, 40

r

InterPersonsl'Communication-

interpecsonai
v.

commd-tication tends to be the prefer4 infor-

(taflan-seekingtselkrtgy "among education practitiAers.
11

But

an even smaller mikTity of professional educators appear to '

.

1'have access to or flake use of, the various informal communi-
.

cation channels existing in the field. Attendance at conven-

Lions; seMinars. Workshops, etc. is the'mosi widely used of

these channels. But compared to the large number of school

ir

-distriits andprofessionsleducators in this country,-the

,numbeir of alstricts.willing to allocate funds for staff

participation' in ;yob 'professional activities, wild the

numbers of educaiors:Who take advantage of such opportunit*eso

'appear to be quite small,

Some professfonal 'educators, especially scilld'ol administrators,

Well connected to small, informal communication networks

0

that spr9a4r4in;or*ion about new developments by word-of-

mouth. Often:these networks are built around a hub of hared
. .

.4Pexperience --:-. for instance, past expeiience as students .

.. 1 0
,, togegv in a degree program for school Achninistratorso Ores

administrators togIthertn at s....y22..clisitfict from which

some baye mooed on to other positLons;:ir piesent experience

together in the same district or school system,'oon a com-

mittee o task force of some professional association. .. ,

Occasionally., such networkg have been
. Ao t 4,

tionalltbuilt by,/
....

organizations concerned. with Ocreasing information flow or 2,
,. 12 - ,

spread of innovations. . But such networks. also appear to
.

. . ,. 0,^-
t.

.,
.

.
.,

.
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ihvolve only an infinitesimal part of the sector as a whole.

4

C. The Role of.Collells and Universities

0,67
'alleges and universities play an important rote in developing

awareness innovative,id4as, practices, 4nd packaged products.

Howlver,.they tend foi the 'most part to affect the pre-service

rather tharfthlitgservie training and it&rining of practi-

eiopers.
13

And there is suggestive evidence thattle information

pessed'an by most teacher-training'or administrator-training ,

programs tends to bg about conventional practices, approaches.,

anematerials: rather than innoVations
14

D. Marketing Approaches

Salesmen and pramotional literature,of*dourse, play s very

imp ortant. role in developi4 awareness of new moducts, one

that should nobe underestimated given their, coverage of

school' istribts and the persuasiveness of many ofthe
,

strategi s and sales materials they use. However, Lere is

an obvi peoblem of self - interest and biai here, and a

sev y limitez; foods on one or onliihandful of different

,*products,
r

, a.

h

E.Titolec d.d rece:fLeotInicalAssista
DrianizkionV

4* .

Consulting organizations aid technical assistance groupAre
.

becoming increasingW visible tit' the education sects*. Where
.

. such graupl'are highly knowledgeable and unbiased, and work in

the interests of their client,echool systems to suggest innova-

tions that might solve tome of',the district' lens, they can

be of invaluable assistance, Thera-is relat
It 15

literatqv about these groups as t. How

416,

little in the

it 14, id seen
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that they are too few in number and are available to too"
., . . .

few districts to haVe much impact on awareness processes

to date.
.

. .

04h-

F. 'TheSignificance of tankages to External Resource

' Systems .

10-4

iltie0e is suggestive evidence irAhe literature that the
u

awareness process is best developdd in those districts

that.are tha-most innovative, and that these districts

tend to be the bees best linked to the-vxternaliresource

system. These linkages to the external resource system

Are Widetbid in-theprofestlenelism of their teaching
.

and administrative staff (as'seen in high levels of

readership'ofprofessionalpublyations,..attenlianoe at

professional m etings, etrollment in professional courses,

etc.); or the leadershiporielliations and styles of

principals or t e Superintendent; or the presence of

external cha nge ent (e.g,. consultants or technical

N. assistance persorylef); dr especially the existence of
.0 * i

curriculum specialists or coordittenocs on the staff who
..

., .

del./rote 'dime and attention eo cretermiqing what materials
:It

, . ..'

or.other4vackagid produots are available for acquisition,.
, 4 lircw .

what innovative iddls, strategies or' nacticea mighAlk
. ..

lip
adapted an0 implA4rited, ot-whte.-n4seardi findings or other

g. 0 _ %
, A :

infOrinatton existNthit might -hekt.sotva an iddntified

4i. /
-- '16

0 problem., .The;eforq,it Odu44eim; initiatives to im7"
,.... t,,,

'

,

.
prlvc the!eetkiki.c.My e.ft!evtivAt.Of pe acqb:isiqon

.' ,,, -.,,,,. - .1 . ,
. ft faction,Ma:itMO/t4-5:5!*.ild.,04Eetriliilkagdfc VI% the I\

0

'ex teritlii.' reipiirt iysteti.,:"-- itt f px.oViding

. more'speciataid.'pe;milm;abrearb04144". 1t;11:1110.1akng 1
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3. Searching for Information about Alternative ARproa hes or

Packagethroducts . . 1

Informa;tiOn search strategies to support the acquisition procesi tend

to be somewhat random and diffuse in the education sector, and thereu

fore highly inefficient. Thins aittibutable in large part to the
t

lack of e weil developed information base or efficient information

search tools for assembling peeded data on the array of available

research findings or other Information, strategies, products, vrit..

tions, "etc. to we a given ned; po501 suppliers of specific

kin1a of information or given products or types of products. or services;

sites identified as demonstrating exemplary practices to meet given

needs; cos stL facilities, equipment, and trlining requirements; other
--A

descriptive-data on given innovations and Sheir implementation require-

ments; and evaluative data on each innovation's effectiveness on speci-
/

fled dimension's, its side-effects, etc.
es

s

There is no systematic mechanism lk the education sector to link

potential uses to all euailabie tuppliers, or eves to inforin the

potential user about who these slipillare or what programs or
,

products they have eo offer. There are some,cata/ogs of outputi

from !dividual institutions or groups.of institutions.17 But what

educators have needed are catalogs that list the full array of
.

products, exemplary practices," etc, available at a given time or

under development to meet specific needs, proving uniform infor-
/,

.

matiorsisuggesting how these alternaAtves compare On relevant

r dimensions. .NIE initiated a program to develop ,catalogsof all

o, available products and exemplary practices Z1 specific educational

ee _areas:
le (

The firstephise of catalog development' was concerned with

,

.

.NIE-sp.onsored (and before that OE-sponsored R&D) products only; this

1

resulted in the 1976 publication oithe Catalog of ME Education Products.

The program was then to be expanded to incrud4'both products developed

underovNIE sponsoriphip and othe r non-NIE products and exemplary

practices aswe11.
19

, 0 4

0,
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Packaged innovations and materials present o a problem for

cataloguing and describing uniformly than do exe lary practices

that have notbeen developed for dissemination. There are few

systematid'procedures,for identifying exemplary practices, and,

until quite recently, few efforts to document, analyze, and diffuse

exemplary practices much less develop materials.to assist school

systems in adopting or adapting these practices. But here too, OE,

NIE and some SEAs have recently begun several important projeca

along these lines.
20

The NIE projeect as planne- d included support

not only for the identification, documentation, and verification

of exemplary local practices, but also for researcheto develop

common terminology, procedures and criteria that could be used in

the ide

pra tice.

fund

'fication, assessment and verification of locally-developed

As yet, however, the research component has not been

If NI sponsored research projects are at some point successful in
i .

0010
developing the needed procedures and terminology, and if the proposed

-.- expanded catalogs are designed effectively, if they provide compre-

I

NP

.hensive coveragevand are distributed widely to school districts Across

ihe country, then significant steps will have been taken to structure"

nad taake more orderly and efficient and process of searching for in

formats n about alternative approaches and 'tutorials to meet district'

needs. However,funtil these goals are achieved, information'search

1 strategies to suppOrt the acquisition process, are like'y to remain

diffuse and inefficient'. And until that tine, it seems highly unlikely

that school districts interested in acquiring innovative products or

strategies to meat splitfic needs Will be able to assemble the kind of

comprehensive decivion-oriented information base that will 'permit them

to make rational Choices among the full array of available altertlatives.

/ 4
rsi

.
,

4.
.

g Bid from_gotential Suppliers
-7-..v-

*'the bidding process app4Irf to be more. relevant to the acquisition of

- '
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conventional supplies, or to services (e.g., evaluation contracts),1'

than to the adoption of innovative products or strategies: as noted

earlier, innovations are selected Aimarily on technical, professional

grounds and. on criterial of distinctiveness, rather than on the basis

of economic and other business considerations. The bidding process,

therefore, is not considered in, the literature we reviewedon edu-

cational innovation. In areas of school functioning where the bidding

procesS is operative, our observations have uncovered no sector-

specific attributes.

5 Evaluazinx Alternative Approaches /Products

4

This is probably the.most critical bint of weakness in innovation

iequisitiOn in edudatiah.' There-is relatively little evaluative in-
' I

formation about available products and prictices toserve as a basis 0

,

A

.-fprtdeterminingowhether Or not to replace existing practices or
materials with new products or Mid outputp.' Eyen where evaluate

.

inforTation about an;tpproach or a product eade available to po-

tential users,-different procedures and criteria are used for valida-

tingting different products, making compa'rative,assessments difficult/

and products validated in one form Qr another are competing with a

large volume of nonvalidated products and practices.
23

under these

circumstances, it is difficult if not impossible for potential users

to makb rational choices among alternatives. With little evaluative

infprmatton

gatekeeping

faddism has

available as a basis for rational decisionmaking, end few

quality control mechanisms to screen out weak innovations,

been, characteristic of school system adoption of.edua
'24 ,.."

cational,innovattons. Adoption decisions have been based on impres-
s

sions of a single innovatton,or a limited choide among alternatives, '

occasionally supported by visits,to schools wbere t..,t,ae of partticular

producti, practices, or programs could be observed and where school
%. .1

pensonne. involved in the implementation process could hequestioned

about problems, effects, etc.

v

I

I

e-
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One additional problem in the evaluation process should a noted.

In cases where evaluative data are provided, the potential user is

often faced with the difficulty of interpreting findings phrased in

technical statistical jargon (and often the added difficulty of

dealing with his own healthy' skepticism about the use of statistis,,

for persuasion purposes). Rarely does the pcitential user have the

expertise, or the expert respurces available ta him, to adequately

analyze statistical statements, interpret their meaningF and frame

the kinds of questions that need to be askedto determine exact*:

what claims can or cannot be made for an ippovation based on available

data.' Clearly, than, this complicates the problem of evaluating
I

alternative offerings, even when evaluative data are available. As

originalLy conceived, NIE's Consumer Information program (now part

of the planned R&D Exchange Program) was to provide, needed supports

for'die acquisition and implementaln functions including activities

designed to provide uniform, comparative evaluative information
2.

across the whole range of products and practices available to meet

a given need.
25

However, whatrthis will look like in the future.

R&D Exchange Program is not.entirely clear at this po int. Even, the

probability that there will in fact be a future R&D Exchange Program

is far from certain. Therefore,'there is no way of assessingat

this point thre extent to which these proposals are likely to have

any future'impact.on acquisition processes in education, either by

providing some order to the educational marketplace or needed supports

for the acquisition function.

6. Making Acquisition Decisiqns

.

The acquisitIgn decision process is affected by host of organ ,national,,

political, and economic factors that we will consider in a subsequent

section on contextual factors that influence the acquisitio n function.

At thilpointlitethnical decisivi problems concern us, notably the

insufficiencylif information.te permit rational choices among alter-
.

4
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natives. The decisionmaker is confronted with the difficUlty,of
4

determining whether or not to'replace an existing practice, pro- ,

gram,.or set of materials with an alternative (or choice among

alternatiles), proposed for adoption. And he must make his decision
.

in the absence of clear, highly usable information about: what

existing theory'and empirical research suggest about the specific

teed he is trying to meet; how this relates to existing.practices,

etc. in his school or district; that R&D products or programs, or

exemblary practices used in other schools or districts are available

io met this need; how alternative approaches, products, practices,

etc. compare on relevant evaluative criteria; and what problems

alternatives are likely to enco rater durinithe implementation
' .

process in his school or distri t.
,

987

Ain's plans for a Consumer Information Component in it( R&D Exchange

Program were intended to overcome some of these problems. In part,

tnis was to be done by providing the catalogs and comparative evalua-

tive ,information we considered earlier. But also, the program, as

originally corfceived was to include some activities designee speci-.

fically to support the decision process and improve the quaky'of

acquisition decisions. Descriptions of these activities were not

very specific, and conceptualization appears still to be in only a

rudimentary stage. mg documents described the strategy. as oneide-

signed to transform the knowledge base in specific areas (e.g.,

reading, career educatiOn, etc.) into analytical frameworks for use

in decisionmaking situations invollting adoption or adaptation of
0

innovations to meet specific needs. Expected outputs were descObed

as "pre-decisional resources and procedures needed to help educators

identify problems, choose solutions, and make necesbary adoptions or

adaptations.-
,26

The strategy assumed that innovation acquisition

decisions 4 the future are likely to involve "planned adaptation"

rather than adoption, quit decisionnakers need training and/or

technical assistance to enable them tollake adaptations, effectively,

4.
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and thee materials of this kind, can provide needed supports for the

acquisition and implementation functi ns if they are disse

\41)

nated

through a training-of-trainers strata y and used with the help of

techniCal assistance personnel.
27

The program is highly ambitious,

and rather'complex. We have no way of estimating how effectively
%

it will be carried out, if at'all, orwhek its impact will be.2 -.

But clearly, the program should be monitored.closely for what we can

learn about strategies ibvolving use of macro level resources to

provide support materials to entlance micro level functioning.

7. Purchasing/Securing Adopted Innovations/Products

Once the decision has been made to adopt a particular Rroduct or

innovation, the difficult es confronted by operating systems in

acquiring the innovation tend to vary-with,the type of innovation

(especially the degree to which it has been "packaged" for dis- .

semination) and the state of development of the distribution channels

used. Where packaged innovations are distributed by commercial firms,
.

especially large and well established firms'sycfi as the major text-

book publishers, school systems are not likely to encounter siggficant

difficulties or delays in.securing,what they ordered. Greater dgfi.-

Culty tends to be encountered with iron - commercial firms,'for:instance

R&D organizations distributing e rimentar materials for the field

test of anAnnovative protram un r development. The, implementation
.

literature attests to the frequ.ncy with which implempntation

cutties and eventual termination of experimental programs could-be

traced to problems in production and on-time delivery of materials

rather than to inherent weaknesses of the innovation or unique con-

ditions in the implementation setting: thi/developer's failure to .

deliver needed materiale46n schedule made it impossible for teachers

to adequately meet the innovation's implementation requirements.
28

Most difficult of all to "acquiiii are the "exemplary practices"

.and "idea innovations" that are not packaged for dissemination.

4
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Instead,. they must be observed or read about, and then translated

by the adopting school system into specificationsand procedures

that permit trial implementation. In such cases,. the process,of

_acquiring the adopted inndvatioa inpolves a more intensive return

to the information search stage, an active adaptation /internal

development process transforming the adopter's'understariding of *w

innovation into a concrete see 0 practices, procedures, etc. to

be implemented, and perhaps too an interactive exchange of ideas

between the1 internal development team of the adoptingIxstem and

implementati6nspersonnel in .other systems that have used the -

adopted innovation 'in one form or another.

8. summary: General Weaknessesvin Acquisition Processesin

Education.

We have considered a number of aspects of innovation acquisition in

education -- who cariies out acquision activities, how they become

aware of ideas, information, products and other packaged innovations,'

what difficulties they face in searchi

'natives to meet a given needrespeciall

.4what problems they encounter in teying to

6

do of hay= specialized personriltand resources toll;port the acqui-

sition function (e.g.,cur'riculum specialists), some general commentb

would eem to be in order about the typical or modal acquisition

process in the education sector and its inadequacies. First, the

acquisition function is not institutionalized as a specialized
A

activity itt education.. The awarenesst search, evaluation, etc.,

activities that make up the acquisition procesi are carried ou,/in-

cidentallY and haphazardly by school personnel as part of their in-
.

structitnal and administrative jobs. Bbe.it is relatively unusual

in school systems ,to find atlyone responsible for initiating end

for information/atout alter -

comparative evaluative datd,

make rational'choices among

alters tives, tc: Al.though there is clearly,some...variabililty, in ,f

cquis sion patterns, especially between school dietridts that do and
.

,m
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tarrying out acquisition activities. Nicopsequently, acquiiition pro-
,

cesses remain somehat random and episodic, not well integr4ted into

. system functioning and tong -range planning.

1

Whatever.periodicity.is presec'in acquisition processes tends to

reflect the requirements of the annual budget cycle and the planning

schedule for-fall and spring term changes in school organization and

-administration. Theiefore,E a'Particular'principal decides that a

given innovation is to be adopted, he must take hislrequeststo the

St.:perintendent for required,budget allocations and organizational

changes in.accord with this budget and administrative schedule, or

41 else wait until the following budget year or term. However, the

acquisition function has no inherent periodicity, under these circum%

stances -- i.e., no specific set of activities undertaken cyclVally

to set the awareness, search, etc.'processes.in motion on a Iseriodic

basis.' Cohse

to begp th

innovation

or adaptati

tly, it is highly, ikely that there will be AO stimulus

acqul.xtion process, And no new approaches or packaged
.

will' be a]

n to. iii

opted or even considered for possible adoption

'ove school functioning.

Second, the vayioqs channels. through which irchool personhel are made

aware of ideas or innovations available to meet given needs tend to

be inadequate for reaching an audience as large and as widely distri-

buted-as the more tharetwo million classroom teachers and school_

administritors in thi country, and'persuading them ofthe needto

replice existing prictices and4eaterials with particular innovations..

e
Third, information search strategies to suppot the acquisitio

fuhction tend to'be highly inefficientin the education sector because

of the absince of catalogs listing and provi pg comparative inforMa-

'tion about the full array of approaches, pin ucti, exemplary practices,

relevant information eto,e available to meae specifli needs.

9 t.)
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Fourth,.it is difficult for potential users to make rational choices

among alternaOteb because 4here is little comparative evaluative
, -

information about alternatives to meet given needs; and even where

evaluative information is available on 43ome offeritgs, validated pro-

ducts-Compete with a large body of nonvalidated practices and

products.
Rx

Fifth,'few of'those engaged in the search, evaluation, and acquisition

decision processes have the specialized skills or expertise need&d to

search efficiently for it-depth information on particular offerings,.

to interpret evalUative information about alternative innovations¢ br

to analyze decision choices in terms' of. the existing knowledgbase

on specific needs to be met bY innovation acquisitions. And few.

school systems have access to consultants, technical assistance person-
.

nel, or other acquisition support resources that could provide-the

need d skills. Consequently, acquisition decisions are generally made

on he basis.offimit d evalUetive information and without much con-
.

sideratiOn of alte tives thatmight better meet- the system's needs,.

There are significant exceptions to this modal
4
pattern in certain

.1

categories of acquisitions. Statewide textbook adoption procedures

in nearly half the states in the nation are certainly the most notable

of these exceptions. We discusi this more fully in a subsequent

section of this chapter. Relatively orderly, informed marketplace

conditions alsoappear to exist in the area of tests and Measurem ts.

perhaps this is true because the large-scale K-12 testing7thdus ry is

dominated by a few major firms. DIA alto, no doubt, an impo aqA

factor here is the existence and widespread u 6 of an imi,o ant infor-
, . 9

mation search to91, Buros' Mental Measurements earbooks,i which sig-

nificantly simplifies the processes lof.
4
information se ch and evalua-

tion of alternative testing instraments.to meet,-spe' fic needs.
0.4

2

Educational techgolOgy is another area of schoo acquisitions where
..e.

\'$ , v
.

.0
J.
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more ordetiy marketplace conditions exist. In part, this may be because,

hardware marketing and distribution channels, even for school applica-

tionl, tend to have closer linkages to the broader industrial sector

than't4 educational ZJD&I. But equally important, it woulseem, is

the access school 0-ersonnel have tO.consumer testing and product rating

erAniz'ations that provide comparative evaluative information on alter-
*

native products competing to meet the same needs; EPIE (the-Educa-

tional Products..Information Exchangis an important new organization

which provides this kind of service to subscribers.
30

Although EPIE has alio published some comparative analyses in areas

of cuKriculum innovation (e.g., a recent comparison of more than. 700

products for career education programs), for the most part there is'

its..qet relatively little that is analogous to'the hardware analysis

. 'and rating in areas of'unconventional achool aequisitidns. School

systems trying to identify and acquire innovative programs and

approaches for instruction, school organization and adminiitration

must still cope with all the various problems we have considered in

our modal description of innovation acquisition irieducation.

Comparison/04h what we might P;Tose as a more ideal model of the

acquisition function should underscore the key weaknesses of acqui-

sition processes in they education-sector and suggest possible points

of leverage for policyintervention. We draw our model in part

from normative thinking, and in part from otiSr understanding of they

acquisition function as it operates in more matureBJD&I systems.

r .

III.- 'IDEALIZED MODEL OF THE ACWISITION,FUNCTION
.

.

Several requirements would seem to be critical to a more ideal model

of the acquisition function in user-systems. First, the acquisition
,

function,would have to be institutionalized " carried out in an on7.

, going routinized manner by, of with the support of, specialized.
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personnel, in s ?ecialized organizational units or linkage organize-
.

tionsi using resources specifically allocated for acquisition processes.

Second, AllOsition personnel would have to belinked effectively to
. t

'decisionmakers in°their organize ion who det rmine needs and decide

which innovations will be adopted and tried. This requirement a4sumes

that the acquisition function involves operations of significant scale

and complexity, and that thtrefore the services of acquisition special-
.

. ists are. considered an essential part of system flinctioning And are in '
T

considerible demand tiy system dvisionmakers:.

Third, acquisition personnel would have tb be linked effectively to

dissemination, marketing, and 'distribution channelsinthe larger

R/D&I .system, to insure that they have a comprehksive and up-to-
..

date awareness of all existing approaches and packaged innovations

(\

available to meet specific needs; who the potential suppliers. are

for,different kinds of packaged innovations,.and the ieputat ons of

each based oa past performance of products and other criteria; what
qk

the best sources of information are on,specific kinds of data to be

provided tothe.organtzation's decisionmakers for different kinds of
. .

hcquisition decisions, especially evaluative information on alter-

natives; what other organilations have experimented with particular'
.,

4
4

innovation and might provide first-hancrinsights into the strengths

and weaknesses of various alternatives;. etc.

Fourth, as a covolfary to the preceding requirement, it would seem

essential that atwell developed system (or systems) exist for-dis-
1(

semination/marketing and distribution of this information and the

packaged innovations themselves. We would eRpect Such a sjrstem

(or set of systems) to include:

- widely circulating and read periodicals, stimulating awareness

of relevant information and packaged iLipovations becoming

.
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O availabledescribing their implementation in various
)

settings, ,etc.-% .

.
.

.

,- informal communfbation networks among personnel:in-opera-

Ling systems, technical assistance personnel,, and others,,

witypecialized expertise, fo'r exchange of information or

fOr directing:those wit's specific information needs about.

given innovations (or indbvation types) to those who can

best answer thei'r questions or provide needed data

4

o

- catalogs of packaged invvations, already available or

under development,to beet specific ne4ds,-with uniform

informatp on innovation specifications, ,costs, per-

sonnel and organizational requirements fdi effective Om-
.

plementation,training needs, evaluative data, etc.;

.%. ,
- catalogs of exemplary practicesto meet specific needs, with

uniform information about where they can be seen in practice,

whoppan be contacted for additional information or for tech-

nical assistance in adaptation or'implementation, evaluative

data validati ng cihims made for these practices, etc.;

- catalogs of potential suppliers of Oifferenepackaged inno-

vations of innovation type's, with background information on

organizational,capabil,ities, past track recorae present scope

ofcoperations,

netiork of reputable testiing and assessment firms or goverd-
, .

ment a4enciesisto,assemble the data, publish periodically, 'and

distribute the catalogs.described above; acid

7t. - efficient distribution channels td insute that information

ca talogs and packaged innovations ordered.by user systems

are acquired without diffi culty or delay,_

OP

:10 s4 . a
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Fifth, adquisitidn plfsennel should be linked effeCtively to imple-

mentation personnel to secure from them: (1) suggestions on possible

approaches, innovations, or materials they.would like to try, to meet

'particaar needs; and (2) fee4hick-on the possible merits and weak-
,.

nesses of particular-alternaives assembed by acquisition personnel

throygh search processes% _.There is some disagreement n'theliterature

.about the importance of implementation personnel participating in

adoption dedisions -- some viewing it as critical; others seeing it

asoverrated andunnecessarSr as long as the installation and trial

phase is handle d adequitely. 31 However, even if implementation per-.
..-

sonnet are not themselves involved in the decision process, informs-

tion on their reactions would se64 to be important data for decision-
:

makers to have in assessing alternative choic6s.

',S..* %lir

tr

Finally, where the acquisition function is operating on an optimal

level, we would expect to find acquisition personnel linked effectively

to one another, so as to share information and advance the technology

of the acquisition function. In various industries, for 4.0stance

purcha qing specialists have their own professional associations hold

annual meetings, communicate t hrough regularized channels, etc. Con-
f

sequently, acquisition personnel develop a professional identify of

theieown and increased familiarity with the informational and teeh-

nologicaI base 0 their function, information flows more efficiently,

and acquisition processes are carried out more eftectively

IV. ISSUES

,

Comparison of existing patterns of innovation acquisition in education

with this idealized model P4ggests a number of issues that need to be

considered in developing strategies for,imprivi.ng the acquisition
. .

.function in education.
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1.

transferred from other sectors? What kinds of adaptations are i

needed? Y
-.

,,,"es.
2. Increasing Efficiency and Effectiveness of Channels for

Develo?ing_AwarenesS of Innovations °

. 4ti

4

How can existing 'channels be used morleffectively to increase aware-

ness of innovative products, praciiees, etc. to' meet specific -feeds?

1
Which periodicals react the.l.argestaudience relevant to par-

.

ticular types of innovations? That kinds of articles about

innovations, providing what=kinds of information, in what sorts .

oftormatsare most effective in stimulating iritexest in dif-

ferent audiences, and persuading them of the potential utility

.

of a.given innovation to their school system?

. Whigh conventions and what kinds of seminars, workshops, etc.

are-attended by the largest audiences relevant to particular

types of innovations? What kinds of oral presentations and

supporting mafprials describing innovations are most effective

in stimulating interest in different segments Of the audience,

and persuading them of the, potential utility of a given innova-

tion to their school system?
ISA

What kinds of informal communication networks are most exten-

sively developed f9r increasing information flow about new

developments? *,How many school districts are linked to the -field's

information flow system through such networks, and how effective

is the information flow about innovations? What kinds of school
, .

districts are and Are not linked to such networks, and why?

How many of the exiiifil7collegeand university training programs

for school professionaWdisseminate significant amounts of up-to-
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. .

dat% information about specific kinds of educational. innovations?

1

(Which kinds, of innovations?) How many schools or departments of
r

education provide in-Service as.well,as pre-ser ice training pto-

grams?. On campus? in the school districts themselves?

T .4
How many educational innovates are marketed through extensive

campaigns using sales representatives and promotion's% literature ?"

How many districts are reached through these campaigns? At what

costs?

Vow.msny consultants, consulting organizations, and technical

assistance groups actively attempt to stimulate cliint awareness

of available' innovations? (What kinds of innovations?) How

many'districts make use of these oiganisptibns? How extensivqly

does each district use them, for.what purposes?
.

What new channels (if any) should be developed. to increase opeiating

systein awareness of importanl new innovations?

Should new periodicals or newsletters be established and distribu-

ted freeof charge to all school4districts? Can `Widely read

existing periodicals or, anizationi with. newsletters be per-

suaded to ,add a feature that serves the same function as estab-

lishing anew periodical or newsletter? How can this strategy

be carried out most effectively and efficiently? Whit resources

would be needed? '

Should new workshidp'programs be developed? Can professional

associations be persuaded to take on a significant role in

adding such workshops to convention programs and association

activities? -

4

What new kinds of networks might be developed, or what existing

9 I

a
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networks sight be linked or expanded, to increase information

flowabout innovations? Row might'thenetworking strategy be

achieved most effeciently and effectively? through what organi-

zational arrangements? What resources will be required?

41,

.
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What incentives can'be developed to stimulate more active in

volvement of schools and departments of education in dissemi-

nating information about edpcational innovations? as part of

existing training programs? through undertaking new research

and service ?rograms?

What strategies can be adapted from the marketing and promo-

tional techniques used by commerical firms to stimulate inte-
0

rest intheir products?

What new roles and relationships can be developed for private

Sector firms with'welldeveloped marketing capabilities, to

participate in broader macro-level programs to stimulate school

system awareness of available innoliations?.

Hem can consultants, consulting Arganizations, and techniCal

assistance groups be linked more effectively to macro-level

programs to stimulate awareness pf available innovations and

to provide support capabilities-for evaluating and implementing

innovative prAtices?

3. Design and Use of an InnovationAcquisition Information System

What are the essential design requirements for an information system

that can be updated frequently with ease, and thatcan lid used by0

school system personnel without outside assistance, to locate needed

information about:17
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alternative Strategies;. exeMplary practides, products, etc.

already available or under development, to meet specific needs,

including product/innovation specifications, costs, manpower,

training, organizatfonst, and facilities/equipment requirements.

for inpIemeritettpn, evaluative data, etc.;

exemp1ary.practices to meet-specific needs,
.

including where the
1

pracOces can be seen in operation, who can be contacted for

additional information ot, for technical assistance in adaptation

a 1 or implementatign, evaluative data validating claims made for
.. 1.

these practices, etc.;

.
.

p5;tential suppli4s'of different products or innovations, dif-
.

ferent product or innovation types, or .varioits technical
1

assistance or support services, including organizational cape-
.0

*Unties, past tract'record, present scope of operations, etc?
7.

N

Whatfare the most efficient and effective procedures to use for
gather\

ing

andlupdating the needed information? .

What is the most efficie;4 and effective mix of'printed catalogs and

materials, access to info 1 networks bf knowledgeable informants,

and access to technical assn, ance personnel to provide acquisition

support services for Ion innovaidn acqUisition informationtsystem?
. . 4.

4. Design' of Procedures for Providing Uniform Evaluative Information

00,Alterhative'Strategiis, Practices, Products, etc. to Meet

'Specific Weeds

What are the essential design requirements for an analytical framework

and an efficient, effective set of procedures for evaluating the full

array of alternative strategies, practices, prdducts, etc. to meet

specific needs? What essential information must be provided about each
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inno44611.on? What ars the most valid and reliable., and also cost-

effiCient, procedures for gathering and'ahalyzing the required

data?

What is the most effective fordat for reporting this evaluatO

information on alternative innovations and practices to meet giveA

needs? .

What kinds of support materials anditechnica assistance services

may be needed to help school personnel ass this evaluative data

base in relation to their needs?

5. Design of Needed Supports for Acquisition Decisionmaking

0

What supports can be designed to help decisioninakers determine the
LT

relative merits of alternative products, innovative strategies, and'

exemplary practices to meet a given need compared to the effects of

existing practices, products, etc. ih,u41,...in his school --

determine how significant-a gain, aif any, could be expected, on what

didinsions, at what ants?

Integration of Acquisition Operations with Need Identification

Long-Range Planning, and Top Management Decisionmaking

iacquisiticift activities are to be carried out by, or with heavy

reliance on, organizations or organizational units apart from core

operations (instruction, administration) and top management decision-
,

making, what arrangements for institu nalizing acquisition operations

in different organizational settings needed to insure integration

of acquisition operations with omponents of system functioning?

What factors must be present in the relationships between acquisition

units and other yser system components to provide smooth integration

of acqufsition operations with need identification mechanisms and '

I

V
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data bases, with ?erceptions and sensitivities-of top management

decisionmakers And implementation personnel; and with long-range

'planning operationsoconcerned with user system capabilities., those

already, existing and others under developm9nt?
. - .

What, are the essential design requirerents-for.an informationtystqm

that integrates the acquisition's:late base on potential suppliers and'

available products, 'practices, etc. with father system data bases on

needs, capabilities, operations, outputs and.impact, so that a ,com-

prehensi've information base is available to,inlorm.tOle acquisition
.

decision process?
I

6

V. CONTEXTUAL FACTORS

Innovation acquisition in edotItion sectof isaffected+y two wholly

different sets Of influences. Those we have Fonsidered up to alit4
point reflect technical weaknesses in acquisition operations,in edu-

cation --. inadequately developed information bases and infarmatik .

search tools, inadequate* developed organilational arrangements and

linkages to external resources to support the acquisition process,.

etc. Our anstisii.has suggesteetbat once these. technical,weaknesses

are overcome and.the acquisition function is "raiinnalizeciY" innova:

tion acquisitikprocesses will become more effective and school
-T-vc;

systems will be better able to _make informed choices among alternative

innovations. But will the.ratp of innovation adoption increase? .Will

greater awareness of new developments and eAmplary practices,

greater ease in finding needed information about thse innova wand

choosing among them, necessarily lead to greater o a pt,

adapt, or experiment with educational innovations in one fork or
4

another?

yt

0

4

Thi educational literature presents confileting assessments of the .

, itinovatkinness of American schools, judging the schools to be either

highly innovative or changing at a stultifying,glacial pace, depending

4'"

11ftlip
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. on the

.

sources of the data and the criteria used.
32

But regardless,
. .

of the conclusions reached; the'literature_isAuite Fonsistent in
t

presenting a pic.ture of enormoui.barriers to change that are peculiar

to this particular context, Uhiess some stroni incentives'are'

developed to overcome these barriers, there seems little point in

considering policy%interventions to rationalize the innovation acquil5

sition process: many of these obstacles to change are so significant

that there islittte to speak of.as an innovation acquiOtion prbces

to be rationalized in most school districts --little if any thought

of inatitilling changes, and a climate generally unsupportive of

changes suggeted by otters.,ip-

i ,

At least seven sets of contextual factors need to be consfaered to

-"understand the distinctive setting of the innovation acquisition

function in the education sector: (1) the monopolistic nature of

public Schools; (2) their social and political, vulnerability to

environmental influences, real or imagined; netureiof their

governance structure; (4)legal constraints on innovation acquisition;

(5) econ omic constraints on innovation acquisition; (6) the aature of

educational innovations-themse170; and *(7) the relative absence'of

th

change agents in the ed ation sector. We shall
,

these factors inhibits e adoption, adaptation,
c

/

of innovations in the education sector, and what'
. V

consider how each of

r,even consideration

additional issues

therefore !mist be considered in designing workable policy options, and .

- strategies to increase school system receptivity; to innovation acqui-

sition,

*411,

. .

1. Monopolistic Nature-of,Public Schools

For,ppostfOrents iiismOst communities, ttke local pukliq school has a

4 ...virt41 Asnopolron the progisiorj of schOolia;t for their children:.
o

ReiltivelyWew communities offer parents an opportunity to choose from
.....1

among the schools in their district. And the other types of
. . -.

- sending one's children to parochial,schoole or other private
* . .

e

0
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schools or moving to another.communityorith better schoks ar

'- 1004"

IV

opento only .a small minority of familieWi.e:, Catboat families

living in communities with local parish schoolt,'or families with

sufficient indOme'to permit_them to pay for private schools or the

\,g./ , more to a eommunpy witNyrctaply good. public _schools.

One observer has desdbed the consequence Tf this monopolistic

'position of the sOools.as turning them into "domesticated organi-

. 13

' nations," i.e., orianizattons "protected anecared for in a fashion.
.

33 ,

-miler to that of d.domesticated animal.33 Public,scbools do nottave.to compete for clients or for bisic operating funds. Neither

their survival nor thekr budgets are tied to the adequacy of their

petformance. Schools do not hava to be concerned about being put

out of businesso even if their performance i viewed by their clients

as unacceptable, and even if their performance declines year, after

year, The number of students:enrolled in g school'is unrelated to

market forces: the steady stream of "clients" is assured by com-

pulsory school attendance laws and geographic zoning that shifts

school boundary lines in accord with demographic changes in the

neighborhood population. As members of a ielf-perpetuatingburipu-
%

emu, 34
the careers of educational personnel' are protected, regard-

.

less of job performance. Competence, at least until recently, has

.beenjudged entirely by certification requirements tied to training

rather than performance. Tenure gas liven somewhat permanent pro-'

etection tc tho4e education professional's "certified" and employed

beyond a shdit probationary period. Consequently, there is little
4 r

Incentive to adopt innovations .chat might improve performance:
,

2. Vulnerability to,Environmentigl Influence

,-

4 Whether or not a given innovafion is adopted in a particular co mmunity

tends to be determinad'as much by community a ibutes as charactiris- "

tics of the innblation itself. In our earlier hapter on environmental

9
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constvaints in the educAtion sector,_we tonsidered at great length" .
. ,

how vulnera§le school systems are to environmental, influences This

ilo vulnerability 'takes on paillicular significance in its impact on the .

4r
.itwovation adoption process.
a

External pressures an be a major'impetus to stimulate change in .

.

school, ystems. Strong,public dissatisfaction with the schools,

for instance,. may prompt school officials to seek innovations that

will allay discontent. Oftenthis.may mean only a facade of change

9 while nothing of fundamental significance is altered,. But often,

substantial changes maY in fact be instituted.
dp

t4
4

A

A reputation for innovativeness in their schools may be an attribute

that is highly favored by resi#ents_of some communities, stimulating

:school professionals to rimainaware of new developments and acquire

new strategies, approachesetc. likely to maintairethat reputation,

andthe public's support. However, environmental pressures are

even more-likely to impede than to facili te innovation. Although*

, there are a significant number of communities at take pride in the-
.

innovativeness of their schools, a far greater mum perhaps the

overwhelming majority, tend to be conservative about eir schools,

dnd suspicious of fundamentally different apftoaches to hat schools

should look like and how they should perform their basic, nstruc-

ttonal functions. There has been a strong."back-to-basics",nove-
ee

ment inkAhis country in recent years, emphasizing traditional ap-

proaches and 'the "?k's," and calling for elimination of. innovative

"frills."

School personnel' are highly sensitive A negative reiCtions)rom the

.communities inwhich they work. rear of criticism Ifroill the publiC

app, fs'often to be so strong that even the untested perception of

school persohne3lett the community (or'some small vocal portion of

it may question i change ifrborexisting gractica to one or another

II

d

1

121

A
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dense that the .ex

tive community

reactions, as

'with an innova
,

"tri wh re with

Oen; that

public reac

to environ
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.

In the ed ation sector, innovation acquisition decisiOns are otgani-
/
sett° ions influenced by diverse, multiple layers of a system's

atm' ure and significant environmental constraints. The decision

process is far more complex,-then7-- than iewould be in a sector such

as griculture Where an individual farmer is relatively free to choose
ti

on is own whether or not to adopt a given.innovation.

,
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ntis sufficient to block giiange or even the
.

seeking information:aboui innovations that

meet district needs. There is suggestive evi-
-

eetations school personnel have about likely nega-

r actions tend to be stronger than actual community

s en in cases where -the district decidesoio go ahead

loa acquisition despite anticipated public reaction,

t incident administrators in a district institute a

s not considered in a comparable Community for fear of

61early, then, the,;7ulpe6bility of school systems
I

ntel influence can be as much an Ungifted barrier as a

er to change.
35

*

ernance -Structure

Sc oot systems are complex bureaucratic organizations, governed by

1 =y boards of education, influenced bycommunity pressures, and

r stricted in some dicision areas by legal constraints imposed by.../

tate and, to a lesser extent, federal authorities. We considered

he governance structure previously, in otii-ch pier on enviromefital

constraints in the education sector. We noted here particularly

how the extreme decentralization of the governance structure complicates

the process of trying to diffuse aninnovation.to the 17,000 or so

school districts in this country: with district is reasonably auton-

omous in (114ding wheXher ar qt to substitute a hew strategy for
.

existing practices-, and within districts there ts- often a Substantial

!

r

9
,

t
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amount of autonomy, down to the school building level or even some-

times the classrooi level, ift'determining wHether.Or not to adopt

proposed changes. But what is the effect of this governance struc-

ture oh innovation acquisition from the viewpoint of potential

adopters of a given innovation? ,And just how strongly does lay

control of the goVernqnce process affect the receptivity of school.

systems Co innovation adoption?

1"

4 /1
Clearly,, the governance structure makes'each district highly ayton-

omous in deciding on innovation acqdiaitions./ Although there are some

state regulations that constrain district decisionmaking*-they tend

to be relatively minor as constrainMon innovation. Generally, they"

are designed to uphold minimum performance standards and.tend to involve

suChtigually/unobtusive problemi as teacher certification. Where

truly innovative approaches are involved, these regulations may pre-

sent serious obstacles -- e.g., in the case of an innovation that

employs personnel who are not professional educators (for instance,

professional'artists or musicians). But often, there are ways to

get around these difficulties if district administrators areper

sistent and resourceful enough. There are areas of regulation in

some states that do present gajor difficulties for innovators, e.g.,

statewide textbook sidoOtion procedures that we will consider shortly.

And acceptance of federal funds for certain innovative programs tends
. ,

to mean acquiescing to federal guidelines restricting not only how

the money can be spent but also a number of aspects of school system

functioning,(e.g., tters.relaclOg'to discriiination, desegregation,

-affirmative.action,"e ,). Rarely,"h14eier, are quch regulations of

major significance in affecting innovation acquisition decisions.

. t .

The education4 literature contains conflicting assessments of the

impact of lay control on innovation adoption decisions. One group
. .

of writers#44scribe educational systems in terms of organizational..

.,vulnerabi14$:y to social afd political influence: the outcomes of

/ a.

.
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adoption decisions are viewed as reflecting the pluralism of

American society,, and professionals'.initiatives are seen as ,

A

significantly constrainedby loc 1 values, mores, etc.
36

Others,

however, contend that lay contro of education is one of the many

myths that infuse the American educational system, andthat in fact

'school superintendents, their professional staff, and influential
.

professional power blocs such as the teachers' unions tend to domi-

nate lay boards of education and generally resist lay encroachkente

into key decisionmaking areas.
37.

.
.

.

Both pictures are partially true. Alen where school boards attempt
a

to closely TonitoranA control school system operations, they are

usually dependent on the Superintendent and his staff for informa-

tion and experbise, and generally*accede,tothe Superintendent's

initiatives, proposals, CIO requests. And even 'where chool pro-
.

fessionaie are most dominant and school boards functionlargely as

rubber starves,, care must be taken to avoid st4rring up Wile com-
%,

,munity hostility to...aprogram or proposal.
.

A:
,

a

The absolute amount of lay/professional dominance vs. subordination,

then, may be a moot point. However, there would seem to be far more

bdrriers to change:inherent in the governande structure of the edu-.

cational system in this country than other sectors we have Considered

elsewhere in our analysis.
38

.

4. Legal Constraintt on innovation AcquiSition

Our discussion of innovation acquisition in this chapter ten to

assume that school districti are reasonably free to choose innova- .

tions fromamong the full array of alternatives available to meet

a given need.' However, there-are significant legal constraints on

the textbooks and other learning materiels that school districts can

acqui many states and localities apToss_the country.

o
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Nearly half the states, for instance, have statewide textbook adoption

procedures, The proAdures vary from state to state. In some states;

a single textbook is adopted per subject per grade, and school dis-

tricts have no Choice at all. In others, a number of acceptable

alternatives are listed *bistete authorities, and disdkicts max

choose from any of the books,on the list.
39

However, even where

choice is possible, the choices tend to.be relatively narrow com-

pared to,the wider array of all available alternatives to meet .a

given need. Even in states without such statewide textbook adoption
.

procedures, the effect generally tends to be th same in large urban

areas organized as single city school districts with centralized
.

selectionand purchase of textbooks and learning materials.

Most of these regulations are concerned only with textbooks. But in

some states the'regulations also cover "consumables," i.e., materials

such as student workbooks that cannot be used more than once.
40

Where regulations.othis kind are in affect, school systems are Ore-

, vented from adopting it t ut, onal systems (e.g., reading or methe-

matics programs) that a dependent on use of such materials --
t .

0 unless they try to get a und theme regulations, for instance by

using the workbooks year a ter year, having students copy the re-
. r

quiredoeisercises on separat paper, etc. But even if this kind of
fr

stratagem is tried, such ok he efficiency of the instructional

system, as designed, is los

The very existence of these kids of statewide or citywide adoption

4 procedures acts to impede change': TextbOOk publishers, for instance,

trying to produce"books and materials acceptable to as large a

1

.

national market as possible, knowtn

screened by generally consetvattVe

with widely varying sensitivities,

materials that are too innovative,

f

g their materials will be .

bodies of officials in states

are not higiiiy.likely to prbduce

or even too adifferent" looking.
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- 5. Economic Consbraints on Innovation Acquisition
s

Given the financial problems of school systems in recent years, cost

,considerations have become a factor of major importance in the acqui-

sition process. If a new product or approach is less costly than the

one itolreplaces, adoption probability is enhanced. But innovations

are rarely cost-reducing. Often, they are quite costly, and the.

problems are complicated_by the "soft money" funding patterns fre-
,

quently,used to encourageoEhe diffusion of certain types of innova-

tions.
41

federal money may be offered as an incentive to school

systems to adopt and utilize a complex instructional system that ye-

quire major.restructuring of a school's instructional and admini-

strative proCesses. The federal money pays for all costs of a three-

year instgllation and trial period. However, after the trial phase,

' the federal money flOw terminates and the costs must be absorb dby

the local school district. The school faces a serious dile

either it must take the added costs out of.its already tigXt opera- ,

ting budget, or, after having restructured the school' instructional

..aneadministrative processes in accord with the innovation's reqaire-

ments, iemustsdrop the program and perhaps again' go through the

strains of restructuring, this time to return o.the old pattern.

Unhappy experiences of this kind make schoo districts wary of

adopting innovations supported by:"soft" ndingt\

' 6. Nature of Educational Innovations

f

We have considered the problems pos by the nature of educational

innovations at a number of points in our analysis.
42

As we have noted

elsewhere,110 their very nature educational innovations present signi»
.

fidant barriers to ready. acceptance by school personnel. They tend to

involve "people change," i.e., dnlearning of old patterns (of instruction,

classroom organization,.etc.as well as learning of new behaviors,

techniques, etc. Those innovations that involve truly fundamental
4

rs
1-1 t.r
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changes 'are likely to rim counter to strongly held feelings and

sensitivities about the roles of te'achers,Istudents, parents and

others, the relationships amonethem, etc. They are likely to

involve costly and time-consuming retraining of teachers.. And

their adoption is likely to require substantial commitments to be

made despite considerable Uncertainty about what the outcomes will

be
.

lb

It is this uncertainty that is probably the most significant, and

certainly the most reasonable, source of resistance tooad4ing

innovations. By their Very nature, educational innovations tend

to be harder toevaluate than innovations in other sectors. Their

effects are less visible,' harder to measfire, and may take many

years toassess There is greater reactiveness between-product

(i.e., the "packaged" innovation) and users - (i.e., boh educational

personnel;as intermediate..usens and students as end users)b and there-

fore the implementation process is more complex, involving a far

grebter number of variables; it is harder to predict; and'harder to

. Control.

S

We noted earlier in this chapter how little cbmparable evaluative in-
.

formation is available about alternative products-, innovations, and

practices to meet a given'need, making it necessary feu acqUisition

decisions to be made in the absehce of data of this kind or ilata com-
.

paring existing practices, ett% in a school system with innovations

i proposed for adoption. Consequently, the potential liter is likely to

be hesitant about risking resources on so uncertain an diltcome:
! 4

--.

7. Relative Absence of Change Agents .

The education sector lacks much evidence of the entrepreneurial role
di

that has,seen so importantin the historical development of R/B&I in

other sectors, as we described this role in another of our analyses.
4

0 a 1
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Edudation lacks a significant number of individuals or organizations

Inns to "take.risks, tolerate uncertainty, and.counteract resis-

ta ce kn.order to introduce an innovation" or initiate. nevi activi-
43

U e

There =re relatively few innovators in education establishing their

own org nizations, or devoting their energies to promoting specific

approach =s or innovations that will be. adopted only if school' per-
,

j
.

sonnel ca be persuaded to take a chance an something new. There

are few if =ny incentives-for such organizations to be- established,

relativ y few sources of funding to permit such organizations

to survive ins a seed period unti'i they can become self-sustaining,
c: _ .

supporti g_th elves on what little income can be derived from such
,

enterpris s in he education sector.

41,

. . .

There are few sources of change within edticational_systems. Schoolfew

far instance,.tend to function as administrators rather

than as educational leaders.
44

Much the same car' probably be said .

of most school superinteOdents, or even curriculum coordinators or

other specialized personnel stafing administrative positions:.

Increasing numbers of external. change agents have appeared n the

education scene in recent years, supported by federal fun s or by

private foundaspns. And there is some evidence that ex4ernal

change agents, if prestigious or well-connected, and if;effactive
, t.

in relating to school periannel in a non-threatening manner, can be

highly influential irictimulating and supporting innovation
..45

But
.

'there is also considerable suspicionof external change agents, who
0 -

are frequently viewed as threats to 6e.educator's claim of Axper-

s tise,
46

orii(often correctly) as naive outsiders with tittle class-

roam expgence and limited understanding of the constraints on

school syptem functioning,"
.0

With few incentives in the education.sector to stimuiate.risk-taking

C I
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behavior, and strong bureaucratic constraints that discourage risk -

taking, educational systems tend to lack the major forces-that are

supportive of innovation in other sectors where strong parket forces

are operative, or where influential change agents*-:function effectively.

a,

8. Policy Considerations Suggested by Educational Contextual

Factors

A

A'
These various contextual, factors distinctive to the education sector*

suggest additional issues that need to be considered if policies arc

to be designed to make school systems more receptive to innovations,

and therefore more supportive of innovation acquisitions.

What incentives can be designed WincreZe school system interest in

experimenting"with'innovations that may improve their performance?

What, if any, market forces or other competitive models might

be introduced validly into school system functioning?

What, if any, bureaucratic incentives can be developed to support

innovation?

What economic incentives can be developed to increase the

appeal of innovationeto financially hard-pressed school

districts?

F

Wliat professional forces can be-brought'-to bear On school

leadership and instructional personnel to increase their

interest in experimentation with innovations to meet specific

school system needs?

What strategies can be designed to overcome, the major barriers to

adopting innovations?

1 d";.
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Whatstrategies might be designed to noke'community influentials

and parents more receptive to validated innovations?

What strategies might be designed to overcome school profes-

sionals' hesitancy about particular innovations, based on

untested assumptions of negative community reactions?

What strategies can be designed to help-school districts sec

needed leeway for innovation, acquisitions ,in states or ci es

with textbook adoption procedutes or other such regulations that

conflict with the requirements of particular innovations?

What funling strategies can be designed to overcome the problems

for innovation acquisition posed by "soft money" policies?

What strategies can be designed to minimize the uncertainties

inherent,in the innovation ac uisition decision process? <e.g.,

strategies considered earlier to rovide comparative evaluative

information across the full a y of alternatives available to

meet a given need)

I

/%

What strategies can be designed to increase the visibility and

.....0,effectiveness of the change agent role? (thin the school

system in existing leadership positions? in specialized change

support units within the school system or in external technical

assistance or other linkage/organizations? in external, organi-

zations .such as universities,,consulting firms, etc.?

What incentives and strategies can be designed to develop the entre-

preneurial role in the education sector, entrepreneurial organizations

that promote innovation dissemination and acquisition, and risk-taking

behavior in those who make innovation acquisitioLdecisions?

How can each of these various strategies be implemented most

efficiently and effectively? *



VI. NEXT STEPS

1. Needed Research

.4,
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Before we can design incentives to stimulate risk-taking, entrePre-
..

neurship, and innovation acquisitin in education and policies and

strategies to improve'innovation acquisition'operntions, a number of

questions mast be answered systematically throughresearch.

During the initial phase-of the research program, it would seem es-
.

sential to assess the relevanc! of the vast body of diffusion research

and organizational change literature for application to the educa-

tional contex What seems to be called for is the development of at
. .

comprehensive inventory of testable propositions bearing on barriers to

change processes and how.they might be overcome, incen ves that might

be developed to stimulate innovation and school system re iivity to

innovations, and policy options and management strategies for improv-

ing acquisition operationi in the education sector. This is essen-

tially a literature review and translation task that could probably be

carried out in a short period of time with little or no difficulty by"
one of the research organizations that has 1png been reviewing, anno-

tating, synthesizing, and applying this literature (e.g., the Center

for Research on thttilization of Scientific Knowledge, or Research

for Better Schools)

In the second phase of. the research program, empirica/ research needs

to be undertaken to:(a) test the validity of some of the more impor-
.

tent of these propositionsoin the educational context,,and (b) gather

and analyze an empirical data base on innovation acquisition in educa

tion. At the very least, we envision a survey (or sat of suryeys) of

school systems, possibly linked to a planned or ongoing survey effort

such as NIE's survey of school practices.48 We would expect such a

survey effort to enable us to determine what the existing patterns of

innovation acquisition look like, how much variability there Is in

,#
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these patterns, how powerful each of thrnajor"barriersto innovatiOn

are in different kinds of community and school district settings, end

personnel in different kinds of setings r4att to various hypo-

thetical possibilities preientini strategies that might be developed_

and implemented to enhance innovation acquisition in the educahOn'

sector. More specifically, we .need to gather data .on:
.

4

- the levels and types of innovation acquisitions characterizing
4 ..

school systeks in different' kinds of commanit%es, with differ- '..

/.ent kinds of needs, different kinds and leve s of resource's ":` 4
.

arlocate/d to innovation acquisitiori operations, di,fferent

legal, economic and other constraints on the innovation acqui-

sition process, etc.; .

4

the key innovation entry points in ead system (i.e., which
t!'

personnel in the school system or its environment are the main

sources of proposals for Innovation aquisitions);

-, the types of awareness channels used most extensively by differ-
.

ent kinds of personnel, in different kinds of organizational and

community settings, in relation-to different kinds and quantities

of innovations adoJop.ted or even seriously considered for adoption;

- the types of information search strategies used most tensively

to get more information about different types of i ations; the

extent ot use of available,infoacion resources; feedback on the

degree to which different kinds of resources, different fats,

etc. were Or were not"heipful, were used with great easeor

difficulty; perceptions of information needs, and preferences
0

for.different type. of information and support "resources that

would be most helpful;.
4

49

Mg,
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- types of evaluative information sought tti used in inno-
9

. e,. .

'..,.
; .

,ration acquisition decisions; numbers of alternativeproducts

considered in relation to the number available in the full'array
i

.of innovations, "practices, e4.4g;meet'specific needs; approachZsA;
-ril.* J #4,'

used in mp iring existing practices, products, etc. twinno-

vations pf Apo s
*
ed as replacements; types of evaluative informa-

tiOn desired; types of evaluation interpretation and support

resourcestseen as needediand

- reasons for adoptingor rejecting particular innovations con-
)

4 sidn-ed "in.recent years.
,

.

I,

N...,\. A secorid-stagganalvis of these data might categorize the participat-
.

.-.4
. ing districts as high, modeeate, or low on innovation acquisitions of

i.) different typei,.fikd then compare the three sets o districts an each

block of items. This kind of analysis might yield higbly useful insight

into the structural an proc ess differences (as well as the.frequently
N.

$

.
1

,

reported community differences)ithat distinguish and help explain differ-
.

N ,
ences'amorq school districts in innovation adqption rates. We would

)

;PA *
'be:particularly interested in seeing analyses that might indicate the

/7 Ar*
.. . ,relative imporeance-of compunity vs. school *factors, and the relative

?" 4 1.

importance of such school factors as technical barriers to acquisition ',
. . , "k ..; to.

It (e.g., weaknesses in awareness channels, in information search strate-

gies, in available evaluativeinformation, in decision processes, etc,)
4.. - .., .

fr. and Motivational 'barriers to innovation acquisition (e.g., resistance
.

.*
'.. - to change as unnecessary or too demanding of staff time, fe4 of coat-

..

4 ').- ..:

munity reaction to a' proposed charige, etc.).
4

.I..*

...

;..: sition pros ssevin school districts reputed tope highly innovatiVe.
.

Eicemplarr ses might be identified from
*
the survey data, i.e., they

.. ,
. '

'might be selected frqm among the diatricts categorized as high in inno-
..-,

. %
-.... . vation acquisition. Or ,they mGht be identified in "quick and dirty"
/ .

_

Another research possibility. might be the analysis of innovation acqui-

.

fashion using knowldegeableinformants to suggest where some of these
- ,

06

ti
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exemplary:Cases might be found. Redearch on these eteep'2.4,ii.iitricts

mieltprovidet (a) ,in-depth documentation of IndividT "exAnupt ,cases,
1,*

hnd (b) cross-case Ipalyses of acquisition patt erns, hnn4139.450,
4 #.

informat/on search strategies, evaluative information soulWandused,

types of,innovatidns sought, accepted, and used, reasons for adopting
.

or rejecting particular types ot, innovations, etc. We are particularly

impressed by the possibilities of this 'kind ofres6arch,49 and discuss

it elsewhere in this volume.
50

AOF

2. policy Choices es.

Based on the findings of the research effort, decisions can be made''
' 4

as, to whethtr or not a substantial investment in the acqdisition function

is warranted at this time, and if so, what form this investment should

take, whether it should focus on macro level resource development or

tlcro level capability building (or both), what kinds of districts it

Should focus on, etc. AP

3. Design Work 4

4/)
If the decision is made to support the strengthening 'of the acquisition.

"functiorei at this time, several kinds of design work would seem to be

needed. Given the considerable variability among school districts in
. .

existing acquisition patterns and preferences, and in degrees :of Organi-
J

.

zational readiness for more mature modes of institutionalized acq isi-

tion operations, fit would seem essential for the design work,tobe

oriented toward constructing alternative models to achieve each of. a
de.

.

number of key objectives: (a) to develop incentives that can stimulate

nnovation ,Acquisition and'oVercome major barrio's

P

tip" innovation acqui- .4

liOsition id' different organizational settings; lb institutionalize
o

innova0bn acquisition operatidns in, or acquisition sdpiort services

fore different organizational.settings; and (c) to provide capability .

0 -

,

. M, 9 w '-:
441.

r s+.1 -
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building activi4es required to impleiiatt these various model.s, start- -,

o , ..

ing from existing patterns and progres ing toward more optimal: patterns,

of acquisition functioning.,

Presumably; the design work would b carried out to a levei'Of speci-

ficity sufficient to permit schodl systems to select and implement any one

or set of these models on "a trial basis. It would seem essential to

include LEA personnel throughout such a design effort, whether Ida

staff or an advisory capacity (0 both). A considerable.amount of this

.

be oriented toward this latter perspective.) Or, a long-rangedesign

program might start from the assamptien that institutionalizid acquisi-t

tien operations on the local level may be possible in the lbng rtM but

are less likely in the short run and therefore'the full sequence should .

beplanned for. Whatever decisions are malt on these options (based

on the findings of the initial research effort),,some kind of design,

work can be carried out -- whether designing for local acquisition

work'might even be.carriedout by LEA" witfi or possibly even without

thd collaboration of outside consultants or a/OtI orgaiiizations.

The design work might belocused on the possibility of institutidn4Xiz-

ing innovation acquisition as a function at'tbe school district' level. Or,
.

it. may be taken as a given that institutionalization of an innovation ,.,ijog

acquisition funbtion:1s highly unlikely in most schoo' districts for 4
some time to come, and that what is needed instead is the deilelopm4t

of centralized informational'rtsource\that would make more orderly,

Information-based acquisition operations possible even in, the 'absence

on an institutionalized acquisition function on the'loca\ level. (The

Cegsgmer Information Component of4NIE's RP Exchange Pregram
1

seems to

specialists, for centralized acquisition resource development; or for

both.

4

1

9
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4.'Trial Implementation and' Implementation

clia
Whatever models were develood oold have to be' experimented with

NO
somewhat cautiously. Several trials and adaptations would likely be

a .. .

required. Given how relatively little. we know about innovation acqui-
40,

sition processes in education or about implementation.requirementeiorlIthe

4
00search

institutionalization of an acquisition function i would seem essen-

tial to include within the trials pr9vision for zf extensive amount of

third-party dOcumentation and analysis.of processes. Such Implement-sc.

tion reseerch.could be expected to. provide informaion about the relative

merits,of alternative models of thi'innovatien acquisition function, their

relative'effectiveness in tiltferentkinds.of organizational settings,

adaptations needed in the models for ust in certain Winds of settings,
4

required implementation conditions and implementation supports, and
%

perhaps too information about schools and school districts as innovation

systems.

1
5. Development of Implementation Sul:Tosts

Finally, if .the outputs of the deSign work are to be implemented widely

'and effectively., it would seem essential.to apply the findings of this
. .

Implementation research to the development of packaged materials and

interpersonal technical assistance services to support the implements-

,titff of these various models, in different kinds of organizational settings,

starting from different degrees of organizational readiness for more

mature patternd of acquisition functioning. Packaged' materials, for

instance, might include elaborately documented descriptions of the alter-
.

native models, with detailed how-to-do-it guides; checklisEi`ior assess-
.

ing existing patterns, resources, capabilities, information needs, etc.;

analyses of needed andfcapabilities, with resource gilides provid-

ingalternative approsche .fordevelopipg them; self-evaluation instru-

,
ments.foi assisting progress made toward more, optimal levels of function-

,

i9g,
%
etc. ",.
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We assume such development work would benefit considerably !rem the

ravolliement of SEA and/or LEA personnel who participated in some of

the'trial implementations as well as some other SEAs and/or LEAs

considering future implementation.

.

/3 We recognize that institutionalization of an innovation acquisition

*/ function is highly unlikely in most school districts for some time to come.

Howeverf there are already some programs in planning and others in opera-
. 00
tion that provide acquisition support resources and services fpr school

systems. NI E's development of an education product catalog And the

planning toward an R&D Exchange Program are two examples. OE's National

Diffusion Network is another case in point.
.

Ss

Even this approach, which as surges a minimum of Institutionalized

acquisition functioning, req4ires the .development of implementation

supports if it is to have substantial impact on the local level. At

the vary least, work needs to be donelto orient LEA personnel toward the

uss of the resources and to make them knowledgeable in the use of

these' resources, to provide mechanisms that might facilitate linking

local personnel to-these centralized resources, and pdrhaps too to

develop strategies that might enable technical assistance groups to

49help local districts to use these resources most effectively.
,

VIZ . CONCLUSIONS

The acquisition function is virtually non-existent in education as a

specialized, institutieneaized activity. .Acquisition processes are

' generally episodic, haphazard, and random. They are rarely well inte-

gratedinto system functioning and long-range pl ning, The itiforma-

. tion dissemination syAtem'in education is diffuse, making it difficult

for educational personnel to become aare'cif new prodicts or irograds,.
or to locate more information abottt aeproduct or program they do becom'e

aware of. information sear4,strategies tend to be inefficient because.

.

. 9J
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needed info`rmation bases are not adequately organized to facilitate

. the search for ihformationbn new programs or products,

1.

_It is difficult for school syaqtems to make rational acqUisition deci-

sions.because ther is li- ttle comparative evalpative information about

alternative programs, products, or pra ctices to meet a given need. Edu-

cational acquisitions are subject to fasidishness due to therelative

absence of gatekeeping quality control mechanisms that can screen our

low quality innovations...-

Few school districts have personnel (or access to outside consultants)

with the specialized'exp rise to efficiently search for information about

__alternatives to meet a g ven need, to interpret evaluative informa-

tion about available alteinatives, or assess decision choices in .

. relation to t'he exifting knowledge base-on specific needs ttiat might be

met by innovation acquisitions.

Many of the newer initiatives to provide supports for innovation

acquisition in education focus on overcoming these technical weaknitses

in acquisition processes in education. Thu focus on. increasing the

availability of. needed information on innovations that might be acquired,

or upgrading the skills needed to use that information effectively.

In
i
addition, the literature suggests that innovation acquisition in

education.may be significantly affected,by motivationalbarriers to

innovation...These are traceable KO: the. monopOlistit nature of public

schools, their social and political vulnerability to environmental

influences (realor imagined), the governance structure of public

education, the natur of educational innovations themselves, and

economic constraints. The-argument.here is, basically, that there are

few incentives in e ucation to stimulate risk-taking and strong
.4w

bureaucratic constraints that disCourage it If this mdttvaiional

9'P
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'factor is in fact as important aeit is depicted in the literature,

then strengthening of the innovation acquisition function in educe-
;

tion will require development of incentives to encourage innovation and

strategies to overcome ,the major barriers td innovation,

s

If one accepts the basic premise of educational improvement stra-

tegies, that educational practice in this country Can and should be

c improved, then the strengthening of the acquisition function must be-

come a major concern. It makes no difference whether one favors exter-
.

nar.R&D or Anternal renewal strategies,. The acquisition function need

not be thought of only in terms of acquisition of externally developed

R&D products or programs or,exemplary practices from other school
,

districts. Unless one assumes that internal renewal approaches are
.. .

(and should be) devised full-blovfn by drawing on internal resources

only, with little if any informatioA needed from outside a given school

or school district, then the health and vitality of acquisition and

information entry points are likely to be significant in separating

highly active,effective self-renewing systems from relatively ttatiq.

systems that give only lip'service to the self-renewal concept. Clearly,

the acquisition function needs to,be strengthened in the education
,

seam*. Just how this can be accomplished most efficientlg and effec-

tively remaift to be seen. But unless we begin to accumulate the needed

data base on existing acquisition operations, and begin to consider a

program f support for some design options, trial implementation, and

implementation research, the substantial gap between research, R&D, and
o

exemplary practice, on. the one hand, and standard educational practice,

on the other, is likely to remain.

k 4
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Of all the educational R/D&I;fundtions, implementation is the most

recent to have been discovered by, federal policymakersras an area

in need of support.4 Interest In impleclentation has been sparked by

the repeated finding of no significant effect from much of the inno-

vatidn that has been tried in the past decade or so, and by the

nagging questions that have been raised about lac thlinding means

in relation Co what has in factbeen implemented: Has the innovation

been tried and failed, or was fact never tried at all, and

therefore never really given an adequate test ?1 What in fict is

the precise nature of the innovation that was implemented, and how

closely does it resemble the inn
'

tiop as Its developers intended

\64tes":-
it to be implemented?, To what, extent is the limited effectiveness

.of an innovation as implemented attributable to problems encountered

in the impl4mentation process and to needed implementation support

that was not provided?. Under what implementation conditions is a

given innovation iimost effective? Under. what conditions is it least

effective? Federally funded evaluations of innovationstare increasingly

calling for data orthe implementation process (i.e., documentation

of what in fact wail implemented and how), so that findings on program

effectivenes&can be meaningfully related to inlermation about what

it was that was implem6nteCand to what "treatment" (to use the re-
.

` J-

search jargon) the effectiveness data are relevant.
2

,T
this new federal interest iri the implementation process seems to

have emerged at about the same time as another interesting ship, this

one in the.thinking of the educational RID &I community atlarge.s.'

Though such characterizations are risky -- there being no clearly

defined "R/D&J community," much less any consensus on what represents

current educational R/D&I thinking --

professional discussions and debates,

years suggests that the focus of new

our reading of the, literature,

etc. over the past.four to five

thinking on school improvement

hifted'Itom externalR&D to internal strategies.

4
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One early ndicator of this shift.may 1-iave been the increasing nuvber
.

4
a

of attache made on the-naivete of the linear R&D model. This model
.

(at least as it has been characterized In the literature) assumed

that research Ad development work could be-carried on largely in

external R&D organizations, which would develop and package innovations,

which could then be disseminated to user systems, adopted by them,

and there implemented and used by them as developed and packaged by

these R&D organizations located outsidlOthe operating system. Although

few now appear to'acknowledge that they ever subscribed to this linear

/ model, ii appears that federal R&D funding was allocated in a manner

that assumed this model as tNe basis for a viable innovation. strategy.

1

, 'Recent literature suggests that the educational R/D&I community

may beevolving Atressophisticated grasp of the complexity ofedu-

cational innovation proceises, and especially the complexity of the

operating system, the large number of variables of consequence'for

the innovation process, the considerable variability among schools

and school systemt, and the substantial impact of the operating system

and its variability on innovation processes.

The newer literature calls for design and support of innovation

strategies that focus attention on the operating system: The key em-
.

. phases in that literature are on: "adaptation" rather than "adOpti "

of externally developed innovations;
3.

innovation procees that go

on wholly inside the operating system (e.g., local.problem-solving

approaches; OD and various othir self-renewal strategies);4 the need

for technical assistance to suppdrt implementation and utilization

of innovations, whether developed within the operating system or in

externa# l R&D orzanirations;
5

the need for a more'sophisticated

understanding of the practice setting; and the need to expand the

capacities be practitioners and,school systems to carry ouOthey

own innovations (i.e., the need to support efforts to improve educa-

tional practice as a craft and evolve structures and processes in the

practice setting to facilitate'innovati on and its institutionalization).
7

.
0
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Federal education policy appears, to be reflecting '(andperAps even

fueling) this new thinking in a turnabout in e4hasfs, the second,

eprnabout ih less than two decades. After over a decade of federal

investment in educational R&D, with large sums going to both external
.

R&D (e.g., the labs and centers and private sector R&D organizations)

and internal practice-based development (e.g., E.S.E.A., E.S.A.A.;

and categorical funding to vocational education and programs for the

ha1clic,appe) f-aderal budfet allocations indicate a mixed investment

in both internal and external strategies: ?lany.of the newer program

initilttives, though, are 4rect#d at building internal school system
t

capabilities. In sum, new policy and program development appeais to

_ have returned Co where it was prior to the mid-'60s surge of faith in
. .

external R&D as.ehe one best approach for achieving rapid improve-
.

ment of educational practice. The focus appears to have returned to

t,c
theoperatingsystem, and to the difficult and likely slow rocess

of improvement of practice from inside the operating system, elying

largely on practitioner expertise'and resources, and on efforts to
,

strengthen and expand those resources and areas of expertise.

Consequently, for our analysis, this'chapter must do double duty,

presenting both: (a) our examination of implementation /utilization

processes and their requirements, and also (b) 'a more extensive

analysis of the operating system than. the overview presentation inclu-

ded in our earlier chapter on the environment of the educational RiD&I

system.
8
.,Since operating system.Attributes critically affect imple-.

mentation and utili'zation processes, it seems essential to examine

these in sofe depth, to permit us to arrive at some judgments about

the kinds of implementation/utilization supiart* that may be needed.

Much of what we will discuss in this chapter in our analysis of the

operating system is relevant not only to. implementation an utilize-

tivn, but also to the entire innovation process as it takes place

within operating systgals"(i.e., need identification, research, deve-

\\s. lopment, diqsemination, and evaluation research as,they occur within
9

practice settings, as well as implementation aniutilOation).
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Definitions: For purposes of this analysis; we are considering imple-

mentation together with utilization in a single chapter. Implementa-

tion is defined as all processes leading to installation and trial of

an innovation in the user operation. The processes are very much the

same regardless of whether they are undertaken at the initiative of

the user, the producer, a distributor, Or some support service. These

processes include: installation, testing and debugging, monitoring

and evaluation during the trial run, and feedUack to the user and

producer.
10

Utilization is defined as the "processes resulting in the innovation

being accepted by the user organization on a continued, sustained

basis. "11 These processes include: routinietion; standardization;

institutionalization; monitoring, evaluation, modification and feed-

back prior to accrptance; acceptance; maintenance; and possibly

extension andmprovement.

We are considering these analytically separable functionsigether

here for two reasons. First, althoughoeach.has distinct components,

the two share several processes in common. Second, in reality they

seem most meaningful when considered together. %tribe obviously, the

utilization stage cannot be reached unless the implementation stage

has been completed successfully, and many of the factors that affect

the utilization process are conditioned by the experience with an

innovation' uring the implementation stage. Less obvious, but of

paramount importance, the implimentation process has no real long-

term significance for a given oierationg system unless it is followed

by institutionalization and maintenehance of the innovation du;ing

the utilization stage. The observation that there appears to be a

considerable amount of experimentation with innovations in school

systems.yet very little real change may simply reelect the fact that
t

the innovation process often ends at the impl nentation stage and
. .

rarely cooinues into successful routinization, institutionalization

and maintenance of the change in the ddy-to-day operations of the

school system. Therefore, considering both implementajon and utili-

I0
"

I
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zation together may underscore the needed linkage and, long -term

nature of the implementation/utilization process.

Chapter' Overview; In this chapter

implementation and utilization of

draw on some of .our experience In

standing of implementation and uti

other sectors.

, we will examine the literature on

innovations in educertion, and'also

the education s and our under-

lization processes Arehey operate

We will presents first, a brief overview of potentially relevant

bodies of literature and the kinds of useful insights each might be

expected to provide to guide policy development.

Second, we will rake note of some of the difficulties we encountered

in trying to underitand and apply this literature to the operational

reality of schools and classrooms. Some of the difficulties will be

traced to the emergent'nature.of thinking on the subject. The

cutting edge of much of the new literature disputes the adequacy of

previous research for application to the educational context. The ,

c Cid ure as a whble, fhtff7appears at first glance to be contradic-

tory and confusing. But this is only a part of the difficulty, and

probably the least important part. Mdre troublesome is eheldisquieting

sense we have that much of what is emphasized in t literature is

misleading for understanding what strategies are lit ely to have the

greatest effect facilitating school improvement. Our assessment of

the literattre ummarized in section two, then (which turns out to be

the bulk of the potentially relevant literature) is that it may very

well point policy thinking'in the wrong direct'rerns..

In section three, we focus on some other factors suggested in a hand-

ful of studies which we believe point in more prOauctive directions.

In discussing these other factors,'we will take note of some of the

unanswered questions they raise and suggest what sorts of questions

we believe need to be studied before we will be in.aposition to

del*a,lop workable policy optEans and programs to strenthen implementation

1 0
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---,and utilization of educational innovations.

Finally, we will examine some recent initiatives that have been .

taken to strengthen implementation and uliliz ion-of innovations in

education, and take note of some other possib ties that may warrant

aconsideration. We will consider, too, how some o the uriangwered,

questions in need of emphasis and research might be incorporated

in current or future efforts to provide implementation/utilization

supports.

I. - OVERVIU OF THE RELEVANT LITERATE R

There are vat least four bodies of educational literature relevant
f

to an understanding of implementation and utilization of innovations

in education: *(1) the literature on planned organizational change

as described for an education audience; (2) the literature on schools

as organizations; (3) analyses which pinpoint the implementation

\--ao

and/or utilization stage of the innovation process as the key stumbling
o $ g

r blocic to successful change; and (4) descriptons of R&D utiliIation

te

d self - renewal efforts by thool systems (whether carried out with

05a1 inte0hal resources or with the assigGIce of external sources of

expertise). We will consider each of these briefly in turn.
.

1. The Literature on Planned Organizational Change

,There is an enormous literature on planned organizational change,

which has become'a substantial, active, and growing field in its own

right. Most of this literature has been produced over the past two

6 4pcades, accompanying the proliferation of federally funded social

_reform interventions in the '60s and the increasirig attention given -

to organizitional behavior and organizational change bx the field of

business management. Planned change has been the focus of considerable

attention by scholars from the disciplinei of psychology, sociology,

and political science, as well asapplied field such as education,

tocial work, business management, and public administration. The

10ri
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subject has, received intensive treatment by those who focus on

organizational behavior and social psychology, and has also been

approac ed such diverse viewpoints as,the human relations per-

Qect e on the one band and the political systems perspectile on

the other.12 There are already scores of classics in this literature.
13

. Jr

Review of this large body of literature is beyond the scope of

this analysis. However, we have taken note of a number of secondary
. .

sources that have'heen prepared for educators in an attempt tomke

this'knowledge.batse more accessible to them. This body of secondary
14

sources includes!several annotated bibliographies. and some useful

review article3 and knowledge synthsses.
15

This literature provides analytical tools for deteriining what kinds

of change strategies might be most useful in particular organizational

contexts, as well as what barriers to change sh61124,be%4nticipated,

and what kinds of implementation supports might be needed for the

innovation process.

ro,

2. The Literature on Schools as Organizations

The field of sociology of education has undergone a considerable

expansion over the last two decades, and with it has grown the litera-

ture on schools as organizations. Sociologists have examined the

social structure of schools, the norms, values, and attitudes.that'

condition.the behavior of school personhel, the relationships between

schools and their environments, etc. All of these tend to operate,
. .

more often than not, as barriers to change, i.e., as sources of diffi-

culty that need to be overcome in the implementation and utilization

phases of the innovation rocessy

.
I/ ,...,'

; .

There is a rich, fascinating literature about schools as organizations"

that is absolutely "must" reading for those who are serious about pro-
1

during planned change in schools. Clearly, unless organizational.

sources of resistance to ,innovation are taken o-apcount, planned

\.. .
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change will not succeed, "regardless of whether the strategy taken

involves external R&D or internal development or renewal. We will

concern ourselves in this chapter with the kinds of research, policy,

and planning issues raised by this literature, and the unanswered

questions that need to be tackled.

3. Analyses Which Pinpoint Implementation/Utilization as the Stumbling

Block in Change.Efforts to Date

A smaller, but very informative literature has analyzed specific

change efforts that were not highly successful, and located the key

problems in the implementation/utilization process. This literature

includes: case studies of specific change efforts; analyses of
'-

the change process and its difficulties, using specific change efforts

asispringb9ards for the broader discussion;
18

surveys of innovations

described vB7 practitioners as "implemented";19 and one exceptionally

useful review of.the literature on implementation, produced as part

of the Rand Corporation's Change Agent Study for the Office of Educe-
.

tion.
20

The importance of this literature cannot be overstated. Several of

tnesk.e pieces are cited repeatedly in recent discussions of educational"

innovation, as support for the need to focus attention on implements-
..

tion processes.
21

Federal policymakers in particular seem to have

been, impressed by the argument. Examination of some recent RPPs. isbued

by both OE and NIE show clear indications of the impact of the argu-

ment: Evaluation reseatch contractsappear increasingly to be inclu-

ding requirements for documentation and analysis of implementation

processes. Implementation data is coming to be called for from eva-

luators assessing new programs implemented by school systez's. And

innovative programs of various kinds are now being designed to include

grants to third-party researchers whose responsibilities focus on

studying program processes. -

We will, examine this literture in some detail in a,subsequent sectioh

1
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of this chapter, and use it as a basis for much of our analysis of

needed research and useful directions for policy thinking.

4. The Literature on R&D Utilization and School System Renewal Efforts

in. the last few years since federal policy has taken cognizance of the

significance of the implementation and utilization stages of the inno-

vation process, various kinds of implementation/utilization supports

hate either appeared or increased their prominence on the education

scene. The literature is still relatively sparse, but there is an

accumulating body of material'on the creation and functioning of:

teacher :entm-s;
22

training and technical assistaace groups;
23

OD and

renewal teams inespecial units within school systems;
24

state and

interstate networks of intermediate school service agencies (IEAs

and ISAs);
25

and networks of schools and districts linked to one another

because they are dealing with Similar problems or using similar inno-

vations (e.g., the Rfts: network of schools using their Individually

Presciibed Instruction Program, the Network of Innovative Schools,

the ES'70 Schools, the National Diffusion Network, etc.26).
.

The implementation sUpport'strategies used by these organizations

arpear.to lean mole havily toward a clinical cheat model of working

with clients.to adapt innovations to local circumstances, as con-
.

crested with the R&D deliliery model of assisting school districts

-In acquiring standardized products developed by R&D organizations.

However, beyond this general orientation suggested by the literature,

we know very little about the nature or scope of this institutional

base; how many organizations there are, and of what various types;

how .they are distributed geographically and by services provided; how

many school districts they serve; what strategies they use and with

what degrees of effectiviness;'"what personnel and other resourc
. ,

basei they draw on; the .nature bf th;fr linkages with KP as well.as.

KU, or with other linkage organizations; etc.

.141-ale there is nothing new about schools or districts experimenting

1012,
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with one or another particular innovation, what is new about these

renewal, efforts of the past few years is their emphasis on building

school system capacities for ongoing, self-initiated, self-designed,
. .

and self-managed change. As a by=product of this emphasis, there is

considerable interest in developingtrainingprograms for change

agents and producing various guides and other m aterials to support

change agents irt.their efforts. Consequently, there had been a pro-
,

liferation of training programs and guides making their appearance

in this literature.
27

In a subsequent section of this chapter; we shall have more to say

about these utilization and renewal efforts, and how they may be used

to enable us to learn-more about implementation and utilization

processes and requirements in education and policy options to streng-

then implementation and utilization of innovations in' ducation.

II. UNDERSTANDING AND APPLYING THE LITERATURE TO POLICY DEVELOPMENT
.

Of all the topics we have analyzed in this voltim the material

covered in this chapter is perhdps the most di ficult to come to grips .

witfl in a policy relevant manner. There are at lea st three reasons

tor this.

First of all, although there is a sizeable literature that is potep7

tially relevant to the subject, there is relatively little literature

that specifically describes the implementation or utilization of.

innovations in education. And little of what does exist in the litera-
,

tuie,is highly useful. There:is a literature which points to this

phase of the innovation process as a key stumbling block, and we will

look at this shortly. But even so,, what we have learned from this

.

literature is on a highly general level and lecke the specificity
4

required to guide c9cyo r program development. This literature

simply raises more questions than it answers.

Second, the literature as a whole is difficult to apply because a key

101;3
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theme,in much of it is tblt the bulk of the exisiting material on this

subject /a4ftrelevant to the educationarcontext, and probalily.mia-%,,

leading for an understanding of Implementation/utilization in this

,context. What we find in the newer literature is an effort towatek

recaiceptualizatUn, aimed at reorienting thihking in .the field and

'building new theoretical frameworks,. Thh sense one gets from this--:

new literature is not
.

only the'inadequacy of old findings" but also

the iyrO.Mtanc& of the ald questions thatfueleA earlier research.

'40$

4aeially, thearkumehtiNade iif the newer literature is that the

earlier work,-carried out in the diffusion research tradition, failed

iLikea number of key distinctions witipal to understanding imple-
4r,

. menta ion/utilization in the educational context;, Hrostof thedkork

was!carried on in other contexts rather different in imp tanE-wayt
& 7.;*:

41If

from the field of education. When applied.uved9cation, en, it
4

ses attention on the wrag factors andrloclOs the key forces

.

ork in implementation/utilization initducat. We shall explore

these distinctions In some detail, assess. their. policy. significance,

', and then lake aloOk at the queitions they raise about the utility
,

1

. o aathe earlier literature and about new kinds of resesrch and analy-
.

tical vark that ma# be needed.

I

There is then'ielatively,little litetatur on the subjec the

most useful of' what is there questions e relevance Of the rest of

the.liteiature'for application

tapt as these'reasons'may'be i

to apply the existing literatur

ficarice c4ms in comparison to :the t

settling-point.wemust come to terms
C.
tioNutilization processes forces u

educational context. As impor-
.

.. Al.-

* otheesubjtetn we consider in this'll/

, AP

,g why itlis ao
(
diffP icult

licy delelonmAilt, their,sigpi7

rd, most important and,mostt:un-
4. .1 1

,

eitil. Tfie'topic of implemegta-0 41A
.

more cloielyperhaps Wan any

ume to Confront the school

and elassrbom reality -and to as oufselves about the'validity and

) r"elevance

."

I,of many of/the'assumptions about {and descriptiotv off-.
;: .

schools andclaserOoms tound in much.of tiie literature. The. mort,

one.thinke about the schools one has seen.and the people one has

Is
4.6

St.
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known working in thoseschools, the more one gets the disquieting
NV,

feeling that real schools and real people don't quite work the way

they are described in the 1Trerature, that what is described in the
literatufe may be at best only a small part of the whole (and not

necessarily the most important,pamt), and that the points emphasized

in the literature are not the ones most helpful for understandi40.the

real
0
prot:lems that need to be the focus of policy development. /

For all these reasons, theiliterature we have tried to synthesize

seeds to poAnt to.dore research, issues than to clear-polity options.
, .

It may simply be that our understanding of implementation/utilization
,.. . .. y .

. processes rh education is too immature to provide much guidance for

policy 6vel.rmeht and that th:is must simply be accepted as thoase-
.

f"

%

t line fora longer-term policyresearch gogram.

An examination of that literature and some of the questions it raises

in our minds may indicate some of the complexity that needs to be

explored and some of the issues that should be pursued. :

Analytical' Distinctions

.

A. Technological InnovatiOnevs. "People Change" Innovations

host of the work done in the diffusion reseaph tradition invol-

ved the study of technological tnnovationale.g.: "a.new high-

'yield hybrid breed of corn). The teAnological type of innova-

tion has a number of distinctive attributes that make it quite
ut

different fro, the kinds-6f .innovations typical to educational

. sittings. The inviiiiations intrOduce0 are generally easily

.-:'

t

definable, bondable entities, with Observable (often measurable)
.

effects that dan be replicated gasify. The proce;.s of persuading

a po*ntial. adopter to try a given innovation can generally

Rake use of evidence showing the innovation as clearly better

'(in oSservabIe ways) than what it is to replace. The innovations

ar -.! likly to challenge few if any of the potential adopter's

/

. va)ues or a-ttitudes. lt is Usually not parti4ularlydiffiFult
4

4
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p,
`'to learn how to use the innovation. There is littler ,.inny ... .;. .,

-.. .

reactiveness between the innovation and the user: t e out gists'

tend to be approximately the same regardless of wgere 4he inno-

vation is implemented and by whom (so long as the pr -spee1.7

fled, generally easily-produced, implementation rohditiOns;a07

adhered to).

4

Although somewhat oversimplified, one might imagine the: -

%omentation o a nological innovatiod,in terms of pushing a

. button and getting the prespecifiediresults regardlest.0 who

pushes the button and where the innovation is installed:

cod, th3ugh again oversimplified, one ,might

the innovationknstalled in the new setting precile-14.ae-deve-
.

sloped by its external developers, with littlelhin thit4eY of adap-

.

tation required.

4

1 N.,

:*

,

The lonomations typical of the field of education are a rather
1A

different sort. One anlyst coined the term "p1041e change" 28

4'

innovations, focusing on their'most significant Ind

Innovations like the anew math" or the

"open classroom," for instance, require "people change" in two

ways( Ultimately, they are intended to prod.mie some changes,

i.e., measurable effects, on children -- in the case of the

"new math," increased understanding of mathematical concepts;

inthe case of the "open classroom," more individlJalizernatruc-

'ti;on, increased motivation, and higher'levals of achievement.

More immediately, these innovations require changes in Ehe be-.

haviors (arid often the attitudes and values) of the practitioners

who are an integral part of the innovation's delivery system,

Ateacher or school;administrator.who is,accustomed to traditional

mathematics instruction or the traditional seliOontained class-
.

pom, must do a considerable amount of self-changing before he

or she can effectively provide instruction in the "new math" or
P

effectively use the "open classroom" approach. These innovations

require practitioners to unlearn old ways of thinking and doing,

.10 G
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" ?eduratgoiai ihnoxiations

is a s-iinificatit''.claire;4,.of reacwhenes
. .

ably -Teliatively few

er oaf'," .There'a:
een the, inh a ti on

and the user (both the child esenfi...iiger, and the p'-act-'ioneii: as
.

the more immediate 'ueerj, CorrSequentlYi _result's' aie- 4-tgit easily

replicable."
411"

r\
" , A few points should underscore some.tif che compleity to be con-...

fronted' in dealing -wish innovations Of the "peoples change" variety.
P

First, unlike .t'he ,hybrid corn example, in which researchers knew. . , t
. 4. ..

a great deal about the seeds.,_ soil, etc.,. ineducatiofi researchers
... -..

.know:relatively little about the variables affecting the Conti- ,14,-

derat)le amount of reactiveness tb 15,e expected between the'.innova-
,

tion and iti users. Due to .411 of chese-unknovins,_ and
;to the

. .
imma' ture state of arielopment of evaluation meiStireement tichno-

'

-

. logy, and eo the often very long-term nature of educational out-
.

comes, it,is dgficult to jmeasure results and to produce convin:
cing eviderLce,that a- partiCulat innovation is more effective than
the existing approadli it is to replace And fox the same reasons,
it is'also4ditficult to proyil4 clear feedback on intermediate,
outcomes to guide the implementation process.

Second, becauee.of the high degree of. reactiveness between the
innovation and users, one is likely to find the innovation
implemented' somewhat differently whereverit is tried, wi,th
different kinds and degrees, of ,adaptations. This not only

Ty.

,

4
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increases the difficulty of replicating expected results. It als o

further complicates the problem of assessing the innovation's
, .

effectiveness since defining the "treatment" becomes a problem in

itself. Where the innovation to be evaluated appears to be some-
,

what different in'each setting where it is tried, it is daficult

to'know if the outcomes in a given setting are attributable to the

original
4

innovation as developed and diffused or to the implement.a-

tion conditions and adaptations in the particular setting. It .

'becomes i ult,-Offi-d-df-Eic. nr to use results fromsone school system in a , I

4

predictive manner in another school system. Therefore, outcome

data frOm one school system cannot be used,'without considerable

qualifi.zacion, to try..to persuade another school system to adopt a

given innovation. ,Nor can such_ data be used without conirderable

qualification inplanning for implementation in a new setting.

Finally, another key point about "people change" innovations is that

they often challenge established attitudes and values and therefore

are more likely than technological innovations to stimulate resist-

ance,.from practitioners and oftern from parents and Community forces.

as well. The "open classroom" is a good example of a radical innova-
.

tion which challenges traditional ssumptions about bow students and

teachers should relate to one another, what classrooms should look'

like physically and where children should be found in them, what

shodld be taught, to whoim, when, and how, etc. This further compli-

hates implementation both because the innovation is more likely to be

resisted or emasculabted into ,"more of the same," and because there is

greater room for misunderstanding and failing to adequately unlearn

the old while'also learning the new. Consequently, "people change"

innovations tend to have considerably more extensive training require-,
.4

meats than technological innovations,' and are far morlikely to be
4.

0, distorted or implemented only symbolically, or not at all'as measured

by Sanges.in classroom practices.
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Given all these, differences b tijeen technological and "people change"

innovations, one must conclud that the typical educational innova-

tion present? far greater co lexity than is entailed in the tech-

no gical innovationsstudied b diffusion researchers. And since

. the ost influe ntial forces at wor k in the implementation of "people

change" innovations are different from those examined in the dif-

fusion research literature, there does seem to be good reason to

question the utility of most of that literature for eppljtatiob to

the educational context.

B. Individual Adopters vs. Organizational Adoption
-y

-The'pointkal adopier of an innovation studied in the diffusiori.

research tradition is typified by the example.of the individual.

/ farmer deciding whether or not td adopt a new breed of corn or the

individual doctor deciding whether ornot to adopt a new medical

attice. In each of these cases, the innovation adoption process

* involved only one individttl'Considering whether or not to replace

the old with the new. In vach of these cases, too, the individual

making the decision to adoptoan innovation was the same individual

r

lb lb

who would be implementing it.

,
.

Therefdre, IA. was reasonably likely that if the individual could be

persuaded-to adopt the innovation, one would find that innovation

implemented in practice',' at least on a trial basis. This being the

case, numbers of innovations adopted could be considered a relatively

good indicator of "amount Of innovation" in a field. Of coutse,

there would b'e some slippage%, with some individuals changing their

minds or dropping out during the implementation stage or never even

trying to implemertt it. But still, asa rough indicator, this seemed

perfectly reasonable sincethe motivation for adoption and implementa-

tion were likely to be the same and the forces affecting the one were
.

not likely to be very different froT the forces affecting the other.
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The individual might encounter 'technical difficulties during imple-

i mentation, but was not as likely to encounter motivational difft-.;

cuities as would be the' case in organizatgaal adoption.

One additional point about individual adoptiodecisions-, In the

case ofadoption decisions made by individuals, the analysis of

social interaction seems reasonable as a way to lock at the diffu-

sion of innovations. Who is influenced by whaF or.whom, the rolof'

gatekeepers n opinion influence, -- all of these research issues

co' ,f to be of paramount importance for understanding how to facilitate

and speed the diffusion process.. In the caseof organizational. adop-
A".4.

tion,decisions, however, considerably more complexity iblikely to be c

tinvolved: the satial interaction model may have no relevance at all or
.;

it may at best etplain only a single step 3.n a more complicated 'multi-

.step process affected by a much larger number of forces.

Adoption decisions made by school systems (or.other large formal.

organizatiOms) differ from adoption decisions made by individuals

in at leasttwo important respects.

First, orghnizationar.decision. making is generally more complex than

individual decision making. 'There are likely to be many more steps

in the oxsanizcional decision,process, and generally different

people are irrolve8 ert,..!achssoz And, compared to adoption'deeisions

by individuals, the decis4ion outcome is likely to be more affected by
a"

factors other than the merits of the innovation itself or the severity

.of the Allablem 'it might remedy. Particu/arlyimportant as a deoislik
1111

clears one and then another point in the decision making pr.Ocess.tay

f be internal organizational requirements or organizdtional politics

-- e.g., the needs of individual units'in the organization, relations P

among levels in the hierStchy..andunits in the organization and

especially who in the organization is promoting theinno;/ation and

whome careers might be pclitively or negatively affected by its
K>

1
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4 implementation.-Another factor of some consequence may be the

*C.

organization's eternal boundary relations, i.e., community pres-

. sures for or against innovation in general or a particular type of

innovation. f

In addition to the greater complexity of the decision process in

organitational settings, there is a second important distinction

between individual and organizational adoption decisions, with

significantimplication's for the implementation process. In the

case of the individual farmer or doctor studied by'diffusion

researchers the individual making the decision to adopt an innova-
.

tion was the same individual who would be implementing it, gover-

ned by the same forces and motivations. In the organizationalA.

_setting, however, it is mot likely that adoption decisions are made

by one part .of the organization (its key decision makers) and

,implementation responsibilities are carried out by another part of

the organization (the operational staff). Because in the organize-
.

tional setting those who make the adoptioh decisions are not the same

people as those who muSt implement it, andfilecause the decision to

adopt may have had 'relatively little to do with the attributes of the

innovation itself or the seriousness of the problem itis.,expeoted

to remedy, the implementation stage of the innovation procRas is, in

sense, the adoption stage all over again, with,124ividuaimple-

menters determining to a significant degree whether'or not to use

the innovation, and if so, 'how to use it.(i.e., in what form, with

`what modifications, additions, or deletions, and under what condi-

tions).

Whereas in the individual adoEter case the sa e motivational and other

forces generally affected both adoption and im lementation decisions,

in the case of the organizational adopter, tota ly different forces

may be at work in each of these stages. In educ pion, as described

by one analyst, adoption decisions are affected y the market forCes
.

(or wore correctly, the lack of market preseures),in the sillool con-

ext; implementation decision, however, are affec ed by a totally

11 ' . 1021
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different set of forces set in motion by the bureaucratic t-tructure

of schools and school systems.
29

We shall elaborate this below in

subsequent sections of this chapter. The relevance of this point

here is to take note of the fact that it is a distinction that has

implications only in the case of organizationalidecision making and

it-tot in the case of adoption and implementation decisions made by

individuals.

All of these factors make the process of innovation adoption and

implementation considerably more complex in organizational settings,

and they suggest the inadequacy:of trying to understand or fecal.-

tate that process by applying diffusion models (such as the social

interaction model) from simpler individual-adopter contexts.

)
C. Adoption vs. Implementation

One'of the most serious problems resulting from application of-the

diffusion research tradition w4s the failure of research in this mold

to distinguish explicitly between the adoption of inneyations by

decision makers and their subsequent implementation by operational

persodnel. As discussed above, diffusion researcherg generally

studied the individual-adopter case'and therefore the distinction

had no significance. However, when applied to organizational contexts

like education, where organizational factors significantly affect

decisions and where.aecision making'is generally a function separate

and apart from operations, the failure to take this distinction into

account produced results that were often misleading.

For.instance, taking their cue from diffusion research findings, it

seemed reasonable for researchers tb assume that: (a) key decision

makers in school sy ems and in individual schools determined how

10much innovatiowou take place in their classrooms, and that there-

fore (b) the-amount of innovation in schools could be assessed in:.

1 0

I

4

1
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.
terms of the numbers of innovatZods adopted by school system

ti
decision makers. On the basis of.such research methods as surveys

.of school superintendents or principals, producing self-reports of
49.

the innovations adopted by their school for use in classrooms,
30

one

might conclude that there was a substantial amount of innovation

going on in school systems across the country,
31

However, based on othet methods, perticularly observation of class-

rooms Wheie ?gool decision.maiers'reported that various innovations'

were being used, rather different results were obtained. In one

particularly important study entitled "Behind the Classroom Door,"

researchers found that few if any of these innovations could be j

found in practice, that in fact during implementation the "new" became

almost unrecognizable from the- "old," and little real change could

be detected.
32

In several other studies, researchers explored why

and how innovations were emasculated into "more of the same" old thing

teachers had been doing before.
33

In subseque//nt sections tof this chapter we shall cotsider this liters-.

ture in some detail, and especially the various mo- va al and

technical factors uncovered in these studies to explain why how
. ,

adopted innovations are so often mkt implemented lh any meaningful way.

What must be underscored here is the significance of the previously

overlooked distinction between the adoption and implementation stages,

a distinction which is currently receiving a good deal of attention.

Only when this distinction is recognized can one make sense outof

what otherwise appears to be inconsistent findings from research point-

ing to both: (a) a substantial amount of innovation as me.sured by

adoption decisiOns. and (b) relatively little innovation as measured by

implementation. By focusing their attention on the adaptitin stage,

and essentially ending their analysesat the point of adoption, dif-

fusion researchers developed "paradigms that were inadequate for takipg

, .
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into account what' - happened to innovations during implementation in

settings like schools. The earlier analyses failed to give adequate

weight to the fact that adoption and implementation were two totally

different stages of the innovation process, carried Ruby different

peOple, driven by different motivating forces, facing different,

kinds of obstacles, entailing different sorts of tasks and activities.

And most important of all, different forces affected the outcomes

-'-of each. Clearly, then, the distinction is an important one for

understanding innovation in the educational context-

D. Adoption vs. Adaptation

4

The literature on the R&D mode of improving edUcation gives noAlint

.of the fact that school systems might substantially adapt- and change
. , .

the outpup produced by specialized" development. organizations external

to school systems:.
34
The'sense one gets from tais literature is that

development specialists would develop packages of programs and/or

materials, which would then be adopted by school systems, who would
. h

then install and use the programs and materials as developed. Given

the emphaks the R&D model placed on obtaining prespecified, replic-

able results, this.constancy of the developed' package seemed essential.

I

However, once attention came to be focuses on implementation and

utilization within, school systems -- both by R&D specialists external

to school systems and by advocates of other, internal approaches tb

school system self-improvement -- the naivete of this earlier thinking

became apparent. It became increasingly clear that: (a) there were

few if any innovations in the education. context that could ever,be

truly "teacher-proof;" 00 that there was an inevitable degree of

reactiveness tbetween innovation. and user (both- the teacher as immediate

user and the student as end user); (c) that the teacher (and/or admini-

strator) was'an integral part of the-delivery system of most educa-

tional innovations; (d) that no matter what developers tried to do to
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affect the implementation process a certain amount of local adapta-

tion was inevitablk; and (e) that a certain amount of mutual adapta-

tion between an innovation and lie adopting school system was not

only inevitable but even desirable, for otherwise it was not likely

;that the innovation would hive g nuine'impact on the school system.
35

. ,

Once the distinction between adoption and adaptatiOn is recognized,

along with the virtual inevitability of adaptation in the educational

context, it becomes necessary/to consider the incredible complexity

applying the external R&D mop under these conditions. What is the

nature of the development process when thetprogram or package pro-
.

duced is going to be adapted and used in unknown ways? What is the

end point of the external deyeloper's role in this process? Is it

earlier than in the extern41 R&D mo'de, as this is generally conceived

and carried out ko date?:For instance, does-it mean a short-circuit-
.

A ing of much of the revising, testing, and revising in "successive

approximations" to prespecified Outcomes which is the essence of the
1 . .

R&D mode? Or does it mean that the end point of the developer's role

must comelater, with the developer integrally involved in the adapta-
.4

tiontimplementation process? Or might there be some combination of

both short- circuiting the cyclical pre- testing and yeti. also getting

' heavily involved in the adaptation process? What kinds of involve-

tent might developers have'in this adaptation process, and what kinds

of staffing and organizational arrangements might be required? What

kinds of staffing, organizational arrangements, an other supports

might be created within school systems to facili to this adaptation

process? lat sorts of specialized intermediary organizations.might

assist in the adaptation process and hoci, might they be linked to

developers and to users? N .

What is the entry point of the teacher/user in this process? Is it

earlier than has generally been the case in the external R&D mode,

perhaps at even,theidea conception stage or at least throughout the

1 0 2'5
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design process? Or does the practitioner enter the process when

'a package developed to some degree or other is available for adapta-

tion and use?

In.evaluating the outcomes of a given innovation adapted and used in

a large variety of ways, how does one define and measure the "treat-

, ment" in a way that is meaningful and useful across sites? Is that

even possible? And even if possible, is it desirabli? And under

such widely varying adaptation and implementation conditions, that

research approaches will be reqqired to adequately measure "effects"?

This becomes a matter of some difficulty when adaptation is to occur,

since the researcher must attempt.to assess both (a) those effects

that are anticipated by the innovation's developers, and (b) others

that are unanticipated and therefore unknown yet may turn out to be

more important than those the original developers hoped to achieve.

Th se questions are a mere saispling.of the array of questions that

arise when one begins to think about the needed reconceptualization

of the R&D mode once, substantial mutual adaptation is taken as a

- "given." We now seem to be at the point of having recognizIessome

of these problems. However, we are not yet at the point of having

arrived at satisfactory answers.

The adaptation Concept\has been explored most fully in the Rand

Change Agent Study.
36

he Rand team analyzed implementation in

terms of the "interplay" between an innovation and theinstitution-

al setting where it is iTtalled and, used. The interplay, where it

exists, consists of adaptation of the innovation to the institution,

or the institution to the innovation, or both. Where there is no

interplay, the Rand team suggests, there is no real implementation.

As shown graphically below, the Rand team described four implemen-

tation patterns uncovered in their research. The patterns differ

r
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in thedegree of institutional adaptation and project adaptation

during implementation.

. *

Institutional Adaption

High

Technological Mutual
Project Learning Adaptation pxoject

Adaptation Adaptation

Low Non- High
Implementation Cooptation

Institutional Adaptation

Low

The terra. "technological learning" is used to describe what gener-

ally happens in the case of technological innovations, and what

was expected to happen when the external R&D mode was thought of

interns of producing "teacher proof" programs and materials.

Those Who are using the innovation adapt to it, but the innovation'.

itself remains standard. Regardless of variation; in ehe settings

where it is implemented, the innoation remains unchanged from what

it looked like when itleft Oe hands of the designers who devel-

oped and tested it. .

I'n the case of ' on-implementation," there is little if any

adaptation di. rnable in.eitker the innovation or the setting..

The innovation has beerl emasculated into "more of the same old

thing," implemented only symbolically, with little observable

difference between the "new" and the "old" that it was supposed to

replace.

The term "cooptation" is used to describe the one-sided adaptation

situation where the project is fitted and adapted to the setting,

I0 4.) e,
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witboucanyweshange in the practices or 'behaviors of those

- .

In the case of "mutual adaptation," the roject and setting' adapt ,

fr
to each er4 The advantages of the

underscor d liarticularly well by the Raht-4eam's discussion of

'siliat goes wrong 101 thl other patterns,.

al adaptatiokiziOde are ,

_
.

Central planners often assume g-laipinnoyation ks
characterized. by the firWimpremen6tion gatte?h,
. .

,... technological learning. They assume that people can
learn to

.0
use new machinery. But this analogy'is

.
.

deceptive. Ths type of individual learqngthaf
occuris in the machine situation,primari1y requires.

-t. the mlitstery of new cognitive. ski and activities;
'most' importantly, such- learning' is a routine and
legitimate-extensio of. In contrast,n
significant educatioesal change requires new rold

164 relationships and new ways of seeing oneself in
relatiOndhip to others and to the job. Internal-

.

izing these new relationships is not dimplya routine
extension of the Leaching job. Nor'do-individual

. -teachers aligays believe that these required changes
,are le4itimate. In short, they.need to be "motivated.
to change their traditional behavior:

. s

It is onvenient to think of mocivetions or II
. A

reasons why teachers might be willingto'change. Alip ' Ira
,

. hrst,:thermkght be complyin#'with an order. 1AP'
. -

ourNanlaysid of-the Change Agent innovat suggests
that' when people simply "comply," they generally do "so
in a pro ,form or symbolic way, that result. in noel -d1"

'implementation-. .

. . ; ,-
, 6

.

Setond; paachers might be salling_to change their
traditiabil behavior:if'sUch belAcioris in their .

gam serf- interest, narrowly defined. That is,' they' , * -

&JAW be willing to follow a plan if they.weceived
--'44en'aves fidr doing so. Yet our,enalysis indicates

J--fiha. stietrincenilves as career advancement or extra
0 Oiy'ere.either 41-effective-or, in the absence of

R.
..

...s, other ino;ivatisms, led teachers and adm4.nistrators
.

".

.. _ _4
,
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.
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to coopt the proposed change to fitthei traditional
b#havror.

.

."
Only tbe'third type of motivation; belief in th$value
of th4' new ,practice, seemed to be ,effective in enabling

#
people to 'devote themselves to the. usually,flainful

,
Rrocess of change. This belief in the value of the
new practice' often required that project people develop

4
a sense of.flownership" about the proposed change and
that they participate in planning and everyday decisions
about implementation. ...they could do so by adapting
.the original project plans to their own needs as they

'.. simultaneously adapted. their behavior.

'In sum,, whether or not mutual adaptron was an "efficient"
process, it was characteristic of the implementation of
projects that did, in reality,. result in significaqt
change in teacherbehavion. i7

00

4,

ra

This"ownershiO'through mutual adapption may be the needed

answer to the IV-too-familiar "not invented here" syndrome

commonly fountain educational settings. If practitioners are able

to adapt externally developed. outputs into poNgrams or produpts that

they'ccept'as-"their own;"4some of the significant barriers oto

...acceptance of externally developed dutetits may be. overcome along

with,sove of pie technical problems encountered in trying to imple-

rnt
approaches.1:eveloped by others and described in.thlr,own ,

(rather than the practitioner's own) terms.

.,
If o ne accePtsa'this position, then it open# up a new research.

areeend a larke number of important questions on Which the

difiusion research tradition sheds little if any light. The Rand

study underscored the complexity of the implementation process, and

suggested hover little is knowd at this time about the interactions

that define the mutual adaptation pattern -- which factors and which

interactions are most significant, what outcom & are most likely,

and'how this mode can be facili5ted.

4

A
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Of particular importhrice, the Rand study and the adaptation
4

emphasis suggest a need to focus a considerable amount of attention

on the institutional setting (and facilitating its adaptiveness end

receptivity to change) and implementation- processes. Throughout ,

the period of large scale federal involvement in educational

improvement, most of the concern has been focused on (and most of

the investment has been mad, in the innovations thtt were expected

to radically transform the schools. Only within the last four to

' five years has federal educational'innovation policy seemed to give

cognizance to the significance o he institutional setting and the

implementation pr cess'in determining the success of these innOya-
.

tions. One key fi ding of the Rand study was that the attributes

of the innovation thedselves'iere the Least important factors in

explaining why some programs succeeded and others failed. Of far

grefrevsignificance were the receptivity of,the instutional a

asetankicd the imilleantation vicategies employed.,

.40E. impleme ation Cs. Utilization/Institutionalization

tc-
As we noted earlier in this chaptee; technically, the implementa-

tion stage of the-innovation process is defined as including only

the initial installation, testing and debugging of\k innovation

in a given setting. The longer-term acceptance and use of the

innovation as "routine" is defined as the utilization phase of the
, t-'

innovation process. 'IP

.

- . d. .

While this distinction is generally acknowledged and it nothing.
, ,

.

new
ft

in the innovation /iteratutp, examination of what has happened

.to innovations over the long `term the need to underscore
'4. .

the distinction. Fdr -a variety of reasons, relatively few innova....
w

ibqt are suCcessepllysinstitutionafized and maintained. Clearly,
4

a part\orthe explanaCtion lies n eailures during.
-7) . 4

4 e

tion stage. iut even if we restricted our attention to only those
. e .- ,

1 I
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.

thIt

. .

at were considered successfully implemented, we would fidd a
.

e iia,.
surprisingly small number continuing in operation as

.

established

practieow Tbus, relatively few of the innovatio s in which

investment were made can be cbnsidered to have h any more than

fleeting impatt on school practice. Consequently, there seems to

b 1g4 ,odreason to question the wisdom of.the initial investment in

the first place.

What has been lacking, in part, is "downstream" thinking that takes

requirements of the institutionalization phase into accoutit through-

1 11 the process of innovation design, development, packaging, etc: -

One obvious, ill-too-aten overlooked factor affecting institution.-
. ,

4 alization anal continuation in this age of tight education budgets is

oney. Innovations in education tend to be more costly than the

xces they replace, and most school systems lack the "Inds.

Federal funding po.licies have often entailed providing "seed money"

for an'initial three to five year period, using the availability of

funds as an incentive for schborsystems toadopt and implement a

costly innovation they would otherwise be unable to consbeer.
.

However, after this "soft funding" ends,
1
the school system is left

with the choice of either eliminating the program or paying for its

\ continuation out of its pun g'eneral operating budget. Operating

- budgets these days haye tended. to be cut back so far that contilu-

. aiion is not a viable *Win.- This prblem is an especial* serious, s
0 , Gk.

one forschool systems that have adopted radical innovations re --1/
.

. .

quiring'a tote revs ping of school structure's, adm strat*
.. /-4\ arrangements, and the like. The school system deciding t at it

( - .

1ack4 the: internal funds 65tofitinde suppprttng the innoyat' n
1 4.

' must now' bear on its own the heavy costs ofteturning to
. .

old
I

\.........\

'' .practices, apprchesor arrangements the innovation prey
.

°dal.;
-

. .

replaced,. Experience or familiarity ith such "soft funding"

catastroplihnUkes School systems ven mo e wary ofradical and

costly. innovations thinithey might therw e be.3t3 "pownitream"

'

4

.
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thinking from the earliest point in the innovation's design and

d evelopment might conceivably have scaled down or restructured

the innovation in a way that might have avoided or at least
.

minimized this problem. Such "downstreae'thinking, however,

has been atypical of educational R&D and innovation. It is only

within the last lew years that. serious thought has been given to

incorporat ing the requirements of the implc6entation phasi%in an

innovation's packaging. Consideration of the requirements of the

institutionalizatcontinuation phase seems to be even rarer.

40 vto AO

Money --alr be one of the most serious constraints' o!:" the utilize-
.

tion/continuation phase that one becomes aware of when one examines

the distinction between implementation and utilization. But clearly,

it is not the only such factor. The two stages are, affected by

rathe*r different forces. The implementation stage of innovation,

for instance, is 'surrounded by an aura of novelty and excitement. ,.;

It generally attracts the most creative and* imaginative teachers

who are oriented coward new possibilities and excited by new chal-

lenges, Implementation efforts generally receive a great deal-of

administrative and external.support, not just in the form of

4.

additional funding, but also additional materials and an abundance,

of resource people to help in the'implementation process. Als6,

innovations that are being experimented. with are generally kept

somewhat apart from the rest"of mtatconstitutes educational

"practice" in a given classroom.or school, and are,thereby generalAy

easier to cope with in bounded, compartmentalized fashion.

* Few U-spy of these conditions hold when the implementation stage

is fiver and long -term institaionalization and routinization are

called for. The.aura of novelty is gone.' The excitement disappears.

.The,approach'mustobe taught to, and used by, a broader spectium of

-fpachefs and administrators, including many who are likely to be

-less excited by the challen ge of new approaches, less oriented

r

:-`11-

. 4.,
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toward changing wUat they do, and probably too less able to-change

Lffectively. -Cciap lfcating the problem, ail or arl.east most of'the
A

external ort resources are likely to disappeae after thesdpp
44 4

--
im lementaticn p hase, and so the Larder and more demanding jhb

cr--4)
institutionalizing ah'innovation across a ,school or school district

--(if that "expansion" kind, of continuation is anticipated), and

. Araps too affecting broad practice (anenot just a compartmen-

tallied segment of practice), must be carried out with fewer
IS

supports for the process.:

.

The point_ need not be belabbred further. If long-termimpact

is the goal (and presumably it is),4 we must learn considerably

mare than We know now about what aifectsstandardiiftion; routi-

nization, institutionalization, and conti ation. Wemust apply

what we learn to planning for all stages of the innovation process

(including design, elaboration; testing, ref ning, and packaging).

And, most significant of.all, needed utilization supports must be.

made available past the implementation.phav7, for as long as -re-

quired to insure efrective routinization and institutionalization

of new approaches. .

F. Summary: The Greater'CoMolexityof Inn ail n in the

Educational Context

Each and every one of the analytical distinctions that we have-
.

considered here underscores how muchenore complex the innovation

process is, in the educational context than in most of the other .

content:, where iy.novati411 has bdan studied. Each new diptinction

weNisave noted has introdimed greater and gredter coAplexity.pnd

more and more unknowns. Wuch of the diffusion research literature

then, may well be irrelevant, and elen inisIeading for application

t

. to the edrational context.

,
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. Reviewing some of this material, we begin with theq)".rtinction

between,technolog4cal innovations and people change innovations.

While the case of technological innovations suggeits the wisdom

of focusing on the innovation itself and establishing its effects,

the people change,context requiressa more coNplex approach,

focusing on the interaction between the/innovation and the

institutional setting where it is to be implemented (especially

the-people who are to implement it and the people who are to be

the end-users of the innovation, generally students). We need to

do a considerable imount'of new research to learn more about what

factors .in the institutional setting, what motivatlogil forces

(i.e., willingness to innovate), and what technical factors (i.e.,

ability to innovate) are most significa.nt in affIfting the imple-

mentat,lon and use of different kinds of- innovations. Policy

'thinking,mus based on an4understanding of not simply a given

innovation's r quirementS, but also the requirements for effective

innovation-im 14meAtation setting intera ons--a considerably more

complex bod of understandings that needs to be developed.

,ab

4
The individual vs. organizational adolnion distinction suggesbs the

.

need to think! beyond simplemditfusion models that woul /bra the

policy maker toward dareloping networks, locating gatekeepers, and

refining persuasion techniques li.W.y'to influence these gate-
.

keepIrs. An understanding, of the organizational context of

adoption/decisions in sectors such as education requires going

beyond this approach to'also identifying internal and external

forCes'that make organizaikons more'or less xeceptive to various

kinds of innovations. This introduces _a who new area cl unknowns,
-

.
.4.

and calls for more L46earch analyzing ' organizational politics and

' organization-environment relations. WAwill need to know consider-,

. ably more thali we do, now about these organizational factors before

we xill.be in.a-position to develop more effective strategiks for

p.romocing organi6tiohal adoption of giveltypes.of innovations.,
4

A
.

3'
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The adoptionimplementation distinction focuses attention on all

the unknowns that enter the innovation process after organize-
.

tional decisionmakers have supposedly "adopted" a particular

innovation. What sorts of changes mudrt occur if a given innova-

tion is to be implemented effectively? What sorts of motivational

and technical barriers wilt have to be overcome if these changes

are to be made? What' supports are needed to help implementation

personnel to overcome these motivational and technical barriers?'

While the "adoption" perspective focuses attention on the need to

increase the number of innovation adoptions by decisonmakers (and

therefore the need to strengthen diffusion networks and informa-

tion flOws to "school districts), the " implementation" emphasis

''irients the policy maker toward implementation supports needed to

increase the. likelihood that adopted ini:161rations will in fact be

implemented, andwill be implemented effectively. .

Thelgibption-adep d Luis distinction introduces whaeis probably. I

the largest area of Unknowns. What sorts' of mutual adaptations

'are likely for a iiveh innovation? What sorts of development
*1.1

processes.are called for when adaptation it taken as a given?

What is the end point of the developers ro,le? What is-the entry

point of the teacher/pser in this process? In what,ways should the

developer be involved in the adaptation? Mai supports are needed

to; strengthen the adaptation process in the operatonal setting?

How(if at all) can one evaluate the effectiveness of an innovation

across sites if it is adapted differently in different settings ?"

Policy thinking from an "adoption" perspective fo6uses attention

or developing innovation packages in a way that is Titost likely to

encourage and facilitate adoption. The "adaptation" emphasis,

however, shifts attention to chortling the nature of "paCkaging"

(to 1\take into account inevitability of adptation), tikezby

changing the nature of R&D; and allocating needed_resources to the
.

school setting where the adaptations are. going to be made.

1

1
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Finally, the implementation-utilization distinction focuses '..

attention on the additional unknowns4hat enter the innovation

process after the implementation phase. While the "impleminta-
..

tion" emphasis stiggests that policy needsto be developed to

pro-Aide Supports for implementation processes, the "utilization"

orientation underscores the additional requirements we must come

to understand to support long-term utilization. That will require

learning how to overcome the financial, organization, and other

barriers to continuation and institutionalizaton of innovations

that have been implemented successfully. Before we.will be in a

position to do this, we will need to develop considerably more

understanding than we have
r
now about educational practice and the

practice setting. Orrly when we have accumulated a strong know

ledge base on the practice setting will we be able to effectively

minimize the problems posed by institutionalization of innovations

and understand,how to develop and implement innovations for

ultimate incorporation.

The history of much of the educational innovation attempted in the

1960s suggests the validity of soMrleof the criticism that practi-

tioners have levelled at the reformers -- especially that many

reformers were somewhat ignorant ofthe institution and the
AP

institutional dulture they tried to chAnge, tha they were rela-
..

Mt tively naive aboliehOw simply change could be b ought about, and

that they were all too easily stymied and overwhelmed by the

complexities of the system's operational reality once. they made
4

the attempt to get involved aril! to try to.implement their pet
.

proposals for fundamental system reform. Perhaps with a more

complex understanding of that reality and greater skill in design-

ing and implematinepolicies that take that complexitnto account,

there may be stronger chances for, educational improvement some time

in oche future.

4
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2. The Educational Setting

Clearly, given the key role of.the institutional settirig and its

receptiveness to innovation in explaining implementation outcomes, it

is critical for analysts and policymakers concerned with" this subject

to have a very, good understanidng of the school setting, its culture,

the barriers to innovation., and the oppor.emities that are there to.

be capitalized on to facilitate innovation. This, the, seems to be

a good point to digress and take a detailed look at that setting.

Before beginning, however, we should point out that we have had sorie

problems trying to reconcile our understanding of the literature with

our sense of the operational reality of classrooms, schools, and school

systems. Our difficulties revolve around two orientations -- perhaps,

one might even say, "biases" -- in the literature.

First, there is the orientation in the literature toward radical rather

than incremental change -- this, despite the fact that the overwhelming

majority of instanced of schools adopting something new to bring about

one or another kindiof improvement are examples of incremental change.

The focus on radttal change may he too simplistic for. the educational

context, and we may need to think about the broader, range of change

forms in designing policies to facilitate improvement in this rather

complex context-

Second is the emphasis in the literature on barriers to change,

supported 14 sociological analyies of schools as bureaucratic structures,

relatively free of marliet forqes, staffed by quasi-professionals whose

solution to conflicting pressures is to resist innovation. The diffi-

culty we have with this literature is not that we suspect its validity
1.

as descriptive materia1.1 Rather, we sense that, though it is fascina-

Ling material that needs to be adsorbed ane incorporated in policy

V
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thinking, the points have been too well made, and that the other sifie

of the coin needs to be equally well described and understood. Most of

the forces described in that literature affect all schools, and yet

some of these schools are highly innometive and some
A
are not. Therefore,

we suspect that as a guide tAD policy development, thii literature can

be misleading -- suggesting policy investments in directions we beliqua..-

to be relatively unnecessary, and falklng to point toward the directions

we believe More critical for policy development.

e

Let us explore these two iss...les more fully.

C

A. Radical vs. Indremental Change

lie most basic question to be clarified before developing policy .

on educational innovation and change must be how we are defining

"change." How novel or in4vative must a given program or package

(or whatever) be to the given school system? Must it'require radi-

cal restructuring? Or will the simples addition of something not

used before in that schoolo) school system qualify as "change"

under the definition used?

Most of the literature has been written by people whose' primary

interest and focus is on "change" and Innovation." .Though defined

differenttly implicitly or explicitly in different pieces, the sensei

one gets is that what is of real interest is radical change, i.e.,

programs or policies that require radical rethinking of fundamental

assumptions, restructuring of fundamental relationships among

tea hers, students, administrators, the .community, etc., and /or

using fundamentall new approaches to instruction..

. I
Clearly, if one were to

materials packages, etc.

systems over the years,

analyze all the progrards, apObachesft(s,

thab have been adopted and used, by sch

even over the past two to three change-
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oriented decades, the overwhelming majority would clearly fall
0

into the incremental category.

.-.

There have, of course, been radical changes that have found their

way into large numbers of school systems. Several examples come

' immediately to mind,-- the "ungraded" classroom, "team teaching,"

t 'he "new math," the "open classroom," and individualized instruc-

tianal systems such as IPI (Individually Prescribed Instruction) or

IGE (Individually, Guided Education). But clearly, these examples

represent a small segment of the total universe of '"schoolimprove-

ments" one might want to understand as a basis for policy develop-

ment for facilitating the improvement of educational practice.

. .

The radical change cases are important and we need to understand

how to facilitate this kind of change when it is called for.,' But

they also need to be understood as atypical -- atypical in that they

represent so few Of allele changes that have been adopted, and

atypical.id how they came to be adopted. The - implications for

the implementation process are significant. Generally, these radical

changes came into being either because they were imposed from outside
.

11 or in "top' down" fashion, or more often because the school leader-

ship in a given area were excited by the new concepts or the new

possibilities they seemed to represent.. !hat is important is that

the changei were not necessarily responses to needs or problems

identified bythose responsible for their,i4lementation.

Much more typical may be the lore incremental type of change that

gets to

foi n

meet felt

this is a

the need

roons, or

e adopted as a resVlt of school. people

rograms and/or materials,new teachOg

needs or to solve identified problems

searching mound

methods, etc( to

. some cases,

response to court mandates or legislatidn --.for inst e,

to mainstream h?ndicapped youngsters into regular class-

to establish bilingial programs in districtsvith large

I
rr).;.11.41:.

.
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non-English-speaking populations. But in many other cases, it

is siiitpry the educator functioning as a professional, searching

for additional materials to use or better ways to do things.

Most of the new materials or programs they find and adopt are of

the incremental type. 'They tend not to'require-radical changes .

in school structure, procedures, or- practices. They are accepted

because the teacher or the principal or the superintendent or the

school board is persuaded that they are called for, to meet a new

need, or because they seem to be better than what is already in

use to meet an oldneed.

The Am appraqches to change -- the radical appraoch assumed in 4

the literature and the Ancrementar type more typical of the'sghool

reality -- reflect different assumptions about what, if atigthing,

is wrong, and wharf kind of "new" somethiang may be needed to remedy
.

the situation. the "innor Or radical change focus, the

basic assumptions are that: (a) the problems in schools are

traceable to the fact that things are being done in schools in

fundimentally wrong ways, and (b) significant improvement in schools

wiitikherefore require a radical restructuring'of bjic structures,
'"

p. h';relitionships, gSsumpticals, approaches, etc. -- the kind of ra cal

. change that challenges ftindamentaf assumptions, runs counter t

established practices, and enteifs unlearning old techniques,

behavio and patterns of thinking as well as learning the nets.

What is required, then, is a itat'al.revamping --,a throwing out of

"the old" and a starting all tier again with the new." While few
.

explicitly acknowledge this, there is a strong und'ercurrent in this

literature th4t."chatige" means "better;" theOld is suspect and the

.new is applauded.

School people:i'end to approach change with a great deal more caution,

even skepticism. This attitude is. not stmpf5, a reflection of

sociological factors in schools that create barriers and resistance

41*

t.
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to change.- It is, to a substantial degree, a reflection of the,/

historical reality of change in the educational context. Faddish-

ness has been common in education. Educators have been burned

badlyoby one fad after another that has been hailed as the solu-

tion to one or another problem, only to fail, and oftenail in...
worse end more costly wa)t than the program or practice it replaced.

. .

This cautious, conservative approach to chagtge is also in part

tradeable to the fact that school people gengsally_analyze what

is wrong, and what needs to be done to remedy it, in ways rather

differelt from those oriented toward radical change. What many

school professionals would say is probably something like the

following: The programs) xmthods, and materiais they -are using : .

now are working only partially, ,or working only for some students

and not for others. What they are looking for are ways to expand.- '

their repertoire to find approaches or piograms or materials that .

might enable them.to achieve success with those student who are

currently having difficulty and who don't seem to be helped ade:-

qdately bywhat the schools'are now providing for them. However,

given the unfulfilled promises oepast fads, they want to see

convincing evidence before they adopt something new. They want to

lk have a reasonable degree'of confidence that cat they try will have

some success with the failing students, while also'not having neg-

ative effects on students who are having success with what is

currently in use. Or, 'if they are contemplating using one approach

with one set of 'youpgAters and'anoiher approach oath another-sat.

(so as to match each method with the scudentseto whom it'is best
.

sulted)r.then they want some a3Avrance that they will be given the
.

resources required to make that possible (e.g., moraaides or

assistants) i Y-

4

To

I
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Afti S.

0 Contres to the raaical change' proponents who trace the problems.
'4 4. t 0 t,thai.the schoS1 and scho91 professionals e doi.rig-,- school

people don't generally see.t.liemselves --(e. g. , thAir at titudes) or
111

P

0

... . %.. ,.4t1i,eir.institutiOnal setting as the problem. 'Whey defina the probkpm
.., . ' # ,. . I

in neither motivational "nor sociological term:s...Rather, they. seeS.

it as a technical .p.roblem -- i.e., how to find the right conibinatidn ..

t

44,

: JP % . '- ,vof 'methods and material to reacb students with24<514aifric,ulties.f , ,,And it has been our experience that even those-educator* who
_ . ,.essentially brame ;' those kind of ,stu-dents", for their difficoltied",

.0 .e, .0? who sound as though they have watten' them off 'asi ho0less, when
1`

. :
pffervi.a proram 9r appraoc'n that "sbggests the posstitklity.of . .

- I

,T

4 Z., e.

S'
success with ihcfse students, they will generally -be willih ,to give ',

.-it a try. . . . - .0
.-
. ,

,
.

4 4,. /
i

',a
. . ,

.
When the problem is defined in these technical-terms, 'the

. , ... . .
.: .. .:A dop,rron pE tnew program or approach oait be yieWed as the solution

M to tpartitukar problem, and trying' the new becomes acceptable with- .,...
out be seen as a confirmation of the incompetence.of the' piofes- .

. .

4.

sional (the Inad_iguacy of the school system that was using the old. 4,0
itg, slir =0; TFiu defining the problem in teChnicaliArms, 1:s compatikle with

ental rather than radicil -change..

, 4.1..
da,

- ijlhat all of )1,i.s kuggestor is that l*e may neej to develop more
complex'ways Of thinfahg about change If we are to deAgp pdlicy 0, .

I_
t.

ordons that) will work ir! real schottls. It may be that we will need
*

lika"* one kind of poliGy ng when radical changes arc at issue (per-

,;.r.4
haps here the uniutual4daptatipn" notion esiuseful), and a somewhat
alfpi-ent kind'of*tivittlieg when the more typical, incremvtial sorts,.%. 0 . .' of changes :are untler consider4rion Cabsorp.tioh and use' may be

os ,
, t mo.re aPpropriate. than "mut,val adaAtionn when incremental change

1:", . 0`is involved) 9,

.

. ' 9 --F

VA/ *6

#.
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And perhapi, we may neld to 'Nil*, flop9,iu terms of a third,
. A .

intermediate case; inviVint changes ofra "geterally incremental- -

.

.

.
.

isgrt that mey,also challenge some Assumptons held b1,77,school people
.* P.

but less fundamental ones than those inherenl in the "open.clais-
.

room" concept (e.g.; the offering of bilingual education programs
1.... _

. _

--.0-1: mainstreaming handicapped students into regular clasarooms):
.

.
. 1..

41114

4 . ,

.' it may be that we ,haveagotten ourselves into a definitional box.

By'defining innovation in the radical sense, "innovaition7 orented

analysts are able to conclude that there fis relatively little

innovation in
4 .

sc hoofs, or that change occurs at
.
a "glacish011iee

. When innovation is defined the incremental sense, a rather dif-

feseni conclusion becomes passible. Does the focus onradical
.

range, out 44 an interest in one or anothir change theory, function

as a
4..

set-ot.blinders that prevefts us from adeluately.underitanding
. .

the operational reality of the educational context, and therefore.,.
. 0. . .

" d/w d tfrom terms thit are useful for guiding_us t ar viable
.

.

4

R.

O I

1

...aolicy optiOrib that will work in req. -schools?
.

, I ' .1 l .

..11,r-

, Although there ite;sOme diffilluitieS with111-5roblem-SoiAng"
AF

.
is.

1 concept when applied to schools,
39

this orientation may pfavide a

better conceptual focus than_thet"cnnovation".no4ion. The advantage 4

41 IS that if focuses on the *eking behavior of-tie professionals
.44111%..

_rather than od the attributes of the solution, and therefore slim-,

inates concern about how radically different *or 4'neuM ,the adopted.4
4 -.

.
- I changeavay bor.c. . .

4 ** I ,
Oa

. ,. J 10

Sociological DescriptilVhs .of Schools vs. Factors
ic

thaeSxplain'
0

piffaences Beq.ieerk Innovative and Non-Innovative Schools
A

.

., r
. There is a Farge,literaturie that ddscribes how the social structure,

.

a
, . .

k, : norms, va4uei, etc. of.poblic schao4s make these institlitions some-
'

what resIstantto innovation. Ore gets the sense framthe literature1.

'
411:0*.

Sr
4

:401 1 0:1
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that the 'barriers are so great that they tan-be overcome only by

means of the struniest of feadership (a quality that seems from

tae literature to be in short supply among educational
.
administra-

1078

tors). .

.9

Yet, clearly, the aue many innovative scho%ls and school distl'icts
'Sow.'
across the country, and surely there must bsigdre to the explanation

than simply the qualities of th'ir principals and/Or superintendents,
: .

Odo.not mean to minimize the importance of thieleadership factor,
y

,

. ''
,. . -

for we Arestotallq.. iRileded that At may in fact.be the single ,most
, 4.. 4 .. .

important factor. Still, we beiieve the pictutO.s.more.compiex. !,
,

thanthat, and. that the barriers to i nnovatidhAsceibed in the

literature. are nowhere near at powerful as the literature suggests.
- ..,..... . .. ..- "..- .... 4. . ...: ..

1 * ''' .
4 .

8 .
V.

: it Sur assessment of the literature is that it xspiadulY biased toward
.dit

t
4

. .
1-...

4 the, barriers to change. It fails to give adequate attention to °.

other factorp that open up possilitilities for school improvement that
. .

46, 4

might not become apparent if poliov thingiftg'is fOCused only on s. .

els

motivational obstacles Co be overcome../ .9 eP 0 .%

.

of

$

AA 0.

6
,

10' Ai,
Let us now consider that literature and ate ways.schoqls'are ,

Jw...!'
c.

At if
described. Then we can returnIZo such quds54onsas: What factors

.64

are moselimportant in distinguishing innovative Irv' non- innovative
. . 4 w glA

schools, whether the literature may be ,unduly.blised,-what possibil-
. 0

ities and opportunities polieymakers might capitaTiAWOn to,

4
4

4

facifilae'school improvement.

4

IV.
a., ihe Educationil Setting: Barriers to Change

t
o

11.

)111
One part" jarly. useful revidw article distingukshes between

I

.

two sets o factors-1n

. affecting thevedoption

different set of facto

at 4
A

't

theeducaiiohal setting, one set

of;innovations and a second entirely
4Q

rb affecting their impiemeniition.

A

...I 0 1.1
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ihk
all use thisCheme to strimaiiii. much of the literaiuie

,

ave .been xamtning op the subject, considering first the

et structuret of the school an ,the4way it.affects inno;/a-
.

.

tior4 option decisions, 'then ruing to the bureaucratic
..

structure of the school' and it effect on implementation pro-
: .f.

iesses.
411.1e9

,

i. The MarlsatStruCture ollPut/in.Schools: nte School

as a Domesticated OrganizaMir

One pf the distinctivvatsribute.s.cif public schools is

the. fact that they at4.not market-o0,ented. Thirare

protected organizations wkth,a virtual.nionopoly in
I

' given locality on what is getierally s'en providfni

an essential service: iThe degree prptectionk,

they receive is suggested...by.

"domesticate d`' orgAnizations.

r

t s 4.

liXerature, a domestipsted-org

guaranteed Clients

'p'erformance. With

attend private Or p

vet

heittheracterization.as

'As, described in the ,
iaton is one which is

nd resources regardless °fits: '
.!

few lipmeptions (e.g., ,childen;.who '

-alai schools - or who are permieqd

) all it'

school'

,

to transfer to other public schools
.

in,the ar

students living within a particula et o
I

district boundaries muttattend public:ichool.

The studenO!client"%o0 such ali,dfianizatian is not free
. .

ices andneither
. .

01 free coacceu or
-

, to accept or reject _theostiloOl's:we

4 (except inrare cases) is ille:sb

..' reject' the student:

9 9

*

i

1 0
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. assured. ,There is no struggle for survival for,

o this -tyAe of organization - existence is guaratIteed.
Though this type of rganization does comp in a
reAtricted -rea for fUnds,funds are not c ely
tied to qu2. icy of performance. These orga iza-

-tions ar sticated in the sense that are .,

protecteri by toe, society tieiserve. The society
sees the p *tection of these denesticated organi-

. 1080."

4 .
.

The label of domesticdted organization is used to
indidate that this classof organization is '
protected-and cared for in a fishion similar to

'-"thit of a domesticated animal. They are not
compelled to attOnd tb all of the ordinary..and-
usual needs of an-organization. For example,

,theit.'do not compete wieh other organizations for,
cjients; in fact,a steady flow of clients is '

zationsaslecessary to the maintenance of the
social systm and creates laws over and above those
applying to organized action in-general to care for
these organizations.42 %

This domesticetiongenerally acts against the innovation

pprcess. Thfte is no need to improve performance (i.e.,

to find'nbetter" ways ef'doing things), so as to be able
;

to Attract eihersclients or resources. Consequently,

there is little felt 'need for change: Instead, one finds

= an orientation' toward continuing in the familiar, 0
comfortable patterns that havechlractetrzld the organi-

ration's functioning in undisturbed harmony with

benevolp.t. envirenmental.forces.,
4

""

' ii. The Market Structure of 131.1611e Schbol: The School

a ors.
siS 1st

as a Highly Vulnerable Organization

A. incongruous as it may 'seem Liven 'the iacit thatthe
f.

school's'exisi enceand continued operation ate guaranteed

byt4Ps protected status,. the school is also a highlyl- r

vulnerabl.e organization; moreCirefflrite...0tdsubjet.t to) /
racial and politicaliinfluence than virtually any other

;

At,

ft
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type of insel'Eution or organization in our ;society: &
t

. .

.

-/
r ... t

For a variety of reasons, we have consid red elsewhere,
43

I
.

the school uib subjIected to a consideraJfie hmouhc of public
....

scrutiny. It is.a public' ser organization supported

"""14 by public funds and
.
adtinistered and regulated by public

. .

agencies. The school effects virtually all subgroups of

.

A

o I

Nthe'populati , whether as parents, as cit izens and tax-
-

payers, o kusiness people who require a labor pool

.sufficiently educated fo carry out'required tasks. Since

thz proportion of.lo2a1 funds ;pent on public education

tends to be quite high, schools tend tid"be particularly

salient to taxpayers. For those taxpayefs who are also
.

patents of schoolage children, ,the level of concern,

about school functiohing tends to be even higher, for

American socibey has been characterized by tremendously

high expectaoions for schooling.
7

The school's vulnerability is enhanced by the diffuse- .

ness'of educationelloals and the difficulties Of measur-

ing educational outcomes.
44

There'ls.xelatively little
. ,

. .

cons nsus'on the ultimate objectives of schooling. There

a multiplicity of goal::"emphasetio choose from
45

.and
.

.

b

,cons ideraple disagreement in our pociatraVout which. ' '

. . -
.objectives should be most emphasized. Educational goals e--

. ..
.,.

are,Arj ther'nfture, diffuse and highly open to value-
,. .

. 4:4_ 0%
..

.

.,, laden judgments, mikriterpretation, and Controveisy..

Given the'large number of often differing constailencifts
,

a given school district may serve,.virtually anyysignifi-
.

cant-decision can trigger conflict and attack by one, or

another Ogment oft/the populace. And, too,' compared to

other fields, edhoetional gt4ls are generally harder to

- specify. less measurable, andbarder,to use as.performance,

lk
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standard's against which to judge System. performance.

'Consequently, it is difficult for school authorities

' .o make a strong case for the effects program x might

'haveon students of types a, b, and c.' And sinceschools

,provide only someof the eilicational influences on people's

lives (and much research suggests that non-school factors /

are far more significant tin school factors, in affec-

Or' ting one's learning and life-chances" it is difficult
41'

to assess the'effects of siiihooling and-say with any
1 .N

certainty what the ultimate importance of any program or

policf decition might be.

There are other factors that contribute to the Organiia-

mulfierability.of-schools.as well: Since the

knowledgeand technology, base of thefield is weak, it is

oftell,difficult to provide strong eyidence that one

program 'Or method is more effective than another. Another

important point is patsehools are highly variable in

quality, making deficiencies (imagined or real) 'all the

more apparent and. subject to public debate.

. .

Contributing to ehe vulnerability of the schoo is the

)1.educator's iegittmacy irsoblemi In claiming specialized

prefession'al status 6 point We shall
. .

return' to l'ater).."6mpat:'ea tYt4entists, engidp4rs,-
. . *14

',,doctois or lawqrs; the: pegialized trainidg'needed to

fAction as a- teicher ol-,sc* haelmaminiitrator does riot ,

seem particulaSly. awassimd;. d, too, tile'pubaic is mo'e
. ,: . re.

.fami Pr ,with;v117,p0 tbt.44tre tmt 40 4s Therefore,5 k 4 .

eu4t1y fot,t ile;iyot-ter-e4eitI10#4nt,;fhaftet,is r less)
**

PC-e4stfrill ollion'tt'e general public

-,and ZduoY4fa:tbqnefFee fppKtir...411 professionals in -

fields wan sel*100401.4F41.0.,ti,thh gy144.ses.
41 ,

a i ' ...`tf5../
ia 7- 4-0-1

- .

54.
""

)14. s c.
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We need not belabor the point further.. Cleo i ly, a host

oftfactors make the school highly vulnerabl

external pressures.

In sociological parlance, oxganizatonal vulnerability

is defined as "tRe.-4obatatity of being subjected Co
9 .

ptessures that are-Acompatible with one's goals without
,'

OW

dor

the capacity to resist.'
.47

Where Snorganization 12 in

'perfect harmony with its environment, any pressures.

corning f,rom.the envionmqnt amore compatible with the

.orgaidzation's goals (os definddby its professionals)

and the orgatiizatioft has the resources needed to attain

!these goils. In the case of a vulnerable organization,

We-find'ifiste"aa thai: the organization is subjugated

to its environment school systems, for inttance,

legal control is in the hands of lay boards); (b) there,

discrepancybetween the oegani-

*mends stemming from its environ-
.

staff might be pressured &adopt

reasons they believe orr prafes-

Pis often a significant

zation's.goals and thb

ment (thus, a school's

a program for political

grovnds.to be 'worthless) (c) the organizaton's

resources, are inadequate for it to achieve its goals

'<e.g., the schools are expeicted to produce academic

success for a'wlde range of students with differing needs

but art not provided with resources atquate'to meeting
/,

.
J'

all thoe'needs).
48

wo" 4

ThOschool's vulnerability has two kinds of effects. on

Its adoption behavior. On the one hand, school people

are likelyto be cautious about adopting programs or

policies that are likely to disturb, any significant
0,

intei-est group fn their environment. '.The axe. even

tg
0,

ti
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to anticipate trouble and reject pr n they think

just might disturb some segment of the c7omunity, even

in advance of any evidence of a negativl public-reaction.

effect,-then organizational vulnerability creates

resistance to change. On the other hangorganizational

vulnerability increases the propensity,toward faddishness

in education. If a given innovation has been highly

publicized and receivedstrong community interest and

eVementhusiasm, school personnel are likely to be

inclined toward adopting it, even in the absence of
.

evaluation data supporting effdcciveness (or Perh.ps

* even despite evaluation data suggesting liretle is to be

ained by replacing an established program with this new

e).

The Bureaucratie'Struature of Public Schools

Some of the'most fascinating material that has been

written about schools applibs what is understood about

the str4ins inherpnt in all 'complex organizations,

analyzes how these strains are manifested in the

education context in particular, and describes what'

I effects these have on the-functionihg okescifools and
.

0

school plofessionals.
49

Of particulaerelevance here
"... .

Ale aealyies that focus on the bureaucratic structure
4 0 0

of the schools; the tension this creates between teachers'
At'

self images of being "professionals" and the.bureaucrat-

ic reflity wh ch restricts their professional autonomy,

. and the negat ve eflact this has in creating resistance

Winhovneion.
150
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A profession is characterized by at least.thre .16

attributeit .(1.) its members perform a service eha

is viewed by society as estential;*(2) the tasks carried

oul by profpssionals are assumed to require a high :level

of technical competence; aria (3) professionals are

therefore generally given a substantial amount of

autonomy in performing their functions.

°.

Only the first of thesp isaearly true of the teaching

profession. Their, function is viewed by society as

easentail. However, the cnmpereace. of profesalional

educators is freirenriy called into question, for all

the reasons noted earlier-; ,because to the observing
. . .

public.the4emvnt of -specialised expertise required by

leaching seems considerably less than that required by

other profkssionS; and becaUse education is a value-

'laden area with diffuse goals, unclear technology, .and

significant measurement problems'.in eSsesiing achieve-
.

meat of the ultimate goals educational institutions

are expected to attalle.

Even- more to the point in wakening the professional

status ofteaching, the autonomy and professional

discretion of the classroom teacher is.severely.limited.

What subjects will be taught, in what ways, using what

textbooks and instructional materials; in what sequence,
g

and even at what times of the day -- all such matters

are generally deterlqined by oihets, by lay boards of

'education or by authorities at higher levels in the

bureaucratic hierarciy.

1 fp- t"

4

*
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Beyond that, the teacher's professional behavior in

retatirif,* to students is somewhat limited and cast into

highly structured patterns by roles and regulations

elaborated by administrators with4a view tower- efficient

organizational functioning rather than a concern about

-.441,the quality of the teacher-student relationship. AO'

At esst part of the prdblem is traceable to the nature

of the school as a service organization and, beyond tha.t,

as a particular type of service organization that has been

givs-n do723tlqated starts. Bothdrreate coalitions which.

run counter to the teacher's exercising broad profession-

al autonomy..

. First, ret us examine the implications of the school
... .. .

being a service organization. A service organization

-11

er.

l' readilyA.called into question by laymen. while in other

is defined as being one established to benefit the client

group, which in this case would be the student, their

parents, and the broader community which provides'the .

schools with'their support. The Prior definition of the

organization's goals iq this way tends to limit the

professional's autonomy and authority. In any service

organization, professionals are in a difficult position
e

legitimating,their authority because their function is

defined in terms of serving the interests of the client

group, They must try to serve those interests while at

the sa=te .time retaining their authority and not,bec,oming
A

subservient to the demands of the client group. Iri

.ed4zation, the 'situation iS further complicated by the

low prestige accorded teacher's "and schaerldministratcrrs
. .

and.the fact that their professional competence as so

1
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servic# fields such as medicine the doctor is assumed

to have some specialized expertise that gives him-
.,

adehority to determine what to do to best serve his

client's. interests, in education professionals have to
I

11)

struggle for their autonomy to carry on their profession

. in ways they believe to be called for by their training
4

and expertise.

Second, there Are the further implications of the school,

being a domesticated organization. Because there is no

choice in the matter of.altending school, the student

client of the instil tion may notbe 'there voluntarily.

Yet he is there, Very 17ch a part of theSrganizatia4 and

its functioning and very much able to disrupt it from

carrying out its tasks,. Consequently, student control'

becomes a key. organizational concern., At the4ame time,

what can be considered acceptable proceduret and mechan-

isms for controlling students is limited bytthe implica-

tions of the school. being a service organizatio; estab-

. lishea to serve the interests of the student and,hii

p6rents,and is limited further by the requirement iar
.

.

. accountability to parenxs.

The bureaucratic response to the tension between the, 1.

requirements for both control and accountability is tie

elaboration of r ules and regulatigns,and the keeping of

detailed records about infractions'of these rules and.

regulations. The organization thus protects itself 41

, from environmental pressUres by..providing justification'

for actions taken and decisions made.
.

1
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i HuweverAthe.pric'e pald is 6 further cotipromis g of f

the ideal of professionalism.' Whereas in other fields

technical expertise is, the basis of the professional's
. ,

authority, the teacher is expected to use formal sanctions

o control students; the basis ir the teacher's authority

.is the potential for resort.to these sanctions; and the

focus on such sanctjions must ineviCabry..reduce the service

orientation of.;6achers (i.e., teachers are less likely
. .

to view their students as clients who they are there to

serve) .

.Furthermore, in other professions colleagial patterns of

authority prevail -- doctors or lawyers, for 'instance,.

are accountable for their actions to each other and

'particularly to their prOfessiona associations, the

AM and the ear. In education, however,teachers are

- accountable' to administrators and to lay authorities for

their use of disciplinary. procedures, as well as for the

competence with which they Perform their functio ns in '-

general. Thus, the bureaucratic tature of the schpol

as ant organization, and the elaborate'procedures developed ---

to.protg t the' organization from environmental piessures,

have the effect of underc tting the profediionalism with

which the teaching role an be performed.
ifY .

e

The low prestige of education isa matter we allude 6

frequently throughout the analyses in this yoluille. .For

purposes o= .this discussion, we maycorisidev this low

prestige both acause and-a consequence of theie factors .

.

we have been noting. 'Where the,prestige of a particular

group is low, it becomes easier to question theiecpmpe-.

tence and to limit theiraltonomy in carryinvout their

roles. 6nd4onttnuing, ffle vicious circle, when tht. .

. A '
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.

technical Competence oT mehbers of,n, grdup is frequently \group ..
. .

t. . 4.% .

called into question and tkelr profeslonal'Olscretion `
,

.

and.autonohy are repeatedly limited .by decisions and
::: ,...

, r
actions taken by others, ;ha of eet is a further erosion% !, '

,

of the level of. Irestlge accorded them.
.,

\
e i "%i * .

A
-

-4 44 ,

There are arious other. factors Ott eontribut to the"
.

.

low. prestige of:.the teaching profession.and to teachers' -

consciousness of tfteir^oosition at;'the bottom r'ng of the

professional prespige ladder. It is a field wh ch,

eepecijdly in early childh6od and elementary cation,

is comprcsed mostly of women, many of wham have Limited

professional commitment to'the Ibtering d leaving

.it as this fits ,their other, often more primary, commit:.

ments to starting and raising, their famil*ps ost are'

$ recruited-from middles -and lower middle clas

Compared to other professions, teacher recruits are more

' likely: to comefrom the lowfirend of the academ
1

e ability

range. Aild,smost intensely .felt of elI, salarYlscales for .
1

teachers have tended to be substantially heloW Oat of

other occupations that require s' much trainingi

,,
1

As a consequence' of 411 these factors, t!ashfngis
* . LI) categciggiaS'A "quasi-profession." There is clearly

-
.

4

0 a gap (in fact an "inst.itiutionali2ed gap"etween the

lity of teaching ierIat school systems in this ''.----1----

country.aed the profesiional aspirations' of teaCher's.

The post-significant :effect of the quasi - professionalism,

4s,descrild in tle Titerature,,is ':status insecur 'Is

.
. which can:hpve'importent effects on organizational e imate

. .,

ind'iripovation.. .f,th.is itatus insecurity is as.imp
.

tylt

efeotor as seems,to he thggested by !he literature, hen
. .

..

., the foltowing are 'some of the,14ays..in wych it can cr ate
. ..

. resistance, to innovation. .1t". .

4m.

41k

*.
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'First, there is likely to be some resistance to

programs and policies designed to improve teacher

performance. Such programs come to be viewed as

incursions into theAr professional domain, limiting

their autonomy, and, even worse, as proof positive

that their professional.,competence is judged to be

inadequate an in need of upgriding.

Second, there is likely.to be resistance tothe use

. of external consultants, for bringing in outside

°experts". is` seen as a further sigri :hat their own

expeitise is viewed is Inadeqyate.
.

Third, for much the samIreason; and because of

sensitivity to the school's organizational

ability, innovations com*nk from laymen are likely to

be fought against with particular vehemence.

fourth, status insecurity produces excessive "rituali

in teachers' behwitiors:

:means, even,at the risk

achievementof -ultimate

SM

there is an overcompliance with

of doing serious damage to the

ends. The education or well

being of a particular child might be better served by,

deviating from a particular rule or !Kim, but, according

tw rhie analysis, the teacher is too insecure to risk it.
. 0

4111

Fifth, where status insecurity is a significant force

in a parelvlar school, dr among a particular group of

teachers, one finds a fascinating lack of professional

communication 'among the teaching staff of a school

Faculty room 'discussions, for instance, seem to meticu-

lously avoid.the subjects of 'teaching or learning or
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individual students, for participation in such

discussions might reveal the inadequacies of a
.,'

teacher's 4mowled4e or'skills. There is little r t

sharing of techniques or solutions, in part because

this would place one or more teachers in a psoition

"of admitting that they could learn-something from

someone else. TheVe is no discussion of classroom

Odblems because the possibility of gaining assistance

in'the solution of a problem is not a strong enough"

incdritive for the insecure teacher who must admit to

having a problem. - ?

o .
-

alb
Sixth, there is'often resistance to.merit plans and

various other incentive programs to- Stimulate hnd

reward excellence, especially where,juagments of

excellence are to be made by adthinistrators. The

argUment is made that such systems undermine the collegial

relationships. Yet many other professions and occupation-

Al groups' seem to welcome such programs and function

reasonab15, well under them.

Seventh, a considerable amount of energy that might

be directed toward educational experimentation and

improving student achievement is placed instead in

activities'orienied toward status enhancement (e.g.,

unionism).

And finally, one.of the most significant effects of

teachers' status insecurity 4 be the all- too - common

"not invented here" syndrome.-- i.e., the notion that

each school (and perhaps each classroom).is so unique

thatprograms or materials designed elsehere cannot be

used effectively to meet anbthei' school's.(or clasSroom's)
4

105 7
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r
needs. The teaching culture envisions the teacher as

a craftsman, and the good teachaas a creative ode.-

V

Consequently, the ideal teachers carry with them in

their heads is to be fresh and original, to.design

particular solutions to meet the particular needs-of

particUlar students at a particular time in'a parti-

cular place. Using iddas or materials or *techniques

develbped by other teachers (or, even worse, by out-
.

side "experts" in some-university or R & D organiza-

tion) is looked down upon as mere "imitation,"

reducing the Creative teacher to a mere functionary,

or (in the case of "teacher proof" materials) a mere

"teachingstiachine." given this frame of mind, ic.i§ no

wonder that teachers devote so little time to scanning

journals or attending conventions to learn about the

latest new developments%in their field -- quite a contrast

to a secure field such as medicine where doctors pride

themselves on keeping.uv-to-date in their journal reading

and being aware of new practices, *techniques, aid findings.

a

a

iv. Other Barriers to Innovation in Schools

In addition to thy market factdrs that generally work

against he adoption of innovations and the bureaucratic

structure of schools which ends to undermine the

implementation of innovations, the literature describeA,

several other barriels to innovation in schools. Thoughr

analytically ditiihet, some of these are closely related

to, and intertwined with,

)lost of these are derived

way, the field is organized

factors already discuissed above.

in one way. or another from the

-- the way the school is organ-

ized as a work place, the way education is organized as

a pro

them personnel.

4

ession; and the way school systems recruit and reward -

t

.

1

4
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Teaching as a Lonely Profession -- TeaChing has been
.

described as.a "lonely profession,-L351 referring to the

fact that teachers spend most of their working day in

classrooms with young children and have little if any

4114, contact with.othr 'adults during thpir work day.
52

Although a certain amount of stimulation and satisfaction.

may be derived from the teachers' interactions with their

students, generally lacking is the intellectual kind of

"stimulation that could be expected if there was more

communication w4th pther adults. 4

Few schodls are organized in ways that provide intellec- '

tual stimulation for the professional staff. As

-described in the literatu're,
53

there tend to be few if

any professional exchanges, few if any profeisional

problem-solving conferericis, Even the supervision a
1 4

teacher may be given by the principal or some other

administrator tends to involve little more th n a short

period of Oservation. followet by little if a feedback.

Whatever few opportunities there might be for interchanges .

,with specialists from outside the school tend to be

regardedmore often .than not as threats or intrusions

rather than opportunities for exciting exchanges. Teachers

-tend after-a while to be..ovevwhelmed by the boiedom that

results froim'the routinized-natureof.Oeir day, the

relative constancy of what they do year' after year, and

thg drain of constantly giving at a high levels without

'etting much intellectual stimulation back in returg<Feli

schools are organized to provide this "return" for teachers.

Their need for.new ideas and intellectual growth is not met.

The consequence is that since teaching,is no longer excit-

ing or-interestin
.

g to them, they put less effoi.t into

making learning interesting and exciting for their students.

1459

10
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And lifein classrooms becomes duller still, for bo

teacher and students. The outstanding teachers are

those who are able to resist the psychological, effect

: of rbutinization, who somehow keep their autonomy and

focus on helping their students as individuals. .Tpe

literatuAsdggests, however, that these teachers are

.the.exceptionsurather than the rule.
ti-

The,lack of communication among teachers, as a result

of theway the school is organized, is reinforced by the

strains'ofibasiprofessionalism we have already

considered. Because teachers feel insecure, they prefer

not to talk about their pork, and especial about

difficulties they may be having. So, the talks with

outside experts come to be seen as unwarranted intrusions

to be endured. And faculty room discussion runs the

gamut of topics, except for the conspicuous absence of

discussion about students and teaching.

This lack of interaction with peers retards innovation --

because valuable ideas and information are not exchanged,

because teachers da not mutually stimulate one another in

waysthat might generate new ideas and additional crea-

tivity, and because it means the absence of a valuable

sourceof reinforcement and support fbr efforts to try

new things.

'The upsychological loneliness" and lack of professional

interaction we have been considering is closely related

to another factor we might describe as the pattern of

"time utilization" that typifies the teacher's work week

in most schools. The proportion of work time that teachers

(or administrators) are able to.devote to their

. OP
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advancement is typically Olniscule or non-existentIP

Tto point seems particularly underscored by comparison

to the time utilization patterns characteristic of

reaching on the college'level, where classroom time

generally represents a small share of the professor's

work week, and other noniteach.tng activities (research,

journalreading, attending conferences, etc.) receive

the dominabt share,of the time allocation.
54

Clearly,

the purposes of universities are defined ih terms that

emphasize making contribtitionT to knowledge, and this is

not generally true on the K-I2 level .

AY,

There may be much of value to be gained from thinking

about the.possiblse effects of these time Utilization .

patterns on the teacher and the teaching that is provided

at these two levels (as well as on the rate at which new

knowledge is accumulated). It ha

4
liT'ililaarguedy as we

)

shall see shortly, that organizi schsols in lys
.

that
I.

make the continuing upgrading and profec.saio!!!1,advance-
. __.

ment of teachers a central principle of school function-

ing May be essentail to Agnificant improvement in

-,educational practice. It may,afso be that stimulating

.teachers to contribute to the accumulating knowledge base

on practice may be a.vital element in this professional

advancement and upgrading. We shall return to these points
.1.

later in our analysis.
.

tf

Lad( of CollaboratiallorMs -- Several analysts have als01'

pointed to the lack, of collaborative norms among teachers
55
.

These norms are particu1ar]y important If self - renewal

approaches such as:OD are to take hold in a school.

Typically, at least as described in the literature (and

ti
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some of our own experience and observations support

this), tachers do not share their ,creative ideas,

approaches, and materials. It is the exception rather

than the rule to find a creative' teacher enthusiastically'
116

describing to her colleagues a nhw apVroach she devel-

oped or sharing the materials she developed so that

others could try .to use it themselves. It is,npt even

unusual to infind teachers hiding away their imaginative

gems in locked file cabinets. '

This phenomenon is related no doubt to the notion teachers

have of creativity, ana their`"imagesof what they do as

- uniqUely fashioned by their own per'sonalities and their

interactions with particular bodies of students in

particular'times.and particular places. But clearly,

other crafts have functioned, even thrived, w hile carry-

ing out lively interchanges on'techniques. We will have

more. to say about this later in ouv analysis.

Weakness of Information Flows and Incentives for

Communicating Innovative Approaches ---We hAve disclosed

elsewhere in this volume some of the-key weaknesses f

informaAon flows within and among school systems.46

These weaknesses take oh.particular significance as a

constkaint pn innovation in education. Fewer new idea

enter the practice setting to intellectually stimulate

school professionals to keep the classroom an exciting

environment for learning or to find solutions to perceiv

problems.

r.

Part of the explanatiop for -this lies'in the fact that

schools are lot organized in ways'that'peimit a great

deal of interanTioa hmong colleagues on professional
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matters. But other sources of the difficulty lie in

the. fact that the field is not olrgani ed in ways that

reward creativity., put a premium on tie practitioner

playing a significant role in the innovation process, or

provide sufficient incentives for risk-taking tiver-
-..-

come the practitioper's inclination to be highly sensi-

tive to negative reactions (and even the potential for

negative reactions). Lacking are high visibility

institutionalized mechanisms for practitioners,to

disseninate the innovative approaches they develop
57

or

incentives to stimulate sharing and collaboration. Data

from one study showed that as many as 75% of the teachers

involved had thought of innovative ideas or approaches,

but only half of these teacher.s.hadspoken,to anyone else

about thei, and only ,5% reported any action as a 'result.58

Teachers could, of course, spend their non-work time, in

the evenings and on weekends, writing up their novel

techniques for publication in various magazinel targeted .

at other practitioners. But use of this kind of mechanism

clearly pl ces a tremendous burden on teachers, many of

whom already (Vote a considerable am

in evenings and on weekends preparing

heir time

lessons apd

grading papers. What would seem to be needed in addition

are: (a) approaches to organizaing teachers' time.that

permit'and encourage this kind of activity as part of

their work week, and (b) incentives that reward teachers

. for the innovations they develop and package (or assist in

packaging) for use by others.

10
.
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Relative Absence of ChaAie Agents -- Another factor

citad.t6 explain the limited. amount of innovation in

educktion'es th4 realtive absence of change agents in

the field.
59

Principals and superintendents are often

described as educationa). leaders. But the literature

on these administrators suggests'that most of them get

overwhelirred by the administrative aspects of their jobs

and relatively few are able tio exert strong'leaddrship

in identifying problem areas \and directing resources

toward overcoming these difficulties and improving

school funtioning. Tha significance of the leadership

exerted-by these administrators, though, should not be

underestireated.."Where innovation levels are high, data

generally ppint to the principal and/or superintendent as

tilekeyia.4tor accounting for successful innovation.
.

Much research literature. points to the significant-roles

,external change agents can play in stimul#ting and sup-
.

porting innovation.
60

However, until recently there have

no0een many institutionalized change agept roles in the .

field of education, and where change has been attempted

from outside the system the external change agents have

often, fared poorly,' perceived as outsiders" who' do not

adequately understand the system o its needs,7who are

foisting unwanted changes on school's merely to adVance

their pet proposals, and their own Careers.

There is,also a blody of literature w ich suggests that

larger sehool districts are more inno ative.
61

One

interpretation of this-finding has be,11 that la;ger

school'r-districts tend to have more resources tolspend on

s.,pecialized personnel (central curriculum offices or

curriculumcoordinators, for Instance) who function to

/

War

I
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link the school system to external resources for
.

innovation and who can function in cf)ange agentroles.

There are other factors that suggest,why larget districts

might adopt more innovations -- for instance, more
P

diversity in the student body and in theenvironment,
. .

producing more problems, and 'greater pressures for

programsto solve these problems. Still, there seems

some validity to the assumption that larger districts

employ more resource personnel who can furiction as change

inente. This certainly warrants some empirical investi-

.gation, for confimation of this proposition would suggest

an important avenue to pursue to increase innovation.

However, there is another interesting and somewhat

different finding in the literature that bears some

investigation as well. One group of investigatOrs have

concluAed,that although larger, more complex districts

' do hive higher innovation adoption rates, they have

Substantially lower innovation implementation rates.
62

This would suggest Wat greater complexity may bring

greater external presures to adopt innovations t- for

the adopiiony theinriVa,tions may be a visible'enough

.force to relieve the pressiges -- but either interest in

the 1phovation dissipates with the act .of idoption (once

the external pressure is reduced) or these adopting school

systems may simply be unable to cope with the problems

their complexity brings to the effort to implement these

Innovations. This dilemma, too, would seem to warrant

considerably more investigation.

I 0
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Salary, Tenure, and Promotion From Within -- -,Other

0 structural features of the field of education also

function to retard innovation.

Salary Scales: 'Salary scares, for,instanqc, are

based on amounts of experience and fdrMaftraining

; rather than on classroom performance or development

- of valuable new (teaching techniques or success in

disseminating neWll'approac es to the'rest of the field.

Salary scales reward lerz< of service, and there is

reason to believe that the more years teachers spend

in classrooms/the more established their patterns bf

functioning become and the less willing Cand'perhaps

abde) they may be to changg. Salary scales also reward

edikattors for additional formal training (additional

course work, advanced degrees, or stn- service

But our observations suggest that, for the most part,

teacher training institutions are not heavfly'orierited

toward communicating innovative approaches. But this

neahanism does not appear to be used as iuch as it

might be for this purpose.

Tenure:, Whatever may be' said on behalf of teacher

lltenure (and there has been some Avely debate on this

. matter), teacher tenure does little to advance, innova7

tion and probably has'some effect in minimizing the felt

'need for innovation: If teachers aesectme in their

jobs for as long a- hey want them,` they need not search

for innovative ap chess to improving their-performince.

Promotions: Another common featureof school system

recruitment and promotion policies'is the pattern of

promotion from within. Teachers become assistant

OG

4

4
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principals, assistant ,principals become principals,,

and principals become superintendents, often all within
. .

the same school district. A substantial amount of
.

literature suggests that some of the most innovative

adminis rators,are thos who have mOvediabout from

distridtt to district. and that innovation t44:15 to be
A

increased by hiti4 top leaaerthip from outside the

system, enabling a "fresh look" to be taken at how

-the district operates, shat itsproblems may be, add

"how these may/be ntqicked.
63

Still, the predominant

pattern in school systems is sy.11 that of promotion.

from within. I

.f . v

All of these incentive structures, then, tend' to wc4sk

against high....1.uels of innovation.
.

on. .

4
. .

. ..

., History/of Innovations -- One ocher factor needs to be ',

6 ,..... :

noted before we bring this part of dim analysii to a. .

close. The unhappy hiitory of innovations tends itself

to retard innovation. The field of education ha's been
. .. omm

swept so dftett by fads which have proven to have little,
,

value that practitiodtrs are wisely cautiousabout new

.innovations. To offset negative attitudes practitioners

\hauk about innovations, R&D people' make exaggeried claims

for the benefits of their products. Then, when these claims

turn out to be exagger ted (or even downright W.' ) this

Vincreases skepticism about innovations and mak3)er racti-
'7' a Nti

tioners even more resistant the next time an ntOtion.

is proposed.
6.4

This is a.fabtor that simply:cannot be
. f P .

ignored. It suggestq the need for More responsible
.

. ..

behavior by. the advdCates of a given innovation, and it.
4

points to an aspect of reality that must be piadned for tfreality
r ..

innovations are to be adopted and implemented in schools.f
.'

r 0 04
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. The Educational Setting: Change Despite the Barriers, to

Change

We have devoted a considerable amount of spaCe td the barriers

to change.6scribed In the l*terature, for most; of the .

literature is ab0t these barriers. HoWever, *despite tit9p

barriers there'are substantial

schools and school districts.

different4from those described

factors we have considered are

numpers of highly innovative

What makes the innovative schools

in the literaturel Many of the

constants across all school

systems -- certeilliy the domesticated nature of Ihe school as

an institution; Itsvulneiabiliiy to environmental'influence;
4 0 0

, certainly (at least .to some degree) the bureaueratic organi-
A

zation of schools as institutions andthe manner in,which this

conflicts with desires for professionalism; certainly the

weakness of information flows; and the inappropriateness of
Al*

salary, tenure,. and promotion policies as incenfrives for

.innovation; and probably, too, to some degree, the realtive
A

absence of change agents; and at least some negative expeii-
.

: egpe with,innovations..

. . -

Are the diffe ences.betwlen innovative and non-innovative

schools simply a matter ofdegree? Are theie snore change
4

,

agents (or more forceful and effective change agentb),in ...

.'

innovativ"schools? leis inbredneis of school district lead-
r A .o

erihip? less tinbaux-experience with innovations? less

. imposition<of buftaucratic proteiiures that'limit pt4;fersion-

11.i
4 .

lism? . more:lirafessionalism? more-. autonomy? m4reparkicipa-
.

f
4b1 '

t lie decisionmaking? more effective information flows? more
- . ..

p lhOrewards fol.' innovative behavior and dissemination of innova-
.

tv tive approaches to other districts?
.

t

4 ),
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This may be a part of the story. Certainly the is

ample testimony in the literature .to the .importan of the

leadership factor in -innevative 4chodls and districts. And

our observations Would. especially lend sugport to the

importance of staff professionalism'and minimal strain

t:etween professional aueonomy and bureaucracy.. Clearly, we.

need to learn a ireat dial more about this, especially how to.,

. developrre effective leadership in support:of change, and

more effective information flows and incentive structures

to stimulate and facilitate innovation.

.
.1 \

,..1E1 °fie interesting study, researchers bategorized the urban

seCondary hoofs they studied along two dimensitons: number

of ,Innova ns adopte and.proportion of high quality innova-
.

tionsadopted.6
5

Their findings areisummarized in Table 14.1.

They classified 22% of these schools as "pacesetters" (i.e.,

adopting urger numbers of innovations, including most of the

high quality ones); 24% as "faddist" (adopting larger numbers

,of innovations but few of high quality); 14% as "selective"

(adopting fever innovations but most of the high quality ones);

and 40% as "backward" (edoptinefewer innovationstAnd especial-'

ly few'of the high quality ones). It would be tiseftl to have

information of this kind about not only innovation,adoption

but also innovation implementation. And it would seem
t

-especially important Fo gathst data that would shed light on

what factors account for"thellifferences among these four
. -

types of schools. 64-
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Table 14.1
('

yroportiollpf High Quality Innovations Adopted

High

(MOre thae 50%)
4

1'
(50X or less).

High 22%

(5-14) Pacesetter

Schools

Number of
Innovations
Adopted

4

:).4%

Faddist

SthoOls
4

14%

Low Selective.

(1-4) Schools

4

f

. 40%

Backward

Schools

.

N=63 schools

so

a

c-,

4

6

laillprimoos#

-

t
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41

Ptr the.present, th,uncomfortable

'fe'eling thee the bulk of the literature ,describes schools

in ways that emphasize the barriers to change despite the

fact that there is a substantial amount.of innovation, taking

. place. 'These descriptions-are interesting, and they may be

useful for suggesting certain sources of resistance tbat may' or

(or may.not) be.present and may need to be pranned for:

Rowever, they may be misleading if innovation serategies are

114

sde'veloped on the basis of the impressions one gees from this'

lieerature. What-this-literatur6uggests is that there is

4

%. .FINDINGS FROM IMPLEMENTATION RESEARCH
,vt

likely to be substantial resistance tochange in schools and

,that -the success of attempts at.innokaiion is likely to be -

determined by how effectl.vel$ this initiarresisianeej.dover-
. .

come. As we shalik:see in the next section, this is too

simplistic an approach to innoyation in ducaiion and may in

fact result in failurewhen an attempt 1s made to implement "04

1VnnoliatiOn.

* .

We have been particularly impressed by three,studie4 which we believe
. .. *

point,in more fruitful directions 4toepolicy thinking about Lacilitating

b?
the implementation of.innovation in education. We will therefore sum-

.

i=

mariee the.findingsof each o these studies and their possible policy

implications, and then.suggeit the kinds of unanswered questions raised

in our minds, by these studies and the literature we, have alreadxrsid.t

ered.

1. Gross Giacquidta, and BernsteinImpithienting Organizational

Innovations

GrossGi quints, and Bernstein studies an attempt to implement a

radical change in a-small elementary schdol. The change' required that

4 1 7
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teachers change their role model from that of tilt traditional teacher

who fills students heads with learning, t(4 a newer perception of, the

teasjAx as a catalyst Who'helps students learn how to learn, shift

attention from the content of learning to the process of learning,
F.

enables students to discover the intrinsic satisfactions to be derived
0 A

from, learning and discovery, encourages them become self-motivated

and self-directed, and enablew thei to become-incieisingly responsible

for tHe4r own learnihg.- The change required teachers to redefil their

roles in retation to their' students 'and to radically'changetyir

behaviors in accord frith ,this new role Models

The particular innovaton was of interest to Gross and his colleagues
4

as an excel*nt vehicle fbr exploring the problems of organizational

innovation, They conceptualized organizational change'in

beievtbral changes requires of ad organiiation's members.

they noted,eareletermined by personality needs and valueS

behaviors, however, are determined by "strtictured roles within a system."

As they conceived it,' organizational change 'is designed-to change these

organizational bichaviors (i.e., those 2aehaviors related to organizational

goals), so as to resolve some organizational problems and/or to improve

the organiaation's'performance. .

terms Of

Some behaVi;rs,

. Other

They began their analysis with a reViewof the literature on planned

change, which they criticized as unduly'focusdd on .the adoption of

innovations and insuffiCieritlY concerned with their implementation.

ticular that the literature places a great deal ofthe
4.4:

the sitnifidahce qonditions antecedent to change
,

efforts, and the importance during the adoption stage of (b) outside

change agents,and (c) subordinate Participation. Thq reason for this.

They noted in p

emphasis On: (a)

appears to be that most change.theerists-have assumed the'inevitability

of staff resistance to innovations and therefore see the soccess.of

efforts to implement innovations as determined.by their *effectiveness

in overcoming this initial staff resistance. Thus, the importance of .

,102

of
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1the factors pinpointed in the literature. Antecedent conditions are
.. .

likely to affect the intensity f resistance. (Past,unhappy'experi-

1endes with innovatiOnv, for in tante, are likely to increase resistance.

Greater community pressure for change is likely to detrease resistance.)

'Outside change agents (or highly effectivi'management Of the adoption
e 4 ,

process by an organization's own leadership) are seen, as important
, 4

p rimarily for overcoming this initial resistance. For much the sane
, ..

rtason, theorists have argued for wtdt staff participativn in the

initiatioil'of the inpovatlon process (leading to theadoption and int'io-

thIction of the innovatoa), so as 41 give the staff a sense of "ownership"
. . .

of the innovation and thereby overcome initial resistance that s

especially' likely 1.4en,change is imposed from the top down.

,
Gross, GiacquLa, andeernstein argue) that there wa 'relatively little

_evidence to support these various assumptions. They then ,collected data

on the/teiy. Variables identified in the literature, so as to be able to
.4s*

assess,,their importance an to provide evidenEe for their own, more complex

View1of the innovation process and the factors that detdrmine its success.

The innovation they studied _was of the "top down" variety. Therefore, .

if the literature was correct, initial resistance' should have been high

dud the staff should have had little commitment to it. Instead, the

data showed that the staff initially supported the innovation and was

positively oriented toward change. Whatever
,

resistance was found by'the

researchers developed after the implementation process had begun, but not

at the time of the innovation's adoption or when ft was first introduced.
A .

Equally interesting, most of the factord'suggested by the Ilierature as

important, for Insuring that the innovation would be implemented were to

.be found in,this case. Both the external and the internal codditions
4.

described by change theorists as important antecedents to successfdr'

then were there. the climate o the school was highly conducive to

chnn e. The previous peiiod was one of change at the school. School

os

1 a .
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norms supported chew. The staff was willing to make changes and

even seemed committed to the changes. Financial and personnel resources

needed to support the change_efforts were provided. Both the sebool

system's officialdom and the surrounding community, were strongly oriented

tdward change and recognized the need for significant changes to be made

.Ito improve the school's performance. The school system even hired an

Outside.chan4eagent to facilitate the innovation process, meeting a

further condition--emphasized in the literature.

In short, all the antecedent and prevailing conditions in and around

the sChool were highly supportive of change. Despite this, the research-

ers'foqnd that the degree of implementation of the innovation was minimal;

The key question the researchers sought to answer was: Why? Why, despite

the presence of conditions" which the literature suggested should support

successfql ,innovation was this innovation not implemented?

The answer they found was in the circumstances that arose after the

0 introduction of the innovation, duting'the implementation process. The

approach to planned change found in the literature was, they argued, too

simplistic because it ignored the fact that the problems that accounted

for.the failure of an innovation attempt might arise during the imple-
,

mentati n process, that a school's' management is so central to the

functio ing of an brganization that its behaviors may be critical in

either eating or resolving these problems, and that the members of an

.organiza lope whoRere. initially favorable to an innovation bight actually
4. .

become -r sistant to it later inthe innovation. process because bf the

frustrat ons they experienced in trying to implement the innovation

;

Gross an is colleagues argued for an alternative view that conceptual-

ized "the success or failure of the Implement tiori of organizational

innovatio s as the result of a complex set of interrelated forces that

oFcur, one the innovation has been introduced, over an extended period

10 74
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of time" andcoo4 cognizance of the fact that this interrdlated set of

. forces "can shift over time."

,

.

0

lheir data showed that five obstacles accounted for the failure of this
. .

innovation attempt: (a) the staff's lack of clarity about ,the innova-

tion and its requirements; £b) the staff's lack of capability to perform

the new role model; (c) the unavailability of necessary material to

suppoit its implementation; (d) the incompatibility of existing organi--

zitional_arrangements with the requirements of the innovation; and
104

(e) staff resistance to the innovation. The first four of these condi-

tions existed when the innovation was first introduced, and persisted

throughout the innovationprdcess. ife last of these, however, staff

resistance to the innovation, emerged only'doring the implementation

\eLgort and was a result' of the frustrations produced by these other

problems.

A

The reseavhers found the root of these difficulties in management's
A/

faulty view of its role and ighat was required for the prOcess of

innovation. Because they assumed success required only focusing on

overcoming any initial staff resistance, they failed to' anticipate, take

cognizance of, or adequately cope with the problems that were emerging

during th0implementatton process. 11-4

\ t
Initial staff.rdsistance may or may not be present, they argued. In

,

any given change effort, the existence of initial staff resistande mus.

be establishtd empirically; riot assumed. The assumption of initial-staff ..

. . v.

resistance is based on the premise -that an organization's membe; are
v .,

highly satisfied with the way things are. In fact, however, there is
.

often a Ivbstantial amount' f dissatisfaction in organizations because
. .

the members (in this_case the school staff) may be exposed to'difficult

problems that are not being resolved.,..In many such cases, then, the

staff is likely to welcome an innovation if it seems to have the

4P

1

a
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pbtential of overcoming some of these difficulties.

r

Gross and his colleagues argued that thi error of all too many innova-

. 4ive attempts is overlooking the complexity of a given innovation and

the difficulties it is likely to present during the implementation

process. What is called for, then, is a recognition of'the critical

role management must play in anticipating implementation problems as

inevitable and providing mechanisms and supports to overcome these

problems -- training and other supports to resoctalize teachers and to

enable them to unlearn old behaviors while }.earning new ones, and:
t

workable feedback systems so that problem can be ieentifiedA.beforc
. .

become unmanageable.

This study suggests to us the need for: development of a better under-

standing of fhe implementation process as "a dynamic process involving -.

a complex set of. interrelated variableet the development of programs

to train innovation-manageis in analyzing and skillfully managing these

interrelated variables; and the development of the" kinds of implementa-
,

'tion supports they may require to facilitate successful innovation.

2. Sarason, The Culture of the School and the Problem of Change
67

rt

'C,

In The Culture of the School'and the Problem of Change, Seymour Sarason

provided a fascinating analysis of why major innovaeions,have failed,

He analyzed two change efforts, an effort to 'introduce the. "new math"'

into.an elementary schoollid an effort to establish an MAT, rogram at

a prestigious university.

t

It
. 4'

in,both'cas6s, Sarason argued, sullace changes were made but real chane:
;...;,.

did not occUt. The reason, according to his' nalysis, 'is that the
A .

changes that were made failed to affect relationships among people

(teacher-student relationships, teacher-administrator relationships,

parent-teact4r relationships, etc.): And the reason for this was that
. 4

0.76

t
a



the changes that were made did .not challenge the' aassumptions nd the
.

behavioral and programmatic realities that people take for. granted. An
Y.

adequate theory of changehe suggeaed must startfrom.aft adequate

description of what needs to be changed, and this requires a close

examination of the regularities that characterize the school culture. .

The problem with most approaches to change, Sarason pointed.out, is

that they tend to focus on individual personalities rather than complei

role relationships. What would seem to be essentail to effective change

efforts is an understanding of the complexity of each role in the school

structure, its demands, the inherept conflicts within ideil role and

its relitionshlp to other roles and to ;he overall system 'Cif relation-
_

ships: (Thus, Sarason, like Gross and his colleagues,.focuied on,role

relationships and the need to fundamentally affect these role relation- S'

ships that people zake for granted.) .
.

.

Lost change theories, Sarason pointed out,, are developed by outsiders 1

(generally do not adequately undeptand the school culture and therefore

have unrealistically simple notions of how to bring about change) or by

insiders who do not themselves identify with the school culture (and who

therefore are also not likely to understan d that culture or t6 bi able

to deal effectiowely with it). Sarason did, not ,fall into either of .those

two categories since, although he was'an outsider, he",and his colleagues

from the Yale Psychoeducitional Clinic were working 40 the school

'personnel t 'hey studied in an ongoiiig helping relationship.. The research-

ers were helping...teachers to deal with some "of their problems while they

were `also observing and analyzing the sdhoolfs behamiaril regularities.

The observations suggested that in .these cases litaitreal change occur-
0

red and the purposes If the innovations were not achieved, bcause people

continued tunctioning much as they had before. The change stimulus cams

from outside the school culture. There was. little or no attention to the

characteristic regularities of the s choolcuI.turh-and the1r possible %

10 *7?
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social and psychological correlates. And, there was an unverbalized

assumption that the changes could be achieved without affecting `any of

the regularities of the school culture.

A
*.Y

iarason'sanalysis probably the most useful single piece in the

literature foeunderscoring 'the fundamental problem in radical changes

i.e., that they tend to require that Aeople both unlearn old behaviors

and ways of thinking while learning new ones. In order to change an

existing reality,thepeople who are -being asked to change must come to

some underttanding of what regularities must be changed, what the

rationales were for the existing regularities, and what "universe of

algerhatives" for meeting the same needs might be considerede,O.Those

regularities tend to be taken fo ted and assumed to be tWonly

way .things are, done. Why, for nstance, do teachers make all rules

for students' classroom behavior? What purposes are those rules

supposed to achieve? Are there some other ways the same purposes might

be achieved that might also make life in classrooms more pleasant?

Sarason's analysis shows that regularities exist because they are

supposed to have intended outcomes which are discernible in, overt

behavior and various kinds of interactions, and they are generally

justified by value statements. But, at the same time, there are frequent

discrepadcies between these. regularities and their intended incomes.

,Unfortunately, school personnel rarely become aware of those discrepan-

cies because there 4$ no regularity builvinto the school culture to

facilitate the recognition of these. discrepancies. Once some mechanism

is established to point of Z these discrepancies and help tie staff

understand the wider range of,a4ternatives that might be considered for

achieving the same purposes without such discrepancies (and this is the

sort, of mechanism Sarason and his colleagues were trying to 'establish),

real change becomes more likely.
491

Much of the spaog in Sarason's book As devoted to analyzing some of the

regulariti.eVand(inherent dilemmas and conflicts within the,roles played
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by the principal and the teachers in a school. That analysis is

fascinating in itself. We took note_of many of Sarason's.points

earlier when we considered some of the sociological descriptions of

schoOl functioning and specially the barriers to change created by .'

the tensions between the school's bureaucratic structure and the

teacher'lis image of professlionalism." , .

14.
',.!

For our purposes here,-the parts of the book that are most'usef are

those in which Sarason

11

s teachersowed how he helped achers change( i

Perceptions of their role by giving them alte)native ways of seeing

that problems and avoiding piemature closure. Once he was able to

get 'teachers to verbalize their assumptions, the teachers found them-

selves disayteeing with whay.they were doing, seeing that their behaviois
$

....

(based on assumptions they wire not even themselves aware of) were

having effects they did not want. Once they saw for themselves what
-

their assumptions had been, how they'viewed their own role, and what

behaviOrs their views implied, they .came to understand the need for

. change.' Their examination of.alternative ways of viewing how to v.

achieve their objectives opened u them new avenues to bring about

'the needed changes.

4

Sarason's point is that the way prOblemsiare vetbalized affects the

/way they are resolved. If the formulation of problem it structured'

in a way that permits the problem to be reformulated on the basis of

new information, then there is more likely to be a change-oriented
. .

response when the staff_cres to see the range of alternatives that
. 4'

might be considered to meetoa given need. He agreed that innovations

are often resisted because an organizatioh's members fail to see the

universe of alternatives to current practice, and seeing this is the

beginning of positive change. The implication whould seem to be that

change efforts must begin with an understanding orthe behavioral

regularities that must be changed for successful implementation of a

proposed'innovation, what the intended outcomes are, and how existing
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practice and the proposed innovation compare terms of achieving .

'those outcomes.

If schools are to become self-renewing-structures, they will require

that mechanisms likely to facilitate such staff analyses axe built

into the school's structure and mode of fupctioning.
.

.

A

Sarason pointed to the example of Dewey's school asta model of whIt

may be needed. As principal, Dewey functioned txuly as an educational

leader in a setting that emphasized colleagial relationships among the

staff. Staff conferences were one of the school's built -in regularities, "

stimulating t chers' minds, satisfying their needs fot new learning and

and. understandi and keeping them focused professionally on the needs to
,-

''be met and the problems encountered as well as the range of possibilities
.....

that might be considered for meeting those needs. In t s kind o school,

one would assume the psychological loneliness of the teacher was mini-
..:-

...
mized, professionalism was stressed, and there were as few strains as

possible between the requirements of bureaucracy and professionalism.
.

3. The Rand Corporation Change Agent Study, Federal Programs
4

Seoporting_fducational Change

Beginning tn 1973N Rand Corporation research team headed by Paul

Berman and Hilbrey Mclaughlin, funded by the Office of Education, studied

fot: federally funded, change agent programs. The four programs were:

the Elementary and Secondary Education Act Title III, Innovative Projects;.

the Elementary and Secondary Education Act Title V/I, Bilingual Projects;

the,Vocational.Education Act, 1968 Arpendments, Part D, Exemplary Programs;

and the Right-To-Read Program. Their multi-volume report includes: a

survey of the literature on planned change in education and the develop-

meet of a conceptual model of factors hypothesized to affect change

provesses in school districts; analyses of survey dats,froi a national

sample of 293 projects in 18 states; analyses of 29 case studied of

. 1030
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berth agent projects selected from the sample of 293 surveyed earlier;.
.

.

a summary'of findings and possible policy implications; and various ,

.

technical appendices.

The study was designed to identify which factors do and which factors

do not promote change at the lotal school district level. The inpova-

tions selected all involved. the creation of "temporary systeihs" designed

to bring about reforms "within othrough" the existing school district

structures. The conceptual model fOrmulated by the-research team gave, s,

/

particular weight to'the interactions between the Innovations studied.

dud the institutional settings wherd theft were implemented. "The research-

ersers hypothesized that the innovation's characteristics s implemented

in a given setting would be affected by: the innovation's initial'

characteristkcs; the support it received in the particular,Fchool dis-

trict; the characteristics o£ the institution that changed during the

implementation; and the characteristics of fheinstitution that did not

change. (The Randteam explored a broader array of queitions, but we

will focus our attention pritariay on this _aspect of their research.)
0

The researchers found that the projects they studied differed signifi-

cantly in terms of (and as a result op the kinds of initiation pro- '..

ceases that led to their adoption.in a given school district. 'in spme

'cases, the motivation was largely opportunistic: monef was S:Vailake,

and sothe district decided to adopt a given project even though there

was no strong commitment in the district to the project's s. In

other cases, the adoption decision was the outcome'of a rocess of local .

problem-solving, with the project being adopted because it. was seen as 1"

/"./.
meeting a local need. (However, even in the case of the problem-solving,,

tmode, the innovation was usually adopted without any wide "search for

'alternatives" and weighing of evidence on alternatives designed to,meet'

the district's need. Gegrally, the adoption process in these "problem-
.

solving" cases was based largely on intuitive approaches to assessing
-&

likely effectiveness; not tiie rational decisioilmaRing models' generally

.1

1 - .A.

s
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associaked ivith problem -solving' as this is described. 4n the
. -

: literature.) i ,

. Nt .0'.1
-1.4 '-. a . .. a

a .O.
.,w;:..._

"Four kinds fcementation processes ,were identified from the data. . 01, .I 4:,,
.

analysis: la) p o-:forma tmplementaVion or "technological learning7(the
r. _

project was' implemented without modificatil
'

or any effort tO'adapt.the.'.
go .

institutional setting to the requirements 0. the, innovation; (b) coopta-
.

.4
lion(the4project was mactifida to fit the i stitutional setting, without'

iiir. any adaption'of the institutional setti g); (d) non- implementation (ate

cproject was implemented only symbdifca,1 ytl- not at all); Ad (d) mutual

adaptatipn (both project and institutional setting were adapted to each
. . . .

Other).. .(Welconiiiered these patterns earlier in this'chapter.) °

..

:
: '1.

I

. . ,
.

The type of impllIrtentation process found in a giveiP'setting depended on:

(a) the motivations and conditions that led to a project's being imple- 41
. . .. - a .

- mOnted (opportunitistic vs. problem-solving); (b) the substance and scope . ..

, y

44,

Of the change required (how cotprehensive an innovation, how congruent

with existing arrangements,-etc.); and (c) its implementation strategy.
p s

r .

Ar"
Thosd projects cthat were implemented effectively generally showed the

mg,fual adaptatipn patter.. And only projects initiated as a consequence

. .".of problem-solving. (rather than opportunism) allowed evidence of the

.mutual adaptation .mode.

Effective implementation strategies included: adaptive on -line planninir

.staff training keyed to the local .setting and emphasizing practical

Classrooth issues (rather than theoretical concepts), local staff diVel-

qpmene of materials (rather, than external development by consultants

or R&D org niz ions.), and allocation of a "criptcal mdss" of staff to, e
the project to insure Ehd? the project did not become isolated and was

provided with needed mutual staff support.

. .

. ,

vg

0.
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to the substance and scope of change, projects Oat weti4 emented

a...

-.-
effectiVely tended to be those that were perceiveddilith..priprity

items, were congruent with stag values and goals,4tqqpii0L uges in

IP' teacher behaviors rend also required comprehensive cwangesl.d* beha-

viorsviors of several othr,different actors in the Institut nal: setting.

Neither ,the type of technology involve- d in a given project or the re-

source level allocated were agnificantly related. to'the success of the

piOject's implementation.

The receptivity of the institutional setting to change was of critical

4, importance in affectina, implementation. Especially important were

staff commitment to the project, high teacher morale, teach,- willing-
.

ness to invest the additional energies required 6y the changes, and

1 support from the principal an district administrators.
e

Institutional receptivity, then, was an essential condition for
.

effective implementation. But also.needed were implementation -strate-

gies,that"Promoted mutual adaptation.

At the classroom level, project continuation after federal seed money

ran out was more likely where the innovation involved replacing existing

"ctices rather than simply supplementing them. Continuatibn was alio

more likely where the implemenition stage had included training, where

that training was fo6used on practical problems in local classrooms, and.

where materials for the project were developed locally. 'At.the district

level, however,vontinuation decisions were based,,on whethe or pot
K.---)

../district oPficials viewed the protects as: (a) successful,. .0). .afford4r2i.
..

able, (0 related to district priorities, and (d) politically accept-
.

able. Opportunistic projects were'generally viewed negatively on at

least the'first three of these criteria, when "s projects initiated as
.

. .

a resulE of Problem- solving were more likely t e viewed positively on

all finir-poidts. ."...id effect, the patterns d.expected continuation
,

. ..1._ .

ti

4



ateern evidencd during initiation. .It is

th'e sUperinten-dentsi.perception of project.

n18

tended to follow the p

' important to note that

"success" seemed to-re

than after evaluation,

Elect atitudis formed during initiation rather
H70

which was, seldqm considered seriously.

The rand teasummarized the ir findings as f011ovs:

bdr data sh-ow that a receptive institutional setting is a
necessary biit not a sifficient condition for eefective
implementation. Xn implementation strategy that promotes
mutual adaptation is critical. ..

The main factors affecting innovations ware. the institu-
tional/setting, particularly organizational clinate and
motivatiotS of participants; the implementation strategy

. .. employed y local innovators tto install the project treat-
vent; in Ole scope of change implied by the project
relative to,its setting: Neither the technolbgy nor' the
project resources nor the'differeAt federal management
"strageties influebeid outcomes in major ways. llmilproject 4***
outcomes'did not depend "primarily on "inpulte: from outaidlo

. but on internal* factors local decisions,71 I

The policy implications they drew from this were that federal poll-
/ '

cies should: (a) "encourage mutual adaptation. strategies, (b) help

school systems develop the capacities they need to effectively imple-

ment innovations, and (c) stage federal funding for innovations to .

the stages of the innovation process, to mike certain that innovations

are not only adopted but also imgemented and then incorporated into

existing practice and also perhaps to support the capacity building

required for success in each of the stages of the innovation p cess.
,

.

4. Implications of the
1

Findings from Implementation Research

. It would seem, on the basis of, the findings we have reviewed in this

sectibe, that effective implementaiiorrof innovatifts will require

considerably mo understanding that we have now about the implementation
. .

NEI
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. .

process and its req4irements, considerably more skill than Ale have yet

been able to show in managin e innovation process, and the develop-

ment of needed capacitieS4.n cal school districts to support the
o

.,

- t' . -.

innovation0 .process. . -.'

At the very least, we need to understand: what kinds of changes are

requIred for effective implementation of different kinds of innovations;

how commitments to these needed kinds of changes can be developed more

--effectivelyrwhat sorts of implementation supports are required for/ ,

different, kinds of changes; what sorts of management strategies and

skills are needed to effectiVelY manage a change effort throughout all

its various stages (initiation, implementation, and incorporation);

whet,sorts of capacities are needed at the school district, school.and

classroom levels to permit effective-implementation of innovations;

what sorts of polities are most likely to make schools more receptive

to change efforts; what sorts of mechanisms are needed to provide an

on-going self-renewal capacity at the school and district levels; what 44

sorts of dissatisfaction in schools exist to be capitalized on in

support Of change.efforts; what apprOaches are mast effective for over-

coming initial resistance to innovations of particular kinds in schools

and districts of various kinds; what kinds of feedback mechanisms 'are

' most effectiye for identifying problems that emerge during the imple-
.

mentation of an innovation and what sorts of management techniques are

Most effective for overcoming these; what the most effective balance is

likely to be between bripgingin external resources and cling upon

internal resources to support the implementation of different kinds of

innovations, iri different kinds of institutional settings, having vary.:

ing levels of internal capacities fc innovation; what kiftds'of adapta-
s

tions of project and institutional setting are likely in A given instance

and how might' these be ,best planned for; etc4

.-.

Despite-the accumulating knowledge base in areas. such as OD, few if any

of Ahese research questions havetbeen adequately answered to serve as

A 4) 1 O'f,
a

e

1 ,
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4.
4

a basis for policy development. Lacking are, not onlythe answers to

the questions but even.the kind -of emerging consensus'on fundamental

questions and appropriate methodologies that Would seem to be needed'

as a basis for the development of an iplemenation research field of

inquiry. What imuld seem to be called for is direct attention to

capacity-building concerns -- both capacity building on the school

district level (to support effective implementation processes) and

capacity building in the research community (to increase the likeli-

hood of our finding,sounc answers to some of these questions and

directions.fordevelopment work 4o further enhahce implementation capa-

city building at the local school district level). Perhaps in time,

Npp.1emanation researchers teaming up with I:EN implementation personnel

can develop analytical tools eat will enable school districts to

analyze for themselves: the implementation requirements for given

innovations, the existing regularities in school functioning that need

to..be changed to,support an innovation's implementation, and the kinds

of mechanisms and management strategies they will need to increase the

likelihood of effective implementation of a'given innovation and its

incorpoition into the sch'ool's standard, routine operating procedures

and practices. We shall have more to say'about this shortly.

of
In summary, there is an extensive knowledge base about operating system

norms, values, and various kinds of*constraints that may make teachers,
.

principals, and other operatthg syStem personnel resist certain kinds of

innovations. Far less is known about the technical problems that make

. , innovation difficult, or the kinds of implementation supports needed to

. 'overcome these problems, or even how to go about identifying potential

technical problems, asess,pperating system capabilities in relation to

lithese technical problems, or design trhini programs, technical assis-

tance roles, or other requiTed implementation supports. And there is
I

highly suggestive evidence that the technical problems may be of far

greater significance for determining the fate off` an innovation than
.

attitudinal problems. More practice-based research and'systematic

.

tA'

4;. I 0Wit;
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evaluation of implementation'esupport strategies wiii be neededito
. -

develop an adequate 14141:ledge base to permit efficient and effective

attack on the technical problems of innovation implementation in .

education.
c A

;

IV. RECENT INITIATIVES TO STRENGTHEN THE IMILEMENTAT'ION/UTILIZATION

FUNCTIONS AND 'LOCAL SCHOOL SYSTEM CAPACITIES FOR SELF-RENEWAL

Over the last decade, and especially in the last three or four years,

there has been increasing federal and state attention to the need to

provide active assistance to school districts in acquiring external

resources to support in ovatiop (information, products, programs, expert

consultants, etc.) and developing their own internal resources tof
facilitate innovation. In a previofs chapter, we already considered in

some detail the Shift in emphasis in federal dissemination policy form

re1etiyely passive modesof information dissemination tNproviding more

active assistance in gathering and tailoring information to the specific

needs of a particular school district.
72 1

n addition, in recent years

several new f4rms_of direct service to school districts have gainer

increasing prominence and support -- riot only the school study councils,

.. instructional materials centers, and various forms of in- service train-

ing programs that have been around for a while, b-ut also teacher centers,

technical assistance programs, increasing numbers of private sector

consulting organizations, and various state and interstate networks of

school service-organizations. We consider some of these newer forms here.

1. Types of Programs

A 1975 survey ident fled well over 1000, educational linkage programs in

the United States.? Some were of the traditional information dissemin-

ation variety: Ot ers, though, were of the more active, implementation/

utilization support or self-renewal forms. The researchers developed a

six-fold taxonomy to classifykhe variout linkage programs. The
;
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diMensions of this taxonomy are enumerated in Table 14.2. As shown here.,

the scheme categorizes linkage programs according to: the level of spon-
,,

soiship and/or service'provided (national, state, regional Nor local);

the instiqltional base (government, unimertity,-private, ete); the type-.

of service provided (information,. Instructional materials,, technical as-

sistance, or continuing education); the focus of the services (general,

subject specific, product specific, or au iencespecific); the type of

interface(s) with clients (print, media, or uman interpersonal services);

and the source of initiative for undertaking the services (the client or .

the staff of the service organization).

Based on this taxonomy, the research teach developed a classification

scheme of more than 40 different linkage models, which they then simpli-

fied into the taxonomy of linkage programs presented in Table 14.3. This

listing shoWs ten main categories of programs, along with sub-categories

relevant to each. Each sub-category listing is folldted (in parentheses)

by the name of one example of a program of this type. Thus, ERIC is used

to illustrate the first type of linkage program, a federal-level informa
ft

tion program providing, general, information on a wide range of subjects.

The Research Coordinating Unit of the Tennessee State Department of

Education is used to illustrate a state level informatiouvpiogram on a

focused (rather than general) area of subject matter (in this cases

voca(i:nal education).

We are concerned'in this chapter with programs in Ave of the ten main
t

categories listed here. (We already considered the programs in the other

five categories in our chapter on the dissemination function.)

Lain
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TABLE 14.2

TAXONOMY OF EDUCATIONAL LINKAGE PROGRAMS AND SERVICES

1. Level of .Sponsorship and/or Service

National
State '

Regional
Local

4

2. Institutional 43ase or Setting

Government, Centralized
Government, Decentralized
Professional Association
University,

Private, Non-Profit
Private, For-Profit
Consortium

3. Service(s) Provided

/41fflormation

Instiuctional Materials
Technical Assistance

, Continuing Education

4. Focus orfe7C---rrice'

General
Subject Specific
Product Specific
Audience Specific

5. Interface(s) with Client

Print
Media
Human

6. Initiative for UnderiaaServices

I

Client (Demand Services)
Stag( (Scheduled Services)

'4

to

4
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TABLE 14.3

TAXONOMY OF LINKAGE' PROGRAMS

1. Information Programs and Centers

I
AO,

Federal, General Silbject Matter (ERIC) *'"'

Federal, Focused Subject Matter (Special Education Instruc-
tional Materials Network - SEIMC/RMC)

State, General Subject Matter (Project Communicatf, Kansas
State Departmentof Education)

State, Fpcdsed Subject Matter (Research CoordinaAng Unit,
-Tennessee S44, tate'Department of Education)

Regional, General Subject Matter,(Research Information Ser-
vices for Education, Pennsylvania)

Proprietary "Information Project, Focused Subject Matter
(XEROX Curriculum Clqaringhouse)

2. Teacher Centers

State Consortium (Texas Teacher Center Project)

Regional Consortium (Bay Area Learning Centers; Califdraia)

University-Based IndividUal Center (Workshop Center for Open
Education, City College, New.York)

Independent Center (Advisory And Learning Exchange, Washington)

Residential Center (Teacher Center, Academy of the Sacred Heart,
Greenwich, Connecticut) -

3. 'Technical Assistance Programs

Tethnical Assistance for Planning (Educational Planning
-Specialists of New Jersey Model Cities Program)

4

Consortium for Multi-Product Implementation (Northwest
Laboratory/Far West Laboratory/Central Midwestern
Laboratory/Wisconsin R&D Center Consortium)



p

44.
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118
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f.

4

Table 143 (coin.)

4. Professional Association Programs

11 4.

Retrieval Services (School: Research Information- Service, -

Phi Delta .Kappa) -

, . 4 .

Information Collec.tion and Synthesis (Educational Research
Service, independent but co-sponsored by five professional
associations) :

I
t 'A

,Multi-Fabeted Information Program (AERA)

5. School Study Councils
5 % 4

Emphasis on Staff Development -Network of Innovative
.

Schools,
.Massachusetts) -

Emphasis on New Product Development (Educational Research and
Development Council of t.he Twin Cities Metropolitan Area,
Minnesota)

6. Broadcasting for Educators

Information Services (KETScETV, rkansas)

Brief Workshops (KET-ETV, Kentucky)

Longer Courses (911A-ETN7SCA, Wisconsin)

7. Publi.Shing for Educators

Professional Books (Education pivision, University of Chicago
Press)

Professional Magazines (Learning }tagazine)
4

.8. College and University Education Libraries

Emphasis on Search Servicei for Educators in Field (Univet4q47
of Indiana Education Library) -*

10
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TABLE 14.3 (cont.)

,9: Inservice Training

College Based
(California State. University at San Jose)-

District-Based (San Francisco Public Schools)
T.

10. Miscellanedus Linkage' Programs

"District -Based Instructional Materials Center (Ihstruc-
.

tional Materials Center, Sunnyvale, California)

Evaluated Product Inform ation (Educational Products

Information Exchange, New York)

Proprietary Consulting and Research Services (Westing-

house Learning Corporation,NewNYork)

State Education Agency Consulting Services (Consultants,

Utah State Department of Education)

.
School Rpsearch Offic-(Dade County, Florida)

4

0.4;..,
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A. Teachefliritets
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Teacher centers max be single, independent units (such as the

Washington-based Advisory and Learning Exhcange or the residential

teacher center at the Academy of the Sacred Heart in Greenwich,

Connecticut)'. Or, they may be affiliated with universities (such

as the Workshop Center for Open Education at City College in New

York City). Or, teacher centers may be 'linked in various state

consortia (such as the Axas Teacher Center Projdct) or regional

consortia (such as the Bay Area Learning Centers in California).

The idea of teacher center networking reeeived stronf endorse-.

ment frOm NXE's School Capacity for Problem Solving Group. In a

planning doCument, the ;CIE group described their interest in'the

teacher centers, and especially in supporting the development of

networks of such centers, as follows:

The strengthening and extending of nelworks of teacher
centers are important to us because such centers per-
form many of the functions* essential to problem solving
as an effective approach to school improvement. The
centers we find most prorgising help4achers solve
their own problems in such areas as classroom manage-
ment, the creation of physical and social environments
falprable to learning, selgctionAnd implementation of
curricula, individualization of instruction, and others.
They are places Where teachers can refldct on their
concerns, find information relevant to them, work out
solutions, and get help in carrying.them out.

In addition, such teacher centers address along -felt
andwell articulated need for teachers to gain control
over their own professional development. They help to
reduce the isolation of the self-contained classroom.
They provide a climate of suppOrt where teachers can
exchange ideas and engage in joint activities without
fear of failure. They provide.opportunities for teachers
themselves to become active learners,to develop and try
out curriculum ideas, to'engage In research and to
continuously grow as professionals. They carry out their74
activities throUgh the voluntary participation of teachers
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The gIE group noted that, athe,time they were dbing their

planning in 1975, there was growing interest in teacher centers --

in Congress, in professional associations such as the NEA.and AFT,

and especially in state departments of education which "have begun

to experiment with centers as the primary mechanisms for deliver-

ing staff development services." However, they argued, "Thereqs

little reason to believe that these efforts will be inform by the

experience of those who struggled for many years to develop, adapt,

and refine the teacher center concept -- unless the government

engages in a deliberate effort to find ways of linking thesi orig-

inators with emergent centers." 75

B. Technical Assistance Programs

Technical assistance programs have become highly visible in recent

years. They may be.government-funded groups (such as the Education-

al Planning Specialists of the New Jersey Model Cities Program, or,

various technical assistance centers set up with government funds

to facilitate implementation of various kinds of categorical legis-,

lation -- the Emergency School Assistance Act, or Title IX legis-

lation, etc.). Or, they may take the form of consortia of various

quasi-public organizations (for instance, the consortium established

by severaljabs and centers to provide assistance to school districts

trying to use their products,'or the network of schools established

and assisted by Research for Better Schools and the Pittsburgh R&D

Center to facilitate the implementation of the IPI program). Or,

a technical assistance center may be set up to provide assistance

to school districts trying to implement a single product (an example

here is the development center established Co assist schools in

implementing the Indiana Social Studies Program)

NIE has supported two studies of technical assistance grogps in

recent years, in order to increase the field's understanding of what

1094
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kinds of technical assistance strategies may be most produevive

in facilitating school improvement. Both studies were carried

out by the Center for New Schools. In the first of these studies,

. the research .team produced biief descriptions of7more thann,75.

erganilations that attempt to facilitate educational change at

1129
I

the school/commilnity level.
76

.From This group, they selected six'

organizatibds for in-depth case studies enddeschbed'i?oth in-

individual case studies and cross-case analyses): the history of

each group, their current methods of internal functioDing, their

philosophy of chanse and of the' role of a technical assistance

group in the change process, 'An analysis of two teohnicalassis-

tance projects carried out by each group, and an analysis of the

patterns of technical assistance dctivity provided and which pat-

terns were most effective under Afferent conditions.
77

We shall,

examine their finding later in this chapter.
a

P

The second study was part of the Center for New Schoois less

successful bocultation fhd Technical Assistance in Urban Schools
.

Project. Theproject had initially been developed by NIE to:

(a) document the problem- solving process as it was carried out at

the local level in model projects; (b) use the documentation date

base to develop technical assistance strategies and materials which

could be disseminated to and used in other'school districts; and

(d) increase our understanding of tie processes through which.

research can inform) practice and practice can inform research, IR,.

through self-cOnscious observiation of the DTA project's function-

ing in a research-on-research mode. However, the project broke dot;n1

at the documentation level, provided the field with relatively

little that was new or useful,
78

and was largely terminated.

4
C. Broadcasting for Educatdrs and In-Service Training

'..Educational television and in-geivice training have been used

. widely for some time now. They are o£ interest,to us here because
.

10; 5
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. of their ueir pocential.for use in providingtraininkto support the

implementation of,externally developed.innovationaor development.

* o local opacities for self-renewal or local dAlopmerit activ-
0

ities. Research (particularly the Rand stud91. suggests that these

programs are likely to be most effective if they are provided within

the schop.1 district and.if they are eailoredto local conditions

and focused on prac tical Josses arising in local classrooms rather

than on theoretical concepts 'or hypothetical problems or cases.

D. Witsulting Services

,

.-.
..is .

.

In Addition fo the types of organizations described abovetprivate .

sector Oulting organizations have become increasingly -conspic
400

us in t e educatio sector -- providing evaluation services or
(

.

training programs, 4iagnosing distric't needs or conducting feast,-

4 bility studies for proposed innovation, etc.', SEAs at, one time

Opearted to a significant degrae through sending around their staff

in consultant capacities eto assist schOol districts, and at least.
4

some SEAs seem to be.showing renewed,interest'in the consulting

approach (for instance, the Utah State Department,of Education).

, Relatively little data has been published as yet about these various 4

crooning arrangements that are available to serve the field of

education. Data from NIE'i Education KPU Monitoring Program organ-
.

izittonal iurvey,9when it becomjs available, may provide some of
C'

this neededinformation. , .

-S. State sand Soterst.'ate Networks

State and interstate networks do not represent an additional
.

. . 2.
.

category of organizations but a different dimension for clafsify-,
.

ing ome of the organizations already noted ab ove: These networks
°14tr

een given increased visibility and some increased support
h . r

through NIE's sponsorship bf its R&D Utilization Program. .State

e.

AIM

4
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networks of regional intermediate service agenCies have been

dev'eloped in approximately 25 states, and some other states
tl

have developed implethentation support programs using other

organizatiOnal arrangements. Inteistate networks of various

kinds have alsb keen in existence, to link schools,or districts

dealing with similar problems or using similar apprbaches.

Examples of such interstate networksinclude: the ES '70 schools,

the Network of Innovative Schools, and the RBS Network of Schools

using Individually Prescribed Itistruction. (We considered some

, o f these networks earlier) '

!IE's R&D Utilization Program may have stimulated the development

of more such networks. It would be useful to tether some .data one

whether this in fact happened. The RFP for the R&D Utilization

Program
79

called 'for proposals from existing or proposed networks

that focused on "providing services to schools, to implement and use

existing. research and development (R&D) outcomes. The long-term

effects expected at-the localxleVel,weretdescribed as follows:

4. I

ti

et. .

°An increase'in knowledge on the part of educatiodal
personnel and community members of the existence,
nature and utility of_researchAnd development out-
comes;

fi
/

°An increased number of formal assessments of the
potential:of specific R&D outcomes foci- local re;

*

An increase in the instances where R&D outcomes
appropriate adaptations are implemented success

Ad abatement of local problems.ss a result of the
successful implementation of R&D outcomes or appro-
priate adaptations to mee local needs.

*
.c

(
109V
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. The RFP specifig4 that what was of interest to NIE were

--/ proposals which combined: (a) activities to implement R&D out-
.

-tomes so

stantial

agencies,

as. to kelp solve educational problems; with (b) sub-
s

linkage of appropriate agenCies (profitalT non-profit

SEAs; ISAs, LEAs, regional or national R&D agencies,

colleges and universities, professional associations, teacher

centers, information clearinghouses, community gourps, etc.).

Specifically., the REF indicated that NIE would fund selected

projects qrganized into four configurations of implementation

support agenciesv (a) a state-organized system of intermediate

service agencies; .4b) a state systwienot using intermediate

service agencies; (c) an interstate consortium of schools organ-

ized as a group of users; and (d) an interstate consortium of

agencies primarily devoted to the production of R&D outcomes and/or

the delivery of technical assistance service.

The following excerpts from the RFP should provide some sense of
r

the kinds of linkages NIE had in mind:

A State-Organized System orIntermediate Service Agencies.
In states where formal, stateauthorized or created sets
of intermediate service agencies exist, a program to*
systematically use R &I outcomes to help solve educa-
tional problems and improve educational opportunity may
be proposed. The project would focus on the intermedi-
ate service agency' as ihe contact point and primary
source of services to schools. Other agencies committed
to the improvement of education in that statp should be
involve as appropriate. Included would be the SEA,
collein and universities (such, as teacher training
divisions), regional or nationareducational laboratories,
and other relevant agencies or groups. The proposal could
come from the SEA; a.state-wide or intra-state regional
consortium of intermediate service agencies; a single
intermediate service agency which has 1 significant ser-
vice area and population and which has been for4plly
designated by the SEA as a prototype for the state; a.
college or university; or any public or prfcrate, prof %t
or non-profit agency' that represents all of Che#Part4

1 09 ,)

116-
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A

involved in the state-organized system through an
appropriate proyectzgovernance structure.

A State System Not Using Intermediate Service Agencies.
In States Where no formal, state authorized or created
set of intermediate service agencies exist, a program
to systematically'use R &D outcomes to help solve
educational problemeand improve educational opportun-
ity may also be proposed. The SEA, one or more pllieges
and universitiel (including the teacher training divi-
signs), or other agencies coup serve as the contact
pant and primary source of services to schools. Other
'agencies committed to the improvement of education in

-4

-

that state §hould be j.nvolved es appropriate. Propo-
sals could come from the SEA, a college or university or
state system of higher education, or any public or pri-
vate, profit or non-profit agency that represents all of
the parties involved through an appropriate Koject

.

governance structure..

An Interstate Consortium of S chools Organized.as.a,
Group'of Users. The project would consist of an.inter-

- state consortium of users. The consortium walla pro-
vide) or contract with others to provide, services to
implement R&D outcomes to help splve their educational
problems and improve educational opportunity in the
schools represented., The key differenCe b'etween this
category and the one-that follows is that the 'gover-
nance of the project proposed in this category is in the
hands of a consortium of agencies formally constituted
by state action to conduct instruction. :Participants
in the consortium may use outcomes developed by others,
but may also be the source of R&D outcomes. Consortia
in this category must designate a single public or
private, profit or non-profit agency to act as the prig-c4r,

\wary contractor, but it must be demonstrated that the
1.overnance of the project.wal be approprlately shared
by the enure consortium. The-consortium should also
observe the need to involve appropriately other agencies
committed to the improvement of the schools served.

An Interstate Consortium of Agencies Primarily Devoted
to the Production of R&D Outcomes and/ r Delivery of

06Technical Assistance Services. The project would consist

p
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of a consortium pf producers of R&D outcomes and/or
agencies providing services to schools. These pro-
ducers must have organized themsdive's to develop a
consumer-oriented R&D implementation system that will
help solve school -based problems and improve educa-
tional opportunity. This could be a consortium.of
research and development centers ordjaboratories, or
other noncprotit or for profit producers o R&D oat-
cpmes, of SEA's,or colleges and universities with
major divisions producing R&D outcomes. SEA's and
ISA's may also be included as members of the consor-
tium as appropriate. A single agency must be desig-
nated as prime contractor, but the-governance of the
project must be in the hands of the 6nsortium. When
appropriate to the problem addressed, a consortium
organized under this category should also observe the
need to involv4lother agencies committed to the improve-
ment of the schools served.

The AFT made clear that'NIE was interested in all four different

. configuratiodp,,both because it recognized that different don

figurations are likely to bemOra appropriate to different situ-

ations and because the Institute wanted to develop some sense/of

the relative effectiveness of the different forms.

One Of the most interesting and encouraging aspects o this RFP

was its includsion of a provision for a "third party" research

contractor to provide the field with an understanding of what is

involved in successful implementation of R&D. The RFP stressed

that this thirh party researcher was not evaluating-the work of

the various contractors participating in the program. Rather,

this "research on research" work would be focuser on learning as

much as possible frOm the project about:

how .to bring about successful R&D implementi4on, what
the key variables in the process appear to be, and
whether or not the assumptions behind the Institute's
work in this field can be substantiated. The work OF-
the "third party" research contractor will be directed
at the general areas of (1) the nature of information/
communication flow between the contractors (and sub-
contractors) and the school sites, (2).the characteristics

4 J t yf
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and frequency of' the services provided, (3) the
pattern of agencies involved in providing services,---
and (4) the extent to which SpeciPic organizational

t1 characteristics of the.school sites are systematicany
considered in providing services.

In addition to these sorts of questions, we need to develop some

understanding of the processes involved in providing the various

kinds-of services offered, and iir sorts of interactions that

produce success or failure in implementation efforts. But clearly,

4. the sort of information caned for here in this RFP is vitally ...NN

needed and we look forward to seeing the data from this important

initiative:

One other filatt should be made about the potential for future

networking activity before we leave,this topic. A 1975 NIB program

plan suggested that the Institute wads interested in making at

least a modest investment ireexplaring networking for rural

education and also for parent information centers, with the

latter'being seen as an important resource for the parent /commun-

ity participation movement that emerged over the last decade and

a half.
80

As yet, however, it is too early to expect to see much ,

progress on this front, but initiatives in these directions would

certainly seem to be warranted.

2; Models and Strategies.

There is not as yet mucof a highly useful literature on these

various change-oriented organizations or the strategies they use.

Based'on what,has.been writtenr. the one thing they can clearly be

said to share in common is an approach that leans toward the

clinical change model o£ working with clients to adapk_innovations,

ideas, or information to local circumstances, as contrasted with

the R&D delivery model of assisting school districts in acquiring

.standardized products developer by external R&D organizations.
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Within ghat general orientation, a distinction can be made

between models which rely largely on.change resources brought

in from outside the operating system and models which focus'on

developing needed resources inside the system. The key element

in the distinction seems less whether the change effort is being

directed by an external group (such as a training or technical

assistance organization or a consulting firm) or an internal

group (such as a school district's teacher trainers or a district

OD or renewal team), bjt rather whether the effort is directed at
.1

providing resources to bring about change or developing local,

resources to facilitate change.

A. Models

In a classic article, Ronald Lippitt distinguished six models

of research utilization.
81

In the first three, knowledge and

practices are brought in from outside to change tO'system.

In the last three, the knowledge and practices that will be

the basis of ehanging the system are developed within the ;

system.
4

In the first model, a consultant identifies and defines a

problem in the practice setting, retrieves relevant research

and theoretical concepts froal the fieZd's knowledge base, and

uses this knowledge to design an approach that will solve the

identified problem and thereby improve practice.

In the second model, a new program, product, or practice is

de eloped by an R&D organization external'tOthe school system._

This externally devel9ped innovation is designed, tested, and

perhaps also demonstrated, -end then recommended for adoption.

The client'system then adopts or adapts ehe.validated model

developed elsewhere.

11/4'
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The third model involves the identification, validation,

' and dlffusion'of exemplary practices developed in other

school systems, and especially their documentation in.a

manner that permits r,hese practices or programs to be

used elsewhere.

In all three of these models, CRen, the source of the

knowledge or practices this will be used to change a

particular system is located outdide that system; This

contrasts with the other three models which focus on

development within tne client systeT of the knowledge that

will serve as the basis for solving the system's problems.

Model four is referred to as the diagnostic feedback model.

An outside group of researchers/consultants gathers

diagnostic data from school system functioning, focusing

on a problem the school syitem is facing. Tife reseachers

then analyze the data add provide feedback to the school

system for their own use in solving their problem.

Model five, the internal action research model, differs

from model four in that the data are gathered by the

school system 'personnel themselves. The self-study is

conducted by school system staff after they have been

trained in data-gathering, analysis, andfinterpretation

by applied researchers, who then supervise the action

research process.

In the sixth and last model, the training of practitioners

is carried one step further, t dev lop their capacities

for fully self-directed local problem- solving. This model;

.%0 .

4*
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focuses.on the idea that the practitioner
needs direct training in learning to be a
consumer of science and of scientific
resources in order to be ah Vectiye user
of scientific knowledge. s our obsei-
vation that the desired dbllboration between
the consumer and the scientist often is
impossible because the consumer practi-
tioner has received no basic training in how
to use services of scientists or in how to use
inquiry procedures in generating their own
bast'c diagnostic knowledge for the development
of their own practice-82

There are, then, a range of organiatitional arrangements

used to carry out educational improvement progrhms, some

involving 'the implementation and use of innovations

developed elsewhere; others, focusing on developing in-

terbll information and resources for solving local problems

or creating self-renewal capacities.

;

B. Strategies

We do riot as yet know very much about the strategies used

to provide implementation supports effectively. There is

little in thd literature that is u ul for providing A

picture of the kinds of strategies at promote successful

implementation of externally developed products or programs.

We would expect some of this information to be forthcoming

(

from NIE's R&D Utilization Program, but we have not as yet

seen these results.

. Much more is now known about strategies that have been

effective in developing local capacities for ,change. There

is, for instance: some useful literuure on the existing

knowledge base for the design of change agent progtams;84

and there are even some training Primraps and resource

1 _to,'
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materials for training change agents.
85

And, as we noted

earlier, there is,one very usefLyl. analysis of the strategies

used by technical assis tance groups.86,

Examination of the literature suggests that there is

significant variability in the patterns of functioning

subsumed under the "change,.agent" label. For instance, one

analysis distinguished four general categories of roles

requiring somewhat different emphases in training programs:

(a) programs to help school systems in developing a self-

renewal capacity; (b) programs to train change agents oriented

toward linking the schoolcsystem to external resources;

(c) programs to bring about political and structural changes

ih school'systems; and (d) programs to improve the effective-

ness of other educational,agencies.
87

Clearly, different kinds of strategies are likely to be

effective for these different kinds of change agent voles.

And different local circumstances are likely to call for

different strategies. The Center for New Schopli"' study of

technical (assistance groups (TAGs), for instance, found chat

there was no one "best" strategy. Rather, what worked best

in a given instance seemed to be.related to the local situa-

tion. Therefore, they argued, what is called for is the

development of a variety of approaches that can be.responsive

to differences in circumstances and values in various local

settings.
88

What all these change agent strategies seem to share. in com-

mon, though, is an emphasis on the practitioner Rid the world

of educational practice -- on the practise setting as the

starting point for change efforts, on practitioner-initiated
o

changes, on diagnostic wqrt in the practice setting be

1 I uo

fl
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developing solutions, on an outside helping role that is

) as non-directive as possible, and especially on developin

and using the internal resources of the practice setting.

The Center for-New Schools study produced a good deal of

detailed-information about the processes used by technical

assistance groups and some of the factors that seem to

account for differential effectiveness. For instance(, in

the long-term face-to-face assistance cases they studied,

they found that the groups that were most effective were

those that: (a) were most skillful in mapping the social

systers they were trying to change; (b) focused on changihg

"central rather than peripheral Social processes and struc-

tures in the school community"; (c) provided well developed

materials in addition to face7to-fage technical assistance;

(d) developed their technical assistance strategies through

a pattern of periodt; self-conscious, analysis of their work,

followed by more assistance-giving, followed by review and

analysis agian, etc.; (e) functioned through a process o£

mutuaal adaption in which both the TAG and the client school

system were adapting to each other; (f) focused their assis-

tance efforts on highly specific targets rather than simply

turning facilitators loose, to provide any forms of assistance

they decided might be needed (and functioned through teams

of facilitators in giAn sites who received regular super-

vision and engaged in joint anlaysis 'to keep them on target);

(g) encouraged independent initiative on the part of the client

,school system;,(;:) worked to promote the long-term incorpor-

ation of,pie changes so that the effects would remain after

the TAG withdrew from the school system; (i) tried to trans-

fer their own skills and knowledge to school system personnel,

including the ability to map the en rospent and use cycles

of action and analysis to evaluate4. ffectivenets and
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efine their techniques; and(j) tried to develop an aware-

ness in school personnel that they were developing a new

set of skills and were solving problems% and perhaps, too,

that they were part of a broad edpcational or social move-

ment of some conseguence.

in addition, the CNS TAG study produced a number of other

important findings. One was that there was very little of

a discernible "ripple effect" in the change efforts they

observed. what changed (if they were successful) was the

specific focused target of their efforts, but little beyond

that. if there was a strategic lever in the school structure,
d-

it was the principal whose attitudes could affect change iti

, a range of areas. Still, there did not seem to be much

evidence that producing change in one area somehow started

a chain reaction that led to changes in other areas.

.

A second important finding was that at the very least a

successful TAG change effort requi red three to four years

and probably longer. Funding, however, tended to be. cut off

before that, and so the fruits of the long process were often

not realized. The implication of this, they suggested, Vas
...

that funding commitments for programs of this kind should be

made for periods of five to seven years, with various evalua

tion criteria built in to permit sponsors to judge progress

along the 'ay.

,...m.m......_

The significance of the entry and relation-building process

I

was undersco ed inthe CNS study. This period was all-

important fo the future success of the change effort, so as

to establish the credibility of the TAG, to develop a mutual

set of obligations and to set limits on what was and was not .

0
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to be expected as part of their relationship, and to

develop realistic notions about what could (and could not)
4

be accomplished over how long a period.

Five main technical assistance techniques were identified:

structured experiences (workshop's), "over-the-shoulder"

assistance and advice giving, modeling, providing 'materials,.

and direct intervention on behalf of the clientto help the

school system do something (e.g., write a proposal for fund-
.

ing). The most effective TAGs, according to the CNS findings,

were those that used various combinations of the first four

but kept the last (direct intervention) to a minimum to avoid
. .

dependency.

One of the most useful contributions made by the CMS study is

their analysis of "critical activities" for TAG functioning.

The CNS researchers defined critical activities as "those

activities carried out by.a TAG that are, based on our data,

most important in establishing and maintaining the TAG as a

viable organization and in enablin them to provide appro-

priate technical assistance serSice ." 90 The critical activ-

ities they identified related to five 'areas of TAG functioging:

(a) formation (forming the technical assistance group);"

(b) management (establishing and maintaining effective inter-

nal management); (c) funding (obtaining and maintaining funds);

(d) strategy development, (developing assistance strategies);

and (e) assistance (carrying out specific assistance efforts).

In all, a total of 100 separate activities were specified.

Clearly, this analysis and the, case study materials should be

invaluable to any TAG group or otber qrganizational arrange-

ment to 'produce change: e
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A. Documentation and Process Analysis

Whatever knowledge is beginning to accumulate about effective

;models and strategies for promoting change in schools, we

clearly need considerably more process analysis, and do

tiOn of both-. (a) the processes required to successful y%imple-

ment and institutionalize particular innovations, and (V)11.,fhe

processes involved in providing implementation and utilization

supports.

. .4

School system personnel.need to be provided with information

about how to take a project description which elaborates the

substance of a project and its expected effecti and translate,

that description into precise tasks and activities and the

needed skills, sensitivities, and other requirements to effec-

tively carry out those tasks and activi es. And implementation

and utilizatioh support personnel'and1other change agents need to
ft

be provided with process 'descriptions indicating how to carry-out
,

effectively the tasks and activities required by their functions.
. .

Descriptio s are needed from successful models indicating

.

what ..

happened and why, and what one needs to do to achieve the same ....

kinds and degrees of success in other settings.

Ichedifficuley of effective documentation and analysis is under-
.

scored by the less than adequate outputs of some of the attempts

that have been made to analyze process analysis and documentation

requirements
91

or to documedt and analyze given projects through

case studies and cross-case analyses.
92

HOwever, there are also

some few notable 'successes from which we can learn.
93

Clefrly,

considerably More work is needed in this area, both to prasluce

the needed documentation and analysis and to develop a body of
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e..

effective procedures and techniques for catrying.out this kitl

of work. .
1

... .. .
. . 1

p. BasidsData on.the Ins4itutional'and Personnel Base for *. ' 1,
. . .

-.. . These Functions . I
, I

.

'- Olial the recency' of federal awareness of the importance of these
.. .

.

46. 0'
fuhttionsi, not particularly surprising that we are lacking

lai_even the most basic kinds of information about the nature and

;Jr, scope of the institutional.and personnel base available to be ;

40.

.

*

drawp'on to carry out these fuiections. We knoW vex), little, for
. '

instance, about: how many orgariiiations'"(ir organizatioal units)

there are which carry out these ftinciionit what t pes chant-
s 4zations they are; ho they distribtitedegraph ally and by

J*.

services provided; how many school districts they serve; what
.0

strategies they use, with what degrees offectiveness; what

kinds of changes they promote; what personnel Vases and other
4,

resources they draw on the nature df their linkageswith KP as

well as KU or other linkage orgarazations :etC:"

Some' information usefie for gaugin some of these

be provided from data collected by NIE's Educatioi

Program organizational sur#ey.

utilization are not functio

surmey the data:are po

immediately useful witho

.stiplemental backup material

Melihbod, new slate will ne

ions may

Monitoring

ut since implementation and

ecifically.addrefsed by this

*o be in a form that will be

e disaggiegabkiih and examinatien.Of

(

if this is-even possible,. In all.

d to be collected to an's0er.questiroWi. 4,

40,

abolt

wimplementaion/utilizat

on services pioviSed anS received.
".

a - witytitt such information, we ill be deVelapin4 innovation policy

4 in thd dark, without an awareness of what structures and cape-

bilities already exist in the educAtional OPOI system-to
41be

P *
k

strengthened and expanded.

Si.
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Throughout this chapter, we have tried to pinpoint a number

1145

gml

of,significant questions that will require at least parElal
/

anssers before we will be able to design sound policies to ,-'

strengthen and support the impirhation and utilization

functions. In concluding' this chapter, it seems,important for
. ,

us to suggest some needed research initiatives to explore sore

of these questfons and aevelop a stronger knowledge' and tech-
,

nologv base Co support these critical innovation functions.

At the very least, there appear

conceptual work and a good deal

la) understanding the processes

to be four areas in which some

of empirical work are needed:

involved in successful imple-
.

mentation of various types of change forms (adoptineor adapting

,externally. developed R&D outcomes, adopting or,adapting exemplary 0

practices, using internally developed information and resources

to solve a particular problem,,and diveloping-interrial resources

to facilitate change); (b) developing a clear sense of the

range of variability in.operatipnal settings that is relevant to

different impleMentatien requiLments, the relative significance

of motivational vs. technical problems. for different types of

change efforts, and the opportunities that can be capitalized on

to promote change in practice settings as well as the barri4rs

to such-changes; (c) dekerminine'the range of existing and hypo-
.

thetically possible organizational arrangements to support

impiement4ion/utilization and crge efforts; and (d) determining

the types of amaze support roles heeded and. the trainina require-
..

Apnts and,othigsuppprts needed for effective functioning in

-these roles. We consider each of these briefly in turn.

.0.

N.1
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a. Types ofsChange Forms

, . v:'
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There are clearly different implegientatign.re4aitMsAW:
,..,,,

involvel when a school system is adopting or adapt,filg
* .

ad
:. .

externally dereloped R&D output, on the one halia'r.Or an
... 2.: .4. -

, exemplary practice, on the Other. Both represerrtchaage . y

forms th:.source of .the change comes ftAm:ttU

t

I

. .

side the given school system. But thdre ika.greeter like-

lihood of exteasivq.packaging of the newprograor_

practice in the case of th: R&D.,outpUt.ehan:thcexemplary

i? pracace. There is also greater likeltnocathat the'
,..,,,. 0

-,--.. ....,

developers of ---the R&D output will pr;ride 'printed imple7 .

mentation supports and.even itaplekTentation sUppo f 5 personnel.

In the case of exemplary Practicai-, thi iikerihoo0 is4rat
...

at4best the adopting school system teay4:be..able to see the

practice in operation in one or morei%TiOnstration sites,

speak with its developers and perhaps ethers who_have used
. .

gle.practice,
and 'perhaps, too, be proveded withsvilidation

information and perhaps some materials for, use'in the imple-

mentation effort. But in the case of the exemplary practice,.

*far more of an effort is likely torte required to understand

the innovation, how it works, and what is likely to make'it ,

a success. .WQ know relatively little about the_kaplementa-

tion requirements of these different types of outputs. And
.....

regardless of whether the output is an-e4ernally developed
,

.

R&D output or an exemplary practice, where at extensive

amount of "mutual adaptation" is likely to occur, we need

to develop a much better understanding than we have now

about the kidds of adaptations likely for different types'

ol'innovations in difftrent kinds 1119institutional, settings.

Clearly, then, we need well funded, carefully documented

analyses to develop a clear underNtandingof the kinds of

implementation/utilization requirements to be planned for
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d theiOrtS4Limplemefitp*ghit.41444:oh
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',?.% -- '
need4crhA4143,4iofted,

. 4

We also:Ames, .to. IsaW,much.me,Fe4
'

prOcessesiof

We. 46 row about the-

ableihn$01-7,ing .apd developing- se21-'
,

renewal%eipacities. ikelyto be considerable .
.

-...

WO :Aso some:areop:that are clearly
_

hake's considerably mole.effort to develop

totaily.siii4irected renew : -Casa ties theta simply to
.

bring'in'atonsultant to:4104i.tlistricf sol particular
.

problem..-Ivod deal.of,ctifiseptual wo,* has 'Vlready been
4 4

..done on'variourmodels of change processes But the field 1

needs_ to arrive.atsomecOnsenius'on Ole ie/bpoin5s4id

.difference a ong these modelp an.d.rhe most important pr'O
,

ceas
.

ts to.betudies. Whatseems-to be called for then,
-- f "4,
:Would be carei4 documencatiop-and ,analysis of ,these various \,

mddels in operation 'and whO4otts of change agent.roles '

.
a nd other supports are needed to eftectivety solve' problems

and develop needed capacities.
;

,

Given the range of .change - oriented programs tat are.

federally funded, it should be possible:to build into

existing 1.nitieti4et a requirement fo% third-party docu-

mentation and analysist, to be carried out,by a critical mass
. -

of talent*. this 'emerging new area --'either an existing

critical Mais.of.talent,or, more likely, one that needs to be
't

. developed, as a high priority in federal support of educe-

tibnal'R/D6f.

b. - Range of Operational Settings

In an interesting analysis of the extent of federal-

influence in education, Michael Kirst argued that most



large scale federal educational programs are oriented

toward promoting innovation or change: but relatively

little real change is discernible because the federal

moneY is filtered through .layers and layers Of rigid

stWte and local educational stroctures which resist
ye-

. the changes being promoted. Thus the force of this

money is largely diluted by the time it reaches the class-
94

room level..

Part of the explanation for limited change, then,

may be located at the policy level, where decisioiis are
. .

made on'how to spend the federal funds. The decilkons

-1Nthut are mare often resist the intent of the federal pro-

grams or so distribdte the allocated funds that it becomes

ippossible to focus needed resources in a way that is

likely-to achieve the intended outcomes.

But tAie is also another partof the explanation, located

at the school and classr4om level. Here we are referring

to the technical problems encountered in implementing

innovations. Most school personnel may simply lack the

skills and capacities to make the required changes. In

a fascinating analysis of educational practice as a craft,

David Cohen focused oft the experiential basis of craft

knowledge. The basic pipmise of hie argument is 'that

" educational Rracticetur/s principally on experiential

kriowledge and.trained-judgment" that can best be passed

on from master teachers to apprentices thorugh various

arrangements in the praCtice settingIand not through

national diffusion systems geared to disseminating infor-

mation and products. Cohen argued that this type of

experiential knowledge is o ganized around critical areas

of judgment required for effective practice, that such

t *

V

.
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knowledge an be gener ted only in the practice setting,

and that therefore re orm depends "primarily upon the

improvement of experi ntiel knowledge and judgment among

praotitioners by impr ving the settings and supports which

.assist(the generation of such knowledge -- in the work

setting itself."95 In sort, he was Arguing for developing

internal school system cdpacities -- both the capacities

that define effective practice and the Akacities.needed

by school systerft to direct their own self-i4rovement

practice. . \-/ .

If cphen,is,correot, this suggest the.need to develop an

understanding,of what those ','critical areas of judgment"

2" -ire'ekndwhat kirids of organizational arrangeirients and
r.

supports promote the generation and refinement of experi- .

ential knowledge in these areas. This will be possible

only through support of practice-based research focused on

these questions.

Once we develop answers to these 'questions, we may be in
t .

a better position, to analyze the implementation require-

ments of given innovations in terms of the kinds of experi-

ential knowledge that need to be developd for effective.

impIeWentationof these innovations, we may also be in a

better position to undIrstand jhy some school systems are

more effective .n implementing Innovations. Is. it that

theirs personne have experienCe, skill, and°well developed
A

judgment in areas relevant to given innovat ons? Is it that ,s

these school systenis have the kinds of organ ational

arrangements and supports that permit this kin of craft

knowledge to be generated, refined, and passed on from

teacher DO teacher?

1 1 ro
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Of course, there are likely to be other key factors as

Well that warrant some investigation. For instance, the

innovation literature suggests that innovation flourishes.

1 in setting characterized by: organizational attitudes i

that support change (free communication, high morale,

.support from administrators and colleagues); clarity of

goal structures; organizational structures that favor

innovation (e.g.', decentralization of authority, large

numbers of occupational specializations, ttructuris for

seif-renewal); professionalism of the staff; organiza-

tional autonomy (i.e., the opposite of organizational

4

vulnerability "); and few strong vested interests in

present:1g the status quo .96 a

We will need to do considerably more practice-based

research to determine: what factors are most significant

'in affecting implementation requirements for different types

of outputs or change efforts, the relative importance of

motivational vs, technical problems, the kinds of opportun-

' idles that exist to be capitalized on in support of change,

and,especially, what factors are most critical in distin-

guishing innovative from non-innovative districts, "pace-

setters" and "selective" districts from the "faddist"

districts, and all of these more innovative types from the
4

non-innovative "backward" districts97 If NIE does conduct

the survey of practice that has been indicated in some of

- the Insti'tute's planning documerits,
98

these matters would-

seem to warrant priority attention in the survey design. ...

G

.0e
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c. Range of Organizational. Arrangements and Supports

There is already a good deal of survey information about

the spectrum of organizational arrangeMents that eltist to

'support implementation/utilization and change efforts,
99

and more such information should become available from NIE's

R&D Utilization. Program, the organizational survey undertaken

as part of NIE's Education up Monitoring Propam and the

NIg survey of practices (if this latter survey is conducted).

What would seem essentail =s a next. step, though, would be

do'cumentation and analysi of the key fac-tors that account

for success or failure in each of these organizational forms

a also, perhaps, a col j'orfitive brainstorming effort by

key lea rs in the 'field to arrive at other, hypothetically

possible and feasible a rangiments or supports that would

seem to be needed but t yet found in operational seteings.

d. Chanae Roles and rainin: ie uirements

Finally, given the li ited personnel base that exists to

carryout implementation/Utilization or change support

activities, it would seem essential to elaborate: (a) the

range of roles calle4 4or by the existing (and perhaps, too,

the Fiypothetically possible and feasible) organizational

arrangements and supports, and (b) the training requirements

for these roles. eevelopment of the needed training programs

. would then seem 'to be a high priority item, especially if

these. programs can be developed in practice settijgs by

highly effective implementation/utilization support and

change agent personnel, using clinical approaches to train-

ing, that can he documented and analyzed to facilitate the

development of similar programs elsewhere!
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;

4. Concludions

There is overwhelming evidence that the processes carried out in the

practice setting - either to implement and use'exterpally developed

. programs pc practices, or to develop local solutions to problems --

are critical in accounting for the outcomes of the whole innovation

process. Clearly, then, investing heavily in the various other func-

tions of the innovation process whileineglecting implementatpn/utili-

zation and change suppo0 rt processes within. schools may mean that the

substantial investment already made in educational innovation will not
Orm

bear fruit in prod,icing the intended educational improvement.

Federal policy has begun to take cognizance, of this. But, clearly,

considerably more needs to he done, and considerably more first-rate

policy thinking neeck'to be directed at 'strengthening and expanding

these key functions in educational R/D&I.

.2
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1. For instance,, see: David K. Cohen, "Politics and Research:. Evalua-
tion of Social Action Programs in Education," Review of Educational
Research, Vol. 40, 1970; JohnPincus, "Incentives for Innovation in
the Public,Schools," Review of Educational _Research, Vol. 44, No. 1,
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s '
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tional Researcher, Volume 1, No. 2, February 1972; Marc Tucker, Mary
Harahan, Berlin Kelly, Ward Mason, and Saul Yanofsky, Building Capaci-
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Alto: Mayfield Publishing'Co.,971); Richard' A. Schmuck, Philip
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of Organization Development in Schools (Palo Alto: Mayfield Pub-
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Concept of Local Capacity for Problem Solving: An Introduction to
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a Seriesof Papers-Analyzing Nine School Improvement Projects"
,and other papers produced as output of NIE's Documentation and
Technical Assistance,in Urban'Schools Project ( Chicago: Center
fox New Schools, 1977).

5. A particularly' useful recent study on groups that provide techni-
cal assistance is Center for New Schools, Assistance Strategies
of Six'Groups that Facilitate Educational Change at the School/
Community Level( e4-iago: Center for New Schools, 1977).

6. A good example of this literature is Seymour B. Sarason, The
Culture of the SchQoI and the Ptloblem of Change (Boston: Allyn,

and Bacon, 1971)..

7. For this argument, see especially David K. Cohpn Ideas and ction:

Social Science and Craft in Educational Practice (Cambridge: Har-
vard University Graduate School of Education, 1977), Draft Manu-
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on the Educational RO&I System."',
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11. Ibid.
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Sciences, First Edition (New'qork:-Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
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ganizational Innovations, op. cit.; Smith and Keith, Anatomy of
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22 For more on this, see kspecially Miles, The Teacher Center, op. cit.
an4 Matilda Butler-Paisley, William Palsley et al.,. Communication
for Change in Education: Educational Linkage Programs in th....! 1970's

(Stanford: Institute for Communication Research, Stanford Universi7
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\in40: Pincus, "Incentives for Innovation the-Public School-
,

op. cit.

41. This discussion draws ,heavily on: Caron, "Barriers co Charre
in Public Sc ols," op. apt.; Ptncts, "IAcentives for Innovation
in the Publq

hip

Schools., op. cit.; and Sieber,.. "Organizational 1a-
fiuences on Innovative Roles," op., cit.

.

42. Ciiiilsbn, "Barriers to Change in Public Schools," op. cit., pp. 677.
4 '
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4. Sieber, "Organizational Influences on Innovative Roles," Op. cit.;
' Pincus, "Incentives for Innovition in the Public Schools," op. cit.
.and Matthew B. Miles, "Educational Innovation: ,The Nature of the
Problei," in Innovation in Education, Miles, ed., op. cit., p. 40.
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tunkty (Washington: U. S: Government Printing Office, 1969) .--There-,
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49. See especialfy: Corwin, A Sociology of Education, op. cit.; Corwin
and Lane, Foundations of Administration in Education, op. cit.; Corwin
"The School as a Formal.Organization," op! cit.; and Bidwell, "The
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op. cit.
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This pattern is not quiteai prevalent as it used to be now that
there is more teeth teaching,, cluster teaching, teaming of several
professionals together in large "open classrooms," use of parapror-
lessionals and aides, etc.' Still, the single teacher in'the self-'

contained classroom remains the predominant pattern.

t

53: Sarason, The Culture of the School, op. cit. ./N /
54. ' Wayland, "Structural Features of American Education as,Basic Factors

in Inhovation," op. cit.
- ,
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Analysis Project, roject No. 8-0069. OEG-31,6-080069-0043 (010).
(Washington: Of ce of Education; 1970), Vol. I., Research Outcomes;
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56. Seog chapter on information flows.
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60. For instance, see Ronald b. Corwin, ."Strategies f Organizational
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Vol. 37, August 1972).
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.
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. .
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,
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I. THE HISTORrrit CONTEXT

Evaluation of educational programs is hardly new. But evaluition

'emerged as a specializetR/D&I function, with a specialized insti-

tutional and personnel base and a distinctive methodology, only with

the institutionalization of educational R/D&I in the last 'decade

and a half.

Prior to the mid-'60s, evaluation of e4ucatiatal programs (when

it was done at all) was carried out by educaticinal practitioners

and by some researchers, but rarely by people who identified them-

selves asevaluation specialists. The approaches used tended to

behormatlVe, but rarely systepatic or rigorous. The predominant

strategy was casual observation and:analysis.' Conclusions tended

to be based on expert opinion, intuition, and impressions, rather

than systematically gathered and rigorously analyzed empirical data.

This pattern changed significantly in the '60s as large-scale fed-

erally funded social programs proliferated, and the legislation

that create4 them tended to require systematic gathering, and

reporting of empirical data on program effectiveness. Thus, OT

evaluation function expanded rapidly as a new specialty, even illpt

a new "indastry."
1

1p less than a decade between 1965 and 1974,

DREW and Department of Labor evatuabion contracts increased from.

the $5 million to the $50 million le'vel,
2
*with th'e bulk of evalua-

tion funding going to the non-profit and for-profit research corpora-

tions which became the dominant pprformers in this segment of the

federal contra._t ecogOmy. Many of these, research corporation;Lare
. -

sector-spanning institutions, bidding on 'evaluation contracts not

only In, education but also in health, manpower training and develop-

ment, social welfare, and fin the case of some of the more diversi

fled research orgallizati s ant wanagement consulting firms) indus-

. try, defense, and aerospace as well.
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Given this historical context, the expansion and maturation of
. 6

the' evaluation function in education rust be viewed as pate of

the broader development of the field of social program evaluation

showing the same rapid growth in. numbers of evaluators and amounts a

of evaluation activity; the' samegrowing influence of research corp-.
orations competing with ainiversities for evaluation contracts; and

the same kinds of attention to methodological, organizational, "larrci-.----

political' issues inherent in the valuation role.
4
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II. MATURATION OF THE FIELD'S KNOWLEDGE AND ISCHNOLOGY BASE

cm.
The early phases of the maturation process of a knowledge and tech-

nology base are illustrated with particular clarity in the enormous

literature produced by the, evaluation function over the last decade

and a half. Of all the functional R/D&I speciplties, evaluation

appears to have experienced the most self-,conscious and concerted .

development of its methodology during this period. -The- literature

reflects not, only the inherent difficulties of the evaluatiop role

and evaluation processep, but also the problems of weaning a new

specialty awaf from a parent field. The early literature was filled

with self-conscious analy4ses drawing distinctions between evalua-

tion and research, and emphasizing. the. inappropriateness of pre-
.

veiling research methodology for the educational.evaluation context.
6

Within only a few years, the distinction from education research

was taken for granted, and the literature documented the develop -

ment of
.

evaluation as a new field with a distinctive identity.
.

.

The rapid 9oming of age oi the evaluation function could be seen

in the quick succession of seminal papers produced by evaluation

theorists,
7

the publication of several anthologies reprinting

important,articles on evaluation,
8

the frequent citation of the

seminal papers of the field and the use of concepts and approaches

developed tn these papers. It could be seen, in the emergence of a

somewhat common frame of reference among evaluation theorists and

a common vocabulary -- including such terms as "formative" and
x

"iummative" evaluation
9
and "context," "input," "product," and

,- ,

"Oroce evaluation.
10

Thelmaruration of the evaluation function

Ili
.

could b en specially in.the formulation of various new/evalua-,

tion designs and methodologies,
11

in attempts to develop taxonomies

of evaluation designs,
12

.in the publication of several handbooks

synthesizing and- compressing the accumulating knowledge and tech-

nology base and translating itLinto more readily usable reference
-

^mil II ...I
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forms,
13

and in the publication of several new evaluation journals.
14

Still, the conduct of educational evaluation and the quality of

eva luation outputs have been the focus of considerable criticism.
15

The field still lacks en adequate .theoretical base. Evaluation in-

strumentation is in a.most rudimentary state of development. And

basic conceptual and methodological dilemmas remain unresolved.
16

Two centers have beenestablishedwspecifically to advance the state

of development of evaluation research theory and methodology, the

Center for the StudF., of the Evaluation of Instructional Programs

(one of the federally funded R&D centers) and an 'evaluation center

headed by Denial Stufflebeam at Western Michigan University. In
4

addit

ion, a &man measurement division within NIE has been working

specifically ip .the area of strengthenin&evaluatiOn methodqlogy.

As yet, however, despite the considerable energy that has been in-4!

vested in advancing the state development of the evaluation func=

tion in education, compared to otter R/D&I systems the knowledge

and technology base, of educ tional evaluation must still be con-
.

sidered relatively Weakan immature.
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III. INSTITUTIONAL BASE (

Federal funding data underscore the extent to which the evaluation

funcOloa has come to be dominated by the "non-profit and for - profit

research corporations. rinstance, 1971 data for DREt4 evaluation

contracts (el DREW work, not education aloud) indicate that 74%

of these funds went to non-profit afid.for-profit research corpora-

tions, and only 21% to universities or uni4rsity-affiliated

orginizations.
17

FY 1975 data for all fedevel...als4igations in the,

area of early childhood and adolescent edultion Neggest that 497. .

of fedecal evaluation funding goes to the for-profit corporations,, *

27Z to non-profit Corporatibns,and 21% to academic institutions.

The for-profit corporations are heavily dependent on'eualuatioh

projects: 77'6 of their,FY 1975 federal funding i.n edtication KPLi

came from evaluation contracts.
18

%

t It has been argued that the Modes of procuring evaluation work

have tended to turn academic researchers away from federally
46

funded evaluation work,`ofcen because they feel the designs, in-

strumentation, etc. suggested in the REPs are faulty, that alterna-

tive proposals are often greeted as "unresponsive," at that at any

rate the time frames and political context inihich federally

funded evaluation work is carried out make it generally unattrac-

tive to academic researchers more comfortable witli'other modes of

inquiry.-

However; another school of thoughton research corporation domi-

'nance of iedetally funded evalu4tion work is that the research

corporations tend to be favored as performers *ore stilted to this

kind of wow, and that the consequences ha4e beeh poOter quality
.?"-

evaluation studies than would be the case if more of the work were

carried out by academic inStitutions.'
19

The debate has been waged

a

*4

I.) 0ti I
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. 4 touter deo only :the basic premise' but also the validity of the data
.

t

%." (and'infefeaces made from the data) on differ -aes between' the
.... . -

- aeademic.and entrekeneuri4modes ofevaIuitioevesearch:
a , :. ... .

D. .:.
.

. .

.
. ...:

.

a
Thereis as yet, little consensus an the point.' Cearly, though::

...

41.

,

some assessments do need to be made ofthe-quality of the
wt
exalua-

I . .

jiarl work carried out bxdifferent typei of performing iiistitu-

.. 'tions and even aspecifiecontractors.: If evaluation research is
..

AP.
. eveseto have substantial ithpact 00 educational policy making,i .b _.. .
\ this is clearly not` likely until poJcy makers come 110 mew evalua-

\
. :

.-
!On scuglies as proyiding sound dati that can infoymIlett$ decisionI-LI oi process_.
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;IV. PERSONNEL BASE

4

-The evaluation function has expanded so repidly that

organized chemtelVes into a separate- AERA division 'a few-years .ago.. '

With approximately 4,000 members,, it is already one ofAERA's

largest divisions.

is riot clear as yei/ what kinds of formal training Chese eValua-
.

et-
tors have had. for their specialized roles. Future studies f the

e.

'

4

personnel base- may be able to establish this. ,(One ready p s4-

44N P
s4-

bility if analyzing the backgrOund data ,available on memb af the
. .....---4

evaluation division in AERes demographic data fles.) It is I
. . '3- --i

likely that most have been trained in standard educational research

-- ',
41ethodology.and have been trying, on their, own, or through .supports

a

21,1
provided' by their work, groups, to adapt this methodology to the

- peculiar requirements of program' evaluation. in the eNcationtcon-
.

text and to -absorb what they can from the proliferating literature

Ar n flew evaluatpn models and stechnologies.

Several initiatives have been taken 4tn, recent pearl: to try fo up-
.

1 grade the competencies ,of evaluation specialists. Evaluation re-)
6 . .

. .
search was' one oE

.

the key functional areas analysed by AER,A's

. 41 -Task Force on Training. Ala result of theii work, the 'specific
4

;

. .
.

- competencies for this kind of work have been analweed and are avail.-
29 - .4 I

able for %se in designing new training program& Some small

ametigtif federal fundini has been inpestad'in the d esign of train-
i

.
. 0

ing programs geared specifically to the reati.ramentsbfor raljation

'research . t-
research in ecNcation, Soth ERA and" Phi Delia Tiappa have been

conducting training programs, and wmkshops- in evaluation skills.

I

.

And c iearly , some graduate level courses are now appearing focused
.

e
,22.

op Pvatuation research,, separate and apart from 4enval4nethods

S
". T
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courses. gut as yet; it is unclekr how many programs have been
t

pa° Into operation,-9f: whet tffes,-focusing-on what-c-ompetenoies;

or Wow many evaluitors at work in the field have been exposed to

these programs; with whateffects; or what other'sources (if any)

evaluators aro using to upgrade their skilft and competencies.

fhp,1.4,is clearly a hreat deal of empirical ant analytical work

needed in this area, but few signs as yet thq4sUch work is being

performed, oreven that educational R/D&I sponsors are interested-

a

'iirsupporting4uch investigations.
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DOLOCItAL.ISSUES.

It 1.. Ke ssues Debated in the '60s and earl
.

During the'60s and early 170s, they were many heateddebates
. ,

amortglevaluat ion and earch4thporLsts abOurippropriate method-
.

Ologies4rfor the evaluation function._ 0 '4
One group ar*Ued that ex-

.
..

perimental (or quasi-gxperimehtal)
4.

desiig were more powerful than

any other research approaches for assessit1146 effectilienessof
.

N.. ".
programs, noducts, or strateg4es -- and .thatit was. therefore 1

14...e-

..

4"

, . .

. essential to use ..ese-approches to test X&D outputs and to reform .

4.:t

4.-""
,

4 /
programs of all ki.nds.

23
A second gioup argoed than expeOthental

att

0 approaches imposed urirealistic.constraints on field settings

'and that at any rate it_conld never be possibleto meet adequately

the statistical, design, and treatment assumptiorison which ex-

perimental approaches were piemised, 24 )

4
0 e methodological' debatesyevolved ar nd the need for evalua-

0

t on appr oaches to provide fe dback throughout the programdeVelop.r

meet process -.7 not simply t Ilinalthe developer at the end of, the
.-

.
. development process that his ogram did not work, but working lith

him throughout the K
26

ocess to m &ke iit better. Existing gre-post*

evaluation-designs made it difficult for pro' m evaluators-to

prnivide this kindof feedback, or ta underst a how to evaroate a
lc..

program stimulus that" kept changing.... .. .

.
r

.

.
t e.

.

NJ
4

2. Summttive vs.' formative Evaluations.
. 0.

. "....,

.. ,

Some of theie atagreements 016 beep eased.by ieiognivion among
,

p

evaluation specialists that there area number of different kinds'

of evallation s rVIces, each reqiiirihg somewhat differeqt approaches
. . ..

and techvi 1 The distinct between forrotive andpummative

evaluations reprepenlb one su h ti'fTerence. oioitiallky)the same .

.... _

.

4 L' --- ------A.90

. ' 4. ,. M1 ...
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rWarchers"conducted both formativ.eand summative evaluations. ,

P
Oven time, however,therejappears to have been some specialization.

of.peill660e1,and organizational units, with 'some focusing primarily

-On formative:evaluagops and otterl focusing largely on iaelmative

.
.sm P.s ents .as4s ,, . " .

.. .- ... . .
f .

.

. Currently, the fOrmati'Ve evaluationsthet are undertaken' as part . .

, ot,the R&D program /product developthent process art 'genera
I r .st

., . carried out by evaluators t;it13,work with developers as part of the

..
4

'de v e t c(pme n t. team and p2173: onv tofeedback designed to improve wL

$'' the product or prograffb4ng developed. They 'use both'quantita-
. .

D
tive data - based and qualF0tive judgmental approaches. Their

style of functipning. emphasizes flexibility -z-ohanging their

relearn questikns, variakiles,instruments, and approaches as the .

. ,

. - .
er44ging program takes shape and Perhaps goes through a number of

transtormatins.

I.
.

3. Summative Evaluations: Experimental IA,. N n-Experibental Designs

f.
.

,

. .
. -- .

The-debate over exper m(ental vs. other kinds of research desigl

is now centered on summative evaluations -- the evaluations unTer-
.

taken..to test the effectiveness .of a given program ar product

after it has'been.fully de*veloped.' Summative :evaluations are

,usually done by AA",eyalu'ation orgitsizacion orrorganizational unit

independent of the p'rogram's developers. Summaiiveevaluatiorits

i9c1fte-several types of evaluations differing somewhc in emphasis

'because lage4he different information needs of she decision mpkirs
...t 10

to whom they are addressIO: . '----0-----7 '1. ik
. .

ts
. ., .. 4 o

. o

I. final operational field tests of an R&D Output to help .,,

th D I manager determimewhether or not it is ready' 0S.

I / i
( I ;.

1
_

.61' -r ...
...

.. ..,. ,. .

for dissemination;
,4
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2., evaluations of the effectiveness of a given prografirer

product in %a givdn schobl or district in. eeting locally

defined objectives;"

4./0.0e

evaluations df national program initiatives, sampling

program .components nationwide to'inform federal policy -
;

Nkers about the eftectivenessof a given strategy (or

the relativ activeness of alternative' strategies)

in.meeting fedeAlly defined policy goals.

.

,

There is still some disagreement about how appropriate experimerital,

designs may be for product tests'and for individtialschool or

school district program.evalpations; and many other kinds of research

desigps have been proposed for these types'of evaluations. Maie-
,

theless, a federal prowm evaluation policy (to whatevef extent

such a policy exists) avppearsto be moving toward experimental

approaches increasigg numbers national program evaluations

are being conducted using experimental desigds, control groups,
26

and some izatfon of treatments. However, the difference
4

between expert ptil setting in thelptboratory and the fie is

gaining recogni ton.. Federal evaluaters.are increasingly ack-

nowledgi the eed to supplement impact data,with process data

demon sting that a given "treatment" was coact implemented'as
.

specified in the prograi%desein,end that the impact evaluatiori is .

a valid test of the program and At simply a "non-event."
27

Other

wise, questions"can4res441bvaisedas to whether a program

aValuate3Abs a failure was iu fact a failure -- or whether initle
0.

it was never even tried (and thus what was evaluated and judged

4.gram "treatment").

I

a "failure's did not in reality even resimble hp specifieeino-.

la
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iTZAT-IONEL ND P.OLITKAL. DILEK-LAS

The 'Evaluator's Role

t
The evaluacorib role has come to belvderstood primarily as one

of meeteing the informa(tion needs of decision makers.
28

However,

_1-- there area number of issues and prot$ems involved in this assump-40

tion. FSr examplf
.

`.;itich" lecisP6'n makers are we talking about: imple:men,ra-

tion personnel? program managers at sAkific sites? pro-

gram managers at the local state and/or federal level? .

policy makers (and at whatevel)?

How does the evaluator deal with the difficulty decision

makers have ill defining their information needs; in-agree--

ing on .wbgt information is 'relevant or in agreeing on wha t
, .

measurement procedures and instrUments are valid?

v
How muc'h inpitt cen-ari jevaluatclr haue in defining what 'he

invistigates? Must he accnt. the4c1 fent ' s definition of
., .

1.

the progiam's oi3actives and-simply assess the effectiveness
.,

.
..

of the p-rgtara in meettriz.-these.objitctives? Or can he ini ii.' IP;
elude in his-evaluatton consicleeetion o£ the applopriataness

.st 1
0C

of thest,otrje.c4iyes_('q. the pictratq rationale or strategy)... . ,, ,
i for' meeting the urtijnate goa.1 of *a" programts developers?s ,/ %. A .. 01

I :4 : %. 'e,
*--?..1.. ,...t....

... v.s... . , i .
.2. The PoIitital Otte:mita: ' .:_,` :Owl ` 4 . vls ( . s't

... .. ... _.-, ....- %.,, 1 - 'f I , O\* .. . . :
a .1

1
;11

1
1 ';

.. :4 6te tri 4..'

010:41; 4 t de.tvaluations erg. cittjen..:51egtr4e1 ps cmAai ,t o s. sagned to

ipro..!ide a "rarionatbasii,4or.'ste.<14117npfaking." 47-lutt ecisiotit
......, .__. , ', ....iv. , . .:-e.-1 's

,

makert in -rhe pl,11) I i c--_iit otor tufkcitruftP 9: 14rIgt.x.pj0-14.,-ksal sphere.
...'..-.....:.-...:- .; .F:,'"i-. .:,.-; 77."- . '

'This fact, rowed I'mparttlat liau.04-'-fgr Ore evt 1u#t4ci'on 3:oth. i..--,,t--,

6.

:. : . ..*/ I
',.:.; . ,- ,. "* '.
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,...f.,gLy
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theoretical ant practical levels,

I'

a

. J

On the theoretical level, we must ask if political considerationS
. r

. e

are"irrational," or if they are based on "a .different model of

rationality" from the one geries.mily used by social scientists.29 . .

:.

44,.

, 46 N:
On the practical level, contideration must be siven to the poly ics

.of decision Snaking. Centrally speaking, frograms are created by

political coalitions. of diverse.intepests -- interests uhich sup-
.

p-ort.or14ralls tor divers: rsasons. .ese coalitions tend to view

negative evanation research findings unfavorably --: and generally

ha've enough influenc'e to modify or bUrY negative fendings.apd keep

theirr progrargoOgoini-iiiiidleii" of What,evalyaiOrs

versely'(yet similarly), program? may be opposed by other political

interes- groups. -- interest groups who will use.findings of talua-
.

tion r earth to achieve their ends. Thus, evaluationesedtch

findings maybe used, misused, mod Aped, reinterpreted, buried,
0 .

ietc.
3

-- in other words, used ase "politial football." Liven

rrr

the political context and the methodological issues we have noted

',above, it is not surprising that controversy over negative evalua-
....

tiori rkearch findings are so often phrased in teris of methodologi-

cat issueewrather than evaluation findings per se

3. The "Values" Dilemma
r

Thd-educational eontet is value-laden, and value choices enter
.

.vircually.eveey one of the` key decisions made,by the evaluator.
4 -

- The outcomiof evaluation research may be predetermined by the choice
te.
of research questioa and objectives,the criteria used in judgift

effed_ti.iieness, or the measurement instruments administered. From
.

the perspective, the question must be asked: Ls the evaluator

value-free when dolly evaluation research? From the oynizational/

folitiffsi context perspective, the question' must be asked: To

1,J . A

.
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what extent is/should the key value decision ch ices of the

evaluator be influenced by the organizational in rmation needs

of thf decision maker on.the one hand, and the political

text/dynamics on the other hand?

4. Current Trends /

t e

+We

Evaluators are developing an increasing sensitivity to the

"tics of decision making. the evaluation research literature has

shown.. the progress made by t'he field over time in coping with

this situation -- from an early literature that simply bemoaned

this situation, to more recent writings that accept it as a given

and build nsidereti,rwn--4,f the-pei.it411-of decision making into

the anni and impleehtation of evaluations to make them more

"St= eg ca,y useful. "31

The eve cation research. functipn is in 'a much stronger organize-.

0100 tional and political position.now than it was a decade ago. In-

stead of being located in marginal units that could be easily

ignored, planning and evaluatiop units and their administrators

are no;' included in the top management decision structures of

federal agencies.
32

Ae evaluation research function is taking on

eincreasiig prominence in the General Aocounting Officers auditing
33

activities. 'On the state level, legislative oversight committees
ow

with strong evaluation research staffs of their own havegiven

'significantvisibility to evaluation research actiies and

findings.
34

4Q

1,

11

r

t

ti
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VII. THZ IMPACT OF EVALUATIONS IN EDUCATIONAL DECISION-MAKING

There,is still substantial disagreematt over just how much impact

the evaluation function has had (or can have). But clearly,

there is relatively little evidence of extensive use of evaluation

research findings as the basis of policy decisions. Equally. `

clearlylrelatively few high quality evaluations have been pro-
:.

duced and.even the better evaluations4have-suffered from serious

methodological flaws.

I

0

a

The evaluation function lacks antadequate theoretical brie,..fnd

is even more lacking in addquate instrumentation. There is no

clear federal evaluation. policy, ant federal agencies have ,not

evenissulii guidelines 4 to what constitutes an adequate or appro--

priate. evaluation: (OE, Ohough, the dominant sponsor.of federally"

fundadevaluations,
35

has been moving in this direction and beyond

for the evaluation ot.ESEA:ritle I programs:)
38

- It would seem,
4

then, that the evaluaaion function in education (and other social

program area's) remains meek in comparison to the evaluation func-

tion in more mature R/D&I systems.

-e)

v.

it

a
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FoOTNOTES

1. Fcor instance, see:. Albert D: Biderman and Laure R. Sharp, The Com-
petitive Evaluation Research_ ndustry (Washington:' Bureau of Social
Science Research, Inc., 1972); and Ilene N. Bernstein and Howard E.

t. Freeman, Academic and Entrepreneurial Research: The Consequences of
0 **Diversity in Federal Evaluation Studies (New York: Russell Sage

Foundation, 1975).

op

2. John W. Evans, "Evaluating Education Programs - Are We Getting Anywhere?"
Educational Researcher, Vol. 3, No. 8, September 1974, p. 8.

3. On the evaluation research ihdustry as a whole, see dateadapted from
James Abert, cited in Biderman and Sharp, The Competitive Evaluation
Research Industry, op. cit., 1S.'23. On evaluation funding for the
education sector alone, see Carnot E. NalOOR and ftrd S. Mason, 1975
Federal Funding for Education Knowledge Production and Utilization:
Project Content and Performer, By Agency 4Washipgton: R&D System Sup-
port Division, Nit, 1977), Tables 15 and 16, pp. 33-34.

See the literature, hat came out of efforts to evaluate,social action
programs in the "War on Poverty," especially RobertA. Levine, "Evalu-
atiiig:the War onPovertyli and Peter H. Rossi, "Practice, Method, and
Theory in Evaluating Social Action Programs," in OK Fighting Poverty:
Perspectives from Experiehce, Jame4 L. Sundquist, ed. (New York: Basic
Books, 1969);, Petir H. Rossi and Walter Williams, ed., .Evaluating Social .

Programs: Theory, Practice, and Politics (New York: Seignar Press,
1972); Louis A. Ferman, "Some l'erspectives 'osoEvaluating Social Welfare,

Programs," The Annals of the American Academy, No. 385, September 1969;
Robert S. Weiss and Martin Rein, "The EvaluItion of Broad-Aim Programs:
Difficulties in Experimental Design and an Alternative," Paper presented
at phe American Academy of Arts Ind Sciences Conference on Evaluation of
Social Actio9 Programs, May 1169; Donald T. Campbell, "Reforms as Experi-
ments'," American Psychologist, Vol. 24, No. 4, April 1969, pp. 409 -429;

. .

Carol H. Weiss, ed., Evaluating Action Programs: Readings in.Social
Action and Education (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1972);and the highly
usqful articles that have appeared in Evaluation: A Forum for Human
Service Decision-Makers since it began publication as a journal in 1973.

5. See especially John K: Hemphill, The Reiltionships Between Research and
Evaluation Studies," in The Oregon Studies, Vol. II,op. cit."; John K.
Hemphill, "EdutacionarResearch, Educational avelopment, and Evaluatioh
StudTes," in Hemphill and Ri>venl'u, Educational Development: A New
Discipline, AR. cit.

6. For instance, see: Egon C: Cuba, "Development, Diffusion and Evaluation,"
in Knowled e Production and Utilization in Educational Administration,
T. Fidtill and J. .itchel, eds. (5ugene: Center for theAdvanced Study
of EducationalAdministratibn, 1967), also reprinted'in The Oregon
Studies, Vol. 1, op. cit.; Daniel L. Solfflebeam, "Evaluation as En-
lightenment for Decision-Making," in The Oregon Studies Vol. Hoop. rt.;
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Robert E.Stake, "The Countenance of Educational Evaluation," Teachers
College Recordl.Vol. 68, No. 7, April 1967, reprinted in the Oregon

`Studies, Vol. IL, op. cit. and in Carol H. Weiss, ed., Evaluating
-Action Programs: Readings id*Social Action and Education "(Boston:
Allyn and Bacon, 1972).

7.
Sae espec/Way: Micahel Scriven, "The Methodology of Evaluation,"
in Perspectives of Curriculum Evaluation, R. W. Tyler, R. M. Gagne,
and H..Scriven, eds., AERA Monograph Series on Curriculum Evaluation
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of Broad-Aim Program$: Difficulties in Experimental Designs and an
Alternati,ve," reprinted in Weeiss,Evaluating Action Programs, op. cit.
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Studies, Vol. II, op. cit., Chapter II; F'ranci's G. aro, ed., Readings
`in Evaluation Research (New York: Russell Sage Fo dation, 1971); and

,
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.Mills, Evaluation Studies: Review Annual, Vol. 1, 197 Gene V. Glass

ed.; Vol. 2, 1977, Marcia Guttentag, ed.; Vol. 3, 1978, Thomas D. Cook,
ed.

9'.". Scriveri, "The Methodology of Evaluation," op. cit.

10. 'Stufflebeam, 'Evaluation as Enlightenment for Decision- Making," op. cit.
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son, Samuel Ball, Richard T.Murphy, et al., Encyclopedia of Education-
al Evaluation: Concepts and Techniques for Evaluating Education and
Training Programs (San Francisco: Jossiy, Bass, 1974); also the arti-

cles on evaluation models in Garyjo. Borich, ed., Evaluating Education-
al Programs and Products (Englewood Cliffs: Educational Technology
Publications, 1974). Also see: John A. Meskauskas, "Evaluation Models 4/

for Criterion-Referenced Testing: Views gegarding Mastery and Standard-
.

Setting,", Review of Educational Research, Vol. 46,'No.'1, Winter 1976;
Stake, "The Countenance of Educational Evaluation," op, cit.; Stuffle- Ap

beam, ."Evaluation as Enlightenment for Decision - Making," op. cim;
and the follavin; OtIter pieces from The Oregon Studies, Vol. II, a.
cit. Robert S. Randall, "An OperationalApplication of the CIPP Model'
for Evaluation;" Peter Crane and Clark C. Abt, "A Model' for Curriculum
Evaluation," William C. Thtlmer, Jr., l'AeModgsfor-Pvit Hoc Evaluation;"
John B. Paper, "Summary of Program Relevance Evaluation Model;" and
Esther Kresh, "An Overview of the Disctepaney.Evaluation Model and a
Related Case Study." Also see: Gene V. Class, Educational Proddct
Evaluation: A Prototype Format," Educational Researcher, Vol. b, No. 1,
January,1972; MarciasGuttentag, "Subjecrivlty and Its itie in Evaluation
Research," Evaluation, VOL 1, No. T, 1973; Daniel L. Stufflebeam.,
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Evaluation, Educational Evaluation d Decision Making asca,(
Illinois: F. E. Peacock, 1971); W. J mes Popham and Dale arlson,

"Deep Dark Deficits of the Adversary valuation Model," Educational
Researcher, Vol. 6, .No. 6, June 1977; David.Mamilton, David Jenkins,
Christine King, Barry MacDonald, and Malcolm Parlett, Beyond the
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.
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in The Oregon Studies, Vol II, op. cit.
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Madaus, Handbook on Formative and Sammativet bialuatIon farScudeac
Learning (New York: Mdbraw-Hill-1971); 'Marcia Outtentag and Elmer. L.
Struening, ed., Handbook of Evaluation Research (Beverly' Hills, Sage
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'Evaluation, Vol. '1, No. 2, 1973; William L Speizman, "Evaluation:
An Evaluation from a Soci9logical PerspectiNe," 1974 Yearbook of the'

National Society for the Study of Education (Chicago: University of
Chicago Prev,.1974); Egon G. Guba, "The Failure of Educational Evalua-
tion," Education) TeChnolog, Vol. 9, No. 5, 1969, reprinted in Weiss,
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Statistical Significance -- A. Plea for New Strategies of Evalua-
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tion," Educational Researcher (Newsletter), Vol. 2(4, October 1969.

16. Among the sources useful for gaining an insight into some of,t1lese
dilemmas, see: R. W. Tyler,,ed., Educational Evaluation: New Roles,
New Means, 68th YearbOok,Of the National Society'for the Study of
Educakion, Part II (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1069),.
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ating Social Programs, op. cit.; W. W. Charters, Jr. and John E.'..lones,
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tian21 Research r, Vol. 2, No. 11, Novemb4r 1973; -Evans, "Evaluating
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"Where ?olitics and-Evaluation Research Meet," Evaluation, Vol. 1,
No. '3; 1973; Ernest R. House, ed'., School Evaluvioh: The Politics
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and PIocess (Berkeley: McCutchan, 1973); +1 ene R. Bernstein, "Validity
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August 1975; and Francis C. Caro, "Issues i the Evaluation of Social ,

"Programs," Review of- Educational Research, Vol. 41,/PNo. 2, April 1971.
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Evaluation Research Industry, o eit., p. 23.
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tion. and Utilization: Project Content and Performer, By Agency, clia.
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19. Bernstein and Freeman, Acddemfe and Ent epreneurial Research, op. eft.

20. B. R. Worthen R. M. Gagne, The Development of a Classification '.
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21. For instance, see: Edon G. Glba, "Developments, Diffusion, and Eval-
uation," in Knowledge PrOduction and Utilization in Educational t`.3-
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.

As is typical of any newly developing RID system, concerns for manage-

ment and policy making processes have tak n a low priority as compared to

prOgrammatic concerns. The dilemma is c assical. Those who are lost

likely to initiate an innovative thrust =re least likely to see the need

for or pay attention to effective perfo mance in the "mundane" probirms

of institutional panagement and the "erty" problems of policy makiDg

This hasbeen the situation in educational R/D&I. Little attention

given in the past to such issues at t e practitioner level, and man
*

;:ant for educational R/D&I was not s en as a major and necessary asp

of the agenda Of federal funding pro rams. With increasing maturation,.

:again s is typical, concerns in th se areas have begun to appear. Problems

of organizational design, personne managements .project and portfolio

selection, control and eiafuation, cash flow management,,information

p management, etc., have begun top ague managers and policy bakers. NIE

has begun on a modest scale to su port some studies of management and.

policy making processes in g/D&I The time would thusseeni ripe for .a

major expansion in research and raining programs devoted to upgraiini.

the quality of management and policy making processes.

While little attention has bee given the managemen't of educational R/D&I,

'there is a large and growing. ody of literature on R/D&I, management, and
4'

we can therefore identify, in broad outlines, the types of issues and

concerns that need to be exp tired further if we are to realize significant

advancemen0 t in the manageme of educational R/D&I.

The management of R/D&I re ires an understanding of dynamics which seem

to be generic to R/D&I. ese would at least Include: .

- R&D is by definiti an area full of uncertainty and risk, especially

as one moves close toward the basic research end of the R&D spectrum.

. *
Because we are here loo ing at general R/D&I issues, we will not attempt
o provide references -- that would be a monumental, task by itself.

1 15G
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t) Both the nature and b'enefitd"ofR&D outcomes may be unclear, and

it is often difficult to detetmine cost, skill and time require-
/

Ments.

- Different R/D&I functiodal activities' (i.e., research, development,

diss'emination, etc.)"have different time horizons and cost require-

ments. Personnfil in these different functional areas tend to haves

different goal and strategy perspectives, may require different,
,Ar

vpes of incentivestc.

- There typically are tensions between the short term perspectives 1
of users and fenders of R&D:(leading to demands for and evaluation

of R&Din terms of "immediate results ") and the'longer time per-

spectives inherent in'the nature of R&D.

- Support f(4-RaD in general and, for srlecifit R&D programmatic' areas

tends to be cyclical.

- There tehd to be swings in.emphasit on centralization and decen-
. .

"tralizatidh in the management of R/D&I.

- The control requirements for R/D&I management present potential

tensions with the requirements of creativity and innovation.

Program and

R/D&I. The

project .management are an integral part of the managempnt of

types of issues that mpst be dealt with here include: program

land project selection the roles of and interface between program and

project managers; issues of balance and.synergy related to the selection

.and delielopmeht of projects a; part of program portfolios (rather than

having a 'Conglomeration of disaggregated and perhaps conflicting projects);

relatedly, issues of balance, synergy and interaction across programs.

The management of R/D&I must be concerned with a variety of critical inter -

and intraorganizational interfaces. Among these woulltbe the interfaces

between: programs and projects; the various R/D&I functional activities

115''
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(between basic and applied research, between research and development, eec.);, .

the producers and users of knowledge; degrtments within organizdtions;

different organizations (includingdifferences in the type pf organizations

involved; and as public/private, federal/state Or local).

Closely related to the above is.the Issue of information flows within and

between organizations: whether oenbt mechanisms'and channels for infor-

, mation flow exi4 and whether they are used or not (and by whom); choice

among mechanisms and channels; incentives and disincentives or oth4r

barriers; etc.

Stagin and phasing dynamics present'tpecial concerns for the management of 1,

R/D&I. For example, the type of and requirements on R/D&I management may

yary significantly across different stages or phtses of: a program/project

cycle (e.g.: initiation, implementation, transfer of oitputs); product-

life Cycles; level of.maturational development of an .organization or system

(including instances where differences in maturational levels 'exist across

the different R/D&I functions or across different organizations). Here

alsd arise management issues of timing and transition across stages or

steps in a prbcess, and/or from one department or organization-to anosher;.

and of transitionfrom-one phase of maturational development to another:

41,

Coord'inatioLis at the very center of critical R/D&I management tensions

such as the managementof Aterffce relationships; the allocationkof scarce

resources in the light of uncertainty and risk; the need to be inhovative

vs. the need to'solve "practical" problems; coordinating research, develop-

ment, dissemination, etc. in light of their differences in time horizons

and cost requirement'; the v4ry difference in perspectives, missions and

needs of knOwledge producers and knowledge users; how to deal with system

"gaps "; tensions between "political" and "technical" perspectives; and

so on. Qlestions arise is to the type of coordination mechanisms to use;

whether cOrdiehkion should be through' formal organizatio-nal mechanisms,

through leadership or consensus-developing types ofIrocisses, or through

more emergent, developmental processes; the dynamics of the relationship
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between the parties involved; 'coordination issues arise within an organi-
,

zation, between-an organization and other= organizations, and across an

entire R/D&I system or sector. In this latter case, the term "orches-
.

tration" may appropriately depict the linkage and coordination needs,

among a set of separately autonomous organizations, where such issues as

turfy; competition vs. collaboration,-etc.., cornett° play..

From a broad R/D&I system or sector perspective, a number of R/D&I ;manage-

ment issues arise. O particular importance are the roles and relationships

of public vis-a-vis private agencies, funding agencies vis-a-yis funding

recipients, and knowledge producers vis-a-vis knowledge producers. For

exampleo what should be tile agency/field relationship regarding funding

emphases and program or project,selection of a Federal funding agency?

More broadly, to what extent and in what ways should and/or can any single

institution provide a "..lead eget-icy" role in R/D6I system orchestration?

4

The above discussiOns illustrate the range of critical R /D &I management

issues. While there is a large body of relevant literature, it is no

exaggeration to say that compared to other R/DtI sectors, educational

R/D&I management is a virtually unstudied and unformulated'area. With

the exception of some literature in the areas of change and innovation in

schools and some recent general examinations of educational R &D, there is

nothing to come with the resource,(books, journals, associations, etc.)

in R/D&I management as can be fOund in other R&D sectors.

This does raise the question of possible transfer of R/D6I management

technologies frOm ether sectors to education. While this does hold impor-

tent possibilities, it is equally important first to recognize the many

ways that differences in sector - specific contextual faCtois can'infldence

both the nature of R /D&t management requirements and the applicability

of speciiiclt/D&I management technologies. For example, theremay be

significantvariationi across sectors in such'matters as constituencies

served; sources and forms of external' pressures; concept of a "product";

innovation capabilities; differences in knowledge, personnel and insti-
,

1.
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tutional.bases, nature, sources availability and availabilit)ftf incentives

and dikincentives.

4
Thus, we may note that the R/D&I management field has,.for the most part,

grown out of sectoral contexts that vary in significant ways from the

educational context. Industrial, military, nuclear and aerospace R&D,

have been the largest contributors to this field, yith contributions also

being made in health and agriCUlture. These sectors tend to differ frour

eduCation in the ways just noted. Further, the underlying scientific

disciplines.in these sectors are primarily the natural and biological

sciences, while educational R/D&I builds, to an important.degree, on a

social science knowledge'base and applies thp products of R&D to sensitive

social systems that are highly diffuse and complex.

4

While it is.the purpose of this voluTe to describe more'fullk the various

aspects of the educational R /D &I context, we may note here that it is a

multi-disciplinary, political, value -- laden, immature and vulnerable

context -- factors which will significantly affect the management of

educational R/0&/.

It may be hoped that a growing maturity in educational R/D6I will lead to

a growing recognition of the need to study the.management of educational
. .

R/D6I -- both to determine the specific-R/D&I management dydamics and

'requirements in the education'sector and to be able. to utilize approxi-

mately.and effectively the existing body of knowledge about R/D&I manate-
.

went gained from other sectors. As was noted at the beginning of this

discussion, the time does seem ripe for such'an undertaking.

11Glf
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I. THE PRODUCTION FUNCTION IN GENERIC TERNS

-

t

In most RID &i systems,othe productioh function represents a cribtcal

linkage between knowledge production and knowledge utilization. The

outpu cat knowledge producing procpsses cannot be utilized by po-

gtents consumers unless they can be produced in adequate quantity

and quality, in appropriate forms,.and at acceptable prices. Generally,

the production process requires translating a developed product or

prototype into a set of product speWicafions and, engineering re-,
4101

quirements for the production process, establishing quality control

procedures, determining what production skills are needed, planning

production arrangements and controls, assenmbling the needed capitol
- .

and other resources, negotiating with suppliers and possibly also

subcontractors, etc.

OF PRODUCTIOtisISSUES IN EDUCATIONAL RLD&III. LOW. PRIORITY

Examination of what is involved irthe-production'of educational

R/D&I utp4ts suggests why production issues are of relatively low

1Ypriori =A minimal concern in educational' R/D&I. In education;

essentially all design and development work is subsumed under the*
.

research and development functions. Th4 production fpnqion a e&-

rucation, as we have conceptualized it,.is restricted simply to tJte

,rep'roduCti, fr manufacturirlsin quantity of fully developed and tested

1.Estas.""Px9auction" per" se, then, is either lam-existent in' that the

mass prdduction.siage is never reached, or it is little different,from

productio$10 other fields.

. A few examplesshould illustrate the .point'.' Usingour.terminology,

tins of Sesame Street segments, for instance, thoug4

teloV1tion industry as "production", is really part

function, A considerable amount of cfeativity,may be

the taping and the editing processes, and a number

the taping and adi

referred to in .the

of the development

involved in both

dr.
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bf decisions made during these processes may affect the finished

product as much as the original scripts a-itten for the segments..In.

this instance, "production", as we use the term, is restricted to re-
0

producing. the finiihed tapei for distribution, a process no different

forzeducation 'than for the entertainment or advertising industiies,
4

,

1'o take another example, as we are using the term, the "productOn", of
, A

a multimedia instructional system (including print, film, audio tapes, -
. .

'and interactive computer console eompOnents) involves the reproduction

r14

or m factoring in quantity of each'itewin the system (as previously,

, desi ed and revised by the product's developers and evaluators), and

perhaps the packaging of each set of items as a complete multimedia

assur-

ing

.., ,system. All the usual production issues come into play -- e.g., u
.

ailequatesources of materials, training and. supervising production
.../

workers, assuring quality control of the finished products, controlling/

costs, etc. But none of these issueg, and none of the production

activities involved, would seem in any way specific to education.

0

Similarly, producing a textbook or 'set of orinoted materials fbr the

education sector is no different from producig books and printed

materials for other sectors..Much of.the same could be said about

producirOilms, equipment, or how-to-do-it manuals. for innovative

change processes oinstruttional programs, and so on for allkthe

various innoletive outputs of educational :11/1W.

we do not mean to imply that producer's who`supply equipment to schools

need not worry about the mechanical quality and durability of the tape

re orders, audiovisual equipment, etc. that they provide. Continual

equipment'breakd s are no' more likely to be overlooked by school

districts than by other clients in making future Imrchising decisions.

Ofere,are already equipment4esting organizations such as the edu-

citional Products Information Exchange that specialize in providing -

ftj
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providin consumer product information for
i

the education secor.urd i t ) O
.10

poirit is imply that the verwhelming majoriirty of educational produc,ts,

programs, and other R/D&I outputs are software rather than hardware,

thfpredominantmedium is print, and the keY isques of performance and

reliability of such.products have less to do with'pOSsible breakdowns

in :the production function (as we have defined this) than with weak-
.

.nesses in the development function or the implementation process..

< I-

\\

III. INSTITUTIONAL BASE AND FORMS OF PRODUCTION IN DIFFERENT SETTINGS

4
Productici6 in the education sector tends to take one'of two forms, de -'

pending generally on the type of institutional. setting in which it takes

"place. 1t. amounts to little more than reproduction of copies of meter-
.

ials mneographing, photocopying, etc. -- in the case of most R&D

organizations, and even more so in the case of practice-based develop- .$

merit. Considerably more complex forms of produorn tend to be involved

in the commercial production of outputs---: e.g., the Production of text-
-

.

books, films, audio-visual materials and equipmentg-dtc.
t

The' stitu-

tions that provide these production capabilities include p4blishers,

film produc.ion companies, manufacturers of hardare and equipment,

etc. and tend to be sector-spanning irvnature (i.e., they,produce out-

puts for not only the education sector but also several other fields'

as well.)

There is gendrallya considerable

products thar'cope from the comer

institutions and practice-based's

s!

;
difference in appearance between the

cial. firms 'and the outputs of the R&D.

et0.ngs. copmerc,ial publishers ,genet
.

ally strive for a high quality print produCt using costly matrials and
i

'production techniques. On the other hand, the gloss of commercial pub -

1ications is generally absent from the outputs of R /D &i organizations.-

Tb some Significant deffee, this appears to be a consequence of clearly
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. . .

,articulated policy decisions of educetiona/ R&D sponso'rs and contractors.

i0CatiOnal R/D&I decision makdr,s have opted consciously for allocating
.

,. .,..

maximal resources to the research, design, development, and evaluation
,.,

of the Substance of the meterials,.ana the barest minimum to production
4 ,.

-- just enough to insure that l suffd ient.quantity of usable materials
.

L.

.can be i stribUted to operating sys'Itt
t

s.
1
School personnel are as .

. likely to anyone .else to be attracte to beautifully printed materials
3. ,

with exquisite graphics and layouts. ut their willingness to adopt
Os

-and Use excellent matetials that hap en to be produced by means:of.

. .
offset or xerox machines thou4not e particularly surprising: the

, teacher-made materials that make.uv..he billk of what is used from day

to day in classroomt are likely "to be reproduced by-such inelegant

technripagies as mimeograph and ditto machines.

OP'

IV.° ARRANGEMENTS TO.STRENGTHEN LINKAGES TO PUBLISHERS AND OTHER
E'

111"1.
PRODUCTION ORGANIZATIONS

There havelbeen some notable instances of collaborative relationships

between R/D&I.organ izations with strong development capabilities and

commercial publishers who can provide high quality production facil-

ities. PrObab0 the most frequently cited of these is the arrangement

between Appleton Century Crofts and the developers of Individually

Prescribed Instruction.
2

Two notable federal initiatives were undertaken to increase the poss-
.

ibilities for commercial'iark Ling of R&D outputs. One, the Copyright

Approval Program, allows spy ghts to -be granted on materials devel-

aped with federal,funding. It supersedes the former "eminent domain"

policy, and thereby provides a financial initiative for commercial pub-
,.

Ushers tb use. their resources to produce and market these materials.

Between 1969 (when'this policy was put into operation) and 1976 (when

data on this was reported), more than 550 authorizations for copyr,ights

Ig
..

It
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had been granted under this program.
- .

Tti- other efforts a Publishers' Alert Service, was created in 1972 to

make publishers aware of various sets of materials developed 'under

federal funding that were becoming fvailable for pubpubers to produce

and market. However, the publishing industry's response to more than

97 "Publishers' Alerts" distributed to them led NIL to suspend this

service in1976.
4

?*

Still, thereppeari to be a readiness.on the partofat least some

publishers to take a more active rote in the,production'and marketing

. of R&D outputs, iflhdequate incentives can be made available and if

the R&D outputs seem to be of sufficiently high quality to warrent their

investments '

Whatever may be possible for the future, at present these arrangements

are relatively few in number; the existing linkages appear to be ten-

tative and experiments as yet the production function is barely
%
visible in the configuration'of educational R/D&I.

wir

V. FUTURE DATA GATHERING AND ANALYTICAL WORK WHEN THE STNTE. OF

SYSTS1 DEVELOPMENT WARRANTS ATTENTION TO PRODUCTION ISSUES

Before we will be in a position to strengthen the production function,

we will need to know considerably more than we do know abotitthe

ancillary systigi lisupport services linked (or with the potential

for linkage) in various ways to the'iducationalR/D&I Aystpi. For

instance, we will need to know more about: numbers and types of pub-

lishers, film and yideotape laboratories, data processing organizations,,

etc.; their speciallzed,capabilit0s; ,scale of operations; costs of

services; etc.

4.
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t
It wouldbe use 1, too,, to know what linkages now xist between these.

production faci ities and existing R/D&I performe distribution

channels, etc. Information of this kind might possibly be gathered
. .

in some futuie cycle of the manizational survey conducted byINIE's

Education KM Monitoring Program, if this program continues. The list

of production-relevent organizations generated by this research might

then be used as the basis for sampling frames forsubseque n4ept,

research on dhe production capabilities able to supp he functioning,

of the educational(/D&I system.

However, as we noted.earlier, product on are not of high priority

)in the managekent of the educational R/D&I system. Given the nature of

educatitnal R&D outputs and their "pr dpction", these matters may

never become .of lof great consequence fo the management of the educational,

R/D&I systed. At the very least, they ale not likely to be given much

attention- `Until the system's K2 functions and 'resources are suff-

iciently strengthened to, make. a substantial number of RID I

outputs for masso.production, and until the financial resources fo

operating system acquisition processes are substantiil enoug

warrait the degfee of glossabd quality that commercial production

'

organizations can provide best.

'Clearly, then, this data-gathering and analytical work on the 'production

function can be shelved at least until some future time when RP ihsues
i . .

may be resolved sufficiently to allow policy makers to shift their

hnineattentioe. tO such other matters as strengt production capabilities

for large-scale produCtion of thigh quality tputs.,

4

1

I
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I. SUPPORT SYSTEM ISSUES GENERIC TO ALL RD&I SYSTEMS

*R/D&I systems are rarely totally self- contained. They generally

require support services from other systems, organizations, and/or

sectors. Different support services are generally required for

diff,prent R/D&I functions and activities.

We have noted elsewhere a number of key issues that need to lfe ex-

plored to understand the relationship between an R/D4/ system and

the support systems on which it relies.
1

Soma of these issues ha e

to do with support service requirements (e.g., determining the s
J I

teen's requirem t or different kinds of suppOrt services, the

level of sop sticatio and/or speeigization required in the

various services, and how theSe requirements. may' differ by R/D&I

functions, Institutional typ4, product types, and level of mater- -

ity of R/D&I system functioning). Other issues relate to the char-

acteristicl of the services available (e.g., quantity, quality,

level of technical 'capability, and costs). Still other issues re-

late to linkages to support services (e.g., what linkages exist,

what gaps, and what barriers or constraints to linkage): A key

set of questions revolves around the,extent to which a system is

either able to provide such services for itself or mist "rent" or

buy'the$e services from outsidV the system, which services should

or should not be provided.by-F1v system itself, and what the ef-

fects are likely, to be of Ikepindence on other systems for the tiro-

of different servicep. '

"0
.

The educational R/D&I system
1

has,not yet begun to consider such

matters. The primary insti'utional base of educational.R/D&I per',

forming organization is sti 1 so weak andimmature that support

servi,ces have hot as yet b en seen as a significant concern. And

this is as it .should be. owever, with grdater system maturIty;

Nip
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support service req6irementi may'Warrant greater attention. ti

. .

It.- SUPPORT SERVICES FOR EDUCATIONAL RiD&It THE CHANGES.4OUGHT
BY LARGE-SCALE RESEARCH AND R&D

ti

As educational research and itta? activities have expayea In 'scale,

the traditional research pattern of the indici al scholar wolan4

relatively alone in his stu y or his laborA Wry has been replaced ,

by team research under compl x

tional arrangements, supported

mostly ysectOr-spanning private

prganizatiOnal.and inter -organiza- .

by a complex subordinate system of

cnrporatipns providing services and
I

supplying and maintains equipment.

Included in this supportisystem are'the traditional, research sup-
,

port services -- e.g., research libraries and suppliers and main-

tainer's of the equipment Used in Laboratorilip. ,Also included, how-
. .6

ever, are suppliers and maintainers of the kinds bf equipment and

services that djsttngu1s the newer, largep-scOe research and R&D

from the older, smaller-rate research and R&D:pattern -- e.g.,

computer centers, data proces

maintenance services; the sup
I

photocopiers, typew4ters a

ing service bur'edps,Lnd compqter

tiers and mafhtafners.of calculators,

other office eqiipme4t and of the

various kinds of audiovisual hardware that ar'e:becoming so prom=

inept in instructional system development; the film laboratories,

vadeotape editing facilities, cassette reproduction laboratories,

and printing and publishing facilities that Play such important

support roles inthe porduction of materials and complex multi-
,

media instructional systems; survey research service organizations

that play a dual role both as R /D &I performers on projects of their

own and as suppliers of support services for other g/D&I organize-

Lions; and the various mechanisms and arrangements that existto

protect proprietary' rights for R&D obtputs.thaf are not c)early in

II 75
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the public domiiin. Included too, especially for the larger and more

comple* projects, -Ste secretarial and clerical services, generally

but not 4wayg provided internally.

III. AN INADEQUATE KNOOLEDGE BASE ON THE SUPPORT SYSTEM

There is relativ ly ittle in the published literature about the

subordinate system f .support services for EdUcaeional R/D&I. We

. assume that there is a great deal of information in the files of

federal agencies and R/D&I organizations that would be useful for

assessing the scale, distribution, organizational capabilities, and

1pir.client'service patterns of the Various support systems; the rela-

tive cost-eFflptiveness of the in- se.vs. external strategies for

supplying different support services (e . data processing or sur-
. 4

vey xesearch units) for different purposes in different types of

organizational settings; and the strengths and weaknesses of various

kinds of procurement arrangiMents that are .used. Some 4nalytical

'work might provide a considerable amount of useful information from

these existing data sources.

'In addition, information about linkagesto support services may be

nerated from future cycles of the organizational survey conducted,

a part of NIE's Education KPU Monitoring Program, if this program

continties. Lists of support service providers might be generated

from this work and used as a basis for sampling frames 5r subse-

Anent in -depth research on the services used ii*, support various

kinds ofoR/D&I activities and types of organizations performing

these, activities, to determine from R/D&I performers what support

services they use, the extent to which they rely on soUr,pes withlt
/

or outside the educational RID &I system for these services, and the

implications of these different'use patterns.

11'76

."4
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4

Transfer of support system management strategies from other sectors.

might be omplishd-with relative ease once the configuratiOn,

,
. dimensions, and service patterns of the support system for educe-

tional,R/Dg afire clarif ied and relatetcf.tO those 'contextual ondi7

tions that function as constraints on. Ptocurement and prOvi.sion-
. /

of suppoit services for the educational RiD&I system. Howev'er,

'work of this kind is clearly a long way off. It is not likely to
.

warrans.priority.aetention until tihe iristitutional batkof R/D&I

performers is sufficiently strong/4nd mature to permit sy.steen..pol

icy makers to shift their attention to strengthening the various

systems of support services required for educational R/D&I functAilk '

ing. Stille,system policymakirs should. be aware of the subordinate

system of support services and keep it inmnindas an area for

1

cy development at some futuge point in the historical development

of educational R/D&I,
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Two of the most significant indicators of the maturity of an R/D&I

system may be: the state of development of research on the R/D.St

systeni itself, and the extent to which data on system functioning

is used as .a basis,for poliCy formation.

.'There is a sizeable literature on the functioning of educational

R/D&I. (We have been attempting to review, synthesize, and assess

that literature throughout this volume.) But there is relatively

little or what we would describb as either R&D syitem studies in

a "research-on-research"'mode (i.e., systematic studies of'the

research and development process for purposes of increasing know-
.

ledge about the R&D process and/or as an aid to decision making and

policy formations1). And there is little if any evidence that what -

even data havqbeen gathered<on system functioning have signifi-
.

cantly affected system policy formation or decision making.

14 this chapter we will examine first what.is availabe in the

literature, and then turn tovhat more may be needed to further

the maturation of the educational R/D&I system, inform system policy

development, and improve system functioning.

I. THE EXISTING LITERATURE

1. Factors Accounting for Proliferation of Literature on Educational

R/D&I Fueotioning

Given the relatively brief histop of educational R/D&I, there is

an astonishingly large accumulation of analyses and empirical research

on the iunctioning of the s stem. This'is attributable in part to

the negative political-cli to in which .the system functions -- the

lack Of confidence in Congress and various federal agencies in the

educational R/D&I enterprise. As Commentdd on in early literature,

*This ch4ster pr4sents in summary'form material that will be expanded
extensivdrly in the next draft of this volume, already in preparation.
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there has been a tendency to pull the system out by itspoZis

every couple of years to see how well it is:growing ondto deter-
.

mine how its effectiveness might b'e improved. A 1 rge numbir of

these analyses were conducted by or for federal agenttes or Congres-
.

,

iional comeittees.
2

A second factor. of,some importance in accounting for the large

number of analyses was the increasing self-consciousness of the

social sc iences in\the late '60s as to their proper role in relation

to governmental agencies and the utilization of social science

knowled e. Some of the relevant literature was provided iy study

coma tees of the National Academy of Sciences - Natonal Research

Council; the Matonal Science Board; the National Academy of Education;

the President's Science Advisory Committee.
3

Some of the relevant literature is-traceab leto an international

stimulus a request from the Organization for Economic Cooperation

and, Development (OECD) for OE to participate in a cross - national

review of educitiorial R &D and an analysis of how,R &D might be

strengthened to increast its potential for improving educational

practice.

. Some of the more recent literature is the result of the emergence

of. knowledge producti6n/utilizatiofi as a new research area in the
. .

.-
educational research Community.

5

. .... .

But probably the most important impetus of all in recent years has

come form the sponsors of educational R/D62, not only OE and NlE

b also private foundations such as Russell Sage= e.g., their

s rong interest In evaluation research as a basis for policy

ormation,
6
and their initiatives to support the.design, develop-

ment, and utilizatiOn of routinely coire:%d data bases fot

s.

11b3
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Monitoring the progress of the educational KPU system, 'detecting

problems, and determining the impact of policy initiatives.7

2.; 'Types of Literature
I

1

'The literature can be categorized into eight types of presentations:

.
1. ..distillations of 4xpeu analysis and opinion;

2. systematic empirical evaluations of particular components

,or outputs df the educational R/D&I system;

3. secondary analyses of 'existing data;

, 4. case siudied of exemplary educational t/D&I projects;

5. syntheses of the relevant literature;

6. conceptual work on system definition, mapping the domain

of educational R/D&I, developing and integrating concep-

tualizations of the nature of the system, and identifi-

...acation and/or exploration of conceptual issues;

7. phlicy studies on "system issues; and

8. Outputs of the Education KPU monitoring Program (including-

descriptions of the data base and monitoring program and

alto data gathered under that program).

Much of the relevant literature (and virtually all of it that was

produced during the first few years of the federally funded system's

history) falls into the "distillation of expert analysis and opinion"

-OP
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.a, .category. These analyses were generally based on interviews; site

visits; examination of materials in agency files; perusal of system

outputs;of.the insights of individual members of advisory panels, or

the judgments or recommendations of tull. advisiory panels.
8

Systematic empirical investigations make up the second largest

category -- e.g., evaluations of personnel training programs;
9

or

ERIC information producer or pilot state dissemination projects;11

or AERA meetings ana.journAl publications as critical elements in '

the 12 information flow syste= in edqcation;
12

etc.

We include here especially several studies of the evaluatiOn

research function and how it is organized; who does what kinds of

evaluations with what degree of effectiveness; how evaluation find-

ings are used;etc. 13
The "research-on-research" character of these

studies of the. evaluation research function suggests a particularly

//gi.gh level of self-awareness within this function.

Existing secondary anaIyses.have been done in two areas in

1)particular -- demongraphic data n AERA members,14 and funding data

on federal sponsorship oreducadienal R/D&I activities.
15

We would

hope to see more secondary analyses when data from the Education

K120 Monitoring Program's organizational survey
16

are made available

for analyses by the R/D&I research community.

. . . . .

Some useful case Studies live been produced about R/D&T functioning

in various projects and project'settings.
17

We would like to see

many more such case'studiis, expecially if they are designed to

provide process

research" mode.

analyses of R/D&I functioning in a mfesearch -on -

. 1

There are,rela i ely few documents in the other fou'r categories.

The literature t aNs available clearly reflects the

I

.. ,

\
i

a
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institutionalization ofo'research-on-researchu in educational.
18 . Y.

R/D&I -- efforts to synthesize the existing literature; efforts

to map the domain of educational R/D&I;
19

policy studies on

questions of funding and how NIE should relate to the "field";
20

descriptions of NIE's KPU monitoringwproject designed too develop

a data base on educational KPU functioning; use the data base to

build models of the dynamic of KPU functioning in education; and

monitor KPU functioning to identify problems requiring new policy.

or to assess the effects of ;existing Policies and policy

and data from the organization). survey undertaken as''

initiatives

changes;
21

part of the
1141)

monitoring programs

In summary, at preent, the research literature on educational

R/D&I functioning touches on only limited areas of system functiol-

ing; provides relatively little empirical data; is atheoretical;

and appears to be only minimally utilized by eithr sponsors or

performers of R/D&I activity. Hotever, all of this may change if

the N1E-mon/tering project is effecpiVe in institutionalizing

research on the educational,R/D&I system and providing the kind of

data base and policy analyses suggested in program descriptions.

. ,

J.
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II. NEEDED INITIATIVES 1

In its 1975review and assessment of NIE funding policies; the

advisory' panel headed by koald Campbell called for the establish-
.

went of "a ,very sophisticated research aneanalysis unit at the

very top of NIE," .4th active involvement in the ihort-term and

long-term planning and decision making carried odt by the

Institute's leadership. As envisioned by the Panel, this unit

WOull have sufficient resources to permit that to monitor nd

analyze system finctionin and to provide the data base for

"informed choice.
H23

NIE's R&D System Support 'Division has the potential to function
. A

in this manner, and tpok Several important,stepsto begin develop-

ment of the needed Conceptual, analytical,, and empirical work.

Of particular importance
1

was:-their work on the publication of

. the 1976 Databook, updating OE's 1969,0atus report
24

(which was

until 1976'the only comprehensive compilation and synthesis of
. .

information on the educational R&D system); their planning for an

Education KPU Monitoring ?rogram and their sponstirship ofan

organizational survey of R/D&I performer organizations as the first

data-gathering effort under the monitoring program;
25

their awarding

of several grants for preparation of conceptual papers
26

and

peveral other, larger scale efforts designed to map the educational

R/D&I domain27 and develop the beginnings of an R&D system studies

research community; their issuing of an "R&D Source Sought"

solicitation for the establishment of an R&D System Studies Policy

Center;
28

and their own important analysis) of federal funding data,

leading to publications providing the best 'available information

on federal sponsorship of educational R/D&I activity,f
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However, .the'R&D System Support Division has remained a small, ;

underfinanced unit, functioning largely insolation from (and
,

seemingly with little influence on) top NIE plAning and decision

making. Plans for the R&D System Studies Policy Center were

dropped, and even the future. o£ the Education KPH Monitoring
.

Program may be in jeopirdy." Clearly, this.unit his not, been

-permitted to function in the manner suggested by the Campbell panel,

and this critical system need remains unmet.

A well functioning, adequately financed unit of this kind could

facilitate the emergence and development of an educational R/D&I

system studies research community and provide top syttem policy

makers with the kinds 61 soundilempirical data needed to inform
.

the policy process and enable NIE to actively perform its role

">as.the lead agency for educational R&D. However, as yet, we see

little evidene of any of this occurring in the near future.

fr
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Pratinnal rigAINOnlmilnP en*0 crmy," in Educational Developn
ment: A New Discipline for Self-Renewal, Johp K. Hemphill and

Fred S. Rosenau, eds. (Eugene, Oregon: Center for the Advanced.
Study of Educational Administration, 1973); Center for New
Schools, Socumentation and Tiehnical Assistance in Urban Schools
Case Studies 6Chieagov -CNS, 1978)'; and Center for New Schools,
Strategies of Six Groups That Facilitate Educational Change at
the School /Community Level (Chicago: CNS, 197.

18: For instance, 'see:. OE, Educational Research. and Development in
the United States, op. cit.; NIE, 1976Daiabook, op. cit; Michael

. Radnor;- Harriet Spivak, Earl C. Young, Durward Hofler, and Ray-
Wand J. Buckley, Comparative Research Development and Innova-
tion: with ImplicaEions for Education. Abridged Report for the
National Institipe of Education '(Evanston: Center for the Inter-,
disciplinary Study of ScienCe andTechnology, Northwestern Uni-
versity, 1977); Michael Radnor, Harriet Spivak, and Durward
Hofler, Research, Development and Innovation: Contextual Analy-
sis (Evanson:. Cenei for the Interdisciplinary Stud', of Sci-
ence and Technology, Northwestern University, 1977); and this,
voluMe.

19. For instance: Stacey Churchill, Modelling A National Educational
R&D System: A Conceptual Framework (Washington: NIE, 1974);

ff The Oregon Studies, op. cit., especially Volumes I 4,III;
Radnor, Spivak, Young, Hofler, and Buckley, Comp Live Research,
'Development and Innovation, op. cit.; Mason and ffrig, "Federal
Support for Education Research and Relaped Activities, FY 1975-77,"
op. cit.;NelsOn, Sewers, and Mason, A Composite Estimate, op. cit.;
Mason, Nelson, and Sawers, MiFunction,- By Agency, op. cit.; and
Nelson and Mason, Project Content and Per firmer, By Agency, op. cit7'.

20. For instance: RoallF. Campbell ital., R&D Funding Policies of
the National Institute of Education: Review and Recommendations

V (Washington: NIE, 1975);-Michael Radnor, Harriet Spivak, Durward
Hf3fler, and Earl C. Young, Agendy. Field Relationships in the Educa-
tional R/p.sr System. A Policy Analysis for the National Institute
of Education (Evans wig' Center for the Interdisicplinary Study of
Science.and Technolog Northwestern University, 19,76); Michael
Radndr., D4r4rd Hofle and Harriet Spivak, Strengthening_Funda-

, mental Research Relev t to Education (Evanston: Center for the
Interdisciplinary' Study of Science and Technology,'Northwestern
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University, 1977); and also see Michael Radnor and Durward
Hofler, eds., Policy Studies in Research, Development and In7,
navation (Evanstoni Center for the Interdisciplinary Study of
Science and Technalogy, Northwestern University, 1977).

NIE, RFT. for Survey of Institutions Which Perform Educational
k&D, op. cit.; NIE, Program for Monitoring_ the Education KPU
-System, op. cit.
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22. See above, footnote 16.

23. Campbell4et al., R&D Funding, Policies of the National Institute
Qf Education, op. cit.

24. OE, Educational Research and Development in the United States,
op: cit.

25, See above, footnotes 16 and 21.
di

26. Churchill, Modelling A National Educational R&D System, op. cit.;
Burkhart Holzner, Jiri Nehnevajsa, and Leslie Salmon-Cox, The
Impact of the Federal Research and Development Center Program
on American Education: A Problem Analysis and Design Paper for
a Program of Studies (Pittsibrgh: University of Pittsburgh, 1974);
and Peter H. Rossi, Assessing Organizational Capacity for Educa-
tional R&D in an Academic InstitutioaL Prepared for Nies' R&D
System Support Division, Reprinted ,in Educational Researcher, Vol. 5,
No. 4, April 1976.

27. See above, footnote 18; also see: O. W. Markely et al., The Norma-
tive Structure of Knowleds Production and Utilization in Education:
Interim Report (Menlo Park: Stanford Reiearch Institute, 1974);

and the 1976 outputs of the 1974 proposal entitled: "A Futures
Analysis of Teacher Education Institutions as Innoyators, Knowledge
Producers, and Change Agencies in the Nation's Educational R&D,Sys-
tem," by Egon Guba and D'avicl Clark of Indiana University. Pfimrs

produced by this project are referenced,in. footrlote 3 of the chapter
on "The Institutional Base of Educational R /D &I' in this volume.

4
28. NIE, Research and Development Source Sought for Education R&D Sys-

agm Studies (Washington: NIE, 1977).

29. See above, footnote 15.
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